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Contact Jana Staten for Information

Editor: Becky Nichael
Volume 1, nurber 1
April 1S32

Dear Friends,
There are so many of you, all trying

out dialogue wTiting in new settings,
that I can no longer keep up by personal
letter and feel guilty about not sharing
more of whet you are dan .. with others.
This newsletter is au attempt to remedy
the situation. Included you will find
brier notes about the Dialogue Journal
Project, excerpts from an interview with
the original dielogue journal teacher,
and tidbits from letters and calls which
I have had frac all of you.

Your help is needed, though, to make
this newsletter successful. Vrite back
and tell us what your experience has been
and we will include it in the next
edition (to appear as soon as enough of
you respond). By sharing oar'experiences,
our insights, our knowledge perhaps we
can begin a dialogue of our own. I look
forward to hearing from all of you.

Jana Staton
CAL....... ........

It's Done Dialogue Writing as a
Communicative Event - Jana Staton,
ROftr Zhuy, Joy Kreeft ami.Hrs. R.

This report consists of an overview,
Volume I, presenting the study pur-
poses, findings and dbucluaions and im-
plications for writing and for class-
room interaction. Eleven research
papers (in Volure II) present analyses
of language functions, types of conver-
sational discourse which develop, and
the effects of private, non-graded,
interactive writinr on the growth of
elaboration, ability to reason about
problems, and topic understanding. The
teacher's awn perspective on the use
of dialogue journals in the classroom
is presented in the 12th paper of
Volume II.

CAL is reproducing both volumes at- .

cost: Vol. I is $G.00 , Vol. II is
$14.01 , but our special discount offer
is only s/c_nn for both volumes,,

(ncluding prepsid shipping. (If

volucee.ere bought separstelY, ioclude
$1.86. for velum I or $2..59..forvo1ure
II to cover hipping aud handling.)

Excerot_from an Interview with Leslee

Plecithecirial
Teacher

The following questions and answers
are part of an interview that was done
with Leslie Reed, the original dialogue
journal teacher, in September 19C1.

Interviewer: I want to.ask you what you
get out of journal wTiting?

Hrs. R.: I don't think I've ever grown
ta much in my life as I have this year.in
understanding the problems of difierent
cultures. different races, trying to fit
intothis pattern of American life..Plus,
as a teacher and having taught for a great
many years, I'm sometices so sure when
I'm teaching a lesson that it does =a
good to see sometimes in the journals
something that I totally missed. That I
have used a cliche or an idiom that liter-
ally blocked out everything I taught up'
to.thar point. It's like a challenge.
It's a puzzle.

Int.:Is it very important for students
and teacher to share personal information,
that doesn't have much to do with their
learning?

Hrs. R.. I think all learning has to
take place through a mind that's as un-
fettered and as open as possible. If we

can help to Open their minds and unfettsr
their worries and agonies by sharing or
by letting them put them out on paper,
then learning can begin.

I think another thing about the dia-
logue journals which teachers might not
realize is the degree to which it allows
you to individualize their work. I think
now I find that journal writing is sort
of the kernel of my teaching. nen I
sit down to do journals, I ar.a doinc a

kind of resume of my day, and of each
child. For me it
(cont, on page 2)
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(teacher interview continued)

makes my whole school year flow, be-

cause I have a constant finger con the

pulse of the children. I know quite

accurately what every child is doing

and not doing.

191.: ghat needs to be said about the

journals7

Mrs. R.: I think if I could have...

everyone see the love that goes into

the journals and not just on ny part;

but on the children's part too. The

love, the respect, the mutuality of

coals, the towlines that we develop

for each other. It's so worthwhile,

it's so good. I just think any

teacher who allows herself to get this

involved with individuals can't help

but be enriched by just learning nore

about each individual.
1. etof ft

New Research Notes

Dialogue Joureals with Deaf Students

Jana Staten is now consulting at

Gallaudet Collego, the national college

for the deaf in Washington, D. C.. to

develop dialogue journal writing for

deaf students, at both college and pre-

college levels. Deaf students learn

sirn language as their first language

written Lnglish is a second lannuage

for them, and one which they find very

difficult to learn, especially when they

don't have opportunities to use it in

functional situations.
Faculty from

the Enrlish Department and Counseling

are interested it trying out dialogue

journals and three high ch.lol Enrlish

teachers from the Model Secondary

School ere already using them with

their classes. Research proposals to

study the acquisition of En.qish lan-

guage in dialogue writing are planned,

and we would be interested in hearing

fror teachers who night have already

used a dialogue
journal with deaf or

other coonunication
impaired students.

Langusge
Acquisition - ESL

A research project .is row in pro-

gress to analyze the acquisition of

English in dialogue journal writing.

The study focuses on the dialogue

writing over one year's time of a

-

2

sixth grade class ot. non-native iopeakaps

of Eagliah in Los Angeles, California.

Mts. Laslee Reed, the collaborating tea-

cher for Staten, Shuy and Kroteft's origi-

nnl dialogue journal study (1979-31) has

continued to write in dialogue journals

with her 193041 ann 193142 students,

none of whom are na-ive speakers of Eng.

Preliminary analysii of the journals shows

a dramatic shift in the students' writing

over a year's time, from sia initially

limited grasp of erirmatical structures

and a narrow range of topics and language

functions, to 6he eventual use of complex

structures and effective expression of a

wdde ranne of topics mad functioas. As

the year progresses,
both the students'

and teacher's writing demonstrates the

amazing degree to which the students bc-

cone comfortable with (and confident about)

their ability to cormunicate in English.

Oral language samples are also beinr

collected once a =nth from several stu-

dents, so that comparisons can be made

between the development of oral coepetence

with coopetence in written English over

tire. (For details, contact: Joy Kreeft,

CAL)
010

Japanese Students Learning English

Shelley Gutstein, an Applied Lin-

guistics Ph.D. candidate at Georgetown

University and an experienced ESL teacher,

tried the dialogue journals with a class

of Japanese college students learning

English in an intensive E week summer

program. Shelley is now studying the

language variation, self disclosure, and

topic development in the journals for

her dissertation at GU. She found the

journals very useful in getting to know

the students, even in the short period

of time,

Vote; Ved love to have samples of your

dialogue journals, but please send just

excerpts which you think others tight

learn'from, also,
please be sure you

have both parents and students' per-

mission (for students under 18) to share

them. Give us a pseudonym for the stu-

dent which reflects cultural background.

And, please let us know how you would

like to be identified:

4



.Scee Applications of DJ's

Foreist Lang,nage'
Dialogue journals are being used by

Ceil Lucas (CAL) in a 12...week college-

level Advanced English Composition

course at Lorton neformatory (D.C.

Department of Corrections). The class

roots once a weelvfor 2 hours and

students write in the journals for the

last 20 minutes of aach class. While

the first topic was initiated by the

teacher with the questions 'That do

you like to read? Why?', each dialogue

is clearly takiw r! its own course as the

semester progresses.
In addition, Lucas has use o. dialogue

journals in a ten-week tatroductory

Italian course (second setester). The

class meets 3 hours, once a week. Here

amino the first topic was teacher-

generated.
The journals have been a very useful

teaching tool in these two lanNage-

diverse situations, one with dialect

speakers and one with second language

learners. In neither case does the

teacher correct or overtly reference

languafle differences - rather, use is

made of modelling vocabulary items or

grammatical constructions. The

journals are successful in these situ-

ations precisely because the focus is

not on language forms, but on com-

munication. This may be particularly

irportant in a language learning situ-

ation for adults
WD.4111....4111M410.1......

Jose Goncalves is using dialogue

journals in an advanced conversation

class in Portuguese at Georgetown

University. The students write in

their journals in Portuguese once a

week; Jose responds to then and re-

tnrns their journals in the next class.

The students are free to choose their

aim topics and Jose reports that

typically they write about more per-

sonal topics than they discuss in the

classroom. This results in a special

benerit because the teacher and his

students feel closer and he toys that

the dialogue journals have definitely

increased teacher-student rapport.

..

3

Prinary and Unper Elementary

Quinda Strube, a bilingual primary

teacher in Riverside, Califoraia, has been

using dialogue journals with her 1st and

2nd graders, some of whom write as touch as

6th graders. She has found journals to

be a rood way to help students practice

both Spanish and Eaglish (her lst graders

are using Spanish; her 2nd graders are

moving into English). Students who were

relying on the aide to dictate stories

quickly began writing independently in the

jouraals.
Here's a sample of one of the delight-

ful topic-focused conversations La these

journals.
A: NAT Wise Strube: I love Sonia be-

cause she's pretty would you tell

Sonia that she's pretty and tell her

that I love her. OK! Juin.

T. Why do you want me to tell her? Do

you really want me to tell her? I

think she's pretty, too!

S: Dear Hiss S. Yes I want you to tell

her Please eorque tengo imbintga

(Because I.am embarrassed.)

T: But won't you be embarrassed even if

I tell her? Would you like T

to tell her?

S: Dear Miss Strube:
Forget it. I jumt

give her a ring and a necoless and

I'm going to give her more things.

T: What do you want me to forget? Did

you give a ring and necklace to

Sonil? Mat did she do?

S: She said thank you and I said you

welcome and that all.
dwrolgt411.wwab.

Kristina Lindberg, Wilmington Park

Elementary School, has combined dialogue

journals with Sylvia Ashton-Warners Lan-

guage experience apprcach for her 1st

grade class. Each child begins by

choosing personal -key words, and the

'acher, after writing the word, begins

writing phrases in the child's journal.

The child copies or makes the phrsse into

a sentence, and the teacher responds.

This continues until the possibilities

of that personal key word have been ex-

hausted, and the child asks for a new

WOM. This information came to us from

Leslee need - WE hope to hear from

Kristina directly about how it's going.

W,....m..m.01041.M



Nona Ramirez and several other

teachers in Riverside have been using

dialogue journals for two years at the

elementary level. As old hands, we'd

like to know what you think of it now?

41011.10.1...1.1.1.*.MMIMMINNIVAIIHM

illeh School,

'Bow can you manage dialogue journals

at the bleb school level?

Gretchen Vasquez, in Coachella, Cali-

fornia, began two years ago by encouraging

her ESL students to Write her a note or

letter if they wanted to and promising

to write back. The next year she chose

2 classes and had them WWI once a week,

on different daye. She found that she

became like & friend, and the dialogue

moved from newsy, superficial writing in-

to more significant topics. Many of her

students use English for academic concerns

but switch to Spanish for core personal

topics. Men she tried it a second year

vith the same group of students, there

was a drop off of interest and lenrth--

there nay be limits!

Janey Ennelman Lisenby, in La Quinta,

California has also been using the.journal

with her Basic Skills class, on a once

a week basis.
........

At the Hedel Secondary School for

the Deaf (at Gallaudet College, D.C.)

3 English teachers, Janet Rothenbern,

Cindy Puthoff, end ::ary Vartone,

all deaf thenselves, began dialogue

journals about a month ago, and are very

excited about their students' response--

one teacher reports that quiet, passive

students are coccunicating more in the

journal (a second language) than in

class (Sign Lanpusge)! The students are

given freedom to vrite as often as they

want durinn the week--since MSSD classes

are small, this is manageable and gives

the teacher an indication of engagement.

The teachers are planning to write up

their experience.

A nurber of hiph school teachers

at the Breadloaf Rural Teachers of

English proprac who were.in workshops on

dialogue journal writine last sumer

went hone with plans to try it out -

ved love to hear about it, as high

school teaching loads make individual in-

teraction more problematical. Any

solutions? 4

Essay Dialopues

Vilmington, California, English

teachers picked up the idea frac s werk

shop with Leslie Reed and cam up with

an interesting adaptation. They write

back with questions and coments about

the content of the essay (instead of

corrections) on first drafts of each

student's essays, and the student responds.

Mum questions and ideas have been worked

throueh in several exchanges, the student

goes about revising. Teachers reported

thet the average length of time for stu-

dents to revise an assignment was a

month, before dialoguing. Ilow it's down

to a wee% or two, and students request

more chances to WTitt dialogues.
IIMNIMININIIDA140.1.10.M..11M.P.

Collepe/Graduate School

One of the most interesting and un-

expected spin-offs of dialonue journals

has been their use by college instructors

with their ovn students.

Bill Stokoe, at Gallaudet College,

began using dialonue journals last year

in his research seminars on American

Sign Languege, which included a mixture

fo,f 'deaf, hearing-impaired
and normal

hearing students. Bill says, 'What sur-

prised ne rinht at the start was the

pleasure I took from reading my students'

journal entries and from replying to

them directly. Instead of finding it

one core of the many tasks to be done,

or put off, I found myself hurrying back

to the office to read each day's entries

as soon as possible, to see what this

interesting person I saw across the

classroon was saying to me or asking

about. I also found that the few minutes

that it took to read and reply were

among the best ninutes of the day. I

never rot to know the students in my

class so well. lath the dialogue

journals I stopped worrying about ho to

teaen the class to teet all their needs.

Each one through his or her journal was

getting individual instruction and, from

what they wrote in the journals, very

much appreciating it. i;aturally, with a

happily prorrassinn
class, I was a

happy teacher. I doubt I will ever

teach without dialogue journals &nein.

They don't increase a teacher's burdens,

they lighten theu..

16



Roger Shuy, Geornetown University,

tried the journals out with his linguis-

tics field methods class. he asked his

students to use the journal as a means

of recording their observations of field-

work projects, and then reflecting,

asking questions (even complaining!).

Roger describes his experiences.

"I've always been rather close to my

grad students but I've never felt closer

than I did that semester. Mat was

shocking to me, however, was that the

students made clear to me in their jour-

nals exactly where they were in their

development. This enabled me to indi-

vidualise my struction,in their journals,

but also in the class itself, in ways

I had never done before. Every teacher

has general assumptions about the progress

of the class as a whole based on clues

given by a few. I discovered something

that I suppose I should have known -

not ell students were at the place I

thought they were. Some only caught

on to the central concepts at the very

end. This knowledge, revealed privately

in their journals but not made openly

in the class, guided me in teaching all

12 of them in different aspects of the

course that they needed. / believe I

did as much teaching in the journals

as I did in the seminar meetings.
AMOWV...Cm,411.M01110.....01.

Vic Rental, Ohio State University,

College of Education, thought that

dialolue writing would be a good way to

develop understending and keep in

touch with teachers taking a graduate

level precticum on classroom super-

vision. It has bean good--the enroll-

ment doubled snd the experience was

excitinz for Vic as for the students.

Vic speculates that im addition to the

learninl and awareness which the act

of writing itself brings about, tho

bonds of trust established in the

dialogue journals helped these adults

to take greater risks in encountering

now knowledge and new procedures.

Plus, he suggosts, -supervising

teachers must have stroog skills in

interpersonel communization. Ordinary

expository writing, with its explaining

function, may tend to obliterate the

kind of interpersonal language super-

visors need to have. The dialogue

journal draws on and encourages the

rich interpersonel function of oral
P

5

language. I think it is ideal for

developing the skills I want in

supervising teachers.'
111.11.111 UMW

Interactive Vriting - Different

A close cousin of student-teacher

dialogue journals is the practice of

having students initiate a continuous

correspondence with another student in

a journal or letter format.

Anande Branscombe, of Auburn High

School, Auburn, Alabama, has paired a

class of Ilth and 12th graders with

another class of 9th grade basic writing

students, and offered them the oppor-

tunity of writing letters to one another,

once & weak, on topics of their own

choosing, wdthout teacher grades or

comments. Her students keep this con-

versation going all.year - sharing ex -

periencec, offering advice and support.

Resesrch on a sarple of these let-

:girt; bf: jdia

11 lifin:tc:n!oft:nUtni:er-

gli.:Z:h

number and type of connitive processes

used, and text coherence as students

became more knowledgeable about and

comfortable with their audience, and

as they mutually negotiated an agenda of

topics for discussion. Jim and Amanda

are writing a paper on the results.

Anne Herrinston, now at SURY, Albany,

reports a similar practice worked with

a class of basic writers in a junior

college, using a journal rather than

letter forrst. Once the students got

started, they kept it going without

any urging--all Anne did vas arrange the

initial pairings, and collect and deliver

the journals each class period. (Stu-

dents did not 'know' their partners, (

except in the journals.)

Dialogue journal writing does not

need to be confined to a school setting.

The staff members and residence super-

visors of Group Homes for mentally

impaired adults in :Idaryland will meet in

April to explore the uses and potential

benefits of dialogue journal writing

in the Group Home situation. Dialogue

writing between a Group Home supervisor

and the residents of the hoce will pro-

vide the opportunity for ongoing, open

communicatiou, fres from the social

(cont. on page 6)
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(Croup Eomes continued)
constraints that accompany oral, face-

to-face communication. It is hoped

that the dialogue Witin^. Will lay a '

foundetton for increased oral communi-

cation.

Summer Conference:
Benefits to the

Teachers

qe've talked a lot about the bene-

fits to the students of havtns them

keep a dialogue journal, but oll of us

who've tried it as instructors do it as

much for ourselves, as for the students.

Leslee Reed is now giving uorkshopa

on the dialooue journals as an 'anti-

teacher burnout.' method.

What are the benefits to teachers--

individualizin7 instruction is one, and

reducins discipline problers another.

T!e'd like to hold some informal fet

torethers where we can articulate and

share the values to the teacher - US: -

of keepiog dialogue journals with our

classes.
Leslee Reed plans to visit t7ashing-

ton, D. C. in late June and us hope to

hold one such working conference for

a dsy while she's here, at the Center

for Applied Linruistice. Date, tire,

and format aren't set, but we'd like to

know who would be interested in attend-

ing frot the East Coast area. If you

come, you'll be asked to share your

erperiences - that's the price of

admission::
A similar conference in California

ray be possible essim, as an oppor-

tunity for teachers at all levels to

learn from esch other.'

l'bict Do I Tell Mx Friends? - A Teacher's

nandbooh.
Explaining the concept of dialogue

writing is simple - and very difficult.

Teachers with intuitive sense about

communication and language seem to pick

it up by oonosis, or may have already

been doing it. Tut it's easy to 'miss

the uses -- so Leslee Reed and Jana

Stilton are now working on a teacher's

handbook, to provide both a practicml

guide for doing it, and the concepts s-'

theory which make it work. The Cer.

for Applied Linguistics is intereste

in publishing it.
A tentative outline of the handbooh,

subject to much revision, is as follomv

6

1. Mat in a Dialogue Journal?

II. Row Can It Help fly Students?

III.Uow Can It Help Ile?

IV. How Do We Cat Started?

-strategies for initiating and

maintaining it

V. aow Do / Respond?
VI. A Look at Dialogue Journal Writing

in Different Settings.

VII.Some Common Questions Teachers Ask.

If any of you could share with us

your strategies for fettillf it started

in different situations, or ideas you

have about why it works, it would help

us to address different problems and

needs. We'll try to share wtat yon

send in the newsletter, and use it in

the handbook.
Back to the question of what do I

tell ny friends when they ask, 'What do

'We talk about? T40 questions which

are useful to ask a friend who is

considering tryinr it are these. They

focus on the journals as a real com-

municative event.

1. What do you want to know about your

students, that you don't have a chance

to learn in regular classroom inter-

action? What do they want to know

about you?

2. Phat do you need and want to com-

municate to your students - about

learning, rrowing up, mastering a

lanruage - that you don't get a chance

to say in your regular classroom inter-

actions. What do your students need to

tell you?.
!Zreat. Dialogue_Journal !laments'

from Mrs. Reed's journels

S: Mrs. Reed I think you get 7 son and

dother. Did you?

T. No! I have one son and one dau-

ghter! That is ry family. Eut I

like my class at Alexandria--they

are like ry sons and dauphters.

5: You don't what do you have: I don't

belive it looks you have 2 doe's

and 2 turtles and, 1 cat so looks

you have 1 son 1 dother the animals

is 5 so you sot 7 son and dother

see that.

T: Oh: Ho: I see what you mean about

my family: You were counting my

aninals, too:

Don T FORGET -TRITE RACK TO US AWD TELL

US YOUR EXPERIENCES. ALSO LET US 1:44017 IF

YOU Am ILITERESTED IN THE SU.CEER !viln

SHOPS.

s



V.= SEPSLETTIT. ABOUT

alitor: Becky Ilichael, CAL

Valuun I, no. II .

yammuTs IA rats Inew

*A special prepublication afar for the

Dialo-xe Journal nuandboolz.Uo.tlie

last pn..e. Please share this flyer

(and the newsletter) with oiher tidchers

and aduinietretors.
Prepublication prices

nre pood Etill until JenuarY k983

*Tips on how to prevent this fro,;

beinz the lnst issue::

st3enefits to the Teache:: -

Proceedinrs of the CAL conference

on how.dialozus journals help

the teacher!

M I N I M M . O . N . a M

M I I . k . . . . / . 0 0 M I N I N P . . . P . R1 . . . . M r ! . . . 1 . . MMOMI rMOP finer s

Mt ABOUT T:IE ZIZ'SLETTER

Pith. the end of our Int ?rant, this newsletter has becore a voluntary effort on

our part, to stay in touch with people around the country (end overseas) nue to

ohere with others the inZoruation you have been sendin!. us. If there are to be any

nor* issues, we need sone volunteerinr fro7 out.reaers in 17",:)MYS

In2 PI= l'AY YOU CAP mu I e need more ITEM, corments

on the problems, joys, and benefits of usinr, dialarue journals.'. This issue is

tostly devoted to therthene 'Benefits to Teachers. VW have selected tonics for the

next two issues =I especially invite you to send in information about they-

even call you back if you send a note &shin:, for a 'personal" dialorue just ,iva

us nuvbers whore you can be reached at nirht or on Caturdsys. The next two topics

trill be: (1) !That do students say? - Student'comrentn and reactions, both written

and oral; about their dialoNe journal enperiences, offer us really iscortent in-

sifhts into why the journals work, and haw to nake ther even tore useful. (And not

just eqouinr tributes, either...student
criticisrls are even nore interestisr..) One

issue will tnether ell the convents we have and any 70u send. Please rive

your students a suitable 'pseudonym: and include &re and any personal conter.t.

(2) ProbleLs - Care's i chance to brin- up proble7s. If you'll write down your

questions or probleus and send theu in, ue'll try to 'answer as limy as we can, and

print those we can't for others to answer. If you need an openinr sentence, try

"Dear Leclee,...'
T= SEC= AY YOU CAI: IIELP IC Pe nce a s7.!all

contribution frot: every-

one on our moilint list (now over 300 neves) to cover the tailinr costs of these

next two issues and to let us know who really wants to receive the netm/etter. Sow

the nent issue will be sent to those who cene in '1.00 to cover postare and produc-

tion costs for two pore issues. Pe can handle actual cash, if you uust seml a check

make it out to Jana Stiston. "e need your response of news and contribution LY

orz=mEr. 1, M2.

(There's a haney form on the top of por-de 2 help you,oupL ThaWts:)

-1-



VI DA:Tr! rox:.

To; Botchy ic1iatl, Dialonue Journal newsletter, tenter'for Applied Lintuistics,

3520 Prospect St., D. U., Vashinnton, D.%: 20007

Yes, I would lihe 2 nose issues.
Here's $1.00 and ry best nailinz address.

Uere's soue news for the student reactions issue;

or: tere's ty problem:

COITPEPZICE on =4=1TC TO mon=

'Thy do you do then? Uow will

they help ny teaching? Mat will

I rat in return for spendinn

several hours a week readily, and

respondinr to each student?'

If you're already usinn dialorue

journals, those are sane of the ques-

tions other teachers may have asked you.

If you're thinkinr.about usinr, theL,

those uay be questions you've as%ed

yourself.
This issue of the newsletter fo-

cuses on the benefits to us as instruc-

tors of keepinr dialorue journals. In

June, when Leslee Reed was visitinc

Vashinrton; D. C., ye held an infortial

conference at the Center for Applied

Linruistics for teachers in this area

who had started usins dialoNe journals.

The conference helped us all understan4

that there are substantial benerits for

teachers: Leslee teed calls the.jour-

nals her 'survival technique' --'they

keep ue frail burninr out as a teacher.

The conference
documented how the

dialorue journal
contributes to the pro-

cess of education itself, and adapts

itself to the roals and needs of each

teacher. 9e can't reproduce here the

enthusiasm snd energy in the presen-

tations, but we will devote this issue

to hirhlinhts from each presentation,

and we have included as many sa:Tles

from dialorues at different are levels

as we have roots for' e hope that this

brief synthesis of the conference pre-

sentations will broaden your understand-

inr of why we find ourselves sayinr,

'I wouldn't ever teach without the

dialorue journals.'

AGEITDA

T4alcone, Introductions and Coal 5ettin7,

Jana Staton
The Dialonue Journal as an Anti-Tescher

Burnout Technique : Leslee need

Joyce 2nd Grade

Selma Horowitz, Underrarten
(presented by Jana Staton)

Susan Veitch, Cth Grade Enrlish

ESL Panel
Joyce Kreeft, Aeult ?dusiness En,;lish

Shelley Gutstein, Japanese ESL

tichard Vann, College ZSL (C")

Christine ieloni, Colle7e ESL

Linda I4zer, Colleme ESL

Oina Turits, Golle-e ESL

Content Areas/Diversity Panel

Lorer Shuy, Graduate iieldwork

iethods
Ceil Lucas Lorton Prison (0o11ere

¶h.itinr)

Jose notcalves; Porturuese (n)

Bill Stokoe Research SZninar (Deaf

and %I students)
Jessie Roderick, Teacher Education

Class

-24eneral Discusiion on Zenefits_to the

Teacher
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=mote MCC:" .1' =LEE Immo:

Leslee Peed, in her heyrote peech to

the conference, snake about how the dia-

lorue journals had become for her an

anti-burnout" technique. ,

"nave you ever felt you uere the one
who ended up in your classroor with a

full class, the mandate.to teeth ALL.

couplete all surveys, form, auestion-

naives end, oh, yes, docurent every-

thinr (beinn accountable Is important).

yet do it all with a srile, nest narents,

attend reetinns, and be so enthused

about your worh thet you radiate? After,

all a fuue teacher will/can/should: It

sure leads to that a'*nat's the use?',

way can I %sop this 'sr:. , 'Just not

enourht tire: feelinr. If you have,

you're not alone. I:ere, for ue. is the

answer. I.an no lonrer the autoratic

forn filler-inner: I becete, throuah
Dialonue Journels, a real person vith

thourhts, ideas ane 4 really alive

aueience listeninr' co just ne:

'It is. obvious that yeers of

teachinr are rany. Co many of ny cel-

learues have burned out, leavinr our

profeseion the elsorer ,for their 'levity

into other fields. adjustnents to the

'new techniques, the "new taxonony,,

the 'new' adeition to the curriculum

the multitude o' imnovations aineJ at

improverent of staff, all become toler-

able because of ny security blanket, the

tialorue Journals.'
In her speedh, Leslee takes it

clear that using dialogua journels has
helped hei keep her enthusiasn for teachinr

Lerlee roes on to list sore of the

nary benefits of usinn the,dielonue

cournal, 'rettinr am irret"iate re-

sponse to ly ideas, beinr asked ren-

uine auestions about nyself, ahd

developinr a comron bond qf under-
standinr and trust, which mires ry
classromre friendly instead of a

lonely place.' Che also ier!onstretaa

how effective the jourr.als are in

readhinr the bilinrual child an,.:
adaptinr instruction to the noe01 of

very rifted en.. of newly enirratee

students.
always know what's roinr on in

their thinkina and their lives that
rarht affect their wort., nnd / know
who's ready for learninn. so I can
surrest new assirecants.'

'Ho+, can such enjoyuent be work and

so valueble at the sere tire? It

CAuSet fornc. surveys, bulletins to

seen so unimortant. I'rdealinn
WitS;real issues and ry students
taur I ar real. ''e are learnita- to-

nether as each ur us is rettinr a
direct. innediate resi.once. U4 are
huran and not A bit or bite in sone
corputer prorran: I invite you to
try Dialorue Journals for the joy, the

incirhts, the launhter and for the
onportunity to be yourself:-

AITD SECOMPTY t`T.7-1:1TECTIvr.r,

'You need to write sccethina
that says what you want it to say.

Celna norowitz, a Limieraarten-
first nrade teacher at ;:ar Vista
ilenentary rchool, Los Anreles: could
not anted, but ient-alonr sate won-
derfur exanales of her berinninr
writers' lank to chnre with us.
Gel= found that the dielosus journal
helped all her students break into
print,' because even a first yore or

a sentence received an iramaiate re-

sponse. ler five and six year olds
were quite able no write full peges (in a

small journal) by the end of the

year. Che also observed that slower
students learned frost observinr
others, even thourh they thought
they 'couldn't. write: Selma re-

ports that I've never rotten to
know A class so well. - and this
,evalnation cores f nor a teacher with

zany years of 'successful teachinr ea-
perience.

In the actual exanples reproduced
on the nent pare we can see"the diver-
sity of discourre styles amohr 5 and 6
year olds and their ability to carry
out conversations in vritinr after only
A few nonths of eally opportunity. The

nost ii7ressive example of writinr
aavelooment is Erik's Journal.
feliv% cements that Erik was slow at
rettinr into reaoinr and writinr, and
for the first ronth would just cory
the some one sentence in his journal -
*I lihe Then on 110.

venber 1.-; he cat next to a boy who
wrote a Whole pararraph. Zrik's first

try at discourse is a creative via-
cure of letters. Celma's brilliant,

- 3-
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And now, for mAXiMUM contrast

an interaction fro* a dialogue .journal in a graduate school seminar,

courtesy of Roger Shuy.
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to-the-point surrestion seem to-have

facilitated a sudden 'fittinr topetherl

of several stratepies--fillinr the

pare, Lsayinr something,' an4 build-

inr more information on a rood open-

inr line!

'les Like Talkinr on the Telephone-

Joyce Saville, a second !made tea-

cher in the Christina School District,

rear, Delaware,
expinined to her students

that writinn in dialome journals is

like talLinr on the telephone: 'Tten

you talk on the nhone, you take turns

talkinr. One person talks and then

the other persnn answers. That's

dialorue. I do,'t have enourh time

to talk to each c; you every day, so

I want you to write what you wculd like

to say. I will take ny turn tonirht

writinr an answer.' This annlorY

tads for an easy and meaninrful

transition from oral to written

communication and helred her younr

students understand
that this kind of

writinr and readinr would be useful.

Joyce started dial/3Eu* journals

late in the fall, with a new class

"hastily thrown
torether' as a re-

sult of a deserreration order. She

stressed the nreatest benefit to her

wes that the immediate personal con-

tact in the journals helped develol,

a close, personal feeline with her

students rirht away. Then teachinr

and learninr became possible for

this class, and for their teacher.

Students were riven some tine Af-

ter recess to write in their jour-

nals and could keep then the rest of

the afternoon to Write more if they

%defied. Joyce made sure students

knew they could 'sound out words and

wTite them out' without worryinr if

they didn't know how to spell theil.
a

tdalorue Journals with Junior

Zirh Students'

Susan Veitch, now on the national

staff of the Arerican Federation

of Teachers,
described how she man-

sped a journal process in junior

hirh school several years aro,

workinr with five all-tale Ennlish

classes in an alternative school

prorran in Ohio. She had each class

write on a different day of the wit!:

and while the read all the journals

each nirht, she wrote back only to

those students who really leered to

need response aad enaotrarement.

'Tith a few students, she kept up

alnost a daily dialorus, becaume of

their special nmeds--an excellsnt

Amy to use the dialorue process

when student load is far too rreat

to do it vith everyone.

Cusan reported rwo major benefits:

'The journnls
helped ne in manarinr

each class - rettinr them settled

down and ready to learn. y rota-

tine the days in which I would read

their journals
(first-period jour-

nals were turned in on Venday,

riven back on Tuesday, second period

on Tuesday, etc.), I could =tare

to keep in direct touch with 160 students.

I could choose to write bach if a

student really needed a response and

to do it on a daily basis with a few.

The daily dialoruas with the students

mho really needed to talk to ce

helred ne nanare a hyearactive boy

who could not
communicate with me in

any other way at first. I think the

journal was the first tins anyone

had ever really listened to hir. I

would never have unOerstood all the

thinrs that were roinr on with Lin

without the journal. I was also able

to help a student experioncinr ruilt

over his brother's sudden death -

otherwise his depression could have

becone suitidal.'
Susan found that these tiro stu-

dents who dialorued with her rerularly

out of personal needs benefitted

acadenically. They becaro two of

the best writers in the class

and wrote b00% of stories for chil-

dren, which ilas incredibly well-

written and novinr.
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DIALOGUE JOURNALS rn ADDIM ESL PRO_MGRAS

The second panel consisted of six tea-
chers in various adult ESL prograas' .

in the Mashinrton, D.C. area.

'The Journal Is a Dridre'

Christine Ileloni used dialorue
journals durint the sprinn semester,
1902, in her advanced conpositirn
ESL class at Georpe "ishinrton Uni-
versity, in rashineton, D. C. The

course is numbly equivalent to a
freshnan Enclish course. She had

12 students in her class (11 nen
end I uonnn).' majors in English aod
computer science.'' The students wrote
in their journals for the first 20

minutes of each class period, five
days a week, At first, Christine
was afraid that the students would

think the"journals were too babyish

for a course entitled, 'Composition

and Research Vatbods.- Dut she soon

foumAthat the journals were valua-
ble tit her because, "They made a .,

technical research and composition .

course (not my favorite) fun to

teach. I enjoyed the course. I

had the satisfaction of dotter sone -

thinp for ry students as persons,
not just as acadenic 'objects .

The response fren the students
vas alio very positive. one of

the students, lash Luc fran Vietnen,

feels that the journals provide a
bridne, connettinr the lives of
the students and theft professor.:
'I renlly appreciate the idea of
writinr A journal in class. It not

only helps ne in rranmar, in umitinn,
it helps te solvinr problem: such

as studyine, =lane friends, and

so on. I am sure that / am inprov-
inp very much because of the help

of the journal. Additionally, the
journal is a bridpe uhich connects
students' problers. lives to their

professor. Toward (throurh) the
journal, professor can understand
students easily.'

'It rives us.the confidence of writine

Ana TUrits teaches at,the Eery-

land EarlishInstitute, University
of Laryland (College PArk). She

has eieht students for two hours

per day. They MTite for the first ten

ndnutes of each class. Men asked

uhethar they found the journals useful

and/orlinjoyable, ber otutients had

a variety of responses and comments.

Several students felt that their
writint eras helped by the daily
rractine of writinr in the journal.

Cue student froenErypt commented that

a journal 'rivec us the opportunity

to write without any problen also it

rives us the Confidence of writinz,'

while an Indian student said,
"0pecial1y I am eettinc tolnow neu
words and inportant thinc I an
kneowinn idea accordinr to your

weittinp4twonse. How you write a

sentenceand your sentence struc-

ture. A Guaterslam added that in
addition to helpinr bin to write
better, 'nhat help to talk too,

because ve write that we are
thinkinr at the nonent, is like
youoirere talkinr.

Ceveral students nentionad bene-
fits which po beyond the purely
linpuistic. A moven from Vane-
zueln said that for foreirn studento .
this kind of communication is

essential in order to Mara lot of

things. In sone cases this type of

dialop could be the unique communi-
cation of the foreirn student with an

enerican person an is especially useful.'

A Chinese mum% cormented, rI like

this kind of activity bocause.fron

here I can practice tnplish efialog with

my teacher. I tell her ny troubles
in ny life AS vell as in ry study,

and ny teacher could help ne a lot.

I can know Ign, to live and how to

study well. And my teacher can
give rte sore nood idea that I

haven't.' Sut, she feels, "when
I do this activity the teacher is

very inportant. She should be very

hind and patient....Decause she'll

spend a lot of tine to do this

activity with us."

-5-
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(continued frost pare 5)

Only one student in the class, a

yount; ran from Taiwan, did not find

the journal helpful. He exnlained,

't don't know what I nu writinr. I

tried to find a.subject to vrite be-

fore I vent to class every day. but I

fail. I have n suzrestion that is we

can do it as a diary at hore. If this

is possible. I will do it better.

Uina comments. -A nice adventure to

the journal is that a request such as

this can be easily fulfilled. This

particular student now writes in his

journal at hone and brinre it to re

a few binutaa before claim starts. I

have lees difficulty than he in writinr,

r quick response, end our new system

seens to be workinr out satisfactorily.

-The journals ret re throurh

all kinds of tense situationa

Joy Mreeft taurht a 15-week busi-

ness 2nrlish course for 2SL students

with the Arlinrton County Adult Zdu-

cation Prorran. Two hours of each

day were spent learninl business vo-

cabulary, simulatin? businees situa-

tions and doinf: business writinr.

One hour me devoted to ?rammer study.

The students *mote in dialorue journals

for 20 utnutes,
three days a week,

before one of the two breaks (so they

could take wore tine if they needed

it). This Ws a joyous tire durinr

uhich the students read and wrote

earerly, often breahinr the silence

with laurhter about sotethinz Joy had

mitten,.or
somethinr they were

writinr back. Joy relates- 'The

zranuar part of the course tends to

be a hirh-sension
experience Zor

these adult studentt because !rrannae

is in effect a standard. So 'learn-

inr" in this hour becoces an effort

to neasure up to this hirh standard -

to measure up to re, to what they

think I want them to achieve. I

vante to do the journals co the

students would have an experience of

doinr their cral learninr, of beinr

able to start where they are and

talk to ne. The journals set ma

throurh all kinls of tense situations.

On one day ve.had a ?ram= test Irhich, .

judtinr fron their behavior and looks

afterwards, was d.vmstztin'. I could

tell that they didn't feel very rood

at all. After they turned in their

tests, they immedietely went to their

journels and the atmosphere in the

classroon chanred. As they becan to

read and write, their faces and

posture relaxed, and they laurhed

ant! Mete freely. tt was as if

they were vettinr their bearinns

*rain and rorerberinr that ye had

thin!. to say to each other and vie

were capable of win? them.'

Joy also found that as the stu-

dents wrote, they tolilabout their

previous experiences in business

and asked questions about business

options for the future. As a result,

she was able to do sore 'career coun-

selinr' in the journals and structure

her COOTS* tO suit the students'

individual
backrrounde and race

particular needs. The follovine are

sone examples of backrround intona-

tion, questions, and requests that

provided valuable
input as she struc-

tured her course.-

Student i 113. &get, I realy

want to join the computer

did you think its good for me?...

just want to know thu computer

because that was so popular pun)

and Im sure all of the companies

will use that machine too in the

near fUture. Maybe if you know

some University about computers

syttems, let me now ptease.

Student 2. Uhat do you think

about 71 cituation. I like to study

BUsiness l7ut I think it is better

to study other deriree in this coun-

try. I Zike International marketing

and I have experience in computers.

don't know what will I stu4/ here.

Vhat c74 !jou say?

-6-

Ctudent 3: There is a school is

near to my home and in that school

I can receive or take 'Data pro-

cess and Ehglish classes. Well,

I will be taking.



-Student 4. tV first job Las in a

Mater company where uorkad during

three years. in that job got a lot

of experience in use all kind the

machines, eleeic typewriter, cal-

culator, arograrrrino... then
Later r got a pod position ae

PResident's efereftri in one of

more famous company in my city...

where my duties were typing. pre-

raring agenda, preparing all the

appointment of the Fresdient, dic-

tation in shorthand, telephone call.

'A chance to share feclinns,

knowledie and talents'

Linda liazer used dialonue journals

in a nine-week LSI. prorran at Vary-

nouns Collene in Arlinrton, Virrinia,

in connection with readinn classes

at advanced, berinninn And interne-

diets levels. She bad 12 stustents,

who *Tote for the first 15 to 20

minutiae of class five days a week.

The journal writinn not only allowed

her tdpersonalize her teachiel.

but provided her stuZents with the

oppo.tunity to express themselves

freely about topics of their ovn

choosin^ with positive feedback

frail Linda and rave then a chance

to share feelin7s. knovledre, and

talihts they nay not othervise

have shared. One student connented,

...you can.talk to your teacher

about a lot of thinns that nit), be

you can't do it in class or.after

it. It also rAve students s

chance to ezperirtant with Lnnlish

structures that they nirht not

otherwise have dared to use. The

two exanples that fellow ive
1,otterful evidence of the freedom and

creativity that SOM4 students exper-

ience wher, writinr in dialcgua

journals:

Student 1: Sometimes I thinh it is

not easy to be a daughter and also

be bu yourself. I want to do vhat

ever mv father think Cs good for me,

but sometimes it is not the things

I would like to do. ..9v the wav he

thinks that Business Acbrinistrotion

is a good career for the future,

but I think that.I watt 'not born for

mathematic. I celuays dream to be

a good painter, drawing beautiful:1

imagines about the earth or faces.

could not even think to be al/

day 247A7 eitting on a chair in

front of a desk having problems to

resolve. By this moment, .2' would

like to Zive in another city, do
not Lunt too go back to Honduras.

really do not like that country.

feel terrible and oppreceive.

For my future, I always been think-

ing to live in a prairies with the

ocean near mv house, heautifull

trees arotowi my house.and natural

air. I want to be Pee and be myself.

Teacher: Srielberg's next great

success was 'Close Encounters of the

Third Kind . Bid yeu see that? I
thought it nos fun, but rather
After this movie many people reported

having cosmic, other Land experiences.

I quese it's remoteZy possible, but

I'm very skeptical. What do you

think about UFO's (unidentified flying

objects). Rave you ever seen one?

Do you kmol) anijone uho has seen

one? Po people in Honduras believe in

them as much as America= see, to?

Student. In mv countrv there uas
comething strange that I think no-

body is going to forget. It hap-

rened two years ago. All the lights

of the city Dent off. And for a

moment something red crossed the ski,

from east to west. And kal.f an lun

it happened in the capital and thel

in a little ozJn called Finalejo.

The t.v. went off and the radios

vent crea!,. I didn't eee the red

thing. I otav rein:en/Iwo noise.

It vas like the sound of a violin.

Me dogs of the house barked and

the birds were restless. Some

peoPte ()fn.!!! country believe in

these things called Urns but some of

them don't. I believe in it. I

think there art other people Zike us

in other galaxies. Itivbe more ad-

vanced than we are, right now.

-7..



'Students as teachers'

Shelley Cutstein who not? .teaches

ESL at Georre !!ashinrton University,

first used dialopuo journals in

19C1 with hpr low intermediate class

of Japanese students learninr. Enr-

itch in a summer pzurrav tt the

University of Tennessee at tiartin.

ner students stueied ^,rarrar with

her for tvo hours daily for ten

wees. They wrote for 15-20 nin-

utes at the be..inninp of each class.

Shelley found that the journals pro-

vioe a forum for the exchan^c of

cultural inforraation,
and. as su

allot' the student to temorarily

assume the role of 'teacher.' "In

the journals, I could berin to under-

stand their culture and social values.

They had the opportunity to teach

ne imvairtant concepts tn thtlir

laneware throurh
explanations in the

journal. Thin cultural information

is vital to social communication."

An example of the kind of infor-

mation exchanre that occurred in the

journals cores from the journal of

Akihiro:

Teacher. I understand very well

pour feeling about your parents.

Olen I want to Spain I felt the

same way...I was older than you are

(I was 23) but mv experience was the

exne as yours Wakarinashitaki?

Student Ep the way ((TOKORODE))

Ay did !,,ou know Japanese words?

(174 XARINSHITAK1?)
When I read

this journal,. I was surprised

DO you think that you want to know

more Japanese? Then I'm Japanese

teacher'7779

Teacher: Yes, I'd LOVE to know

more Japanese. Will you be mr,,,

Japanese teacher?
!bribe you can

teach me during mu
rffice hours or

at another time. TOXOPODE I think

you win be a fine teacher. I

hope I'm as good a student as you

are. Oh, the reason I know Japanese

worde is because I like Japanese

people (especially my etudents!) and

I want to learn about Japan.

Student: I said a slip of the tongue

yesterday
You =tit on :mack-

board, *As hungry as 38 etudents.-*

nen EvertiboO, in class said.

%Ai-tau-rein& (Japanese) You maid

T1at? I Llanted to

teach you uhat everybody said. And

I saw mu dictionary. nen I fteled

uneasy. -I'm sorry.r

(SHI-TSV-REZMA impolite) Japa-

nese students' uorde in fasion. Wc

use to make a joke. please permit!

Teazher: Tam Learninc a great deal

about Japanese cultureby making

mistakes. In America the sentence

about being hungry is fiviny, but

not *tpolite. / was surprised that

the class reacted then, and when

ue talked about age today. But I

pas not angry.

stA sentence like this would not be used

as an example in n classroom in Japan.

To refer to
acquaintances in a way that

can be interpreted as nelative is

impolite.

'Some questions from a teacher"

Richard Vann used dialoNe journals

with a low intermediate ESL class at

Gear,* Ilashinrton University. flis

12 students Wrote
for 15 minutes a

day. Durinn his presentation,

Richard raised sone important ques-

tions about the use of the journals.

All of us, at sore tine or another,

must answer these questions for our-

selves:
!tau much tine should students be

siven to write? Should joureal

writinr be done every day?

Should it be done durin7, class

tine or on individual time?

(Richard found that his stu-

dents had trouble expressinr

theuselves vithin the 15 nin-

ute tine limit that he had set.)

should students be allwed or en-

couraced to take their journals

home to write? (re found that

if his students took their jour-

nals hone, they 1or7et then the

next day.)
"hat should be done if a student

doesn't feel motivated to write

or simply-cannot think of any-

thin:. to Orite?

0 .8



- !That if you, the teacher, don't

fool motivated to write?
- Mat if the student wants his/

her 'Patine to be nraded?

- Eau can you respond to the
'food performance syndrome'

of some students--such a fear
of writinn somathinn that is
not 'perfect' thatit becones
impossible to writs anythin?
at all?
nou can you respond to the
'composition syndrome'--when
the student feels that all
writinp' must take the form of
a school essay about such topics

as 'Transportation in ny country,'

and so WTitell one such essay in
the journal each day?

- Does writin!" in a dialocue journal
increase a teacher's workload
to an unnananeable or undesirable
extent?

Perhaps some of you have same
rood answers! These are the kinds
of questions teachers often raise
whea they first benin.

DENEFITS IN mum SETTINGS

The third panel consisted of
instructors usinp dialopue journals
in diverse settinns - prison educa-
tion, zraduate research seninars,
teacher traininr, and foreirm lan-
!wire classes. Fere are their in-
si7hts:

"Understaneinr the real nature of
writinr as a dialogue'

Ceil Lucas, who has used the
journals in conposition classes
she teaches at Lorton Prison (see
Newsletter 11), found that the,dia-
lorue helped hax with her students'
(arAs 20-50) bad Attitudes about
writing. "They saw writinp as a dry,
formal process. The dialopue
journals helped them understane the
real nature of writinn as a dialopue
between uriter and reader. It also
helped then work out how.to handle
their tine to plan roils for ueitin
their tine in prison creatively,
and it allowed na - an outsider
and a woman - to help then think
throuph those plans."

Cail found that they discuas life
issues that they had no time to talk
about id class or that they uould
never have broupht up in face-to-
face coimunication.. She said the
nreatest benefit to her was the
'excitement" of readinc their en-
tries. I found I was so anxious
to knou what they said that I'd
try to read ther while driving back
from rattan to U.C. ! And the journals
nave re instances that fit *meetly
the content of my class - style dif-
ferences, voi-ze, addressin an audi-

ence - so I could explain and rein-
force in the journals the concepts
taunht in class, answerinp their ques-
tions by pointinn out instances in
their own entries. I could show them
that they also had a 'style' unique
to them.''

The followin? is a typical example
of the kind of conversation Ceil had
with her students. 'Joe" is in his
forties, and has been in and out of
prison for a 700d part of his adult
life.

Ceil. Ali do you write poetry?

Jce; I enjoy saying things in a way
that possibly noone else has said

them. The rhythms of words in con-
4unction with my thoughts and then
eet to paper turns me on.

The theufA# idea that only a
person who is in tune with my
thoughts win be enjoying ml words
turns me on.

I enjoy--words and phrases with
impZioit meanings.

Ceil: As I was driving home last
weak and again when I read thi. ,
I thought to myself 'How can sore-
one who writes poetry, and good,
interestin(7 poetry to boot, say
that he doesn't understand the stz,le
sheet?' If you can talk about 'the
rhythm of words in conjunction with
my thoughts, then you must be able
to see it in other peopiiri
no? To see the choices that they
have made---isn't it the same chnice
proccss that you use Olen jou ulTite?

Do you write poetr3 at partioular

times? Ali rir cote write ohen? Who
are you takinc to?

-9-



Joe: The only resemblance in my

writing to that of other writers is

that we use words. ?rained writers

have a method in their workwhelpe-

d:0; I only have a kroulodge of word

usage and write purely from instinct

of what should go Otere. I oan re-

cognize that my work sometimes lacks

continuity because I vrite as I

think which at times is incoherent..

Ceil. rietZ, I'm masa keep on argu-

ing! I belisve that if you ask any

trained writer he would say that

uritino is, as you &ay. a knowledge

of word usage and instinct, and

he would say that uriting is

thinking. la there sonething wrong

uith saying to yourself and others,

asy, I can write?'...

'1 chance to as% ;and ansPer)

practical quentions'

Jessie rederich, University of

Ear/lane School of Zducation, be-

pan nein- dialorue iournnie in a

courne 2or teachers in Lanrunre

Arts which net twice A week. She

found that they were innediately

helpful in supportinr the course

et7,hasis on individualize instruc-

tion. She found her students were

cctuAll, doinr in the dialorue journale

the types 6f writing they were studying,

tryinr out different types of
recauso of the intensive

twice-e-met Leetim-s, the dialorue

journals also lave students a

cLance to ash Jencie practical

questions about how to apply the

theories ane concepts stressed in

clime, this aspect helps". her indi-

vi,'malize the instruction to neet

their needs. She sur:reste4 their

journal writiep focus on 'Learner,*

Arts and Learninrov end neny of

the students used this there to

reflect on their own teachinr in

relation to broader experiences.

'Capin:: with real diversity'

?ill Stokoe, Lirruistics Zesearch

Laboratory, Callnunwt Canapes

found the benefits to bin were in

connunicntinr with students in a

research serinar in Eirm Lanma:e.

mere eonf, ena nornal hearinr, one

froTI a foreirn country and one

visually henacapped; The indi-

vidual dialorues prve hin fseback

fror each stueent about course con-

tent and an opportunity to explain

what the student Ylpht not have been

able to understand in claps.

"Exnandinr ny students' use o:

written Porturueoe"

Jose goncalves, Cooiolinruistics Pro

rran, Georretovn University, teaches

rorturuese"to Areriean stueents. 71e

found thnt
'dialofiue journals ia a

foreirn lan;ture situation helped ne

exT,and ny ptudente use of written

!'orturuese beyond the literacy topics

rrosented in their texts to everydry

life situations. It also helpell r.

to correct easily their use of false

copnntes fron tarlish and Spanish,

A particular problen in rasteriu:

rorturvese, by beinp able to write

back and nodel the correct Porturuese

word or phrase.

Takinr, connections between each

person and the discipline'

roper Shuy, Sotiolinruistics Pro-

georretoun University, used the

journels as an intepral part of

a praduate course in a sociolin-

puistics fieldwork clasp, havinr

students mite their observations

end relfections about each linryis-

tic fieldwork essirnnent. Le said,

'7hat I've learned fro . eoin,. the,

dialopus journals was that I ha:1

lot of roals for this class, beyond

the learninr of tetbods, sore of

which I hadn't raes explicit to

students, sore of which I'n not too

sure I knew, until I found myself

writinr they out as a response to A

question. The 'rresteee benefit

to re gas that in meaner. the

journals for this presentatior, I

-10-
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found that it taurht ma what ny
real roals for the field uethods
course were - which weren't the

ones listed in the course outline. The

eialooue jourtali. =tended ny
teachinr beyon e. the ostensible toric

rethohhel, and even beyond

the discipline (liocuistics) iuto

life topics. tie eerie,: up discussior

how to rake connections between each

person's life (inclu:Unr rine) and

the tonics and discipline we Were in.

yor.r.151conncroomrrr corm-.r.

7e have a few overseas correspondents

in south Africa, Australis, Couth and

Central kterics. Torbert alsen is one,

now teachinr, in Colonbit. 7ere's his

report, filee Atcust 31, 1M.

"A little less than t year aro, / was

nost intereated to read in the Cctober

1071 iseue of TM= =cum= tuonTzns
your article "Literacy as an Interactive

Procese. I have been usin7 the

systel of dialer:um journals with stu-

(lents here in a course calle: Enrlish

!Tort-411o:- I have found enthusiastic

participation. That is, to say etudeuts

ere note %Allier to Write, and seer

7.ost rleased by the rersonal attention.

I can understand this, since as yot

well !mow, coiTositions usually rAt

a -rade, or at noet an in-cltss

readier, never a carefully consieered

cm:plate reironse fror a thinlanr

hu:An beinr an4 an invitation to htep

corresrondiar. It is still too early

to be sure of overell results, I feel,

but the fact of writin- nore, of

irritin,.. for real commicative reasons,

not lust rs a classroon procedure, of

readity. and evaluAtinr that rendinr

for a written response--all of this

is renuine conrunicative activity and

I can't see how it can fail to buile,

not only writinr skills, but all of the

other shills as well by developinrv

the co-nitive processes basic to len-

7uare for eny rut-nose at any level,

art in any of its 7anifestations..

OP

SrOTLICnTS: Publications -
Conferences ane rorkshops

Aimmilber of us are iuvolved in t-ivinc

workshons, conference papers and in

rutlishinr our exreriences. If you'll

let us !mow about your activities,

we'll include thet in this space.

ruture Confeeences and 7orhshops

October 1 and 2, 19.L2 -

t,o,eriencjn' Teal n.-lish.

"ritin^ a Bialorue Journal'
Cutstein, Joy Zreaft, Christine

tteloni, end Carol .Tarnatz, "ashin7ton

Area TESOL 'Iorkshop.

Tovember 19, 10:2 -
' 'You Can Look It U, in Your ;le':

Pindinro fror Classroort Eesearch on

Dialorue Journal "ritier.'
Jana Staton, research Paper at the

national Council of Teachers of

Enrlish, 'Teshinrton, D C.

ray 197.3 -
'Learninr Literacy throu711 Dialorue

Jouruels."
Leolee Feed, Jena Staton, Joy T.reeft,

!Nuinde Strube; nelma ttorovitz, Sara
Sill, narona Rarirez Gray, Tary tzul
%say, Eynposiur, Internetional
leadinr Association, Anahein, Calif.

Putlications

'Thinkier Torether: The :Zola of Lan-

r-uare Interaction in Developin: Children's
Thin/41.nm.- Jana Staton, to appear as A

handbook in the Talkie,- and ',titter Series,

Basic Ckills IrTrovenent Prorrar., U. S.

Dept. of Sduestion (Dec. 1=.).

'Dialer= Journals' Leareinr Oppor- **
tunity Lor Students ane. Their Teachers' -

l'arraret Crocker, ralifa::, ',lova Scotia,

subnitte to IU:hway Cme, Journal of the

CAnadian Council of Teachers of En:lish.

'ritten Lan-ua-e (rowth in Youtr Children:

'hat "e Are Lecrninr fror. Research' -

rarcia 73rr, to appear as a hanlbooh in

the Talkinr am.! "7ritiar. Series asic
11-nroverent Prora' t,. . I;ept.

of Education (Dec. 1902).

word yet frou %1.711wny Cae but
the article will appear in Dal-
housie Univ. :ono:rs7.hs;

REST COPY AURAE
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STUDENTS' VIEWS OF DIALOGUE JOURNALS

U. promised that this issue would present the benefits--and drawbacksof engaging

in dialogue journals from the students' point of view, to accompany the "Benefits

to the Teacher" in our second issue. We believe strongly that the student's understanding

of this experience is 4 crucial validation of its value, and that we must pay close

attention to whet they say about it. Here is sampling, from 2nd grade, 6th grade,

his: school, and college/adult levels.

"You only look up in your mind"

Thole excerpts are from interviews

with Leslee Reed's students, 6th grade,

in 1981. All are learning English as a
second 'ensues*.

Claudia: "I would ask her what a word

like 'chemistry' SASSUS. I didn't

know, and in the dictionary I looked
for it, but didn't really understand
it. And she explained it to me[in the

journal]. There are some questions
you don't understand and you have to

look it up in the dictionary. If you
don't understand the dictionary, you
US* the journal. It's a kind of dic-

tionary."
* *

Mertin: "If I hsve a question, and I
feel embarrassed to ask her personal-

ly, I could write her In the journal.
It's Gutsier. You don't have to tell
her personally, you can just write
it, and she'll asnwer it back. Before
I didn't write that much about my-
self, but now I do."

Benny: "I just hate the journal. I
don't like writing in it. At the
starting of the year, I didn't mind
so much, but now I do."

Int: "What do you Chink made the dif-
ference?"

Benny: "I'm bored. I don't want to
write in my journal. Now our work
is getting hard and I try to get
home so I just leave my journal.
When she gets mad at me for some-
thing I don't do, that's when I
write in my journal, 'I hate you!"

Int: "Then what happens?"

"You only look vp-- cont.

Benny: "She writes, 'you say hate me but
/ don't hate you.... I'm going to keep my
journal... I'm going to burn it!"

Letitia: "It helped es to learn English
better, because I say something that doesn't

make sense, and sometimes she %Mites me the

SW but with different words and I under-

stand arl so next tima I put it right."

Int:"Do you write just three sentences?"
Claudia: No-000!"
Int: " Why not? You don't have to."

Claudia: "When you WTite just three sent-

ences, it seems like you don't explain
anything, and you don't have anything fun

to read. It doesn't fit. Most of the

time she writes the same as I write.

Int: "Why does she write more when you
write more?"

Claudia: "Because I tell her more subjects,
more things to talk about. "

Nicole: "Reports is-- you have to look up

facts and everything, but journal is uhar
you only look up in your mind and you

write whatever you want. "

Jenny: "When we are writing in journals,
she doesn't act like a teacher. She doesn't

insist on her thing...she just answers my
questions and tells me what she thinks.
But she doesn't say you shouldn't think

like that, like some people."
101111
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2.1 isauLinrautikle_rainial- Graduate

ESL tudents
Nina Turitz, an instructor at the

Maryland English
Institute, asked the

thirteen graduate
students in her

intensive English
class to give her their

valuations of the dialogue journals,

which they had kept with her for a

semester (at first writing every day in

class, and
gradually at home on their

own time). She writes:

Eight students felt the activity had

a positive effect on their writing:

"Writing on different aspects and in

different fields
helped me to express

myself. The more I write, the more I

improve my way of writing." - from an

Egyptian student. Four students expressed

the desire that their journals be

corrected for their grammatical errors.

(In my rather
limited experience -- two

emesters -- with dialogue journals, there

are always a few who feel this way.

Students commented that they appre-

ciated the journals because they enabled

them to communicate in writing what they

found too difficult to express orally.

A student from Shanghai said:

"At the beginning most foreigner can-

not speak very fluently. They are afraid

to make mistakes when they speak. So they

can lag journals to explain."

Perhaps the most touching and per-

ceptive comments came from a Korean man

studying counseling:

"At first, I confused to write

journals, because I did not have enough

ability to write English and I don't want

to open my mind to other people, include

my teacher. So, sometimes I hesitated to

write journals and sometimes I upset from

the journals.
One month leter, I found incredible

things. That was my journals. A lot of

pages were covered by dialogues with my

teacher, and very, very important thloop

and content--even psychological problems--

have discussed.... Some days my teacher

encouraged about English study. Some

days she gave me good suggestions. At

last, I found the hidden meaning of the

dialogue journals."

a 2

"70 tell almost verything I have kept

deep inside"

Christine Meloni, who teaches ESL

at George Washington University, shares

this final entry from an Iraqi student:

"I really don't want to finish

talking with you on.these silent papers,

but I hope these white papers tell you

about what I have carried as much

thoughtful as I have carried to myself.

I can't imagine how I was enjoying

writing in this small notebook and how

much I was waiting to'know your opinion,

your beautiful answers, and your wonderful

feelings.
I don't want to end writi.-.g to you,

because I loved this writing; so I have

loved the person who let me express myself

in the class environment and outside it,

and let me avoid being shy to tell almost

evernhAng that I have kept deep inside
myseir.

aah..22.XLML-0-it-21.11-tts---11-1.ESwal
to read rut. apinions"

At Gallaudet College in Washington, D.C.,

deaf students are keeping dialogue jour-

nals with their instructors in several

English Language program classes. Most

deaf students are learning written Eng-

lish as a second language, and many

dislike writins tasks in a language

which they have never used for func-

tional conversation. Here is one stu-

dent's perspective on his first en-

counter with meaningful interactive

writing:

"Writing journal is a great idea and

I really enjoy doing it. I love the

journal because it has a lot of writing

and communications or feedbacks. When

I come into here, I always flip the pages,

wanting to read your opinions or stories.

I always think about many things or beau-

tiful pictures in my mind, and I fre-

quently feel like to write about those

things but I never did. But I do now

after I notice how much I enjoy the jour-

nal. ...I really enjoy writing and get

feedback from you as we're a lot the

same and I'm glad to know that we are

similar to each others"



"Inu arc less feeling afraid"

Jov Kreefis adult ESL students
interviewed each other about their
reactions to the dialogue journal
experience.

"You know the first time that I wrote
in my journal I was very afraid of

writing. And now I can write easily.
I'm not afraid to write. It's very

easy for me writing. Also, when I write
a letter, it's easy for my because I'm

not afraid of writing now. After you
write in a journal for 3 1/2 months you
aro able to try everything. You are less
feeling afraid and then you are able
to write in any journal or any paper
that you have to write."- Carmen

"I can review new words. When I am
writing, I sometimes check a dictionary
and then ask her what a word means.
Sometimes she gives me the correct
answer and sometimes she is confused."-

Jaime

"I always ask everything, anything that
I want. I cannot stop asking. I use

the journal to ask everything that I
don't know. As long as I get this
opportunity, I will not stop asking
things in the journal. We can learn a

lot by asking."- Widi

* * INT'L READING ASSOCIATION * * *

ANNUAL CONVENTION, MAY 4

Learning Literacy through Dialogue Journals"
a symposium on dialogue journal use focus-
ing on reading/writing acquisition across

levels.

WEDNESDAY, MAY 4, 2-4:45, Convention Center
California B

Stop by even if you can't attend, to say hello.

"It is CGG-rate. I like it"

Deborah Jaffer, a reading specialist
in Philadelphia and a doctoral candidate
at the Univ. of Pennsylvania, began using
dialogue journals with a group of second
graders last year, as a regular parr of
their daily reading class with her. At
the en4 of the year, as good ethnographer,
she documented the participant reactions
to this new experience. Here are the
written reactions of 7 and 8 year olds
to dialogue journals:

"It is CGG-rate. I like it. I don't
know why but it is fun. I Love it. It is

the Best in the world. Theires millions
of things to say I will tell you 1 of
them. Because it's just like eating
candy bar. Became it is fun. It is even
funner than eating a candy bar." (from a
7 year old girl who is extremely shy in
oral interaction.)

"Meanwhile I love this kind of writing.
If you want to know why then I'll tell you
If I want to write to you, then I don't
know what the teacher is thinking to say
to me. Maybe she will say something good.
And mabe she will put a mark I've never
herd of, (.)r maybe a mark I cannot under
stand well anyway: It is Best to write Back
to yuu...CoodBye! I've wish I could stay.
(an t4 year old boy who stated that he
hates writing.)

"It was kind of neat and fun and different.
And it some time funny. And I sometime
don't like it. I can't think of anything."
(8 year old girl)

"It was fun here. Because I feel like
I was writing a real letter. It was like
I'm a letter writer." (7 year old bi-
lingual boy from the Phillipines.)

* * * WORKSHOP REQUEST * * *

Peggy Roberts, of Ashby, Mass.(north of
Boston) has written to us asking if anyone
in Massachusetts or nearby states using
dialogue journals would be available to
speak to teachers in Ashby, or give a work-
shop on their use.(We guess she means at
elementary level). Peggy's address is
37 Jewell Road, Ashby, Mass.
We don't know of anyone ln tne Boston area,
but if any of you do, please pass on this
notice and Peggy's address.

- 3 -



NEW APPLICATIONS

When we started, our focus was on the

use of dialogue journal communication in a

self-contained classroom with 'average'

students. But many of the 300 or so

people who are on our mailing list are at

other levtls, so we keep learning about

new applications. Here are some

wonderful ones.

Dialogues with Learning Disabled Students

Roberta Steinberg

Roberrs Steinberg, usua4y known as

Keeny, has begun dialogue journals this

year with her learning disabled students,

who have a variety of problems: emotional,

perceptual, auditory processing, mild

autism. Keeny's school, Oakwood School

in Fairfax County, follows a county

Language Arts curriculum which requires

students to keep personal journals.

Keeny found, however, that the students

wrote 'junk' in their journals. It was

just an assignment that they fulfilled

as quickly as possible, without thinking

at all about the quality of their writing.

So this year she began writing and found

that the students now feel more

accountable for what they write; it must

be legible and comprehensible, because

they must write for an audience, her. She

has noticed a big difference in their

diaiogue journals this year from those

of last year, when she did not write

back.
The students write 2 or 3 times a week.

They are given time in class (5-15 mina.)

and told how many sentences to write (fur

example, she will tell them to write 3, 4,

or 5 sentences that day). Keeny feels

that they need that much structure to

guide them. If they wrote every day,

they wouldn't have anything to say.

Whether there are signs of language

improvement or not, the writing is a

good outlet for these students' feelings.

The students are so eager to read her

responses, even though they do not

write every day, that they take their

journals from her desk to see what she

has written, and they sometimes check

every day to see if she has written

something.

- 4

The students write about things

they would uever talk about in class.

One student.wrote:

"Sometimes I limp when I walk. I like

it at school because no one notices. At

home they notice and tease me."

Keeny would have had no idea that

Elizabeth felt this way without the

journal dialogue.

"Why You Cali me Emigrant?"

(excerpts from a forthcoming article

in Childhood Education on dialogue

journals, by Fran Davis,Coordinator, New

Jersey MAp-S project)

As part of a Ogrant education project

funded by the U.S. Office of Education

Program, Title I ESEt,webegan the use

of dialogue-journal writing as a

technique for counselor use with students.

The project, New Jersey Project MAP-S,

was concerned with developing a model

for aiding migrant junior and senior high

school youth obtain career and ocoupational

information and self-understanding of

career goals. The goals of the journal

writing were that students would

develop greater fluency through writing

and reveal through their writings their

levels of occupational and career

concept understanding.
Our belief was that writing is a

process which undergirds and extends the

writer's conceptual understanding. Further,

that writing developing from the individual's

oral language experience first utilizes

the expressive mode. The writings in

which our migrant students first engaged

was personal and expressive in nature.

These students then moved, at their own

direction, to more referential and sometimes

poetic writings. These often involved
understandings or misconceptions about

migrant status and the occupational world.

The writing frequently requested information

or clarification pf ideas and indicated
the attitudes or desires of the students.



Evmient, cont.
. _

Excerpts from some of their journals
illustrate these aspects as well as the

.mingling of personal and referential

writing.

Clarification Request:

Teacher Response:

In solving your problem, you need to
begin to take them apart and look at each
piece. Are the girls already friends
before they came to work? Axe the girls
excluding you? Do they look down on you?

S: Why they call is program Education for

Emigrant? I believe that this program I know you like to work with people, that

should have a different name because none in itself will make you less competitive

of us are emigrant. We have the same rights and more caring. But if you get paid

and priblich the Anerican people have, to sell, you must sell. Why don't you
try talking to them. If you are really

Teacher reiponse: bored, maybe you can ask your boss to
change your type of work for awhile.

I agree. I also believe this program
should be named differently. Migrants do

have the same rights and Privileges SS
other American people. However, we found

the money for this program under migrant
education funding and that is the reason
for the name "Migrant". At one time or
another most parents of the students in
the program migrated from Puerto Rico or
some other place to New Jersey to work...

Attitude:

S: I have a job at the auction and we just
got new girls working there. I've been

working there for almost three years and
I feel like I have to compete with the
others. I like the !type of work I'm doing
which is a sales person but, I don't know
how to solve my problem. do you think I'm
getting bored with the job or I just don't
want to compete....The kind of work I
see myself doing, well working with people
is a very broad subject and it doesnq
matter the type of work as long as its
helping someone...
It takes me time to write a poem...

Poem

Why is it so hard to be me?
Why do I pretend to be all
The things I see
Why can't I be Free
and let everything inside
come out. is it

Because I'm afraid
I won't be liked for
who I am. is because
they still won't see
ma as me. Please
Tell me why I can't
Be me.

ANI

Acually your poem answers your preoccupation
about your co-workers and how you feel.
It is natural to feel the way you leel
nww. Just keep on looking and explaining,
writing and reading what others wrlte
to compare and you'll do alright. The

more you understand and like yourself,
the lass scared you'll be of others
disliking you.

Parent -Student-Teacher Dialogues

In the Luntington Public Schools of
Long Island, a 4th grade teacher, Cleo
Kohm, has created a version of the dialogue
journal which involves parents as well
as students. Its purpose is to encourage
a three-way dialogue, and for Cleo and
her students, it really seems to work
(although with older students and some
younger ones, involving parents in this
way would probably prevent many students
from complaining and being very open).

From the notes that Carol Hittlemsn
(the curriculum specialist at Huntington
Schools) shared with us, we gather that
students may keep a personal journal all week,
but on Friday morning, they write a letter
in their journal.to their parents

recapping the events of the Week. NTing
the school day, Cleo reads the letters
and responds to the students' communica-
tions. She returns the journals to the
students before they go home on Friday.
The students take their journal books
home to share with- their parents.

The parents rad the student's



communication as well as the teacher's

communication, and than write their

responses.

COKKENTS FROM STUDENTS:

"I enjoy writing about the things that

wanton in school. It tells our perents

what we do in or out of school. For

me it seams like a diary because it

feels private."

"I think the green book ides is great.

I like writing to my parents and before I

take it home fts. Kohm writes in it. I

like to hear what Mts. Kahm thinks of my

letter. I think the green book is great."

COMMENTS FROM PARENTS:

"We are continually surprised at Kristin's

weekly comments. She looks forward to both
reading and writing In the book. I'm

sure she is trying to inform us of her

feelings as well as her activities--and
that's so wonderful! We only wish her

sisters and brother could have had the

benefit of a "green book" experiince."

A * *O1A1.09UE JOURNAL HANDBOOK * * *

Our handbook on Using dialogue journals,

promised to be out In January, is In its

finsl draft stage. V. think the handbook

will be available in some form by fall,

but that's a little late for those of you wh

ordered it already! Most of the delay is

due to the authors' slowness at putting

it together long distance. All of _you on

the newsletter sailing list (paid up or

not!) will receive notice of its actual
publicationwe hope you'll be patient.

Lealee's Corner

I just made a presentation to the
Rowland School District (part of my work
for the UCLA Writins Project). I spoke

there last year and had some repeat
listonert this year. One had to share an

entry in her dialogue journals with our

group:

"Today I had some problems. I was

really past off!"

Having a repeat audience in part was
interesting because there were many more
questions, MoSt of them like those we ars
working on for the handbook. I have tent

them a copy of our draft and asked them
to Mee if those answers are helpful.

From the LA Times column of Art
Seidenbaum, worth sharing for his
affirmation of all of us as teachers,

(Feb. 27, 1983)

"Just when language looked to be more
imperiled than the California Condor,
when public education seemed as much a
social slippage as skid row...along comes

the Eighth Annual Precticum on Teaching
Composition, sponsored by the English
Council of LA. I-saw teachers teaching
each other with more mutual respect, glee,
fervor than seemed possible in this season
of skinflint semesters. Maybe I saw a
skewed ample, the magical minority, but
there are literate, impassioned people
in the classrooms and they remain
optimistic, making even me optimistic that

the last word is how the word lasts...
Litslee Reed of Alexandria Street
Elementary School led a session on dialogue

journals...what counts is the quality of

communication, on paper in privacy...
The student has a pen pal as well as a
pedagogue, and both have a chance to

reason before reacting."



Reader Questions

from Margaret Lewis, Colorado Springs

Q: I would like to know the site of Mrs.

R's class(es). Ars the comments given
here [in the Linguistic Reporter
article, Oct. 1981] typical of the
length of her daily responses to tech

student?

Not all studenus want "a significant,
interactive, dynamic relationship with
a teacher." What do you suggest doinc
with thdis?

A: Mrs. Reed's classes average about 28
students, in a self-contained setting.
The brief comments we've often quoted
are usually excerpts from a complete
daily exchange, which can vary (for
6th graders) from three-sentence
exchanges, to rather lengthy multi-
page entries. Our rule of thumb is
to try to write "about as much" as the
student does, but generally teachers
tend to focus on the more important
topics, and probably don't write quite
as much as most students.

=IR

Eech student has the choice to keep
the dialogue on a "safe" level, and
for some students, a significant
interactive relationship with the
teacher never develops. Margaret Crocker,
from Halifax, Nova Scotia, in a recent
article gave a good answer to this
problem, and we quote her:

"But not all students respond
enthusiastically, fluently or even in
an interesting way to dialogue journals.
Often students feel reserved about
expressing their personal feelings
and merely write dry accounts of recent
past events. This is the student's
perogative and although the teacher
may encourage extension or personal
interaction with skillful responses,
some students maintain their distance.
This can be from a mistrust of teachers
or simply because the student does not
feel comdortable writing expressively
after years of not having the
opportunity to do so. For the teacher,

such writing may be boring over a
long period of time but it makes
it all the more important to support
the student's writing in a positive

manner."

REVIEW OF CURRENT RESEARCH: NEST /ma

Nex4 issue, we plan to review briefly
reseSrch ..currently underway or being
planned, focusing on dialogue journals.
This particularly includes doctoral
dissertations, (after ell, that's how the
original NIE study began, as Jana Staton's
dissertation in counseling psychology).

We already have information on the
following studies:

A Study of Audience AwitsntspIn
Dialogue Journals of_Secon&Trado
Students

Deborah Jaffer,
University of Penn

Dialogue Journal Use in a Requircd

Juniors (this has a control group
design)

elersha Markman
University of Maryland

degmits_f_timiLingh_guidia&_ammilzuarsa.

Jana Staton, Bill Stokoe,
Roger Shuy

Gallaudet College

Acquisition of Literacy in a Second
Language; Use of Dialogue Journals

Curtis Hayes
University of Texas,

San Antonio

We know there are more research
efforts going on out there: if you'll send
us a 200-word description of what you're
doing, or would like to do, we'll include
'it. The next issue is likely to emerge
about July, so 4hy not send something off
now7 Be sure to include how others may
write or call you for more information.

7 -
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In conducting research, one of the

first things we do is define.our terms such

that we can ask pertinent research questions

about the subject of our study. Sometimes

this is the most difficult task we face as

researchers, rtnce often we want to ask

questions about concepts which defy

precise definition. Fluency is an example

of such an elusive concept. We have

intuitive notions--something like a

prototype--of what fluency means in

language learning. We know that we

want our students to develop in both

spoken and written fluency. But when

asked what will help them achieve this,

we don't know. Many of us feel that

dialogue journals facilitate fluency,

but because our definition of fluency is

not clear, we cannot show how it happens.

Fillmore (1979) offers a definition of

oral fluency which may well transfer to

the written medium. According to Fillmore

(p. 93), a speaker is fluent in a langusge

if he is able to 1) fill time with talk,

2) talk in coherent, reasoned sentences,
3) have appropriate things to say in a wide

range of contexts, and 4) be creative and

imaginative in language use. A fluent

speaker, therefore, possesses all four
of these characteristics.

Since dialogue journal writing exhibits
many of the same characteristics as oral

language, parallel criteria to those
Fillmore suggests for speech ;eight provide
clues to the development of fluency in
dialogue journal writing. A definition
of fluency in this context might be as
follows.

First, a fluent writer is one who can
write at lkngth with few pauses. This is

not to be confused with quantity of writing,
since fluent writers can convey their
ideas in relatively few sentences. A
fluent writer, then, writes easily and
quickly. Second, a fluent writer writes
in coherent, reasoned sentences. These
sentences reflect grammatical accuracy,
but more importantly, the semantic

(C. Fillmore, Individual Differences in
Language Acquisition and Language Behavior.
Academic Press, 1979.

111111.0.....
and syntactic relationships between the
sentences are clear. The writing has meaning.
Third, a fluent writer uses language appro-
priately in a wide range of contexts. This

means that the writer knows how to use
language purposively in different situations:
to inform, evaluate, apologize, offer opinion:
thank, etc. Studies of this functional
nature of dialogue journal writing (Shuy,

1982; Gmtscein, 1983ms) have suggested
the relationship between functional language
use and fluency, however the results are
not conclusive. Last, the fluent writer
is creative and imaginative in language

use.
It might seem that young writers or

writers in a second language might not
possess the attributes Fillmore outlines.
However, there is evidence to suggest that
in dialogue journal writing students have

many of these attributes, and are
acquiring more. Clearly, fluency is not a
decontextualized concept. Rather, it is
influenced by context and is a dynamic
attribute that is achieved as a result of
a process of thinking and reasoning.

The lines above represent a first
attempt at establishing several criteria
for a proto..nical definition for written
fluency, whit.. our students' writing may

more or lass resemble. As such, it is

surely in need of refinement. Therefore,

your comments, insights and suggestions
on this topic are most welcome.

Research Issues will be a part of
future newsletters, and we'd like to know
what other constructs you find "elusive".
Please let us know, also, what other topics
you would like to see discussed in this

portion of DIALOGUE.

IN THIS ISSUE:
Elusive Definitions page 1

Young Writers in Search
of an Audience page 2

Back To Grammar: What Can
It Tell Us? page 2

Research Designs . . . . page 3

Leslee's Corner page 5

Getting Consent page 6
Soma Reflections on Research,
Dialogue and Mystery . . page 7

A Dialogue With You page 7
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Reports on Research

These two studies show how important inter-

action is for language development.

allmLlsillajaAparch of an audience

Deborah Jaffer, University of Pennsylvania

James Britton (1975) states-that a sense

of audience, 'the ability to make adjustments

and choices in writing which take account of

one's audience,' is a key dimension of devel-

opment in writing ability. Since adjustment

to audience is inherent in all language use,

children possess a sense of audience in oral

interactions. This knowledge simply needs to

be transferred to written communication. A

communication dyad, such as the one that exists

in dialogue journal writing, may provide the

means for making the transfer from informal

conversation to the traditional essay writing

done in school.
My study examines the role of dialogue

journal writing in the development of audience

awareness in the writing of 6- to S-year olds

from the first and second grades in a public

school in Philadelphia. Examples given here

show some ways in which the students showed

increasing audience awareness:

Asking questions (Rebecca)
Did you have a husband before I met you.

plese toll me.

Giving informative details to make meaning

clear (Rebecca)
I will explain it like this. One day the

teacher was working with a reading group

and the class got so noisy when they were

at the book case she told the class that

they couldn't go to the book case any more

now do you understand?

Showing_sensitivity to audience feelings

(Sandy)
sory I don't no your parents and now I never

will. I am sorv that there not liv'eing.

you are toIbet. SORY. I LOVE
Y 0 U.

accurate information (Michael)

All about me and you. My name is M.J.D. My

baithday is Sent, 21 I well be 8 years old.

How old are you. Chas the one, 30 34 40

45 29 6 22 26 35 21 52 49 33

if you are not one of them put a x on the

one you are the closest to.

It is my belief that because of the suppor-
tive immediate feedback that dialogue journal

writing provides, these students developed a
sense of audience in their writing, and thus

they moved from writing that resembled

-2-
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Audience, cont.

written down speech to more convention-

alized text.
This is excerpted from Deborah's

article in The Acquisition of Literacy:

Ethnoeraphic Perspectives, Iambi

Schieffelin, ed. Ablex. In pre55.

Deborah Whet* can be contacted at

The University of Pennsylvania.

Joy Kreeft, Georgetown University

What can the study of the acquisition of

grammatical structures in ESL students'

dialogue journals tall teachers? First, it

provides a picture of students' grammatical

competence, in the context of natural inter-

action. This allows teachers to identify

problem areas, but also, students msy surprise

us with abilities that would not otherwise

appear on tests and class assignments. Secor

we can tea how the interaction itself pro-

vides the opportunity for the use and model-

ing of a wide variety of structures that may

not otherwise be used.

I am studying the acquisition of gramma-

tical structures of six sixth-grade students

learning English as a second language, as

demonstrated in their dialogue journal writ-

ing with Leslee Reed. These students, from

four language backgrounds (Korean, Italian,

Burmese,
Vietnamese/Chinese), had been in

the U.S. for less than one year when they

entered her class.
Following each student's patterns of ac-

quisition of different structures is exciting

and informative. But the question that

inevitably comes to mind is, does the dia-

logue journal writing in any way influence

this development? I think that it does.

First, Mrs. Reed writes in the journal, too.

When a student uses a structure, her reply

sometimes models that structure. For exam-

ple:

Student: Jenny through ball is she is

not thought to you...

Teacher: Yes! I know Jenny threw the

ball at the first base...

If students are attentive to what Mrs. Reed

writes, they incorporate the structures

she uses in their own entries. One student,

after reading her questions, that almost

always began with 'did' ('Did you like our

play?'), began all of his questions with

'did,' even uten he should have used the

present tense.('Did you think we will do

arc tomorrow?') until he later mastered

past and present tense uses.

Continued on p. 3



Sack to grammar cont.

Second, the very act of communicating
makes many language demands. This example

thews one student's desire to be understood:

Andy: I like it Eipring festival] because

very, vary, very and very happy. (Oh!

This sentence wrong. I want to tell

you "fun" but I forgot so I want change

"happy to "fun.")

The more that students attempt to communi-

cate, the more language demands are placed on

them, and I am sure that they learn more

language in the process.

Joyskreeft can be reached at: The Center for

Applied Linguistics, 3520 Prospect St., N.W.,

Washington, D.C. 20007

DESIGNS FOR RESEARCH
being a discussion of new research:
larposes, participants, ways of org-
anizing it, with.identification of the
scholarly types behind the proposals.

Effects of Dialogue Writing in a College
Composition Course

MARSHA HAMAN is exploring the usefulness
of dialogue journals in a required upper
division college composition course, in
which stueents are frequently anxious and
also ill-prepared for functional writing
in their professions. Her design consistc

of having five colleagues teaching two
sections of the same 'course use the dia-
logue journals in one section only, thus
Providing a treatment and control group
while controlling for instructor effects.
The design will make it possible to attri-
bute differences on outcome measures to
the dialogue process.

Since one semester is a brief period
to observe change in writing proficiency, -
the analysis focuses on student attitudes
toward the writing process, and the dialogue
experience. A content analysis of the :

journal texts will study how the

written communication was used to fulfill
individual student needs and to meet
course requirements(the teacher's needs!).

Marsha can be reacted through the
Dept. of English, Univ. of Maryland,
College Park, Md. 20472.

-3-

Designs for Researcht cont.

Acmitsition of Literacy in a Second
Lemmata: Dialogue Journals in Begin-

ning Srinish Courses.

CURTIS HAYES is examining the acquisition
of Spanish as a foralgo language, through
the use of dialogue journals written in

Spanish. Junior and senior high school
Spanish classes in San Antonio, Texas pro-

vide the setting. Two aspects of this

study distinguish it: 1) The language
used in the journals is not the language
of instruction in the school generally,
nor the home language of students. As a

result, most of the Spanish learning 03-
c served can probably be attributed to in-

class activities and the dialogue journal

writing; 2) each participating teacher
has two Spanish classes, only one of which
will use the dialogue journals, permitting
comparisons on relevant measures.

--for more information, wit* Dr.
Curtis Hayes, Bicultural-Bilingual
Studies, University of Texas-San Antonio.

Language Functions in the Writing of Deaf

College Students

JOHN ALBERTINI and DONNIE MEATH-LANG send

word from NTID of their project studying

the writing of young deaf adults in Englist

class, in dialogue journals and more forme:

kinds of assigned writing. Using the writ-

ing of the same students in the two differ-

ent cont*Xts, they are comparing language

functions and topic choice. Among the

common language functions in the journals

are suggesting, paluating, asking about ,

course content, expressiag opinions, and

reouestin, personal information of the

instructor. A paper on this study will
be given at the Fifth Conference on Cur-
riculum Theory and Practice in Dayton,
Ohio, in October.

--for more information, write them
at Dept. of Comrunication Research,

NTID, Rochester, New York 14623

Topic Analysis in University EFL Dialogue

Journals

English Language programs for foreign
students emphasize academic needs while
neglecting : important personal 'life'
needs. Dialogue journals enable the in-

structor to take both types of needs



Research Designs, cont.

simultaneously. CHRISTINE MELONI is

beginning a study to analyze how concerns

of foreign students can be met through

the journals. Her research questions

include: (1) What topics occur in entries?

(2) Can these be categorized? (3)Tio cer-

tain topics, or categories occur more

frequently than others? (4) Can differ-

ences in topic occurrence be related to

students' sex, culture, level of English

proficiency, age, or marital status?

Her journals come from English language

students at the George Washington Univ.,

and she plans a sample representative

of male and female, levels of English

proficiency(5), and from four geographical

areas: Far East, Middle East, Latin Am-

erica, and Europe.
A small sample of text will be analyzed

in order to create a model with categories

based on specific criteria, and the model

will then be used to analyze the total

sample(approximately 60 students).

-- for more information, write her

at Dept. of English for International Students,

George Washington Univ., Washington, DC 20057

Learning to Play the Game

Human communication is something like a game

--practicing all the component "skills" doesn't

help you to play the game. Only playing the

game for real, in actual communication where

you have to make all the choices, can do that.

Tor many profoundly deaf students entertng
Gallaudet College, using written Eeglish

is a very unfamiliar game, for which they

have practiced a lot without many oppor-

tunities for meaningful and demanding play.
The Dialogue Journal Project at Gallaudet

College has been working with college and high
school instructors. This summer, with student
and teacher consent, we have copies of 25 full-
year dialogue journals and 60 journals kept for

one semester, all from English Language Program

classes(a prerequisite to Freshman English.
Preliminary analysis of the journals is being

conducted by CINDY PUTHOFF(an MSSD instructor),
BILL STOKOE(Director, LRL), ROGER SHUY and
JANA STATON. Our focus is onthe journals as a
means of successful communication, which each
studem(and teacher)plays in a unique way.

Research Issues
1. What encourages students to begin

using the dialogue journals more effective-
ly? What does finding a "hot topic have
to do with it?(Many Gally students, Atart
by writing repetitive "safe" descriptions
of their weekends, and ignore the teacher
responses).
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2. What language and reasoning abili-

ties unmeasured on regular tests do these

students have vhich the dialogue journa's

elicit and provide opportunities for using?

3. What teacher response strategies
seem to encourage more thoughtful, reflec-

tive writine
4. What relationships occur between ac-

quisition of more complex,mature reason-
ing and mastery of English grammatical

usage?

Our design for tht analysis begins with

intensive study of the individual year-

long journals, kept with the same instruc-

tor. We plan in this first 'pass' through

the data to describe the variation in pat-

terns of communication, involving such

features as topics, Language functions,

strategies for elaboration, styles of

reasoning, clarification strategies.

With this understanding , we intend to

look next at those journals kept for

only the spring semester(as students

transfer into a dialogue journal-keeping

class from another section). This group

of journals represents students with a

delayed start, providing a kind of nat-

ural control group who have received

equal instructional treatment and are

matched in length of time in program,

but not in journal use.(This allowsuse

of the famous "patched-up design" of

Csmpbell and Stanley).
If these second semester students

(new to dialogue journals) have com-

munication patterns at the beginning very

unlike their peers who have done it for

several months, and very like the pat-

terns of use and change of those same

peers at the beginning of the fall

semester, we can make a stronger

claim that the dialogue journal prac-

tice itself is responsible for the

patterns of change observed.

We also plan to explore the rela-

tionship of frequency of interaction

and communication patterns, since
among the various instructors the

frequency varied nsturally from
once to three times a week.

-for more information, write
to Jana Staton, Linguistics Research
Laboratory, Gallaudet College:. Wash.

D.C. 20002:



Leslee's Corner

More and more, I see how important
Dialogue Journals are for providing
an open channel of communication and

a sense of belouging for students!

As my school year begins end the
roster shows that my students come
from several different countries and

fifth grade classrooms, my first con-
cern is to give these individuals a

sense of self-confidence and a sense

of community as soon as possible.
Everything is strange in this new

class--the teacher, the other stu-
dents, even a lot of the activities
and procedures are strange and

different. Students feel isolated for

a while and doubt their own self-worth.

It is crucial that by the end of this

first day together no one feels left
out or isolated and without a friend.

We begin building our friendship
with each other at once. We learn

first names, we explore our room, and
put our possessions in place. Then

carefully, slowly, we talk about
what we do in this room and why.
Toward the end of our first day to-
gether I introduce Dialogue Journals.
I explain the 'rules,' and possible
first day entries, suggested by the
students, are written on the board.
I tell them that if they can't think
of three sentences, they can copy
the sentences on the board. Then
they write and each journal is placed
in my bag, for me to respond to later.

I can hardly wait to get home and
connect the names and the writing.
Some students have copied three sen-
tences from the board. Are they
frightened? lazy? or just unsure?
Others have written nearly a page.
They tell me many things--they want
to be my friend; they liked my expinn-
ations that day; they liked the set-up
of the room; some are incredulous--
'You are going to write to me every
day? What if I am absent?' There

are also many questionsquestions
whose answers are necessary for
survival in this new place:

-5-

"This is i nice class. The teacher
is nice. Why didn't tiley put me

in a Korean Bilingual class?"
(The records had indicated that she
was Vietnamese.)

"If someone says they like you (a boy) do
you tell them you like them? I don't
know what to do. In my country we don't
tell, we sort of keep it a secret."

"What is pa roll? My mother wants to know.
(How disturbing to be told that some-
one is on parole and not know what that
means!)

And as I answer, I think, 'There: We've
done it again: The Dialogue Journal has
opened a door between me and 25 individuals,
and like a web, is already pulling us
together, even on the first day of school.
It's going to be a good year!'

FUTURE ISSUES:::

Our next issues will include:

k442e- ZO..4Z

1. Results fram our information
questionnaire,(p. 7. this issue).
Please share with us your insights
and experience. We'll compile the
information you send us, and share
it back with you.

2. What constitutes a dialogue? What
are the necessary conditions? We'll
include your comments and observations
so please send them. We'll discuss
Videologues, and Computer Assisted
Dialogues.

3. How do I introduce dialogue iournals
to my class? What do I tell them
the first day?
We'll discuss ways of presenting the
journals to your classes, including
sample handouts that some of us
have used. Be sure to send along
your ideas with the questionnaire
(Question 2b)

4 3



GETTING CONSENT

Not too long ago, we heard from someone

who wanted to study dialogue journals

and wanted to know if it was really neces-

sary to ask for student and teacher consent:

"Whet if they say no?" Here is our think-

ing about the issues and problens involved

when either the teacher or a third party

wants to make sone use of the contents

of dialogue journals.

1. When is consent necessary? Whose

consent do we really need?

Because the journals "work" for both teach-

er and student pnly when the contents are

private and freed from evaluation, any

use of them for data or even for sharing

with other teachers in workshops requirei

the consent of both participants. Even

though not legally required, we feel that

the consent of students under 1$ is

ethically required. Of course, narents

or guardians and the classroom teacher

(if it's someone else) must also be asked

for consent. At Gallaudet, instructors

are asked to sign the same form as stu-

dents, and have equal rights to say "no."

2. Do we have to get consent from the

students personally? Can young

students give .nformed consent?

This is the exciting part!!--findins, a

way to explain what we're doing so that

even young students will understand the

value of sharing some of their conversa-

tions with others, particularly other

teachers who might be interested in keep-

ing dialogue journals with their stu-

dents. We've used tape recorders to

document student consent when a writ-

ten form could not be worded simply

enough. Not to ask students violates

the very reasons we do dialogue journals

--if some say no, that's part of the

respect for each individual which the

journals exemplify.

3. When and how should we ask the

students for permission to keep
copies of their journals?

Permission whould be requested toward

the end of the academic year or term

in which dialogue journals are being

used. Whether you plan to use the
journals for research or simply keen

them for yourself, you should explain

to the students why you want them,

keeping explanations very general.
-6-
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The permission paper the students, teacher

and parents (if applicable) sign should

reflect your explanation. Here are two

excerpts from such permission papers:

a. to the parents of elementary school

students:

"We need your permission for your child's

work to be reproduced and published so that

other teachers may understand just how this

process works. We want you to know that your

child will not be identified by name in any

of the materials, nor will the name of the

school or community be used."

b. to university level students and their

teacher:

"I understand that my dialogue journal

may be one of the journals selected for a

research project. The project will study

whether these journals help students communi-

cate better with their instructors."

4. Even though we have permission, are there

any limits on what we would use'

Even if students give permission to copy

their journals, we need to use discretion

before we make any passages public. A parti-

cular entry may begin with, 'Don't tell any-

one about this,' and the student has forgotte

It may be a good idea to ask students, espe-

cially adults, to go through their journals

and mark passages that should be kept private

After that, a good rule of thumb is, 'If in

doubt, don't use is.' Any excerpts that

could reveal sensitive information about an

individual or that hold a country or any grol

of people up to ridicule should not be made

public.

5. How can we make sure that international '

students understand that they have

freedom to deny access to their journals

Many international students come from countr

where teachers are viewed as all-powerful

beings worthy of great deference, whose ever-

wish within the classroom is to be granted

without question. Often, students transfer

this attitude to their American instructors.

As a result, they do not realize nor fully

understand that they do have the right to

disagree with their teacher, in this case,

to deny permission for research on their

journals.
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Gettintconsent, cont.

Discussion of consent is therefore best
done with these students at the end of
the course, when they have had the chance
to become acculturated And accustomed
to the American teaching style. We must
stress to these students that their
refusal to give permission in no way
will cause any adverse repercussions
for them. An alternative may be to
ask the students to copy the journals
themselves (and reimburse them for the
cost). Thus they can delete any pages
they wish to remain confidential.

SOME REFLECTIONS -- On Researdh, Dialogue

and Mystery
-Jana Staton

As I reflect on the exciting and un-
predictable variety of dialogue journals
that have sprung up, and on the excite-
ment I hear from teachers using them,
I am puzzled by this continued excitement
over a simple, obvious form of human
communication. And I grow increasingly
uncomfortable About the role of research
in relation to this dialogue (but more
of that discomfort later.)

1
SURVEY OF DIALOGUE READERS

(Results next issues)

How can such a simple act as reading
a few lines of writing, and writing back
generate this kind f ewe--as if we stood
again before mystery? Ons of the hall-
marks of the mystic experience in both
Eastern and Western traditions, is the
experience of the mysterious invading
everyday life. Annie Dillard writes about
"the cedar tree with the lights in it,"
the "great door to the present" that
opens from eternity into our daily life,
through the simple acts of human exper-
ience. Martin Buber writes that the
world we know and sense is not separate
from the world of eternal things: there
is only ono world. Only the "barrier of
separation" created by our attitudes,
our ways of perceiving this one world
as twofold, has to be destroyed.

For ma, working vith this very simple,
concrete practice of dialogue journal
communication has been a chance to glimpse
the tree with lights in it, and to find
the barriers of separation in my life of
which I was not even aware at first, begin
to vanish--the barrier between 'student'
and 'teacher', young and old, between
1 researcher' and 'practitioner.'

(dotted line)_ _ _
.

Your reasons for using (cont.)

1. How would you classify your interests
in dialogue journals?

as researcher
__classroom tescher(incl. college)

teacher educator
other

2. If you are using or have used dialogue
journals(where you and the student carried
on written conversations), please tell us:

Students: age
background

Subject area:

When do students write?
asaigned class time
free time during class
outside of class

3. Your reasons for using?

How often?

4. What do you consider ehe most important
values of the journals:
for you

for students

5. Any other comments, insights, problems
or topics you'd like to have pialogue
address ?

6. Do you want to continue receiving the
newsletter even if you have to pay for
it?

NB: If we are going to continue the
newsletter, as we'd like to, we'll need
to Charge $1.12. per year to cover dup-
lication and pailing.(Make checks pay-
able to Jana Staton).

PLEASE TEAR ON DOTTED LINE AND SEND BACK TO US, BY OCTOBER 15, 1983.

-7-



REFLECTIONS, cont.

One major goal of my research has bean

to develop and articulate a theoretical

framework for the dialogue jouxnals, to

explain the substantial concepts and assump-

tions on which they rest, drawing on studies

of human communication, lassoes, acquisi-

tion, counseling theory, literacy and

social interaction. But all this heavy

baggage for explaining why dialogue com-

munication works doesn't begin to explain

the slow I see in teachers' eyes as they

talk about their dialogues with their

students. And I am becoming very aware of

the limits of research for explaining much

less predicting what happens when two persons

who were strangers become friends throu6

a dialogue. All the descriptions of the

structure of discourse and explanations

of elf-disclosure or causal reasoning

won't begin to describe or explain the

experience.of wonder, every time I know

I've been understood by another human

being, every time I enlarge my under-

standing of the immensity of another's

mind and spirit, so carefully hidden from

me by a socially appropriate "face." Per-

haps this wonder is greater because the

dialogues work best across those visible

human differences we believe are so

real and seaningful--age, sex, culture

or language.
Carl Rogers in A Way pf Bking has some

thoughts about this experience of mutual

understanding which only human dialogue

seems able to create fully:

1 have noticed that the mote deeply

I heat the meaninga Cod anotheA), the

mote theAe 1.4 that happen4. Atmoat

atw1y4, when a penhon teatizeh he

hah been deepty heatd, hih eyeA moih-

ten...in home teat 4en4e he ih weep-

ing iot joy. It ia ah though he uteAe

haying, °thank God, homebody heatd

me." In auch momentA I have the dan-

ta4y od a pAihonet, tapping out day

adteA day a Moue Code me44age, "Voe4

anybody heat me? 74 anybody thete?"
Amd dinatty one day he hum home daint

tapping4 which 4pett out 'yee! In

that one himpte tehponhe, he ih te-

tea4ed itom hih Lonetinesh, he haz be-

come a human being again.
119,10,

I use dialogue journals to reach out to

others, to rurn the keys of their cells

and release them through dialogue so that

together we can begin learning. Then I

notice that I too am released from my cell.

DIALOGUE is the newsletter about the uses, benefits, and theory of dialogue

journals, a practice of communicating in writing about topics of mutual interest

through continuous, functional conversations between (usually) learners end teachers.

This newsletter provides an informal means of sharing information, idess and concerns

among those who have begun using dialogue journals in the United States and in other

countries. It is an outgrowth of the National Institute of Education research grant

to describe and analyse the purposes, structure and benefits of dialogue journal
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WHAT IS DIALOGUE?

Joy Kreeft, with contributions from Jana

Staton and Shelley Gutstein

As we talk with teacherl who are
adapting dialogue journals to their own
situations, we encounter interesting
varieties and adaptations of dialogue.
Some of what is reported seems to be
genuine dialogue, and some does not.
This feedback has helped us to reflect on
what we and others mean by 'dialogue,'
and what the necessary conditions for
dialogue journal writing are. This
article is an initial attempt to outline
some of the necessary characteristics of

a dialogue, whether it takes place in a

journal or some other form. We will

focus on student-teacher interaction in a
classroom or other academic context and
point out how the characteristics that we
have focused on are tied to features,
ground rules, or strategies over which
teachers, as the initiators of this
interaction, have some control.

We may not cover all of the important
conditions for dialogue journal writing.
If you have others that you think should
be included, please write us. You may

also know of other interesting and
effective uses of dialogue in the
classroom. We would love to hear about

them.

I. There is an intrinsic purpose or
goal for communicating, and participants
communicate about real issues that are
important to them. They seek genuine
information whether it is about each
other or about course content, they solve
real academic and personal problems, etc.
This differs from much classroom interac-
tion in which no real information is ex-

changed, but the teacher asks questions
to check whether the students possess
certain information, or, in the case of
the language classroom, 'converses' with
students in order to aid in student ex-
pression of concepts and grammatical
structures (e.g., 'Where is the clock?'
'It's on the wall.')

2. Both parties are engaged equally in

the-interaction--providing and seeking
information, introducing and elaborating

on topics, etc. This means that one per-

son does not dominate or control the

direction of the interaction with ques-

tions or directives, but also is willing

to respond to the questions of the other

person. This also means that the normal
unequal status of teacher and student is

minimized. The teacher is as involved in

the content of the interaction as the

student, instead of simply collecting the

journals and giving a grade or making
evaluative comments such as 'good point.'

3. There is freedom for both partici-

pants to choose topics as the topics

become important, without fear of censure

or reproach. Topics may be suggested by

one of the participants, but are not pre-

determined. This differs from many
classroom writing assignments, in which

the teacher determines both the topics

and kind of writing to be done (exposi-

tory paragraph, etc.).
4. The communication is frequent and-

continuous, between the same two parties,

over an extended period of time. What

constitutes an adequate amount of time is

unclear, but it appears that the interac-
tion should occur at least once a week
and for at least a couple of months. In

order for rapport to develop, it is
essential that the same participants con-
tinue in the interaction. Notes on

message boards are one form of com-

munication with others, but usually do
not result in continuous dialogue. We

have seen dialogue journal interactions

in which one topic is carried on for six

or eight months, interspersed with brief

mentions of other topics. During this
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time, a lot of information is shared and

opinions are expressed.
6. The focus is on meaning and under-

standing rather than on form. Both par-

ticipants are primarily interested in

the message itself, and there is a con-

tinued effort to make the message clear

and comprehensible. When the message is

not clear, clarification is sought, but

this does mot take the form of overt

correction.
6. The communication is private and

not subject to public scrutiny (unless

both participants decide, at some later

date, that they would like their writing

to be made public). Students especially

must know that their writing is safe from

authority figures and peers. In face-to-

face encounters, students often feel shy,

and young students or students learning a

second language may be afraid to make

mistakes in front of the teacher or

prtrs. In the journal they may initially

feel unsure, but as they build confidence

through the positive feedback that they

receive, they soon feel free to express

themselves and make mistakes, knowing

that only the teacher sees them and that

the mistakes are all right.

7. There is time for rereading (or

reviewing) and reflection before res-

ponse. This characteristic and the

privacy of the interaction differentiate

this kind of dialogue from oral conver-

sation in an important way. The rapid

pace of face-to-face interaction places

demands on both participants to respond

immediately, with little reflection time

and can thus cause discomfort for the

young student or language learner who may

not understand what has been said or know

how to reply. In the journal students

have time to review what was said and

reflect on it before replying, and can

ask for clarification if it is needed.

8. The exchange takes place in some

tangible form or context, which is

available to both parties and can be

reviewed at any time. This can be a

bound notebook or a video or audio

cassette (see below). Thus, students can

look back to what was said earlier,
either to check their own previous
entries or the teacher's. In this way,

the teacher's entry is available as a

model for vocabulary, grammatical struc-
tures, ways of thinking and self-
expression, etc.
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We have proposed some characteristics

and conditions that seem necessary for a

genuine dialogue, at least under the con-

straints of classroom settings. There is

an exchange of real information and

genuine purposes; both participants are

equally engaged in the choice and discus-

sion of the topics; the communication is

frequent, continuous and private; there

is a focus on meaning rather than form;

and there is time for rereading and

reflection. All of our interactions with

students in dialogue journals may not

possess all of these characteristics, but

they give us a goal to aim for, and when

they are present, the interaction can be

very satisfying for both participants.

Two Examples of different forms of dialogue

communicatfon

To emphasize that the dialogue journal

concept can be adapted to other forms or

modes, here are two examples.

Videologues in American Sign Language

Masses

Paul Menkis, currently directing the

intensive ASL program at Gallaudet

College, began
experimenting with the

concept of a video-dialogue journal

instead of a written journal:
"decause to date ASL does not nave a

written form, the idea of a video.-

dialwue journal began to take form.

Tnis approach met tne need to consis-

tently communicate in the target language

instead of switcnin,i back and fortn be-

tween two languages. In mg classes,

where students begin witn no knowledge of

ASL end in whicn no voice commuilication

in Englisn is used, I laltially use cne

written dialogue journal as a means of

establisning communication and rapport

witn tne students. After about tnree or

four weeks, I gradually introduce tne

concept Of tne videologue journal. Tnis

tnree- or four-weox time span is neces-

sari to give beginning students time and

confidence to acquire and use some clasic

ASL skills to begin using the language to

exirress their ideas."

"The videologue strategy involves

aseigniny a blank videotakie to individual

students. Students tnen videotape tnem-

selves in ASL in a specially designed

private self-viewing room equieved wita

cameras and recofding eyuipment (in tile

Gallaudet College Learning Center). Tile
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videotape their questions, comments,

etc., for two to four minutes. Then the

videotapes are given to ne for mg viewing

and response. While ism viewing tne tape,

I' make notes on their comments and ques-

tions and on their progress in using ASL.

Then I respond in ASL on their individual

tapes and return them to the students at

the next class meeting for their own

viewing and continued responses."

For more information, write or call H.P.

Menkis, Dept. of Sign Communication,

Gallaudet College, Washington, D.C.

20002, (202) 651-5633, voice or TTY.

Oral letters

Andrew Soria has used Oral Letters

with university level EFL students. Oral

letters consist of cassette tapes (which

the students provide) on which the stu-

dents record a spoken message to their

teacher. Students use their own cassette
recorders or machines in the language

laboratory. After they have recorded

their message, they rewind the tape to

the beginning of that message, clearly

marking which side of the tape it is on.

The teacher listens to the message and

records a response immediately following

it on the tape, again rewinding to the

beginning of the message. Students are

encouraged to speak freely about any

topic they like, without a script. The

tapes are private; no one other than the

participants listens to them.
Andrew reports that one of the more

interesting 'letters' was that of a
Chinese student he taught several years

ago. The student explained about Chinese
flute music and included on the tape
examples of his own playing of a variety

of different Chinese flutes.!

Andrew Soria can be contacted at 17765 N.
Shore Estate Rd., Spring Lake, Mich.
49456. (616) 842-9011.
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REFLECTIONS ON DIALOGUE

...What I feel like telling you today is

tbat the world needs rea2 dialogue, tnat
falsehood is just as mucn tne opposite of
dialogue AS is silence, and that the only

possible dialogu is tn. kind between
people who remain wnat MIN are and speak
their minds...we must pay attention to
what unites us ratner than to 'mat
separates us.
...We are faced with evil. And, as for

me, 1' feel ratner as Augustin* did before

becoming a Christian wnen he said: 'I

tried to find tne source of evil and I

got nowhere.' But it is also true tnat

X, and a few others, know wnat must be

done, if not to reduce evil, at least not

to add to it. pernaps we cannot prevent
this world from being a world in wnicn

children are tortured. Sut we can reduce

tho number of tortured cnildren. And ie

you don't help us, who else in tae world

can help us to do tnis7
Setween tne forces of terror and the

forc of dialogue, a great unequal

bat. hes begun. I nava nocning but

reasoneble illusions dS to tne outcome of

that battle. sut I believe it must be
fougnt, and I know that certain men at
least have resolved to do so...The pro-
gram for the future is eitner a perma-

nent dialogue or the solemn and signi-
ficant putting to deatn of any wno have

experienced dialogue...after an interval
of two tnousand years we may see tne
sacrifice of Socrates repeated several

times. Albert Camus, in an essay in

'The Unbeliever and Christians,' 1948.

CURRENT RESEARCH

More Dissertations in Progress

Bonita Blazer. Development of writing in

kindergarten: Speaking and writing rela-

tionships. Univ. of Penn.

Jack Farley. A descriptive analysis of
the journal writing abilities of a group
of educable mentally retarded young
adults. Univ. of Cincinnati.

Mary Rivkin is using dialogue journals to
document changes in attitudes of early
education majors toward the educational

value of children's play. Univ. of Md.

(Cont. on p. 7)



WHO ARE WE?

Joe Koltisko

We thought you
might want to know who

else reads Dialo9ue. Right now (January,

1984) our mailing list has 300 indivi-

duals and grows by 10-20 people a month.

About 28% are teachers or counselors in

the U.S., while 55% are educational

researchers, many of whom also teach in

graduate departments
of education. 7%

work abroad, 5% are teacher-trainers or

school administrators,
and 5% work with

the deaf.
As a way of finding out more about

what people do with dialogue journals, we

summarized the
responses to our 'Survey

Questionnaire' in the last issue, and

telephoned a sample of people to find

out how journals are being adapted to

different settings and to meet different

needs.

Different Needs
---ETWERE-TUrner, in South Australia,

finds that dialogue journals encourage

her 15-year-old deaf students to question

things happening around them. For Carol

Harmatz's adult ESL students in Washing-

ton, D.C., the journals provide a confi-

dence builder and emotional outlet for

their difficulties
in adapting to a new

culture. Carol Urquhart of Willis

College, Ottawa, mentions that dialogue

journals sensitize her to the linguistic

and psychological needs of her immigrant

students.
Those we spoke with have adapted dia-

logue journals to suit their particular

needs. Diane DeFord and Pat Rigg of Ohio

State University use 'reaction folders'

with their student teachers, many of whom

use a similar method when they become

teachers themselves. The reaction folder

is more focused and perhaps less frequent

than the dialogue journal, but it retains

the notion of dialogue. Daniel McLaugh-

lin, at the Rock Point Community School

in Chinle, Arizona, says that dialogue

writing enables him to understand and

assist students with severe emotional

problems, who would never have 'opened

up' in conversation.

Presentations at Conferences
-Te use of dialogue iournals is begin-

ning to come up at educational conferences.

Carolyn Kessler of the University of Sam

Antonio says that Christine Meloni's pre-

sentation on dialogue journals at the
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Fall Conference of TEXTESOL was so suc-

cessful that many teachers have imple-

mented them. One teacher is even using

it with her husband! They are on dif-

ferent schedules,
and this is one way to

keep in touch. Sarah Hudelson of Florida

International University discussed dia-

logue journals in the course of a series

of ten workshops for fifty teachers of

bilingual children, as well as using them

with her own university classes. This

past summer, the South Bay Writing

Project in California included presen-

tations for teacher consultancs on dialo-

gue journals by Patricia
Nichols of San

Jose State's English department. (A

letter from Patricit in early 1962, one

of the first we received, helped spur us

to start this newsletter.)

As part of the California Writing

Project at UCLA, Leslee Reed, Selma

Horowitz and Rose White have been talking

to teachers in many Southern California

school districts for the past three years

about implementing dialogue journals in

first and second language classrooms.

We are also finding that more non-

English teachers are using dialogue jour-

nals. Lucille McCarthy, of Baltimore,

writes that they were uFed with great

success in a week-long inttnsive program

last sunmer designed to teach ten- to

fourteen-year-olds
about life in

Victorian Philadelphia. The children

were able to pin down what they had seen

and learned, and put themselves in the

historical context.

Research Uses
Our survey also uncovered a number of

dissertations planned or tn progress in

which dialogue journals serve as an

effective means of
recording on a daily

basis student reactions and perceptions

about events and concerns, as well as

several in which the dialogue journal

interactions themselves are being stu-

died (see pg. 7). Most of the research-

ers are also using dialogue writing in

some form in their teaching or training,

and many teachers have begun to do

research, using their dialogue journals

as data.
Our telephone

survey and your respon-

ses have shown that dialogue journal

users and uses continue to diversify to

meet the individual needs and situations

of students and Teachers. If we've left

out yours,
please send us a note. We

want this to be a continuing dialogue.

5U



LESLEE'S PAGE

Dialogue Journals--An Important Classroom

Management Tool.
--Leslie, Reed

As the day begins and my class comes

into the classroom, the very first thing

most students do is pick up their journal

and read my reply to their previous

entry. Sometimes they are especially

eager to respond and begin writing before

they have removed their jackets. Other

times they read, put away their jackets

and get out their supplies for the

morning, and while waiting for class to

begin, they re-read and begin writing.

This gives me time to check attendance

and get the business of the day underway.

For those who have been inspired to reply

and for those who have had something
interesting happen overnight, it is time

to write, And they do!
As the day proceeds, the journals

remain visible, available for the few

moments when an assignment is completed

and there is a bit of time for writing.

If an assignment is unintelligible, too

difficult or too easy, out come the jour-

nals and the writing goes on. Because the

students write throughout the day, I have

ongoing daily feedback and the journals

serve as an important aid to my manage-

ment of the flow of the classroom.

I invite my students to help me to
become a better teacher, so they are
encouraged to evaluate and even criticize

lessons. As they do SID, I ask them to

become more specific in letting me know

why a lesson was dull or boring.
Frequently they make suggestions about
how we should do something or how I may

be more helpful to a specific student.
Occasionally they suggest a lesson topic--
perhaps there is something they're inter-

ested in, they have seen or heard about on
TV, or we have discussed in class and they
wish to know more about.

Some student actions are disruptive and

need my immediate attention. After being

reprimanded in class, the student may use
the journal to deny that he/she was as

guilty as the accusation implied or to
explain why or how that particular action
came about. If the student is very
angry, the journal may become a place to
vent anger and a student may even write,
*I hate you...* Frequently by the end
of the day, that same student is busily
erasing that entry and wri.ting a new one.
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Using the written exchange provides me

a way of complimenting a student for an

especially well done bit of work, a
particular behavior toward another stu-

dent or the fulfillment of a respon-
sibility in the classroom. A new piece

of clothing warrants a comment, which,

written in the privacy of the journal is

savored by the recipient, and the student

without new clothing does not suddenly

feel that hiS own clothing is sonehow not

so good.
The privacy of the journal provides

time and a place for those happenings

which are painful to discuss, the death

of a family member, the impending divorce

of someone very close, the fears that the

family may not be able to stay in their

home or the agony of having a parent who

is not succeeding in this country and is
contemplating returning to the native

country. Sibling problems or interclass

difficulties shared with someone who is

non-judgemental art easier to bear simply

because someone has *heard." Knowing

that someone else knows your problems

creates a bond with that person.
At times there are things that a stu-

dent wants desperately to tell about.

One day in class we discussed ghosts and

whether or not we believed in them. This

inspired one student to write a 4-page

narrative about ghosts. To have the time
and the attention of the teacher long

enough to relate that entire story is a

near impossibility, but the journal gives

time and space for those issues or topics

which need retelling. Writing also
relieves the class from having to sit and

listen for a long time to just one per-

son, when they, too, have something of

equal importance to tell. For the stu-

dent who always has something of such

importance that it cannot possibly wait,
the journal provides the opportunity to

fully relate the information.
Classroom management is also aided by

students' entries that tell of their need
for specific materials and supplies.

This not only helps me to know what indi-

viduals need to work with, but it helps

make the students aware of the necessity

for specificity and detail. If the

request is not specific as to quantity,

size, color and amount, I cannot be very

helpful, and materials are delayed until

the specifications are clarified.
Yes, as an adjunct to daily classroom

management the jdurnal fills the bill!
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HOW TO GET STARTED

Shelley Gutstein

Often teachers are concerned about how

to present Dialogue Journals to their

students - -how to get the students to "do

it right.* Our experience has been that

the journals are one of the greatest

self-teaching devices that exists, and

that explaining the journals to classes

is less of a problem than most people

think.
What we mean by this is that with ade-

quate introduction to the concepts of

dialogue journal writing on the first

day, most procedural
problems can be

worked out using the journals themselves.

What should this introduction consist of?

While every teacher will present journals

to the class in his/her own way, there

are some general concepts that should be

conveyed from the outset. First, the

students should be told that their dia.

logue journal is it place wtere they and

the teacher will communicate, *talk,"

about anything they want to talk about;

second, they should know that the journal

will not be evaluated or graded in any

way. Last, the journal is private and no

one else will read it. We haven't found

it helpful to say that the will journals

improve the students' grammar, writing or

reading.
Some teachers give out brief handouts

to clarify the concepts and any other

requirements, especially with beginning

second language students. A handout I

often use with beginning ESL students

(adults) looks like this:

A dialogue journal is a very spacial

kind of writing. It helps wow learn

to think and write in English. Every

day you wi write for 10 minutes.

will take your journals at the end of

class, write back to you, and give you

your journal at th, beginning of class.

Mere are some things to remember:

2. Please use a black pen and write

on one side a the paper only.

2. Please include the date each time

you write.
3. Write as =oh as ynu like, tut

please write At least 5 lines a

day.
4. Your journal is confidential.

This means I will not show or
tell anyone what you write.
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It is important to keep the handout

clear, short and concise. We don't want

to overwhelm the student or make the

journals seem himareork- or test-like.

Adults seem to need and benefit from a

handout more than pounger students.

Once the students have their notebooks

and art ready to write, they usually pro-

duce appropriate journal entries. Teach-

ers may write a sample entry on the

blackboard to help tAe students begin.

We find, though, that most students will

write original first entries.

WitA students who 'don't get the

idea, we have found that, in most cases,

we can work out the misunderstanding

within the journal itself. Consider the

journal of Antonio, a 19-year-old

Venezuelan stwdent. He thought the

Dialogue Journal was a letter exchange,

and began the first day by addressing me

using a fictional name:

My dear Eves
How are you? I'm very well nere.

Wasnington it's big and old and On, yes

the buildings are lovely so mucl

A. Canaan N.

In my response, I just repeated what I

had said in class:
Antonio, this bmok is to be a conver-

sation between dou and me. So you can

write directly to me, ask me guestions,

tell me anything you wisn.

The second day, Antonio tried again, with

a second name for me, but a much more

appropriate comment:
Lovely Cecilia:
rn my first day of class my grammar its

so bad but I'm trying
Antonio J. C. K.

1 responded that he did not need to use

a formal letter style:
Tnis is a conversation between you and

met If you are not sure wnat to do.

please ASK me.
In his third entry, Antonio had gotten

the feeling for a direct communication:

Hit Today tne Metro one core time!

It's the second time. . Excuse me

bacause it's 9:15. About tne homework,

I like it tut I don't *now more tnings.

Tne tenses, it's so difficult for mw.

We are 4 lot of people for you...

We see from Antonio's journal that the

journal itself is a very powerful vehicle

for "teaching" students how to write a

dialogue journal. We have learned that

presenting the journals to students is

much less complitated than it seems at

the beginning.



NOTES FROM THE FIELD

From Australia, Elizabeth Turner writes
about the difference that dialogue jour-
nals have made in teaching deaf students
of deaf parents who are unfamiliar with
spoken or written English.

At first W. wasn't keen on journals and
kept his entries to A bare AinimUM
(tnreep or four lines) but now has
really let fly witn the pen and dasnes
off longthg entries every night.
For W. tnere Ls equal value in reading
my reply. When I return the journals,
W. turns his back on tag things of tn.
present to run his egos over eg words,
then looks up with a nod or a smile.
Ne sags so little in class (it's an
oral 501)001) taat for a wnile I aecame
quite worried about him. I'm so
relieved to know that W. will write
about his feelings, wnicn enables me to
keep in touch witn tne ups and downs in
his life...As I look over mg response
to W.'s entry, I see taat some of my
sentences are quite complicated gramma-
ticallly.

If you have time, I would be inter-
ested to know wno else in Australia is
using dialogue journals.

Elizabeth Turner
Unit 1, 212 Torrens Rd.
Renown Park, South Australia, SW

Jeanine Umana uses dialogue journals in
her -English classes in Costa Rica. At

first her students used Spanish almost
exclusively, but little by little they
began to use English words, then senten-
ces, until they finally wrote whole
paragraphs in English. She always
answers in English, no matter what
language they write in.

Since our course is structured
according to syntactic criteria, wnen
the students write, may force them-
selves to be ahead of what we are doing
in class. For example, very early :
found tnings lixe, NI want that you
tell me about.° According to the
grammatical sequencing for tne course,
that sort of emnedding comes toward the
very end. But, since tney were trying
to use it, I taught it earlier and tney
learned it witn no pain because they
saw tne need for lc.
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Verb tenses was the area in which I saw
the most improvement throughout the
seiester.' To handle time relationships
is very difficult to teach in EFL, but
If you really have a need to sag some-
thing and get it across, then you learn
to do It better then by working out
someone elst's exercises. The journals
have oonvinced as that we need a com-
pletely different approach to language
teaching, and I have volunteered to
teach a pilot course that focuses
totally on oommunicative competence.

Dissertations Completed

Marcia Markman. Teacher-student dialogue
;FINTNIallege composition course;
Effects upon writing performance and
attitudes. Univ. of Maryland. 12-83.

Vera Milz. A psycholinguistic
TREFTFECOn of the development of writing
in selected first grade students. Way
Element. School, Bloomfield Hills, Mich.

Conference Presentations

Jessie Roderick and Jana Staton.
Dialogue journal- writiiig: Insights
for Pre-service and in-service education.
Spring Conference of the NCTE,
Columbus, Ohio, April 12-14, 1984.

Jana Staton. Learning to play the game;
Uhat we can learn from the writing of
profoundly deaf students. AERA, New
Orleans, April, 1984.

Please send in information about disser-
tations and forthcoming papers, etc.
Next issue will be published May, 1984.

SUBSCRIPTION POLICY

We now have 300 names on our mailing
list, and we encourage you to xerox and
share the newsletter with others. Since
we began charging a modest fee (now $3.00
for 3 issues a year) about 100 of you
wonderful people have sent in snme con-
tribution. ANY DONATION will keep you
on the subscriber's list, as it lets us
know you are interested the Dialo ue.
Sometime in the future we ma1iave to
drop names of people who have never paid,
but we'll put that day off as long as
possible. (which means until our out-of-
pocket losses per issue start to climb
beyond $25.00. There, now, don't you
feel guilty?)



HAVING TROUBLE FINDING LIGHTWEIGHT BOUND

COMPOSITION BOOKS?

Write us if you would like information

about printing
firms WO carry or will

make up bulk orders (1000 OR MORE COPIES)

of bound-Niposition
books, with light-

weight, plain covers, which can have

'Dialogue Journal
and your institution

name printed on them. Prices about SOF,

page count variable, and covers are

lightweight.
Write Joy Kreeft or Jana

Staton (at CAL address) for an infor-

mation sheet with addresses and phone

numbers.

NEXT ISSUE

Focus on a Teacher. Our next issue (and

Th-riri77111717-1--ngwill
feature one teacher

using dialogue journals, including

details on the setting and particular use

made of dialogue journals, the perceived

benefits, and some results. If you know

of someone who is using dialogue journals

in an
interesting way or in a unique

situtation and who should Le featured in

the newsletter,
please contact us.

How to encoura e reluctant students to

coevnun'Tate. in response firgarar--

urgent requests from readers, Leslee Reed

will discuss this problem, and would like

any contributions you can send us about

what has worked for you.

ouseecassrom.es,ereare
otWer sftuations fn tech we find dia-

logue journals being used. We want to

describe three important ones, and will

appreciate any examples of these, or

others:

- between parents and children

- between wives and husbands, and those

contemplating a permanent relationship

(examples will, of course, be carefully

edited!)

- between co-workers, such as principals

and teachers (we know of two schools

where this happens), or colleagues in

research.

DIALOGUE is the newsletter about the uses, benefits, and theory of dialogue

---3-875als, a practice of communicating in writing about topics of mutual

interest through continuous, functional conversations between (usually)

learners and teachers. This newsletter provides an informal menas of sharing

information, ideas and concerns among those who have begun using dialogue

journals in the United States and in other countries. It is an outgrowth of

the National Institute of Education research grant to describe and analyse

the purposes, structure and benefits of dialogue journal comunication

(Analysis of Dialogue Journal Writing as a Communicativo Event, Center for

ApOlied LInguistics, 1182). more
fr-inoriTrolii55777.iiiiFeh and prac-

tical applications,
please write Jana Staton, c/o Center for Applied

Linguistics, 3520 Prospect St., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20007.

DIALOGUE appears approximately three times a year, at a cost of $3.00 to cover

duplication and mailing.
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INTERPERSONAL USES OF DIALOGUE JOURNALS

Jana Staton

Oh, the comfort, tne inexpressible comfort
of f4aZing safe with a person, neitner
having to weigh thougnts nor measure words,
but pouring them right out just as they are,
chaff and grain alike; certain that a fai:n-
AL nand wilt take and sift them, keep what
is worth keeping and then witn tne breatn of
kindnees, blow the rest aues4.

George Eliot

Dialogue journal writing began as a way
to overcome the barriers to communication
between students and teachers. But many of

us, after six months or a year of sharing

our students' lives and thoughts in this

way, have asked, Nhy can't I have the same
relationship with people in my own life? If

only I could talk this way to ." For

those of you who haven't triediaralogue
journal with another person in your life--a
child, parent, principal, husband or wife
(Or the practical equivalent)--we want to
share some of what we and others have
learned from using dialogue journals to
create sustained, interactive conversations
In our own families and at work. We have
collected observations from people now using
journals and samples of their writing.
(Because of the nature of these journals, we
have, of course, kept the identity of our
contributors private.)

One point brought up by those we inter-
viewed is that dialogue journals allow both
persons to he much more honest than in face-
to-faCe Acounters. One person observed, "I
can afford to be somewhat critical in the
dialogue journal... I don't think at this
point in our relationship I'd risk that kind
of honest criticism if I were talking."

Most of our informants point out that topics
can be discussed in the journal which are
too uncomfortable to bring up initially in
face-to-face conversations. Sometimes these
topics zre talked about later, and sometimes
they are resolved in the journal itself.

Another observation was that there was

so ma to be learned through the interac-

tion. A principal who began keeping dia-

logur: ;ournals with her teachers was amazed

at 'now much she learned about them, when she

had thought she already knew everyone and

their concerns rather well. A mother who

kept a dialogue journal with her teenage son

found that the journal opened up a number of

new relationships all at once, as her son

began addresing his entries to her in her

different roles: "To the one who pays the

bills," for example. These various labels

helped her understand the complexity of

their relationship and his perceptions of

her. The dialogue journal allowed them both

to discuss feelings and topics for which

there was neither time nor courage to

discuss when she came home late from a

demanding job and the major concern of both

was an immediate task (like fixing dinner).

A part of an entry in one dialogue jour-

nal provides a perceptive insight into how

the written dialogue can affect the quality

of a relationsWp:
"More and more, I feet that writing in

the journal permits me to tisten to you
better when we're together. dy haoind got-

ten things off my mind.in tha journal,

tney're no longer tnare, occupying brain

space and commanding attention ana szoludin,.

what you're saeing at the time and want me ,

to hoar...Listening requires effort and aon-

cantration and the journat leaves my mind

free to concentrate."

(Continued on p. 2)
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(Interpersonal Uses, cont. from page 1)

Successful Situations for UsingsDialogue

uournais

In our survey, we have found that the

following kinds of pairings have worked

well: Parents and teenage children

(especially mothers and sons); students

going away to college and one parent (we

know of a daugther and father); an adult and

an older parent who live some distance

apart; adult couples, married or considering

it; colleagues conducting research (our

secret weapon in the NIE study); principals

and teachers. All of these partnerships

share some important conditions which seem

to facilitate the dialogue: (1) Both persons

are aware of some barriers to the kind of

mutual communication and understanding they

need, and there is a mutual willingness to

try a new channel for communication; (2) Some

issues, goals, or a common task exist as a

shared framework to provide topics; (3) There

is a lack of time for mutually convenient,

one-on-one conversations about important

topics, even though the two people see each

other every day; (4) Very often, these suc-

cessful pairs turn out to be male-female

combinations.

In contrast to these successful

situations, one combination which has not

worked well is a couple in which only one

partner feels the need to open a second

channel of communication. Unlike the

classroom in which the teacher can require

this dialogue, an interpersonal journal must

be truly voluntary, and an initial degree of

mutual willingness to try it is crucial.

The second pairing which has not worked well

thus far is that of a parent and an elemen-

tary school-age child (6-10 years old).

Several friends have tried to get their

young children to keep dialogue journals

with them as a way to encourage them to

"write more" or to enjoy writing and

reading. In the three instances we know of

personally, none of the children got very
excited about it and the dialogues petered

out quickly. Given the ease with which
children as young as five years begin a
dialogue journal with their teachers, this

difficulty is somewhat puzzling. The reason

may be that at this age children are not as

aware of the need to communicate eAplicitly
with their parents, and can't understand the

reason for writing down things they can just

as easily say to a parent they feel close

to. However, parents separated from their

2

children might find that a dialogue journal

would work well, because the physical separa-

tion creates an awareness of the functional

value of the journal for the child. One

intertsting fact from parents who have been

able to maintain a journal with a child is

that these dialogues seem to be effective

only on a time-limited basis, and may not

last even as long as a year. It may be that

with children, there are years of their

lives in which a private conversation on

paper with one parent is needed and useful,

while the next year, the need for the dia-

logue diminishes.

Considerations for Getting Started

Just as in the classroom, there are some

logistical considerations which seem to help

the dialogue get started. A visually

attractive form seems to make a difference--

all of us are sensitive to size and color,

and to materials that symbolize our own

values. One couple reports that their

dialogue journals have to be written in

royAl blue spiral notebooks. A journal that

looks special communicates the value of the

relationship itself. Finding a convenient

place to leave the journal when an entry is

completed allows the journal to be passed

back and forth easily and without compli-

cated schedules (in-baskets and mail boxes

at work do fine; at home you may need to

find a private place to leave it). Perhaps

most important, we have found that formal or

fixed schedules probably need to be avoided

with interpersonal journals. The dil7Fe--

seems to work best when the journal can flow

back and forth as topics surface which need

discussion. Some mutual obligation, like

not letting more than a week pass without at

least one exchange, needs to be established,

but within that framework, a flexible sche-

dule actually encourages sustained conver-

sation. Guilt feelings are not conducive to

dialogue.

We thought an instance from a first

exchange might demonstrate the way that the

dialogue journal got started for a couple of

people, growing out of a 7 lal frustration,

as these first entries s (both persons

were familiar with the of dialogue jour-

nals in classroom sett ,,):

A: / am writing this to you because ridnt

now I feel very uncomfortable about

taL4ing trot you. Lately (tne past two

weeks) we haven't seemed to be able to

"match"--I feeZ I am missing your signo:
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and you miss mine, unless I pout or look
unhappy. Comments, rebuttals, even
discussions of entirely different issues
would be welcomed.

B: I didn't feel like writing yesterday so
I didn't. ZIon not eure that I feet like

it today either...Naybe this approach
will help keep communication open. It's

clear that I haven't learned to talk amd

I despair at ever learning it very welt.

There art too many risks in talking...

Some Reflections

As I reflect on the value to me of keeping
an interpersonal jourhal--with a summer
intern, with my father, with colleagues at
work, and with my husband, what comes to
mind is the capacity of the written dialogue
to overcome the constant mismatch between my
inner, life experience and that of others,.
Our physical lives occur in and are greatly
constrained by chronological time (Chronos),
while our mental, spiritual, and emaTUENT
lives occur in Kairos time, which is
governed by appiligTiteness or "rightness"
(a distinction in the Greek which Fred
Erickson recalled to our thinking). When I

live or work closely with someone, we spend
time together in direct contact, but our
minds' own inner journeys are nct dictated
or even in tune with external time or
events, and so we can never exactly match in

external time. Physical meetings and talk
must occur when it is physically possible
for us to get together, not when it is most
appropirate for both of us to talk and
listen. In fact, one cannot always predict
or schedule the most appropriate times to

communicate. I see this difference between
our outer, physical lives and our inner
selves as a permanent part of the human con-
dition and therefore not one likely to
change even in the best of families, or
marriages, or work relationships. A written

medium--dialogue journal, letter, or com-
puter communication through an electronic
mail system--allows my inner self to listen

and to speak when it is the right time for
me, and allows the other person the same
opportunity.

3

STRATEGIES FOR MAINTAINING JOURNAL WRITING -
Keeping the door open

Leslee Reed

Every class has its share of students

who would rather not be bothered with any of

the class activities, and responding in the
dialogue journal is no exception. Although

most students really enjoy the dialogue and

begin with great enthusiasm, there are those

who respond reluctantly and with what

appears to be indifference. Their routine

approach may be, "I had a good day. Lunch

was good. The game was fun." or, "It was a

good day. We had a good recess. I hope you

had a good day." Ta be sure, they are
following the instructions in my class--

writing 3 sentences daily--and techni;ally

rthey are fulfilling the requirement. But

these reluctant studentssometimes take

months to realize that the journal is not

going away and they may as well avail them-

selves of this daily opportunity to com-

municate privately with me. It seems that

those who have the greatest need to com-

municate have the mom'. trouble getting

started. But time and the sense of security
that comes from knowing that I care about

them and will not give up on them helps them

to eventually come around to writing. When

they do (be forewarned!) there is sometimes

a veritable flood of problems that emerge--
problems which I can only acknowledge and

try to understand.

71 help teachers encourage these reluc-

tant students, here are some things that

have worked for me:

1. After the initial period of getting
to know each other comes the time of learn-

ing to share interests and "discuss" ideas
together. When the student's topics seem
mundane or boring, ask some pertinent
questions; such as an opinion about a
lesson, an assembly, the new bulletin board
or any topic which seems to be of interest.

Instead of just writing, "Tell me about it,"

be specific--"Do you think the assembly was
too long or do you think all of the time

spent there was necessary?" "how much of

the assembly was worthwhile?" "Which part

of the assembly was the most interesting?"

When an opinion is given, feel free to
disagree or agree so that there is a genuine

exchange of ideas. Try to allow your own
feelings to thow--"I don't agree with you

(Cont. on page 5)
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PUBLICATIONS ON DIALOGUE JOURNALS

DissertatIons

Jeffers Deborah. Young Writers in Search

of an Audience. Un v. of Oenn. ky, 1984.

Kreeft, Joy. Analysis of Student-Teacher

Itin'InteractiveWriviel.earnin'ot

rTVW------5W-Te------Uituage.orgetngasaecof-own

Univ. bclober, 1984.

Markman, Marsha. Teacher-Student Dialogue

tttects wpon Wrltfng Performance an

Attitudes. Univ. of Mir. DIEEMP, 1983.

Staton, Jana. The Interactional Acquisition

of Practical Reasoning In Early Adolescence:

A Study of Dialogue Journals. UCLA June, 1984.

Articles

Albertini, John and Meath-Lang, Bonnie.

Forthcoming article on dialogue journal use

with college-age deaf writers, NTIu, in

Journal of Curriculum Inquiry.

Atwell, Nancie. 'Writing and Reading

Literature from zhe Inside Out." Language

Arts, 61, 3, March, 1984.

Davis, Fran. "Why You Call Me Emigrant?:

Dialogue Journal Writing with Migrant

Youth." Childhood Education, Nov./Dec. 1983.

Gutstein, Shelley P. "Using Language

Functions Go Measure Fluency." ERIC number

to be announced, June, 1984.

Kreeft, Joy. "Dialogue Writing: Bridge

from Talk to Essay Writing." Language Arts,

61, 2, February, 1984.

Kreeft, Joy. "Why Not Really Communicate?--

Using Dialogue Journals." WATESOL Working

Papers., 1, Winter 1983-84.

Staton, Jana. "Writing and Counseling:

Using a Dialogue Journal." Language Arts,

57, 5, May, 1980.

Reports

Analysis of Dialogue Journal Writing as a

Communicative Event. J. Staton, R. Shuy, J.

Kreeft and Mrs. R. Final Report, National

Institute of Education Grant No. G-80-0122,

Center for Applied Linguistie.s, Washington,

D.C. January, 1982. (ERIC No.: Vol. I: ED

214 196; Vol. II: ED 214 197.
4

Books and Book Chapters

Staton, Jana. "Thinking Together: The Role

of Language Interaction in Children's

Reasoning." In C. Thaiss and C. Suhor.

(Eds.) Speaking and Writing, X-12. NCTE,

Fall, 1984.

Staton, Shuy, Kreeft, and Reed.

Interactive Writing in Dialogue Journals:

Linguistic, Social and Cognftive Views.

In the-writing Series, N. Farr, Ed.)

Ablex, 1985.

ARTiCLES ABOUT DIALOGUE JOURNAL WRITING

As new articles about dialogue journal

writing are published, they will be sum-

marized in the newsletter. Below is a

summary of three of the articles in this

issue's list of publications.

Frances A. Davis. 1983. "Why ru call me

Emigrant?": Dialogue journal writing with

migrant youth. Childhood Education, Nov.-Dec

This article provides a rationale and

some methods for using dialogue journals

with minority language groups in the U.S.,

along with several examples of student and

counselor writing. Dialogue journals were

used by New Jersey Project MAP-S as part of

a migrant education project funded by the

U.S. Office of Education. The project was

dusigned to help migrant junior and senior

high school youth obtain career and occupa-

tional information and an understanding of

their career goals. As was hoped, the stu-

dents quickly moved in their dialogue jour-

nals from personal writing to focus on their

career plans and to seek necessary career-

related information from their counselors.

As a result, the
journals served as a means

for fulfilling many of the project goals.

The writing practice lead to greater fluency

in writing; important occupational infor-

mation was exchanged; and close personal

ties developed between the students and

counselors, so that counselors could use the

journals to develop the students' self-

concepts.

(Continued on page 5)



(Articles, cont. from page 4)

Joy Kreeft. 1984. Dialogue writing--
Bridge from talk to essay writing.
Language Arts. Vol. 61. No. 2.

This article addresses the question of
how dialogue journals can help to develop
Students' writing skills. Many examples of
teacher and student writing highlight
teacher stategies and student growth. The
article shows how dialogue writing bridges
the gap between oral, face-to-face conver-
sation, which is interactive, and writing,
which is usually accomplished by the writer
alone, without interactive help from an
interlocutor. Thus, dialogue writing pro-
vides a means for students to move naturally
from a skill they already know when they

enter school, interactive communication,
to a new skill, essayist-type writing.
Research on the differing characteristics
of spoken and written communication is
reviewed, the characteristics of dialogue
journal writing that promote effective
writing are discussed, and one student's
developing competence in writing over ten
month's time is studied in detail.

Nancie Atwell. 1984. Writing and reading
literature from the inside out. Language
Arts. Vol. 61, No. 3.

How do students become "insiders" to the
world of reading and writing? Atwell wanted
her eighth grade students to become comfor-
table citizens--critics, enthusiasts, and

participants--in the literate world, and one
day started written "reading conferences,"
in the form of letters that she and her 70(!)
students wrote to each other about the books
they read. In the letters they shared
information about good books and authors.
praised and criticized authors' styles and
reflected on their own reading and writ'ng
experience. She describes their letters as
"a dining room table with 70 chairs around
it"--a place where she and her students, as
partners in the enterprise, entered the
world of reading and writing and established
themselves as expert readers and writers.
The article describes in detail the progress
of two of her studvIts, with provocative
samples from the letters. This article is
especially important for secondary school
teachers who want to focus on content in the
journals, or who would like to do dialogue
writing but have too many students for a

daily journal exchange with each student.
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(Strategies, continued from page 3)

because I really don't like that kind of
music, but I'm glad some people do!" or,
"You and I agree! That was an exciting and
interesting idea the speaker presented."

2. Focus on the activities of your
students; ask questions that show you have
noticed them, and that you are interested.
"Do you think we should work on the map or
the outline first?" "You seem to be going

along very well. Which book (or materials)

will you need next?" or, "How much of the
math was too easy for you? You seemed to go

right through the work today." or conver-

sely "You seeped to hesitate on your math
assignment. Could I help you? Were you
having trouble with the steps or was it the
word problems?" Negative comments may be
required. "You and Jay were having a problem

today. Now did it start?" or, "Too bad you

were so sleepy today. Were you not feeling
well or were you just tired?"

3. Everyone has emotions. If you note
some change in a student, you might comment
on it. "How happy you seemed today. There

must have been something special happening.
What was it?" Or you could mention your own
feelings, "Did you notice how angry I was?

Do you know why? What do you think I could
do to prevent that from happening again?"

4. Encourage them to share interesting
books and activities with you. "You are

reading a book I have never read. Do you
think I would enjoy reading it when you are
finished with it?" or "I've just finished
reading The Borrowers. It is so funny that
you might enjoy it if you like funny, impos-
sible books. Do you?"

5. When you have noticed a problem be-
tween class members you can enlist help.
"It was too bad that John was so angry
today. It spoiled the game for him and for
the class. Could you help him when you see
him becoming so upset? You could ask him to
take a walk with you, or even suggest that
he come talk to you about the problem. Does

that seem possible? Do you have any ideas
that would help me to help him?" How impor-
tant we feel when someone in authority
thinks enough of us to ask for our help!

6. Try to %tarn from your students by
asking about soOlethini-Fiu have no idea

(Continued on p. 6)
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(Strategies, continued from page S)

about. "Does the Culture Club play punk

rock or just rock music? Have you many of

their records? Which is your favorite? Uo

they use synthesizers?* *How is a low-rider

different from my car? *Why do you think

the Angels will win?" "Is our team better

than theirs? How do you know?" "How did you

celebrate your birthday? At our house the

birthday person gets to decide what we will

have for their birthday dinner. Do you have

any customs like that?'

Most of all, I want to emphasize the

importance of having and shogrIga genuine

interest in the stu ent's ho les, attitudes

and responses. This helps you to learn

about your students, and helps them to

realize that you are human. Encourage them

to teach you, to tell you things you did not

know, to share ideas and happenings. And

remember that every student will not write a

glowing gem of an entry every day. When an

entry has been particularly interesting,

don't hesitate to show your enthusiasm.

Just as a good conversation is enlighten-

ing, good journal entries should enlighten.

Being an interested, eager listener makes

you a good conversationalist. The same

skills make your journal entries interesting

and encourage responses that grow!

NOTES FROM THE FIELD

Herbert Hilsen of Cali, Colombia comments on

his experience with dialogue journal

writing:

"The technique develops an amazing fluency

rather quickly. The communication is.,

genuine. V:udents and teacher come to know

each other better. And students do not

freeze up when they have to write, nor
depend on artificial models.

"Things I remember from people's dialogue

journals are very useful to me now when I

meet them. I have a strong visual orien-

tation, and having read these ideas I find

they stick better than just from ordinary

conversation.

"Ideas from students' dialogue journals
are extremely useful for oral activities.
Thanks to remembering what I read in dia-

logue journals, I am never at a loss for
oral interview or exam material later."

6

Mande Atwell uses dialogue journals with

Students studying
literature in an elemen-

tary school in Maine. She writes about her

imfressions of her students' experience

using peer journals:

"You may be interested to know that my

writing/reading students art now carrying on

dialogues with each other--as well as con-

tinuing to write to me. This talk is also

wonderful, and very different from their

dialogues with me. Although the subject is

still literature, the tone is more informal

and the content is pure gossip-about-books.

It's as if lit. is mundane and everyday--

something kids just naturally chant about.

And these letters are very, very funny.

"Among all the good things resulting from

kid-to-kid literary dialogue is the practical

issue of replicability. Teachers I talk to

just about die at the notion of sustaining

correspondence with 75-125 secondary level

kids'. Opening up the possibility of peer and

teacher correspondence has cut my four-hours-

per-evening letter writing sessions in half."

Nancy Rhodes has been using dialogue

journals for-the past year in Montgomery

County Maryland's adult education program.

The students in her classes come from a wide

range of countries and are well-educated in

their native languages:

"My main purpose for using journals is to

get the students more accustomed to putting

their thoughts down on paper. This turns

out to be a major task for many of them.

Although the majority of the students have a

good command of the spoken language, most of

them have little, if any, practice in any

type of writing in English, whether it be

business letters, notes to friends, or

academic essays.

"At the beginning of each semester I often

hear a lot of complaints about keeping a

journal, and I am aware that for many of

them it is difficult to write something in a

foreign language for the first time in their

life. For this reason, I was interested to

know, at the end of the semester, what were

the students' views of what they had learned

from their journal writing. Their written

responses were quite revealing. Perhaps we

can learn more about what the students

actually gain from journal writing from

their own commAnts than from what we

teachers think they will learn.

(Continued on page 7)



(kites, continued from page 6)

mA Japanese student commented on how

journal writing helped her to start thinking

in English, which she hopes will help

improve her speaking ability."

Writing dialogue journal is very useul
for me. Because I've very much
progressed hearing ability in this
class, but not enough to speak.
Usually I think in Japanese at first

and translate into English. It's not

goad. I'll nave to tnink in English.
When I write dialJgue journal in a

Snort time, I'm uSid to trd thinking in

Engliah and I believe it'll certainly

improve my English conversation
ability.

mA Colombian woman commented that her

practice in journal writing has helped her

in her-job.*

Now in my uolunteer job I have to do

the nutritional assessment and I am
very happy because the nurses and the

dietitian can understand me my English
writing and I know the dialogue
journals have helped me a Lot.

Carol Severino, who teaches university-

levei writing ciasses at the University of

Illinois, Chicago, conducted a pilot study

last fall in which one class used dialogue
journals and the other class used an inter-

esting textbook. The dialogue journal class
did better on the final essay exam, and
their writing anxiety, measured by Daly's

scale, increased less than the textbook
class. There were also fewer absences from
class and tutoring sessions, better class
discussions, and generally a more integrated
feeling in the dialogue journal class.
Carol hopes to do a larger-scale study for
her dissertation. She would appreciate
suggestions from anyone doing studies of how
dialogue journals improve writing perfor-

mance and attitudes toward writing!

Carol has a wonderful handout that she
gives to her writing classes to introduce

dialogue journals use. If you would like a
copy, send us with a self-addressed, stamped
envelope and we'll send you one.
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Finally, The Washington Post mentions
dialogue journals f an article discussing

the multi-ethnic population of Arlington,

Virginia and its tmpact on the Arlington

County Public Schools. The article
discusses the problems foreign born children

encounter in adjusting to American schools

and how the schools cope with.and help the

children. These children, who often have

come from war zones or other turbulent

areas, experience culture shock, language

problems, and may withdraw entirely. In the

dialogue journals, the students can let out

their feelings "in full bursts":
*Feel so sad today," said one note by a

second-grade Vietnamese girl. . . .

'Cry, cry, cry. Feel so stupid.
Please God let me go back to my

country.'

QUOTABLE QUOTES

On the Teacher as an Interactive Model:

I would like to suggest that what the

teacher must be, to be an effective com-
petence model, is a day-to-day working model

with whom to interact. It is not so much
that the teacher provides a model to imi-

tate. Rather, it is that the teacher can
become a part of Vie student's internal
dialoguo--somebody W01088 respect he wants,

someone whose stdndards he wishes to make

his own. It is like becoming a speaker of

a Language he shares with somebody. The

language e that interaction becomes a part
of oneself, and the standards and style that

one adopts for that interaction become part

of one's own standards.
Jerome Bruner, 'The Will to Learn"

Toward a Theory of Instruction. (1966,

p. 124)

A Student's View of the Importance of

Dialogue Journals:

. .1 tnink writing these journals are very
important and they play an essential role
about connections between teacher and stu-

dent. It's really nice to consider our
teacners as our friends, it must be in this

way, if not there is always a distance be-

tween them. If wit know each other better, we
will surely understand each other better
too.

Farnaz, Agi 18
High Intermediate ESL
Iran



A Poem

Osen I camw here,
I found the uhits color in the outside.

I felt cold.
I didn't tike the temperature.

Sueryday I want to return to my country, so

I can't very happy.

Recently, the winter was gOne,

I found the grass that was green,

And the flower was bloom.

Looking the outside like a picture,

It's very beautiful..

r changed my mind.

I wanted stay here,

And planned my gunner semester.

Jean-Hsiou Lai, Taiwan

MCPS Adult Education ESOL

(This and other dialogue journal entries are

printed with permission)

PLEASE HELP!!

To hold our' costs down, we are paying

directly for the costs of xeroxing and

mailing the newsletter, which now run about

$75 an issue. To keep accounts straight,

PLEASE make your checks out to Jana Staton,

rather than to *Dialogue" or the tenterlor

Applied Linguistics. This avoids a separate

bank account and its charges.

**SPECIAL FEATURES IN OUR NEXT TWO ISSUES**

Dialope Journals at the University

A nuoibef of faculty at tbelinfiersity of

Maryland have found creative uses for dia-

logue journals--in teacher education classes

graduate courses, dissertation seminars, anc

research projects. So that we can learn mor

about these adaptations, we have asked

Jessie Roderick to be our guest editor and

organize other contributions on the subject

for our next issue.

Di" tie Ed"aticmvery spec a n res us an some

of our readers has been the development of

functional and meaningful literacy and self.

expression among students who are not always

considered "able* to read and write. A

t. number of projects are in process, and at

least one dissertation being written, on the

uses of dialogue journals with students in

special education and vocational rehabilita-

tion classes, and with adults who are callec

developmentally retarded. These will be

pulled together into one issue.

DIALOGUE is the newsletter about the uses, benefits, and theory of dialogue

---TaTilals, a practice of communicating in writing about topics of mutual

interest through continuous, functional
conversations between (usually)

learners and teachers. This newsletter provides an informal means of snaring

information, ideas and concerns among those who have begun using dialogue

journals in the United States and in other countries. It is an outgrowth of

the National Institute of Education research grant to describe and analyse

the purposes, structure and benefits of dialogue journal communication

(Analysis of Dialogue
Journal Writing as a Communicative Event, Center for

Applied Linguistics, 1982). For more information about research and prac-

tical applications,
please write Jana Staton, c/o Center for Applied

Linguistics, 3520 Prospect St., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20007.

DIALOGUE appears approximately three times a year, at a cost of $3.00 to cover

duplication and mailing. Make che4ks payable to Jana Staton.

DIALOGUE
Center for Applied Linguistics

3520 Prospect Street, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20007

Nonprofit organization
U.S. POSTAGE PAID

Washington, D.C.
Permit No. 41429
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This issue presents a different facet of dialogue journal use--as a means of focused,

reflective inquiry in higher education. Our guest editor, Dr. Jessie Roderick of the

University of Maryland, assembled these accounts as a means of illuminating the role of a

continuing personal dialogue in adult learning, with our students but also with each other.

We hope that readers at the udversity level as well as those in other institutions will

find these accounts instructive in pointing to the use of the dialogue journals for reflec-

tion and discernment in seeking truth.

Dialogue Journals in Higher Education

In his book The Reflective Practitioner: How Professionals Think in Action, Donald

Schon proposes that problems and solutions are found in practice through the process of

reflecting in practice. Although Schon does not diseas dialogue journal writing as a

means of reflecting in practice, it seems to me that many of us at the college level do

reflect in as well iron practice when we dialogue with students or our colleagues. In a

larger sense, dialogue journal writing appears to facilitate one's being a professional--

an active inquirer into one's practice and a continuous learner and decisionmaker who func-

tions in a social context. Is this a fair claim for the process of dialogue journal

writing? Does it agree with your experience? We invite you to share in our enthusiasm and

learnings as you read the accounts that follow.

The accounts include:

the use of dialogue journals in

helping student nurses assume
responsibility for reflecting

on and evaluating their deci-

sion regarding patient care.

far-ranging discussions of two

cultures in individual dialogues

with visiting scholars from

the People's Republic of China.'

Subsaiptions

Our rate for 1 year (three issues) is

$3.00, and thanks to those of you who have

just subscribed, we're now running about

even on costs. If you haven't sent us
$3.00 during 1984, why not do so now.
We'll forgive the past, and send you 3
issues in 1985! If you sent $3.00 this

past year, consider yourself subscribed

until Fall, 1985.
Be sure to make checks payable to

Jana Staton, not to CAL or DIALOGUE.
Vmol

1

' dialogue journals used for
feedback and sharing of perceptions

and puzzlement, between colleagues.

benefits and constraints of a

structured dialogue journal

discussing and reflecting on
"play*--itself always a non-

reflective experience!

a reflective tool for

understanding writing itself--

especially with college students

who are becoming conscious of

their own skills and fears.

-- Jessie Roderick
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'Approaching Clinical Teaching and
Evaluation Through the Written Word

-esss Jae Item

Several faculty at Indiana University

School of Nursing are using dialogue jour-

nals in an attempt to explore their poten-

tial for both formative and summative

evaluation in a clinical setting. In the

early stages of journal writing, our stu-

dents are encouraged to share perceptions

of the hospital experience. In turn,

faculty respond in a supportive and non-

threatening manner. They also assist in

making individualized patient care assign-

ments, based on needs identified in the

journals.
Encouraging students to ask questions

they might not want to ask in front of

peers, were not able to ask because of

time constraints, or which seemed dif-

ficult and inappropriate in a patient's

room are important components of the

dialogue. As formal evaluation periods

approach, faculty invite students to focus

specifically on their achievement of

objectives and on sharing perceptions of

self in the role of a health professional.

Faculty members also guide students toward

comprehensive self-appraisal through the

use of probing questions and analogous

examples of their own experiences as stu-

dents. In this way, students are steered

toward assuming greater responsibility for

judging the quality of their own client

care. The process appears to support stu-

dents' acquisition of a professional's

sense of responsibility for independent

monitoring of one's own practice.

- Rose Jackson, a professor in the

Indiana University school of Nursing, pre-

pares masters and doctoral level nursing

students as teachers of nursing.

Dialoguing Across Cuatures

- Amok Radon,* and Marrs Markman

For nearly two years, each of us par-

ticipated in an individual written dialogue

with a visiting scholar from the People's

Republic of China. Both of our partners

were among a group of Chinese computer

science technologists and college pro-

fessors enrolled in a computer science
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program at the University of Maryland.

Since both Li and Tong expressed a desire

to improve their written and spoken Englist

during their stay in the United States, we

arranged weekly, paired sessions in our

respective offices for discussion and the

exchange of dialogue journals.

Tong and Jessie

Dear Jessie,
Althou::h I have been nere for more

than one gear, S am noc pleased witn

my English. when my friend cold me

that you would be interested in sy01144-

1ny witn me I was very happy. Please

correct any mistake that Z made. I

think I will gt a lot of progress

since your help. . .

Dear Tong,
must tell gou that your

English Is very good. You write well

with smooth flow and interestiny vocano-

ulary. . In response to your request

that I correct your writing, I've made

some suggestions in your entry. For th

most part, I've suggested alternatives

for words you used. I will DO happy to

discuss these suggestions witn you.

In this excerpt from his initial jour-

nal entry, Tong expressed a willingness to

interact with me in order to get help in

English. This husband and father of a

six-year-old daughter, whose "hometown" is

Shanghai, soon began writing me of "many

interesting things he found after he came

to the United States. We talked of

transportation, shopping, computers,

tourism, education, seasons, personal tra-

vel experiences, museums, and other areas

of mutual interest--comparing and

contrasting the way of life in our two

cultures. We also discussed word

meanings, derivatives, and formal and

informal writing and speaking. My desire

to help Tong improve his English com-

munication and my interest in learning

more about persons from other cultures

while learning more about myself in the

process, motivated me to participate in

this dialogue. In eading our journal I

sense more of a c =sational tone than a

teaching one, This soggests that for me,

the learning about Tong and myself might

(Continued:on p. 3)
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have been a more powerful motivator than

the desire to help him improve his English.

Li and Marsha

Dear Marsha,
Since Z came here, a lot of things

I heard was made a deep impression on

mg mind. American young people hdve

more independence tnan Chinese young

peciallor have.

Dear 4,1,
.The independence gou see in

American youngsters dots nave mut
unhappy coraequences. Yes, there

is a problem with drugs. .the vio-

lence Ls there, too, but I don't see

this as being the norm at All. .

An associate professor of computer
science at a Chinese university, Li came

to our tutoring sessions principal'y to

improve his reading skills and at the same

time, to enhance his knowledge and

understanding of American life. Li

designed his own curriculum, focused on a

discussion of words, phrases, and concepts

in articles he was reading initially in

the University's student newspaper and

later in articles from magazines, the

daily newspapers, professional journals,

short stories, essays, poetry, and comic

strips.
Our weekly dialogue journal writing was

introduced in order that Li might practice

and develop his writing skills and his

ability to think and communicate in
English on paper. Language use and mecha-

nics in his entries were not corrected,
although he frequently recognized and
corrected his own faulty grammar and

spelling as a result of my own written

responses.
Li wrote copiously--with humor and

insight--borrowing from the richly poetic

Chinese language. He commented on his
visits to the theatre and museums.
discussed a scholarly paper he presented
(in English), and wrote about his work at
the University and his family in China.

His entries were replete with description,
analysis, and social and philosophical
commentary, providing me with a plethora
of information and insight not only into
Li and his culture, but into my own peda-

gogical beliefs and expectations.
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The interchanges we shared with each of

our partners illustrate the fundamental

commonalities between seemingly disparate

peoples. They exemplify, too, the
knowledge and understanding that can deve-

lop through dialogue and the insights into

teaching and learning that such dialogue

can produce.
Specifically, we learned that we shared

with our Chinese dialogue partners many
concerns, hopes, and appreciations. The

desire for change that improves the quality

of life for all was a persistent theme in

our exchanges. We learned that our part-

ners actively sought ,out ways to learn but

did so in a gentle, caring manner. Their

gratitude for our talking with them was
evident in their choice of words--words
that expressed thanks and an interest in us

as persons. And we learned about ourselves

as teachers, friends, and communicators.
We raised many questions, generally

answered their questions in order, and

found ourselves comfortable in this one-on-

one situation with a student-initiated

curriculum.
- Jessie Roderick, a professor at the

University of Maryland in Curriculum and

Instruction, is concerned with the authentic

person coming through in the teaching proces,

College Professors Dialogue

About Themselves
- Louise U. Barman

At the time I was trying to pull

together my thoughts about the process of

dialogue journal writing in which Jessie

Roderick and I had engaged, as a way of

exploring our roles as teachers, I read

some articles in the Washington Post on the

use of computers for monitoring the activi-

ties of enployees in the workplace. As I

thought about the similarities and dissimi-

larities between our experiences and the

experiences of those described in the

newspaper articles, I realized that com-

puters monitoring the workplace and

dialoguing about the workplace do share a

common purpose. Both processes are
informed by the hope that we may observe

more concretely, we may understand more

fully, and we may find better or at least

different ways to do what we do. Both pro-

(Continued, p: 4)
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cesses make objective one part of our

experience, for further scrutiny--the com

outer details outward behavior, the dialo-

gue journal highlights inner ideas,

questions, aftd wonderments. Both pro-

cesses allow for something to be done

about what is scrutinized.

However, the differences are just as

striking. The computer gives the informa-

tion to a supervisor to do something to

the worker. Dialogue journals are bases

for sharing ideas Ass equals. Computer

monitoring serves as a basis for judgments

to be made about another person. Dialogue

journaling serves as an avenue for sup-

porting and for assisting each other in

extending ideas.
Unlike computer

monitoring which

provides little basis for helping iAdivi-

duals become what they wish to be, dialo-

gue journals provide the basis for

exploring areas where thinking may be

faltering and muddy. For example, we

engaged in some dialogue about mystery, a

few lines of which are shared.

Louise: isrhaps we should allow some

mystery for students and

teachers.

Jessie: i like the idea of mystery bot

I'm not sure every teacher can

handle it well. . .

Louise: . . am concerned that stu-

dents are allowed to maintain

some selfhood, some indivi-

duality, some Mystery than Mdy

or may not be shared.

This dialogue on mystery led us into some

entries on alternatives to questioning.

Our dialogue was not always sustained on a

topic, but revisited on occasion or some-

times completely
dropped if there did not

seem to be reason to sustain it. Our

interests and thoughts at the time of the

entries determined the written conversa-

tions rather than predetermined specifi-

cations.
From our experience, we can offer some

ideas and cautions for those considering

dialoguing with colleagues about profes-

sional activities:
First, since we had engaged in a number

of professional
activities together, we

had a sense of trust--very important if

the journal entries are to he more than

a surface dealing with issues. Second,

as Jessie expressed, we gave ourselves
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opportunities to be rather than to be doing.

Third, we could write in our journals on our

own time and did not have to get out

appointment books or plan "bag lunches" to

carry out the activity. Fourth, our

thinking was extended as we were lifted from

the dailiness of our own activities. Fifth,

we had access to a trusted colleague who

helped us highlight that which we might like

or not like about ourselves as professional

beings.
The university professor frequently has

little opportunity to engage in the kind of

professional
development which starts from

the puzzlements of the individual pro-

fessor. Dialoguing in a written conver-

sation provides suck an opportunity. It

can break the aloneness in a profession

which demand walking where others have not

trod.
- Louise M. Berman is a professor of

curriculum theory and development in the

Department of Education Policy, Planning,

and Administration,
University of Maryland,

College Park. She uses dialogue journals

in her classes as a means of helping stu-

dents reflect on their experiences in order

to understand themselves more fully as pro-

fessional persons.

Dialogue on Play
- Wry Wan

Play is a phenomenon observed and

experienced by everyone. Yet it eludes

precise definition and absolute iden-

tification. It is not always possible to

tell if someone else is playinT--even kin-

dergarteners tell us that pleasure is no

certain indication. It appears that only

the players know if they are playing. But

while scholars explore the mysteries and

manifestations of the play phenomenon,

people continue to play, most unreflec-

tively.
I sought to increase reflectivity on

play among teachers preparing to teach the

supremely playful--young children. As

part of one of their education courses, we

experienced several potential play activi-

ties followed by their writing an

experiential
description of each activity,

my responding to it, then they again to

me, Class discussions also occurred.

I found that, while the activities

generally proved sources of play,

reflecting ort play was not play for most

(Continued, p. 5)



students. Although many expressed

enjoyment of the reflective process for

its personal involvement, struggle over

thought, self-exploration, and relation-

ship with the teacher, others thought

the play experience was dampened by the

knowledge that reflection would be

required subsequently. Some commented

on the irony of studying play during a

semester that was very demanding

academically.
As well as lesrning about the students

through dialogue, I learned about myself.

My teacher's dream of *true conversation*

with each student as Gadamer describes it,

was sometimes realized and sometimes elusive.

Some of my writing occurred simply to get

to know a student, to discover her views.

Other times we seemed to reach agreement,

our views became valid and intelligible

for each other. Sometimes I felt that I

was making them write and myself too, ,

because this was a class assignment. Along

with the students, I found the compulsivity

of our educational system militates

against true I-Thou dialogue.

In rereading the dialogues, I also

experienced what Gadamer calls *the other-

ness, and the indissoluble individuality

of the other,* (M.G. Gadamer, Truth and

Method, 1970) both of the students and of

175iiTT. Each conversation was unique,

each one seemed to me to be a stretching

--for ideas, for words--an extending of

horizons for both the student and myself.

Surely changes occurred on both sides.

Yet always gleaming through the words,

the same persons, recognizable, charac-

teristic. It gave me a new interpreta-

tion of Whitman's "1 celebrate myself

and sing myself."
- Mary Rivkin likes to teach, mother,

read, and garden. She broods about the

schools, and human happiness, perversity

and potential. The experience reported

here is part of her dissertation work at

the University of Maryland-College Park.

NEXT ISSUE Focus On Spedal Education

DIALOGUE's spring issue will discuss the

uses of dialogue journals with mentally
retarded students and others who typically

don't become proficient in written com-

munication. Teachers, including Leslee

Reed, are finding dialogue journals to have

many exciting benefits for such students.
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Personalising Composition Instruction

Through Dialogue Journals
- Mars% C. bisMaken

For nearly three years, the dialogue

journal has played an integ:al role in my

college composition teaching.

In addition to the usual composition

course fare--classroom writing activities,

grading papers, individual conferencing--

each of the students in my classes par-

ticipates with me in a weekly written

dialogue focusing on course assignments and

activities, writing attitudes and concerns,

and specific writing problems and strate-

gies for their solution.

The dialogue journals are a way to per-

sonalize instruction in the composition

tcurriculum. Central to such a "tutoring"

approach is attention to writing apprehen-

sion, and to other personal and instruc-

tional issues which can affect writing

performance but do not find their way to

the classroom or the teacher's office. Our

reflections in these personal dialogues are

intended to help develop positive attitudes

about writing and confidence in their abi-

lity to perform yell.
Our dialogues (written outside the

class) become vehicles for meeting course

objectives and satisfying individual stu-

dent needs, L., the following example

illustrates:

1Jr. M.,

I nate writing titles for My kWeers.

I have ma trouole writiny the body of my

kakers, DUL I always delay writiny the

tIcle until tne last possible instant,

and I'm never satisfied witn It. Any

suggestions?

Uary,
. . .A couple of sugyestions for the

title of esi.Jer;

1) Ask yourself whdc the point of

your klideer Is. wndt is the central

idea you went to convey? The firisider

to that question will nelp lead to

the "catcny" title yOU rife looking

for.
2) Read through your paper

keeping your search for a tAcle in

mind. Something you nave written or

a coot, yOU hAVA1 ZAde xaay "jutaid off

the paper' AS an appropriate tItle.

(Continued, p. 6)



The written dialogues do more than

instruct and encourage. They enable stu-

dents to practice writing to a real

audience--a central
element in writing,

and one which eludes students and plauges

composition teachers. Too, it permits

Students to individually work through--in

writing--the planning, writing, and

revising processes of composing. Each

student can discuss specific writing atti-

tudes, problems, and strategies, request

help, and share successes and failures

with an interested tutor, without the

threat of correction and grading that

accompanies most of their written course

work. Indeed, my selective discussions in

their dialogue journals about composing

strengths and weaknesses have proved more

likely to receive students' attention and

promote response than my copious comments

on a student's essay.

Along with personalized instruction,

encouragement, and writing practice, the

dialogue journal meets the goal of current

composition research which encourages

teachers to become active writers in the

classroom as well as models of correct

writing. The permanent and personal

qualities of these interactions, further-

more, permit teachers to more closely

monitor their students' needs and, hence,

their composition curriculum. In this

way, they can better satisfy the social

and individual nature of classroom writing

instruction.
- Marsha Markman has taught

professional/technical writing at the

University of Maryland. She is currently

teaching composition at George Washington

University and Holocaust literature and

film at the UniversiN4 of Maryland.

Research Ideas: Using School Records

"" AWN *Stan

Most of us reading this newsletter are

already convinced that dialogue journals

are the best thing about our teaching and

learning. But what do we say to admi-

nistrators and parents? Analyzing journal

texts can take years; a teacher in a local

school hasn't the time or the resources to

begin such analysis. But the changes

recorded in the texts themselves--changes

in self-concept, understanding of oneself

and of others, or attitudes toward
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writing, learning English-- these changes

are also going to be reflected in student

behaviors. Such behaviors as school

attendance, willingness to read and write.

disciplinary referrals are being recorded

in some way by schools already. We are

convinced that information is readily

available about the effects of dialogue

journals on students from school records.

To start off. I have one candidate out-

come measure: re-enrollment in subsequent

English language classts. At Gallaudet

College, I found that preparatory college

students (all deaf) in the developmental

English Language Program who were in

dialogue journal classes for one or more

semesters were significantly more likely

to re-enroll for a another semester of

English than were students who were not

involved in this kind of personal written

communication with their teacher. My

interpretation of this "persistence

effect" is that involvement in systematic

dialogue journal use increased the

students' sense of affiliation with the

instructor and changed their attitudes and

expectations about studying English. More

of them were willing to re-enroll after

failing the test for admission to regular

English classes. Before you say "that's

obvious", remember how administrators

react to anything which keep students

enrolled.
Mrs. Reed has always pointed out that

her students are seldom absent, seldom

late for school, and that she has few

disciplinary referrals. You may think of

other measures we haven't. We think these

kinds of outcomes are well worth our

looking at as a way of documenting the

tangible benefits of interpersonal dia-

logues. We'd like to hear from anyone

who's collecting such data.

Notes From the Field

Sara Sill writes about using dialogue

jouFriiri-71-b her fourth grade

students, mostly from Spanish-speaking

homes, at Alexandria Avenue School in Los

Angeles:

"In the journal I can discover tne

Indavlduel characteristics
of each child

and quicklg break down the student-teacnev

barrier. We becoze interested in each

(Continued, p. 7)



other and this carries over into all of

our classroom Activities, so thet even if

one of us is angry, we know that we still

Care about each other.
*Z find that when parents come in for

parent-teacher conferences, I know their

child very well and we have a lot to talk

about, because I have developed a special

relationship with each child. The parents

are delighted to know that a teacher cares

enough to respond individually to their

child.*

Hilary Stern, Director of the Adult

Education Program at the Spanish Education

Development Center in Washington, D.C.,

describes her first experience using

dialogue journals with an adult class:

*It's been two weeks now of writing to

twenty-thxere students a day, and I am an

enthusiastic convert!
*My primary objective (in using the

dialogue journals)-- helping my students

feel/ comfortable writing in Englishhas
now become secondary. I have developed a

personal relationship with each and every

one of my students (a feat in itself, but

even more remarkable considering classes

have only been in session for two weeks

and will continue fcr only two more

weeks). Besides the personal satisfaction

of developing new relationships, other

unexpected benefits have arisen.
Discipline, the most salient problem in

putlic schools, is no longer a concern...I

have these kids in the palm of my hand.

have been able to help some students
resolve academic and personal problems

which, in the flurry of the classroom,
would have never had time to find out

about, let alone discuss. And I have

been able to set aside two hours every
day to indulge in one of my favorite
activities: writing.*

From Jeff Creswell, a fifth grade
teacher, Humboldt School, in Portland
Oregon, comes this commentary:

*Every child knew that he/she had a
private, alone time with ma every day

because of the journals. Every morning
they scrambled to tneir journals to sea
what I had written. This intimacy played
an important role in classroom management.
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Many problems were worked out through

dialogue in the journals.
*Listening is essential to good Jour-

naling. I tried to really listen to what

the children were saying in their writing

and io respond accordingly. If I misun-

derstood, they let me know itl If they

misunderstood what I had written I let

them know It!
*Children's sensitivity to print

increased. By the end of tne year they

mere far more Aware of punctuation,

spelling,... Writing was clearly viewed

as a powerful tool of communication. The

mechanics of writing became important

because they helped to get the meaniny

across."

From Donna McBride, a fourth grade

teacher at Humboldt and Jeff's partner in

trying out the dialogue journals last

year:

"The journals were by far the best

thing that happened during the school

year. I feel the journals allowed tne Stu-

dents to express themselves and carry on

personal conversations with me. I got to

know them as individuals and they lear,;,ad

a lot about me. A lot of discipline
problems were handled throuyn the dialc9ue.

Journals were one area where a student

could succeed no matter what ;Lis or her

level.*
Thanks for sending these comments along

to Dr. Colin Dunkeld, Portland State

University, who is growing his own
Dialogue Journal Project out there in

Oregon. A report of the project in one

school is now available through ERIC:

Dunkeld, Colin and Anderson, Sandra.

The Robert Gray Journal Project: An

Account of a Year=long Journal-writing
Activity in Grades Five Through Eight.

ED 240 592

Ordering DIALOGUE JOURNALS

Here is the best source we've found for

ordering a special supply of dialogue

journals. For a minimum order of 1000
copies, Roaring Spring Blank Book Company

will provide saddlestitched, lined com-

position books, about 7 x 81/2 inches. The

(Continued, p. 8)

BEST COPY AMIE



cover is plain, lightweight
tagboard, with

lines printed for student and teacher

names and the words (---school name----)

DIALOGUE JOURNAL on the front. The price

is right--about 500 apiece. Teachers at

Gallaudet College have been using these

for two years, years, and particularly

like the light-weight covers which don't

say "Composition". The cover is great for

student decorative instincts.

Roaring Spring Blank Book Company

740 Sperry Street

Roaring Spring, PA 16673

PH: (814) 224-5141

Ask for Hunter Swope, Mark Garach, or

Dan Hoover, and mention that you are

interested in the same kind of journal

as Gallaudet College uses.

Maybe if enough of us write or call,

they might decide to make this a stock

item (without the school name) so that

smaller orders could be placed.

Les lees P age

In August, I spent two weeks starting

out a new class for the teacher I had last

year as a student teacher, because she

couldn't begin
teaching until the middle

of August. Because she will have so much

else to do this first year, I did not start

the dialogue journals with her class, and

it really made a big difference. I

repeated the same lessons, standards,

everything, but the genuine enthusiasm on

the part of the students just was not

there! Even my student teacher (who had

seen my class begin the year before)

noticed the difference. Dialogue journals

do cause students to become much more per-

sonally involved with the class and with

the teacher,
which just does a great deal

for the interest level.

Leslee Reed

Note: Mrs. Reed's experience
points out

the importance of beginning the year with

dialogue journals.
They may seem to be an

overload when you're just getting started,

but they help create the kind of classroom

which makes teaching a joy.
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This issue focuses on the use of dialogue journals with two groups of students with

special educational needs--educationally mentally retarded or handicapped students, and

learning disabled students. This focus does not cover the full range of students with

special needs, which would include deaf, non-literate, and emotionally disturbed students

among others, but it gives us a good beginning look at how dialogue journals are being

used in the broad area of spoial education.

Cur guest editor for this issue is Roberta Steinberg, who teaches learning disabled

high school students (freshmen and juniors) at J.E.B. Stuart High School in Fairfax

County.

Dialogue Journals with Students with Special Needs

This issue grew out of exciting reports

we have i,eceived of dialogue journal use

with students with special needs, espe-

cially those with some temporary or per-

manent limits in cognitive functioning.

Particularly, we have been concerned with

the value of literacy for students with

special needs. Society has traditionally

had little expectation that reading and

writing for such students can ever be very

meaningful or useful in later adacemic work

or even on the job. Where teachers have in

the past been affected by these expec-

tations, few opportunities for written

language use have been made available to

the students.
Writing for the retarded student may

mean being asked to copy sentences, but

never being allowed to write anything inde-

pendently because of the numerous mistakes

in form that often result. Writing there-

fore soon becomes a mechanical rather than

a cognitively engaging activity. For the

learning disabled student, writing may be

seen as a means of "self-expression," but

the content of that expression may not be

responded to by the teacher in a meaningful

way. Some learning disabled students may
not write at all because they are blocked

by a blank page, and they need highly
structured guidance or "bridges" to get

them started. Many teachers have been
searching for ways to provide such bridges

far these students, rather than simply

1

interpreting their difficulties as conclu-

sive signs of permanent impairment.

What does an interactive, written

dialogue with a teacher have to offer such

students?
1) It provides opportunities to

actually participate successfully in com-

municating by writing and reading.

2) It provides a means whereby the

student can move through developmental

steps to self-expression, at first perhaps

writing with a great deal of help and later

with less assistance.

3) It puts the student in touch with

the teacher's mind, with the teacher's ways

of perceiving and labeling experiences and

events which they both share or know about.

4) It provides the teacher with a means

of assessing each student's potential for

development, because the dialogues occur in

the student's "zone of proximal development."

Written language is a tool of the mind--

an "amplifier" if you will--of the mind's
capacity to record and remember experiences

and information, to organize and rearrange

them, and to make connections between what

one thinks and feels and what others think

and feel. Perhaps Audents whose minds
don't work as quickly or in the same way as

ours need writng even more, to aid and



amplify and provide feedback on what they

are thinking and want to say to the world.

For the teacher, the rewards are even

more immediately forthcoming, and the excite-

ment of teachers about what they learn from

their dialogues is apparent throughout this

issue. If we take seriously Vygotsky's

injunction that what the child can do today

with assistance she or he can do tomorrow

unaided, then the dialogue journal interac-

tions are a glimpse each day of the student's

unfolding potential.
Teachers see in the

dialogue mental and linguistic capabilities

which the student cannot yet demonstrate or

use unassisted. The dialogue journals pro-

vide one way of assessing the potential of

the student for development, and at the

same time a means of directly helping the

student to internalize the strategies

needed for 9ore independent functioning in-

reading and writing and in classroom activ-

ities.
We have as yet no clear understanding

of the true effects of extended par-

ticipation in these written dialogues for

stimulating further mental, linguistic, and

emotional growth for students with special

needs. These articles do suggest, however,

that students with limitations in oral

modes of communication need full access to

written language used for communicative

purposes, just as do all students. The

apparently greater
difficulty that many

special needs students have with written

language (in contrast to speech) may occur

because written language has not been

introduced to them aS a functional means of

communication, but only as a product to be

eval,lated.

Workshop Handouts

Our estimate is that about 901 of the

500 people who 104 this newsletter (and

probably a lot of others we don't know) are

giving workshops about dialogue journals.

Would some of you be willing to share a

copy of your handouts with others? We're

thinking of two kinds or one-page handouts

which might exist:
handouts you have used

in teacher workshops focused on using

dialogue journals with particular popula-

tions, and handouts you have given to your

students to explain dialogue journals. We

have two or three already (for elementary

school teachers; eollege freshmen; and ESL

teaching, adult level). If we get a good

=pie, we'll make the set avallable at

cost. If you send something in, make sure

you give yourself full credit: Name,

address, even phone number Mould be right

on the handout. 2

Topics in the Dialogue Journals of

Mildly Retarded Students
mid W. Far*, Jv

Researchers who have studied the writ-

ten language
performance of mildly retarded

students through oomposition production and

written story recall have observed poorly

developed abilities in the areas of syntax

and spelling (Cartwright, 1968). Previous

research has indicated that mildly retarded

writers perform significantly lower in the

mechanics of writing than nonretarded wri-

ters with the same nental ages, and tnat

writing abilities of the mildly retarded

dre comparatively less well developed tun

their speaking,
listening, or reading abil-

ities (Sedlak & Cartwright, 1972; Durrell

& Sullivan, 1958).

Having studied the written language

performance of mildly retarded writers who

have maintained dialogue journals with me,

I have also found limitations in written

syntax, spelling, and punctuation.

However, regardlese of the limitations that

can be observed in writing
produced by the

mildly retarded,
analysis of their com-

munication in dialogue journals suggests an

alternative view of their written Language

performance.

I have found that the topics which

mildly retarded writers discuss in their

dialogue journals do not necessarily

reflect their mental ages, but rather their

chronological aras. A group of six mildly .

retarded students
(average mental Age,

10.0

years; average Chronologioal age, 18.1

years) with whom I maintained dialogue jour-

nals actively discussed their experiences

of driving, employment, graduation

planning, marriage planning, and imminent

parenthood. For example, here is an entry

by one of my male students.

Soma persons ate nlue and otiset person

11ke tu LA..) talnys Ilke t si, lay the

aajo, tjo to Chw 4OlVe. jONe karaon

tu work IA tnet auusa aad

S040 ogre* very gowd for *vriclAyi on d joo

or SO$40 iJOOklid$ .1.fife to tuve

t,lidpis Like. money, new cdr, ivuse, and

sowe people like to Cdda and SOWd
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like to rledd a woks. I sowatiad Like to
ZO4d 4 Wok aut Z like tu put thAak to
gdthir and Z liko workAno wlth nv nand
and I like to idlay on w toutbdll teuw.

These students consistently'produced
functionally relevant (though far from
mechanically accurate) interactive com-

munication. They reported opinions and per-
sonal facts, made predictione, responded to
questions, and evaluated. From reviewing

the students' communication, it became
apparent that average intellect is not a
prerequisite for driving, working, gra-
duating, marrying, parenting, or coin-
taining dialogue journals.

lailiii*********10******00aifiliffilif****1111
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ai CAE Write!"
Written Interactions of Mentally

Handicapped Students
- Jay Krieft Peyton and RobertaR. Steinberg

We began dialogue journal writing in

our Sunday School class for mentally han-
dicapped adults as a way to enhance and
further develop the personal relationship
we already had with each student. The stu-
dents range from severely to mildly men-
tally handicapped. Our class is small, and
we frequently have as many teachers as
students --an ideal setting for dialogue

journal writing. We describe here our
experience with two of the students.

Donna 1

Donna is 37 years old, and considered
severely mentally handicapped. She is a
fluent and interesting conversationalist,
but besides writing her name, when we began
the class she had done no reading or
writing since she was 10-12 years old and
had a tutor. She is considered a
"non-writer." When I asked her if she
would like to keep a dialogue journal with
me, She said that she couldn't write. So
told her that we could tell each other
things with pictures, and if we wanted to
add words, we could. She said yes, she

wanted to do that. Here is her first entry
and my response. She could read our names,
and I read the nest of my entry to her.

~4,0

._13 J*.g.

4".g.

Jaw% _Nos 4.. £.413.

A week later her entry looked the same.
When I said, "Oh, you drew yourself again,"
she replied, "I'm telling you that my hand



A.,

is healed" (she had burned her hand

earlier." And indeed, some fingers had

been added in this week's picture. It waS

clear that she understood we were sending

messages to each other.

tint.4.)BAcum

A
Donna's third entry contains the word

"hulk." When we looked at it together,

_1=7=

she said, "I'm telling yau that I walk by

my house." Donna had, without my bidding,

broken into print. I imagine that the act

of putting words and pictures on paper had

called up for her words she had learned to

write with her tutor, years ago. The next

three entries were the same, a picture and

the words Nlok Donna Brown," and I won-

dered if we had gone as far as we could.

But as we discussed my responses, I discov-

ered that she could read most of my words

without help. Again, she was digging back

into her past experience with reading and

writing. One day she wrote the following,

and told me that she takes the bus to work

(the word she knew how to write was "school").

Wiok $.4-0 BO5 hapis HcALelikl,

6Choo
One day she wrote:

7E1r3crwta=_.=lot =
=wont

and explained that she was telling me about

the black dog that she sees every day. The

picture had changed to it house. As we con-

tinued to write back and forth, week after

week, new words would appear among the old

ones that she used over and over.

Donna and I have been writing weekly in

a dialogue journal for two years now. The

changes I have shown here have taken place

over long periods of time. Now I often ask

her what she wants to say and help her

spell it. A recent entry was:

Tivecot401.13214645. =

TTSbile
"I have a new dress.

It's blue."

Aa wAcontinue our
journal, it is clear to

me that we have developed a
valuable way of

sharing messages with each other. Since

we're in a class with other students, our

journal writing time is sometimes the only

time we have to talk individually with each

other. We also have a very important

reading and writing event. I think it's

the only time that Donna neads and writes

all week.

1 Because Donna's name is an important

part of her entries, it is impossible to

use a pseudonymn. Both Donna and her

parents have given permission for her real

name to be used.

1114**0010**110*******0*******OitiCit

Mary

Since the focus of our Sunday School

class is to learn the scriptures and to

develop an understanding of Cod, the dialogue

journal gives us a chance to relate on a

more personal level, developing an

understanding of each other--our interests,

fears, and innermost workings! Mary heart-

ily enjoys writing in her journal. Aside

from occasional help with spelling, she

has shared with me a variety of topics,

including school, her boyfriend, books she

has read, movies she has seen, her family,

and her upcoming Baptism. I am continually
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surprised that Mary doesn't feel inhibited

in the slightest about writing and

expressing her thoughts. She is eager to

write and to share things about herself.

The more journal writiqg we do, the longer

She needs to write; not because it is a

difficult task for her, but because she has

so much she wants to write about. And

judging the quality of Mary's entries from

the point of view of grammar and syntax, it

appears that the journal is gradually

improving her ability to express herself in

writing.

Can Dialogue Journals be of Value with

Learning Disabled High School Students?

Roberta R. Steinberg

When I started using dialogue jour-

nals, it was with a class of learning

disabled students at the elementary level.

The experience was successful and gratifying

for all of us. It took us a while to get

started and establish a routine, but once

we got going we wrote twice weekly. The

range of topics we wrote about included

personal experiences they wanted to share

and concerns they had about being learning

disabled. They had many, many questions--

about what I did outside of school, what

hobbies we might have in common, how they

were doing in school, and what they might

do in the future.

This fall, when I began teaching

learning disabled high school students, I

was faced with a completely new challenge.

Would L. D. high school students freely use

dialogue journal writing as a creative tool

for self-expression as my elementary

children had? When I first introduced the

idea to the class, it was met with a great

deal of hesitation. I explained that we

would be keeping an ongoing journal

together, and that I would be writing

thoughts and sharing ideas with them each

time they wrote an entry to me. In other

words, we would have a written conver-

sation. They weren't sure what to expect!

At first I let them write freely twice a

week, and gave them no specific topic to

write about. Two of my six students felt

comfortable writing without prompting, and

had no problems. However, I found that

5

four of the students had difficulty writing

anything.
Sure, they had a lot to say, but

they didn't know where to begin. They

needed much more structure than the "free

writing° Wi3 providing them. With this in

mind, I began suggesting topics, or giving

them key words they could write about, or

questions about themselves, the world,

soclety, etc., to which they could respond--

for example, "How dO you feel about nuclear

war?" "What do you want to do after you

finish school?" mihat are some of the

goals you have aet for yourself?" All they

needed was the start, a beginning or an

idea which they could then expand on.

The resuats thus far have been very

interesting. One student, uto has an iden-

tity problem and frequently expresses his

dislike for English class, is a case in

point. Needing to be the class clown and

express his dislike for cur class has fre-

quently gotten this student into trouble.

Yet we have been able to establish a

beautiful relationship outside of

"academics" in our dialogue journal. Ihe

journal has provided an cutlet for this

child to express his feelings--feelings he

has aboyt being learning disabled and

questions he needs answered like, "Will I

always be this way?" Being adopted, this

child feels as if he is different from the

others and Ls unsure about who he is and

where he oame from. Peer pressure and

dating, values clarification, interpersonal
relationships, and family problems have all

been areas that we have shared in our jour-

nal writing.

This relationship is what has been so

fascinating to me--to have a child who is

so unmotivated and at times disruptive in

class, yet so caring, sensitive and sharing

in his journal. The beauty of dialogue

journals is that they enable the teacher to

establish an intimate rslationship with the

student through writing; a relationship

that is ordinarily impossible because of

the need to teach the entire class.

Unfortunately, during class time we

teachers aren't always able to really get

to know cur students on a more personal

level, and dialogue journal writing allot's

us to do that. In the case of the student

mentioned above, it allowed me to answer

questions and provide support where it was

dearly needed. To give you an example of

the kinds of things we :aght uTite about,

here is ar exohange between me and another

student in theclass (printed here with her

permission).



Student: Tonight I'm going to the football

game with Lay sister. I chink the

montas are going by fast. The job

I applied for is Bradlees but

don't know if ZA going to get it.

My mother gave oe anotaer auulica-

tion. The joa is to clean the

building in Vienna. I did tact jou

before because I use to help mg

motner and my granduotner olaan

tie ouildini so I aope I gee the

job because I tainx it's time fur

me to have money of my own so

don't have to cisg my motaer for

any.

Teacher: re cime is yolng by luicklg.

dnen I was a ienior in 111911

SCI2001, Z jot a job ac d depart-

ment store over tile Cnristmus

nolidags. L felt 400d earning

ooneg to be able to oug tninis

witnout having to asx m9 parents

for money. I worked nerd. There

was a snow on T.V. last nignt

called "Famdly
Ties." gne young

girl in the shod got a part time

job while sae
continued to go to

scnool. She told her MDO chat

working at the store made ner feel

good amout herself. It was a wad

program.

I thinx it's nice and very respon-

sible of gou to dant to do tilat.

Just be a3refa1 taat dour grades

don't slip, and t.hdt you do a oo

that you like.

I feel that several factors contribute

to the current success of my dialogue jour-

nal program: (1) the small class size. This

enables us to work more closely together

and possibly to do more with our journal

writing than a Larger class could. (2) a

structured time to write. Learning

disabled students greatly benefit from con-

sistency and structure. The routine that

allows them to know in advance that Mon.,

Wed., and Fri. are journal writing days

makes it easier for them to organize and

prepare themselves and enhances their

writing. (3) knowledge of my students'

strengths and limitations. This shculd be

thP. firet item to consider when setting up

a dialogue journal program. Those students

who oan write independently without needing

6

"dialogue starters" should be encouraged to

write freely. But with many of my learning

dieabled students, to avoid frustration and

waeted writing time, I needed to give them

an idea, raise a question, etc. Giving

them something to write about and at the

same time personalizing it gives them

enthusiasm and confidence to write. (4)

choice of a journal. I have some students

who write rather Large, and I needed to

decide whether to use a large, notebook-

size pad for journals or a small spiral

pad. I chose a small spiral pad because it

was pocket size and seemed more personal.

The children
liked the idea of a smaller

pad, because it enabled them to put it in

their pocket or read it without its being

so easily seen by others. Interestingly

enough, students who wrote large began to

write noticeably
smaller and more legibly,

and they didn't feel inhibited by the

amount of writing space either.

Getting Started With
Learning Disabled Deaf Students

- Linda Mondsehein

my class consists of 5 boys between the

ages of 6 and 9, with hearing losses

ranging from mild to profound. Four of the

five boys have severe learning problems and

an accompanying lack of confidence in their

academic abilities, so they are now in a

"special class" at Kendall Demonstration

Elementary School on the Gallaudet campus.

Dialogue journals complement my natural

language approach to reading and writing .

and have become an integral part of our

daily morning routine. I have found them

to be a valuable tool for monitoring

progress and encouraging the children tc

take more risks when communicating in

writing. ay having the right to choose the

topics for discussion, the children have

gained a sense of ownership over their own

work and value it highly.

No of my children (David and Wayne)

are not functional readers and still pri-

marily use pictures to communicate in their

journals. In September, Wayne would draw

large blobs with pen or
crayon but add print

to hie entries,. Now, after
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six months, and after I have asked my
students to use only pencil, Wayne is
dr.-ming pictures of his friends and his
environment and is writing the name "Michael
Jackson," names of his classmates, and
words he sees on signs around the room. Up

to this time David and Wayne haven't
responded to my remarks in their journals,
but / continue to provide exposure to
meaningful writing by writing one or two
sentences under their pictures, which I
read together with them (by signing) each
morning.

The growth in communication and in
confidence for my other three students has
been very distinct and exciting. Cne
student, Lenny, who is a bright 6-year-old,
has moved from listing an inventory of
the letters he knew down the margin of the
page and filling in the remainder with
large pictuies, to writing about his
faxily, friends, special holidays, and
feelings. Lenny also incorporates into his

entries the comments Which I have written

on his homework papers, such as "WOW" and

"Good work." In March, Lenny expressed his
opinion of himself and his sister:

,:aroalyn ges 4.7ood

Lanny yes

Lenny takes a long time to write and really
ponders over what he wants to discuss in
our journal each day. I have seen his abil-
ity to oomprehend what I write and to com-
municate effectively in writing greatly
improve, even though he is not yet
responding in writing to wtat I write.

Andrew used mostly invented spelling
when we began the nialogue--so inventive
that he was unable to reread his entries
or my responses without assistance.
Recently, while looking back through hie
journal, Andrew asked me what some of his

early conversations said. Sinoe his were
not intelligible, he had to reread my
responses to understand his remarks. Then

we looked at some of his most recent
entries:

I love you Linde
Your car is nice

I frad of witch
I frad of rocks

Anthony's delight was obvious as he realized
he could read and understand them easily.

Erin illustrates another language and
coamunication breakthrough which the dia

logue journals facilitated. At 9 years,

this student has a very low frustration/
tolerance level and becomes upset easily.

Erin did not want to be involved with the

journals in any way. He would become upset
and cry when the time came to write to me
or to read my responses. Our straggle pro-
duced basically the same kind of entry each

day. Erin would draw a picture and add a
one-word Label, such as this:

boat

He would never respond to my commente about

his entry or write about the same topic
twice. He would frequently draw intricate
satellites and rockets, but he refused to
discuss them In writing.

In November, Erin began drawing pic-

tures in sequenced steps to illustrate the

crafts projects he chose to oonstruct, then
returned to drawing arbitrary pictures and

adding one-word Labels. I oontinued to
write, question, and encourage him to write
to me, but a dialogue between us did not

ensue.
Finally, after Christmas I became frus-

trated with this cce-way oommunimation and

stopped responding! The next morning Erin

approached me with a bewildered expression
on his face, and pointed to the blank page

where my responee should have been. I told

him (in sign Language) that since he was
not writing and sharing with me, I did not

want to write to him. He went back to his
desk immediately, and that day his entry

read:

color see March bike Happe to you.

What a success! Erin was referring to his
birthday (in March) and to a red bike he

hoped to receive. I wrote:

You want 4 nod bike for your
birthday. Your birthday is on
March 3. We will sing "Happy
Birthday" to you.

The next day Erin wrote:
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the.Happy Birthday to you, Narca 3,
cupcakes yive Lenny, Andrew, and
David and Wayne, Linda.



Of course you can imagine how eagerly I

responded to this very informative comment!

TWo days later I read:

The dance is on Thursdav. Erin late

for oy OX

Are dialogue journals worth it? You bet!

However, my students do not always make

steady progress. It is now the middle of

March, and today Erin's dialogue has

regreseed back to a picture and one-word

label. Today I will write the date and

respond with only a sad face. I hrope we

will soon begin oonversing again.

The older Ohildren in my class, Andrew

and Erin, want mare privacy now when they

write. For the younger children, privacy

is mat an issue yet. Wayne and Lenny have

begun teasing each other in their journals.

Cte draws a picture of the other and writes

"sad" or "crying" underneath. Then they

giggle about their joke, and I know that

they are really reading. Their interac-

tions point out a final benefit of the

dialogue journals which I really didn't

expect. All of the children have increased

their interactions and sharing with each

other, both in their journals and

thnoughout the day in face-to-face com-

munication.
What a positive learning

experience we're all having!

NEXT IME: Dialogue as Resdin'g

One of the neglected aspeots of dialogue

journal communication is that it is also a

reading event. Our fall, 1985 issue will

focus on how the dialogue journals work as

a reading event for students, and how they

might also be used as an informal reading

inventory to assess students' reading abil-

ity. CONTRIBUTIONS FROM ALL OF YOU ARE

WELCOME! If you have been thinking about

the reading side of dialogue journals, your

comments, observations, research articles

are needed. Send to Jana Staton at CAL.
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Dialogue Journals for Mainstreaming
Educationally Handicapped Students

Lisle. Rood

It happens to every teacher at some

time. "We know you are sensitive to the

needs of individuals and you've done such

wonderfUl things with some of our young-

sters who have had problems." (Now you

brace yourself, here it comes!) "Annie is

being sent to our school. She's a dear

little girl, and I'm sure you can help her

a lot." (But, you think I already have a

class full of students who each, in some

way, need special help.) As usual, you

smile and reply, "I'll try."

Annie arrives, sweet, eager and handi-

capped by spinal bifida. She has been in a

special school for children with physical

and educational handicaps. It is felt that

now she is ready for mainstreaming.

Ttrough repeai:ed surgeries and special

shoes the Is able to run, play and carry on

normal activities with only a limp. Annie

smiles, she loves people, and immediately

is absorbed into the activities of the

class, classified as a fifth grader. But

adjusting to a new class and a totally dif-

ferent learning
environment is not easy.

Getting along with 28 to 30 other students

is a far cry from the 6 or 8 who were in

her previous class. Annie knows the alpha-

bet. That is, she can sing it, but she

doesn't recognize the letters when she sees

them. Her reading skills are minimal, and

she is easily discouraged. I need to start

at a basic level with.her without letting

the other students in the class think she

is "dumb."

When I received Annie's school records,

her folder was filled with pages of imma-

ture scrawls, pictures, and worksheets con-

sisting of lines connecting words and

pictures. There was no evidence of ability

to read and write. Her I.Q. score was

vague. 23 had been written, along with a

comment that the testing had been unsatis-

factory. The greatest help her records

gave Was that she had a sunny disposition.

The specialists felt she would probably not

be able to work at the 5th grade level, noi.

or probably ever. They were willing to tr)
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whatever I asked them to do. There was

discussion of placing her in a lower grade.

Academically that mdght have helped, but

socially it would have been destructive to

her, in my judgment.

EVery teacher who has had to make such

an "adjustment" knows the extra hours of

work and worry that it entails. It is

obvious to the other children that the new

student is different. Attention span is

shorter, and the need for help, support and

supervision is almost oonstant. To help in

the adjustment the teacher must create a

warm climate of acceptance so that others

in the class do not resent the time spent

with this one student who is used to having

so much help. In these situations, the

Dialogue Journal has served me very well.

Everyone in my class has a Dialogue

Journal, so immediately the new student is

helped to begin her own. (Every student

writes at least three sentences in his

journal every day and places it in a spe-

cial place for my reply each night. What

we write is private, and the writing is

never graded.) Frequently the new student

neede help to begin writing, and another

student, an aide, or I find a few minutes

to establish the practice, set up the pat-

tern and encourage the student to write

withovt worry about spelling, grammar or of

being graded. As the new student realizes

that everyone else is doing it, she feels

more at ease. Here is one activity where

she is the same as everyone else. There is

no need to worry about competing, being
criticized, or being told it is right or

wrong. Very soon this becomes for each

student and for me an important tool in

communication. Here they may tattle,

complain, ask questions, and know that they

are being "heard" every time they write in

their journal. My responses assure them

that their feelings and problems are known

and shared. Students learn that they are

important. With continued use they learn

that I can be trusted and am responsive to

whatever is on their minds.

Annie loved the idea of having a jour-

nal. Pencil in hand she was poised to

write--but what? On a slip of paper I

printed, "My name is Annie Brown. I am in
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Room it. I am in grade 5." I read it to

her and had her read it back to me. We

talked about her name, her room, and her

grade. We found the words that mid her

name, her grade and her roam She read the

3 sentences again, delighted that she was

reading, and smiling happily the whole

time. Now she could write in her journal.

Co the next day when she got her Jour-

nal back we read the words, and her face

again lit up in smiles. All eagerness she

sat down, and pencil in hand wrote exactly

what she had written the first day. So I

introduced her LID the date which is always

on the front of the chalkboard, and showed

her how we start each entry with the date,

then we write something different each day-

-something that we want to tell each other,

or questions we want to ask. CO a slip of

paper I wrote, "My name is Annie. I live

at 354 3rd Street. My telephone number is .

She didn't know her telephone number, they

had just had a telephone put in. So we

amended her writing to say, "Today I will

learn my telephone number."

Annie's education had begun. She is

now reading and writing those things which

in my judgment art vital to survival. With

the help of another student or an aide she

dictates her ideas and then reads them

back. Writing back to her I keep the sen-

tences and ideas simple, yet appropriate

to her needs and to her writing. She tries

to read what is written to her, and may

either ask someone for help or come to me

personally and ask what was written.

Though she is unable to keep up with the

other fifth graders, she has her journal

and uses it to express her feelings when

the lesson is so beyond her that she feels

helpless. It dues not label her as being

slow or behind. We all write in our jour-

nals whenever we feel we have something

which must be said, so the class accepts

her behavior without question. The daily

exchange becomes fun as we discuss ideas

and problems she has. As she becomes more

adept at comprehending, she can be

encouraged to think about how the problem

developed and be given a choice of ways of

solving it. Underlying all of these emo-

tional and social adjustments is an on-

going basic reading and writing activity.



After the first year, Annie's gains

surprised everyone. tiith her permiseion, I

shared her journal with the specialists who

worked with her. It showed clearly that

she was gaining and oomprehending. They

were delighted, and felt that for the first

time she was really making progress academ-

ically. No, she was not at grade level,

but she was certainly gaining, and though

additional surgery kept her out of school

for six weeks, she was gradually becoming

independent and approaching the level

expected of her age. Here is an entry from

her journal near the end of the year:

miss you too. Why didn't it'd come

yesterday? Today is warm. I can't

believe that a 1st grader man read in

tile sett) level.
She is so small. I bet

she is goiny to be snurt when she grow

up. I love plants.
Thana you for tne

plants.

Through the entire year the journal was

a basic tool. At times she wrote pages to

me telling me about an event or describing

why something was good or bad. Sometimes

she wrote only about the weather, simply

fulfilling the basic 3-sentence require-

ment. At the year-end evaluation we agreed

not to retain her in the fifth grade, and

my request to keep her in my classroom for

her sixth grade year waa granted. Her

adjustment to a regular school and an aca-

demic gain of two to three years indicated

that mainstreaming had really been effec-

tive. As far aa I could tell, the Dialogue

Journal had been the tool that effected the

major Change.
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Recent Dialogue Journal Publications

Cambrell, Linda B. Dialogue journals:

Reading-writing interaction. The Reading

Teacher. February, 1985. 512-515.

Shuy, Roger W. Language as a foundation

for educatio. The school context. Theory

into Practice. Jummer, 1984. 1167-17.

Staton, Jana. Engaging deaf students in

thinking, reading, and writing: Dialogue

journal use at Callaudet. Volta Review,

Special issue on writing. beptemoer, 1985.
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BACK ISSUES - A little History of
Dialogue Journals

We've had a lot of requests to make the

back issues of this newsletter available,

so we will. There have been eight issues

since 1982, with the following focuses:

General news (April, 1982)

Benefits to the teacher (Fall, 1982

Benefits from the students' view

(April, 1983)
Research issue (August, 1983)
What is dialogue? Different models

(January, 1984)
Interperaonal uses (July, 1964)

Dialogue journals in higher

education (December, 1984)

Dialogue journals with students

with special needs (May, 1985)

Separate issues are not available, but the

entire set (about 60 pages) has been repro-

duced, along with:
- a list of publications related to

dialogue journals

- abstracts of all dialogue journal
dissertations we know about

(see list below)

- a brief chronological
history of the

dialogue journal research

This is all for t5.,2g (our cost to dupli-

cate and mail out). Send orders to Jana

Staton, c/o Center for Applied Linguistics,

and make checks payable to HANDBOOK PRESS.

These are the dissertation abstracts

available so far:

Young Writers in Search of an Audience.

Deborah Jaffer Braig. University of

Pennsylvania. May, 1984.

A Descriptive Analysis of the Journal

Writing Abilities of a Group of Educable

Mentally Retarded Young Adults. Jack W.

Farley, Jr. University of Cincinnati.

1985

Dialogue Journals and the Acquisition of

Grammatical Morphology in English as a

Second Latguage. Joy E. Kreeft.

Georgetown University. December, 1954.

s



Back issues, cont. from p.10

Teacher-Student Dialogue Writing in a

College Composition Course: Effects Upon

Writing Performance and Attitudes.

Marsha Markman. University of Maryland.

December, 1983.

Acquiring Practical Reasoning Through

Teacher -StIdent Interaction in Dialogue

Journals. Jana Staten. UCLA Graduate

School of Education. June, 1984.

Notes From the Field

Several of you have written us wonderful

responses to our previous issues. Here are

soce comments we've received.

I just finished team teaching a course at

the University of Maryland on the Holocaust

in Literature and Film. I introduced the
dialogue journal, and it was a marvelous

addition to the rourse. my colleague and I
plan to write an article about this

experience.
Marsha Markman
University of Maryland

00011001140,01104000***00

I'm busily working with colleagues in our
undergraduate programs who are ueing the
dialogue journal with their students in

clinical settings ("Dialogue," 11/84). At

this point I'm busily trying to analyze the

journals and preparing a paper for presen-
tation at a nursing conference in April.

The kinds of interactions I'm seeing be-

tween faculty and students are wide ranging--

not so much focused on evaluation, but
rather on "self in the process of becoming."

Rose Jackson
University of Maryland

**********M111#041*******
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Although I had used journals before, I had

never participated in a long-term dialogue

journal with students. I began using the

journals in three of my high school litera-

ture classes. I dialogued once a week with

almost 90 students for about 10 weeks. I

am not sure how I did it in addition to all

cy other work, but I did it and enjoyed it.

My greatest insight from that experience

was to discover that I had found an inval-

uable way to personalize instruction.

Last spring I dialogued with seniors in an

Advanced Placement Composition and

Literature class. I am doing it again this

year. I hope to examine these journals for

my doctoral work at the University of

Maryland to see if they reveal if and how

students (in this case mostly Seventh-day

Adventists) relate novels and short stories

to their religious and ethical beliefs.

However, for the first time I sense some

resistance from two or three of the

students; so, you can appreciate how

relieved I was to read Mary Rivkin's com-

ment that sometimes she felt that both she

and some of her students only wrote because

it was an assignment. Nevertheless, I

enjoy the personal contact with students

and I doubt that I will ever teach as year

without participating in some form of writ-

ten dialogue with them.

Valerie Landis

Beltsville, MD

ifilf0111111111041111***********Ii**0

I think you should publish warnings about

the addictive nature of dialogue journals!

It aeems as though they are a tremendous

means of giving students a say in the

direction of their education.

Sara Sill
Calabasas, California

Our pockets art bare aclain'
Renewal subscriptions will be most

welcomeonly $3.00.614 It has been
more than a year since you sent in a

check, wed love to hear from you. And

p!ease write us a note about who YOU
aN't how you heard about dialogue

journals, and what YOU are doing with

them for NOTES-FROM TME



Conference and Travel Notes

Jana Staton and Margaret Walworth pre-

sented the use of dialogue Journals as an

aid to reading in content areas at the

?ISM meeting In Maw Tor*, in April. These

papers are now available. Write Nargaret

Walworth, Dept. of English, Gallaudet

College, Washington, D.C. 20002.

Mere are same of our plans for the

coming year.

Jay Lreeft Peyton, Roger Shuy, and Jana

Staten typically present at the Ethnography

In Education forum at the Univ. of Penn.,

the last weekend in March. This year they

presented papers based on recently

completed research report, 'Analysis of

studentteacher written
interaction in the

learning of English IS a second language"

Joy Ervin Peyton plans vo present a

paper cm one aspect of our dialogue journal

research with ESL students at the TESOL

Summer Meeting, July 12.13, Washington, D.C.

Wales Reed still conducts workshops in

the Southern California area through U2LA's

Writing Pro4mot, and my be available for

workshops elsewhere during her free montns.

Jana Staton will te one of the speakers

at a FIPSE workshop at the Ltiversity of

Georgia (Athens) in mid-July. Call Den

Rubin, Language Arts, School of Education,

Univ. of Georgia for mare information.

Jay Ereeft Payton is going to spend May

and June of this year in the Philippines

and Thailand on a training project for CAL.

She hopes as part of this trip to explore

now dialogue journals can be used effec-

tively in refugee education programs. This

is an Wes we would like to spotlight in a

future Issue.
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Dialogue Journals as a Reading Event

°When I come in here, I always flip the pages, wanting to read your

opinions or stories I really enjoy writing and get feedback from you

as we're a lot the same and I'm glad to know that we are similar to each

other." -- a student at Gallaudet College, writing to his teacher, 1982

The dialogue journal began as a way to

communicate in the classroom (and probably

in other settings not yet documented), not

as a writing practice or method. However,

about the time the dialogue journal came to

the attention of ome researchers (1979),

therm was a new focus on the need for chil-

dren to write more, and on the lack of

meaningful writing in schools. This new

focus helped generate immediate interest in

dialogue journals as aErilirig event. But

obviously, th, dialogue is also a powerful

reaCng event. This issue of DIALOGUE is

one 1,--y of re-directing our focus from the

wricitig to the reading benefits lf using

dialogue journals, and of stressing the

reading-writing connection.
Thin year, every education conference

seems to be about the "reading-writing"

connection. All too often, the connection

is being made i. the rhetoric of the arti-
cle rather than in classroom practices

tieing described. There are certainly

theoretical reading-writing connections to
be found--in he similarity of cognitive
processing required, in the use of schema

4t,4 iTepat-t
Dialogue Writings: Analysis of Student-
Teacher Interactive Writing in the Learning
of English as a Second Language, by Kreeft,
Shuy, Staton, Reed and Morroy. 1984.

A research and practitioner report on dia-
logue journal use in an ESL classroom.

4vailable for $25. Send orders to Joy

'eyton, c/o Center for Applied Linguistics;
make checkt, payable to Center for Applied
Linguistics.
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for understanding and planning/predicting,

in the way that reading powerful literature

supports good writing and that involvement

in one's own writing leads to excitement

for reading.
But dialogue journals offer scmething

more than theory. They are a practical

instance of reading and writing bound

together in a single functional experience.
In this issue, two teachers' accounts of

the use of dialogue journals for reading

and two research-supported reflections

focus on the richness of the reading

involved in the dialogue, and its clear

influence on the more visible aspect of the

process--students' writing.
We Are icind of saying Lhat "dialogue

journals are like a friendly conversation,
in which two participants write back and

forth to each other." We want to amend

that to read "...write back end forth to
each other, thua constructing a mutually
interestingsreading text about self-gener-
ated topics, a text which has purpose and

meaning for both readers."

INDEX
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Dialogue Journals and Reading Comprehension

Roger W. Shuy

Traditionally, it is thought that

children first learn to speak, then read,

then write. No acceptable research or

theory serves as a basis for approaching

reading before writing and speaking before

reading. Rather, the notion seems to have

evolved as an artifact of institutional

schooling. That is, children learn to talk

before they even enter school. Once school

starts, the practice is to teach children

to understand the written symbols that

represent talk, as a decoding of speech.

Finally, once this is learned, children are

taught to encode or write on paper that

which they can now read or decode.

What has contributed most to this con-

cept that reading and writing are separable

tasks is our need for linearity. There

seems to be, in the human mind, a need to

reduce topics to some sort of minimal and

necessarily sequential units. The widely

cherished notion of a taxonomy of basic

educational objectives that can be opera-

tionally defined is partially responsible

for this. However administratively or
industrially attractive such a notion may

be, it runs afoul of the even more basic

idea of our essential humanity. It may be

possible to build lawn mowers in such a

manner, but human learning turns out to be

considerably more complex. By gaining

industrial efficiency, we tend to lose our

humanity. By answering the question "how?"

we tend to lose sight of the human ques-

tion. "whY?"
While it seemed reasonable, or at least

efficient, to assume the linear hypothesis

of speaking to reading to writing, this

assumption has led to great problems in

helping children acquire literacy. For one

thing, the material to be read was often

very unlike the talk in which a young child

regularly engages. If learning is to be

facilitated, predictability is crucial.

Children simply do no talk the way their

books read. It also followed, logically,
that if what they read was the model for

what they wrote, their writing would also
be very unlike the way they talk. The

basic problem, as formulated here, is that

learning to read and write, unlike learning

to speak, has been situated in unrealistic

and unpredictable models of language.
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Our first research on dialogue journal

writing (Staton, Shuy, Kreeft and Mrs. R.

1982) pointed the way to a solution to this

problem. Dialogue writing is speech-like in

nature. [It captures the natural phrasing

children already use in understanding what

others say]. It is closer by far to the

actual talk of both participants than any of

their writing in school oontexts could be.

Our first question then became, "Is dialogue

journal writing, more functional,mmore user-

friendly, more developmentally facilitated

than essay (or other more formulaic) writ-

ing?" Research has answered this question

very positively. I. is.

But there is more. If it is true that

children learn to think more clearly, write

better and communicate more effectively in

dialogue journal writing, what can be said

about their reading development in this

medium? Is dialogue journal reading more

functional, more user-responsive, more

developmentally adapted for comprehension

than basal readers?
In all of the dialogue journals analyzed

to date, it is clear that even with non-

native English speakers, the teacher's writ-

ing is processed in such a way that it is

largely comprehended, suggesting that such

reading provides excellent comprehension

practice.
An objection might be made, however:

"Isn't it easier to reld language when it is

written about a familiar topic, especially a

topic which the readers introduced them-

selves?" Of course it is, but shouldn't

reading be learned in familiar contexts, with

known audiences, on familiar topics? Isn't

such practice at the very core of "starting

with children where they are?"

In one analysis of student comprehension

of dialogue journal text, I studied the jour-

nal of a high school student at a school for

the deaf. Diana (not her real name) scored

at third grade reading level on the Stanford

Achievement Test adapted for administration

to the hearing impaired (SAT-HI).

I took her dialogue journal for Lhe year,

and compared her reading comprehension of her

teacher's writing with her SAT-measured com-

prehension. Diana scored 92% accuracy in

84
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(Continued from p. 2)

understanding the teacher's questions, as

detersialed by my analysis. She scored 100%

in responding appropriately (i.e., with

understanding) to the teacher's propositions.

Why, then, would a student achieve such a

low score on the reading test? When the

questions on the SAT were analyzed linguis-

tically, it was revealed that in 40% of these

questions, a preposition (in, on, toward,

under, etc.) framed the key words for compre-

hension and selection of the correct answer.
Preposition meaning is one of the most dif-

ficult for non-native speakers to process.
Diana, being deaf, is not a native English

speaker any more than a Bolivian student is.

Her SAT scores, therefore, were determined by

a disproportionately large quantity of the

most difficult (for her) grammatical forms.

In her dialogue journal, where much more
context is available surrounding the most

difficult prepositions, she processed the

meaning in an almostilative-like manner, as
shown by her intelligent responses. This

suggests not only the inadequacies of iso-

lated, de-contextualized sentences as an

efficient means of measuring comprehension
but also that dialogue journal interactions
are an excellent way to acquire a language

and reading competence, largely because of

the contextual redundancy that natural lan-

guage contains.

Diana's ability to comprehend dialogue

journal text better than test question prose
is a clear product of the predictability and
contextual relevance of the stimulus language

encountered. The revered linear process of
speaking to reading to writing obviously does
not work for a deaf child. It is likely,

in fact, that such linearity does not work
for any learner. Wr,ting and reading are in-
separable tasks and the closer the material
to be read and written is to natural lan-
guage, the more efficient the learning will
be.

BACK ISSUES

Back issues of the newsletter, with a his-

tory of dialogue journal research and a

bibliography, are available for $5. Send

orders to Jana Staton, eo Center for
Applied Linguistics; make checks payable to
HANDBOOK PRESS.

Secret Messages: Dialogue Journals
as a Reading Event

Lynn Murray, Fairfax County Public Schools

Throw away the alphabet flash cards? Dis-

pense with the boring drills? Forget the

inane workbook pages? My kindergarteners

first began keeping personal journals the

day after I returned from a writing sym-

posium where I heard of using journals in

kindergarten.
I teach in a "fliecial-needs" school--a

school identified as having a large number

of low-income students, a high minority

population, and a discrepancy between

achievement and performance. I can't assume

that my students will come to school with

any knowledge of the alphabet or sound/sym-

bol relationships; and in many cases they

do not recognize their names in print. So

when Richard drew a picture of a dog in his

journal, decided dog was spelled "D" and

asked, "Teacher, what shape that?," I saw

journal writing as an effective and

efficient teaching method to meet their

needs. He was learning letter recognition,

phonics, visual memory, and expressive lan-

guage.
My children wrote in their journals

daily and progressed through the stages of

using initial sounds, to adding an ending

sound, to using vowels medially, and began

writing phrases and sentences. It was

exciting and rewarding--for me and the

children! They discovered they could com-

municate through the written word, a

revelation that was especially valuable to

the children learning English as a second

language. (I have a mixture of native and
nonnative English speakers in my class.) I

was so convincad of the efficacy of journal

writing that I never missed an opportunity

to attend a workshop or to give an inser-

vice on writing with five-year-olds.
I returned one afternoon ,from yet

another workshop to find in Claire's jour-

nal her protest of my absence: "I LIKE MRS.

MURRAY BECAUSE YOU ARE NICE. ALWAYS MEET-

ING."

o I. ; Ke Hrs,.... . v
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By this time, I won't particularly flattered

by the first sentence because I knew all too

well the process by which Claire had produced

it. Anyone writing with young children is

aware of the "I like" or "I love" syndrome.

Everyone knows "I," and someone in the class

very early learns to spell "like" or "love."

After that, labels, name tags, signs, book

titles, previous journal entries, in fact

anything that can be copied provides the

ending to the sentence, without regard to

meaning. In Claire's case she had learned to

spell "like" from a classmate, copied my name

from the classroom door, and added "because

you are nice" after flipping back through her

journal to a page where I had insisted she

tell me why she liked someone. The "always

meeting" part was probably true. In other

students' journals there were entries such as

"I love November" (from a calendar) and "I

like crayole (mis-copied instead of the word

"orange" from a crayon). "I LOVE TSRTPC" wan

at least a good effort of spelling tricera-

tops, but this student was capable of so much

more.

I LovE-vsks-rpc

I was getting frustrated with the writing.

After a few months, the daily personal

journals weren't as exciting for the chil-

dren, or for me; everyone was getting lazy.

It wpan't only that rle writing was becoming

so :4rv-ictable and hum-drum, but that I felt

the ehoectations for these children were too

low. Having seen their progress and their

initinive in other areas, I knew they could

continue to grow here.

We were all ready for a change when a

colleague suggested trying dialogue journals

to stimulate writing. I explained to the

children thdt after they read aloud to me the

page they had written in their journal that

dsy, I would write each of them a "secret

message" which we would read together the

next day before writing again. The message

was a response to what thy had written, and

sometimes includrai a question in hope of

getting them to expand on a topic. What

pleased me was their enthusiasm for

"reading" and answering the secret message

even before we went over it the next day.

The idea that they could read on their

own spread quickly through the class. I

couldn't decide who was more pleased,

Connie or I, when she brought me the fol-

lowing page and announced, "I already

answered."

TLIkk,
TiAphtit,r

GPbiA
Lk.ar

Do ru 4t-nder hear+

belt:if A Me yr Li ham 0 Corer rft.

vtuf-ctel anIn% cis C an yc- u

4etI r44P- abrai ?

Ecz
go% ON tA e

It was not unusual for a child to copy

a word I had used and take it home for

help from parents (any involvement from

home was a very desirable consequence).

And the cooperation among the children,

helping each other figure out the message,

was another bonus which I hadn't counted

on. "I've got the same word in my journal.

I think it's where"; or "I know that! It's

One aspect of dialogue journals which

is most gratifying is that it is possible

to truly individualize reading instruc-

tion. Twenty-five children? No. Twenty-

five reading groups!

Each dialogue journal session with a

child is an opportunity for assessment,

and can be turned into a tailor-made

lesson with a specific objective. Whether

a student is ready.to learn contractions

and compound words or is at the earlier

stage of visual discrimination, of finding

a word that starts with the Same letter,

each day each studelic gets the lesson that

he or she needs.
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The Teacher's Writing as Text

- Jana Stilton

In a written dialogue, the teacher and
student together are constructing a reading

text, using the student's interests, con-

cerns, and vocabulary as the basis for ths

teacher's elaboration. While there is

little argument that this constitutes a
valid reading event, we may ask how cogni-
tively demanding is the teacher's writing

as text. One way to go about answering

that question is to examine the written

text of the dialogue in comparison to the

texts of basal readers which are considered

appropriate for the child's reading level.

Does the teacher's writing, done quickly

and without thought of controlled vocabu-

lary or complexity of text structure, match
the quality of. writing in basal readers?

As an example of hyw this research can
be conducted, I Choose one student's dia-
logue journal and the assigned basal reader

from one of Laslee Reed's ,:lasses at

Alexandria Avenue School. Michael had

recently come to this country from Burma;

st the beginning of sixth grade he was

tested and assigned to a Level 4 reader
(approximately second grade) in one of the

major basal reading series.

The basal reader ttlas at Level 4 are
written in very simpli led prose, and rely

on the illustrations for much of their

cohesion and meaning. A sample of the text

from one story is given below:

Kay said, "Here comes a man.
Who is he, Dad?
Is he the zoo man?"

"Yes, he is," said Dad.

"The elephant sees the man,"
said Kay.

"This elehant can run, Dad."

During the first weeks of school,

Michael and the teacher were also reading

and writing together in their dialogue

journal. On the sixth day, Michael's entry
and the teacher's response read like this:

5

Michael: (September 26, 1980)

Mrs. Reed, you know I'm live in Aurmeso.
The AU:mm school is no good. you know why?
At the Burma school is AD free lunch. At

the America school is good free lunch and

the games is funny games. At the Burma

school is no games. Only Is you onn fight

so I don't like the Burma school. The

America school is "you very good student

and you can skip to the 6 grate or S grate

anything's!. So I like a-am America school.
Where are you come from? How old are you

Mrs. Read. You Know Mrs. Reed, here is all

is good friend.

Mrs. Reed:
I'm glad you are at Alexandria Avenue

school. you study and work so hard so you
will'be very smart. It is good to learn to

play games to get AIXercise. To grow well

everyone needs to sat a good lunch. Your

mind works better if you have eaten the

right food. I was born in Idaho. It is in

the United States. I am very old! Yes!

Everyone Is glad to be our friend 20 we do

not hit or fight.

I analyzed these two entries and two

from the spring of the year for syntactic
complexity and discourse structure, in com-
parison to the basal reader text. The

table below shows the comparison
scores on five passages:

Assigned Basal Text

Michael's Fall DJ

Reed's Fall DJ

Michael's Spring DJ

Mrs. Reed's Spring DJ

of T-unit

T-Unit Score
5.27

8.3

8.8

11.1

17.8 9

These scores reflect real differences in

the text structure. The basal reader has

only one cmaplex sentence. Michael on the

sixth day of writing does better: two com-

pound and one complax. The teacher's

response matches his rather precisely: 3

complex sentences, all describing condi-

tional relationships between actions and

events. By spring the teacher has greatly

7
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increased the complexity of her writing,

demanding much greater comprehension and

inferencing from the student. Here is a

sample of her writing:

Mrs. Reed, April 10, 1981

Yes, I will xplain why every class was

very quiet for one minute at 9 o'clock this

morning. In Atlanta, a big city in our

United States, there have been 23 children

killed by eomeone or maybe more than one

person. They have not caught that very

sick person. We were very quiet to give us

a chance to remember that 23 have been

killed. 23 families have been saddened and

feed so sad because their children are

dead. It gives us A chance to remember

that even here in Los Angeles there are

sick people. Boys and girls must stay

away from strangers and even stay away from

people they know, if those people do not

act the way they should!

An even more important difference comes

in the discourse structure and functions

fo nd in the dialogue interactions. The

basal reader at this level is filled with

descriptions and narratives that are cogni-

tively undemanding of the student. In the

dialogue journal, in contrast, both Michael

and the teacher are writing arguments,

arguing for a point of view and offering

evidence to support it. The teacher's witt-

ing discusses relationships between events

and actions, and uses causal and temporal

conjunctive devices--if, because, in order

to. Her text not only matches the way

Michael thinks and writes, but it

demands that he think. She demands infer-

encing and drawing of conclusions in order

for her text to be understood.

Michael's production of written lan-

guage gives the teacher continual evidence

of what be can comprehend in reading, and

forms the lower boundary of his zone of

proximal development. The teacher's

response seems to be "just beyond his

grasp"--demanding greater inferencing and
synthesis of knowledge, and Changing as he

provides evidence of growing comprehen-

sion.

6

Using Dialogue Journals in Reading Classes

- Carol Herniate. levin, formerly at Georgetown
U.

Dialogue journal writing requires dia-

logue journal reading. It is under this

premise that I have justified using jour-

nals in reading classes. I discovered,

however, that journal exchanges can provide

more than personal, interactive language

practice. Much like Laslee Reed, whnse

concept of dialogue journals evorVed out of

bits of paper overflowing with communica-

tion, I decided to elicit in writing my

university EFL students' feelings about the

reading process. I began by following up

on a homework assignment and a classroom

discussion. I had asked students a week

earlier to spend fifteen minutes a day

reading something of their own choice in

English; this was not to include homework

assignments. In class we had been discus-

sing ways to learn vocabulary, and students

had been sharing "tricks" that worked for

them.
So, without a thought towards using

dialogue journals with this class (I Was

already using twilit daily in another one), I

passed out slips of paper and asked stu-

dents what they had been reading and what

they did in order to remember new vocabu-

lary. When I read their responses that

evening, I realized that the process of

reading was unique to each one of them.

Some had very definite, established proce-

dures for attacking their reading material;

some spent time reading but were not very

involved in the process. Some felt inse-

cure. Most of the students, however,

seemed eager to share their feelings and

methods in this non-threatening, non-judg-

mental context.
I continued our "conversations" in

weekly entries for the seven-week session,

and although we didn't confine ourselves

exclusively to the topic of reading, I

emerged from the experience with a better

idea of what my students were going through

with regard to reading snd how I could

help. I also learned that same students

had very healthy strategies for learning

vocabulary. Some Lilted techniques such as

studying the SAM vocabulary over a period

of time, reeding texts of similar topics,

or writing personal dictionaries in English

with new words in context.

ss
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There were various types of benefits to
the students from this kind of directed dim-
logue journal writing. One is that they can

'get feedback about their reading processes--
are they on the right track or not? One stu-

dent's approach to learning new vocabulary
was to look in the dictionary whenever he

encountered a new word while reading. When I

suggested that he not turn to the dictionary

before crying to guess the meaning, he

responded:
S: For me is difficult to guess because

haven't had a rich vncabulary. I

tried to guess but some times
don't get the right mean. I mean, a
exact mean which Z can uso the same
word for other ways.

'1'; When we guess from context, we can
onay understand the word in that
situation--not in others (unless we
guess again). If you can understand
the general idea of the story, you

don't need the dictionary. If you

use the dictionary for all the words

you don't know, then you'll have a
LIST. That's all. Only a list. May-
be your expectations are too high.

S: Thank you for your help. Z will try

this way. Some times Z want to know
everything at ones and this is very
difficult thing to do. have to
thing that Z will study Englihs for
5 years and I will have time.

Besides giving feedback, I was also able
to expand students' repertoires of techniques
without prescribing the same method for

everyone. I was cautious with my wording so
students would feel encouraged rather than
obligated to try new approaches.

T: You might want to consider reading
something else along with your poli-
tical material. It would feel good

to read momething light, easy and
fun, too. Then, you would also have
the experience of doing some reading
thet it not slow. What do you think?

S: 1 think so. But sometimes it boors

me to red funny things or light.
What I will try to do is to find
othr topics that are not political
but maybe interesting for me. Maybe
history or science. I think I nted
more vocabulary 1112 I'm going to try

to change topics. s

New Dialogue Journal Research in ESL

A new study of dialogue journal WTitm'
ing is now underway at CAL, funded by NIE
through the Center for Language Education

and Research. In this project we will
be working closely with K-9 teachers in

the Washington, D.C. area as well as

other parts of the country who are using
or want to use dialogue journals as part
of their writing program with limited

English proficient students. We will be

holding workshops and documenting class-
room practice and student development in

dialogue journals and on other writing

tasks. We will also be conducting a

nationwide survey of ESL teachers who

hove used or are now using dialogue jour-
nals. This project will continue for five

years, and we will be reporting to you

periodically on progress and findings.

If you wish to dialogue with us about
this project, write to Joy Peyton at CAL.
ALSO LET JOY KNOW IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO
COMPLETE A COPY OF THE SURVEY FORM. (Pg. 9)

111111
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After their initial dialogue entry,

several students confessed that they didn't

like to read or that they were alow readers
even in their native language. By airing
these negative feelings and trying to get
closer to their source, students tended to
feel less anxious About reading. One such
student's entry began, "The problem that I

had is I don't like to read in English and
I try my best but I juest read 10 pegs then
I quit reading." By the end of our journal

writing, she was the one suggesting possi-
ble reading topics and after we had dis-
cussed her overuse of the dictionary, she

agreed to at least try not to use it so
much.

In conclusion, effective dialogue jour-

nal writing may assume various forms. Thf.s

was my first experience with guiding the

topic of an entire class in a single direc-

tion. Although some students found this
confinIng and changed the topic, most used

the opportunity as a forum to discuss their

reading, either with a sense of pride or
with insecurity. ID all cases, the dialogue
journal writing gave each student the oppor-
tunity to discuss their feelings privately
with a non-judgmental partner and to feel
Isom positive iii4out reading in a foreign

language.

S9
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Effective Teacher Change:
A Focus on the Individual

Leslie Reed

I can't count how many times I have

attended conferences or Advisory meetings

where the topic for discussion was to find

out what teachers need in order to be more

effective. As a teacher myself, who must

usually rush from a classroom with Chalk-

dust still on my bands after the usual day

of hectic and unexpected events, I listen

intently, hoping to find out "how and why"

or 'how and when" or even "if and when."

Often grand ideas emote involving

better teacher training, better inservice

education of regular or ESL teachers,

better materials including software, etc.

There is always much talk of concepts, and

the need to make sure that every teacher

really understands the concepts.

Later as I mull aver these kines of

meetings, my frustrations grow as I think

about what is not said, by me as a teacher,

or by others. What is it that teachers

really need, in order to grow and be more

effective? How can the advisors, coordi-

nators and
administrators who are truly

interested in helping teachers offer us Ithe

most.help?
Whet seems to be missing from the dia-

logue at such meetings is a focus on the

individual, either teacher or student.

Teachers are teachers because they truly

want to teach.
Requiring all of us to take

the same course so we will all be able to

handle a certain "type" of dhild "properly"

or "correctly" is a denial of the very art

of teaching. All teachers, just like all

students, learn, adapt and use or reject

ideas depending on their own experiences

and backgrounds. Wie cannot create teacher/

robots who will teach all students in an

identical manner according to some correct

precept.
I see teaching as a honed skill, indi-

vidual to each person. It has been my

experience with many nany student teachers

that I have learned far more from them than

they ever did from me! The very best ones,

after having watched me teach, using the

same group of students and following ay

techniques, drew on their own experience

and their own strengths and created a les-

son that was their very own.

To enhance teaching, we as teachers

need to be inspired and trusted to find our

own way in using these new ideas and

approaches, so that the individual teacher

can be just that, an individual. How about

inspiration for teachers who want observable

and digestible evidence of their success,

and suggest options for application and

evaluation?

The second factor Which gets lost in the

platitudes and educational jargon is atti-

ude. Attitude, whether student's or

;teacher's, has a powerful bearing on the

outcome of any lesson or skill being devel-

Oped. For the most part our students acqui-

',Ace to our instructional presentations.

But, depending on the stresses in their

lives at any given moment, our lessons may

or may not be inculcated into their think-

ing.
How often has every single word of a

lesson fallen on ears closed because of the

attitude of the learner? How can a student

be involved with the "lighthouse lighting"

sequence when it has no relevance for him

and the uppermost thought in his mind is

whether or not the landlord is going to make

the family get out? Or when the concern

which is nagging at a very conscious level

is what will happen to the father or uncle

who is on 'parole' (whatever that is)?

School pressures are intense, especially for

ESL students.
Frequently they must be the

voice of their parents, translating terms

that they neither understand nor have enough

competence in their native language to com-

prehend. How responsible they have to be!

In our discussions of the knowledge and

effective practices which all teachers must

have, we get lost in abstract concepts, edu-

cational jargon, and curricular objectives.

We even convince
ourselves ac times that

studying the proper technique, taking the

correct classes, and fulfilling the require-

ments tor getting credentialled, make a

teacher a teacher. Teaching for most

teachers, however, is not one particular

plan or a set pattern or formula. It is the

constant evaluation, ninute by minute, of

what is happening; the ability and the for-

titude to change a.lesson in midstream if

necessary, to reevaivate and alter direc-

tion, to read the blank faces as well as the

eager ones. Active teaching requires a mul-

titude of sensory approaches by the teacher,
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especially for those students handicapped

by attitude, language or an individual

inability to learn the way others do.

Please, I want to say, help me,

teacher who really wants to improve. Have

I missed something in all this talk? Are

you really concerned about me?

All teachers, as well as all stu-

dents, can become inspired. Attitudes can

be altered when minds are free to focus.

As I struggle to teach my students, or to

give workshops for teachers, it is impera-

tive that uppermost in my mind is the fact

that I am not teaching a lesson or a

concept, I am teaching real, warm human

beings with deep concerns, fears, and

doubts, each as individual as a finger-

print. 0

Survey
As part of the new Dialogue Journal Proj-

ect at CAL, we are conducting A survey

about dialogue journal use in ESL. If you

have used or are now using dialogue

journals with ESL students and would

be willing to complete a brief survey

questionnaire, please return this slip to

Joy Peyton st CAL.

4.1 OP mavaywo

TO: Joy Peyton
Inalogue Journal Project
Center for Applied Linguistics
1118 - 22nd Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20037

Please send me a survey questionnaire.

Name

Address

Recent Dialogue Journal Publications

Jo) Kreeft Peyton. Literacy through writ-

ten interaction. To appear in Passage: a

journal of refugee education. Spring, 1986.

Nancy Rhodes. Dialogue journalsTrends and

applications for foreign students. I12.-

ping Our Resources: ESOL Staff Development

Workshop. Board of Education of Montgomery
County, Rockville, MD. Spring, 1985.

Jana Staton. Using dialogue journals for

developing thinking, reading, and writing

with hearing-impaired students. The Volta

Review. Vol. 87, no. 5. September, 1985.

Terry Shepherd, Southern Illinois University

at Carbondale, writes that he presented sim-

ilar ideas in three publications, written

many years ago! In these articles he dis-

cusses the power of written dialogue for

developing oral language with children who

would otherwise not communicate at all!

"Logue: for Communication." Elementary

English (NCTE). XLV: 8 pp. 1080-82.

December, 1966.

"The language experience approach..."

Occasional Papers on Linvistics #1.

Proceedings, First International Conference

on Frontiers in Language Proficiency and
Dominance Testing, Southern Illinois Univer-

sity, 1977. ERIC ED 144 400 (focuses on

second language learning).

"Living with a Child with Autistic Tenden-

cies," (1979), Working w$th Parents of

Handicapped Children: A Book of Reading:2_12E

School Personnel, M.L. Henniger Nes-

selroad Eds., University Press of America:

Lanham, MD, 1954.

Handouts/Articles Available

Joy Kreeft Peyto0 has a handout that she

uses in workshops with ESL teachers at all

levels. Copies of Nancy's articles and Joy's

handour can be obtained by writing to

Joy Peyton, CAL.



NOTES FROM THE FIELD

Dialogue.lournais InTischerTrsining

In teacher traiiiing I have found jour-

nals to be successful for conferencing

with teachers aout sy observations of

their classes. During a week that I have

scheduled a conference with a teacher, I

try to observe in their class every day.

After each observation I writs a note in

the teacher's journal.

Before beginning the conference, I read

over the week's notes and use then as the

basis for the conference. After the confer-

nce I give the notebook to the teacher and

ask him or her to summarize the week in the

journal or to respond in soma other way.

One time I yrote MOW rather critical,-

but (I hoped) constructive comments in a

teacher's journal. I handed it to the

teacher oa Fridsy, ami worried all weekend

thst I had been too critical. On Monday

morning, she returned the journal to me.

In it she had written a long response

actually thanking me for my =agents and

discussing how she planned to change her

lesson plan for that day. I felt relieved,

and I wondered whether '1.4 would have been

able to tell me those things In person.

Using journals in the teacher observa-

tion process has been valuable for me in

several ways. It allows the teacher and

supervisor to have ongoing, infornal, pri-

vate dialogue. Teachers cnn take time to

read comments which, if only spoken, could

be forgotten or misunderstood. In addi-

tion, when it is tine to write a finsl

evaluation, it is easy to sea themes whi.ch

repeat themselves, and it is much easier to

writs an in-depth evaluation, citing speci-

fic journal entries as evidence. o

-Christina Herbert, Asst. ESL Coord.

Phanat Nikhon (Thailand) Refugee Camp

In Special Education

As coordinetor of special services for

101 handicapped students, ages 16-19, I

have been using "Dialogue" with all four

of my English teachers to help thee in

their efforts to reach students in their

classes. Our school is 100B mainstreaned,

so the teachers are able to use Dialogue

for all students in their classes. We love

it! And we thank you!
-X. McCarthy, Troy, OH

A

One of the activities of the New York

City Writing Project is a series of in-

service courses In New York City high

schools. Getting teachers and students

involved with journals and specifically

dialogue journals has been one of our suc-

cesses. The May issue was particularly
interesting becausq of the increasing spe-

cial education popatioo in New York City

high schools. The dialogue journal hes

been our best way to involve these students

and their teachers with writing. One spe-

cial education teacher wrote her own jour-

nal and gave it to her students for their

responses. One of her students cams to

school almost only when it was his turn to

read the teacher's journal. Indeed, the

$irst time that his turn to read the jour-

nal cane around, the teacher did not want

to give him her journal, since he would

keep it over the weekend and she feared

never seeing him or the journal again.

Monday began without the student, but a few

minutes after nine, he came running in the

door, slowed to a walk as he cane up the

aisle, and coolly iaid the journal on the

teacher's desk. The teacher reported that

his responses were insightful and quite

lengthy. e
-Maurice Ulmer, N.Y. City Writing Project

InTeachingAdultER

"To help their English run like a river--"

I heard about the dialogue journal at

an ESL Teachers' Conference in Washington

State. I immediately started to use it

with refugee adults in the middle level

class to ease the flow of language into

spontaneous thought end get the students

away from the stilted practice of workbook

English. I explained that the journals we

made were for private conversation between

each student and ma. They could write

about anything they liked or tell me about

their last trip to a park, etc.

By the end of the first quarter, the

writing of the students had doubled. It was

flowing and spontaneous. They repeatedly

wanted me to correct their vork but I

explained the exercise papers and composi-

tions were to be corrected; the journals

were to help their English run like a

river, freely and easily. They laughed and

were often fruttrated when they couldn't

say something osoothly. When they aiked me

how to say something, I helped them on a

blank piece of paper. I had mixed feelings

about doirg this, but it didn't happen too

often and it did relieve their frustration.

(I wm trying to learn Norwegian and I know

frustration can cdd sense of weary defeat

ti



to language learning.) I decided helping
them with idioms and phrases oiled the con-
tinual flow of communicationmy goal.

-Marie Rice, Ukase, WA

With Native English Speakers in High School

t am a high school teacher in a year-
round school. After hearing about dialogue
journals from Sara Sill in the DSC Writing
Project, I began to use the journal with one
senior writing class of about 20 students on
the first day of the semester. As I's sure
you have heard before, I wasn't sure that
the idea would work with older students
(Sara had said that it was being used at all
levels but the truth is I wasn't sure that
I could keep up with the answering of 20
students). I was delighted with the results,
so I began using them with two other
classes (about 70 students).

Ths students were allowed to turn in
their journals whenever they wanted to do
so; I gave them credit for the amount of
writing they did, not for the quality of the
writing. That way I did not get every jour-
nal every day; in fact, I answered between
15 and 20 daily.

I was truly Amazed by what happened in
the journals. Some P,tudents who would not

talk in class became garrulous in writing.
Others used it to develop short stories and
fantasies. One young man ceased doing any
other assignments and wrote wonderfully
humourous tall tales about why he had
failed to turn in his vocabulary sentences.
After he developed soma confidence in me, he
wrote at length about being an abused child.
It may have been another fantasy, but the pain
he poured onto those pages rang true. He
gave me permission to use this quote, after
describing what his father had done to him.

1' had to tell someone. its easier to
wrioe it down then to say it to some-
ones face. you know I think have
forgiven him for doing that to me but I
ain't sure. If you aver ask me ("rely
about this I will deny I know what you
are talking about.

If anythinc convinced me that the journals
are a priceless tool,.not only for develop-
ing writing skills, but also for improving
understanding and communication between me
and sy students, it was this misspelled and
ungrammatical cry. / have also found that I
prefer reading their journals to grading
their journals to grading their papers. The
journals really take a load off the teacher.
I have found a way to get the students to
writs aponteneously, without jumping through
hoops to give them a pre-writing experience.

-Cynthia Shelton, Long Beach, CA
11

PresenlatioLT

Joy kreeft Peyton and Jodi Crandall of
CAL spoke at the Poreign Service Institute
on "Dialogue Journals: Making the Reading/
Writiog Connection," as part of the English
Language Teaching Seminar for the Overseas
Briefing Center.

TWo presentations nn dialogue jot :mils
are planned for the TESOL '86 convention in
Anaheim, March 3-7, 1986. As part of a
panel on journal writing, Joy Kreeft Peyton
will review recent research on dialogue
journals with ESL students and Margaret
Walworth of Gallaudet College will talk
about dialogue journals with deaf college
students. Also, Joy Peyton has proposed to
present a paper oo acquisition of grammati-
cal morphology in ESL students' dialogue
journal writing. We don't know yet if our
proposals have been accepted, but look for
us on the program!

Jana Staton will talk on the teacher's
writing as reading text at the Maryland
State Reading Association in February, 1986,
and the Virginia State Reading Association
in March, 1986.

Far East Travels
Three of our favorite people have been

or are now somewhere in Asia this fall,
doing their best to encourage (we almost
said convert) everyone to try dialogue jour-
nals. Chances are that those they have
visited will soon start conducting dialogue
journal workshops of their own, so, those
of you in Asia, watch for them.

Nancy Rhodes of the Center for Applied
Linguistics spoke in November to an applied
linguistics graduate seminar at the Chinese
University of Hong Kong on the use of dia-
logue journals in the EFL classroom.

Frances A. Davis, Princeton Re-
search Forum, gave three lectures which
included information about dialogue journals
for the English department, International
School of the Sacred Heart in Tokyo; in Hong
Kong for about 80 social services, reha-
bilitation and vocational counselors and
deaf educators, and at the Conassion School
for the Deaf in Singapore. She also managed
to conduct a workshop for teachers in the
refugee camp at Phsnat Nikhom, Thailand.

Madeline Adittns, a research assistant on
Jay Kreoft Peyton's NIE grant, is now teach-
ing in Japan at the National Language
Laboratory School in Kyoto, and has begun to
conduct workshops for fellow teachers there.e
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DIALOGUE JOURNALS IN ESL SETTINGS

This issue grows out of the tremendous

appeal of dialogue journals with students

learning English as a second language (ESL).

Dialogue journals are being used in as zany

differeat ESL contexts as we can think of: at

early elementary levels, with teenagers, and

with adults; in both adult basic education

and university classes; for early literacy

development as well as for discussion of

advanced literary texts; in language arts and

content classessocial studies, math, and

science; in ESL pull-out and mainstream classes

with a few ESL students. Four sessons at the
TESOL Convention in March focused on dialogue

journal writing. Why has this practice caught

on so quickly and made so much sense in so

many different settings?

Possibly the most important reason may

also be the most obvious: dialogue journal

writing allows genuine communication--an
opportunity for a student learning a new lan-

guage and culture to use the language in a

meaningful, functional context, with another

person who is more proficient. As Courtney

Cazden points out in the first article of

this issue, when our educational methods and

materials become so carefully structured and

compartmentalized that the socially embedded,
interactive nature of language and learnirg

gets lost in our curriculum, we need to

search for new opportunities for establishing

human relationships with language.

OPEN HOUSE AT ARRA

FRIDAY, APRIL 18, 1986, 5-7 P.M.

For anyone using or interested in dialogue

journals or research thereon--come and find

out what others are doing!

Sheraton Palace Motel

Hosted by Jana Staton and Roger Shuy

(Check at desk for Staton/Shuy room number).

Everyone we talk to has told us how

enjoyable dialogue iournal writing is, both

for them and for their students. Even stu-

dents with a history of poor school perfor-

mance, .4ho have done very little reading or

writing and shown little interest in any-

thing related to schoolwork, have blossomed

in the dialogue journal interaction, Their

enthusiasm, often confined initially to this

context, has eventually spilled over to their

other work. How else will students become

invested in language and take pleasure in

using it than by using it for enjoyable

purposes?
Even we have been surprised at the

versatility of dialogue journals. Leslee

Reed, wit)i whom we first worked, developed

her own approach, to suit her and her stu-

deniV needs. In this issue she discusses

how the concept of sheltered English, so

popular in ESL education today, applies to

written dialogue as well. As other teachers

hear about the practice, they quickly adapt

the basic frsmework (a regular, ongoing.

written conversation) to meet their particu-

lar needs. Initial questions that we had

abuut the adaptabilit./ of the practice are

being Answered by stwients and teachers work-

ing together to fints those answers.
(Continued on p. 2)
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(Continued from p. 1)

Linda Hughes addresses one question in

this issue: How can written dialogue be

begun and maintained with very young stu-

dents in an ESL puri-out program, who have

little exposure to written communication and

little time in the pull..out class?

The written interaction is a valuable

source of knowledgecertainly about stu-

dents' interests, concerns, and progress,

but also about the teacher's own effective-

ness in communicating with different stu-

dents. Linda Sellevaag discusses patterns

of development in the writing and attitudes

about writing of university ESL students.

Shelley Gutstein explores the possibility of

using dialogue journals as a performance

measure of students' communicative ability.

The review of Robby Morroy's dissertation

identifies teacher strategies that promote

student communication.
With dialogue journal writiog, we have

rediscovered what we knew all along. When

we find an effective practice, that involves

a genuine exchange of ideas, the possibili-

ties for its use are limitless.

ESL Teachers as Language Advocates for Children

Courtney B. Cazden, Harvard University

Maximizing students' time-on-task is

widely advertised these days as a prescrip0

tion for all our educational ills. Unfortu-

nately, the nature of the tasks don't get

nearly as much attention as the amount of

time. They deserve far more attention, par-

ticularly because of the influence on the

curriculum of multiple-choice tests.

An historical discussion of this influ-

ence is preserted by anthropologist and

social historian Shirley Brice Heath and

high-school English teacher, Amanda Brans-

combe, drawing on Calhoun's historical analy-

sis (1970) of The Tntalligenc. of A Pooplor

From an historical examination of haw

American intelligence changed between

1750 and the mid-twentieth century,

Calhoun believes that "intelligence is

first of all a kind of social relation°

(Calhoun, p. 28), and argues that through-

out the history of American schooling,

teachers and tests judge the mental capa

city of students on the basis of their

performance as communicator and audience.

Yet, the varieties of wsys in which stu-

dents could learn to respond as communica-

tor and audience decreased sharply after

1070, when schools began to place more and

more emphasis on standardized written

tests as measures of intelligence. Per-

formance of disjointed skills replaced

ear"fier emphases on holistic conceptions

of communicator and audience. Levels of

testing teased apart certain areas of

competence in communicating, but left con.

cealed the ways of blending these to
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achieve the whole: an "audience commun-

ity,' (Calhoun, p. 340) sharing experiences

through oral and written communication....

Through mechanistic
linguistic tasks, such

as spelling tests and grammar drills,

schools claim to impart communication

skills. Yet, the academic discourse forms

which lie at the heart of success in the

higher levels of schooling--oral and written

extended prose, seouenced explanation, and

logical arguments--rarely receive explicit

identification and discussion (shortened

from Heath and Branscombe, 1986).

The danger of such "reductionism"--frac-

tionating complex tabics into component parts

that, no matter how well practiced, can never

reconstitute the complex whole--applies to

all education today. But it must be of spe-

cial concern wiiere second language learning

is a significant educational goal.

What can teachers co? Hbw can teachers

advance the "intelligerce"--the communicator-

audience relationshipof all our students?

Letter-writing, among students or between

students and their teacher, is one kind of

holistic writing experience that can have

powerful effects. Heath and Branscombe

describe the letter-writing between

Branscombe's 9th grade Basic English stu-

dents and her 11th and 12th grade students in

a higher track General English class.

Through the Northeast Bilingual Education

Support Center connected with the University

of r,rtford (Connecticut), limitec: English-

(Contirlled on p. 3)



(Continued from p. 2)

speaking children are in correspondence via

an electric mail system with children around

the world (Dennis Sayers, personal communi-

cation, 4185). And between students and

their teachers there are the well-documented

dialogue journals.
(Excerpted from an invited plenary address at

TESOL, 19851 New York City. To appear in

D.S. Enright & P. Rigg (Eds.). Children and

ESL: Integrating P-grgpectives. Washington,

DC: TESOL.)
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"Sheltered English" Applied to Writing
Lisle. Reed

Each of us began life with the need .to

communicate, and we didwithout grammar

rules or repetitive drills. We simply devel-

oped our language through the process of

playing with various sounds and words.

Sounds that did not achieve our desired ends

were discarded; those that advanced them

were retained.
Being an active participant in the learn-

ing process, with activities and language

that involve tte learner, is primary to

native language speakers. When a mother

talks to a baby, the infant may not under-

stand much more than the attention being

showered on it, but unconscious learning is

going on, and continual exposure to language
prepares the child to communicate. A mother

doesn' t stop trying to tal k to her baby just

because he doesn' t initially understand a
complete sentence like "Daddy is coming

home." Instead, she repeats, rephrases, and

encourages partici pati on--" Say , ' Daddy.' "

"See Daddy come?" "Let's wav e to Daddy."

Neither does she explain to the baby that it

is mow 5:30, that Daddy should be home by

now, but the traffic has been heavy today,

so he will be late. Instead she uses "shel-

tered English," language and concepts the
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baby can understand and participate in,

information directly relevant to the situa-

tion. Vhatever iS not completely understood

at least imparts the sound, cadence, and feel

that all of this talk has to do with "Daddy."

We are seeing that ESL students go

through much the same process. We have

thought that drills and practice in repeating

sounds would enhance the learning of a new

language, but now are finding that using
"sheltered English" in the classroom assists

our ESL students to conwaunicate without

overwhelming them with every word and con-

cept that a fourth grader (for example)

should know. By using objects, body lan-

guage, facial expressions, pointing, and
exaggerated voice tone, we communicate with
thgoi, promote their understanding, and make

them an active part of classroom activities.
When I look through my own dialogue jour-

nals, I see the same kind of sheltered

English tieing used. One student, Thuy, wrote

one day:

Mrs. R why can't we p/ay baseball why we

are threw ball verytime are tomorrow we

could play baseball Mrs. R yesterday I eat

my brother brithday.

Since Thuy had been invoved in throwing,

catching and pitching that day, 1 used those
terms in my response:

We need to myrk on throwing, catching and

pitching if we are to be really good hall

players.
which brother had the birthday? Did he

have cake?

The next day Thuy wrote:

That is xy big brother birthday that not
my birthday my birthday is March 27 I like
have a cake. We team have a little bit and

Ray team have a log of people.

Thuy clearly understood some of what 1

wrote and responded to make clear whose

birthday it was and to complain about the
uneven teams. Oral communication in class
was impossible for him at that point, but
English in this sheltered context gave him

the practice and the courage to continue

trying.
Another student used a pttern approach

in his journal.
(Continued on p. 4)
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Today I play tall. Toaorrow I play ball

The next day I play ball.

I responded:

Play ball in area 17. Play with the boys

and girls of our room. Today you read about

the ddys of thd week. 1' writ, to jou today.

Tomorrow you will write to me.

The writer used the language of his work

during the day and applied it to his own

Situation, nepeating part of a calendar

lesson that involved assembling the days of

the week and matching them with scheduled

P.E. activities. These words applied to

him, and he wanted to write about his own

activities. My response, in equally simyle

language, extended his writing by including

some of the words he had used here with

words in earlier entries.

ESL students may have questions during

class lessons, but their language can pre-

vent their asking them. Following a class

activity in which many maps were compared

with the globe and the distortion of land

masses on different maps identified, U Chal

wrote:

what nap don't have dlstosanq

In writing, his academic curiosity was not

hampered by his insecurity with oral lan-

guage. My answer was in simple, clear lan-

guage--"sheltered English."

The best asp is this globe. It is too

hard to carry so the best f2at map is the

equal area map. It shows almost no dis-

tortion.

Dignity and respect for the students'

need to communicate, to use language to

serve their felt needs, helps them to func-

tion in a new language. The individuality

and the caring attitude shown through dia-

logue journals to. the ESL student are bound

to influence their view of life and their

4elf-worth.
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Writing and Reflecting on Writing
Linda Sellevaag

Northern Virginia Community College

During the ESL essay writing course I

taught at Northern Virginia Community Col-

lege in the fall of 1985, the most popular

activity was the weekly writing of dialogue

journal entries. Many students commented

on how much they enjoyed the journals, and

I enjoyed reading the student entries and

responding to them. This generally posi-

tive feeling toward the journals encouraged

me to take a closer lGok at what was

actually going on in this written interac-

tion, and what :.lianges in writing ability

and attitude toward writing in Erglish it

might be generating. When I examined five

dialogue journals from my class written

over the course of the ten-week session, I

discovered three ways in which the journals

gave my students the opportunity to improve

their writing abilities.
First, the journals gave my students

the opportunity to increase their overall

fluency. In terms of sheer quantity, in

each journal I looked at, the student wrote

more in later entries than in earlier

entries. The only exception was, ironi-

cally, the most skilled writer in the

class, who wrote very little In his last

entry, stating, "Sometimes. I feel an empty

space in my mind. Like now." Apparently,

he was suffering from writer's block that

day. Throughout the quarter he had told me

that it was hard for him to write in

English for just 20 minutes (the amount of

time they were given for dialogue journal

writing).
In addition to the greater quantity of

writing, their journals showed a decrease

in the number of grammatical errors. In

every case, there were fewer grammatical

errors per page at the end of the year than

at the beginning. The extent to which this

decrease can be attributed to the dialogue

journal writing itself cannot, of course,

be determined exactly. Other factors were

(Continued on p. 5)
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also at work during this period. However.

it seems reasonable that some of the

improvement arose from the enjoyable read-

ing and writing practice which the journals

provided.
Second, students had the opportunity to

express their personal concerns and to

receive personal feedback. For the most

part, my students did not choose to write

about abstract concepts or academic topics

in their journals, but about thmir own

experiences in the past, problems in the

present, and hopes for the future. Many are

recent refugees and wrote about leaving

their -luntries and coming to the U.S. One

Cambodian student, who said that thinking

thinking about his past still gave him

a "cold sweat," expressed his gratitude at

having someone read and understand his

experiences:

Thanks to you that have read through the

journal I wrote. You are the only one that
really undoretands about what the writer has

written. The writer would expect to have
more readers like you.

In fact, some of the Asian students who

were the most silent in class wrote most

extensively and freely about themselves in

the journal. One Vietnamese stadent wrote:

I have been (here) five yearc but I am
not pretty good at communication in English.

I still hav trouble with express my thought
so someone could understand aw better and

get to know more about my private life.

He seemed to find in the dialogue fostered'

by the journal a place where he coyd be
understood and where he felt free to'share
what he was thinking and feeling about his

life.
Finally, the students had an opportunity

to reflect with me about their writing and

about themselves as writers. Throughout the

quarter, many (like the students above)

shared their wish to be heard and understood.
They discussed difficulties they had and
wrote about wanting to improve their writing

and to receive assistance in improving their

skills. One student responded to my desire
to know more about hir :'untry by saying:

r am very happy to hear you (are)
looking forward to hearing more...Ibut) at

the sant time it makes me mdserablel I am
always miserable whenever I want to write
something in English (as you know it is so
poor!) even though my idea--I thinkis not
so poor.

This student, who was in fact the most
sophisticated writer in the class, was cor-
rect in saying that his ideas were not poor.
The journal gave me the chance to encourage
him that his writing was really quite good
and that he should continue with it.

Another student perhaps best summed up
the impact of the journals on student writing.
She stated that writing in English had always

been a "handicap" for her, but that writing

the journals had helped her gain confidence in

her writing and overcome some of her problems:

we don't only have communication but have

learned a lot from each other and at the SA=
time WO Are writing in English. I always feel

bad to do any writing because of the many
misktakes...[Itj was smart of you too not to

make any corrections...When you don't know you
go ahead and eon't feel ludo

I need to go back mow and look at what the

other students said about their writing. I

hope that, as a result of the journals, they

also have found a context in which they "don't
feel bad" about their writiny.

IN PRESS IN PRESS IN PRESS

Dialogue Journal Communication: Classroom,

Linguistic Social and Cognitive Views, Jana

Staton, Roger Shuy, Joy Kreeft Peyton, and

Leslee Reed, is now actually at ABLEX, to

appear in Marcia Farr's Writing Research

Series. This is a much improved version of
the first NIE report (Staton, et al, 1982),

with readable charts and lots of examples.

We are trying to convince ALEX to mark

swiftly on the editing, so that it might come
out by next year, and to make a prepublication

offer to our newsletter subscribers, which

should whittle the cost down somewhat. If pu
find yourself ordering another ABLEX book, and

could add a note saying you are eager to see

the Dialogue Journal volume, it would help

light a fire up there in Norwood. You may

also want to write for the brochure describing

the entire Writing Research Series.

ABLEX Publishing Corporation
355 Chestnut Street



Making Language Connections: Writing
in ESL Pull-Out Classes

Linda Hughes, Prince George's County Public Schools

When I decided to make reading and writ-

ing central to my teaching in my elementary-

level ESL pull-out classes, I wes faced with

a number of interesting questions and chal-

lenges, to which I have been able to work

out some solutions.
In my ESL pull-out program I spend

approximately 45 minutes, two or three times

a week, with my students who art in grades

1-3. 1 was searching for a thrust, a singu-

lar approach to use with these children that

would: (I) focus on reading and writing;

(2) make the best use of the short time I

had with them each session; (3) enhance the

learning taking place in their classes;

(4) carry over from session to session and

provide continuity to a pull-out programl

(5) allow me to individualize my teaching;

and (6) give us a product so that students

could see their own progress. Dialogue

journals seemed to be the answer.
To introduce the concept, I simply

explained that we were going to "talk on

paper." To my surprise, the idea delighted

most of them. Certainly none of them had

EVER- done this before, and they were

intrigued. I set the mood for writing by

writing in my own journal while they wrote.

I told them not to worry about crossing out

mistakes, and showed them where I had

crossed out my own. We used an assOrtment

of different colored pens so we could write

and draw, rather than the large primary pen-

ZIT's used in their classes.

I soon discovered that I had a lot to

learn about writing with these kids. I

realized the close contact between us (my

classes are typically small--4-6 students)

made it easier for us to talk than to write.

To give these very young students the idea

of a written dialogue, we started by

writing everything to each other--if they had

a question, they wrote it, and I did the

same. Sometimes we talked to clarify what

one of us had written. I would ask them to

read me what they wrote or I would read them

what I wrote so that they were not frustrated

by their inability to decode the words. To

my surprise, even the poorest readerS were

soon able to read much of my writing and our

need to talk during writing decreased. We

are now working into having a set time for
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writing, and I have set aside around IS min-

utes of our 45 minutes together during which

they write to me.
What would these young students find to

write about? In general they write about

what is happening to them or what is going o

in class. If we have done something like

make cranberry sauce for Thanksgiving, we us

that as a topic for our journals. I have

also encouraged them to write about the

stories I read to them. The few minutes we

spend together walking from their regular

classroom to my small room is also very

important as a time to explore together

possible writing topics.
Learning how to respond to my students'

writing has also been a challenge. At first

I asked question after question, trying to

help them write. I soon discovered that if

I asked a question, the chances of getting a

short-answer (even one word) response were

about 95%. So instead I tried to comment on

something they had said and say something

about myself that related to what they had

written, as in this example:

Student: mi paaninto hot
I get tv in my room
(my planet [country] is hot too

I have a TV in my room.)

Teacher: You are lucky. You have a TV

in your room. That's nice. Is

it a color T1/7 I have a color

TV in my kitchen. 1' like to

watch the news on it.

Reviewing our entries from time to time

with each child has been helpful. Both of

us have been able to see growth and accom-

plishments, even in the brief few months of

writing. One particularly striking example

of growth is a little first grader, Juanito.

When we first started the dialogue journals

I discovered that he could not even begin to

sound out a three-letter word. What could 1

do in writing and reading with him? The day

1 brought his journal to him we began to

talk about the fatigue pants he often wore

to school. He told me he wanted to be a

soldier someday and I asked if he'd like to

write "soldier. This single word, wtich I

spelled and wrote on another piece of paper

for him, was his f.:st journal entry. His

second entry, several days later, was simply

'Soldier I like."
(Continued on p. 7)
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For the next several sessions Juanito

asked me to spell all of his words. He

wanted the names of favorite TV stars--He

Man, Wallytat, and Voltron. We'd talk and

he'd draw and label his drawings while I

patiently spelled the .1rds. Me also began

to recognize and respond to certain written

comnands, such as "Draw a Voltrons or

'Draw the school." He was being instructed

in reading by his first grade teacher, so

he'd often use the journal to list new words

he'd learned in class. I kept abreast of

the reading vocabulary he was practicing in

class and tried to use as much of that list

as possible in my entries. I felt good

about being able to providesinstant feedback

to Juanito as he drew, read, and wrote in

his journal.
Now, four months later, there has been

exciting progress with Juanito. He and his

ESL group are writing complete sentences in

their journals, asking questions, resourcing

each other on spelling and the meaning of

words, and even getting so involved in this

literacy event that they go to the black-

board and teach each other words. All of

them are improving in their ability to

decode what I write. It's hard to believe

that we are really communicating now in two-

and three-sentence paragraphs.

Our successes and enthusiasm are not

limited to the walls of my classroom. Some

kius now report to me that they are writing

outside of class as well. A few are doing so

well in the classes where they were pre-

viously lagging far behind that their

teachers now feel they no longer need the

pull-out program.
The experience of using dialogue jour-

nals with my pull-out ESL classes has con-

vinced me that these written conversations

are helping students to grow rapidly in their

ability to communicate in English. I also

believe they are developing an awareness of

the interdependence of listening, speaking,

reading, and writing. In the small, pull-out

group, where the teacher is more accessible,

they are eager to have the chance to display

and practice literacy skills they are learn-

ing in their regular classes. Most important,

these students are enjoying learning English

qnd are becoming more self-confident with

their use of English each day. And their

journals contain a permanent record of that

growth.
7

Using Dialogue Journals to Develop a
Discourse-Based Performance Measure

Shelley Gutstein, Georgetown University

When we write dialogue journals with our

studentS, our primary goal is VJ communicate

with them, to break down social and cultural

barriers, and to build positive, supportive

relationships. At least on the surface, our

goals have not included improving their com-

municative ability in English. Yet many of

us have observed, albeit impressionalisti-

cally, growth and development in students'

comunicative ability reflected in their

dialogue journal writing.
In my study of the dialogue journals of

18 university-level Japanese students of

ESL. I am documenting just such development.

Using communicative competence theory as my

framework, I am examining two interrelated

aspects of what I define as communicative

competence in dialogue journal writing: a

writer's manipulation of topic and topic

elaboration.
I base my definition of communicative

competence in dialogue journal writing on

the discussion of flLency by Fillmore

(1979), which I.reviewed in a previous news-

letter (Gutstein, 1983). Communicative com-

petebice in dialogue journal writing is a

composite of abilities having at least four

components, following Fillmore's criteria.

These are: the ability to write fluidly and

easily; the ability to write coherently and

meaningfully; the ability to write pur-

posively; and the ability to use language

creatively, to joke or play with language.

While communicative competence is an

elusive phenomenon in any context, wine of

its attributes can be linked to measurable

characteristics in dialogue journal writing.

Ore such attribute, the purposive use of

language, can be further defined as the

ability to use language appropriately in a

wide range of contexts. This functional use

of language includes the ability to inform,

apologize, thank, etc. (Shuy, 1982). It

also includes a content-related parameter,

which is the ability to know what to say;

i.e., what topics are appropriate, how to

initiate them into the discourse, and under

what circumstances to continue or pursue

them. A discourse progresses, halts or
(Continued on p. 8)
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stumbles based on how its interlocutors

manage its topics--what topics ar:: brought

up, what is said aboutithem, how much is

said about them, and for how long.

Following and expanding upon methodolo-

gies used by Staton and Kreeft (1982), and

by Keenan and Schieffelin (1976), 1 am con-

ducting an analysis of discourse topic in

the dialogue journals of my students. I am

examining four aspects of topic treatment:

topic initiation--which writer introduces

topics and how often; topic continuation--

which of the topics are continued and for

how many turns; what I am calling topic

domain--the content areas into which the

topics fall; and topic-specific elaboration

--the amount of new information provided

about a given topic.

I am analyzing the results for patterns

of topic treatment to see what they reveal

about differences in communicative ability

among students. I will also determine what

relationship, if any, exists between my mea-

sures of communicative comletence and

"traditional" measures of student ability,

beginning with a standardized English profi-

ciency test and student grade point aver-

ages.
It is my hope that my research will

serve to further document and substantiate

what dialogue journal teachers have known

all along: that writing dialogue journals

helps to develop students' communicative

ability..
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Dissortatiun Review

Robby Morroy. 1985. Teacher strategies:

Linguistic devices for sustaining interac-

tion in dialogue journal writing. Ph.D.

dissertation, Georgetown University.

(Will be available through University

Microfilms.)

Tliis study describes the strategies used

by one teacher in dialogue journals with

sixth-grade nonnative English speakers and

measures their relative effectiveness to

achieve her goal of increasing student com-

munication. Although writing in dialogue

journals is mandatory in this teacher's

class (students are
required to write three

sentences a day), communication--i.e.,

writing a message that is meaningful to a

reader--does not necessarily result. Simply

getting students to write in their journals

every day is definitely no guarantee that

they will choose to communicate. The stra-

tegies that the teacher employs in the jour-

nals are therefore necessary tools for

promoting communication.
The data for this study are the dialogue

journals of ten sixth-grade students, all

nonnative English speakers. Some had been

in the U.S. for less than one year; others

had spent at leaA five years in U.S.

schools. The various strategies that the

teacher used to promote communication were

identified, and their effectiveness measured

in terms of four characteristics of the stu-

dents' writing: student response rate,

degree of elaboration in student responses,

syntactic complexity, and cohesiveness of

responses. Most of the strategies were

found to be variably effective by all four

measures. Anong the strategies found to be

consistently effective across all students

and across the three time periods samled

were: acknowledging and restating the stu-

qent's tgoic, gjving iiiformation, reoke5t1ng

;nfqrmatAn, expressing
solidarity, sugoest-

tag, ngliginajomuhino
about the student,

and asking for an opinion.

Many other strategies were also very

effective for some students or at one period

of the year, and not others. Morroy's find-

ings stress that the essential value of the

dialogue journal is its inherent variability

and adaptability:of teachers' responses to

individual students' needs.



Recent Dialogue Journal Publications

Curtis, W. Hayes and Robert Bahruth. 1985.

Querer es poder. In Hansen, Newkirk and

Graves, eds. Breaking Ground: Teachers

Relate &lading and Writtng in the Elemen-

tary School. Portsmouth: Heinemann.

Debra Popkin. 1985. Dialogue journals: A

way to personalize commuaication in a for-

eign language. Foreign Language Annals.

(18), 2. 153-156.

Jana Staton. The power of responding by

1 using dialogue journals. In Toby Fulwiler,

' ed. The Journal Book. Boynton/Cooke.

Forthcoming.

NOTES FROM THE FIELD

Dialogue Journals in Nurses' Training

In your May 1985 issue of Dialogue [oft
Da in higher education] you requested

information about what your readers are

doing with dialogue journals. As a Professor

in Nursing Education at Howare Community

College I was eager to incorporate journal

writing into the Nursing Program. Nurse

educators have typically documented observa-

tions regarding a student's behavior in the

clinical area in the form of an anecdotal

note. The vehicle of anecdotal notes %es

recently expanded to include the student's

perceptions of a particular clinical day.

Faculty then react to the student's reflec-

tive thoughts, and thus the previosly one-

way communication of an anecdotal record now

comes close to a two-way dialogue journal.

We introduce the process with a written

explanation, and encourage students Vo

reflect on clinical experiences which were

meaningful as well as to critique their own

performa,:ce and share concerns and feelinp

of accomplishment. Although we impose some
structure on what is to be written, the pro-

cess meets the conditions for a dialogue

journal in many ways. The exchange of jour-

nals occurs twice a week for several weeks,

with both parties providing and seeking

information and both parties equally engaged

in the interaction. The student's communi-

cation often entails an indirect question

which seeks to elicit faculty comment or

feedback. Faculty are more likely to ask

direct questions to stimulate a student to

think critically.or to clarify the communi-

cation.

In writing the explanation for the anec-

dotal/dialogue record, I was keenly aware of

the dilemma of combining a dialogue journal

format, which strives to promote understand-

ing, with a record to communicate critical

analysis of student behavior. However, 1 am

convinced that we have achieved an effective

mix. Students primarily describe clinical

activities in which they are involved, and

faculty react to the students' observed

behavior and written descriptions, a legiti-

mate exchange because students neel to

receive feedback on their performance. At

the same time, the additional focus on per-

ceptions and meaningful experiences assures

that a Nonjudgmental exchange is achieved.

-Emily Slunt, Pnofessor of Nursing

Howard Cmmunity College, Columbia, MD

In Elementary School

I teach fifth grade *cores (English and

social studies) classes at the Berkeley-

Carroll Street School in Brooklyn, N.Y. I

have found that some of the best communica-

tion I have with my students is through

their journals. Though this does not happen

every time, by any means, the "intimate dis-

tance° which can be created in this form of

communication is invaluable in opening

people to each other and to themselves.
-Betsy Devlin-Foltz

Brooklyn, NY

In Teaching Adult ESOL

The use of dialogue journals is now a

recommended practice in the new study guide

for teaching adult ESOL in the Montgomery

County Public Schools:

There has been an increaseW awareness of

the need for all ESOL students to write more

effectively in their second language. With

this in mind, dialogue journals are ncour-

aged for upper beginning, intermediate, and

advanced students. Entries are initiated by

the student, minimal corrections are pro-

vided by the instructor, and an ongoing,

spontaneous "dialogue" is sustaintd with

the student throughout the opurse.

From study Guide flr Teaching English to

Adult Speaker's of Other Languages, Mont-

gomery County Public Schools, Dept. of

Adult Education, 1985.
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With Autistic and Learning-Disabled Students

Terry Shepherd, associate professor in the

Department of Curriculum, Instruction and

Media, Southern Mines University in Carbon-

dale, has an autistic son, Mark, who is now

19. For years he and his wife have corre-

sponded daily with the teachers and aides at

Mark's school. Mark carries a note each morn-

ing from his parents telling about activities

of the evening before, for use in oral lan-

guage lessons, writing, reading, etc. In the

afternoon the teacher or aide writes a note

back, telling of past and future school events

so the parents may discuss them with Mark and

assure that the information is being correctly

processed. In the past few years, Mark has

been opening the letters on his way to or from

school, and has been able to write his own

"experience stories" About hune or school

events, thus participating in the dialogue.

Dr. Shepherd has observed that writing has

been an essential part of Mark's oral language

development. Mark's first really spontaneous,

self-generated comment at age eight (for years

Mark only echoed what others said, one symptom

of autism) came after a fuss with his sister.

He retreated to the family room and wrote on

the chalkboard there:

IATEDADDYSCRTSANDSUSANPUNCHEDMEINTHEST5MAK
("I ate Daddy's 0erts and Susan punched me

in the stomach")

Then he came upstairs and said it. It %es as

if the writing "released" the language so Mark

could say iti Even recently, Dr. Shepherd

observed Mark writing something in church.

Mark didn't show him the writing, but casual

glances at it allowed him to dec1pher4 "I was

good and I didn't make noises or stick out my

tongue on the day before I went to my first

computer lesson." Again, this writing seemed

to be a rehearsal for speaking.

Writing notes to each other is now an

essential part of life in the Shepherd house-

hold. At one point in Mark's life it was

impossible for him to grasp an idea (like when

his next haircut was) when only presented

orally; it had to be written. Then he could

process and remember the information.

Excerpted from: T.R. Shepherd, "Using experi-

ence language to teach an sutistic-like child

with a visual disorder to read (and write and

talk). Sept., 1984. ERIC Document Reproduc-

tion Service No. ED 243 289; and a recent

letter from Dr. Shepherd. or

10

Jack Farley recently completed his dis-

sertation (Univ. of Cincinnati), a topic

analysis of the Ws he kept with his class

of mentally retarded adults (the abstract is

in the Sack limo, volume). Jack is now at

Murray State University, and analyzing the

DJ writing of multiply tnpaired (hearing

impairedcerebral palsied-mentally retarded)

students. He writes:

I find that for students who have a

hearing impairment (which affects oral lan-

guage develogment) and cerebral palsey

(which affects both oral musculature and

manual production),
dialogue journals may be

used as an augumentative communication

system. Although these students may not be

able to produce completely legible written

language, their written efforts may augment

their limited sign productions and unintel-

ligible speech.
I am also keeping DJs with preservice

teachers who will be working with handi-

capped students in mainstream settings. I

advocate that regular educators maintain

dialogue journals with their mainstreamed

handicapped students to keep the lines of

communication open.
-Jack W. Farley, Murray State Univ.

Dialogue Journals at Home

This comes from Terry Shepherd again--

concerning parents writing dialogues with

their children about even.ts, desires,

"troubled waters," etc.

DASU (Daddy and stsan) was born in 1979.

My daughter Susan and I developed a neat

written communication
folder during the ttme

of my father's
hospitalization and subse-

quent death. This was a time when I was

away from hme visiting my parents, over a

hundred miles away. DASU was our way of

maintaining communication in absentia. It

was wrttten in and left where the writer

next expected the reader to be (at the

reader's spot at the breakfast table or on

his/her pillow, for example). It was spe-

cial because of the stress and emotion and

need of the hour. Since that time, we have

pretty much continued this writing, now in

the form of letters. Susan now has a hmme-

made mailbox by her door. She usually

1 N

(Continued on p. 11)
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leaves my let,ers on my dresser top near my

glasses. -

Excerpted fruit: T.R. Shepherd, "Using exper-

ience language with atypical learners." Pre-

sented at the National Reading and Language

Arts Educators' Conference, Sept., 1985; and

from a recent letter from L. Shepherd.

Taking the "Bite" outof Btu* Books

Trudith Smoke, ESL -lordinator for the

Cmpartnent of Academic _skills at Rater Col-

lege in New York City, started using "bleat

books" (you know them--those little exam

booklets) as dialogue journals with her stu-

dents, because they were so easy to carry.

She found that after using the blue books

for dialogue journal writing, students are

now not intimidated by them when they do use

them to write exams.

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENTS

Teaching FF.I. in Japan

I'm just beginning to try out dialogue

journals with my students. They're blue

collar workers, and they were, by necessity,

"failures" in the Japanese academic system.

They are also in general very bright and

enthusiastic. Their first entries in our

journals were pretty difficult to understand,

but now that I've gotten across the idea that

this is supposed to be a dialogue (and that

they should therefore read my responses), we

are holding conversations. They really have

trouble following what I write, but they ask

each other for help a lot, and ask me to

explain occasionally. It is fun watching

them try out the grammatical structures they

are learning, sometimes appropriately, so

that the journals really become a balance for

th.! "learning" part of the lesson. Last

night was pretty wild with everyone consult-

ing everyone else or me, and also sharing the

replies they had received. I have to be more

careful about my (illegible) handwriting.

-Madeline Adkins,

National Language Laboratory School

Nyogo-ken,

Teaching Deaf High School Students in Australia

We are nearing the end of our school

year, and I'm seeing the benefits now of

using journals with my students. I often

winder if the time I spend on journals could

be better spent on preparing lessons but at

the same time I enjoy the relationship that

builds up over the year. I've decided I'll

write journals again with my students next

year. I look forward to receiving your next

issue of "Dialogue."
-Elizabeth Turner
South Australia

Research Note

Mary Maguire, associate professor at

McGill University, has just received a

research grant to study dialogue journal

writing in a first grade classroom in Mon.

treal, Quebec. The children in the study

are learning English and French as second

and third languages, and their written prod-

ucts will be analyzed.
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NEXT ISSUE: Dialogue Journals for Developing Literacy in Refugee. Migrant,

and Adult Basic Education

Dialogue journals have proved effective beyond our expectations for promoting literacy

development, and are adaptable to many different situations where students are in the pro-

cess of acquiring literacy in English. Our summer issue will feature an article by Curtis

Hayes, Carolyn Kessler (U. of Texas at San Antonio), and Robert Bahruth (fifth grade

teacher), who describe how a class of fifth grade migrant children grow from displaying

little or no writing ability to being prolific readers and writers. Another article will

report on work with adult basic education students at the Refugee Education and employment

Program in Arlington, VA. We also hope to have articles discussing
literacy work in the

refugee camps in the Philippines and Thailand. In addition, Carol Urzua, a featured

speaker at TESOL '86, will discuss the ways that children learning ESL understand audience,

ing. and this year's TESOL presentations and dialogue journal writing will be reviewed.

WATCH FOR THE SUMMER ISSUE!

Future Issues:
*Focus on the Teacher: Benefits, Strategies, Problems, Etc.

*Dialogue Journal Cmmmunication for Personal Growth--focusing

on aspects of student self-concept, attitudes, and cultural values
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DIALOGUE is the newsletter bout the uses, benefits, and theory of dialogue

journals, a practice of communicating in writing about topics of mutual

interest through continuous, functional conversations between (usually)

learners and teachers. This newsletter provides an informal means of

sharing information, ideas and concerns among those who have begun using

dialogue journals in the United States and in other countrieti. It is an

outgrowth of a National Institute of Education research grant to describe

3nd analyze the purposes, structure and benefits of dialogue journal com-

munication (Analysis of Dialogue Journal Writing as a Communicative Event,

Center tor Applced Linguistics, 1982). For more information about research

and practical applications, please write Jana Staton, c/o Center for Applied

Linguistics, 1118 - 22nd Street, N.W., Washington, DC 20037.
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DIALOGUE JOURNALS FOR DEVELOPING LITERACY IN
REFUGEE, MIGRANT, AND ADULT BASIC EDUCATION

Possibly the most important factors

influencing literacy development, apart from

a general orientation to print and mastery of

basic literacy skills of letter and word for-

mation and recognition, are the student's

sense of ownershi_p of the reading/writing
experience--ilie feeling that reading and

writing are a vital, meaningful part of one's

life and a valuable way of expressing oneself

--and sense of cooperation--the knowledge

that one is not left alone in the endeavor,

but communicating with someone who wants to

communicate with them. In our society, lack

of literacy skills is not simply a matter of

lack of schooling or mastery of basic skills.

Tn fact many semi-literates in the United

States have said in interviews that they

attended school through high school, but

they never felt that reading and writing had

anything to do with them and their interests

and concerns. They 707 as if they were on
the outside looking in on an experience that

must be relevant for others, but not for

them; they never claimed reading and writing

as part of their lives. When the language

used for reading and writing is not the

native language of the learner, the feeling

of separation and eventual frustration is

compounded.
The articles in this issue give us a

broad view of different situations in which

dialogue journals are being used with non-
native English speakers to build a sense of

ownership and cooperation and to provide an

entcee into the world of literacy. In Carole

Urzua's article, which opens this issue, we

see young students realize that "someone is

out there," as they develop a knowledge of

audience and a sense of cooperating with an

audience in written dialogue. Larry, a

child of migrant workers who has had little

exposure to English or print (Hayes, Bahruth

Id Kessler), seems to burst forth from a very

well-established cocoon of non-writing when

he finally takes ownership of his reading

and writing, realizing that he can write and

likes to.
In a program for semi-literate adults at

the Spanish Education Development Center

(Hester), students are involved in a variety

of highly structured, teacher-guided writing

activities to develop basic literacy skills.

nor them, the dialogue journal provides the

one place where they can break away from

these prescribed patterns and create

something themselves in writing. Leslee Reed

also describes how interactive writing with

the teacher can help students to break away

from frozen language patterns into more

creative language use. In a Cultural Orien-

tation class for adults in a refugee camp in ,

Thailand (Johnson) written dialogue with

their Anerican teacher enables students to

work with her to begin to make sense of how

they might integrate their past traditions

and customs into the new life they face in

the United States.
In each situation, we see students who

are at some stage in the development of basic
literacy skills, but in each we see also the

crucial role that ownership and cooperation

play in the overall development of literacy.s
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"How is your weekend what did you do":

&Komi Langruagv bearners' Understanidin
of Audience

Carole Untie,
LInivemity of the Paciik

According to Graves, the question of "Why

write?" begins to arise-Olen children have

been actively writing for two or three yew's.

"when writers first gain a sense of audience"

(1983:268). But what about children learning

English as a second language? Olo they also

begin to sense the demands of an audience

when they have been learning literacy for

this length of time? In what ways do they

understand how audiences can work for them?

I recently became.acquainted with four

Southeast Asian children to search out

answers to these questions; two were fourth

grade Cambodian girls and two were sixth

grade boys, one Cambodian and one Laotian.

They had all been in the United States about

two years; norie of the children had had pre-

vious literacy experience in their native

language.
The children engaged in weekly writing

workshops, helping one another through peer

interaction to conmunicate their intended

messages. In addition, they wrote dialogue

journals with my colloage, Sue Braithwaite,

an ESL supervisor, sending them twice a week

through the district mail.

One of the most dramatic areas of growth

for the children in the writing workshops was

their awareness of revision needs, largely

because they trusted that their friends truly

wanted to know what they knew. (See Urztfa,

1985, for an extended discussion.) Also,

while not engaging in revision in their dia-

logue journals, the children nevertheless

demonstrated that they had begun to care

about their audience. In various ways, they

acknowledged 1) that some-one else was inter-

ested in what they knew; 2) that they were

interested in what someone else knewl and 3)

that they were interacting with a specific

person.
Acknowledgement of others' interest. The

children had varying strategies for acknowl-

edging that someone else was interested in

what they knew. It took Vuong, one of the

boys, the longest to indicate that he was

aware of the conversational tone of the jour-

nals. For almost two months, he wrote about

his weekend: he got up, washed his face, did

the laundry, occasionally watched football,

and went to bed! Taking cues from his initi-

ations, Sue plied him with questions such as

what his favorite football team was. But Vuong

never varied from his format. Finally in frus-

tration, Sue asked him about his expertise in

learning to play the violin. What was his

favorite piece? In the first entry which

acknowledged the presence of an interactant,

Vuong answered that his favorite piece was

Lightly Row. This breakthrough occurred about

the same time as a major revision in another

piece of writing; until this time, Vuong's

revision strategy had been to make his piece

look prettier, laboriously copying the same

words, one word at a time, onto a new page.

Clearly, he had begun to take his reader into

account.
The other children had other strategies for

acknowledging this audience interest. One of

the girls would answer any questions posed by

Sue on the same line; the other 'girl would take

the questions and compose a paragraph, consist-

ing solely of answers!
Acknowledlgraht_pf their interest in

others; Some-of-5-6-Zhildren were well aware

7-57 intr.ractive nature of the journals; one

of the children asked, perhaps rhetoricaliy.

"Now what should we talk about?," and thcil Alm-

inated his own topic, skiing. But again it was

Vuong who took the longest to indicate that he

was interested in his audience. A week after

he answered the questions about the violin

piece, Vuong initiated the topic of going fish-

ing, which was extended over three entries. In

the third entry, he discussed catching fish on

the coast, and then ended, "How is your weekend

what did you do." The first tentative ques-

tion! Still no question mark, but obvious

interest in his partner. In the subsequent

weeks, he continued to pose this same question;

he never asked about anything else. Sue con-

tinued to fill him in on her family's weekend

dctivities.
Acknowledgement of interacting with a spe-

cific person. As with children writing in their

first language, our children became close to

Sue, and discussed many personal issues. One

of the girls, for example, nearly always wrote

letters beginning, "Dear Mrs. Braithwaite." In

one particularly poignant entry, she revealed

the extent to which she recognized that she was

writing not just to any audience, but to a

trusted friend.

2

I. 0

Dear Mrs. Braithwaite,
Can I ask you a question?

I feel sad because everytimes

you mailed mg journal hack 1

always iaw a different folders.

(Continued on p. 3)
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when I took that folder home I

,always saw it riped. Why are

you always changed those iolders?
Well, I don't mean that I don't

like that folder. EVerytimos

those folder dh my desk, every-
one start teasing me. I always

turned red, You know that I'm
the shyest girl. They always

said "what a beautiful," but

It's moan a oppositr word. Well

see you on Thursday.

The sensitive "audience" bought new folders

for all the writers!
With these data from only four ESL chil-

dren, it is not possible to say whether

Graves' timeline for native language writers

is the same as that for second language

learners. However, it is evident that second

language children can participate in the same

powerful use of language as other children,

and that they do come to recognize the impor-

tance of their readers. Dialogue journals

are one of the ways in which this is facili-

tated.
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The Dialogue Journal and Mierant Education

Curtis W. Hayes, Hobart Bahruth, &
Carolyn Kessler
Universities of Texas at San Antonil and Austin

Larry Reyes entered the fifth grade in

August 1983, already branded a failure.

Larry, son of migrant farm workers, unable to

read materials at his own grade level, unable

to write, was typical of his classmates. All

were Spanish language dominant; all were

limited in English proficiency (LEP); and

all, unless a turnaround occurred, would con-

tinue to fail in school, and failure would

quite likely lead, if history is a guide, to

their dropping out of school, most by the

seventh grade. Some would remain until the

9th or 10th gradE before leaving to work in

the fields for low wages, accompanying their

parents from one region to another, from one

maturing crop to the next. Very few would

stay to graduate from high school.

In August, charged with the education of

twenty-two children, all reading below grade

norms (among whom was Larry) and some unable

to read at all, we began. We began during

those warm days of August by asking the chil-

dren to write to us and we would respond--

write about anything, we said, and don't

worry about spelling or punctuation, we

added. Just write, but write at least three

lines about a topic you're interested in.

That is how we initiated the dialogue journal

for a group of LEP students who were experi-

encing extreme difficulties in reading and

writing English.
Most children responded, some reluc-

tantly, and the next day turned in three

lines--all except Larry, who submitted a

blank sheet. Robert, his teacher, responded

in the journal by asking, "How can I answer

you if you don't write to me?" The next day,

Larry wrote (all journal entries are unedited

for spelling and punctuation): "I like math

because I can count by five and tens. I like

to write about Bo & Be & I like to draw the

pictures & write the...." His words then

trailed off, reflecting the years that Larry

had spent in school learning little of what

it would take to succeed. But Robert

responded:

3
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Larry candidly answered:
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After that first week, those initial,

halting days, Larry was off. His entries

lengthened, and his topics included: what he

had been reading, his dislikes and likes,

football games he attended and sandlot games

he participated in, games he played ("mar-

dles"), poems he particularly liked, his hest

friends and their activities together,

arranging games with his teacher (a football

game on Sunday). He even began to pose

questions--"have you play football wind you

were little with anther kids?"--and answer

questions from his teacher: "Would you like

to learn to play chess?" Larry responded;

l taught that chess was lik checkers.

But 1' no haw to play checkers a lot.

Have you play checkers & chinese

checkers?

Larry periodically returned to his favorite

topic, the one he knew most about: "I went

to the football field the Sunday that pass."

Eventuall y, as he became more comfort-

able, confident and secure with his writing,

he began to write about his future:

I'm saying to my mom that I'm going to

finish school and I am galling to

college and study for a year and try for

teacher because I like being a teacher.

We also required our children to make

covers for their journals. This is Larry's

first cover. Irintl

Once he had filled the pages of his first

journal, Larry asked whether he could hegin

another: "I like to make another Journal but

this time I will make the cover of the Jour-

nal pretty not like this Journal." He then
4

added, "do you nemeber the frist day I didn't

write guess like one line, I like writeing in

my Journal." And the effect that writing to

his teacher and receiving mesponses had on

Larry is seen on his elaborate second cover.

The children wrote and read extensively

throughout that year. by May, when they were

already leaving for the fields, they had

"published" twenty-two books consisting of

their writings (Hayes and Bahruth 1985), in

addition to writing daily in their journals.

In August we had pre-tested our children,

in January we again assessed, and in May we

post-tested. Growth in needing comprehension

as indicated on the standardized assessment

instrument employed by the school district

revealed an average gain per child of three

years. Those who were not reading or writing

at all in August were now participants in

May--they could read and write.

The key to any success we had, of course,

is no secret. We began with the dialogue

journal (UJ), which we refer to now as our

"catalytic converter." It converted our chil-

dren into writers and readers. We believe it

led to writing for a number of reasons: it

was not graded; there were no right or wrong

answers so there was no risk; it was private

an4 consisted of a friendly conversation

between two people genuinely interested in

one another; there was no fear of ridicule;

and it was fun. All of us looked forward

with anticipation to see what the other had

written. Additionally, the DJ consisted of

child-initiated topics. Children could ask

for and receive clarification on class

assignments. Ch4ldren could ask for addi-

tional examples (i.e., math problems). Most

(Continued on p. 5)
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important, the DJ provided daily feedback in

language that children could understand, and

a daily reading lesson. And the kind of

expressive writing that our children did

quite naturally led to the kinds of transac-

tional writing activities that are so iMpor-

tent for school Success, the writing that is

done in the content or academic areas.
From this one classroom filled with

Larrys, we have this past year introduced the

dialogue journal in a school whose students

do not fare well in the reading and writing
tasks assigned by the teacher. Eighty-five

percent of the children in grades X-5 in

this school are second language learners

of English, all LEP. We have found that

these children, once they discover they will

not be "hammered" (a word employed by one

student) for any infelicitous sentence or
phrase, for misspelled words or inappropriate

punctuation, will not only write but they

will enjoy writing and they will improve in

their use of the written language, both in

terms of content and of form. We who direct

and teach in the TESL preparation program for

teachers and prospective teachers of LEP stu-

dents recommend highly to our own students

that they consider the benefits of using the

DJ in their own language arts program. We

employ a UJ with them, and we demonstrate by

our use that we value writing in our own

lives. I
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Features of Semi-literate Writing:
One Student's Development

- Julietta Hester,
Spanish Education Development Center

At the Spanish Education Development
(SED) Center in Washington, DC, where I am an

ESL instructor in the Adult Education Pro-

gram, around 40% of our students are semi-
literate; that is, they know that letters and

words on paper have meaning, although they

may not always be able to decipher them.

Ralf of the ESL students have had less than

six years of formal schooling in their home

countries. Their literacy level in Spanish

is often low, resulting in reading and

writing difficulties in English.
In working on writing with these stu-

dents, we give them controlled activities to

develop their letter and word formation,

which they haven't always mastered, as well

as opportunities to express themselvef

fluently in writing in more extended Lext.

Moving along a continuum from controlled to
free-writing activities, we work on four

types of writing: discrete item activities,

controlled compositions, paragraphs, and

dialogue journals.
Students do discrete-item activities sucn

as punctuation and spelling exercises and

writing letters in print and cursive form to

become aware of new writing features, prac-

tice them, and add them to their repertoire

of writing skills. In controlled com-

positions, which consist of following a model

and altering parts of it, they work on these

same skills in the context of longer text.

Paragraph writing is an opportunity for stu-

dents to use what they have learned in semi-

controlled writing to express ideas of their

-wn. Finally, dialogue journals are the
,eest type of writing that students do,

because neither the topic nor structure is

controlled. A student may choose to write
about any subject and in any form in the

dialogue journals, it is our belief that
utilizing these four types of writing in the

classroom will provide a bridge from learned

items to free expression in writing.
Curious about changes that might occur

over time in students' free-writing, I

decided to study the dialogue journals of

Maruja Bacilio, a student from Peru who has

been studying at SU Center for over a year.

Looking through early entries, I noticed four

5
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features that were prominent in the beginning

stages of her dialogue journal writing,

features which are easily quantifiable and

are common to our students with formal educa-

tion deficits:

1. "Pause points." These are small dots

that appear between words and in the

middle of a line when students rest

their pencils after laboriously

writing a word. They are steps in

the evolution of punctuation, often

appearing where commas or other

internal punctuation will be in later

writing.

2. Interchanged capital and small let-

ters. Capital and small letters are

interspersed throughout sentences and

even within individual words. These

errors are among a series of changes

that take place in the writing of

semi-literate students on the letter

level.

3. Use of both printing and cursive

writing. Printing and cursive writ-

ing are used interchangeably within a

sentence and within a word. Errors

of this kind are among many changes

that occur over time on the word

level.

4. Unnecessary connection or division of

words. Individual words are con-

nected or one word is divided into

parts. These developmental errors

occur along a continuum of changes

that take place over time on the word

level. For example, beginning non-

literate students often copy words in

a single line without any spaces

between words. Over time they begin

consecutive entries from March 20 to April

10, 1986, concentrating on patterns of

development in these four areas. I found a

remarkable reduction in pause points between

the two sets of entries, with 21 out of 348

words in the early set and only eight out of

440 words in the later one. Even though

Maruja wrote more in the later sample, she

produced only around
one-third as many pause

points.
Use of capital and small letters also

evolved from the first set of entries to the

second. While the first set contained 95

examples of incorrectly placed capitals or

small letters in the sample of 328 words, the

second set contained only half as many errors

of this kind--50 in the 440-word sample.

Maruja's writing had changed from a jumble of

letter types with capital letters in any

position in the word, to words mee up mostly

of small letters placed where they belonged.

In the beginning, she always wrote "F" and

"K" and usually wrote "T" as capitals. 8y

the last entry the correct use of capital and

small forms of these letters had fully

developed.
Similar changes took place in Maruja's

printing and cursive writing. Oddly enough,

she began by using predominantly cursive

writing, but, instead of connecting these

letters, sne left spaces
between them in a

word, and interspersed a few printed letters

throughout. Her last entry was primarily

printed, with a few cursive letters sprinkled

in. She was experimenting with these two

aspects of her writing and opted for

printing. Changes back and forth from cur-

sive to printing both on the word and sen-

tence level were still evident in her last

entry, but were much less frequent.

The last feature that I examined was the

connection of two words into one or the

separation of a single word into two.

to write words with some spaces in
Although this is a typical feature of many of

between, and finally, a space between our students' initial writing, few examples

every word.
occurred in Maruja's journal entries. Sne

separated "same times" (sometimes) and united.

I followed these features in Maruja's
"ofcurse" (of course) in the first set of

dialogue journal entries rather than in her entries, and I found very little change in

other writing because this was where she this feature over time, with only scattered

writes regularly and spontaneously, without examples in the second set.

as much self- or teacher monitoring or dor- The four features that I followed in tnis

rection as in her other writing, providing one student's writing seem to represent

an indication of development in the freest points along a continuum of developmental

written context. I compared Maruja's first progres in writiAg. Pause points may be

six consecutive dialogue journal entries from illustrative of punctuation development. The

July 1 to August 19, 1985 with her last six
(Continued on p. 7)
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interchange of capital and small letters, and

the mixing of cursive and printed writing, may

represent a stage in the development of letter

formation. The inappropriate connection and

division of words may represent evolution on a

word level. Other features, representative of

development of writing on a sentence and dis-

course level, could also be identified and

followed. Those I chose to look at offer edu-

cators an easy way to observe the evolution of

Student writing in dialogue journals.

It is unclear whether all the differences

I found in Maruja's writing were due to the

many opportunities she had to experiment with

writing afforded by the journal, to her exami-

nation of her teacher's entries to her, to

other class activities, or to a combination of

factors.
However, teachers considering using dia-

logue journals in a adult literacy program may

find the results of this effort encouraging.

At a minimum, dialogue journal writing appears

to provide a context for use of features

learned and practiced in more controlled writ-

ing exercises. It may also provide a place to

acquire new features in an enjoyable and free-

writing context.
[The SED Center is a nonprofit, community-

based educational organization offering low-

cost services to the residents of the predomi-

nantly Hispanic neighborhoods of Adams Morgan,

Columbia Heights, and Mount Pleasant.] o

Research Report

Jacqui Whisler's master's thesis, "A Dia-

logue Journal as a Means to Encouraging a

Bilingual Student to Write Cohesively" (Uni-

versity of Texas at Arlington, May, 1986), is

particularly relevant to the theme of this

issue. She compares the dialogue journal writ-

ing of one fifth grade student, "Juan," a

native Spanish speaker, with his in-class

essays, focusing on cohesion. She discusses

the role of the dialogue journal in developing

use of cohesive devices and audience awareness

and in improving Juan's attitude toward writ-

ing. She shows that the dialogue journal

served as a very important entree to literacy

for this student and an important source of

information for his teachers about what he was
actually able to do in writing. The dialogue

journal allowed him an opportunity to write

(whereas much of his in-class "writing"
involved work sheets and brief exercises), and

in it he was able to express himself much more

effectively than he could, at that point, in

his in-class essays.0

Using Dialogue Journals for a More Meaningfu
Cultural Orientation Class

Kirsion Johnson, Phanat Nikhom Refugee Camp,
Thailand

My coordinator had called the class I was

about to teach a "dream class." But when I

faced those 28 Laotians on the first day, I

had my doubts. I had never taught such a

high level before, nor such a large and

varied class.. This was a cultural orienta-
tion (CO) class, and in the 15 weeks before

my students left for the U.S., I was expected

to communicate a myriad of cultural issues to

them. I had some ideas about how to teach

these students, how to guide them to teach

therpselves, and how to assess what they had

learned. But how was 1 to gain insight into

their personal thoughts, address individual

needs and problems, and encourage them to be

open with me? Many of their true feelings
would never surface in sucn a large group. I

had to find a way in which they could. I had

heard of other classes using dialogue jour-

nals and decided to experiment with the tech-

nique myself, adapting it to fit my students'

needs and my own goals.
When I first introduced the idea of keep-

ing a dialogue journal, my students were

somewhat confuse6. Even though I gave them a

long list of ways to communicate--asking
questions, making comments on CO lessons,

practicing grammar points, writing crea-

tively, or just spilling out anything that

was on their minds--they were unsure of what

I wanted, having Wen used to a much more

structured educational system in which

teachers' expectations were more clearly

defined. Finally, I told them that I thought

it was important for them to improve their

English, whereupon they fell to work. Of

course, I wanted to go far Wyond improving
their writing skills, but my real motives

were so vague and complex that I didn't want

to burden my students by trying to explain

them. Throughout the cycle, I let them dis-

cern for themselves what my motives were by

what I encouraged them to write about and how

I responded to what they hac written.

Though my students were free to write

what they liked in their journals, many times

I gave them structured ideas to focus their

attention. I would ask them to relate their

writing to what Are had been studying in CU

class, either through direct commentary, or

by answering an open-ended question. Through
(Continued on p. 6)
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our class discussions and activities, I was

able to assess their knowledge of and atti-

tudes toward these issues only to a limited

extent and hoped we could explore them

further in the journals. I also took par-

ticular interest in whether or nct the stu-

dents had other concerns which they might

have been too inhibited to expreSs openly.

From their journal responses, I would struc-

ture in-class activities that would focus on

those concerns.
Many of the students voiced fears in

their journal entries about losing their tra-

ditional culture as they became immersed in a

new one. So, in class we discussed the con-

cepts of tradition,
civilization, and west-

ernization and how a group of people could be

influenced by these. Through our discussion,

my students were able to see that one can, in

fact, keep one's past alive, and that it is

not wrong to merge both cultures. I was glad

that I had -ead their journal entries before

the discussion, so that I could refer

directly to their concerns. Furthermore, the

discussion made more sense to the students

than if I had just come in fresh one day with

questions about changing traditional culture;

our discussion was given another dimension

because the students had had an opportunity

to think and write about the topic first.

Sometimes the students asked questions

about what would be required of them in their

new home. Some were simple and straightfor-

ward: "Does every person in the U.S. go to

the university?"
Most, however, were more

complex and it took a lot of time and con-

sideration to form a response: "Do the

American girls need to get married with

Hmong? Or another refugee?" When I responded,

I made it clear to the student that L,could

only write from my own experience or bias;

another person might answer very differently.

Often the students would make statements such

as: "All Americans respect honesty, isn't

that right?" Then we had to discuss the

issue so they could get a more realistic

view. I hoped they realized by the end that

there are very few questions that can be

answered in a cut-and-dried manner; to

generalize and stereotype makes things appear

deceptively simple. By the time the cycle

was over, I think most of them had realized

that in order to learn the truth of any

matter, one must explore further.
Because of the Asian tradition of r.tain-

ing a certain formal distance between teacher

and student, I thought when I first began to

'Pt

work with my students that I should not allow

myself to get too close. Easy familiarity

might dissolve the respect we felt for each

other. Still, teachers are human beings and

feel a kind of kinship with their students.

The teacher cannot show this feeling in an

overt wey; it must be expressed in subtle

ways. I found the journals a good way of

building personal
relationships with my stu-

dents. Without having to embarrass ourselves

in any way, we could carry on a special rela-

tionship through the written word. This did

not lessen the respect between us; rather,

it heightened it. Because of this bond, my

students were more willing to listen to me

and give of themselves in the class, and I

was more genuinely willing to put as much

effort as I could into making it the best CU

class that it could be.

[This article is excerpted from an article

of the same title in Passage, a journal of

refugee education, Vol. 2, No. 2 (Summer,

1986).]

The Diatoct Maker, El Diaidagista,

and 1.10isioduiste

...are interactive word processors that help

a teacher create her half of a written con-

versation--in English, French or Spanish--

with many students. Whenever we engage in

face-to-face conversation, we signal turn-

taking in many ways, but most often by saying

something and waiting for a response. With

the DialolMaker, you can write to students

and the soTtware will leave "pauses" where

they can respond later. Before class, a

teacher uses the computer disk to write a

string of both GENEKAL and PERSUNAL messages.

Later, one at a time, students "hold up their

end of the conversation" on the computer. As

Soon as a student reacts to the teacher's

sequence of messages, the computer prints out

a playscriot--with the teacher and that stu-

dent as the principal actors.

Bilingual English-Spanish and English-French

versions for Apple II computers, with a

User's Guide about the program and dialogue

journal writing in general, are available

from InterLearn for $49.95 at Box 342,

Cardiff-by-the-Ssa, CA 92007. Look for an

article on these pro9rams in the next issue

of Dialogue.
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Moving Students from Frozen to
More Creative Language Use

Leslee Reed

In learning a foreign language, familiar

language patterns can be vital. Uur ESL stu-

dents often find language patterns helpful

early in their learning, because they allow

them to produce language with a sense of

accomplishment and the secure feeling that

they are speaking correctly, feelings so

important when one is trying to become profi-

cient in another language.
In reading the dialogue journals of my

beginning ESL students, I often see evidence

of the reliance on familiar language pat-
terns, which may take several forms. Some

students begin with the basic, "What's your

name?" and "My name is Mary." From this they

may move on to the use of "I like..." pat-

terns--"I like to play ball," "I like you,"

etc. With beginning students, I accept this

as an early stage of their development, and

in my responses I attempt to build on the

language that is there.
Unfortunately, students can "stall out"

on a pattern, and it can become a crutch.

Because they are not proficient in English,

they may have remained in ESL classes as they

moved from one grade to another, where they

have been taught and retaught certain fixed

phrases and sentences until they are rein-

forced and almost automatic. They reach a

level of certainty with parts of the language

that they know, and do not progress beyond

that. For example, one student of mine who

truly loved writing in his journal would

write about some topic and then write the
pattern, "I like.... "Do you like...?" If

he told me about a game he had played, he

ended with, "I liked the game. Do you like

the game?" Each day was the same with him,
telling me whatever it was he had on his mind

and then using the same pattern. For this

student, the pattern was very functional--a

safe way to end one topic and keep writing

until he thought of another topic.
The use of patterns by this student has

caused me to rethink my original negative

reaction toward the use of patterns and to

see that they can be functional at certain

steps in literacy development. However, stu-

dents do need to move out .1 using fixed

language patterns to more creative language
use, and I believe that a teacher using
dialogue journals can assist in that develop-

ment. This can be done in several ways--by

9

varying the pattern, by adding details to the

original pattern, by changing the order of

the patterns, or by introducing new patterns

related to new topics--all ways of supple-

menting or breaking the pattern. When the

student writes something like, "I like tht

game," the teacher might add a detail about

the game: "I can sel you like the handball

game." Time or location could be added:
"Yes, you like the game we play at recess" or

"You like the game we play with the other

class." Revising the statement can also help

to change the pattern while using the same,

familiar vocabulary: 'The handball game is

the one you like." With more advanced stu-

dents, asking "Why?" can encourage them to

elaborate and use more creative language;

giving them a choice can make understanding

and responding simpler: "Why did you like

the book? Was it funny? Was it sad?"
Sometimes the teacher may simply want to

respond to the student's topic, but use very

little of the student's language, as in this

response to one of my students:

Student: Today I play ball. Tomorrow

I play ball. The next day I

play ball.

Teacher: Play ball in area 17. Play

with the boys and girls of our

Room 11.

Today you read about the days
of the week.

Miss P will not be here this

week.

With these beginning students, new elements

added to the student's original pattern and

new language that is introduced need to be

added with meaning and in context, to aid in

the student's comprehension.
Dialogue journals are an excellent place

to guide students in subtle ways away from

frozen, familiar language patterns and to

move them along in their language develop-

ment. Students have time to read, process,
and qt,istion if they do not understand. They

can m!iew what tbey have read, which rein-
forces it and helps them to capture and

retain new words and patterns.
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CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS

Dialogue journal and personal journal writing

were well represented at the TESOL Convention

in Anaheim, California, in March, with three

different sessions.

I. "Perspectives on Journal Writing:

Research and Practice"

This day-long colloquium consisted of six

papers. Two were e.bcut personal journaling,

an adaptation of Ira Progoff's Intensive

Journal Process:

"A context for collaboration: Teachers and

students writing together"
Donna Jurich, San Francisco State Univ.

Lauren Vanett, Alemany Community College

Discusses the way that writing and

sharing journal entries along with stu-

dents changes the teacher's role from

simply teacher and evaluator to fellow

writer, and also changes basc teacher

perceptions about writing.

"The journal as genre"

Tamara Lucas, Stanford University

Discusses personal
journal writing as a

genre with its own set of conventions.

In a class in which personal journal

writing is central, students and teacher

negotiate and begin to internalize these

conventions over time, although they are

never articulated as such at the begin-

ning.

Four papers were about dialogue journal

writing, with ESL elementary students:

"Dialogue journal writing and the acquisi-

tion of English grammatical morphology"

Joy Kreeft Peyton, Center for Applied

Linguistics

Shows patterns of grammatical acquisi-

tion in the dialogue journal yiriting of

sixth graders, beginning English

learners. Although the journals were

used strictly for communication with no

focus on grammatical accuracy, students

demonstrated increased accuracy in the

use of certain grammatical forms over a

year's time.

4,1

and with hearing-impaired students:

'Coherence in deaf students' writing"

John Albertini, National Technical

Institute for the Deaf

Shows how students' dialogue journal

writing can demonstrate their use of

organization and cohesion in written

text, and argues that such writing can

foster language objectivity and metalin-

guistic awareness, as a teacher responds

both to what a student has said and how

it was said, in a conversational con-

text.

"The dialogue journal and reconceived cur-

riculum theory"
Bonnie Meath-Lang, National Technical

Institute for the Deaf

Suggests that dialogue journal writing

provides a basis for re-examining basic

assumptions about the goals of educa-

tion, the nature of student-teacher

relationships, the purpose of writing,

and judgments about what constitutes

"good" writing.

"Dialogue journals and the interactive

teaching of reading"
Margaret Walworth, Gallaudet College

In courses that involve extensive read-

ing, dialogue journal writing provides a

forum for determining what schemata

students are bringing to the text, for

bringing student perceptions more

closely in line with the meaning of the

text, and for modelling reading strate-

gies and suggesting alternative strate-

gies that students might use.

2. "Reading for Cultural Insignts: The Use

of the Dialog Journal in the L2

Classroom"
Margaret S. Steffensen, Illinois State

University

Can the dialogue journal be used to

teach ESL students about American

culture and improve their reading and

composition skills simultaneously?

Steffenseri- investigates this question in

10
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an intermediate ESL course at 1SU, using

a regional novel as the basis for a

semester-long dialog about the culture

of the Miowest,- where the students were

Studying. Ten undergraduates enrolled

in an ESL composition course spent two

hours a week reading William Maxwell's

So Long, See You Tomorrow and writing

about it in their journals. At the end

of the week, the journals were collected

and Steffensen and a teaching assistant

responded to the entries. Later stu-

dents read and dialogued about Robert B.

Parker's Early Autumn, a detective

story.

Responses took several different forms.

Students' questions, which ranged from

the literal to inferential, were

answered, and any errors in interpreta-

tion of the text addressed. The

instructors also asked questions that
encouraged the'students to compare moti-

vations and actions in the novel to what

would be normal and appropriate in their

own cultures. By asking students to

interpret the behavior of various char-

acters on the basis of American norms,
they probed deeper levels of inferenc-

ing. Finally, they encouraged students
to evaluate characters and to respond

effectively to them.

At the end of the semester, students
completed a 21-item attitude scale.
Their responses indicated that they felt
they had gained a number of benefits

from the course, including greater

cultural insight and improved skill in

reading, writing and studying.

Responses also showed that they had

enjoyed the course. While this method

should be studied further, particularly
to quantify the gains made in reading
and composition, this is an interesting

application of the dialog journal that
others might want to erplore.

3. "Using journals in ESL composition

classes"
Margaret E. Graves, Iowa State

University

We did not get an abstract of this pre-
sentation, but it was about dialogue

journals. Write to Margaret Graves

for details.
"
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NOTES FROM THE FIELD

What about keeping a dialogue journal

with someone we work with, who is trying to

learn'English? Rosemarie Hellman, a reading

specialist for the Montgomery (Md) County

Schools, found her best opportunity to try

out the dialogue journal at home rather than

at school, with the woman who helps her clean

her house once a week. Since Rosemarie is

gone most of the time, there is little oppor-

tunity for conversation. Those who believe

that writing should not, indeed cannot, be

acquired apart from acquiring the ability to

write with "voice" and personal expression

will find this dialogue proof riteed.

Rosemarie writes: "Connio has tried for
U.S. citizenship, but has been unable to pass

the written test. She works only as a house-

maid, and has very little contact with English

speakers. Here are the first entries of our

dialogue journal; I wrote first after

explained it to her orally."
R: Friday, April 25, 1986

told you about how writing to me every

week can help your aoility to speak English.

I would like to try the Idea and see if it

really works.
Every time you come on Thursday take a

few minutes to read my note and write an

answer. It is O.K. to ask questions or answer

my questions. It is OK to write about what

you did when you were little or about some-

thing that is important to you. Answer me

right below this note and I will write back

to you.
C: May 7, 1986
I wake at five oclock but get up at five

thorty, I'm gon to bathroom to was may face,

wish fres wather and soap, and cleaner may

tes and comb may hair and makcap. Wend I

look in the mdroow a beautiful gair11? I ask

to Conni do you know that beatiful gairl.?

I'm take may dres, I'm was go to the kichen axxi

get may breakfast, put L may paket or may

purses and get may keys, clos the aparement

door, walk to car, and got to may work....

Connie's first entry certainly shows the

unfortunate influence of instruction in "how

to write," but in the midst of the predict-

able narration of her day, there is a glimpse

of the self ready to burst forth. Any dia-

logue journal that begins with this kind of

open expression, and has a willing listener
like Rosemarie as an audience, will not only

increase the writer's fluency and coherence

but can lead to the kind of competence in

using written language as a reflection of

ourselves that we all hope for.
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FOCUS ON THE TEACHER: BENEFITS, STRATEGIES, TIME

Most of the time we write or talk about

dialogue journals only in terms of the bene-

fits students receive. Are dialogue journal

teachers by nature that unselfish? It may be

time to tell others-7Si truth: We use dia-

logue journals because they meet 041 own

needs as teachers.
This issue turns to a focus on the

teacher. In it, teachers reflect OG the

reasons ?I'M they use dialogue journals and
address some of the issues of time and stra-

tegies for responding. Contributions from

two elementary teachers, Leslee Reed and Mary

Austin; two secondary teachers, qyndy Shelton
and Kathy Andersen-Smith; and a principal,

Jan Allvaney, on teacher benefits are comple-

mented by research perspectives from Rob
1".erney and Martha Dolly. For teachers who
have become computer-dependent, Dennis Sayers
describes software which allows a teacher to
manage dialogue journals on a single file

system.
Getting constant feedback on the effec-

tiveness of teaching in terms of individual
student needs is an essential part of staying
alive as a teacher. I am convinced that most

teacher anxiety and "burnout" come from not
knowing if one has been effective or made a
difference that day--and having to plin for
the next day in spite of the uncertainty.
Leslee Reed reminds us that in order to be
motivated and open to learning, teachers also
need immediate, meaningful feedback about
their efforts. Knowing that you can reach
each student every day, even the quiet ones,
is another way in which a written dialogue
reduces teacher anxiety, as both Cyndy
Shelton and Kathy Andersen-Smith point out.
We're particularly glad to have these two
high school teachers discussing why dialogue
journals are helpful to them.

Increasingly, methods of discipline place
the teacher and student in an adversarial .

relationship, instead of participating in the
shared construction of knowledge. Mary
Austin's and Jan Mulvaney's articles suggest

that dialogue journals can be a useful alter-

native to the realpolitik approach to

classroom management, even with a very dif-

ficult class.
Perhaps the ultimate benefit of dialogue

journals for teachers is authenticity.
Maxine Greene, in Teacher As Stranger, points

out that teachers are frequently addressed as

if they "had no.life of [their] own, no body

and no inwardness...infinitely cnntrolled,

technically efficient, impervious to moods."

What these articles stress is the opportunity

for teachers to Speak in their own voices,

for self-definition for all the loose ends

and doubts and questions which Greene defines

as essential for a genuine learning

encounter. In the research section, Rob
Tierney gives a fascinating account of what

happened when he deliberately varied the
authenticity of his responses to student
teachers, mixing in "glib" comments with per-

sonal and reflective ones.
What comes through in each of these

articles is the deep satisfaction of
teachers who are finding their own needs met

in the very process of teaching itself

because of dialogue journal use: getting

feedback on the effectiveness of teaching,
reaching the individual student, managing
classes where discipline problems and
aggressiveness threaten to eliminate teach-
ing, and exploring their own infinite
variety as a model for students to do the
same.
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Yes, Teacher,There Is Hope!

Mary Austin, Buticnoil Elem., Fairfax CPS

"Hope?" Last year, late in November, I

was not so sure there was hope, as far as my

sixth grade class was concerned.

As a newly hired teacher in Fairfax

County, Virginia, I began the year with

idealistic, hopeful thoughts and expectations

concerning my new position. Surely this

county, with its nationwide reputation for

outstanding
scholarship and

exceptional pro-

fessional working conditions,
could have no

extreme disciplinary and motivational

problems among its students!

This illusion was short-lived.
The pro-

mise of an outstanding
curriculum and working

conditions was more than fulfilled, but

another kind of reality stomped and screamed

through my door with the first bell at the

beginning of the school erm.. The word was

out: I WdS tne new teaclier and I had to be

broken in right. From the very beginning,

that was the only objective on which my class

could agree.
The catastrophic and completely frus-

trating composition of this particular class

became more painfully apparent
to me with

each passing day. Several of my students had

very domineering,
overbearing, even obnoxious

personalities.
When these students lost

their tempers, the remaining
students became

inarticulate, voiceless, wild-eyed, fright-

ened children. One especially
disturbed stu-

dent could disrupt my entire class for

several days. By November, any communication

with my class
vanished and was replaced with

fear and mistrust.
In a neighborhood elementary school such

as mine, such Students often "pile up" in one

classroom--there
just aren't enough classes

to spread them around! A very supportive,

genuinely caring staff, especially my prin-

cipal and the counseling resource teacher,

worked unceasingly with me to alleviate the

problems. We held worthwhile conferences

with parents and students, but progress was

hard to detect. The atmosphere was defin-

nitely not conducive to
learning, and even

the casual observer felt the resentment and a

lack of class cohesiveness.
tSee "A Princi-

pal's View of Dialogue Journals," by Jan

Mulvaney, this issue.]

Ore morning, my
principal called me into

her office with yet another alternative--

2

dialogue journals.
She had just learned

about their use as a means Of personalized

communication,
and we both grasped this

possible solution enthusiastically.
At this

point, we had simply exhausted so many other

alternatives.
Frankly, as my principal (always hopeful

by nature)
explained this new tactic to me, I

felt .skepticism
creeping in. I realized

quickly that dialogue journals would require

a total commitment and desire to succeed, and

additional time and effort on my part. Would

there be the benefits I needed? There seemed

to be a glimmer of hope from reports about

the effectiveness of dialogue journals for

classroom management.
When I introduced

dialogue journals
to my

less-than-receptive
class, their first reac-

tion was, "You've got to be kidding, lady!"

Some of the more boisterous ones blatantly

refused to write. I didn't force the issue.

Over eighty per cent of my class wrote to me

at the very first opportunityand
within a

week or two, the more rebellious ones soon

joined in,
unwilling to be left out.

Oppressed feelings had
finally found an

acceptable outlet.
A few of the most quiet

ones just couldn't seem to stop; I was anazed

and.overjoyed at their openness. I didn't

attempt to counsel them, but I did listen and

sympathize. The atmosphere in my classroom

began to change.
After the novelty of the experience of

daily journal writing began to wear off, our

correspondence
began to oecline. A few stu-

dents wrote the same meaningless message day

after day. Responding to them became tedious

after some time.
I had to search for new and interesting

topics to discuss in my responses. I dis-

covered thet my students felt very special if

I shared some small area of my personal life

with them. Unimportant
details about my life

became meaningful and consequential
if only

one student knew about them. I became more

personable to my class as a result of this

kind of sraring, and we became friends.

Because of the dialogue journals, my

quiet students could reveal their fears and

resentment of other students. My angry, ver-

bally abusive students could write about

their anger rather than scream :cross the

class.
Students who were visibly disturbed

by my or other teachers'
unfair actions could

complain and vent their feelings without fear.
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This afforded me the opportunity to explain

Some adult actions which seemed unjustified

at first glance.

As a result of this experience in journal

writing, my class eventually began thinking

as a class, not merely as individualS striv-

ing to meet their own needs. They began to

accept each other and actually could laugh

together at their own shortcomings and some-

times outrageous behaviors.

Upon reflection, I have concluded that

dialogue journals are definitely a benefit

for me. They enabled me to understand so

much more about my students and the reasons

for their actions. Sy the time the year

ended, I felt very close to them. Although

many of my non-contract hours were spent

writing to my students, I knew something very

important was happening each time we

corresponded.

A Principal's View of Dialogue Journals

Jan Mulvaney, former Principal,
guano ll Elementary, Fairfax CPS

"What can I try next? I've tried every

teaching, behavioral and classroom management

strategy I know and nothing is working with

this class! What do you suggest I DO?" If

you are a principal, you may have heard these

questions recently. If you're a teacher, you

may have asked them.

Over the past seven years as I have

worked in a variety of support roles to

teachers, I have frequently needed another

"trick in my bag" to offer teachers as an

alternative to use in the daily challenge of

meeting the needs of students. At the

beginning of last year, I became interested
in dialogue journals when I was seeking
alternatives to suggest to a teacher whose
sixth graLe class was presenting unique con-

cerns. [See the article "Yes, Teacher,
There Is Hope!," by Mary Austin in this
issue.) The traditional techniques and
"tried and true strategiesm that had always

worked for this teacher, or for me, in pre-

vious settings were not working!

I.

As I listened to an explanation of how

dialogue journals could be used to improve

classroom communication, py mind immediately

jumped to the possibility of suggesting

dialogue journals for this particular class-

room, wilere the need was to create cohesion

and some compatibility among the students. I

explored the idea with the classroom teacher

and our counseling resource teacher, and we

decided to order a set mf blank journals and

begin as soon as they arrived.

From my perspective as a principal,

dialogue journals made the major difference

for this class. They provided the structure

for these benefits to emerge:

Students began viewing their teacher as

a caring individual who was working to sup-

port them, instead of as an authority figure

trying to control them.

A respectful rapport and understanding

between students was developed.

Class problems were resolved in a posi-

tive way.

Each student received support in a very

personal, positive way.

These classroom benefits brought further

positive results; most important were fewer

behavioral problems being referred to the

office and a positive, confident teacher able

to handle a very difficult situation at a

high level of professionalism.

Obviously, the teacher of this classroom

is due much credit for her openness and

willingness to try a new strategy, and for

giving her time and energy to respond to each

entry. I saw the time she spent as an
excellent investment, because it created the

improved student behavior which allowed her

to do the job she was hired to do--teach!

I have added dialogue journals to my list

of alternatives which I can offer teachers

when the circumstances, and the individual

teacher's needs and personality, seem appro-

priate. I find it is the kind of viable

option wnich resuits in positive changes for

both teachers and'students.

3
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The Safety Valve

-CyndySlialton

Huntington Park High School. LAUSt)

I have been using dialogue
journals in my

Senior high school English classes for the

past three years. I do not correct the

writing in the journals, but I do give stu-

dents points for the amount they write;'in

addition, they may turn them in when they

wish, and we do not have a certain amount of

time each period for journal writing.

I have found numerous benefits to me, the

teacher, that are not per se, related to the

students' writing improvement.
First, I have

noticed that I am able to
develop a much

closer relationship to all of my students

than time would permit in the classroom

without using the journals.
Second, I find

that I can use the journals for behavior

modification--theirs
and mine.

Many of my students are intimidated by

me. I'm big, blonde, and brash, and worst of

all, I'm loud. While they are often hanging

on every word I say, many would die rather

than talk to me. However, many of them love

"talking" in the journals. Some of them will

make a comment in thu journal about what went

on in class that I know they would mat feel

comfortable saying out loud.

Some of the students in my fourth period

this last semester, for example, loved to

goad me into talking about
sexism--I had an

unusually vehement, macho bunch of senior men

in the class.
I found that students who would not join

into the discussion would comment on the

discussion in their journal entries. The

women, who seldom vocally supported my views,

would write about their thoughts on the sub-

ject. One young woman started to explore her

boyfriend's reaction to her working and his

double standards.
One of the young men who

agreed with part of what I had to say con-

tinued to try to correct "the errors of my

wayward thinking" by quoting other teachers

and different
material that he was reading.

The second clear benefit to me is that

students who are frustrated with me or the

class have some place to vent their frustra-

tion. The journals are safe. The ones who

are upset with me find out quickly that while

I usually fight back with them--via the .

journals--I will not let what they say in the

journal affect what I sky to them in class.

My seniors must write a term paper which

I find as frustrating to teach as they do to

4

I find as
frustrating to teach as they do to

learn. Our mutual frustration causes a high

stress level during that time. As they

research, I have them Check with me to make

sure that they are doing the process the way

1 want them to do it. One student resented

the Nay I wanted to check each step and tried

to confront me on it in class. I would not

let him argue about it during class time--it

was a time-waster and
detrimental to the edu-

cational environment for the others. In his

journal he raged every dolor two weeks

about how childish the checks were and how he

refused to do them, but he did turn in the

paper--albeit without the checks--and passed

the class.
Another student, Hector, virtually

screamed at me in his journal for several

dkys after the first progress report because

he felt his journal should have earned more

points. At one point, he asked a series of

questions that I didn't answer; he then wrote:

I'm not trying to °hangs my grade by

expressing my opinion. You know me

better than that. I think your

missing the point, I notice you only

answer the questions that concern you

not the journal.

I wrote back:
I'm not going to be dictated to by an

18-year-old with a bad attitude. You

don't want
information; you want to

attack. So buss off.

His answer:
BXAMAXXXXSXXX.

I'm 1" years of age.

Enough pf theme bellicose communica-

tions. I did some extra creditits

a so 'n' so poem. There will be more

by Monday but this ones really to

cover up if I gat a bad grade.

my response:
God, I'm glad that is aver! I have

troune staying mad.

I love that exchange. And it is indica-

tive of the value of the journal as a tool of

real communication. I think teachers and

students spend too much time together not to

get angry with one another. It is vital to

give students the right--and the right

place--to blow off steam. I believe that

using the journal as a safety valve is one of

its most important uses.

[Cyndy Shelton is spending this school year

as a teacher-researcher
with the UCLA writing

Project,
studyini her own use of dialogue

journals.]
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Dialogue Journals in Marketing Education

Kathy Andersen-Smith
itoadnatk SHS. Annapolis

In an effort to implement a useful

approach to my school's writing across the

curriculum progran, last year I began using

dialogue journals with my Marketing Education

Work Experience students. Rather than find-

ing Jis approach the burden on me that I

anticipated, the experience of dialoguing

with my students has been enlightening and

enjoyable for myself, and I believe it has

proved to be a good educational experience

for thimn.

Most important, our dialogues have helped

me achieve a number of By. goals for this

class. The dialogue journal has helped me

keep closer tabs on the work lives of my stu-

dents. It haS helped me to know each student

in ways I might not have within the con-

straints of the classroom. Dialoguing has

helped me to advise and counsel students on a

variety of topics including future educa-

tional and career plans. Perhaps most

valuable to me as a teacher, the use of the

dialogue journals has enabled me to keep the

marketing education curriculum relevant to

the needs of the students through their feed-

back to me.

An example of a typical dialogue in my

class goes like this:

S: The :Jork isn't that bad, but r definitely

need more money and more hours. I would

like to find another job with more hours

and more pay. I'm gonna continue to

look.

T: If you ars going to aontinue to took,

have you considered keeping this job

during the day in order to get the

experience, and Looking for another job a

couple of nights a week?

We continued to discuss this particular topic

for about three weeks until the student had

clarified in her own mind what she wanted to

do about her job.

I have found coupling students' dialogue

journal wfiting with Friday wage,record

completion works effectively. Each Friday,

when the students enter class they pick up

their journals along with their wage folders.

They generally read my comments and begin

writing in their journals; when the journal

writing is finished, they fill in their wage

record. Each week,, I suggest a topic related

to their work experience, but always

encourage them to abandon the suggested topic

if they prefer only to address my comments,

discuss something important in their life or

an issue from class, critique recent activi-

ties, or just "jot down some thoughts."

About ten to fifteen minutes of classtime is

needed for the combined tasks of journal

responses and recording of wage information.

When done, both journals and wage records are

retUfned to a locking file cabinet--assuring

the students of confidentality.

I have found.that I am usually able to

read and react to about twenty journals in an

hour. As both my students and I become

accustomed to this kind of direct, informal

conversation, the time it takes to react to

journal comments tends to decrease.

One more comment about time--the dialogue

journals may take me an hour or so to respond

to once s week, but so much of the individual

counseling that once took up valuable class-

time is now accomplished through the dialogue

journals.

In their journals, my students have

shared with me such uiverse issues as the

fear of crossing a bridge on the route to

work, future entrepreneurial plans, job

changes, distress over an upcoming family

move, and future educational plans. Even

though they can write about anything, the

majority of their comments are school- or

work-related. Those that aren't are usually

problems that affect the student's school and

work performance directly, and it's important

for me to know about them.

Being aware of the variety of issues that

are discussed by the students in their jour-

nals hais. definitely made me a more effective

teacher and work coordinator. In addition to

all the benefits for me in using dialogue

journals, I believe that these dialogues have

helped me create in the mind of the students

the image*of the.teacher as a human being who

has a life outside the classroom. 0

5
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Time - The Greatest Gift We Can Give Another

Les lee Reed

"Oh, yes, I'd love to do dialogue jour-

nals with my class but I just don't have the

time!"
How frequently I have heard that--and so

has everyone who has spent some time explain-

ing dialogue journals to ancther teacher.

My first reaction is: "If you only knew what

the investment in that time would be for you,

as well as your class, you couldn't afford

not to take the time."

Each of us has the same amount of time--

no question about that. Our choice lie 'n

the investment of our time which will re"

the most good for us and our students in the

long run. Clearly, time in response to indi-

vidual journal entries adds up to an enormous

value to BOTH teacher and student.

Time has been called "the greatest gift

we can give another." A friendly chat lets

another know that you care because you have

taken time for then to say what it was they

wanted to tell you. But our young people

seldom have the total undivided attention of

an adult for the length of time they wuuld

like. Parents are often busy with Nomemaking

cares during the few hours when students are

home; teachers have many other students who

want to be "heard" and commitments to

fulfill.
Of course, there are always those

"aggressive" individuals who make theic ideas

known verbally in spite of the limited amount

of time available--and as a result, those who

are less demanding are left feeling even more

frustrated because they were mot able to add

to or refute what was being said. Faced with-

this, all of us would certainly agree that

the ideal would be ten minutes each day

devoted to each student as an individual,

without any distraction. Not only could we

allow each student to tell us what is on his

or her mind, but the student would be helped

by the very process of anticipating the

opportunity, and formulating the message to

be shared. With a class of 35, that would

take about 5.8 hours. Absolutely inossiblel

Yet it is just this "impossible" that

dialogue journals manage to provide for those

willing to take the time--not six hours but

30 minutes to an hour each day at my level

(elementary).

6

Teachers may understand the benefits to

students, but wonder of what value it is to

them. Early in our edutational careers, we

learned the basic principle of immdiate feed-

back or response to stimulate the learner's

active thinking and motivation. We assume

that principle applies only to our students.

Yet as working
individuals, we also need this

daily stimulation, this tnnediate feedback,

to keep us fresh, vital, and to give us a

deep sense of knowing that we are essential

to the educational process. The daily

responses through dialogue journals do just

that!
Unfortunately we spend too much time in

meetings that dull our thinking, annoy us and

make us feel that time has been wasted. Here

is an antidote to those feelings--real

respnnse, genuine feelings and the variety

and challenge that only a wide-awake group of

students can provide. After a long, often

difficult day, writing in the journals is a

catharsis which leaves me feeling good about

myself, stimulated by what was written, and

eagerly thinking ahead about doing what I

enjoy so much--having real contact with real

learners.
For those teachers whose real stumbling

block is mountains of papers to grade, I say,

"Of course, but have you taken a good look at

your grading process and assessed its real

value to the students and to you?" There are

ways of structuring your class so that the

accountability of the assigned task is so

clear and specific that your "grading" time

is cut way down, and student self-evaluation

time is increased. Value of time spent on

each of your tasks, relative to its worth td

the student and teacher, becomes the equation

for creating the time you need.

Taking the time for dialogue journals not

only benefits my students; it serves to vali-

date me as a teacher and learner. Such a

worthwhile investment! 0
[LESLEE REED is the Los Angeles sixth

grade teacher whose use of dialogue journals

was discovered and studied by Staton, Shuy,

and Kreeft in the original NIE-sponsored

study (1982) and in a second NIE study of ESL

students (Kreeft, Shuy, Staton, Reed and

Korroy, 1985). These studies resulted in the

widespread understanding and dissemination of

the concept and practice. She continues to

provide readers with her expert, sensitive

views on dialogue journal use and benefits.]
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RESEACH ON TEACHER STRATEGIES

Exploring the Effects of Glib Responses
to Journal Entries

Rob Tierney, Ohio State university

I had two reasons for wanting to explore

the use of dialogue journals in my undergrad-

uate language arts class. I wanted to intro-

duce dialogue journals to them, and I wanted

to explore what would happen when my respon-

ses were more or less sincere. From my

observations of peer response groups,
teacher-student conferences and evaluative

comments on student papers,. I recognized that

teachers often responded in different ways

(at different times) to students, and that

some students never paid much attention to

those sets of comments which tended to be

almost glib (e.g., "good work. I liked the

way you developed your topic% or "needs some

work").
To explore with my students the effect of

different types of responses, I decided to

systeutically vary the way I responded to

their entries. I chose three response pat-

terns: glib, personal and reflective. A

1Lib response is one that is similar to the

1-0-tO 15 word responses that I (and, I

believe, many teachers) tend to compose. For

example, a glib response to a student's con-
cern might involve one or two insubstantial

1WT:T,
experiences or views which paralleled those

of the students. I would often talk about my

own experiences as a teacher, writer or stu-

dent. For example, in response to one of my
student's descriptions of their initial
attempts to conference with a student, I

discussed some of my own successful and

unsuccessful attempts. Reflective responses
involved the use of questions which were
intended to have the students think about,
explain or elaborate upon certain ideas. For

example, a reflective response to a student's
description of a teaching encounter might
involve some reactions, but would be mainly
questions encouraging the student to think

more about what happened.
Over the course of the semester, we wrote

back and forth at least ten times. To exam-

ine the effects of my different response
patterns, I assigned students to one of six
possible combinations. Some students

7

received personal response patterns to three

letters, then reflective followed by glib;

other-students received reflective followed

by personal and then glib; yet others began
with glib, and so on.

What happened? It depended on the type

of response the student received. Students

who received personal and reflective respon-

ses were eager co write back to me. They

felt as if I had responded to their concerns

and addressed their explicit and implicit

questions; they became more involved in the

course. At the same time, their confidence

as writers grew.
If a student received a glib response,

his or her desire to write back diminished.

Some complained that they did not know what

to say and, in fact, the amount of writing

they generated lessened. Interestingly, stu-

dents did not complain about receiving this

type of response unless they had received

some which were either personal or reflec-
tive prior to the glib response. The

following letter from one of my students will

give you a feel for how students reacted to

glib responses once they had experienced

other kinds of responses.

Rob,
In your response to my second Letter

(concerning feedback), you said you don't
know if you give good feedback. Well, to be

truthful, I was disappointed at your response
to my third letter (about the ocean). Your

response was "Me, too. Thanks for sharing

your writing. I love tha ocean, too." As

soon as I read that I thought "Is that all?"

felt as q I had presented a problem (my

difliculty in figuring out a way to record

what I hmd experienced). I understand that

you are not Dear Abby: I wish that you could
have either shared a similar experience or

suggested some possible solutions. I have

been pleased with your feedback on my first

and second letters. I was just disappointed

with this last one.
Laurie

P.S. I hope that you don't think I am too

direct.

(Please note that although my response was
somewhat personal, it was very brief and
lacked any substantial response to her

concerns.)
Toward the end of the semester, we took

time out to reflict upon the use of dialogue
(Continued on p. 8)
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(Continued from p. 7)

journals and I told them.how I had purposely

varied the responses I gave. As we discussed

what happened, we agreed that the journals

enabled us to address a variety of concerns

and issues which otherwise would have gone

unexplored. It enabled us to establish a

form of communication. From my perspective,

it proved to be invaluable for counselling

students who were contemplating dropping out

of the progeam. They were relieved to

discover that I was not as insincere as my

occasional glib responses wcmld suggest and

that, in fact, I had as much difficulty com-

posing them as they had receiving them.

Indeed, the experience of receiving a glib

comment would not be forgotten. Most impor-

tantly, many of us realized that these

encounters with glibness had cured us of

responding this way to others.

Just as a sidenote, the findings I have

described prompted me to ask another ques-

tion. Would elementary school children

embrace journals and be equally susceptible

to the effects of various kinds of responses?

In a follow-up study at the elementary level,

the children were even more sensitive to the

various responses they received.

Mapping Conversational Roles

in Dialogue Writing

- Martha K. Dolly, Frostburg State College

Researchers have long been studying what

goes on between teachers and students in

classrooms, including teachers' uses of

questioning to control classroom interaction.

A new and promising area of study is interac-

tion in dialogue writing, which allows both

partners to use a wider variety of strategies

and language functions than is possible in

the classroom. My dissertation research pro-

poses a means of mapping dialogue journal

interaction so we can evaluate how fully we

are encouraging our students to participate

in shaping the written dialogue.

We know from.research and experience that

dialogue writing allows students an opportun-

ity to develop language abilities they don't

often get a chance to practice in the class-

room: to pursue topics of their own choosing

(even questioning the teacher in the proCess)

and to learn to extend and manage discourse,

both oral and written. But there seems to be

a great deal of variation in the amount of

responsibility students assume. Some stu-

dents readily nominate and pursue topics

(often soliciting input from the teacher),

while others prefer to rely on their (perhaps

quite willing) partner to determine the

direction of the conversation. One teenage

girl from Spain apologized at the end of one

brief entry: "I don't know what to tell you

because you didn't ask anything else."

No speaker, native or non-native, can

truly participate in a conversation, written

or oral, by merely responding to the other

partner. Each participant must solicit input

as well as respond appropriately. Each must

be willing to acknowledge lack of comprehen-

sion and take steps to repair it. To

encourage students to engage more fully in

managing the dialogue and negotiating

meaning, we might begin by looking at the

conversational roles each is playing. For

example, in comparing two "successful" con-

versations, I discovered that one young man

was playing a variety of conversational roles

(initiating, responding, reacting, and

repairing), while the other was primarily a

prolific responder who seemed to be Auck in

that role.
My dissertation suggests a method of ana-

lyzing moves and assessing conversational

roles. It focuses on two main move cate-

gories: advancing (initiating, responding,

reacting) and repairing (identifying and

addressing problems of language and meaning).

The same moves are available to both part-

ners, but each partner usually prefers some

moves to others. By mapping the moves across

entries, we can determine how, and how fully,

each partner is participating and perhaps

encourage some students to take on a wider

variety of roles.
I believe this project will be helpful to

teachers using dialogue journals with a

variety of student populations, since all

successful dialogue writing requires the

active participation of both partners. The

subjects of this study are twelve adult ESL

students (representing seven native lan-

guages). In my teaching, I use dialogue

journals primarily with American foreign

language and freshman composition students,

and I expect my findings to help me dialogue
(Continued on p. 9)
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more effectively with
them as well as with

the ESL students. The purpose of the Vlidy

is not to suggest that there is any one

optimal balance
of roles but to provide an

analytical
procedure that others can adapt to

their own situations, to foster the kind of

student-teacher
interaction that to them

seems most appropriate. I hope this project

will contribute to our growing understanding

of the value of dialogue writing.

Research on Dialogue Journals NEXT ISSUE

Doing research, especially on dialogue

journals, can be lonely and frustrating at

timesbut there are both hope and help in

finding out what others have done. We want

to increase the "networking" among people who

have started to do good work on attributes or

effects of dialogue journal communication.

The informal "research network" this news-

letter makes possible might give you someone

to talk to about your work, and it will allow

us to refer other people to you who want to

know about the area in which you are most

interested (and probably expert!).

Next issue will be devoted to (actually,

taken over by) summaries of the most recent

research we know about--especially studies

that are now in progress. If you don't think

we know about YOUR work, send us a 250-300

word summary by February 15, 1987. We'll try

to include as many as possible.

Some of the new
work-in-progress we do

know about includes research on the possible

benefits of dialogue journals with high-risk

adolescent students, with high school writers,

learning handicapped students, and first

grade students. There are also several

excellent completed studies on the develop-

ment of "voice" and on language development

of ESL children.

A REMINDER: If you can't wait, renember

that the BACK ISSUES includes an up-to-date

publications list and abstracts of all the

completed dissertations that we.know about.

9

"Interactive" Writing with Computers:

One Solution to the Time Problem

Dennis Sayers. New England SSC

Univenity of Hartford

Editor's Note: With the outgrowth of com-

puters vps publio sahoots, more and more

teachers aro beoamini, oomputer literate, and

even oomputer dependent. Diatogue journals

certainly elan be done on oomputers as readily

as with paper and pencil. Mow there is a new

eoftware program available called DIALOG

MAUR., developed by our Piends Dennis

Sayere. POrgaret Aiel, and Jim Levin (of

VCSD), for use am 4 management system for

interaotive writing on oomputers. We are

especially pleased to be able to have Dennis

Sayers describe DIALOG MAKER for us.

Interactive word processing can offer

teachers one workabl e sol ution to the

challenge of how to "make time" for dialogue

journals in their classrooms. The DIALOG

MAKER is an interactive word processor that

helps a teacher create her half of a *written

conversation" with each member of a large

group of students. Bilingual English-Spanish,

and English-French versions
for Apple II cam-

puters are available from InterLearn, a soft-

ware publishing cooperative
which is based at

the University of California-San Diego.

"Interactive" is an overworked term in

discussions of computer technology, espe-

cially tiresome
whenever it stands for little

more than pushing a single key in response to

a programmed stimulus. This use--or rather,

abuse--of the word is particularly insulting

for all of us who are committed to the per-

sonal and pedagogical value of truly interac-

tive writing. In what sense, then, is the

DIALOG MAKER really interactive?

The DIALOCHAKER promotes the dialogue

journal process by helping a teacher to blend

two kinds of messagesgeneral and persoWir=

to many students. Imagine this situation.

Before class, a teacher writes a GENERAL

message to the whole group about a shared

experience--say, a field trip. Next, she

writes PERSONAL messages to each student, and

closes with a GENERAL message to all stu-

dents.
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Later, students will individually "hold

up" their end of the (written) conversation

on the computer.
As soon as a student has

responded to the string of GENERAL, PERSONAL

and GENERAL messages, the coloputer
prints out

a playscript--featuring
the teacher and that

student as the principal actors.

For example, when Maria sits down at the

computer to read and to respond to what her

teacher has written the night before, she

sees:

r Ws. Rainer 1; The field trip to the

museum was eueh a treat. It's great to get

away from school sometimes, isn't it? The

dinosaur exhibit reminded me of models of

reptiles I used to buildonly huge! I also

thought they did a moat job of explaining how

ocean ourenti workthat was my favorite

exhibit by far.

Maria doesn't
realize it, but this is a

GENERAL message the teacher has sent to all

her students.
The DIALOG MAKER pauses for

Maria to write back. Maria signals when she

is done, and then she reads this list of

options on the screen:

1 Nathan
2 Maria

3 Ivette

19 Judy
20 Edgar
Choose (1..?0):

When Maria selects "2," the DIALOG MAKER will

show the PERSONAL message the teacher wrote

her and will pause for Maria to write her

reactions.
(Let's NOT peek at the selections

not written to her--after
all, it is

private!)
Finally, Maria answers the teacher's

closing GENERAL message. The printout of her

dialogue with the teacher has a personal

touch, as will the dialogue with each other

student. Of course, the teacher gets a

printout of each playscript, which she will

read before starting the next round of

writing with the DIALOG MAKER.

Veteran "dialogue journalers" will appre-

ciate how this approach to interactive writ-

ing facilitates working with large groups.

The teacher in the example above, by adding

two general messages to twenty personal ones,

has tripled the amount.of
writing each stu-

dent can respond to. Indeed, there ARE occa-

sions when we wnuld welcome each Student's

reaction to a general message,
but how many

of us balk at writing the same thing twenty

times--or twenty different ways--to
each and

every one of our pupils?
Often, we must

choose to ignore commonalities,
keeping our

dialogue journals at a strictly individual

level.
Let's return to the term

interactive word

processing.
Most teachers by now are aware

of the educational
potential of word pro-

cessing, and many have incorporated this

general-purpose
computer tool into their

teaching. Yet very few educators
have heard

of interactive word processing.
The concept

is 4ulte simple:
Essentially, a word pro-

cessor is linked to a program that acts as a

writing coach. An interactive word processor

is designed to offer a range of suggestions

or "writing prompts"--and
then to pause and

wait for the teacher or student to write

WEE.
Now the DIALOG MAKER

interacts with the

teacher and with students in distinct weys.

The DIALOG
MAKER is a "permanent" program

that a teacher uses to design another

"disposable" program
for her students, which

is eventually removed after the last student

writes back. In other words, the DIALOG

MAKER offers the teacher "journal writing

prompts" in English, French or Spanish) to

assist her in creating a series of conver-

sational openers.
At the same time, the

DIALOG MAKER literally writes a computer

program for the teacher by inserting

programming
symbols that will "pause" for the

students to respond later.

When using the disposable program,
each

student sees only the writing prompts typed .

by the teacher--in the form of her authentic

messages that invite writing. The resulting

chain of interactions Closely resembles the

give-and-take
of a spoken

conversatio, espe-

cially in its final playscript form.

10

[For more information about purchasing

Dialog Maker, write:

Interlearn
Box 342
Cardiff-by-thil-Sea,

CA 92007

Current price is $49.95 and requires an Apple

with two disk drives.)
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Notes from the Field

These dialogue journal entries,.submitted

by Phillip Venditti and Robert Sahruth from

their dialogues with ESL students at Austin

Community College, show two important aspects

of dialogue journals with adults learning

English as a second language: They change

and improve the student-teacher relationship

and.they provide a wonderful place to discuss

information and misunderstandings. These

entries occurred as students and teacher

began reflecting on their experience at the

end of the semester.

Ben: By diag journal the relationship

between teacher and stwdents got mare

improvement. It increases our understanding

saah other, changes the old traditions. It

is as if you were our classmates. I dan't

know about American students. In China, stu-

dents are afraid when they ars tialking with

teachers. Moro or less they fee nerves.
But in your class I never feel that. I am

very glad to have your class.
* * * *

Maria: Today is my co-worker's birthday.

She had a party in the aompany's oafeteria.

I saw her preparing the party with her

friend. I was in the cafeteria but I didn't

know that it was her party until I got baok

to work. I wasn't invited to the party.

When I was back to the cafeteria for a break

after working time, the party was over every-

thing was cleaned up. She aame to me and

asked "Did you get a piece of aake?" If you

wary me, what do you think about her? We

have been working together Pr a long time.

I. it a normal way to ask others if they want

to have the rest pf a cake?

Teacher: What happened may have keen the

result of a misunderstanding. Aktybe she

expected all of her friends to just were

without inviting them. In your country it

may be necessary to invite each person, but

if this was just an informal gathering she

may not have invited anyone. If you think

she is your friend why don't you ask her?

Perhaps the is wondering why you didn't clams

to sat oaks as well!

Dialommulotonals as a Pathway toPublicajion

Dr. Bill Stokoe (formerly of the Linguis
tics Research Laboratory, Gallaudet College)

has sent on to us this letter.

Dear Sill,

Two summers ago, I took a course from you

that entailad keeping a dialogue journal. An

unexptcted trip to Japan nipped off the end

of the course and I turned in the journal

late after returning. You made the generous

Suggestion that perhaps parts of it--parts

about the trip to Japancould be published.

Almost entirely because of your suggestion, I

sent a segment (a bit rewritten) to The Wash-

ington Post. It was in last Sunday's paper.

So thanks, thanks, thanks. And thanks.

Sincerely,
Cathryn Carroll

IT'S YOUR TURN NOW! Using Dialogue JOurnals

with Hearing.Isnpaired Studnts

by Cindy Banes, Susan Sean%

lean Slobadzian. and Jana Stator,

AT LAST, one of the several handbooks on

dialogue journals is IN PRINT. It's Your

Turn Now!, for teachers of elementary or

---reirisecor students, hearing-impaired or not,

is on the effective use of dialogue journals

to open new paths for communication, language

growth, and understanding.

The handbook is full of wonderful

examples of how very young children can get

started in written dialogues. Teacher

questions and answers, frustrations and suc-

cesses are revie,ed in a practical, direct
way, and a theoretical summary is included.

Three of the co-authors are teachers at

Gallaudet's Kendall Demonstration Elementary

School and Model Secondary School, and have

drawn on their extensive classroom experience

using dialogue journals.

TO ORDER: Cost is $9.95 + $1.50 post. [Post-

age for Can., Alas., Haw., Carib., $4.50;

Overseas, $6.00]

Send check or completed purchase order tn:

Outreach Products
KDES PAS 6F5
Gallaudet
Washington, di 20002

OR PHONE, toll.free: 800/672-770, Ext. 5341
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Editorial and Subscription Policy..

- A Few Thoughts

DIALOGUE started out as an inforwil means

for communicating about the use of dialogue

journals with other researchers, teachers and

educators. It has grown without any publi-

city from a freebie sent to 100 people in the

spring of 1982 to 400 paid subscribers from

the USA and 16 other countries by 1986. We

have tried to keep the list to a manageable

number, and hope that our secondary reader-

ship is much larger through xeroxing and

sharing the copies.
Some readers have been interested in

seeing DIALOGUE grow into a full-fledged

journal [called THE DIALOGUE JOURNAL,

obviously]. The idea is tempting, but so far

the balance has tipped in favor of keeping

the newsletter the way it is for now. One

major reason is that we know that DIALOGUE is

actuall) read, unlike the journals which

inevitably get put on our shelves "for later"

after a quick scan of the contents. So for

the present we plan to stay with a newsletter

format rather than expand, and to concentrate

on further improvements in layout, graphics

antrother features to make it even more

readable and lively.
Our subscription fee covers only the cost

of printing and mailing, vOlich are increasing

even without the improvements we have

planned. In 1987 the subscription price will

double to $6.00 for three issues a year

(spring, fall and winter, approximately). We

hope that is still a bargain.

We still welcome short articles and let-

ters from all of you, and are interested in

suggestions for future issues. Contributions

are especially welcomed which would fit in

with the themes of the 1987 issues:

Research and research issues (spring, 1987)

Classroom management and behavior (summer/

fall, 1987)

Implications from the use of dialogue jour-

nals with deaf students (winter, 1987)

DIALOGUE is the newsletter about the uses, benefits, and theory of dialogue

journals, a practice of communicating in writing about topics of mutual

interest through continuous, functional conversations between (usually)

learners and teachers. This newsletter provides an informal means of

sharing information, ideas and concerns among those who are using

dialogue journals and studying their uses in the United States and in

other countries. It is an outgrowth of two National Institute of

Education research grants to study dialogue journal writing with native

and non-native English speakers. The newsletter is now produced with par-

tial support from the Center for Language Education and Research (CLEAR),

which is funded by the Office of Educational Research and Improvement of

the Department of Education. ror information about dialogue journal

research and practical applications or the work of CLEAR, write:

Dialogue, CLEAR, Center for Applied Linguistics, 1118 - 22nd Street, N.W.,

Washington, DC 20037.

DIALOGUE appears approximately
three times a year, at a cost of $6.00 to

cover duplication and mailing. A volume of back issues is available for

$7.00. Make checks payable to Handbook Press.

DIALOGUE
CLEAR
Center for Applied

Linguistics
1118 - 22nd Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20037
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NEW RESEARCH ON DIALOGUE JOURNALS
Jana

In the pan years, there has been a great incase in
dialogue jousnal studies on an increasing veriety of
populations. This issue of DIALOGUE provides an update on

the many new studies on dialogue journals. as a way of

sharing methodologies, reseatth intemsts,and when: available,

results.
We hsve included mons on studies which are just

beginning ss veil as completed work foe a panicular reason:

studying this kind of complex communicative event can be a

lonely. isolated process. and the beginning marcher will find
few "models* ce Maud methods to draw on. Each study is in

effect a new pioneering effort. By including information on

how I 0 comics the cootribura to this issue, we hope to put

reseemben and poteatial reamichess with paticulir interests in
touch with others doing similar woit, so that we can all Ask

better questions, mid improve the state of the arty of studying

interactive written communication.
Reading over the articles, it is apparent that there am some

continuing thceny problems intrinsic to the nature of research

on dialogue journals. Among them are the difficulty of
specifying outcomes in advance for any given population: the

rather Large degree of unpadictable venation introduced by the

goals, beliefs, attitudes, and commitment of the panicnts;
and the pmblems of studying an event citsi,gned to occur over
an extended period of time. Our comments are intended to
point out some of the difficulties we and others confront in

studying such a rich, complex event.

Luags-LL-SAggifaing_thasamitilar.A.Giva
EastuisUal

The issue of what specific outcomes can be expected frx a

given population continues to make dialogue journal reseamh
interesting. Several of the researchen in this issue point out
that their engine focus has changed because analysis of the
data has not shown the expected outcomes occurring.

We can see two different issues involved here. The first is
the appropriateness of a specific outccme for the age and initial

competencies of a given population. Batuuth. in studying
migant students in fifth grade who are just beginning to
acquire English literacy, repent in this issue that he found
spelling gains over the school yearone measure of
improvement in mastering writing mechanics. In contrast
Shelton, studying the dialogue journals of her high school
senion from a wide vssiety of beckpounds, reports that
although she remains convinced that her students' writing has
impeoved, she cannot detect changes in grammatical and other

i

Stamm

&mutes. It is likely that the potestial effects of vaitten

dialogues an linguistic competency are censuained bY the

individual's prior degree of acquisition of the linguistic code.
Behnith's younger students are kilning the English linguistic

coda for writing for the first time; Shelton's older students

already have a fairly complete linguistic code, including
grammatical and nahogniphic fawns, which mly bn at some
variation, however, from standard written English use. The
older student is much less likely to 'unlearn' alrtidy learned
features and sequins the standard version, even with expcsure to

the teaches model.
What these reseereh studies point to is our general lack

of knowledge about what outcomes in felting acquisition can
be expected for any given =dentpopulatioo. The age and
linguistic background of students, sad their psycho-social

needs, are all factors of major importance in dew:mining thc
potential range of outcomes. Far example, among college
students, attitude changes, motivation to study, reflective
self-awareseu have all proved far mom likely to occur as a
result of digogue interactions than have major changes in

grammatical skills.
The second issue involves understanding that even an

outcome such as "writing development" is a complex
phenomenon which cannot be measured by picking some

visible skill (such as spelling).
Sclibner and Cole, in their attempt to determine the

"effects of literacy" on the development of cognitive abilities

agari from the genmal effects ofschooling itself, came to
define literacy as knowing how to apply a "set of socially
orgmized practices...foe specific purposes in specific contexts
of use. The nature of these praetices...will determine the kinds
of skills ("consequences") associated with literacy" (1981, p.

236).
So too, the dialogue joumal is not a geneni, or

universal practice, but one that is highly contextualized. The

goals of the particular teacher or counselor, the needs and
intentions of the individual students, and the social conic et in

which the dialogue occurs are major factors determining
potential consequences. The greet variety of outcomes now
being studied suppons the value of identifying specific
contextual requimments and panicipant.detennined ptuposes
which set limits on the kinds of consequences which may

generally occur.
The diversity of (Incomes in the studies reported in this

issue reflect just this relationship between specific putposes,
specific participant needs And specific outecnies. In the section
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(continued from p. 1)
of studies classified m "Psychological Peespectives onGrowth

sod Libustioe Auestrate is coocened with the occurrence of

both peened andacademic probleweavingat the

immediate Wel: Whamsmai= hit con growth as a

teachee and the accomeeeying lnhee MON ber socially

wreste& lowechieving umiak Reds= briny to her study

het papaw to bow the "stole child and therefore is

adopting a Gest& framework for seelysing the mom of the

dialogue exchanges. Coffer and knew both focus with

awitenees sodselkellectiee concerning schooling and

achievement.
In conman. a vesy Menet see of *Item or outcomes.

but a similar divessity is found in die sectioa °Studies of Text

zed Discourse:* Harrington is exame dames in voice and

metalinguistic awareness among high school students in a

mien center, where mng and voice are ext:gicit and shated

topics of cancan; Gutstein focuses on the much broader bine

of "communicative competence; Whislerexaminee the

development of cohesion in a fifth-erades dialogue texts while

Albenini looks at coherence markers in the writing of deaf

students. Bahnith, as mentioned. found growth in spelline fce

bilingual elements:II =dense-
All of these studies cutout with the beginning literacy

studies of Eddie and Maguire, Raley, sodPeyton, whine the

teaches comae is for the development of limey skills, and

the student's focus is on mapping thought into mitten

linguist. leadins to research of the acquiSitioti of skills in

using the writs= code.
As researcheti are finding with all other kinds of mitten

discourse, the question *What me the effects of using a

dialogue joumalr does not have single. ce even a set of

answess, but is highly specific to the particular topics,

panicipants and social seuing in which the dialogue journals

are being used.

The hum of Teacher Involvement and Effort%

Directly botmd up with the pmblein of deciding what

outcomes or results to analyze is the need to account for the

influence of the particular teacher or other adult involved in the

dialogue. Dialogue journals in reality haws three components:

the use of writing in a shared book, the features of the dialopt

(equal tuns, mutual topics, etc.) and the mind and personal

resoumes of the teacher or adult involved. A number of the

studies summarized here involve nmeascher who ate also the

adult Partie4PlasRassinston.
Gutman. Shelton, Albettini,

Eger. Winston. Redman, Colfer, and Jensen. A similar

number involve reseseth on othes use of dialogue journals,

ranging from novice users who volunteesed far the study, as in

Eddis & McGuire, Smallest & Clegg. and Rueda, to mote

experieoced teachers selected because of their master" of

dialogue journals, as in Peyton sod Seyoum's study of teacher

strategies using the Reed corpus, Peyton's study of bemung

litesacy, and Whisler's snicks on the development of cohesion.

While being both participant and researcher may raise

classic concerns fivm an experinteetalist's point of view, thee

me equal pitfalls in asking teachers who are not familiar with

dialogue journal use to participme in a study in oda to avoid

biasing the effects Teachers =mot be °neutral*
adminituaos of dialogue journal communication in soine

stiodeviired wayas was Modal is the madam& rammeh

studies Ledo Read deactibis in bee article. The Niched

value& beliefs, bluei t. sad attitudes toweed each imdest as

an asseetial and unstandartlized putof the communication, and

will influence the astemes in a major wsy. ThoRued'

found that even sekming whets with similar "smug interest

in wridas launches.* aod pleividine the acne training and

preposition. did not cantinas much of the variance.

The effuse of dialog= journal puticipetica ms the

teacher in fact mut be documeenti. sod the mites goals sad

values undied in relation to Werner chusctuistic way of

incensing with students indte wham dialogues, before one

can bow what outcomesm expect A further emblem comes

in thit the putpamsand rowan of the towhee are not even

fully knowable by the ressucher in advance. and thus not

predicable until the dialogues ate completed. Despite our best

efforts. complex human imenctions of which dialogue

journals are one instince, main =demandable and analyzable

only after the fact becauseof the lack of camel we co exert

over human participants. Approoriately. Smollen and Clegg

ha* begun their smdy of dialogue journel use with a

descriptive malyses of nachos' strategies beim seeking to

detesmine the atm of specific strategies on the responses of

LEP students.

2

Iht_issuLALTICIL
Dialogue jou:ails by their nalute ate deeply embedded in

the ongoing. emended time periods of classroom or daily life.

They are not designed to te equick fix: cc a focused change

progiam producing the same results for all students. From all

we know, they have been most successful when used

continuously ham the beginning to the end of the shared

relationship-context, whether a quaner, semester, or year.

Some of the research studies =plead and underway have had

to struggle with seven time limitations. In the rut world in

which research studies must be conducted. both research

commiuees and the tesearchers resumes sometimes &cute

that the researcher allow only a very brief period of time for

data collection. The etfficulty comes in msumins that one can

detect growth or change within a short time frame, ignoring

that, as the trachea has been used by teachers and others. it has

occurted over the longest extent of time possible.

To ensure ecological validity, the actual menus must have

an adequate amount of time to become esablislud, eVen if

only small simples are needed for the purpose of resemeh.

The isms of the time frame for actual dialogue use (as

distinguished from samples of data to study that use), is

compounded by the gulag finding that it takes a teacher who

has not used continuous writteit communication of this sort

ft= six months to a full year to become comfonable with

this kind of mediated conversational interaction. Until teachers

are comfortable snd able to use fully their resoturxscognitive,

affective. linguisticin =aging intmactions with the

students, it is risky to study the interactions themselves,

particularly to search foe °effects' or °change (One could

very fruitfully study the peaces: of leactst growth and change

as revealed in the dialogue imeactionsa study that is still

looldng for mem reseereherel)
These cornmeal are only to remimd us of the myriad.

powerful factors which directly influence whit happens in say
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(cootfrmod from p.
Pon dialogue exchange. The studies in this issue me $

beelthy mime of empirical desaiptiveanalyses of dialogue

*end use in vicious settings ald morefocused outcome

studies, We hops that this mimemagnum to 'oxide a
mudteeeded descriptive latOwialge Weabout dialogusjoutial

use at diffract sees, for Mame mom& The italics also

refute the sinclittic divisiat of teseamit into quandative so

qualintive, by integmtiag quistildve, empirical analyses
including mailadonal swam to estthe mug* of
reletionships awned by quelitadve analyses.

I come beak st tbe end to the name of dialogue itselfas
somethktg vuy &Sweat then an assigamea, or Wier teacher

or school &scudpractice. Each males mos the dialogue

with a Meant set due& pmposos end comets& and the
dialogue Wives apple mom for these t3 influence the direction

and wits discussed. even when the teacher establishes a
particular focus. If one stsempu tesimplify" or camel the
poetics too much, in order to meet the dictates of a research

method lather than letting the teem* be "time driven,* the

chances of finding signlicatt poems&awes martedly.
Mau of the studies now ongoins having been successful in

challenging oaditional, but unworkable methods and have

mewed the ecological validity and integrity of the dialogue

journal use itself, pnividine us even in these brief summaries

with a rich pious of dialogue journal applications and

benefits, and raising many new questions for further

invesdgation.

Scribner, S. and Cole, M. (1981). The Psvcbolnav
Lama Cambridge, MA: Harvaid University Piess.

NOW AVAILABLE!

QUESTION-ANSWER SHEET ON
DIALOGUE JOURNALS WITH

LIMITED ENGLISH PROFICIENT
STUDENTS

This four-page fact sheet is an excellentoverview of dislogue

journal use with ESL stud= that can be used to introduce

machos to the iractice, as a handout a conference
presentations, or as a basis fat discussion in workshops. In an
easy-toirad, questice-enswer forma, it describes the practice

sod the rationale behind dialogue Jamul use, with guidelines

far getting stanaL Questions discussed.=
What is a dialogue Journal?
What ai the benefits to students and
teachers?
How much' time is involved?
With what kinds of students can dialogue
jounials be used?
How do I get owed?

It includes a list of dialogue joumal publications and

suggesticos for further reading.
For multipie copies, free of charge, mite to:
Bill Code, User Savica Coadinator, ERIC Clearinghouse on

Languages and Linsuistics, 1118 22nd Strea, NAV.,

Washington, DC, 20037

3

AIMIZSES.MariliCHEWATEGIES
TEACHER STRATEGIES AND THEIR

EFFECT ON STUDENT WRITING

Joy Kre eft Peyton and Mulggetta Seyouns
Center for Applied Lnguistics

In a manual an teacher questioning. Hyman (1979) states,

It is impouible so concave of teaching without asking
questicos." Studies of iamb= in clasirooms with native

and =native Englisbspesideg students show tim
question4sking is the most *Nowt act petfamed by the
teacher, occupying as much as 95ili of teacher talk Questions
usually save to mobil* and maintain teacher control sod
conwasational domingioe, because they Ode the course of

the interaction.
Wben mochas begin to think about writing in dialogue

journals, questions seem to be one poweefol option for
aoccmplishing their goals. Teachers Want students to write

fatly and m extend and tithe:nee on topics, and often see their

role in the dialogue as promoting student Tittles. But what is
the best way to do that? Should dialogue journal interaction
take the same foam as much classroom interaction, with the
teaches inting writing topics for sodas awith students

writing about seltchosen topics and the teacher askies a series

of questions after each studau entry to show interest sad to

elicit mac wrg? Ow observations of dialogue journsl
writing over the put few yeas indicate that this is the ides

many teachers begin with. We have sem dialogue journal
interactions in which the trochees primary contributice is to

ask question& We have also obeerved, or heard ftom teachers,

albeit informally, that modest writing in response o those
quark= is often brief and even elliptical, a simple answer to

the question. In these cases, the writing tikes on the quality

of an inatview consisting of teacher questions, brief student

responses and then more teacher questions.
We have become interested, thetefore, in the tole of teacher

strategies fix responding. particularly the use of (wat. p. 4)

A HOPEFUL TALE FOR CREATIVE
(BUT DISCOURAGED) RESEARCHERS

God looked down upon the world recently and was

perplexed a the confusion and complexity. God decided that

in oder to know more about the probtem research was

necessary, as a step toward undastanding sal action. So God
applied to the National Science Foundsdon for a plat After
six month& a letter came back rejmting the proposnl for die

following real=
a) The applicant haml done any new, creative work since

the last (first) project
b) No one hae been able to replicate the applicant's work:

c) None of the applicant's publieatioas have appeared in

refereed jottings.

[With thanks to Petes Strevens, Director of the Bell
Foundation in England. who shared this tale at the 1987

Georgetown Roundtable on Laoguages and Linguistics.]
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(motioned from p. 3)
meanie= in dialoguejournal writing. We decided to study the

strategies that one experienced and stweessful dialogas journal

teacher, Leila: Reed. uses in her dialogue journal writing,

focusing on her use aquatints. We adtkessed three

questions: Whet are the serategies that dtis teacher two in her

dialogue jotenal writing? Does Wither Mangy effect student

writing? Do teacher swingyand student Napa= vary

ace:edit* to midget Wishpmeciencytacedeatic

perfttrinance? Since she has had a gem deal of success with

dialogue journals during het20+ years asing them, we

considaed Les* Reed's writing a wathwhileobject of sandy,

a possible model for other teachers. By studying the writing

of only ow wacher, we could examine the effect of diffaent

strategies while holdieg the teacher constant.

We studied a threeoweek sample of dialogue *rut writing

of 12 students in Leslee Reed's sixth grade class, all nonnative

English speakers. We grouped them as "high," "mid," and

low" perfonning, based on English language proficiency,

scores on the Reading and Language sections of the Survey of

Essential Skills Test administered near the end of their

sixthipade whool year, and teacher judgmeet. The three-week

dialogue journal sample was taken in the spring, in Match and

April, after they had been writing in the journals for smund 7

months. This allowed time for the students to become

experienced with this kind of writing, for the teacher to get to

know each student, and for patterns of interaction to become

established.

TrittCheLSIEnlegiel
We rust examined topic initiation and response patterns in

the teacher's and students' entries. For each entry, we delimited

topic domains and then deterniuted for each topic whether the

writer was initiating it or was responding to a topic written

about previously by the other wiles. We found, as has teen

documented in previous studies of the dialogue journal writing

of this teacher (Kreeft, et al., 1984; Morroy, 1985; Staten, et

al., in press). that she primarily took the role of respondent to,

rather than initiator of, topics in het writing, thus giving the

students topic control. Most of the topics she wrote about

(around 75%) cccurred in msponse to topics the students had

written about in their previous entry. , a

Next, we looked st the strategies she used when she wrote

about a given topic. Hem, we were primarily intemsted in the

use of questions, which directly elicit student writing, versus

"personal contributions: stale/new and comments which

make no such elicitation. Therefore, we coded each ofher

topics as consisting of a question or a number of questions

only ("How do you like OM sign? Do you think we will

finish it on timer), personal contributions only ("Getting the

shot was impottant. 1 bope you& hands feels better now."), or

a combinative of questions and personal conuibutions ("How

is your science project coming? It looked like you and Willie

Weit getting s lot done today. I'm sure we'll enjoy hearing

your report."). We found that asking queationsalone, with no

accompanying contribution to the topic, was something she

did vay rarely (11% of the time). Her most frequent sump

was to make personal contributions, used 60% of the time.

When she did ask questioca she usually embedded them in her

own contributions (a seategy Used 28% of the timeset Table

in this response to a studeees writing about a hen.

Vitas: sty hen Ms some whist lines tot her dirt of her body

that throw sr by a hole. I don't know Worm' call

it. She has wat ii looks like WM. bat little worm

those white ugly worms & they are very sfilly, what

are they? do you Mow how t o get the hen of her

stomach sicken or is it usual for her to be like

that...
oh poor hen she cooks & coocks when! say preto

hen in a low tow voice & she looks like she is vsed

to children beccuae she is cook & cooking when I say

pretty things, oh she's so nice!!!

Mrs. Reed: It is normal for Mefeces (the waste front your

hen's body) to Mve white lines in it. I've never

heard of a hen haWne worsobta it is possible.

Go to a pa shop and ask Mentor to a veterinarian.

whaingwvalkagge Maybe they will know.

We say a hen clucks. It is apleasant little sound

as though they are happy. They cackle when they

lay an egg( That is usually loud! Does VOW' helt

aide
I think hens like having people or other hens

mound, don't we (Emphasis added.)

Table 1. Teacher suategies.

Contribution Contribution + Question

Only Question ..Ortlx Tata

ti ft SI

334 61% 153 28% 59 11% 546

In the dialogue journal interaction, this teacher responded

as an authentic participant in the writing event, rather than

simply as a questioners. She was involved not simply in

eliciting writing, hit in writing herself.

Student_ revance tn tpscher stotegies
To determine whether different teacher strategies had a

differential effect on student writing, we looked at the

frequency of student response to the various strategies used by

the teacherwhen the teacher used a strategy to write about a

topic, bow frequently did the students write about that topic in

the following turn? We found that questions, whether

occuriring alone or in combination with personal

contributions. resulted in a topically :elated student response

more frequently than personal contributions with no

accompanying request, as shown in Table 2. Therefore, it

appears that as in mil conversation, questions have the power

to elicit a response.

Table 2. Frequency of student response to teacher

strategies.

Conuibution Contribution + Question

OnLy .Cluestlaa._
85/334 25% 951134 62% 34159 58%

Howews, although questions tended to elicit more frequent
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responses, they did oat necessarily elicit more writing. At

times, the student's response consisted of only a brief answer

to the question with no till/oration, u in this ample:
Teacher: Oh. my/ What kapposed its your mask? Would

you like souse kelp?
&run. I do not bow. No I do not.

For the students rated "bigh-perfonning," considerably

mons writing occurred in response 63 contautions or a

combination of contatuicies and questicas than in response to

questions alone. Table 3 shows the mean number of words

written in response to teacher strategies. Of course, quantity

of writing is not masa* an indication of writing quality,

biz since these students sere requited to write only three

sentences a day. the actual (pettily of thebt responses is an

indication of desire and willingness to write.

Table 3. Mean number of words in student responses to

teacher strategies

Question
atILY

Contribution
Only

Contribution+
Shinto-

Highs 25.8 49.2 73.3

Mids 30.0 32.0 31.1

Lows 15.6 16.5 18.5

The means shown hae do not reflect the variability in

length of responses in individualentries, which is
considetable. Them are no doubt other factors besides teacher

strategy which also ingoence amount of student writing. One

such factor seems to be topic. At times, it doesn't seem to

matter what the teacher does in hes writing. If a student is

interested in a topic, he or she will write about it extensively'.
However, texher strategy does seem to exert some influence.

Variation in teacher straterle, and Ottfient

LellIntLiti.t.clatscl-do.stadent--suni2slenc.y/

Finally, we found no variation in the strategies the teacher

used with the three student groups. This is probably because

we were taking a very broad look at the teaches's writing
strategies in this study. Kreeft et al. (1984) did find variation

in both interactional and syntactic features of this teacher's

writing, related to the English language proficiency level of

the student. We did, however, rod vat Ado° in student
=posses to strategies, the "highs" writing more in tesponse

to teacher contributions than in response to questions
occuning alone. With the "mids"and lows", questions alone
tended to elicit the same amount of writing as other strategies.
It may have been that the "highs" were more attuned to the

texher's writing and were inspired to write by her

contributions.

Dinassian.
In this study of teacher strategies, we found that the

predominant some of this teacher is to respond to topics the

students initiate and to make contributions herself rather than

to simply elicit student writing with questions. This teacher
is clearly acting mare as a collaborator with her students in a

5

1... f

cooperative writing event then asan+madder who simply

elicits and Famous writin& We alto found that although
question do elicit a tesponse, they do nc4 negativity result in

more student wridat and with the highlesformins students,

they lead to considers* less writing. The success with dia.

logue jeans's that this teacherhas experienced for promoting

student writing may lie ptecisely in their collabotative quality.

Hyellan, R. T. (1979). UCILC104111MgettiM Enikweed
Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall.

Kreeft, I., Shut% R.W.. Simon, L. Reed, L. & Morroy. R.

(1984). Zaelgsganyaiting_Angysiusfangkatgachm
iniussialcitiaLiaskkanin
Loss= (Final report to NIE, Grant No. NIE-043.0030).
Washington, DC: Center for Applied Linguistics. (ERIC

No. ED 252 097)
Money. R. (1M). locinsitat

susaLaintintossimAslialasaiammiLlatirm
Unpublished doctoral dissaution, Georgetown University,

Washington, DC.
Staton, L, Shuy. R. W.. PeytOn, J. K., & Reed. L. (in Press).

Dislogue iournal communication._ Classroom.
seraLiagggaikygailtits. Norwood, NJ: Ablex.

Dr. Multtgeua Seyoum. consultant to the Dialogue Journal

project. initiated and helped conduct the analysis on this study.

RESEARCH ON TEACHER APPROACHES
AT THE SECONDARY LEVEL.

Cynthia Shelton
Huntington Park High School, LAUSD

My research for the Teacher/Researcher project at UCLA

began as a study to show that writing in the dialogue journals

improved my high school students writing skills, but after six

months of looking at my dais. I can't substantiate that claim,

at least with the measures I was using. Too many students

repest the same errors for the whole year for me to show

statistically validated improvement. I still believe that

journals improve writing fluidity and attitudes, but fluidity in

writing and attitudes toward vaiting are so affected by

everything else that goes on in iny CIASSeS, that I don't think I

can prove how much the dialogue journals are contributing.
My reseamh now will focus on: (1) the "how to" of using

dialogue journals in a smondary class: (2) the pitfalls, such as

students who refuse to write, those who don't want to tum in

the journal because they use it as aprivate diary, those who
insist an writing to "dear journal" and talk about me as a third

person. and the pmblems of leantiiig things about the students

that miher not know; (3) the kinds of teacher responses that

make students respond in greater quantity and greater depth.

The audience for this product, part of an anthology of
research produced by the UCLA Teacher/ Researches project,

will be primarily teachers who have not tried dialogue

journals-a much different audience than regular teed= of
DIALOGUE. I hope tapmduce material that can be used for

teacher training and kr conference ptesentm;ons.
Cyndy Shelton, 6999 Eavondale,
Long Beads. CA 908135 (213) 531-9919
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AN EXAMINATION OF TEACHER
ENTRIES IN DIALOGUE JOURNALS

Lynn Smolen and Blatscht Ciegg
Univenity of Akron

The pinpose of this study is to examine the !dads of

gamic= and common teachare ma in dialoguejam& and

their effect on the development of wtiting skills cf Iedochinese

and Hispenic limited English peoficient (11P) =dean.
Previous research by Hudelson (1934) and Krtieft (1934)

his suggested that &lope Jamul writing can be beneficial in

!emoting the writing skills of 11P students. Dialogue

journal writing allows =deo to write freely in a
non-coneetive, nen-duintening situation. &ashen and Terrell

(1983) have found that a low anxiety classroom environment

is very important for !emoting language acquisition.
The study was =ductal over a four-month period in an

tubes school setting in the Midwest. Eighteen LEP

elementary =dams each taught by an ESL teacher. ranging

from beginning to intermediate lesel proficiency, participated

in the study.
The teaches were given a brief introduction by the

researchers to dialogue journal writing. They litre not told

whet kinds of comments to write in the students' journals.

However, they were told not to correct the students' witting.

The students wrote daily in bound notebooks on any topic they

wished. The teachers responded consistently to the students'

emits in the notebooks with comments, questions, and

information.
After the four month period an examination of the

notebook curies was made to discover the types of responses

teachers made to students' writing. Thee major cateveies

wee tweak* commen ts. questions, and diroctives. The

comments includedpoise, meal susements abate self and

the students' message, and critical comments. Tbe question

were of avec typec rest:active (either/or and yes/no), WH

questions (requesting specific information) and opeo-ended

questions ("What did you do over the weekend?). The thitd

category, dbectives, included requests for further information,

such as: "Tell me about your bisthday mum"
An in-depth analysis of five of the journals, randomly

selected, revealed the following teacher =cies occurred most

frequently general comments (39.5%). WH questions asking

for specific information (26%). and restrictive questions
(13.6%). The two types of teacher eerie that occurred least

frequently nese critical common (2.1%) and open-ended

questions (2.7%).
The next step of the research will be to cktesmiat the effect of

different types of teacher comments and questions on the

development of students' writing, specifically on their ability

to elaborate on a topic, interact with the reader, and express

ideas clearly.

Hudelson. Sarah. (1984). Kan yu re an rsyt en Ingles!
children become literate in English as a second language.

lcsaLQUAtiat 18(2): 221-238-
Krashen, 3tepben D. & Tncy D. Terrell. k1983). The

nalUtglitnittleebUtinelitiltagilitik;iattinte.ol4sStnoni.
Oxford: Pergamon Press.
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TEACHER STRATEGIES FOR ENHANCING
LANGUAGE LEARNING AND l'HINKING

Cassie Wilma*
Reading Specialist. Visalia, CA, Public Schools

The goal of my work (a Manses palace is to show that
diaiogue journals are one way to whence students languege

learning and Waking in ecommunity citadels sad writers."

Rank Smith, Jeery Harm Donald Graves. and Xen andYens

Goodman all stress that the processes of reading writing and

thinking can best be develcped in a literate environment where

spesking reading, midst& and thinking are integrated.

I believe that dialoguejawed reading and *siting can

provide this Maceenoirocunent because it is authentic,

collaborative, holistic communicstioo where the focus is on

nseaning. The majoeptoduct of my wort will be a desaiption

of teacher =pane strategies in dialogue journal writing which

foster communication and learning. I am analyzing examples

of students' and my own writing to chronkis my development

as a responder over a molest time span. I amalso preparing

a questionnaire for teaches to help them decide if dialogue

journals will work for them.
This is my second year of using dialogue journals with

fourth, fifth, and sixth grade students in a pull-out,

compensatory education Reading lab. My students, native and

nonnative English use" test in reading at the thirtieth

percentile or lower using the California Test of Basic Skills.

The students come to Lab four days a week, forty-five minutes

each day. I use an integtated approach w reading, where the

focus is on meaning, and the emphasis is on cooperation and

sharing to develop a community of learners.
Note: Cassie Huffman spent the months of February and

March wowing from CIS operation, and writes: -The

wonderful thing about dialoguejournals is that I'm still

communicating with my students through them even though

I'm not at school. This de,finitely fits the criteria of

authenticity!"

Cassie Huffman, 1505 Beverly Drive
Visalia, CA 93277

NEXT ISSUE:
and Behavior
DIALOOUE's summegall issue will discuss the various

uses of dialogue journals so help teachers with clauroom

management and behavior, student motivation, and
attitudes-both recent research and reports from teachers. We

would like to have contributions from anyone who has

insights, resat:eh or comments on this topic-deadline is July

I. 1987.

Classroom Management

Lizamiriaaaasagachaludgs.
greelt. Joy. (1984). Dialogue wrftinip Midge tram talk to

essay *tuns. Larisculltria. 61(2).
Dr. Lynn SMOISII & Dr Blanche Clegg
Department of Elementary Education, College al Education

University of Akron. Akron, ON 44324
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TEACHER INPUT STRATEGIES IN

MICROCOMPUTER BASED INTERACTIVE
WRITING WITH

LEARNING DISABLED STUDENTS

Robert Rueda
University of Southern California

The present study is a descriptive investigation of special

education teethed use of microcomputer-bend interactive
writing softwae with leaning disabled widens. The study
incaporates a tharesically meaningful appmech to writing

insuuction using the technology of the c.omputer an

interactive writing situation. This investiption &smiles the

type of teacher input in microcomputer-based dialogue jarful

writing and documents frequency of use. A further goal was to

develop hypotheses regarding the most effective teacher

strategies in this type of writing.
The theoretical &mewed for this research pit:Nide* a basis

for designing writing instzuction for any novice lemmas, and

provides suppon (or uaderstanding the potential value of

teaches-smdent interactive writing. Cognitive/Developmenal
theories suggest that the role of the teacher should be to

facilitate writing as a developmentel process, in which children

experierce changing undesstandinp and uses of print and

writing. Father. instzuction must be based oa the limieed

procession capacities of the novice smdfor handicapped Mb"
MilliMiZitig where potable the low-level production problems

usocisted with complex writing asks. Functional/
Interactional theories, concerned primarily with the social and

interactional upects of writing, stress (l ) the role of SOCilli

iriteriCti013 With "more capable others as a prime facia in
development and learninn, (2) the importance of providing
authentic, meaningful, and functional tasks tr. !etuning to

write, and (3) encouraging sumps to bridge from present

levels of oral proficiency to future desired levels of written

peoriciency.
Eight special education teachers and two regular clusroom

teachers were trained to use specially crested softwae designed

to permit dielogue journal writing thmugh the computer.
Each teacher then selected three to four students to wock with.

All of the special education students (N44) wece learning
disabled, while the students in the regularciassmom settings
(NO) were not. One additional special eduntion teacher wrote
dialogue journals with far students using a weed procusor
with no special software, sad with far mom using paper and

pencil. All 39 students in the study were between rides four
and six. The period of the study wu approximately three

months.
The printed journel entries for each teacher-student dyad

were collected and each teacher completed several
questionnaires as pan of the dats collection process. These
included a compute/ knowledge and use questionnaire, a
computer literacy mama% a seltrating of skills measure and a
questionnaire assessing the teacher's theoretical orientation co
writing. The 2eichers wens also insaviewed at lagth regarding
their strategies in wiling to the students, the use of the
software, and the audents' writing behavkir. Participating
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students also completed several guestimates.
The analysis of the dialogue journal writing consisted of

two major pau, Fits, student and teacher Iblidt4 was
analyzed fr mann' foams such es fluency and complexity.

Second, became dialogs* journals ate meantto take adventage

of students' existing language and carmutionel abilities, an
analysis was condoned at essemied topic chasm defined here as

the maniesance of a common opic over mons than ooe
journal nay. Two types of extended topic chains was

clusified. Initiating awns' are those when the teacher
initiated tNe topic. "Sustaining chain? are those where the

slides initiated the topic but the teacher's response led to a

continuation of the topic by the student. Finally, teacher
entries in either of the topic chain types were coded as to the

type of language function or local strategy" the =her used
in her writing.

US=
Teachers exhilited a great deal of variation in the frequency

with which they engaged in the journal writing and in the

amount they wrote to individual students. This was surprising

because the teachen hid been selected for the study based on

their strong interest in writing instruction, and had been

=tubed in the vhnies of dilly journalwriting. The veriation

in the amount of text genented was due in small part to the

accessibility of the computers. but correlated more highly to

the teachas' level of comae( literacy, their rating of the

software, and to their theoretical Macedon to writing.
Analysis of the journal texts revealed that the teachers

wrote much more than the students did. Tbe majority of the

extended topic chains were "initiating chans" (initiated by the

teacher). Teachers used the local strategies of reporting perso-

nal facts, reporting general facts, reporting opinions/ express-
ing feelings most frequently with this type of topic chain.
Sustaining chains Cmtmduced by the student) were much less

frequent. Teachers used requests far personal information.
reporting opinions/expressing feelings and requests for general

information as local strategies in sustaining chains.
Teacher questions were also analyzed. Yes/No questions

did not produce extended topic chains. Interestingly, in

contrast to traditional ma classroom interaction. teachers
employed very few "known answer" questions and few

Initiation-Reply- Evaluation sequences in the journals. The

regular class teachen produced fewer entries and fewer topic

chains than the special education teachers did. Other than this,

that were few differences between the two groups of teachers.

The study suggests that there were wide differences in ihe

abilities of the teachers to successfully develop extended
written interactions with mildly handicapped students. Those

teachen who engaged in "interactive" andlor "personalizing"

stsategies such as self disclosure, asking personal and

meaningful questions, etc., appeared to be the most successful

in traducing student responses and extended topic chains.
This work demonstrates that microcomputers can be

successfully used for activities other than independent
stud:a-centered drill and prsc6x, with learningdisabled at

well as regular nude:* &mime, teaches computes literacy

and =cher% theoretical aientatios to the teaching of writing

am men as critical &meats to the success of these innovative

uses of the computer. Most imponandy, the (con,. p. 9)
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GIFTED CHILDRffiii & INTERACTIVE WRITING 

Jack Farley 
Murray State University 

Hemievimpabed stakes, mint* retarded =dews 

1985). bilingual student& and tion-exceptional :Went 

have all demonskssed their abilities us discuss personally 

Moot topics in written Immo with their tatchets who act 

as inierened, responding IlUditaCt& However, the efiScacy of 

using dialogue *mats with gifted stucketts has not been 

documented. The following investigation documeots oac 

dislogue 1Paidng experience between a father and his gifted 

The documemed kilning styles of gifted children and the 

chancteristics for maintaining dialogue jounul interactions me 

uniquely competiblec gifted children en seen as dynamic 

communicators and dialogue journal writing is viewed as a 

dynamic spprosch to communication. Table 1 lists some 

chankteristics of gifted child= (Herward & Oriansky, 1980) 

competed to clummeristim of dialogue journal communication 

(Statoo, et al, 1982). 

Table 1. Comps-isms of the Behavion of Gifted Child= 

eberactesistics of Interactive Writing 

Bobsviois of the Gifted 

1. &pusses idea and &din. 

2. Can move se s rapid pace 

3. Ws= to lawn. exp lore. and 

seek moss information 

4. Develops lrosd knowlsdp 
and an BUSTSnts nom of 
vicarious apariences 

5. Is sensitive co the tulip 
and rights of when 

Maka steady pupas 

7. Maus arisittal and stimulating 
contributions to discussions 

II. Saes mlationships 

9. Is eble IC use mauling skills 

to obtain new infonnatices 

10. Requires link drill for 

learning 

ChIfICEffitsins of 
Murrain 

' 

1. Allows far penonally 
relevant expeussion 

2.. Offen daily opportunites 
use writing 

3. Interactions with others 
fcr explaution, 
nut ample await:lily to 

obtain mors information 

4. Intarections possible on a 

wide viriety of topics end 

experimas 

5. Dialogue informs 
each otbers feelinp 

6. Frapau iniSSICSinni allow 

for pupas 

7. Dialogue can occur on any 

toSic 

S. Interaction ems appal.- 
unitise to discuu 
relationships 

9. Interactions employ both 

reading and writing 

10. Avoids a drill apIntfach 

lanung written expecuice 

8 

If we am going SO CAW 0114 yOalg sedan reemiegful 

writing upde tes. we moot lia& midst erspeciences so 

heedwridng, spelling, tetd pans= Mb. Innovative smiting 

evades= an needed foe the popuktion defied ekildvas who 

ate lensing to wrim. Akhough the use et interacdve smiting 

with sided students mains to be therausitly investigsmd, the 

following deacribes one cis study of* gifted Ate weld 
child who malemined a ditloguejoinnal with her father The 

makes of this child indicate dua further investigation of 

inieractiet writing with gifted child= should be explored, 

4%..filituLELuagszaluiditismxiguffulattu 
Marie was a gifted fiwi weak! child (IQ 135) Mite She 

begin io keep It dialogue joinusl with her father. Marie's 

father gave hers nosebook and Jerked her so wrap whatever she 

wished. He thee wrote a moot= to Msrie's writing, sad they 

exchanged thek dialogue joumel beck and forth several times a 

week. Merle's begiimingjounal writing effects included a 

conglonterstion of pima, name writing, copying of her 

father's writing, and invented spellimp as can be seen in 

Figure 1. (Now The Last Unicorn was one of Marie's 

favorite films.) 

Figure 1. Marie sad her father's Dialogue Journal Writing 

di 

N KORN 
Marie's dialogue journal writing practices were interesting. 

She would spend up tz 20 minutes in producing a single 

jotunal enny, =dully combining her print with a relined 

picnne. Once her father produced his entry, she was cepabk of 

takiag her journal writing "tune and writing independently. 

Made was panicularly fascinmed with preducing humorous 

journal entries and encouraged her father to do the same. She 

would often write of her affection fee ber father and other 

family mambas with entries like, "I love you daddy" and "I 

love mmomy Judy (her sister) bog (dog)." Marie was also 

avidly interested in discussiag her kindergsrien lessoas. Her 

writing development in the Janet was steady. 

Both Marie's drawinp and written language refined as she 

continued to maintain a dialogue journal with her father. 

Although her oiliest Am; effects evidenced no punctuation 

applied, her writing soap included periods. Like all young 

writers, she made uss oRnvented spellings for unfamiliar 

words. After discussing °spring" at school she wrote, "Sprer I 

like" After observing a favorise seievision program, she wrote 
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(ccestinued bons p. 8)
Qs dm* and drew a pictuns of a iteleviska showing bee

Wm* propim.
Neither Marie nor her father sem detected in mainminine

written communication bemuse of Mmie's initial limitations

in producing conveationelly 'comae *vim lasipmes. Marie
continued m show imprommet la her writing performance
though she did not receive Owned mate* or mechinkal
practice. Made would model herbases conventional written
httiguage, changing her writing "awn° to math her frhers
model.

MLie's enthusiasm fee dialogue journal writing surpassed

her father's. She was frequently ready and willing to write in

her jauntsl and demanded that her father write his entries in

order to maintain his end of the dialogue. She was always

curious to read what he had written and interested in msponding

to his entries. Marie's enthusiasm for writing in her dialog*:
joinnal has condoned in first grade (at the time of this amide).

For the gifted child, dialogue journalsoffer writers

opportunities to discuss a wide variety of topics, and gifted

wriers doubtlessly have a *Moraof topics to bring so

writ= discussion. Dislogue journals offer writer: experiences

in both reeding and wridne mango of paeonal imam and
thus avoid reading and writing in a &ill fashion. Dialogue
journals offer opportuniiies so use writing for communication,

not simply for structural make. The cammunicative
abilities of gifted children should be nurtured in a neural

fashon and not purposelessly pia:iced to the point of ennui.

Increasingly, theorisu of written communication are
emphasizing that if gifted children ate to be encouraged to seek

this learning, educators and parents should concern themselves
with makng sure this learning is available. Interactive writing

is an uncle:investigated approach to serving the gifted. Perhaps

we can pin a pester understanding of gifted individuals if we

offer the gifted regular opportunities to express themselves in

mitten lenguage.
IA mom indepth discussion of this investiption will appear in

the loumal for the Education of die Gifted in 1987)].

Dr. Jack Farley, Deparmtent of Special Education
Murray Stare University, Murray, KY 42071 (302) 762.2446

Farky, I. (1985). haAnatiiLit.
iugagastalgeigitarzailx.mudatidulz UnPublished
doctoral diminution, University of Cincinnati.

Heward, W., I Oriansky, M. (1980). EarniimaLitilatz
Columbus, OH: Charles E. Merrill.

Sisson, 3., Shuy, R., Kraft. J., & Reed, L (1982).
MakattarthamaiLsocatzmisammuniauiiLesa Final
Report to National Intiuste of Education.
NIE-G-80-0122. Washington, DC: Center for Applied
Linguistics.

Igacbtaajag coatinseedfrom p. 7)
study also suggests that the social end imeractional aspects of
beginning writing activities ist a key pan of engaging students
in the writing moms.
Dr. Robert Rueda. School of Education
Dept. of Curriculum Teachly & Special Education
WPH 303, University of Sotalsern California
Los Andes, CA 90089
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THIS REAL WRITING,
WHAT'S IT ALL ABOUT?

Nancy Eddis & Mary Maguire
with Freda Drowns, Laurel Chin &

Louise Lariviere
McGill University

"This real writing. I think I'm setting it now," marked
Joshua. a Hist grader who had been nying his hand at dialogue
jarnal writing for about two weeks. "It takes time to write a

stay, you know: he continued, "I did all this writing fa

myself."
These remaries were made to me as I was reading the latest

dialogoe journal entities of same ehitdren involved in a ssudy

which is in ;arms in Montreal, Quebec, Canada. The study

will answer the quasi= Do dialogue *milsenhance the

laneusee detelopment of inner-city children? Mmy Maguire,

Direeste of the Readine Cenee, McGill University, is the

principal teseamber in this project, withrmearch assistants

Nmcy Eddie Louise Lativiere, Reda Biowns, and claszoom

teacher, Lauml Chin.
At this state in the pmject, we are sti/I Gelatins data (i.e.,

dialogue journals, cliSW0010 observations and interviews with

the school pfinclpal, tbe classroom teacher and the children.)

This gads one classroom has nineteen children of many

different ethnic origins. The diversity of ethnic populations in

this classroom reflects the community in which these childrn
live. The childsen's dialogue journals are being analyzed
quantitatively using Halliday's cohesion and analysis (Halliday

and Hamm 1976) and a modified version of language function

analysis (Staion, Shuy, Kraft & Reed, 1982). OW final
report will also include descriptive case studies of a selected

sampk of chikhea and the classroom context from which these

dialogue joinsels eniessed.
As observer participants, die following example typifies

my interactions with the children during jounial writing time
in the clusmom. "How do you spell *haunted house?", queried

Veronique during a pre-Halloween session. "How does it

start?", I ask. "Oh, with an h, but what comes next?" "Just
write what you think," I comment. "But what colour is a
Maned home?", she perseveres. 'Wel whet colour is

yams?, I ask. "Black," she answers immediately and
confidently returns to her desk to work on her latitiO11.

When the research team visited the grade one classroom in

September, it was immediately apparent to us that Laurel, the

classroom teacher, had a watm, caring rapped with the

children. At the beginning, however, Laurel did not understand

the conann of dialogue journals. She was using a language
experieoce wroth and was mom skills °limited: she would

take dicuitioa from each child. printing the Melina in their
"dialoeue journals." After so explanation of the dialogue
approach. Lawel chaoged her mode of responding to the

children. She told the chikken that since they were doing so

well, they was now ready to write on their own. Through the

shalt period of discomfoit eapaienced by some of the children,
Lamers &oily expressed expectation that each child could
write mabled the children to feel Me Jaskos, who remarked. 1
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think rill gating it now." It was then thet the 'rear writing

and diskette twee tech.children.
This project is proving to be ma mom intense* than

we had anticipardbeanie of a numbs'of Worm= events.

At one point, Lairdbed ornery and was out of school for a

mon& Her replacement, althoegb ehten directio at.found

difficulty camolling hw vrp "fauna spelling and use the

red pen on the childran'sstrides. In order to keep continuity

in die Project, the childnes wroteteam to Laurel and she

Mile& so that their dialogued could continue. The first set of

lass reflected the substitute teacher's model of language

learning in thee the letters wereshort and there were no

speaks arm Alta a gentle reminder to the replacement

radar, the emceed set of Ions arrived and wae "untouched by

tads healer
As we continue the project, we feel confident that the data

will support the position that dialogue journals enhance the

children's biome development. Twv examptes illususte ot

view. Laurel wow, as part of a response to Nicole's lesser,

'You am a wonderful writer!" Nicok's next kner to laurel

commeated. "Your letter was dynamiter
As I was returning the dialogue journalsafter waxing the

envies far the day, Joshua looked at me in a dimmed manner

and said. "I fergot what I wrote about today." I took his

jamsl to him and as he reflected on his writing he said,

yes I remember now, it was about the transfogniers changing

into chimeleons."

Halliday, M.A.K., & Harlan, R. (1976). citaimia
English, Longman's.

SLUM J., R.W. Shay, .1. Kaiak & L. Read. (1982)

AnslxsialaDinInmatiiIian.aalSimmunigsliisaYslx
Final Repon to the National Instinue of Education.

N1E-G-80-0122.
Mary Maguire, Amur, Reading Center,

Faculty of EthfiCatigia. McGill University.
3700 McTavish Street, Montreal, Pe Canada 83A 1Y2

New Study ofDialogue lounials
in Family Communication

Jana Simon

l am beginning a long-tam project to study families who

use some kind of systematic writing as one way or main-

siring and enhancing commintication between mew and

childten. Writins might be in the form of a dialogue journal,

now-passing (if is really two-way and not just parenual

directives), a a continuous exclave of letters. I am begin-

ning by interviewing families (maw and children) who may

have tried thiswhether soxessfully or notwithin driving

distance of Washington, D.C., and by contsponding or talk-

ing on the phone with other families at pease distance. I

am interested in families who have used writing for corn-

mtmication and problem-solvingrather than specifically fee

Wane), development. although this may be a delightful side

benefit. I want m document difficulties sad failtres m well

successes, in ceder to learn as much as possible. I would

scpreciase bearing 6= parents or from any reldal who can

ptovide leads. Please call or write Jana Sawa, CAL, 1118

22nd St.. N.W.. Washington. DC 20037. (202) 429-9292. .
$1,3 ;ewe $ fttonhertiefess where 1 an reach YOUk.
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BEGINNING AT THE BEGINNING: FIRM'
GRADERS LEARN TO READ AND WRITE

Joy Kreeft Peyton
Center far Applied Linguistics

As pen ofa larger study of the writing development of

limited English proficient **dents now in progress at the

Center for Lew. Eacadon mod Reseasth(CLEM, Ruth

Sada, a imam in Arlington County. Virginia, and I am

studying the me of dialogue jamb with bar fiat grade class.

Approximately half of herstudents am Mimics and about

half, Alien. nay were around 6 yaws old at the beginning of

the school yees. All are in various stages ofItemise English

as a second language, and mos didn't bow any English at the

begining of the yew. Some had neva held a pencil before

entering this class.
Ruth had famd dialogue jouenals so be very successful in

previous yes% especially as a means for communicating with

the heterogeneous sodaspopulation in her classes, all of

whom sere limited Eaglish proficient. However. shehad

never used them with sudents who were so young. whose

familiarity with Enslish was so elementary, and who had had

so liule exposure to print. So we hew by ruling our way

duougt the implemeastion and the resemels, armed with her

cast successes and a considerable body of research about

dialogue journals, but with a falls; of adventure and names,

and with many, many questions. We we still in the mass of
answaing thew questions, but hive learned a lotdarks the

put 6 months. The questions we touch on here se: How can

the practice of dialoguejournal writing be implemented with

this group of students? What resources do students developing

beginning literacy use for theirwriting? How is the writing

scaffolded for the swims? How does the maims' writing

develop ova time?

Itarniel ESL
.

Since the students had little or no English fluency at the

beginning of the year, Ruth waited until they had been in

school far one month befog starting dialogue journals, so they

would have some oral language base on which to build. They

were each given a bound notebook with primary-spaced lines,

and wan told they could draw or write or both, whatever theY

preferred. During the firs month, all students chose to dim a

Ocean so accompany what they wrote. Sane only drew, and

that was fine too. They have the first 15 minutes of each day

to write, a schedule that gives them a feeling of continuity and

=Line. Lair in the mooing these is a long period ci time

clzdicated to individual workreading, writing. and &swing

and those who haven'tcompleted their journal continue befote

going on to their other work. This is Ruth's time to wock

with the journals ss well. At the beginning of the year she

called each student up to discuss what they had written a

drawn. They mad or explained dunk essay and Ruth WAIGCback

immediately, reeding aloud as she WAXC. Then they mad the

entry aloud together. Sow, 6 mouths lairs, all studaus are

writing end able to rad mom of what they have writs= with

help, they cas ill read whet she writes. Some students no
longer come nom it= at all, his mad her re:passes end write
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maimed from it. 10)
their entries without help.

peaurett far with+,
Sometimes we maim and rawarchen exaMenths ow own

imponince in ow students' taoeing. thinking that without ow

plans and help they watt Sem The first thy I visited the

class, atm the widens had had their jaltnale for abets a week.

I was very busy rushing around to "help" may= write. I
was tags to see die project "work," and was suddenly afraid it

wasn't going to. I even wondered if we'd made a mistake by

Stirdall with the journals. How were thew kids going to write

when they didn't losow how? They didn't even know English!

Palmately. these futon didn't sem tobother them! They

simply decided what they wanted to say and thee kxtked far the

means to say IL
My first day in class was also Iris' first dsy. She knew no

English it *IL When I stopped by her desk, she was drawing

some flowers in hes joranal, with a strip of green at the

bottom of the page. "What are you drawing?' I osked in
Spanish. "This is my gatden." she said in Spanish. "How do

you write Tor (flower)? I told her and the wrote flor above

ha mien. Ruth and I decided that as long as I was there 10

help her, Iris could write in Spanish. When I resumed the next

week, she wes still drawing gardens and flowess. But this time

she wrote flower above her pianos. When I stopped by, she

pointed up to a chart on the well by her desk. These, to
illustrate the letter f, was the werd flower. So much fa
writing in Spwish. She had found her own num= for her
writing and her mauve was in English.

I had never realized how full the world is of print;
especially the world of a fust grade classroom. Signs on the

walls, notes on the blackboard, books and Pictionafies on the

shelves. and selknade alphabetical lists of "Wools I we a lot."

all am resources for writing. Little pieces of crumpled paper

with wads written on them come as of pockets. Someone
went to K-Mart over the weekend and, knowing he would want

to write about it on Monday, brought in the part of the bag
that had K-Mart printed on it. As the writing in the journals
accumulates, the students often look beck at theirs and the

teachers previous entries., as a foundation for new entries.

,cetffoltilmf enchant writing,
Our goal is that the students be able to write an extended

piece of text about a topic that is stated clearly and elaborated

on. and that over time they develc9 in their ability to choose
and write about topics and to appsoximate srandard *MUM

English. We believe that to do that, they need a greet deal of

freedom we watch and gently nudge. Determining where they

ut and helping them advance involves a complex and careful

poem of "kid watching." The year began with whole-class
discussions about what might go in the journals. But rates

and types of development canna be predetermined or applied to

all students at once. They often must be decided on a
student-by-student basis, and most of our attempts to move the

writing along take place in individual discussions while they

write or when they read their journals with Ruth. A student
who writes "I like " day after day may need to be asked

to write about something else"thines you like to do, think
about, or wish for." At the same titre, writing 'I like

may be a new and important stage of deveiopment for soother
MOM. Some students need to leant to seek out and copy
wards they need. *hen. who have been busy gathering and

using sight wads since the first day of class, need to tike risks
with spelling and to sound words out. With some, who write

only ow or two brief ammo and close their journals, we

talk and ask questions about what they have wino,
mantic' them to elaborate so we can undeemed :heir
points. *ben, who Wits 100S 11061. very =Wily. Ste
encouraged to stop, think about, andplan what they want to

say. and arat sawed that letteth is not all-insporant
With one student, we me happy to bee that she has found

something to write. With another, we encourage moos

attention to whet the teacher has winch, and a response to
that. As they continue to write, read what the teacher has
wri120 specifically for them, and talk with us about their

writing, they develop in their writing and reading in a way that

we hope is both comfortable and challenging fa each student.

Etliillg-Auclaament
Although we are still collectine dm, we have noticed

growth in a number of areas, which can be mentioned only

btiefly hese. Without any suggestions on our put, all of the

child:en have moved from drawing to writing. Many have

dropped their initial reliance on copying wads they could find

or asking fa help with spelling and am using invented
spelline. Much invented spelline now mote closely

appw.eirnaces conventional form. Initially, many students

wrote 'I like " each day, and simply mentioned
something different they liked. They moved next to relating

past events, beginning their entry each day with "Yesterday I

" or "I went ." Now we see much more variety in

topic and style, with more elaboration of topics as well.

Those students who initially mote one proposition a day are

now writing 2 or 3. Maras initially their auendon was
focused on getting something down on paper. they now spend

time reviewing and revising their writing before considering it

futished. And finally, they are already developing a sense of

audienceanswering Ruth's questions, asking her questions,

and talking while they write about how she as a reader might

respond to what they have written.
Cynthia. from Colombia, illustrates some of these areas of

development. At first, she was reluctant to whie in the

journal at all. After considerable coaxing, she took all of her

c, riling time to draw and label one picture:
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STUDI

METALINGUISTIC ACTWITIES IN
DIALOGUE JOURNALS: A STUDY OF

COMMUNICATIVE EVENTS IN A

RIM SCHOOL FETING CENTER

Richard Harrington
Phoenixville Area High School

My introductica todialogue journal writing came out of a

need to initiste mompersonalized, interactions] wridng

activities in the context of a high Idol writing centee. I

wanted students to leans that writing could function in a mere

COMMItiend wey whey mil and limo snugglesmeats and

where discourse is open to a vsriety ofcommunicative emu.

This led me to initiate diakmue journals as part of the writing

OlaSet and study the :vaults, in ceder to see bow oral swamies

MegineletaLibaninitine conahmedfrom )

Her later writing was always done with a peatdeal of help

from whomever she could mcnsit, the reason for the perfect

spelling in this entry:

21211,7.4111:71.

IC .0.0t

She has just recently burst forth as an independent writer.

writing meaningful messages and pciding herself on needing no

help' /fart It 24
mcme looK ot

a car het a. cat "Ose
frtre Ca t dig

17t4i 13 SO sad, bid _you

Cry wAen. #A car Air' tg-A

(41 40.,41.1 *ere

ergyde 71v p 4tHe cdt

Several studeen, unbidden, have started writing books at home

and bringing them in to share with the clus. They are deeply

involved in a reading and writing adventure that began with

dialogs* jousnals. They are now moving so fast that at this

point we don't know wbese this journey will end.
12

might wpm* the shoed *irking uperioncebetween mixt

and LAM
In ray preliminary csea study dons high school student, I

was impulsedby the variety of league. functions that

appeared in my shred lext. Abysmal entries I alsonoticed

the mudeas nepotismchiming frem a Axed, foanal miser

to a more open dimes. As the studentbeams more aware

of the commtmicadve role of Cajon:nal. her writing (and

mine) became mai lied& Inausingly, aspects of spoken

language indicated an inroad beility of the student to

raged playfully so thedefaces codes and to shift registers as

the situational contestdictated As this Witt excerpt shows,

language not only incremed bat also predominated in many

pats of the disceurse. League was characteriud by what

Tannen (1982) refas to se a greater imageabilky, resuldng

from details that give the reader a sense ofthe 'richness' of

experietro, as this exampleshows.

New color: masches my eyes (basically). I believe is's

called Kelly green; why. I don't know. I've decided, perhaps by

sisbig your Venn diagns m L n my head, to major in

PSYCHOLOGY at Temple university. get my masters, my

doctorial, work and then now to England....Isn't

nice to have one'sfuture all planned ow. ill probably become

a donut hole sneer or work at Roy Rogers ix PhOenieVille.

Speak*, of which, I didn't know they had such nice

houses. I Saw a ramose, uk a sosahensplantation house,

with white Cabana& Woad leak quite way in light beige

with ivy rowilis upde sides and surrounded, well, ewer-

wife/Ned by flowers. My dad said it's got one of those grand

staircases but the ownerslet the inside go too long so it wuld

uthe a lot of money tofix up. Oh well, nice dream anyway.

Gradually, this student became less attentive to form (an

obvious by-product ofschool writing) and became involved

with the code of the menage in a kind of creative coping with

conversational situations. Sound patterns such as repetition,

parallelism, volume, list intone:We, and prosody, became

clearly woven into the fabric of our written coaverution. The

shared contest allowed for the free play of language as each

participant calibrated language to fit a social and purposeful

context. In effect, the student's dialogue jekuTag became a

catalyst for the writer's natural voice to emerge through

dialogic interaction.
Applying the findings of this study, I have begun an

ethnographic observation of the writing center and linguistic

analysis of dialogue journals with my students, in order to

recant and tummies the mendinguistic devices which may

emerge. These devices am pesformative functions of language

by which **as call Attention to their own language. Thai is,

as a result of the conversational COMM of dialogue journals,

students acquire and use self =abating skills necessary for

establishing diffaent linguistic mks la relation co the

discourse event
'The duck is, I believe every word I've written..."

functions as an evaluation of a foregoing comment.
I think gala goy me an opportunity to get a few

things off ntv musouneza die purpose of the writes

entry to COM&
Will die same kind of language artivides found in the
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initial case study weer is commit of the wide/ center
worisbcp where as many es ma indents ars waking in the

infanta school setting? So far, after four mouths of tbe yew

ion study, thsy have but in differem ways. As a way ot

wed* dse wed* onsformadoe I boo already pithead
fmm dialogue Journals, I have borrowed ft= Hymn mid
Jakobeces lkignistic anegorim to guide the famuladon of a

typology of mealiesk acsivideL The key is
famfmeatting covriados, the commutadal tea ebonies
thm somethins makes a difference because if it changes,

somethins else chases with it.
I am finding that my students employ a variety of

metalinguistic device* which enable them to calibre thek

own language to the exigencies of the discourse evan. One

mane for example, dimussed ways she might besier

commurcam her intenders (message) by changing hes essay

(tam) to a poem. Her awarenessof a reflective audience

ptovided a come= for refocusing her message form from a

refaustial (=ion to a poetic function. Hee mvision milked

employing linguistic devices mote in keeping with the
aestheeic pusposes of her message nig and other examples
emergins in my study save to suppxt the claim that once

snidents develop confidence in the shared medium of writing,

they will experiment with lansuage.
Beason (1972) has argued that the social context is like a

supesordinste message that determines how a given act of

comnsimicatica is to be untie:stood. It is by creating this

recognition of social =mat dat the dialogue Journal takes on

its most impottant role. When communication becomes

shared and meaningful between a writer and a reader, It is more

likely the cnicial role of language becomes morea pert of the

modality tone, manner, spiritin which a communicative act

is done. The dialogue Journal provides a physical channel of

written commiseration whaeby the participate monism their

own ways of makins "coma" with an addressee in a even
disccdas situation. As a remit. it is die comet providing the
linguistic factors which eagles a student to
"metarammunicate."

As this research continues, I am finding that assunipions
upon which we base the teaching of wilting are changing. The
dialogue journal represents one very important rep in the
shifting relaiionship between teacher and student. It repellents

an emphasis on writing built upon the immediacy a shared
experiences which might best be clwactesized u speech
events. Meaning is fashioned not so much by what a writer

knows a picei but by what sweetnessevolves as a result of

the play of sound and symbol sal the comasand slap of the
message as it is transtonned in relation se audience, setting,
formality. purpose. and style.

Baum 3. (1972). 110110.10..rainguLlaa New
York Bengaline Books.

Harrington, R.. (1986). "The Relationship Breve= Speaking
and Writinm Elements of Social Speech in Dialogue
Journal Writins." (University of Pennsylvania) MS

Tannest, D. "Oral and Literate Swanks in Spoken and
Written Nanntives." Leneugge. 58 (March 1982), 1-21.

Word Harrington, Phooliville Area High School.
524 Woodside Avow, Bemyx, PA 19312
Complesing dija0Fdi studies, Uniwreity c fPennsylvaeia.
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COHESION IN THE DIALOGUE JOURNAL
WRITING OF A STUDENT LEARNING ESL

Jacqui Whisier
Summer Institute of Linguistics

In my tiled& "A Dialogue Journal u aMeans to

Encouraging a Bilinsual Student to Write Cohesively," I

described the benefits of the &loginJournal fee as

unmodvmed fifth pads ?Andean-American Marc Juan. I
competed Juan's dialogue Journal writing to his ii14111S

essays, with $ focus on cohesion. I found that his in-clau
writing was very week in cohesioe. whereas in the dialogue
writing. Juan developed in his ability to write cohesively.

1 believe that James lack of ability al meet school essay

standards of caber= was due mseveral betas: 1) Juan hu
had vay Utile motivrion at improve his writing skills.

Linsley is neither practiced norvaued in his hane, and
claim= writing assignments do not peovide the motivstion

beaus they are desisted primaily for evaluation rather than

far real-life appliance. 2) Waing skills in Juan's class are

taught primarily through grammar and punctual= chills.
This may be derinseetal since =mu research says that

chilcken do not interaelins skills when taken out of context. In

addition. since Juan's lamins style seems to be relational

(field-dependent) he hes an even greaser need for comratualized

laming. 3) Learning to write planned formal essays is

difficult for students Ma Juan. whom Printery mode of

langusse use is spontaneous informal dialosue. Since Juan
hes tad vry little twain to lite:sty language, he has even

pester difficulty conforming to the way model than do his

do.
hal in-class essays were incoherent becaine they lacked

key words sad senteres necessary to tie paragraphs together

cohesively. For example, he typically began a paragraph widi

the pant= 'he' without ever naming who 'he' was, or he
would leave out a summarizing topic sentence.

I kept a dialogue journal with Juan for one semester. As
he commended with me in his dialogue journal, his entries

became visibly compliably mom cohesive than his essays.

Surprisingly, his entries began to resemble well-structured
paragraphs even though I had given him no famal
requirements for the dialogue Journal writing. Most of his

dialogue entries begin with a full seotence, including the topic

and a comment. Sentences following supported the topic

senience.
I millibar! these positive clitages to the following: 1) The

dialogue Journal situadon twangedpair language because
Juan vitae io an audience physically secreted from him, who
needed full explanedon to understand things she hadn't seen.

When Juan was not explicit enough, the audience showed
misunderstanding in hem:pease, and Juan learned to fill in

the necessery intonation. On the other hand, in the essay
situation the subject of the essay usually was first discussed in

class and only the teacher mad the essey, so Juin felt no need

to repeat information in his essay that she already knew. 2)
The dialogue Journal involved realcommunication between

wri'as gad inittemed audience, which motivated Juan to be

more careful in conveying his meateng. Juan eves began to

mad and mile his writing on his ownsomahing be would

1.13



COHERENCE IN DEAF STUDENT'S
JOURNAL ENTRIES

John Albertini
National Technical Institute for the Deaf

Until recendy,descriptions44* modems' writing have

been based on analyses el forted compositicau. Typically,

they have focused on seetencaltsvel lexical and paesmaties1

anomalies (Bodnar. 1982). As more instruct= and students

use dialoguejournals. however, analyses of writing can include

informal, interactive texts as well. Below is a summary of

prelimiemy reauseh in which one type of discourse analysis is

applied to dialogue journal texts.
This type of analysis focuses on the internal thematic

organization of a tut by identifying wens of topic
progression. One way ofdefinins apeization and cohesion

in wtinen text is in terms of the "given-new contract" (Clatk

& Haviland. 1917). According to this contract, the mader

expects thst the miter will generally muss old or giveo

informatics befote new. In a ram analysis of teclmical and

scientific research repute written by potations's. Weissberg

(1984) identified three swims of the given-new schema or

three patens of giien-new topic development. The most

common, the "linear" vession, is where the new information of

one sentence is reiterated as the given information in the

following sesame. In the following example, the underlined

words replant the given information.
Hydrology is based on the westcycle, mote commonly

called the hydrologic cycie. This cycle can be visualized

as. (Weisberg, 1984)
The second paws% "mum topic progression," is where

the same topic is reiterated thtoughout the text and in the

otird, the hypenhemepattern," one facet or pen of the whole

becomes the topic of each successive sentence. A pangraph

descriling the pats of a microscope would fit the hypertheme

Callethak..12idlastiedaurnal continuedfrom O. 13)

rarely. if ever, do in his essays. 3) The dialogue journal

focused on the sharing of personal interests rather than on

mechanics, which steady improved Juan's attitude towatd

writing. Evidence of this is the many times he came to our

tutoring sessicas bubbline with catchment fcr me to read his

writ= message Also, his entries increased in length over

time.
In actuality, I believe that Just, as well as many other

struggling students, has peat potential which has not been

tapped by naditional instructional methods. This deficit

emphasizes to me the need for teachers to develw writing

usipments that are more manful, personal, and
audiencecentered so that students will understud the
communicative power of writing, and thereby be motivated to

improve their own writing.
Thesis: A Dialogue Journal as a Means to Encouraging a

Bilingual Student to Write Cohesively. MA Thesis,

University of Texas at Arlington.
Jacqui is going to Indonesia with the Sununer histitute of

Linguistics, and we don't have her address there. We do,

however, haw a copy cf her thesis.
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mein. A commas bunk alssnadva identified by Weissberg

is wheat a wrist mixes twoar mow pstuest.

My gelation waswhether theme peewee %depostal enough

to apply to informal Inking and sr lumen English. To

answer Nei asked two colleagnes who wee US*dialogue

:Num* fix "inamstine and educes& jownalentries.* The

selection was rank= in that neither knew whatkind of

&Wylie I hed in min& SF, a ulnae= yew old college

Sudan1 mime two panans in the followine exempt from a

keg aumbiopiphical may.

Zama=
When I low bout couldn't walked, talked and moved arowid.

The reason why Wit thatbecause /16w bora Ctlebral Palsy.

My whole family were wry depress** They were told I
would be retmling (Indwell be able to mow around at all and

also should send me to a special hospital and to nay there all

my We-

One day, my parents took nwe to many differents kind cf

doctors to find out if this doctor can be able so help me out.

Theyfinallyjnand a rigki riactor that said. "Oh. I cox help

your daughter to wait, talk and wove around" & "She would

not become lite a retarding person." My whole family were

pming o god tho I *wad be able to uvilk.

Six years later, I started to learn how to walk. talk, aid crawl

on the floor. My parents leave been working so hard on me.

They took me to the Physical Theaphy everyday and to the

doctor too. We haw moved to (10 from (Y). The reason why

we mowd to (Y) becaute there was a very good school for me

to go. This school if called "Celebral Palsy Center." This

school helped nt e a lot with vetch and ewrything. When I

*as up to 14 wars old. I l4lfrom CY. center to (Z) School

for the Deaf. All of a sudden, I went to a public school. I

disliked (Z) because ir tos too easyfor me especially I didn't

qke to sign language. I am oral and always gal all w-rs

long. I Man that I always use my speech all the time. I am

hard o f hearing.

In her fint sentenct, the new information is. I couldn't

walked. talked and moved anxmd." The topic of the
subsequent sentence, "The reason why...", refers back to her

physical limitations, establishing a clew link between the two

sentences. Another example of this kind of link. linear toPic

progression, occurs in the third paragraph: "The reasoe why

we moved to (Y) because these was a way good school for me

to go. This school is call...ed" The new infocmation, "a very

good school," is reitesated asgiven in the subsequent sentence

("This school"). Much more teeniest in SFs entry, however,

is a constant topic progression. From the third sentence of the

first paragraph to dte end of the second paragraph, the topic of

each sentence is her family.
DS's journal envy was written as a personal reaction to piece

on masks by Rilke.

laumati=
The faces all over tleilorld by we see only Ilia4k. Only

people see their faces, are their reladonthip or closefriend.

Faze is the most important. Pace its LIVIGIIi041. Mask is
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(continnedfron p. 14)
good afe beeping. It stawd &Ownpeople and it pnwct

e fees. Mask is not asultgatic, it lig to people. Faces

are bang& reed leStimi. Also mai: ward b m t goy not
btauttid. Face so thnongh Asir touch anturalvverid lift with

tie ineskfroon du birth tiUdig.

Before aulyzins this awry, sodsparaphresing may be

necessary to clergy the writer's UM. Where relationship
°can in the second sentence, relatives was probably kneaded.

With three grammatical additions, the sentencewearer&
-Mel only people [who) set their faces. are their teladonship

Rebate) or close friendts)." Also, the final some of the
entry might be parapluated as: °A face goes duough
expeziences in the world and in lifewith the ma* from birth

till death."
At first glance the organizational schen: seems to be

reiteration of a coos= tope: first, the faces, then the mask.

Note that each and every sena= begins with one or the other.

Also nos that in the first aed tut mum faces are

mentioned in connection with masks. This would imply that

faces and masks see diffesent wonof a single penes* So
viewed, die envy fills into the "paws-whole* or hypothetic

pattern. In addition to brevity and simplicity. adnerence to a

single orginizationsl scheme makes this text lucid and tight,

tha is. coherent.
From this peliminary analysis, it seems that topic

possession 'themes am useful describing wheats in journal
espies. In these journal entries, the writers adhere to one or

more organizational scheme Beyond the surface anomalies in

these students' English. use of these schemu highlights the
underlying cohesion and order in the writing. Of interest to

milks remembers ate the conditions which fa= such
cobeence. Connol of topic, a hallmerk of dialogue journal
writing, would seem a aucial elesneat. Of interest to student

and teacher is that such coheence emerged when the focus of

the writer was on communicadon of content rather than on

fomi.

Boehm:. 3. (1982). English in the deaf population. In D.

Sims, G. Walter, A R. Whitehead (Ea.). Dsafizniag
CammitnicatiosLAsitumrahaladniat Baldly=
Williams end Wilkins.

Clerk, a & Haviland, S. (1977). Comprehension and the
given-new metrics. In R. Rude (Ed.). Disiane
EmdacsiaussLCamambessim Nom** NJ: Ahlex.

Danes, F. (1974). Functional sentence perspective sad the
organization of text In F. Danes MAL
Euncloallmicalchhanaubs Ripe: Academy
Publishing House, Czech Academy of Science.

Weissberg, R. (1984). Given and new: Paragraph development

models brim scientific English. TESOL Ouarterly. 18,

485-500.

A longer version of this article willappear in a boat to be
published by TESOL

Dr. !ohm Albenini. Dept. of Curricidung and Instruction
National Technical Intim: for the Deaf
One Lomb Manorial Drive
Rochester, NY 14623
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ASSLSSING COMMUNICATIVE
COMPETENCE IN THE DIALOGUE

JOURNALS OF ESL STUDENTS

Shelley Gutsuits
Georgetown University

This soady provides a valid methodology for die

usesement of comma:dative competence in dialogue jountal

writing or say mho functional use of mimes language, using

due mums in wimsulation. Trimisulation is often

employed when now of the measures available has been
independently validated via to the study.

The study has its mots its dilenuna that I. along with

many other ESL sachem, faced. In the summer of 1981, 1 had

been asked so leach a tequired grams:wax= to adult

students, but I wain% convinced that the formal study of

grimmer in isolation would help them become mote fluent
speakers and mists. I began keeping dialogue journals with

each snxient, to incluse their upoience in the functional uses

of English in a communicative eating, As the journals

Pmeremed. I noticed growth in the students Win=
communicative competence, and becane excited about the

positive dunes I was seeing. The dialogue *ends wee
showing themselves to be a vehicle for mooting and
facilitating the development of communicative competence in

ins.
be nut step was to demonstrate empirically that these

developments ivere taking place. I was concerned because I

believed that the sueament meatuses already in use did not

fully recreant students' ccanumicative skills. I discovered

that that were no existing measurements that could be used to

uses communicadve competence in writing. My goal was to

find or develop valid meanies of communicadve competence

dist could be used with first or second leagues. students.
The dialogue journals from 18 of my adult Japanese ESL

students povided the texts for analysis, development and

validation of a mehodolosy. The diaiogue journal texts am
communicative lansuage in use, sad se thoefore valid Ls a

some of data for the analysis of comnumkative competence.
The three independent measures used in this work inclode

holistic assessments of commueicative competence in dialogue

journal writing, student grade point averages firm all ESL
classes taken during an intensive summer program, and an

analysis cf discourse topic features. The discourse topic
analysis includes five aspects: topic initiation, topic
ccatinuatice. topic recycling, topic content (domain or theme)

and quantity ohms as measured in a sentences per topic ratio.

The GPM ire cleariy the moss external, end not based on the

dialogue jamas: holiever, they remora teacher usesanenu
of the SWIG& Meal lansuase ability in an ESL program,
ind were therefore included in the analysis.

Based on the malts for esag of the dime measures,
students were rued on each mune and stratified inki high.

middle sad low groups doing size. Ccerelations between the

three kinds of mums could then be detennined. The holistic

=Way sad the GPAs conelaced vay highly 061 supporting
the hypothesis that therGPAs in some way assess students'
communicative ability in addition to their proficiency in the

traditional skill sus. The cm:viatica (cons. p. 16)
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DIALOGUE JOURNALS AND TRE
ACQUISITION OF SPELLING IN

A BILINGUAL CLASSROOM

Robert Bahrauk
Austin Commenity College

ia steam sos shepow* Now la interactional
cisewooms and a Gamlen swatch to midis (Gams,

1982). Although mayof us here sem just how effective

dialogue journals ham beim in triggering on Memo in reeding

and writing. them is min much hesitation and doubt in the

minds et many resestehmsand whams about the new

appreches which emphasize fractional communication over

teacher garrections. Thus is still a need to prove thin

Amlopmeatil forms, tuck as invented spellings, and

pammadcai overgenealizations and undtegenenlizatio es. will

indeed work themselves out in the minds of anly leaden and

miters as they am involved in functional languep use.

In a bilingual Ai% grade clam= the dialogue journal

was inunduced to children of Mame migrant farm workers.

These chili:tee were seeding at sewed grades below fifth pada

and were falling furtherbehind each yam mom eat hadina

far *citopout" statue. I palm to place the blame where it

really lies by calling it "squeezed-out." as a malt of a system

of mainenam schooling whkh failed ea mend to the specific

needs of these minoritychikkm (see Cummins, 1986).

Using Mope Journals. the intenention employed

deeephesind writing men1 recognizing them as

developmental in mum The studenu wen told to merely

conceal:me on geting dick idees written down la their

journals and the teacher responded to their ideas, peaviding

them with a model of conventional langusge usage. Through

atsessins.CammictIthe.(ommehtsce coadmiedfromp. 15)

between the discourse topic results and the two other measures

lam also significant. This contlation :wpm that the

linguinically based die:mese topic snalysis is also a valid

indicator of student communicadve ability, in thst the

composite of discoume topic imams groups the students

similarly to the other two measures.
This study o(fers two majorcontributions so the field.

First the findinp pnvide bugling for smessing discourse

topic Minnietnnnt skills in the dialogue *mg writing of
these student". Second, the study shows that three types of

amessment, used in coal:union, indeed provide an assessment

of students' reammigative ability in interactive writing,
thereby validating these measures m used in this =UM This

and future studies ran grapheme empitically my own

intuitious sod °banana(, end thaeof many other tesehen.

that dialogue journal midng facillistes sad demenstrates the

ariluitincirof OXIMIUnkstive competence,

Glittaing 5, lasialibussessmassiracanumasin
wax= slitins An Inalvtil of tbe dlalngue

JOSInlilmilinutispenosnAWSLgtudens.
Unpublished Ph.D. dissatanon, Georgetown University,

1987.
Shelley Guisteix, 1910 Calvert Sam, Arlittgton, VA 22201
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disk Joanne the madams owe wading Ind wring memiagful

tau ate deny Wis.
Prosody, though a disstetation pilot study shod at

stalysiug do evolution d their Wow acquisitial.
comiscing svidoco ho boo food which should bolt) to

reaffirm the somber ofcommonicadve appmecites. To due

mme el the mom instrating Whigs am
a)nriting *ills Improved in the jamb despite the fact

thee no emttemis was plead on foam
b) word length seem to have nothing Et do with

compkaity (med dumbe dam* crease of sequisidoe) in

the mind of the child (an assumption undeelying basinsand

mad* famine*
c) where imagedspelling is ctmcemed, two atm of

punning difficult/ involvedsilent ;Varna (e.g., know and

light), and double venal' (e.g., pop& mid bum);
d) children cm leas dm conventions of spelling thrgagh

individualised imerection involving diffeant wads far ach

loom sod
e) they seemed to be leaning gime of words (e.g., words

with and without final e. Wier than memorizing them one by

om as in lists andspikes. evidence that anidents are acquiring

underbing PrinciPles toveranS &VIM adios:46y.
At the end of the yes these dialogue journal Milan (who were

also publishing in the classmom) averaged three yewspin in

reeding!
Considering the eduestional histories of these students, and

in light of the infonnatka above, it seems approptiste so

quote Urns (1985), 4,..ghildme will learn those wadsand

surface kens which code the expaience they ate having.*

ClinItnini. J. (1986), "Empowering Minority Students: A

Framework for Inter vadat:* Emmustgitucationd
Review, 56, 1, 18-36.

Graves. 1). (1982). Atisisua-Chililmasot IsarlfastWark,
Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.

Robert &shriek, Parallel Studies Dii4sion

Awn)" Comuutity Collett. Box 2285

Amoix, Tx 78768 (272)495-7137
Completias Doctoral Studies, University of Texas-Austin

Diaty 1Friiing
Meosity. Got yip, smiled. wet to bed.
risay. Got klp, embed. went to bed.
Waive*. Got vp, washed. we* a bed.
Then* Got up. wished. WOW to bed.

Risky. Got up, weekei. eget So bed.
Ness F. Got up, *Wok wow to bed.

Fre iftr**It Gat op, rebind wow to bed

fammitl Amowit Got mi, washed, went to -tis d .

Mut Twain malls this boyhood joumal in The luxe=
Abrv ad. noting that he opened it one New Year's Day and

awed, discourage* "Stetting emus appeared to be too

rsre its my, alma to render a disry necemsey."
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The studies la iniiegftnip are ell Oa duitaarr. b :sham

one comers *vat ea psychological aspects of the

&dogmaend claming and math"alliCants 1144WIlant
Stitatilege d seiketirneformews and

Mire. Mao are also areingebts robridge the Ns betuten
psychological aspects and the test by gromading their stedies

in tem analysis. We bop duo "psychological perspectisas on

personal and cogredm growth andliberation" avow the
diversity and richness of this new reap of studies.

"UNCOOPERATIVE, COLD-FISH STUDENTS"
VS. "DISORGANIZED SOFTIES":

RESEARCH ON THE USE OF PERSONALITY
TYPES IN DIALOGUE JOURNAL

INTERACTIONS

Henrik Eger
University of Illinois at Chicago

I always thought I was a good teacher. Howeva. ova the
years I hews to feel uneasy with my quest for excellence and

the way I made my students follow what I considaed my

enlightened let's do it air agenda. Did I really help each
individual nudes IP find his or her unique voice, or was I
eateries a demanding work load in the name of progress?

Worse, was I cloning young people in my own
crestive-acadomic image?

I vividly remember one of my brightest engineering
students at UIC who began to show opposition to me from the
=maul introdnced the dialogue jaunal. He frequently
vabalized his disgust with "all Moe tuthecesery things in
English departments." The more caring and understanding my

journal responses, the wave his replies. He said that he

refused to "apse" any feelings, especiallywithin an academic
awl:vainest, and suggested that "casing" had nothing 6) do
with logic" in genera/ or his "education" in particular.

Mee events helped focus my uncestaindes and cancan.
1. I had studied and been Wised in counseling smooches,
learning to scars radically different ways of feeling. thinking,

and expressing oneself. and listening and responding so others

in ways acceptable as their needs.
2. I had discovered dialogue jaml miting and the powerful

am dimensions it can bring to teaching, writing, and

3. I had been introduced to die Mr:es-Briggs Type India=
M3/I X a non-clinical personality type inventory1 and had

begun to study the impact of penonality types otbehavior in

general and on writing in paiticuler.2 Before this, I had felt
misundentood end hummed by my student% tmdastanding my
own personality type in relation to my students changed my

outlook couplet*.
The more I opened my mind to these new concepts the

mos I realized the polemist for myself and my students. I
began to ask many questions that eventually led to my
disowe teem:A on Me impact of teacher personality

1 7

types on snidest journal wain," and to this article.
During the next few areathe I hope to lean sae Mom

some of these needy mexp&xed gneetioas sbeosh
aberration& intriviews, aed experiments.

I. How much dom a amain pemonelity feel autsgud to
journal corrampondence, my an Widthswrits' competed to a

sensing one, a perceptive nether compered to ajudgml" am?

2. Are dem personality types that would feel pertiogady
(on)comfortebie in waking with adopts journals?

3. Does a formal keowledp of pasonality type Muss
the actual writing in Mope correepoedeace? And specially:

4. If one wan to compere student with amber personality.
could one measure and peehips ma Indict volume or quality
of writing. depending co dm °math' oe "mismatch" of teacher

and student type?
With a knowledge of personality types, I hope that my

study can help (college) teschas 'dunce the understanding
of their writing parolees and may come to see reticent under=
as something oda% than uecoopentive "cold fish.* Similarly,
ming adults who have leaned to become swan of aspects of
thik own personality might have a chime to revise
preconceived expectations of themselves mid others, tetchy
freekikup of expression and growth through

dialogue.
I consider dialogue joumal writing oneof the most creative

and powerful mole in the life of a teacher and astudenc

However, I sm wondming whethee dislogue wridng withait an
intuitive ce capacious attempt to undentiod and appreciate
personality type difkeencs could be caudated a dapples
instniment in the heeds of those teachers who, over the course

ot time, have hardened sod come to perceive difficult students

as "imcoopaiiive" or "ignorant."
Students, too, unaware of some of the strengths that can

come from appmciating type diners:es, might wreak hove
on unsuspecting instructors by labeling them as "disorganized
softies" simply because their teachers my or write things
which the students find sump and unacaptable.

Some of the following comments by Myers and
McCulley, although wrinen for NEM counselors, ilhistrate
the potential benefit for teachers who are imaged in the
connection between penonality type and journal writing. Had
I known some of these things when teaching the engineering
students, our dialogue journals might have been an even more
rewanting experience far everybody involved.

"In early sessions it is not useful to ask a thinking type to
describe feelings. It is also not useful for cotuisekn to label

thinking types 'defensives or Imellecnalizing' when they have
trouble putting feeling into wads, or when their wads for
feelings sound analytical."

loam types will need to know that the info:natio@ will

have some wankel value
alnolign types will need to see possible future benefits."

India types can sometimes be more concerned with

pleasing the =miner than with reporting their own natural

styles."
"Intrnm can be expected to be particularly concerned

with privacy issuex"3-
Obviously, pasoniaity typology is more complex than

these few practical excerpts indicate. However, while the
Myers-Bsiggs Type Indicator annot be a penman,
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(tonsimmdfrom p. 17)
itumpretation mid discsainos of ite maks might lead college

*death and Maws mameth thew tandersesdieg of

demobs sed of others. This, ill eme. MP 10

genres morepowered wtideg becameof dm pomatial for

vary pasoml insight& Remind es the impeet of type

(lessen= on the minimaMow jcemeleseems
inevitable.

1Useful peeml intuited= to the MDTk. Goriest

Lawrence,EsektimuoisittuidissAsamicalsala
knoiogjorks, puNished in 19112 by the Carr fee
Appliances of Psrhological Toe (CAM, POD 13807,

Gainesville, FL 32604.
2.Tenem end Ditilamon, "Itmonalily and Individual

Writing Pummel: Colleid.Cililmitiouoti
35, VI5-300 (1984).

saIlCial Snits Myers sad &key IL McCaulley. MenegLA

sulgullbagockammurgazaLgeldowileruthrac
blame, Consulting Psychologists Press (577 College Ave.,

Palo Alto, CA 94306) 1986. Excellent handbook,

b11411967.
Hearik Eger, P.O. Box 4348, Chicago, IL 60680

(312) 276-1912
Completing doe:owl Mitts at the Department of English.

University of Illinois

PERCEPTIONS OF SCHOOL BY HISPANIC,
YAQUI AND ANGLO EIGHTH GRADE

GIRLS AT RISK

Par Colfer
University of Arizona

My career in education has brought me in contact with

many "at risk" kids. As a teacher. Ifound myself sympathetic

to kids who faced peesonal struggles and suffering relating to

home, school and peemnal lives. "As risk" does not have an

exact meaning, and seems to incluse anyone who is not

behaving in socially acceptable manner. who Mats headed

toward Whim as distinguished from success by common

societal sanded& and/or wbo tends toward activities Waiving

personal danger. In keeping with this long-seat coma% for

my dissertation I decided to investigate how at tisk adokrecox

girls perceive school, Whm meaning does school have (or

them?
As participants for my etheograplde study, I chose nine

Priv my Ilispanic, ray Anglo, and five Yaqui India% all

wading a middle school in the Southwest. Three of them

had receated eistith pule; all ot them had failed or teceived low

pada in SOUS the ptevious per. 'The diversity in this

small group is deliberate,m detainee if girls from the two

minority peeps would view school sny differently from their

Anglo peers.
Dialogue jotinals became one way so gather information

about the sisit petrepdons during the 198647 school yew.

since I would not be seeing the girls each day. The coaditions

far our dialogue arc not optimum, to say the least! We are

gives a &ewer in tim school office whet the journals cm be
15

GETTING TO now THEM THROUGH
DIALOGUE JOURNAL WRITING

Tina Redman
Philadelphia Public Schools

In pephologicel tasty the Gestildits emphasise the

*bole peen of behavior or apnea* rather dnaelemmal

emlyaie. The fentimmend principle this is due the whole of

maims ce Waver is more then the som of its perts. If

my elegantamps, thes dime is a dm. in the whole

pence TheOast& school emplimixed the principle that the

development of values is. in part a result of social (wit p.19)

aet207a1ZataChalcomisuld)
lefttight under the officepkee, lard by teachers.
adminismeors. =dem aidesand mots. Although the drawer

is mated with my aims sad "Uaiversity Mataials: these is

no Rasura=of ptivacy. We begin the diabetic, anyhow.

At this point. I can offer some obsevationsabout the use

of dialogue journals in a mooch project of this sort. As I

hoped. the dialogues have erovided an awing sense of my

Feme in the school, as well as a cominuous record of their

experiences and ructions m school md evests. The use of the

office drew the girls then foe a positive rearm a chase ham

the negedve aquae they are need n experiencing from

adminisosion. Although I am sot using the journals as a

counseling tool, only as one method El gain information about

how the girls viewed school. the jountal writing has helped

establish a personal connection between owl girl and myself.

Some mote more than ahem but Car dialogues were always

personal, and at least indicted io each sin dist one adult was

interemed in her personally.
Already, preliminary analysis of the texts make clear that

the giris wrom more about their personal lives thm their

=Wont to school expeciencesan indication of the relative

importance of school in their world. I alto believe that the

dialogue journals allows the palming of data on palm
specific issue. Do girls write about the physical changes they

experience during early ultimates? Do they voile shoo

neatmem by teachers that seems discriminatory toward this,

or boys? What changing views of body image arid self image

can be traced in the dialogue journals of yams adoiemeets7

Two other potential roseareh uses of dialoguejournals haw

surfaced duties this study. One is how the dialogues can be

used to learn colonially relevant Woman= about school,

family comas or culture pews that impact on a student's

school life. Sewed, cm we gain infinmatioa about the -

transition tem one school to another during early adolemence?

What information is revealedabout individual adjustmeot. sad

the help give' by the school. as pemeived by the student?

Dialogue jewel communication can be a powerfid instrument

revealing informant:a about these issues of gender conotans,

atonal experience', sad school anginas. My own
reseech-in-progress hints at their pmeetial for invemiption in

them mem
Pat Corer, 8042 E. litrod, noon, AZ 85710
Consetelittg doctoral stades at the University cif' Arizona,

College el Edwasion
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(continwdfromp. 18)
cooditioning.

The sada who wiles this piaci* is aware that myriad

mesa physical, social, and goodwill expeekoces all

Mance the ways studies Immo& sad react in the

clamoom. Being awe of sehde lances which induce
mime behavkis and achievematie in the clunoom which
=Nes the mocha to baser hodkrand gram the inner

modvadoes of her pupil&
Dialogue *NW writing on a daily basis gsve me the

Woos wens* ri °speak* to my midges abort their

home& neighborhood& school, churche& friends, family. etc.

Dialogue jamb helped me with the gagman task of
discoverkg the instrens, values, culosal and ethnic ast)ects,

biological and emodenal needs, motivational drives, external

and Wang stimuli, and adze considered= which make up

the *whole child.
A yaw ago I began a projectwith a below-avaage eighth

grade class la a middle school within a large city school

system. Many of my students had bore retained, and thus were

overage kir the made level. Several had lengthy meads el

discipline problem& Sane wereenduring very difficult

conditions at home and in the neightahood. Some needed
&vaguely to 'taw to someone who had a genuine interest.

Since I could not sit down and actually have a personal
conversation with each of my pupils every day. the dialogue

journal became an extremely visible shernadve. It was

definialy a way to communicate in apeacoat and system=
way. If I actually got to blow them better, could I thee teach
them bens? Would I be able to handle discipline basal
Could I make a real difference in their academic achievement?
And most importantly of all could I get them into the habit of

expressing their world through writing?
Some of the questions fee which I sought answers in our

dialogues: What is this child's selflistre? Has she &mined

self-approva and self-respect? What is her emodenal .

temperament? Which aspects of her woodcut remake are in
operation during this period of bee life? Is he concerned about
actions or evens which cause fear. worry, anger, annoyance,
jealousy, or shame? Or is ha feeling the email= of love,
happiness, joy, elation, satisfaction. or plume? I pined
insights to these and other question& and I began to discover

the intricaies of adolescent behavior in relation to both in sod

out-of-school veriebles.
I am just at the beginning of analyzing my data. However,

I already have me concltsksts about what happeoed to me

and my reledeaship with my students. Interacting within the
&topspin& allowed me to interact privately usher thin
pubikly with main pasonalities. Since en wag continually

*talking' to each other, we iv= continually adjusting our

percept:lens of each other and ow tmdestandings of each other.

A teacher really needs all the help she an get. aid benefitting
from the intenstioas which =face during dialogue)041Mil

writing is really etc*" and definitely wath the extra cif=

Ting Wm& 622 E. Gorgas Law
Pkikaitipide. PA 19119
Complain doctoral studies at tire University of Pennsylvania.
Graduate School o f Edwation

1 9

THE DIALOGUE JOURNAL IN A
HIGH SCHOOL ENGLISH MASS

Doris Armstrong

My mean* is at the me of dialogue journals &ring one

seasoner in seaverage suburben high school English class.

I aged my 11th pale mom to keep&jetfoil focused or
clean= mars tespoesse * seeding, thefts of viridng

assignments, ielemersouel reladoesanything having to do

with the clms. ia both seams Wok, and mese of itudy.
As trachaftemelter, I did not ammo the journas on a

day-to-day basis. Tits is. although Iallowed clam= time
fre writkig. I did IOC OS sagacious each day as so what to

ice about, other thm en =me that "clamors =cane
should be the focus. I replied to the journalmite about once
a mak. Thais wee no gado given for the journals.

I felt that much schoolwork is smut* 90 as to lehibit

students from the discovery. definition. and solving of
problem& sod with links actual engsgemeet with the subject.

Could this journal provide a field whet& without fear of ems.

a student's thoughts could play freely? Would the dialogue

jounal help resolve knespersonalTableau?
I am now in the =1st of the slow process of analyzing

these jouciels, to see what is really them A very wide
variation in the MOWS of writing occunod. In a few thematic

instances petunia difficuhies betweee student and =her wee
worked out in the journal, which may have blocked the

student's work if left utuesolved. And cessinly some instances

of growth in thinking about theme andcharacter in Hunan

warred.
An example of personal difficulties desk with in the

dialogue jousnal follows. The annual attack of spring fever

was causing coasidenble restlessnem when one student. Pat,
described her irritation with two boys in the class.

PAT: The kids IR rhis class (ostost) are a joke. I have put up
with twilit of Tom's or airs crude arid &UM'S: comnenss,
No one stands mp to them. I'm personally sick of them. I'm

not isaing them walk over line. they can milk over you. but

they will never walk over me as long as I'm here.

ARMSTRONG (in margin): / guess that's how it looks.

Goodfor

PAT: I totally cannot concentrate wi them constantly talking
about things they do, (mostly iv/ girls). 1 could (vex Men:
myse.{( in English and apply myseV wasn't being held back

by these nvo people. They are constantly holding our clan
back from many things & I'm sick ofm

ARMSTRONG: You do very well arithow-I Thanksfor the

fetdbackra by harder to hold them down-

The mak of course, was that as I succeeded in =facing
mom ordee on these nvo Pat was pkesed and so wss I. I
might not have worked on this problem as effectively if Pat

had not added bee motbition to mine.
In corm, another indent. "Jack". used the dialogue

journal for thinking about subject maser. He (cont. p. 20)
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A STUDY OF STUDENT AND TEACHER
LIBERATION THROUGH

DIALOGUE JOURNALS

Hastiah Winstois
Philadelphia TV lie Schools

Dialogue journals see Wowing do to conduct two

sadahow I as a leacher awn and implement a libeados

*Wee for adokacests who ant &4 kase. and how thus

stodm so usiaccamened anexpeciencing reading sad 'writing

as canssineicetion, develop their remainsprocaues utd %vice

through my teaching. The catcomes for both teacher and

swam are pounded in the cams ofeducation as

lberaticenithar thanoppession.
A liberating psdagogyw flies in the face of the common

plaice. as John Goodlad documents it in A Study of

Schooling. of exposinn students in low tracks to "fat ku

challenging nuiserial and len effective instructional practices

because they are viewed as impoverished individuals lacking in

intellect and unable to respond an challenges." Support from

the Philadelphia Alliance for Teaching Humanities in the

Schools (PATHS) and the University ofPennsylvania's

Littucy ReserthCenter hu enabled me to develop and begin

studying the effects of an ieserdiciplinaty (reading. writing.

speaking and liseranne) banks community in which

low-perfonning seconday school =ideas seeenameled to

put language to use in meaningful and practical ways.

In pratice, the leaning communley is a =dine/writing
workshop. which this year is investigating adolescent change

in the =dents' own stories and in the works of Maya Angelo,

Alice Walker, J.D. Winger, rota Neale Human, Claude

Lewis, Ann Frank, Elie Wiese& Margaret Mead, etc. Our

in.class rending. writing and talking axe tied together through

the twice÷week dialogues between each student and myself in

dialogue pangs.
Tbe jun-beginning study of my own development seeks to

docimiem and understand how I become a liberate', alicalor

u suggested by Paulo Freire. The study of the students' work.

including thek dialogue journal conies, will focus on their

:4:4ime4 from p. 19)

applied the Aristotelian concept of the tragic hem to the play

AU My Sons.

JACK / think Joe Kellerfits aiw Aristotles Poetics definition

cf the change of forum and chamfer. His downfall is the

4amits result o f a greatmy, Wig the cylinders go cracked.

He is a *mow MS WICI 'witted wins: adversity to

prosperity. He is hatsuohighly renowned arid prove:road.

ARMSTRONG Well, yesaaaybe sot a King or Prince,

though. Not even president of General Motors! What

'weakness' in his personality caused him to "nate this wrong

deciskal
I would be happy to hest fsom other reseachen who are

analyzing dialogue Annals,anduchange pubic= and

possible solutions wids them.

DOcif Arnufronig, 286 North Maple Ave.

Ridgewood, NJ 07430 (201) 6524015 20

diteovary that they have a lame ad a voice in the untals

What imp* aid will try so show bow dialogue with a

compment other (me)enables them to become mon onspeaut

commission within the zoneat INOXiaill development u

described by Vygotay.
Hereado Wks" Parkway Tsta.Th s ParkwayProgram

Philadelphia Public School Sysatst.13th and Sasquehanna

Philadelphia. PA 19122

COLLEGE STUDENTS WRITTEN
REFLECTIONS ON LEARNING

Deborah lenses
John Jay College

My researchdescribes college student's zeilections co their

audesnic experieocea pesented in dialogue journals maintained

during one semesue. suing the text of 10 journals.

Research in the area ofrelection suggests new under-

stondinp and appeciations are reached when an expenenct is

impend, thought about sad evahated. One way to enhance

the learning experience is to strengthen the link between the

experience and albedo:by awing a specific activity

follow.ig the experience. I have chosen to use dialogue

journals es crease this reflective moment. The replay of eveets

sad feelings can cream us association, a coonecdtrg of the ides:

and feelings which am panof the original experience and those

which have occurred duties reflection with existing knowledge

and attitudes. The linking of new conceptions to existing

cognitive structwu and feeling is one of the centml features of

the learning process.
My assumptions are that the dialogue with the teacher may

help to develop an awareness and a reflective winch to
learning. The =dans can pin a sense of actively directing

their own leaning by twisting. developing, and refining

isms, concern, and questions related to their study. Writing

gives distance flom the experience, which may have the effect

of clarifying it and fostering the ability so wink with it and

leans from it. It helps students to take a look at the affective

role of the leaning poem, to aponciate die role of their own

feelings, and to clarify the feelings involved.

Specific reseuch questions guiding the dua analysis art:

How does student selkoncept reveal itself in, and influence

student reflection in the dialogue jousnal?

What type of academic experiences in the Communicadon

skills class do students reflect on in their dialogue journals?

What attributional struegies do students use in reflecting

on academic experiences, in illation io achievements cc

failures in this class, and in relation to their overall studies?

What types of teacher feedbock in the dialogues influence

nudes reflection on academic up:times aod selkoncept?

A conunktivist smoach will be used to cany out this

study in octla an inierpret, explain and understand the patterns

found in the dialogue journals.
DeLuwah Jensen, CA w,Jcatioiss gills Department

John Jay College, City University of New York

445 West 59th St., New York City, NY 10019

Complain doctoral studio,Fordhant Univerzry. Graduate

School of Educaddsis
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ELAM RESEARCH: THE EFFECTS
OF WRITING ON HEALTH

James Panstakor. a psychologist atSouthern Methodist

Universky, hes bees Conduakt a Melanins series of studies

as the affects of wide'aken dinernaing Ilk experiences
die body. knows fin:ties andieimag psychological heel&
In a 1967 APA pretension be lesliand id& le, he sod his
colleges Kiecolttileser sad Okser eximined the Amy of
wades shoat Monk spnitecesby keying fifty Madly
undergradames modes*, assigned 10 write &ha about
pasonal traumatic events, or trivial topics Ex 20 minutes on

etch of fimasetcadve days, in amond (non-dialogue)
journal.

A number of measures of healthy fimedoning. including
blood setepies to measure immune system function, health

meter vrn sod self-repots of subjective distress Iva* taken

before. immediately Onward, and at six weeks after the surly.

Automatic activity (blood presume, haft rate, en.) was also

meowed each day during tits study.
Pansbekee mats that wilting down cancans and feelings

led et positive results oa tbe illiM1100 function tests, health

cane use, anonotnic levels (which dropped day by day for the

writing Stoup), sod subjective distress. Those who wens asked

to discuss ady trivial pursuits got no benefits. and this
diffeasze held up after six weeksthe vitas had made fewa

doctor visits.
In a reined study, Peenebaka end Beall found that writing

about both emotions and facts surrounding a traumatic event

was even mom beneficial than an "emotions calf' smooch.
Pancakes cautions that the writers instructed to write about

oasis& events wee initially ;..4ore distressed than those

assigned to the trivial condition, but that long-tam followup
matures ail favored the writing as a thenpy *mach.

He also points out that a major drawback of "writing

therapy" is that this kind of private, non-interactive writing

"does not allow fa an objective outsideopinion. support frau
mhos, or objective coping information.* Male this is eve
for the personal jownal or dim. dialogue journals, when used
appropriately, can also provide some of the benefits of
feedback and counseL Those of us who find this we me doing

counseling in dialoeue journals even when that wasn't the

initial intent me probably doine mat good than we reslize.
We sae interested in haring about other reseavh which

pima dkectty the theimpeutic Ind prichosomaric beaefes of
written communicatioe, and will share my such finds in future

issues.

Panebaktr, LW., Kiecolt-Gkees, J.. & Glaser. R. Disclosure

el mimes and immune functiaon: Health implication for
psycnotherapy. Papa esesented at the 1987 Mating of the
Americas Psychological. Association. Washington. D.C.

Pennebaker, LW., & Bali, S.K. (1986). Confronting a
traumatic evens Toward an understanding of inhibition
and diem& 1.0=11.112tbeoethel.h3cchoIosot. 21 3.
pp. 274-281.

P 'ii
A TEACHER'S VIEW

Lull*. Reed

Became my wain position for may years was close to

moral colleges sod univetsidek oar school and its Wickets

were shed te mist in research programs almost conneedy.
The mud forma was to menwith the Roseneher, lima in
sikace to the plea and thee Glans.deo. cc iniimt our
time schedules and gragises so thind mechaks of the
aging or insonctioe could be metched to the stynkements of

the mama pint. Participationassisted of following tkough
ea the ckN000m tesia, which was new related to my own
insones:43oal appmech. The instalment or materials were

usuallt nede available to us afterwesd. Most cften within two

weak; a lane of apprecietion wouldwive. End of the rajas.
Fortunately for me, not all reeismit workedjust that way.

Ta the many. many math studke with which I was involved,

a few woe very Maw. and they me the only odes that were
really valid ea far se my work wascoecemed. Not only was

the resesech in each can undertaken la cake to find out
something about my own inclusion, with a lot ot
explanation by me and 10 me, but my students were involved

with the sseachers over us eneeded period of time because

their goals were to mance the salami educatiottal welfane as

well as gather data.
Jots Staten wit the type of researcher who csme not

knowing the mswen and tally not even sum of the quark:es.
Her focus was on finding CO what I was *trendy doing in my

classroom, not in asking me ta carry out her new tasks.

Thiough coumless meetings, discussions and shared neadinp
ha project developed. but not in an iron-clad (tumuli. This

process of watching. studying. evaluating, discussing.
revamping sad Stirtilig over again and again allowed me to be

a real part of the study as ii developed. Our discussions were
frequent and though ne could only assess the 'hat aid now"
of what was happening, new ideas sad new insights developed.

The students were enriched by a mring clasavom patticipant
whom they pew to love md to trust. As a teacher, I was

stimulated to see that what was gt ing on was valuable and

wotthy of study.
This pmject pew and reached its goats, but instead of

ending. it pew further and continued to involve me, showing

me my atm mirk from a wally different perspective so that I

became a better pawn, and a better leacher. Afro Jana's wark

with me, Joy Kraft Peyton became intimated in the ime of

dialogue journals with my ESL students, and we continued the

poxes I sorted with Jana
A third research project with which I became involved has

really neva ended. either! This project was aimed at
developing sustained silent reading for all students. The

raraelser, Gail Povey. and I agreed on the importance of
sustained silent reading, and so the problem was how to

imply and stimulate the non-achieving student and the
absolute "non-readers" in my clump want to read. Again,

the tteeetekr became a regular visitor to the room, becoming
acquitted with each sada* and gating to know the osties of
each member of the elm How very teaching that stone was!

Hee viaits SUS anticipated tad her various techniques for
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(eenakeedflreas p. 21)
"sillier a smileet on readies a book greivint grew. Jun u I

did widt Issa, Gail zed I kog warted co plans fee

stimithning seethe& dimmed kleas dot waked.dieseded

Mask toes pkinestt einersed soM wag. The frequent

Mope with both researchirs was stienektiag co a Wei that

moo where do sotbow Our apan aid freak mansion at

the ways we peasivedthe 'Indy to be soling was so suicides

and so energizing Ibr me.
In participating ia these two studies, not only was I able 10

g;sow. but I was validated as a rachm and sustained in my

belief that there is always make to lam As a teacher, the

frustration of not being able to teach students who have

poundal or who haws new developed a yen for laming is

constant To have had two nsseschen who not only limited

to my ideas. but built on them ao that I and others could

benefit has been a highlightof my sacking area.

Ittsualliainsucliumuilltublisatlanst

1111W111112111
Cumin, Shelley. 1987. Towad the assessment of

communicativer competence in writinv An analysisof the

dialogue journal waiting &Japanese adult ESL students.

Georgetown Univenity.

&Ilan
&sig. D. J. 1986. Six authors in search of an audience. In B.

Schieffalla (Ed.) ThnsanisitiaLallittam-Egams8Bisia
Errepeastre, Norwood, NJ: Abler Publishing, 110-131.

Farley, Jack W. 1986. An analysis of written dialogueof

educable memally retarded writers. Eduatino And Training

ofatradenally.Sgmted,. VoL 21, No. 3, pp. 181-191.

Farley, lack L. & Sum L. Farley. 1987. Interactive writing

and gifted child= Ccoununication dames literacy.

lassmaLfaiklikasitingLibtailtai vol. 10. No.

pp. 99-106.
Peyten, Joy Kraft. 1986. Interactive writing: =kin

writing meaningful for language rainatitY studatim- NASE
Nom Vol. 10, No. 1. pp, 19, 21.

Rueda, R., Fkxes, B.. & Pala, B. !986. Examining
assumptions sod insmotional practices related to the

acquisitioe of literacy with bilingual specie' education

students. In A.C. Willis A H.P. Omahas (Eds.),

aimicelougacbgtuatiadministethis New York-
American Libroy Abashing,

A BOMJS: ForDIALOGUE subscribers nay, we will send

oir moo recent lin of publications and abstracts of the NIE

grants and all completed disamosions as niquest. FREE!, if

you will send a self-addremod, stamped envelope with

page SO: DIALOGUE, CAL, 1118 22.nd So, N.W.,

Washington, DC 20037. A complete Ilse at' publications on

'dialogue journals ad sumach abstracts is included in the

Special Issue #2 available hem listalhook Flea (see back

pago.
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A SURVEY OF DIALOGUE J DURNAL
USE IN THE ARLINGTON COUNTY

ESOLIIIILT PROGRAM

Joy Krtefe Peyton
Center for Applied Linguistics

Become disloguejoumal use,and domino rtiorich. is

focused g the claims level, we bow relatively link about

the meat aed nines of its ass at the school system level. As

At of an emeneiverem& project moo ie process
concealing Mope jams* use and effects (a reinject cf the

Caste for Lame Fiducatios and Rearech,holed by

OER1), we cnilaborsied with stiff in the ESL program (called

ESOLOLT) in Arlingem,Vkilais a conduct a sway of

umbers in their program in the spring of 1986. The orvey

reapcsass provide an inenestieg picture &actual daily

classomm amosg ESL asechars.
Of those teachers who completed the survey. 19 (8

elententoy, grades 16 ad 11 secondery, paths 7-12) said they

welit using dialogue jotenals at the time, and all 19 said they

intend to comings using them is fume years. This leptletiti

about 20% &the machos in the ESOLMILT program, which

wampum both ekateetary and seconday levels. In

response so quotientconcerning how long embers him used

them, the numbed oaken involved and the fmqtency of

use, nemeses show don Moo teachers have been using

them simat they Mt hoed *cot then% with 60% using them

kr 2-3 yeas elemeaury teach= keep dialogue AMU with

much smaller numbers of seadimo (sound 10 on the average),

and moo elementary teaches's, who ale %%A with small

groups of students on a pull-mat basis, do net keepdialogue

joienals with all of their students; about half keep than with

fewer than aa

Eltea-da-sans-sIndentiaallt...11-tittir-Aklagutjam=
mon seccodary students write at the beginning of class,

for about 10-15 minutes. Elementary 1M.T teachers haw s

little more flexibility because of longer class times, and some

have their students write a any time during the day, spin, for

around 10-70 minutes,

uniLancii_de.jggr...siuggiumtailict. jica_atiajb

ZULVIStond?
MOS eiemeassey students Mile 2-3 times a week, and in

all cams the umber responds tech time the stud= mite. In

secondary claws theStudents write more ohm (evesy daY in

11104 dal*** but because of the Istle number of :Adana.

VIlt tesehen usually respond only.once week Two

secoodary nachos do respondoch time the students mite.

Whet iPt irnar purpoçe for our ama
Iowa=

Ekmaginnejszt Main polio ; ID commtmicate

with their students. to gm to know them personally and .

understaed them, m enceurage se awinstios, so eliminse the

mess atid fear of writint with lesteusge-telated masa of

modeling language structures for students and stimulatine

growth in writing ability. wading to be soixtcloy.

1.52
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THE MANY BENEFITS OF DIALOGUE JOURNALS:
HELPING STUDENTS CHANGE ATTITUDES AND BEHAVIORS

Jana Some

One of the major benefits of dialogue
journal use in educational settings is the
opportunity to help individual students deal
with attitudes, behaviors, anxieties or
personal concerns which are limiting their
performance or educational progress.
Teachers and students usually mention such
outcomes when asked about the value of
dialogue journals, even when the major
purpose is to improve students' literacy skills.

One sixth grade studentEduardo--
described this kind of interaction succinctly
in an end-of-year interview: "Her words
helped me not to fight, and so now I don't
fight no more. She said 'Don't fight, because
if you fight you just get into trouble."

In this issue, we are focusing on a variety
of outcomes which involve the larger
dimensions of learning and action, such as
learning to make more accurate attributions
for success and failure instead of blaming
others or fate, gaining courage to try and
accomplish a difficult task, knowing that
personal problems and concerns are
understood, even if they can't be solved.
Above all, these articles speak again to the
essential need of students at all ages for a
personal relationship with someone within
ibe learning process, however that is
achieved.

Not surprisingly, many of the accounts in
this issue involve older elementahy,
secondary or adult students. By 11 or 12, a
student's attitudes, beliefs, motivation and
personal situation, including family
problems, are major factors influencing their
learning, and the responsibility for change
lies increasingly with the student, not with
family or teachers. Students as well as
teachers know it is important to manage their
feelings and concerns so that learning can
take place.

In focusing on thss one benefit of
dialogue journal use, the question comes up
again, are dialogue journals used for
"counseling?" Usually this question is raised

by teachers who are themselves uncomfor-
table with moving too far beyond the
confines of their academic arm and are
concerned about opening the door to students'
personal problems. In fact, dialogue journal
converutions are not useful as a means for
doing open-ended therapy, even if the
teacher is also a qualified, licensed therapist.
What they are useful for is working through
concerns and problems related to classroom
issues and actions, and for acknowledging our
common humanity when personal crises
Occur.

SameELIaulCassezat
Some of our readers arc already aware

that diaries, personal journals and
autobiographical writing in general are
included on lists of "sensitive subjects" which
some parent groups are circulating and
asking school boards to ban from the
classroom.

Our survey of the actual practice of
dialogue journal use shows that teachers can
and should establish appropriate limits on the
topics for discussion, so that students are not
encouraged to bring up any and all concerns,
which may be appropriate only in
therapeutic settings. We have also heard of
recent cases (one on "60 Minutes" recently)
where teachers assigned highly personal
topics for students to write about in their
personal journals (we have not heard of
dialogue journals being used in this way], and
then asked the students either to turn the
journals in to be read by the teacher, or to
share their entries aloud with classmates. In
our view, assigning highly personal topics
does not give students the right of choi:;e and
may constitute an invasion of privacy. For
that reason, we stress over and over the
essential right of students to CHOOSE the topics
which they will initiate and discuss in a
private dialogue jams!, and to drop the
discussion of any topic which may come up
and they do not want to pursue. (cont. p. 2)



(Benet:, cont. from p. I)
The teacher has the right to establish a
framework for the general dialogue, but not
to require or suggest topics which may
require self-disclosure of private information
or feelings about experiences outside the
classroom. However, students do have the
right to bring up such -concerns
spontaneously, within such general
frameworks, and to explore their meaning.

Having been cautionary, we should say
also that competent teachers are able to auist
students with reasoning about how to succeed
in school, and in thinking through the causes
of success and failure. Teachers are also most
effective in increasing academic
performance when each student feels that he
or she is known and valued as a unique
individual, and that important personal
concerns are known and understood by the
teacher. Anxiety and stress, whether caused
by school situations or from other sources,
directly affect school performance, and good
teacher-student communication can be of
enormous value in helping students.

1Writing and Counseling: Using a Dialogue
Journal. Jana Staton. Language Arts, May
1980.

"So Now I'm a Motivated
and Changed Person"

"I really feel alot better about myself and
my life." Any teacher would like to read thoc....-

words from a student in a dialogue journal.
But Jean Allen, an experienced physical
education teacher in Fairfax County, Virginia.
did not expect them from the "problem
student" she had this past school year.
"Sharon" had already failed two quarters of
PE in another teacher's class, and she was also
skipping other classes and failing all her
academic subjects. When the Principal asked
Jean if the student could switch to Jean's PE
class in the middle of the third quarter, Jean
was unsure: How could she make a difference
in this girl's attitude and get her to
understand that the basics--like regular
attendance, dressing in gym clothes and
doing what was asked--were going to matter
in this class as well?

Jean had heard about the dialogue journal
use by etninistrators and teachers to help
at-risk students in a neighboring
intermediate school in Fairfax County (see
Opportunities for Genuine Communication,
this iuue), and decided it might help her

2

work with this girl. So they began, with at
least one exchange a week. in early March. A

lot of their dialogues were about the girl's
new boyfriend, and her interests in a career
sa a hairdresser and in marriage, but along
the way. Jean managed to bring up the topic
of why PE had been so difficult for her, and to
help Sharon acknowledge her own
responsibility for her difficulties, as well as
expressing the problems she had with the
particular instructor.

Allen: Why is Physical Education a subject
that you have had some difficulty in
passing?

Sharon: PE is just something I didn't like
when I had as a teacher, she
made it very hard for me because of her
comments and actions. In elementary I
had flu, in PE because for one you didn'
have to dress out, for two I knew and liked
everyone because they were in my class.
Jr. High MEI I hated and refiised to go to
because of a few people in that class.
High School I hated because of (that
teacher) but since I've been in your class
I don't mind going or dressing our.

Allen: I've often wondered what turns
students off from P.E. In Elementary
school everyone loves P.E., but starting at
the Jr. High level there is a real change
with students.....I'm sure a teacher's
attitude toward students makes a big
difference. There has to be some mutual
respect, classroom guidelines and sense of
being able to forgive (not hold a grudge)
against students (or teachers) when
discipline is needed.

By the end of the year, Sharon was able to
go back to the other P.E. teacher and discuss
her concerns. She had come to recognize her
role in the difficulty, as well as the teacher's
contribution to it. Best of all, she went from
an F to an A in P.E., and also made passing
grades in her other subjects. While her
dialogue journal documents that finding a

boyfriend was clearly a major factor in her
turnaround, this personal dialogue with a P.E.
teacher also contributed to her changed
attitude toward school, an attitude she
recognized in the rather accurate
self-description toward the end: "So now I'm
a motivated and changed person."

A letter from the girl's parents to Miss
Allen supports the student's statement: "lf
you had not accepted her and taken a chance
on her, she would not have done as well as
she has. Because of the support and help you
gave her, she did a complete turnalound."



HELPING STUDENT TEACHERS
AND STUDENTS wrint

ADVERSIYE ATITTUDES

Robert Bawls am, Amy Howell
The Ueiversity of l'exas at Austin

How does one get a teacher "started" with
dialogue journals? AU too often, teacher
inservices do not scent to be the best setting
for presenting this idea. The teachers who
attend are either doing a fine job in their
classrooms already, or are merely filling a
seat and are unreceptive to new ideas. One
solution, which his developed through my
position at the University of Texas as a student
teacher supervisor/instructor, has been to
introduce the concept and use of dialogue
journals at the beginning of a student
teacher's career. Besides being an excellent
time to introduce a new philosophy and
approach, this period of time involves
particular stiesses for the student teacher,
which a personal dialogue can help alleviate.

Newcomers to the profession are most
often enthusiastic, but also intimidated by the
student teaching experience. When
behavioral or curricular problems present
themselves in the classrooms of these student
teachers, they are often lost or confused, and
I have found them to be most receptive at this
point to any suggestions I might provide. For
this reason, one of my requirements for the
course is for the student teachen to write a
dialogue journal with me. Of all student
teachers who have been introduced to the
dialogue journals in this way, most have
experimented with them during their student
teaching experience, have expressed positive
regard for them, and have decided to continue
using them once they have a classroom of
their own.

Through these journals I can achieve
three important ends. First. I am able to
acquaint them with the dialogue journal as a
teaching and counseling tool through first-
hand experience. Secood, I am able to allay
many of their fears and hesitations about the
experience of student teaching, so they are
able to relax and do a better job with more
self-confidence. Finally. I can help them to
see the utility of diaLigue journals for
meeting the needs of individual students. I
believe that the two major sources of
discipline problems in classrooms are
situations where a student is frustrated and
therefore disenchanted with learning and
expresses this through off-task behavior, or
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where a student is bored because then is no
challenge and likewise reacts with negative
behavior. .1 think we would all agree that it is
not just underachievers, but blight students
as wc11 who are potential problems.

One student teacher in a third grade
classsoom, Amy Howell, had a hostile student
in her classroom who was causing her great
difficulty. We discussed in our own journal
the idea of starting a dialogue joutnal with
"Tommy." In her next journal witty to me
she wrote:..."I talked to Tommy about writing
to me in a journal. He really liked the idea!
He even asked me when he could get stalled.
I think your idea is really going to work."...

For fear of having coerced her into
adoptiog my favorite approaches, I
responded: ..."I'm pleased to see that you are
so receptive to suggestions. You don't have to
Use everything I suggest. but if something
strikes you as fitting your style of teaching.
by all means give it a try. ....Have you started
a journal with Tommy yea"... To this she
resporicd: ..."I'm really excited about Tommy
and h journal. He really loves it. His
behavior has improved UM. Thank you so
much for giving me the idea."... Finslly, I
answered: I'm pleased to hear that Tommy
has responded so favorably. It seems like
fyour cooperating teacher] is very interested
in dialogue journals as well. I think they
work because they are humanistic and allow
the children to express themselves
meaningfully."...

It is interesting to note that through the
dialogue journal Amy was effective, for the
duration of her student teaching experience,
in addressing Tommy's individual needs. She
helped to recover a child who was potentially
at risk of being squeezed out of the school
system. Her system in the dialogue journal
was flexible and met the needs of the child,
and the child responded. In fact. Tommy
signed his second journal entry to Amy.
"Your friend Tommy who is trying to stay out
of trouble." Hence. I prefer the term
"squeezed out" instead of "dropped out" to
describe the experience of many high risk
students, as I have witnessed time and again
the response of these students to an inflexible
system.

The cooperating teacher, who may not
have been receptive to the idea of dialogue
journals originally, by having witnessed
their effectiveness first-band, ended up
considering using them in her classroom as
well. This was another aspect of the
serendipity of dialogue journal writing.
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Two new, up-to-date fact sheets have just

been issued by the ERIC piste= .to provide

information about dialogue journal use in an
easily digestible, brief form, complete with

excerpts from real dialogue journals.
Multiple copies are available FREE to

anyone giving workshops, inservice training

or conference presentations. Both fact sher,ts
include a list of recent dialogue journal
articles and books. Personal interviews with

the authors reveal that both publications are
"eacellent," "to the point," and "very useful."

PLEASE NOTE that these are not available from
DIALOGUE; write to the ERIC Clearinghouse
listed for each.

D7ALOGUE JOURNALS (by Jana Staton) is a

two-page ERIC Digeit which presents
rationales and approaches for dialogue
journal use in classrooms as a means of

increasing student-teacher communication
and encouraging functional literacy.
Questions discussed are:

What is a dialogue journal?
What are some of the benefits?
What about the time it takes?
How can I find out more?

For multiple copies, free of charge, write to:
ERIC Clearinghouse on Reading and

Communication Skills
1111 Kenyon Road
Urbana, IL 61801

Q&A ON DIALOGUE JOURNAL WRITING
WITH LIMITED-ENGLISH-PROFICIENT
(LEP) STUDENTS (by Joy Kreeft Peytoe) is a
four-page overview of dialogue journal use
with ESL students. It answers the following

questions:

What is a dialogue journal?
What are the benefits to students and
teachers?
With what kinds of ESL students can
dialogue jountals be used?
How do I get started?

For multiple copies, free of charge. write to:
Bill Code, User Services Coordinator
ERIC Clearinghouse on Languages and

Linguistics
1118 22nd Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20037
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Om:4mm Es FOR GENUINE
COMMUNICATION AT THE

SECONDARY LEVEL
Jana Stators

Student: At first I thought she was mean to
me fat the start of this year] and
then I got to know her.

Int: You wouldn't call her mean now?

Student: No, not now. I got to understand
her.... irs thr dialogue Journal, it has
helped me a liale bit. Like when I
feel like I'm about to get in trouble,
and l want to go talk to her and she's
not there, I just go ahead and write
it.

- Eighth Grade studeit

Dialogue journals have been adopted by

teachers at the elementary level as a unique

means of combining communication with

students and functional uses of writing and

reading. At the secondary level, however,
basic literacy development [at least for

English-speaking students] is often a less
significant concern than developing real

communication to help students with attitudes

and behavior. At the secondary level, the
heavy student load, tight scheduling and

increasing emphasis on objective knowledge
all combine to make it more difficult for even
motivated teachers to get to know students

individually.
At Sandburg Intermediate School (7th-8th

grades) in Fairfax County, Virginia. a pilot
project now beginning its 3rd year has been

exploring the feasibility of using dialogue

journals to develop two-Way, personal
channels of communice.ion about academic

concerns, personal needs and social
relationships between faculty and junior
high students who need this extra support.
The project has focused on the use of dialogue

journals in the areas of changing attitudes,
expectations, and behavior, rather than the
more common goals of developing writing

and reading abilities which may predominate

at elementary levels and in ESL programs.
This focus may include changes in teacher

expectations and understanding as well as

changes in student attitudes, behaviors (such

as attendance) and school achievement as a

result of improved st. ient-teacher
communication.

A second mijor goal of the project has

been to identify and find ways of overcoming

the logistical COMM/tints or barriers to

establishing effective dialogue (cons. p 5)



(Opportunities, cont. from p. 4)
journal communication which seem to be
inherent in secondary school instructional
and scheduling patterns.

After a year of training, consultation and
encouragement, a survey of the Sandburg
faculty showed that 23% of the faculty and
staff have been actively involved in using
dialogue journals during the 198647 school
year. Tix academie and administrative areas
involved include mathematics, learning
disabled, English counseling staff, and
administrators, as well as individual teachers
who selected one student for a mentoring
relationship. In addition, faculty and
students who participated in a three-day
leadership training conference used the
dialogue journals for that intensive period of
time. The total number of students involved
for at lecst one grading period or longer
during 1986-87 was over 170. about 20 percent
of the student population. The number of
students a faculty member responded to
ranged from 1 to 20.

Teachers and students are generally very
positive about its value as a means of
communication, but teachers are still finding
the logistics of using the dialogue journal at
this level are difficult. Dialogue journal
communication may require re-examination
of overall goals and the ways in which the
instructional prograw is structured -- not an
easy tisk for an individual teacher to take on,
no matter how motivated!

Two Case Studies
The use of dialogue journals at Sandburg,

as elsewhere, depends on the faculty
volunteering and developing creative uses
within their own areas of responsibility. Two
different patterns of use illustrate the kinds
of opportunities dialogue journals have
provided.

pasie Math Classes. Several math teachers
chose their basic math classes for dialogue
journal use, focusing on encouraging more
questions about assignments and on
providing reassurance and positive feedback
to students. The basic math classes at
Sandburg are composed of students who lack
skills to go beyond simple arithmetic
operations or who lack motivation to work at
math, with a good sprinkling of new ESL
students whose English language skills are
not yet advanced enough to enable them to
succeed in regular math classes. Because
motivation and involvement are so central
for success in these classes, the use of
dialogue journals u a way of motivating and
involving individual students was

particularly appropriate.
Interviews with math teachers and

students brought the following typical
comments about the use, of dialogue journals.

Student:. I liked it because I could ask
questions. There's always a line at the
teacher's desk ix class, and its hard to get
answers, and so I don't ask questions in
class. But I do in the journal, and then
she could answer it, or explain something
I didn't understand.

loss

Student: Sometimes we argued about when I
refused to do my wort I'd be mad when
I caw in and I'd write about it. I'd tell
her that I didn't like her. She'd write
back that I should do my work so I could
make good grades. It helped to let her
know how I felt.

***

Teacher: I find many of these students lack
personal motivation; a large part of my
job centers around keeping them
interested and involved. Many of them
cope with difficulties by simply not
trying. Most of them are still very afraid
to speak out in class wills their questions.
They will tell me in the dialogue journals
tha: they are "dumb" and don't want
anyone to know it. so they sit quietly in
class.

lialidu....anIndixidaaL_AILMilla. An
Assistant Principal at Sandburg employed the
written dialogues to help a student assigned to
her because of disciplinary problems.
"Karen." an intelligent, articulate, very
assertive girl with leadership and academic
potential, was placed under special
administrative supervision because of
numerous conflicts with her teachers. A
difficult home life and hostility to "authority
figures" contributed to her ongoing conflicts
and poor academic performance.

Karen was required to "check in" each
morning between class periods with the
Assistant Principal at Sandburg, Carol
Robilson. Carol arranged for her to pick up
their dialogue journal and bring it back the
same day after writing in it during an
English class (with the consent of that
teacher.) The journal was exchanged one to
two times a week in this manner.

The student and Assistant Principal
formed a strong friendship rather quickly
through their writlen dialogue. One
immediate outcome of the dialogue journal
communication was that Karen became more
comfortable talking with Carol. (cant. p. 6)
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(Opportunities, cont. from p. 5)
They began having "let's talk" meetings
every other week or so, discussing topics first
introduced in the journal and others which

came up. The assistant principal felt this
kind of informal meeting would have bees

impossible without the foundation of mutual

trust and understanding treated through the

written dialogue.
Carol summarized her view of Karen and

their interactions:

"When I think of Karen at the start of the
year and I think of her now, there is really a
different image. She's made such progress.
She hes always had difficulty with anyone in

authority. One day after we started the
dialogue journal, one of the office staff saw
her standing by my doer and asked her if she
needed anything. 'No, I'm just waiting for

Miss Robinson. She's my friend.'
"We went for a period of over a week

without communicating when I was on leave,

and she came flying into my office the next
day and said. 'Where's the book? I haven't

seen the book in a week. I want to talk to

you!' There was something that happened the

day before, and she wanted to expand on it."

Karen, in her interview at the end of the
year, explained that she valued the dialogue
journal and the relationship it had created
because she didn't feel most people
understood her, either at school or in her
family. She said she thought that Carol WU
also "just mean at the fim of the year. Then I

got to know her....I got to understand her."
She pointed out that "when I feel like I'm
about to get in trouble, and I want to go talk to

her and she's not there, I just go ahead and

write it."

Comments
This pilot project highlights the potential

for significantly improving individual
relationships between students and teachers
through instituting a personal written

conversation, but it also points to ingrained

constraints and difficulties. The climate and
social context at junior and senior high

school require an increasingly strong

orientation toward accomplishing academic
goals for groups of students, which can
reduce the focus on individual students'
concerns and interests, even those directly

related to academic performance. Some

teachers who were very enthusiastic about

the concept found that the actual practice
required more commitment of time than they
were willing to give, or that it required too

6

much vulnerability and openness, asking

than to go beyond the confines of the
scademic knowledge they wanted to impart.

The pressures to separate knowledge from
individual experience and person-ness which

begin to dominate by the secondary level may

make it more difficult to incorporate a meills

of communication. Dialogue journal
communication requires integration rather

than separation of personal and academic

knowing.
Dialogue journal communication has the

potential to affect positively student
aspirations and achievement, if a genuine
conversation can be maintained within
which to ask questions, seek advice, listen to
other points of view, express feelings and
reflect on events. If personal support for

academic achievement is a key to student

success in school (and particularly so for
students from minority ethnic or linguistic

backgrounds), then the logistical and

attitudinal constraints encountered by
teachers in trying to use dialogue journals
are worth more attention. Despite these

difficulties, individual faculty members at
Sandburg and elsewhere have found that
having a direct, private means of
communication with students is still able to
make a significant difference.

1 can't point to anything in the content

of the dialoguesometimes the kids don't
even bring up the big problems at allbut I
know that the quality of my interaction with

these particular kids has changed. When

there is a problem, and they come in, we get

down to talking about it quicker, and they

teem to come in just to talk to me more often.

lt's like we have established a floor, a place to

stand on together.-
- Guidance counselor

6Wha # k,sot Awe iJ whisisaily karmew, Jam.,
him ft fUiI It&q9 iff "



Liaise's Pegs
FINDING TIME TO TALK PRIVATELY:

A RARE GIFT
Les let Reed

There are times in every classroom when
the teacher feels that he/she should be an
octopusone hand (tentacle?) on the
intercom. one hand to accept the absence
excuse, one hand to tally the lunch count.
another to be certain that the form from the
nurse's office is given to the right student.
yet another to accept the firmly grasped
bunch of flowers being brought to you, and
oh, yes, get the attendance cards completed at
once, all of this while beginning the
classroom day. It is such a comfort, while all
this is going on. to have the entire class
reading their journals, finding out what the
teacher had to say just to them, and then
busily responding to that answer, or writing
about something which happened at home
that must be shared. This on-going written
conversation has so many "side-benefits"!

How many times has every teacher
wished she/he could very privately speak to a
student who appears to be acting out an
emotion or feeling that is counter productive
to his/her own well being and to the clau as a
whole? How little time for privacy in
conversation! Classes must be on schedule
and time allotments met. Experience tells us
that speaking to a disruptive student with the
entire class able to listen in seldom
accomplishes very much. All too often, thc
pent up feelings of the transgressor are just
locked up tight. Daily exchange in our
dialogue journals manages to fill the need for
private negotiation very well. I can give a
simple recapitulation of what I observed and
affirm that the student must have been under
some pressure or problem that caused that
reaction. This affirmation (and information
from an observer) opens the door to allow the
student to vent his or her side of the issue,
and to add information I may not have. From
a teacher viewpoint, I may have been totally
unaware of the student's problem and saw
only the results. How helpful It is to know
both sides of the story! Then, when the
problem is better identified, a solution can be
sought together. Try as we will to offer
solutions, until we really know the problem it
just does not help. By using dialogue
journals, not only do we solve the teacher's
problem of maintairdng classroom decorum,
but we also assist students by allowing them to
be a major part of the prnblesn's solution.
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validates their thinking and gives them a
pan in identifying the problem so that they,

too, can search for a solution.
Second, dialogue journal writing helps

the bilingual student negotiate this new
culture. Having worked with many bilingual
and multilingual students whose language
proficiency varied from the simple smile as a
greeting and only form of communication to
the student who can speak two languages well
and is now learning English. I have found
that the privacy and permission to make an
error without embarrassment or ridicule is
readily granted in the privacy of the dialogue
journal. Frequently the parents are even less

able to speak English than the student, so the

student is expected to carry messages for
them to school. It is one thing to rehearse the
speech or question at home, and a very
different thing to get the teacher's undivided
attention long enough to relay that
information without someone else hearing,
butting in or making a rude comment later.
With the assured privacy and the sure
knowledge that the message will be read, the
Journal relieves much of that tension. Even

if it is incorrectly worded, misspelled or
grammatically wrong, the teacher/
correspondent will not only read it but can
react in writing away from prying eyes and
ears. Such privacy goes a long way in

allowing the beginning English Warner to
not only practice the new language, but also
to write with the assurance that the teacher's
attention has been gained.

Our normal pattern of learning
English--first hearing, then speaking. then
reading, and finally writing seems ideal until
we remember that our bilingual students do
know what needs to be said: their problem is
just how to say it. By writing it before
speaking it, they have the opportunity to
practice and to see the answer in writing
before they have to orally state the issue.
Reading the response allows them to check
their concept of the way something should be
said and to either make corrections or to at
least see how corrections should be made.
Many students have felt this step gave them a
lot of security.

One of the best classroom management
benefits that the dialogue joural provides for
the teacher is the daily feedback about the
lessons taught. Inviting critical comments
about the teaching does not open up a
Pandora's box. It simply makes possible
sharing ideas alxint how effective certain
techniques may be for each individual And

makes the learner a part of the process of
learning. Students can tell us if (cons. p. 8)



DIALOGUE JOURNALS AT HOME
Joann dui lta

Fairfax County Public Schools

As an extension of our regular classroom
dialogue jourvel activity. I began a home
journal writing project awing our Christmas
holiday. The parents of my second graders
were asked to respond in wtiting to their
children's journal writing, u I had been
doing in class. My objectives were two-fold:
to maintain developing student skills in this
most personal type of writing that helps put
children in touch with their feelings, and
secondly, to provide opportunities for parent
involvement and to encourage COM111110i-

cation with the students. It was my hope that
parents would enjoy reading the children's
journals and would not only see this as $
meaningful use of written language, but
would appreciate the insights journals offer
as well.

My iLspiiation to include parents began
in November, when a speaker at a PTA
meeting in our school quoted alarming
statistics about a lack of quality communi-
cation among family members. Because I was,
at that very moment, experiencing such a
satisfying exchange of information with my
students, I began to think I might share the
dialogue journal activity with the children's
families.

In December I sent home a letter explain-
ing the dialogue journal and requesting that
the children continue wIlting in their
journals during our two-week Christmas
holiday. I also asked patents. when possible.
to respond in writing as I bad been doing. I
hoped that parents would not only observe
firsthand their child's developing reading/
writing skills, but would also gain new

(Finding Time, cont. from p. 7)
lessons are too easy or too hard, are like
something they studied thoroughly the year
before, or are just far from their realm of
interest at this age. All these are valuable
clues to the aware teacher that here are
students who want to be a part of the total
learning process and will profit from a
particular change. Plans made with the
students in mind usually result in lessons
with greater validity and effectiveness.

The personal quality of the dialogue
journal, with all of the privacy and the
respect for each person that it entails,
provides the teacher with insights and
knowledge that enrich and empower the total
teaching process.
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insights into their child's personality and
promote more effective communication
between borne and school.

I was gratified that we had 100% student
participation in the holiday journal writing
project and that 75% of the parents wrote
comments as I had suggested. Every parent
responded to a follow-up survey in early
January and, after analyzing the data, I would
call the home project a resounding success.
In fact two parents liked it so much they
commented that they would like to participate
in similar projects in the future.

Parents reported that most children only
needed to be reminded "sometimes" to write,
and 89% felt their children enjoyed it. All but
one parent found it enjoyable and reported
that they learned more about their child
through this communication link (just what I
had hoped).

I would not hesitate to do this home
project again because of the positive response
to the survey. Next time, I would be clearer
about the need for an adult written response
for each student entry, with the child. in
turn, reacting to the response, to allow for a
more meaningful cumulative dialogue. I

would also stress the importance of
stimulating the children to write questions.
which research has shown is essential to
learning. I am now seeing more student
questions in class as the children have
become mare accustomed to the dialogue
journal. Also, as the children mature. I am
beginning to see more communication about
feelings and problems which allows me to
provide counseling in my written feedback. I

might mention these possibilities to the
parents. One other point I woule make to the
parents is that this improvisational type of
journal writing, where we overlook spelling
and mechanics, is only one kind of writing
we do in class. So that parents will not think
such skills are being ignored, I would make it
known that the children do have other
opportunities to become aware of and learn
conventions of written language through
revising and editing their writing meant for

publication.

"A social membrane surrounds each human
being, simultaneously separating one from
and connecting one to the rest of one's living
world....What if all our bodies are part of a
much larger body--the communal body of
mankind? Is human dialogue really a
replacement for the umbilical cord we lose at

birth, a tethered lifeline that continues to
unite us all after birth?" James Lynch, The

11;2



DIALOGUE JOURNALS AMONG FRIENDS
Zoe Burman

My experience with dialogue Journals
bepn in the 7th grade. My teacher wrote in
Journals with most of the students.. These
Journals were her way of ;keeping up with
our lives and of encouraging us to write.
After that course had ended and I wasn't
sharing the Journal with my teacher
anymore, I felt the need to continue writing.
I began writing in a private diary, but it
wasn't as much fun. I wrote ooly
sporadically, and I missed the feedback from
another writer.

lounging with iry friends started
spontaneously in the lith grade when I found
that one of my very best friends wasn't in
any of my classes. This made it difficult for us
to exchange notes, as we had done before, and
even harder for me to stay close with her,
since I hardly ever saw her. Our journal
actually began over Thanksgiving. while she
was vacationing in Florida. I had promised to
write notes to her, and found it WU easier to
keep them in a notebook, which I wouldn't
kw. When she got back. I gue her the note-
book, and she had a record of whet I hsa been
doing, thinking and feeling while she had
been gone. She wrote back, and we continued
our journaling through the whole year.

After that, I started keeping journals with
two mon of my closest friends. We wrote
Journals together for reasons similu to those
mentioned above: We weren't in many duns
together and we wanted to stay in touch.

For a loci: time then, I wrote a dialogue
journal with each of three friends. We wrote
whenever we could, and slipped the
notebooks into each other's lockers or
exchanged them when we passed each other
in the halls. Of course, we spent as much.dme
as possible together after school, but the
journals were an added connection of
closeness between us. They kept us in tune
with each other.

Our notebooks were filled with gossip.
babbling. inconsequential news, sayings.
song lyrics...anything we felt like writing,
anything we wanted to tell each other,
anyahing we could think of to amuse each
other. Of course, our love lives were a very
important topic. We wrote funny lines. like
"Patty down, dude!" or "Hi, Honey!" or "It's
broken in half1"; things we had picked up
somewhere. We even included commercial
jingles: "Yes, I am a lucky dog!" and "It's not
essymbeing cheesy!' We shared what we
were doing in our lives:

Mil I'm having so muds fun! (sarcasm
here). I'm babysiniar-whoa. Too
exciting. The kW are asleep and I'm just
watching "Love Boar that guar show.
Our journals wete filled with artwork as

well. We doodled, d-ow caricatures, colored in
hearts and made funny pictures, both on the
coven of the notebooks and throughout the
pages. The Jaunts were a place where we
could let it all out."

Al for journal *rules" there really
weren't any formal ones. Generally, the
turn-ereend time was anywhere front a day to
a week, but not much longer Of au apology
was in order, accompanied by a nice. long
entry. If we had a lot to say, though. we kept
the Journals just as loos at we needed to.

For my friends and myself, the dialogue
Journals were a way of staying close when
our class schedules and our busy lives made
this difficult. The journals were a record of
our lives during those years, and helped us
develop and retain our friendships. They
were a sure means of communicating and
made a real difference in our lives.

Zoe Burman is now a senior at H. B.
Woodlawn, an alternative secondary school in
Arlington, Virginia. She LI a teaching aide in
a creative writing class there, and also
co.:Roches French at an elementary school in
Arlington, She is active in Vohtnteer
Services, The Community as School Project,
and many ade'..:onal extra-curricular
activities.
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REPORT FROM SURINAME
ON DIALOGUE JOURNAL USE

Robby Morroy. who completed his

doctoral studies at Georgetown University in

1935 and wm a resaatther on the Kroft et al.
dialogue journal study, reports that he has
continued to use dialoguii joutnals in a
training course for teachers of English as a

second language since his return to Suriume
in the Fall of 1985. He has lectured on the use

of dialogue jownals and written many arti-
cles that have been published in Suriname.

Robby's forthcoming article. to be
published in Suriname in August. discusses

the value of dialogue journal writing for
giving students practice with various styles
of written Dutch, the official language of

Suriname. Robby summarizes his article as
follows.

"Dutch is a mendeni language in which
we can distinguish five styles (those that
loos, 1967 outlined for English): iutimate,
casual,consultative, fowls!, frozen. Shuy

has shown that these styles can be seen as
lying along a developmental continuum,
with intimate and casual styles learned
first and used early in the home. before a
child goes to school. MeV children learn
the consultative style of a language
when they go to school.

"In Stuiname, most students speak
either Stanza or Sarnami at home and

learn Dutch only at school. This means
that they do not have the chance to
practice the intimate and casual styles of
Dutch before they must learn more
fonnal styles. When a dialogue journal,
written in Dutch. is used in school,
Sranan and Signing speakers get to
practice these more informal styles.

"Whit the dialogue journal does in this
context is to expand the style continuum
of the Sranan and Sarum' speakers.
These speakers often misuse Dutch style,
that is, they use a certain style in an
inappropriate situation because they
have a narrow style range in this
language. By using the dialogue journals
students come into contact with the
previously unfamiliar informal styles of
Dutch. Their style range in Dutch is
expanded and the occurrence of style
misuse drops significantly.

"Dialogue journals, therefore can be an
effective tool for carrying out the
Government's language poiicy, which is
to promote the appropriate use of the
official language. Dutch."

10

Robby uses dislogue journals in his
classes at the Teacher Training COilege,
training students to teach English at the
secondary level. He asked his students to
write down what they thought about dialogue

journals. We print here a few of their
responses.

Dorinda (27 years old):
When we started last year with the

dialogue joutnal, it was quite new, it was
something I had never dealt with before, but

in the long run I even began to eojoy it.
Even though the beginning was in a way
"trying not to make mistakes,'" the teacher we
were corresponding with gave us the feeling
that mistakes wouldn't make any difference.

Of course he didn't cross out those mistakes

with a red ball-pen, but he gently corrected
them in his answers; sometimes by giving

examples.
It is a way to express yourself, knowing

that there is someone who reads what you
have written and who will give comments
which will force you to discuss matters on

paper.

Heswine (21 years old):
I think the dialogue journal mainly helps

to establish a good relationship between the
teacher and the student. ft is an intimate and

private way for the student to communicate
with her teacher. This can be done without

the fear of being overheard or without
having to look at the teacher. Since some
people do not like to do so because they are
shy (like I am) and if it were not for the
journal they might never have spoken s word

to their teacher and he would never know

what was going on inside of them.

Rudy (27 years old):
I can discuss this matter from two points

of view. A positive approach and a negative
one. I think it contributes to many things. it

enables you to develop skills in thinking and
writing rapidly. It makes communicating
easier. It gives you the feeling that you art
really busy in the language. For those
reasons I appreciate the dialogue journal
very much.

But on me other hand I experience it as a
bard work. Especially when you are not in a
merry mood, or when there is no available

subject to talk about. Then it is not easy to
fmd the words.

Robby Mo4roy, Director
Institute for Language Research and

Language Development
Suriname, S.A.
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DIALOGUE JOURNAL
PRESENTATIONS AT TESOL 17

Dialogue journals were dell-represented
at the TESOL conference in Miami Beach.
Florida this year, with seven presentations.
covering a wide range of different student
populations and various inodiflcations of the
original approach. The student populations
covered included student teachers in a
teacher training course, college students
(both hearing and deaf), elementary school
students, and young children developing
beginning literacy skills. Both
teacher-student and student-student journals
were used. and topics for the writing were
both open-ended and focused on specific
course content.

Using Dialogue Journals in Teacher
Training

Suzanne Insjo described the use of
dialogue journals in Project BELT (Bilingual
Education Leadership Training), an
in-service ESL and bilingual teacher training
project at Brown University. The purpose of
the journals was to provide accountability in
doing assigned readings and feedback to the
teachers about how they were doing in the
course. Teachers were asked to use the
journals to reflect upon and respond to the
readings. Because the journals were
presented in this way, some of the teachers
merely summarized the readings, and true
dialogue was slow to develop in a few cases.
Overall, however, the journals bad very
posve effects. In addition to reacting to
course readings, teachers used their journals
to comment on the implementation of new
techniques, clarify ideas, reflect on
themselves u teachers, ask advice, express
opinions about the course, apply new
knowledge to their own and their students'
experiences, and as au outlet for venting
frustrations. The teachers reacted
enthusiastically to the journals; they
commented particularly on their usefulness
as an aid to thinking and as a means of
receiving more individual attention. Based
on this experience, it was suggested that in
future use of dialogue journals in teacher
training, the journals not be used as a means
of ensuring accountability, and that teachers
not be directed explicitly to use them to react
to the readings, in order to allow more
genuine dialogue to develop.

(Note: In a subsequent ESL methodology
course with a different group of in-service
teachers, no explicit instructions were given
about the topic for the writing. Teachers

were simply asked to write about anything
they wanted to, and to follow the dialogue
wherever it led them. All of the functions
mentioned above were present, plus more
genuine dlalosue and more personal entries,
and the teachers reacted even more
enthusiastically to the journals.)

Susanne Irujo
Brown University, New England MRC
345 Blacknone Blvd., Weld Building
Providence, RI 02906

Semantic/Rhetorical Patterns and Two
Types of Dialogue Journals

Margaret Steffensen reported on a study
in which aspects of American culture were
taught through a dialogue journal focused on
a regional novel. Eleven ESL students in a
university-level composition course spent
two class hours a week reading So Long, See
You Tomorrow by William Maxwell and
writing their reactions to it in their journals.
The instructor, acting as a *cultural
negotiator," answered student questions and
corrected mon, both those that were explicit
in the writing and those that could only be
inferred on the basis of the instructor's
knowledge of the student's cultural
background. She prompted comparisons with
the students' native cultures and encouraged
inferencing and evaluation of the characters
and behaviors in the novel.

A control group of twelve ESL students
spent two hours weekly on reading and
studying skills in the university's Learning
Assistance Center and the classroom. They did
not read the novel, and during about thirty
minutes of class time, they wrote in a dialogue
journal on any topic that was of interest to
them.

Langer (1984) has shown that a word
association task involving key concepts from
a text can be used to assess background
knowledge and schema development, which
underlie comprehension of that text. In this
study, it was predicted that by the end of the
semester responses to concepts related to the
themes of the novel (which cover general
cultural concepts such as friendship and
childhood) would increase more for the
experimental than the control group. A pre-
and post- word association task was given for
eight concepts. As expected, there was a
greater increase in the associations to these
concepts for the students who wrote the
dialogue journal focused on the regional
novel than for those who wrote on topics of
their own selection and didn't read the novel.

Secondly, at the level of rhetorical organ-
ization, there wem significant (cunt. p. 12)
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(TESOL, cont. from p. 11)
differences between the journals of the two
groups. On the buis of features identified by

KinneavY (1971), the control group's entries

were predominantly expressive prose. Such

writing is characterized by a high frequency

of first person pronouni, interjections
("Geer , "Yeahl"), phrasal repetitions ("It's
snowing, snowing, snowing....It's snowing.")
and parallelism of syntactic units ("She is 75
yean old...She's a nice lady....She's kind but

lonely."). There are generally high levels of
subjectivity with a focus on the writer.

The writing of the experimental group.
on the other hand, was referential, with the
main concern being the content of the novel.

Factual statements were frequent and the
tone was impersonal and objective, with both
inductive and deductive reasoning being used
to support the writer's argument (Kinneavy,

1971). When the first person pronoun was

used, it was often to qualify the writer's
statement (I think that...").

By reading the teacher's comments in the
journals, students were able to construct the
meaning of a text that was more difficult than

one they would be able to read alone. The
increase of associations to key concepts in the
Langer task suggests that schema building
was also occurring throu3h this collaborative
process. An additional benefit was that the
students spontaneously produced referential
text. Besides improving their understanding
of the culture and their reading skills, the
focused dialogue journal provided practice in
writing ezactly the sort of prose they needed
for their other courses.

Kinneavy, I.L. 1971. A theory of discourse.
Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice- Hall, Inc.

Langer, L.A. 1984. Examining background
knowledge and text comprehension.
Reading Research Quarterly
19(4):468-481.

Margaret S. Steffensen
Depanment of English, Stevenson Hall
Illinois State University
Normal, IL 61761

Developing Metacognition and
Effective Reading Strategies Through
Reading Journals

Suzanne Salimbene described a dialogue
journal activity designed to develop
metacognitive ability, and through that.
better reading strategies. Students were
asked to document and analyze their daily
reading practice and the reading strategies
they learned in the course. Specifically, they

12

documented in the journal everything they
read each day and the time they required to
complete each reading. They chose one of
these readings and described in detail which

of the strategies in their text, Interactive
Reading (Salimbene), they had used in their
reading; how they carried out the reading
task; and whether or not the strategy had
been helpful.

Students also used the journals as a forum
to discuss their successes and failures with
reading. They described experimentation and
reading breakthroughs, and asked Salimbene
for advice on adaptation of strategies
according to text and purpose. Reading and
discussion was not limited to English texts.
Students read and described their experiences
in reading in their native languages as well.

In another paper, "Metacognition.
Perception, and Reading Fluency: Changing

Students Reading Habiu," Suzanne Salimbene

and Ann Ediger usad these journals, in
addition to pre and post course question-
naires, to document changes in student
metacognition, perception and fluency. An

analysis of the journals indicated significant
development in students' awareness and their
ability to control and orchestrate reading
strategies, a change in their expectations of
reading success, and, in general, a more
positive attitude toward reading.

Suzanne Salimbene
Inter-face International
7755 Hindry Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90045

(cont. p. 13)

"Many school traditions seem to have
actually hindered language development. In

our zeal to snake it easy, we've made it hard.
How? Primarily by breaking whole
(natural) language up into bite-size, but
abstract little pieces. It seemed so logical to
think that little children could best learn
simple little things. We took apart the
language and turned it into words, syllables,
and isolated sounds. Unfortunately, we also
postponed its natural purposethe
communication of meaning--and turned it

into a set of abstractions, unrelated to the
needs and experiences of the children we
sought to help.'" Ken Goodman (1986),
What's Whole in Whole Language.
Heinemann, p. 7.
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(TESOL. cow. from p. 12)
An Anal refs of Input, Interaction, and
Communication in the Dialogue
Journals of Deaf Community College
Students

Beverly Cannon and Charlene Polio
analyzed the dialogue journal writing of a
hearing instructor and *liven deaf
community college students.

First. they looked at the complexity of the
instructor's sentence structure and found

thst he adapted his own writing to the

proficiency level of each student He also
employed several communication devices to
encourage his students to write more, and to
help them write more clearly. In addition, he
modified his input according to student
interests, levels of motivation and learning

styles.
They also analyzed interactive features of

the students' writing. Most of these students
lacked awareness of the communi- .

cative nature of the writing task. Over time .

however, they began to respond more to the
insuuctor as a person, and to ask more
questions which were less focused 'on
themselves.

Cannon and Polio concluded that dialogue
journals allowed this instructor to individua-
lize inaniction on the basis of both academic
and affective factors. They also helped the
students learn more about written
interaction.

Beverly Cannon
Charlene Polio
TESL1Applied LMguistics Program
3303 RoVe Hall, L1CLA
Los Angeles, CA 90024

Dialogue Journals for Cross Cultural
Communication

Teresa Dalle and Charles Hall reported on
a writing project between international (ESL)
students in an elementary public school and
fourth grade American students in a private.
Catholic school in Memphis. Tennessee. The
children wrote to each other weekly over the
course of a semester in what they termed
"Pen Pal Journals." The presenters analyzed
the journals for six specific features--
clarification of lexical, cultural and syntactic
items; errors, either native language or ESL;
error correction, both direct and indirect;
incorporation of new words and new
constructions; cultural inquiries, both
explicit and implicit; and cultural knowledge
or sharing, both explicit and implicit. The
advantages of the project were most evident
in language (lexical and syntactic incorpo-
ration and acquisition), culture (inquiries

and sharing), and writing as communication
(an on-going discourse). Although there
were Wale problems encountered in setting

up the project, the advantages seemed to
outweigh the problems. The children
participated in a very positive writing
experience which also turned out to be one of
cultural sharing.

Teresa Dalle
Charles Hall
English Deparmtent
Memphis State University
Memphis, TN 38152

Beginning at the Bklinning:
Interactive Writing with First Grade
ESL Students

Joy Kreeft Peron discussed her research
concerning the Rffects of dialogue journal
use- oa the writing development of first
graders learning ESL. She looked at the use of
dialogue journals in light of three questions;

Would dialogue journals work with this
group of students. all of whom were at a
stage of beginning literacy?
What resources would the children use to
produce their early writing?
How would their writing develop over
time?
One month after school began the

children, who were all limited-English-
proficient, and some of whom were non-
literate in both their native language and in
English, started to write and draw in their
journals. The primary resource for their
writing initially was words and phrases
pasted around the room. Eventually they
began to also use printed matter brought
from home, such as words from shopping
bags, and later began attempting to write
wrods that they did not find in print, using
invented spelling. No spelling was corrected
by the teacher, but she attempted to
incorporate words the students had used in
her replies. Over time the children advanced
from copied words, through invented
spelling, to more standard spellings, and their
sentence structure increased in complexity.
Towcd the end of the year, the students
began to write longer pieces, such as lengthy
descriptions of personal events and problems.
Peyton attributed their progress to their
exposure to an environment rich in printed
and spoken word, and to the daily opportunity
they had to write about subjects that
interested them.

Joy Kreeft !rotor
Center for Applied Linguistics
1118 22n4 Street, NW
Washington, DC 20037



CONVERSATIONAL ROLES:
TO PERCEIVE OR MISPERCEIVE?

Martha R. Dolly
Frostburg State University

All of us have peobably sensed that some
dislogue jourral conversations are more
satisfying than others, that some seem to
"sink" while others "float." We usually have no
reason to compare consciously the relative
success of dialogue journal interactions, but
our unconscious impressions might be
influenced by and influence our judgments of
students in other academic areas. Findings
from my research suggest how important it is

that teachers work out the features they
believe are important for successful dialogue
writing, specifying the dynamics of successful
interaction so that they have a clearer picture
of the quality of each conversation as it is in
process and can promote rather than binder

students' participation.
The purpose of my dissertation was to

"map" the conversational roles of dialogue
journal partnersto identify features of the
conversations that indicate reciprocity (shared

responsibility) in advancing and repairing
them and to determine the degree of recipro-
city present. The subjects were adult ESL
students, but I believe the findings apply to
virtually any instructional setting.

My analysis showed that half of the jour-
nals were substantially mom or less reciprocal
than my initial impressionistic judgment had
indicated. This happened because as I wrote, I
was unclear about the criteria I considered
important to a successful interaction and had
allowed certain salient features of the inter-
action to unduly influence my assessment.

Had I been aware during the count of th6
conversations of the various ways that students
might signal reciprocity, I might haVe per-
ceived more accurately the success (or non-
success) of their interactions and assisted in
the interactions more effectively. For
example, during the analysis I found that some
students I had thought were not interscting
effectively, were simply showing very little
reciprocity in one area (e.g. answering
questions) but a great deal in a less obvious but
equally important area. If I had realized early
on that some students were relying heavily on
a single type of conversational strategy (e.g.
responding to teacher comment), I might have
been able to encourage them to experiment
with a wider variety of strategies by modifying
my own (e.g. asking fevee)7 questions).

The following cue iiiustrates how I
misperceived a student's level of reciprocity in

14

our dialogue journal Wetmore I wasn't taking
appropriate features into account. "Yasuhiro"
seemed, by virtue of .his many questions, to be
the most interactive partner, sad I impression-
istically ranked his journal as most reciprocal.
However, my analysis revealed that he wok
less responsibility for extending coevenations
than did many other swdent!. I was
apparently misled by his prolific writing and

enthusiasm for novel topics (e.g. decorating
with chopsticks). criteria which were
irrelevant to what I intended to measure, the
reciprocal development of topics.

Perception of students as journal partners
can also be distorted by expectations based on
test scores and other outside factors. One

student, "Hung Hwa," had vesy high scores on
the Michigan Test. and I expected her to be a
fairly interactive partner. However, my
analysis showed that her role in shaping the
conversation, though creative, was more
limited than I'd thought.

By contrast. I did not expect "Rafid" to
participate actively because of his poor
academic record and while we wrote. I did not
see him as particularly participative. My

analysis showed that, though basically a
passive partner, he took more responsibility
for extending the conversation than I had
anticipated or recognized in the course of the
interaction. Had I perceived his major
strength (reacting to my comments) earlier, I

might have found a way to encourage him to
use it more effectively or even to use a wider

variety of strategies. As it was, I may have
hindered his participation by not expecting
much of the conversation. My perception of
these two students' roles had been influenced
more by my preconceptions than by what was
actually occurring in the interaction itself.

Dialogue writing does not occur in a
vacuum. It can affect the broader
teacher-student relationship (perhaps even
influencing grading) and can itself be
affected by what happens in the classroom.
Even a quick. informal analysis of the
interaction (based on specific criteria so Ai to
exclude irrelevant features) can help us
appreciate what is actually going on in the
conversation and perhaps can suggest ways we
can encourage a student to assume greater
responsibility for its success. At the very least,
specifying criteria for what makes a successful
interaction can give us a better sense of how
partners vary in their approach to dialogue
writing and of Attu keeps some conversations
afloat while others mum to be constantly on
the verge of going under.

Martha R. Dolly, Frostburg State U-aversity
821 Mt. Royal Ave., Cumberland, MO 21502
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DIALOGUE JOURNAL NETWORK

Were getting organized! Since so many people
are doing new and interesting work with
dialogue journds, Ws time to make information
about people with special expertise or similar
interests available to ever/one. Below are
wanes, addresses, and phone numbers of those
we know who are working with dialogue
journals in teacher training; they are willing
to be contacted by others about their work. If
you would like to be added to this list (which we
will henceforth share when someone writes or
calls us for information) please let us know,
and we'll add you on. Other areas will be listed
in the next issue.

Robert Bahruth
Parallel Studies
Austin Community College, Rio Grande Campus.
PO Box 2285, Austin, TX 78768

Christy Easterday
Ohio University - Chillicothe Campus
P.O. Box 629
Chillicothe, OH 45601 (614) 775-9500

(512) 495-7137

Curtis Hayes
Professor, Bicultural/Bilingual Studies
University of Texas at San Antonio
San Antonio, TX 78285 (512) 691-5571

Sarah Hudelson
University of Miami (NODAC)
143 Stoneridge Road, P-2 (Home)
Columbia, SC 29210 (803) 779-4454

Suzanne Irujo
Brown University & Boston University
1 Ten Acres Drive
Bedford, MA 01730 (617) 275-0489

Ann Johns
Academic Skills Center
San Diego State University
San Diego, CA 92182 (619) 265-5477

Robert Parker
Division of English Studies, Sheridan College
Trafalgar Road
Oakville, Ontario, CANADA L6L 6A9
(416) 845-9430

Joyce Penfield
Graduate School of Education
Rutgers University
10 Seminary Place
New Btunswick, NJ 08903 (201) 932-8355
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NOTES FROM THE FIELD

Leagues* isrelopaseaS of a niacin
learning English as a eemed language

Coring Stoepker. ESL teacher
Fabfax County, Virginia

(Extracted from a paper about a dialogue
journal that Carina kept with a fourth grade
student)

In the beginning J merely answered my
questions, but later on she often had
questions of her own to ask me. She began to
introduce new topics. For example, she wrote
me that she had learned the "Dnimmer Boy"
song and would be singing it on the stage at
school.

today I learn a dram boy sing. but I cant sing
wiitt out looking at the paper. we are goning
to sing in the nap. Last year I did that too. I
had lot of fun. did you did thew thing too?
Now I have things to ask you. I'm glad to
have many things to write.

Here she expressed a real interest in what
I did as a child, and her pleasure that she had
interesting things to write about and could
ask me a question, just as I often asked her
questions.

Although her spelling, capitalization and
syntax were still faulty, her thoughts and
words were very fluid and conversational. I

wish I could say there was a great
improvement because of my "modeling" of
the language, but during the short time we
corresponded the only element I can be fairly
sure she copied from my writing was my use
of the exclamation mark. (Our corres-
pondence was an enthusiastic one!)

We developed a friendly, honest relation-
ship. Once, when she couldn't understand
something I'd written in cursive she refused
to let another teacher help her with it--it was
our private journal. Instead, she solved her
problem by requesting (in the journal) that I

print all my entries from that time on, and I
complied.

(Necwork, continued)

Jessie Roderick
Professor, University of Maryland
7617 Haines Court (Home)
Laurel, MD 20707 (301) 725-2235
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INTLIACTIVE WRITING IN DEAF EDUCATION (Winter 1987)

This issue will survey the use of interactive writing for deaf students, in dialogue journals

and in other
configurations (such u local area computer networks).

LOTS of Notes from the Field will make this a great issue and even more useful.

PLEASE WRITE!

DIALOGUE JOURNALS IN INTERNATIONAL SETTINGS

A spotlight on dialogue journal use in countries around the world.

Language learning
Mother tongue adult education
Third World language issues

.1.1 jet enough information by March 1987.
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INTERACTIVE WRITING IN DEAF EDUCATION

Similar to the widespread use of dialogue
journals with hearing students learning a
second language, interactive writing is
taking hold as a viable practice in deaf
education. as illustrated by the range of
articles in this issue, representing both
elementary and university education and
institutions from the east to the west coast of
the United States. Dialogue journals are well
represented here, but articles also describe
interactive writing on local-area and distance
computer networks. This enthusiasm is not
surprising. For most deaf students. English is
a second language. It is also a language
which they must learn to write without
having the opportunity to first learn its uses
in direct communication, in speech.

This lack of access to spoken English
results in considerable difficulties with
reading and writing. Much of our feel for
wr;tten English--its structures, vocabulary,
nuances, and manners of expression--comes
from speaking it. Many aspects of English
that most children have internalized by the
time they begin school may not be learned by
deaf students even by the time they graduate
from high school. Additionally, deaf students
often feel frustrated with the need to read and
write in English, since it is not the language
they usually use to accomplish things that are
important to them. The following
observations about difficulties with English
come from the dialogue journals of two deaf

college students.

When I began to go to a deaf school, I
learned another language, English as my
second language. I found out that learning
English is more difficult than ASL, so I have
continually practiced how to write English in
proper way for a long time. For many year:,
I always have hard times to understand the
rules of writing and I never comprehend
English for one hundred percent...
Therefore, English is one of my hateful and
uninteresting subjects that I ever have since
I was young. I still remember the old times

that a few English teachers of mine were
angry at me not to understand these rules of
writing. I became frustrated and tried to
learn and memorize these rules. I was
absolutely bitter when I was forced to write
any essay.... Presently I don't still like
English, but I have to get used to it because I
can't live without knowing English. English
is America's main language that we use.

*************

In my freshman year at high school, I
was forced to read 6th grade books which
were my suitable level of reading and I have
always hated to read books. I could
understand words for words but I could never
understand the concept of sentences which
had no meaning to me. It is still a problem to
me and usually I don't read books which I
should. But I want to continue my education
especially in English which is my weakest
area. I do not want to look dumb or illiterate
to other people who do not know deafs
problems. I want to look equal to others.

Interactive writing with a native or more
proficient English speaker. of the sort that
these and other students throughout this
issue are engaged in, appears to be a very
effective way to approach reading and
writing with deaf children and adults. In

fact, the success experienced to date of
interactive writing approaches with young
deaf students indicates that written language
can be readily and eagerly learned with a fair
degree of mastery. when used in functional.
communicative contexts. For example. 6- and
7-year-old deaf children at Kendall
Demonstration Elementary School began with

ease using dialogue journals and conducting
online computer conversations in English.
Some deaf students seem to move directly
from sign language into written language,
skipping a presumed "necessary"
intermed;ate step: the knowledge of spoken
English. (continued on p. 2)
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(continued from p. I)
One positive consequence for the hearing

world of such work with deaf students is to
challeoge two common assumptions: (I) that
reading and writing are so inherently
difficult that only years of instruction can
make their acquisition poSsible. and (2) that
lack of prior spoken language competence
forever handicaps the person learning to
read and write. If profoundly deaf students

can move readily into reading and writing
when given opportunities to accomplish them

in interaction, then students with normal
hearing and speech should have no greater
difficulty in becoming functional users of
written language. If they do, then we need to
look at the specific tasks we give them as a
possible cause of their failure before we
attribute it to their inherent inability, their
lack of English knowledge, or the "difficulty"
of reading and writing.

Our work with deaf students indicates that
the presumed difficulty of writing is not
inherent, but is due to specific uses of written
language which are most decontextualized
and therefore require eie most experience
and training for mastery. What the work
with deaf students points toward is a
much-needed breakdown of an overall
concept of "writing" into its specific
manifestations. Some kinds of written text.
particulsrly extended expository prose. are

very difficult for children and adults to
muter, precisely because they are least like

the interactional, dialogic uses of language at
which we are most expert. When writing and
reading occur in interactional contexts with
the support of a more experienced user of the
language. they turn out to be readily acquired
human abilities, because they allow the
learner to draw on the same inherent
programming for communication that speech

and sign language draw on.
A logical result of this change in

perception about writing would be for us as
educators and curriculum designers to
rethink what are the most opportune and
appropriate types of writing with which to
begin to develop writing ability. Instead of
beginning with extended, decontextualized
prose. which can cause problems for all of us,
why not begin with direct participation in
dialogic conversations?

The Dialogue Journal:
Reconceiving Curriculum and Teachl..g

Bonnie Meath-Lang
Nitional Technical Institute for the Deaf

The dialogue journal, in its various forms
and uses, has been discussed in fields such as
counseling, nursing education, theology,
teacher education, social work, ESL, and, as
can be seen in this issue of Dialogue, deaf
education. A related area where the dialogue
journal has had a profound methodological
impact is the discipline of curriculum theory.
Journal use has had a particularly successful
marriage with the movement known as
reconceptualist curriculum (Pinar, 1975;

Molnar & Zahorik. 1977). Reconceived
curriculum begins with the individual and his
or her world, and is thus rooted in
autobiography, social, political and cultural
concern, and authentic dialogue. Such
curriculum requires that the lives and stories
of teachers and students be examined through

extensive writing and discussion. These

stories, writings, and discussions
progres:ively reform and inform the

educstiona! practices. content, and classroom
life of the participants. The dialogue journal
provides a medium for the voices of teachers
and students to enact this type of collaborative
curriculumin fact, the dialogue journal
itself becomes, in many ways, the curriculum.

In a writing course at the National
Technical Institute for the Deaf, Ms. Mary
Denise Patin wrote the following entry, which
illustrates how she had begun to take control
of her learning.

I do realize now that my writing is not too
bad ofier ail. Infact, I have finally read all the
chapters over the weekend and realized more
what a good writing is all about - by telling
the truths and facts, and I do this in journal
writing. It seems to be easier to do it when
writing to a person....Like you've said in class,
students have their own control in writing
when they choose their own topics....I need to
be criticized by others how they thought or
felt about me, my writings....Group discussions
is another thing for me to learn through too...

Ms. Patin, a prelingually, profoundly dzaf

college student, had developed--through
reading, reflection, and dialogue journal
writing--her own rationale for pursuing a
course of teaming. She had taken control of

her education through written self-assess-
ment. We see i her piece a reworking of her
own assumptions about writing (cont. p. 3)
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(cont. from p. 2) and study and a
re-evalustion of her skills, with a future goal
as well as a present touchstone for the
constitution of good writing ("telling the
truth and facts"). She has also discovered
what makes writing cagey for her ("writing
to a person")and has validated linguistic
theory on dialogue writing in doing so!
(Kreeft, Shuy, Staten. Reed, & Money, 1984).
More to the point, Ms. Patin has demonstrated
the capability of students to be involved in
critical areas of curriculum development: the
construction of a rationale for learning,
goal-setting, assessment. and evaluation. She

has done so, moreover, critically. openly. and
analytically, referring to her reading and to
the opinion of experts.

Reconceived curriculum theory has, at its

heart, a position that the life of schools, of
classrooms must be continually examined.
Assumptions must be defined and challenged
in order to nurture thinking students and
thinking teachers. The use of dislogue
journals is conducive to this sort of ongoing
evaluation on the pan of both groups
(Albertini & Meath-Lang, 1986). As the
excerpt from Ms. Patio's journsl
demonstrates, students become collaborators
with teachers in this process. se

Albertini. J.. & Meath-Lang, B. (1986). An

analysis of student-teacher exchangesin
dialogue journal writing. Journal of
Curriculum Theorizing, 7(1), 153-201.

Kreeft, J., Shuy, R. W., Stem. J., Reed, 1.... &
Morroy, R. (1984). Dialogue writing:
Analysis of student-teacher interactive
writing in the learning of English as a
second language. Washington. DC:
Center for Applied Linguistics.

Molnar, A.. & Zahorik, 3. (Eds.). (1977).

Curriculum theory. Washington, DC:
ASCD.

Pinar, W. (1975). Curriculum theorizing: The

reconceptualists. Berkeley: McCutchan.

A longer version of :his article will appear in
Perspectives on JournalWriting, Donna

Jurich & Joy Kreeft Peyton, Eds. To be
published by TESOL. g

Interactive Teaching of Reading

Margaret Waiworth
Gallaudet University

The mental work involved in reading
occurs entirely within the head of the reader.
Content-focused dialogue journals, where
students and their teacher carry on a written
conversation about what is read, provide
valuable information about what each student
is doing and how he or she can be guided to
more effective reading techniques.

I use dialogue journals with my fresh-
man-level students at Gallaudet University to
discuss books read for class. The majority of
these students were either born with a signi-
ficant besting loss or lost their hearing
before the age of three, thereby interfering
with natural acquisition of English. For these
students, dialogue journals have the added
advantage of providing flow of conversation
carried on entirely in the target language.

Class size ranges from 10 to 14 students.
We meet three times a week. Four or five
books are read during the semester and each
of these books is discussed in the journals.
Students seem to really enjoy this approach,
and participate actively in the journal
exchanges. Carrying on a written conver-
sation with the teacher about impressions.
questions or confusions about what is being
read gives the students an opportunity to
articulate their thinking processes and
receive feedback from the teacher.

Engaging in a written dialogue with the
teacher about course content can make it
seem more real to the student. All too often
students write about a book they are reading
in a "test-taking" manner, requiring "right
answers." In the journal dialogue, however,
the teacher and student can together
determine what types of approaches the
student is taking to the text and then work
together toward more appropriate
approaches. if necessary.

To illustrate the mediation that can occur
in the dialogue journal interaction. I will
share how this occurred with one of my
students when we were reading Russell
Baker's Growing Up, Janet Lewis' The Wife of
Martin Guerre, and William Golding's Lord of
the Flies for English class. This student,
whose diagncstic reading test scores were the
lowest in the zlass, started the semester by
informing me that he wss a "lousy reader."
Our first book. GPowing did not seem to
present too much difficulty for (cont. p. 4)
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(cont. from p. 3) him, and in his journal he
compared events in the book with the way he
thought they should be.

Larry: Lucy contacted on Russell too much.
Russell seemed that he was spoiled. She gave

him a suit and a bike. ;that about Doris and

Audrey? ...Lucy had treated Russell very well.
Furthermore, she should treat Doris well too....

Writing about the book in the journal seemed

to help him to recount what he had read and
to discuss it. When we moved to a harder

book, The W(fe of Martin Guerre, he

experienced more difficulty. He wrote:

Larry: This part is really confused. I will
reread this pars tonight to get the right

answer. Furthermore I better read careful
about the course.

Ms. Wa lworth: I'm not sure what you mean.;
"I had better read careful about the course."

I would really like to know (t. there .is
something you are confused about or would

like to discuss with me.

Larry: As I said that I had better read
careful about the course because I didn't
completely understand the story.

In addition to expressing confusion, he
had changed his approach here. A "test-
taking" approach replaced his previous
efforts to apply his own standards to what he
had read. Now, he was only talking about

finding the "right answers.*
When we started the next book. Lord of

the Flies, Larry again started out with a sense
of confusion, but tiiis time was able to
articulate its source: he discussed how he felt
the author was making things difficult for

him and how he needed to cope with this

difficulty, instead of focusing on his "lousy
reading" and his need for "right answers." In

my reply I tried to help him see how to make
inferences based on what he read.

Larry: The story "Lord of the Flies" is not
completed written because when one thing

happens it doesn't really tells us what is
happening exactly such as: the little boy is
missing. But your answer is the little boy is
burn: by the fire. Furthermore, when Jack
bends down to the ground as a lumter. For
answer, I have to use my mind to figure out
what will happen like Jack was listening for

the animals.

Ms. Walworth: You are rightwith this
book you have to read more carefully and
think hard to understand what the writer
means. For example, on p. 43, Pign asks
"Where is that little 'un wish the birthmark?"
Then PiggY saYs, "He was down there"
(meaning down where the fire was). We calr
guess that means that the "little 'un" got
burnt up. In the same way, its the third
chapter, when Jack is smiling the ground,
we can GUESS that he is trying to smell pigs,

since we KNOW he and his choir boys are
supposed to be hunting for food. Reading
successfully is putting facts together for
yourselfit's good exercise for the mind!

As he got farther into the book. Larry
began molt and more to integrate what he
was reading with his own experience.

Larry: I feel sorry that Ralph did a hard
work. He went the mountain first and he had
to accept to go to the mountain with Jack so
Jack won't think Ralph is sissy. But he did a
lot of work than everyone else.

If I was ii. Pe, I would find better way ro
handle duties. I think everyone would have
duties, so Ralph won't do all the work or less

arguments. Unfortunately, the boys are
always curious about things had happened.

Although his reading of Lord of the Flies
was still not on a very high level, he was at
least finding personal meaning in it. Writing

about the story in a dialogue journal had
helped him get beyond some of the more
obvious difficulties with which the text
presented him.

Interactive theories of reading
instruction open up new vistas for research
on reading successes and failures, and for

improved classroom practice. Content-
focused dialogue journals fit very well with
these theories: dialogue journals focus
squarely on the learner. Learning proceeds
in steps beginning from where the learner
happens to be, rather than from some
preconceived model coming from the outside.
Learning occurs through negotiations with

the teacher on the meaning (and meanings)
contained in the text.

A longer version of this article will appear in

Perspectives on Journal Writing, Donna
Jurich & Joy Kreeft Peyton, Eds., to be

published by TESOL. I
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Computer Networks: A Collaborative
Approach to Literacy Development

Joy kreeft Peyton
Center for Applied Linguistics

JoAnn Mackinson-Smyth
Kendall Demonstration Elementary School

Megan:
Helen:
Megan:
Helen:
Megan:

Helen:
Megan:
Helen:
Megan:

Helen:

Megan:

Helen:

Megan:
Helen:
Megan:

Helen:
Megan:

Hello Helen, are you rtatiy?
yes
Good, I got alms of presents.
What dose?
Please repeat. I dont understand what
you mean.
oh "what you did dose"?
What dose?
I mean what you did got christmas?
Oh okay, I got clothes, shoes, and
some toys!! And some cabbage patch
dolls too.

got clothes, puppy pound, fluppy
dog. and etc.
I sot six newborn pound puppies for
christmas too.
i don't know true or false about
pound puppies?
Oh. thsts pan of toys.
false
Yes, right, you know all toys are
false....My real cat was very bad
during the vacation.
what your did cat do?
00Hh terrible thing, she toilet on
moms favorite sofa, he mess my
moms favorite plant, destroyed my
moms old sofa as her stachting post,
put her claws on washing machine,
dryer things at unitily room.
VVEERRYY BBAADD CCAATT !!!!...

At Kendall Demonstration Elementary
School in Washington. DC five conversations
like this one are taking place at once, but the
only sound in the room is the clicking of
computer keys and an occasional chuckle.
These students afC hearing impaired, and are
communicating on a local area network that
allows real-time written interaction. The
students sit at a terminal and type what they
want to say into a private area at the bottom
of the screen. When they press a key, the
message is immediately transmitted to the
other student's screen, tagged with the name
of the sender. The screen scrolls to make
room for new meuages, approximating an
oral conversation. The entire thscussion can
be printed out at the end.

These students have been using the
network once a week for the past two years,
writing in pairs with each other or with their
teacher. A year after they begin, when they
were 9 years old, they were joined by students
in another class, who were younger (74
years old) and less proficient in English. thus
providing opportunities for a peer tutoring
relationship in which the older, more
experienced students could work with the
younger ones.

These children's network interactions
give them a unique opportunity to collaborate
in their learning of written English. in a
genuinely communicative context. Reading
and writing grow out of their own interests
and experiences and their primary purpose
for writing is to send meaningful, under-
standable messages. As they attempt to
express their thoughts to another person in
writing, they are pushed to attempt structures
they have not yet mastered. The writing of
the other person provides models of
structures, vocabulary, and manners of
expression on which they can build their
own writing. One way that this collaboration
occurs is in simply conducting a
conversation. The following interaction, for
example, took place between "Robin," one of
the older students, and "Pam," one of the
younger ones. Pam was just beginning to use
the network and had only beginning
proficiency in English at the time.

Robin:
Pam:
Robin:

Pam:
Robin:

Pam:
Robin:

Pam:
Robin:

Pam:
Robin:

...do you have any pets?
yes i have my pet is fish.
oh I see i have a pet too i have a
dog.
oh you have baby dog?
no before that dog was baby baby
dogs are called puppies. My dog is
girl. She is 4 years old.
oh
Do you want to know what's her
name?
yes i want your name.
Okay, Her name is Tina. Do you like
cats?
who is's cats.
No I dont have cats I want to know if
you like cats?

Pam: oh i like cats yes
Robin: Do you like kittens? Kittens are

baby cats.... I cant have kittens or
cats. They make my dad have cold.

Pam: i not understand.
Robin: My dad-is allergy to cats. Allergy

mean tlikt people cant use or touch.
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If i drink milk i become sick. Do you

understand?
Pam: your father home? robin and dog

doing out or in.
Robin: no. my dog doing In. do you like

bear?
afraid.
bite.

Pam: no i afraid bear because will be
bite....

Robin does a number of things to
facilitate Pam's participation. She asks her
questions so she'll have something to write
about and to check on Pam's comprehension
of what she has written. She introduces new
vocabulary that Pam then uses in her turns,
moving from general to more specific
terms--from pets to dogs to puppies and from
cats to kittens. She explains new words

(puppies, kittens, allergy) as she introduces

them. When Pam wants to use a word that she
doesn't know how to write, she stands up and

asks Robin in sign language how to spell it;

Robin provides the word in writing ("afraid,"

"bite"). With Robin's help. Pam is even able
to produce a relatively complex statement. "no

I afraid bear because will be bite" (No, I am
afraid of bears because they bite).

The children also collaborate in playing
language games and writing stories. Here,
three students are writing a story about an
encounter with a vampire.

Marcie: hello, let start our topic is "coming
into my night mare"
Once upon a time there was a boy
named Tom he went to sleep he

had nightmare
P.nna: what mare mean is?
Robin: it means a bad dream.
Anna: oh i see. his mare is about an

varnprie. a vamprie want to eat he.
he not want the vamprie to eat he.

Robin: he ran into a house that is haunted
and was in. The door slammed.

Marcie: he started to be afraid he had slot of
imagion that mean he think what
shall hapeen then he thought he
was at the movies with alot of doors
that slammed. There is another mean
to mare is a female horse night
mare mean bad dreams

Anna: t, h e saw many vamprie. then he
tht. ,at it is a false vampries. but it
is real vamprieswim

Robin: he ran and ran and fainted
Marcie: then he woke up with blood on neck

and say "ohhhhhvvaammppiirree
hhaadd bitt

This story continues for quite a while, with
new characters and episodes being
introduced.

Finally, they collaborate in reviewing
and critiquing transcripts of their network
conversations. After the conversations, a
transcript fnom one of them is retyped in
large print (for easy reading). Students take
it home to correct, and then discuss together
(in sign language) various aspects of the
conversationcontent. interaction patterns.
manners of written expression, and language
form. They identify topics discussed on the
network and determine whether the speakers
stayed on a topic or strayed from it, and
whether there were smooth topic transitions.
They discuss how the speakers began, ended,
and maintained their conversations, whether

a particular question or response was clear,
and how various responses might be
improved.

During the past two years we have seen
some very positive developments in these

children's writing. Without teacher
prompting, they have initiated creative new
ways to write on the network, exploring new
topics, language games, and story writing.
Some of the students who had little English
proficiency in the beginning have shown

some remarkable changes. For example,
when Pam began writing on the network, she

could do very little without assistance. A

teacher sat next to her to help her read what
was written and type her message. The
conversation below is one of her early ones.

Marcie:
Pam:
Marcie:

Pam:
Marcie:
Pam:
Marcie:
Pam:

hello everybody
h
hello pam marcie here how are
you?
i ma fine
i am fine too
i ma go vilneae mother and father
you will do what with mom and dad
yes me will go mom and dad...

Her contributions were short, she did not
maintain a topic for long, and much of her
writing was incomprehensible. In the
conversation with Robin (shown on p. 5).

written five months later, she is reading and
writing on the network with very little
teacher help, and her level of English
proficiency his developed considerably.

(continued on p. 7)
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(continued ftom p. 6)
In their discussions of the transcripts.

the children have shown an increased sense
of ownership of their writing and an
improved ability to analyze it. They have
come to consider themselves as experts about
the language of the netwtirked discussions.
since they are the ones who produced it.

Many scholars studying learning
processes now argue that some of the best
learning occurs through collaboration with
other learners. On a !ocal area network, in
which students work together to create
meaning in writing, various kinds of
collaboration are made possible.

This article is adapted from "Writing and
talking about writing: Computer networking
with elementary students". To appear in
Richness in writing: Empowering minority
students. Duane H. Roen 41E Donna M. Johnson,
Editors, Longman Publishers. §
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DIALOGUE JOURNALS IN INTERNATIONAL
SETTINGS (SPRING, 1988)

A spotlight on dialogue journal use in
countries around the world.

In Germany, Japan, and China
In refugee camps in Southeast Asia
In learning how to read and write

Chinantec, an Indian language in Mexico
and morel!!!

DIALOGUE JOURNALS IN TEACHER TRAINING
(Fall, 1988)

A growing number of people are using
dialogue journals in pre-service and
in-service teacher training. Teachers and
teachers-to-be have the rare opportunity to
take time and reflect on what they are
reading and what they are learning about
the classroom, their students and
themselves, with someone who has had
different experiences with teaching and
can provide a new perspective. Teachers
who have used dialogue journals arc
especially ready to begin a dialogue with
their students when they finish their
training. A lot of you have wonderful
stories to tell. Let us hear from you. §

The Development of the Syntactic
Representation of Meaning in the

Writing of Young Deaf Students

Jana Stator*

The acquisition of English as an oral
language by a young child is marked by the
growth of syntactic representation of
meaning within the utterance. In the first
stage of meaning-making, meaning is
constructed interactionally by the child and
an adult. The child points or makes some
sound or sign, referring to an object or even:,
and the adult supplies the linguistic forms, as
in the following example (from Snow &
Goldfield, 1982).

(1) child: cookie
Mother: Here's a cookie. MMM good

cookie
In such utterances, semantic relationships
are derivable only from context and world
knowledge; they are not made explicit in the
utterance. The adult speaker provides the
language, responding to a word, gesture. or
facial expression to create the utterance
which approximates the child's meaning. At
this stage, the child's representation of mean-
ing is interactionally dependent on the lin-
guistic context supplied by the other speaker.

At the second stage, the child utters two
or more words, juxtaposing them to form an
utterance which is more comprehensible.

(2) child: mommy cookie

However, the contextual situation is still
required to make sure what the child means.
"Mommy cookie" could mean "mommy, give

me a cookie." This stage of intraspeaker
juxtaposition often demonstrates that the
child has the underlying meaning of the
utterance, but does not yet know how to
represent it syntactically.

In the third stage, which in oral
language acquisition is reached when the
child is about three or four years old, the
child provides a fairly complete syntactic
representation of her thought, as in the
following examples.

(3) child: Give me cookie. Mommy
(4) child: I wants sweater.

Mile they may not always be entirely
correct according -to rules of standard
English. these th'ird-stage utterances
demonstrate a firm grasp of the (cont. p. 8)
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(cont. front p. 7) syntactical forms
representing meaning. The test of syntactic
representation is whether a hearer would
need to know the context in which the
utterance was made in order to be sure of its

meaning.
Dialogue journals cal3 provide young deaf

childzen with opportunities to engage in

functional dialogues with competent users of

English. Given the parallels between the
written dialogues and oral language
interactions. a reasonable question to ask is
whether the written utterances of young deaf

children show evidence of the same kind of
natural development of syntactical represen-

tation. If a similar pattern in the dialogue
journal texts is found, this could be evidence
that the dialogue is providing a strong
language environment for learning English

as a secozd language, similar to that provided
by parents in first language acquisition.

For this analysis, I selected a dialogue
journal from Nancy. a 6-year old deaf student

with a profound hearing loss, born of
hearing parents. Her school environment
Involved an emphasis on signing, and her
teacher used ASL in class. At the start of the
year, she was only minimally proficient in
basic reading and writing tasks. She and the
teacher wrote to each other on a regular basis

during the 1it1384 school year, averaging
four days a week.

In this analysis, as in other language
acquisition studies. an "utterance" is any
statement or assertion made by the child
which in context appears to be complete.
even though utterances may vary in their
degree of syntactic completeness and thus
independence. To account for all of Nancy's
writing, "drawing" was added to the three
categories suggested by Snow and Goldfield
for children's speech, and counted as ab

utterance when it conveyed information to
the teacher and elicited a response.

Each of the following is a complete
utterance (in the sense of "idea units") in
Nancy's writing.

/red and blue Scads/
/(drawing of a girl in a dress)/
/f e e 11
/The brothers is diedl

Two samples of utterances were drawn
from Nancy's journal from the beginning
and toward the end of the school year. Each

utterance was coded in terms of how meaning

was accomplished.

8
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Drawing - meaning is accomplished by
drawing alone, without words, to introduce a
topic or answer a tescher question

Interactionally Dependent meaning is
ezcomplished by one or more words, in
response to a teacher question

Juxtaposition - meaning is accomplished
by two or more words without syntactic
connection (i.e., verb, possessive case, are
missing)

Syntactic - meaning is represented
syntactically

An example of Nancy's early entries is
shown below.

LI=307
CjItOONY=3
Valr3AP.11C:14

r2 ve
Voitrg
ct kr.

VM Or:rdA %eXies..1g4M1*
wive. h11138410

TX NeWA OM halekr F

I O V O uileas4-s cpc2c?

t=9
fik.c

In coding the utterances for the degree of
syntactic representation. the criterion used

was that of English syntax. In some cases, the
student may have written a sentence that

would be an appropriate statement in ASL.
Thus, this analysis makes no claim that the
deaf child of six or km is lacking in some
underlying competence in understanding
relationships. It was assumed that the deaf
child has the necessary underlying
cognitive-linguistic competence but does not

yet have the knowledge of how to represent
that competence in written English. What we

are observing in the dialogue journals is a

language learner moving from underlying
competence in human communication to the

surface representation of meaning in a

second language, through the appropriate
syntactical features required in English.

If we look it the proportion of utterances
which fall into each of four (cont. p. 9)
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(cant. from p. 8) categories, they give a very
graphic picture of language acquisition. In
the fall. the teacher's entries are often
essential for an outside reader to understand
Nancy's meaning 33% of her utterances are
drawings, 7% are words which are meaning-
ful only in an interactive- dependent context:
and 48% are utterances in which the
meaning is accomplished by apposition, or
juxtaposition. In contrast, in the spring
meaning is accomplished by syntactic repre-
sentation in fully 70% of Nincy's utterances.

Table 1 - Growth of Syntactic Representation
in a Primary Student's Dialogue Journal

(N)

UTTERANCES
Fall
29

Spring
28

Drawing 9 (33%) 0
Interactive 2 (7%) 5 1,18%)
Juxtaposition . 14 (48%) 3 (II%)
Syntactic Rep- 3 (10%) 20 (70%)
resentation (Fng.)

This growth from fall to spring is
evidence of the child's real mastery of
English syntax. At the same time, she showed
significant proress in acquiring the correct
forms of many grammatical morphemes.
What is ; aeresung about the fall to spring
changes is that while the proportion of

terances in which meaning is accomplished
interectionally stays about the same, by
spring, the student has stopped relying on
drawings as a way to mane her meaning
elm-, and has very few utterances (11%) in
which the words are just juxtaposed without
syntactic connection.

In summary, a student who began the
school year w:th only minimal proficieney in
written syntactic representation, by spring
was comfortable writing in complete senten-
ces. with English word order and the relation-
ships made clear in the syntax of the utteran-
W themselves, without reliance on context.

Snow. C. E. & Goldfield, B. A. (1982). Building
stories: The emergence of information
structures from conveisation. In D. Tannen
(Ed.), Georgetown University Roundtable on

Languages and Linguistics . Washington, DC:
Georgetown University Press.

This article is excerpted from Studies of
Dialogue Journal Us., with Deaf Primary
Students, Report of the Dialogue Research
Project, Jana Sawn, Washington, DC:
Callaudet Research Institute, 1984. 1

"III, how are your: Electronic
Mail to Promote the Literacy

Development of Deaf Students

Frances A. Davis, Princeton Research Forum

Ninety deaf high school students, some
with other handicapping conditions as well,
recently completed the second year of a
three-year New York University project in
interactive literacy. Funded by the U.S. Office
of Education and supported by Telenet
Technical and International Communications.
Ltd., the project enabled these students,
scattered throughout the Nonhust U.S.. to use
computer terminals to write and read letters
and edit documents for a Schools Bulletin
Board.

Analysis of students' writings at the end
or the first year of the project indicated
differences in mean T-unit length between
letters written by one student to her peers
and those she wrote to an adult, with longer
T-units resulting when she wrote to an adult.
These results, which substantiated the
theoreiical position that writing to different
audiences affects the quality of text, encour-
aged the project staff to plan for more
systematic adult-student wri;ing. It was
hypothesized that ongoing correspondence
with a mature writer might be motivating and
provide models which could promote student
r.rogress in wrking, and a staff member was
assigned in the second year to write letters
with students who otherwise did not receive
much mail and who, on the whole, were less
able to express their thoughts in writing. The
letters were often short, but the correspon-
dence was ongoing. The students shared their
lives with the staff member, gave her sugges-
tions or help with problems, and sought help
with their own problems.

A comparison of the writing at the end cf
the second year of the project indicates that
writing more frequently and writing over
time to a mature writer promote more
complex writing, as measured by mean
number of words per T-unit. The students
who wrote letters frequently throughout the
two years wrote longer T-units than those
who wrote infrequently. In both groups.
high- and low-frequency writers, writing
over time with the same mature writer re-
sulted in longer T-units, as showe in Table 1.

(continued on p. 10)
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(continued from p. 9)
Table I. Mean T-unit Length of Student Writing to

Mature Writers and to Peers

Frequency 3 or More Letters
of Writing
ammol=11

to 1 Matun Writer

Letters Only to
Peen or Pewee
than 3 Letters to
1 Mature Writer...

Hlith 10.17 Z.45

Frequency

Low 8.00 7.00

Frequency
aMIL

'w/MalIIIM

An excerpt from the written interaction
between one student and the staff member
illustrates the development in the student's

writing over time.

November
HI Xxxx. I am fine. To answer your questions,

NO, I do not have home box HBO or a VCR. but I

am getting a VCR hopefully soon. How old are

your lhildren? I would like a boyfriend who

buys me diamonds, gold and fur. but I would

not want a boyfriend right now. But I would
like one when I get older. Bye for now, Xxxx.

February
Dear Xxxx. How are you? I am fine.

Our school was not cloud Thursday and
Friday. but it was closed on Monday. I did not
come in for a week and a half because of the

snow.
I got a pair of earrings and a chain and

bracelets for Chrisunas. I love jewlety and
like them very much. They are gold. I don't
like plastic or silver. I only like gold and

diamonds. I can't afford diamonds, but I still
like them a lot.

Tweety and Eety are fine. They are fun,
but we don't let them out of the cage because

my little sister is &scared of them. Yes. I
think you should get another bird to keep it

company. What is your bird's name? I am
sorry I forgot you said its name was Rainbow.

That is a nice name.
I might be going to camp for three weeks

of July, but it is not definite yet. I hope that I
could really go. That camp your son went to

sounds nice. How many weeks did he go for?
Bye for now, take care, write back. Xxxx.

(Spelling has been corrected and punctuation
added for ease of reading.)

10
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The writing at both times reflects many
characteristics of oral interaction, Openings

and closings are informal, questions are
asked and answered, and the student assumes,
as we do in talk. that reference to previous
topics will be understood. By Febnury,
however, she elaborstes considerably more
about the topics mentioned and opens the
door to further elaboration by asking a
question about the same topic.

Our findings, both in terms of mean
length of T-unit and development of writing
over time, suggest that writing with a mature
adult, who extends the students' writing and

provides models of written self-expression.
holds promise for developing the literacy
skills of these students.

giffigififfigigiffiffigififiggiii§i
Dialogue Journal Discussion

"I thought I would become hearing when I

grew older."
The dialogue journal may be the only

place that individual students have to discuss
with the teacher issues that are important to
them, but outside of the scope of the class or
the interests and experiences of other
students. Here, a degf student and a hearing
p. ofessor at Gallaudet University discuss a
matter that affects both of themtheir
relationship to the deaf conununity.

Student: I wonder how you like to teach at
Gallaudet. How was or is your
experience toward deafness? Do you
occasionally feel out of place because of
the barrier between the deaf and
hearing? How do the deaf usually act
toward you as a teacher...1 Usually
hearing people don't like to talk about
their feeling toward the deaf and it
seemed like they were hiding their
feeling. If they ever expressed their

feeling, I would learn more about them.

Teacher: My background is Jewish and my
wife is also Jewish. We both identify
strongly with the Jewish community.
Many years ago. I began to see a
similarity between what it means to be
deaf and what it's like to be Jewish. and

other minority groups like the Blacks. I

believe that the deaf community, just
like the Jewish community, is an ethnic
group.
Although I feel a strong affinity (cont.)

No. 3, December, 1987
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(cont. from p. 10) to deaf people and the
deaf community. I do not identify as a
deaf person. Since I am not deaf. I have
absolutely no desire to do so. It would be
silly to try, and deaf people would not
accept it.

Student: You mentioned that you do not
consider younelf to identify as a deaf
person and you do not have the desire to
do so. This statement really hit me hard.
I have known a few hearing friends
who Identify" as deaf people and I could
not tell if they were hearing or deaf.
They forced themselves to be involved
with the deaf (because they have the
desire to do it) and they learned how to
act "deaf." They must have the talent to
do it while other or most people don't
have.
I wonder if you ever feel losing
motivation or interest in the deaf from
time to time? I can understand that as
you don't have the desire to be a "dear
person.

Teacher: For me. trying to be "deaf' is
similar to trying to be black, or
anything else which you are not. We all
know hearing people who would like to
be accepted as "deaf." And why should
they be accepted as deaf, if they are
hearing? ...That does not mean that
there cannot be friendship between
deaf and hearing people. I have very
good deaf friends, but without having
any desire to be deaf myself.... I have
had an intellectual and emotional
interest in deaf people for a long time.
My job is a real challenge and it keeps
me motivated. But whatever I do, I don't
think I'll lose interest in deaf people.

Student: What you were saying now makes
sense to me. I never realized it that
much before until you told me. I

remember it very clearly that I was told
I would never become hearing. I grew
up deaf and I thought I would become
hearing when I grew older because I

almost never met any older deaf adults.
...My mom and teacher at school both
told me that I will never become
hearing. That really struck me hard and
then I realized they were correct.
Now I don't have any hope or desire to
become hearing since I accept myself.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiggifiggigigi

Input and Interaction in the
Dialogui Journals of Deaf

Community. College Students

Beverly Cannon and Charlene Polio
University of California, Los Angeles

This study explores the use of dialogue
journals with deaf adults in an inner city
community college in California, focusing on
features of the instructor's writing io
students at varying levels of English
proficiency and on the communicative
nature of the students' writing.

Despite tremendously varying academic
levels, interests, and degrees of English
proficiency. the hearing impaired students at

this college are generally placed together in
"remedial" English classes. Some of them are
doing fairly well academically. Others are
functionally illiterate. In fact, some have had
little usable language of any kind until late in
life. For the most part, these students have
been school "failures." A third group are
foreign deaf students who came to the United
States after the completion of their secondary
education, then began learning English in

late adolescence or adulthood.
We studied the dialogue journals of one

class of 11 students for one semester. The
following excerpts from two journals
illustrate the extreme differences in writing
abilities among the students.

Student *1: I work as a computer
program. I write some programs for
inventory system, purchase order system.
physical inventory system, and tool system. I
am deaf only at work. No deaf one is here.
My two employees are Chinese. They
sometimes write Chinese and English. I
sometimes teach them sign language. They

enjoy to learn sign language....
Student #2: ...I went were not pay Due

Bill about mail heavy Big money Back to
clearly Better not want to jury But not pay
postpone Due not fun to paid keep cool not joB
hard in cities order try new talk go arrarck
maybe JoB hope try again
For purposes of comparison, we also looked at
one journal the instructor wrote wi.h a
hearing American student who worked in his

office. The instructor is hearing, a native
speaker of English and a fluent ASL signer.

First we looked at the instructor's writing
to each student in terms of its complexity and

the 0-iiber of questions azked. A number of
rest aicv ers have studied modific ations made
by ',e speakers when talking (cont. p. 12)
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(com. from p. 11) to nonnative speakers of a

language. We found that this lust:new made

similar kinds of modifications in his writing,

the degas of modifications for any given

student depending largely on how proficient

he perceived that student to be.
We asked the instructor to rank his

students according to their comprehension of

written text. We then looked at the
complexity of his sentences (measured by
mean number of words and mean number of
clauses per T-unit) and found that in general
he modified the complexity of his written

input according to his perception of the
student's ability to comprehend the writing.
using moro complex sentences when writing

to students he ranked higher and less
complex sentences with those he expected to

understand less. In later discussions, he told
us that he had sot been aware of the extent to
which he had made those modifications. It

appears that he intuitively individualized his
input to each student. rather than making a
conscious effort to do so.

Researchers have noted that native
English speakers ask more questions, and that
mom of them are of the yesIno variety, when
talking to nonnative speakers than with
other native speakers. This pattern appeared
in our study as well. The instructor used more
questions overall, and more of them were
yesIno questions, when he was writing to
deaf students than when he was writing to

the hearing student.
The difference in number and type of

questions was not as clear when comparing
his writing to deaf students ranked at
different levels of comprehension. Here, the
instructor seemed to be individualizing his

writing not only according to perceived level

of comprehension, but also on the basis of the
students' personal learning styles and levels

of motivation. For example, he addressed

many more questioes to two of the highest
ranked deaf students than he did to some of
the lower ranked students. He later explained
that the two highest ranked deaf students
were less willing to take on challenges or
adapt to non-tradhional methods than some of

sower ranked students were. One of them
a student front Hong Kong and the other

was an older student returning to school after
raising her children. Both were more
comfortable with conventional question-
and-answer kinds of structured activities, so
he asked them a tot of questions to help give

them ideas about what they could write about.
He also asked questions of one of these

students to motivate hex and get her interes-
ted. since she seemed boned with the class.

We were also interested in the degree to
which the students communicated with the
instructor. At tint there was little evidence
of genuine communication in the writing of
some of the students. Some, for example, titled

their =Wes intitially and wrote as if they

were writing essays.

My Memory
I went to graduation from School for

:he Deo/ ix 1984. After this I Just wen: to
watch my friend was wedding last June 23.
1984. So I talked my mother about ill go to
look apt ix I said. She tatted me go and
1 looked for Apt 5 times a day. Finally I found,

the apt. It's very cheaper. Then I was happy.
to starud College. 1 felt OK in college.... .

It took a few turns for some of them to realize

that someone was actually reading and
responding to what they wrote, and that they

should read and respond in return.
Some students wrote about the instructor

in the third person instead of addressing him

directly, indicating they were oblivious to the

communicative nature of the writing task.
Many students initially ignored questions

the inittuctor asked them. seeming to be
unaware that the questions were there to be

answered. We found that the higher ranked
students tended to respond to his questions
and other requests for information ("Tell me
if you are writing a troe story or a made up
story.") or clarification ("Please explain this
again...so I can understand it better?), as well
as to the content of what he wrote, earlier and

more frequently than the lower ranked

students did. They also addressed him in the
second person, an additional clue that they
understood the communicative nature of the
writing from the beginning. Some of the
lower ranked students took several turns to
"catch on," but over time, most of them began

to engage in communicative written
discourse, asking the instructor questions and
responding to his writing.

These findings indicate that dialogue
journal writing can be an effective way to
individualize writing for deaf college students
with different learning styles and levels of
motivation and English proficiency and make
it meaningful for them. It can effectively
draw out even those adults who have had
problems communicating in their previous

English classes, teaching them to be more
effective communicators.

12
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I am a Reading Specialist in a Chapter I
Middle School Reading Project in Tucson,
Arizona. I am presently cempleting an Ed.
Specialist Degree at the Uaiversity of Arizona.
Department of Reading. Langusge and
Culture. I have been a bilingual elementary
tescher in Tucson for the past 10 years, and
have a M.Ed. Degree in Bilingual/Bicultural
Education.

For the past two years I have been
utilizing interactive/dialogue journals with
the students in my 7th and 8th grade classes.
Many of these students have only recently
made a transfer into an English language
component. I have been really impressed
with the development of vocabulary and
expressive use of language which my
students have demonstrated in their journal
writing. I am currently doing a research
study, along with one of my colleagues who is
a reading specialist from Indiana University,
which will attempt to compare writing styles
and use of language in interactive journals
with written samples ernanati: from
structured paragraph or "assigned topic"
writing in four randomly selected junior
classes.

Carol A. Haughun
4522 N. Pomona noad
Tucson, AZ 85705

110804111 Be ..... 1.11111111011.0011141111011110.........
Please add my nail. to the list of teacher

educators who enthusiastically endorse
dialogue journals. Currently I "dialogue"
weekly with 57 undergraduate and graduate
education majors enrolled in reading/
language arts courses. The time and effort
certainly is worthwhile. Journaling provides
personal and individually-tailored
communication between students (I'm
having trouble with my parents.") and
professor ("I could tell something was
bothering you."). Private questions are asked
and answered and concerns are consciously
acknowledged and addressed.

Dialogue journals also serve as the
primary mode of "reflection" for my
undergraduates in an intensive inner-city
field placement. Journals document
prospective teachers' concerns ("Help! How
do I teach these kids?") and promote
"reflective" thinking ("Now I know; teaching
is neither one big heartache nor one big

picnic."). An analysis of these journals
suggests that prospective teachers who
sincerely "reflect* about their work improve
considerably in their abilities to devise and
present appropriate reading/language arts
lessons.

Dr. Janet Clarke Richards
Department of Curriculum & Instruction
University of New Orleans, Lakefront
New Orleans, LA 70122

as as .....WINS Mee 818 SD MISS OS de MeeMI MD eaSO ail *a NO MD

Oburvations of Dialogue Journal
Ilse in Second Grade

In a recent research paper on dialogue
journals, I summarized my study of the
dialogue journal texts of seven second grade
students who wrote to me. During the
semester period, I found that:

1) Positive interactions occurred in the
writing of four of the seven students (57%).

2) At this age, "therapeutic uses" of the
dialogue to solve problems. etc., were not
frequent; only two of the seven students made
use of it in this way.

3) The topics which interested my
students most dealt with personal information
about themselves and their correspondent.
Analysis of their questions provided a very
clear picture of their concerns: 74% of their
questions were personal ones about me, 10%
of their questions were about teaching, 8% of
their questions were about- school-related
topics, and 6% of their questions dealt with
philosophical issues CWhy is...").

Rosemary Hubenthal
Soutkern Illinois University
1015 W. Willow
Carbondale, IL 62901

NEW VOLUME OF BACK ISSUES!!!!

Volume II of the back issues of Dialogue
is now available. This volume begins with
our largest issue. "New Research o:.
Dialogue Journals" (Vol. IV, No. 1, April
1987) and continues from there. So far it
contains the research issue and the October
1987 issue, "The Many Benefits of Dialogue
Journals: Helping Students Change
Attitudes and Behaviors" as well as the
history of dialogue journals, bibliography,
and abstracts of research reports and
dissenations. The price is now $3.00. and it
will gradually increase as more issues are
added. (Vol. 1982-1986, available for 57)
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mama= MEM PERIMICC

People are now using dialogue journal"- in

many different areas, and we want to prt le

a way for those of us with similar interests to
contact each other. Below ars the names,
addtesses, and phone nub:hers of those we
know who are using dialogue journals in

teacher training, comets: areas, with & focus

on reading, and with special students. In the

last issue (October 1987), we published a list of
people using dialogue journals in teacher

education. Those listed here are an addition to

that list. If you would like your name added to
the list in any of these areas (which we will

share with those who write us asking for
information) please let us know and we'll add
you on. Other. areas will be listed in the next
issue. ONE AREA WILL BE DEAF EDUCATION.

PLEASE CONTACT US IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO BE

INCLUDED.

Janet Clarke Richard:
Department of Curriculum and Instruction
University of New Orleans
New Orleans, LA 70122

Betty Smallwood
715 Whitaker Terrace
Silver Spring, MD 20901 (301) 445-0419

Carole Urztia
School of Education
University of the Pacific
Stockton, CA 95207 (209) 946-2334

Content jitreak
(math, science, American literature)

Sandra Clarkson (math)
Mathematics Learning Center
Hunter College, 695 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10128 (212) 772-5376

Cindy Jones (math)
Chair, Mathematics Department
Sandburg Intermediate School
8428 Fort Hunt Road
Alexandria, VA 22308 (703) 360-5800

Carolyn Kessler (math. science)
University of Texu at San Antonio
Division of Bicultural/Bilingual Studies
San Antonio, TX 78285 (512) 691-5572

Mary Ellen Quinn (math, science)
Alamo Heights High School
2500 Jackson Keller. * 208
San Antonio, TX 78230 (512) 344-7535

Barbara Rose (math)
Roberts Wesleyan College
2301 Westside Drive
Rochester, NY 14624 (716) 594-9471

Roe Seidenstein (math)
Texas Women's University
Department of Curriculum and Instruction
Mathemstics Education, P.O. Box 23029
Denton, TX 76204
(817) 898-2227 or 1-800-338-5255 (toll free)

Suzanne Salimbene
Interface International
7755 Hindy Avenue
Los Angeles, Ca 90045 (213) 649-5684

Margaret S. Steffensen
Department of English. 409 Stevenson Hall
Illinois State University
Normal, IL 61761

Spec 111 Needs
(Learning Disabled, Gifted & Talented)

Jack Farley
Department of Special Education
Murray State University
Murray, KY 42701-3310
(502) 762-6821

Robert Rueda, Associate Professor
Department of Curriculum, Teaching &

Special Education
WPH 303. University of Southern California
Los Angeles, CA 90089-0031 (213) 743-6260

Charles MacArthur
Special Education
University of Maryland
College Park, MD 20742 (301) 454-6921

Terry Shepherd
Department of Curriculum and Instruction

Southern Illinois University
Carbondale, IL 62901 (618) 536-2441, ext. 239
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INEW POIBLICATIONS

Teresa S. Dells & Charles Hall. 1987.

°Pauper journals for cross cultural
communication. TESOL Elementary
Esoi, Education News, Vol. 10, No. 2,
Fall 1917.

Teresa Da lle and Charles Hall repott on
their research study pairing ESL. students in a
local elementary school with American
students at another elementary school in a
very succttssful weekly dialogue journal

exchange. In their analysis of the journals.
Doe and Hall found that many topics in the
journals focused on students' sharing of
culture values and information. Both sets of
students engaged in repairs of
communication breakdowns snd in modeling
of correct written forms. Modeling was
usually not done overtly, but in the context of
en authentic response. Participating
teachers and students responded
enthnsiastically to the experience.

Martin, Jill. 1987. Dialogue journals:
How one Ohio teacher promotes
foreign language communication.
Foreign Language News Notes (Scott
Foresman & Co., Vol. 4, Fall 1987.

Jill Martin, a French and Spanish teacher
at Malabar High School in Mansfield. Ohio
writes dialogue journals with first year
students, who do this writing voluntsrily.
Her second year students write to her every
week as part of their course requirements.
Jill has found that the dialogue journal
writing allows her to take a personal interest
in each student and aids her in classroom
managementall while the students are
writing freely in the foreign language they
are studying.

Martha Dolly. A study of solicit and
give moves in the management of
dialogue Journal conversation by adult
ESL students. Doctoral Dissertation,
Indiana University of Pennsylvania.
December, 1987.

Using analytical routines based on
conversational analysis and dialogue journal
retelsch. Martha Dolly studied the amount of
responsibility that ESL students take in
advancing or repairing written conversation
in the journals. She found the teacher in her
study to be very consistent in her
interactions with the students. The students,
however, demonstrated considerable variety

in their interactional patterns. A detailed
discussion of Martha's research can be found
in Dialogue. Vol. IV, No. 2, October 1987, and
the dissertation abstract is in both volumes of
back issues.

Iris YOUR TURN NOW!
Using Dialogue Journals with

Hearing-Impaired Students
by Cindy Bei les, Susan Sear's,

Jean Stobodzian, and Jana Stilton

A handbook on the use of dialogue
journals with deaf elementary and secon-
dary students is now available. It's Your
Turn Now! is written for teachers of
hearing-impaired and normal hearing
students and focuses on the effective use of
dialogue journals to open new paths for
communication, language growth, and
understanding.

The handbook is full of wonderful
examples of how very young children and
high school students can get started in
written dialogues. Teacher questions and
answers, frustrations and StleeeneS are
reviewed in a practical, direct way, and a
theoretical summary is included.

Three of the co-authors are teachers at
Gallaudet's Kendall Demonstration
Elementary Scholl and Model Secondary
School, and have drawn on their extensive
classroom experience using dialogue
journals.
TO ORDER: Cost is $9.95 + 81.50 postage, USA.
'Postage for Canada. Alaska, Hawaii,
Caribbean--S4.50: Overseas-46.00). Send
check or completed purchase order to:
Outreach Pre College Program
KDES PAS 6. 800 Florida Avenue, N.E.
Washington, DC 20002 USA (202) 429-9292
OR PHONE TOLL FREE: (800)672-6720, Ext. 5342

.4141."
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who remain what that are and

ifgi40 speak their mistds.
Albert Camas

Tbe Newsletter about Dialogue Journals
Vol. V No. I, Aril 1988

DIALOGUE JOURNALS IN INTERNATIONAL SETTINGS

Although most of Our istiles
of Dialogue have focused on
the 3St of dialogue journals
in the United Stitt& they art
now being used in exciting
and innovative ways in
foreign countries as well.
Where we used to know only
scattered colleagues using
dialogue journals abroad, 15%
of those on our current
mailing list are foreign.
representing 13 different
countries. A network of
colleagues overseas have
been giving workshops for
teachers, so we expect that
percentage to continue to
increase. The articles in this
issue represent the foreign
branch of our network,
discussing the use of dialogue
journals in Germany, Japan,
Thailand, South Africa, and in
Peacr Corps training work-
shops it Africa. We have also
summarized recent articles
from other publications about
their use in England, South
Africa, and Japan. Two
articles describe dialogue
journal use in the United
States, but with a foreign
partner (a Chinantec speaker
in Ouaca, Mexico, who
periodically comes to the U.S.
to work) or a foreign

influence (the work of Paulo
Freire from Brazil). This
truly international issue
attests to the wonderful flexi-
bility of dialogue journals.
One anicle, however. by P. J.
N. Seme of South Africa,
points out very clearly that
the practice also depends on a
certain kind of contextone
in which there is freedom to
choose topics and write
freely, without externally
imposed rules and restric-
tions. Her article is a forceful
and chilling reminder that
there are places where the
use of dialogue journals could
be a dangerous, rather than a
liberating experience.

As our network expands far
beyond our shores to new
populations and educational
situations, the concept of
"dialogue journal" continues
to evolve beyond our first
conception of a daily one-to-
one written conversation in a
bound notebook between a
teacher and students in a
self-contained classroom.
Although WI majority of
articles in this and other
issues have presented this
approach. other configura-
tions for written dialogue are
appearing as well. The

journal partners in Diane
Poole's article are not teacher
and student at all, but adult
colleagues working together
to build their language
fluency. The students in the
classes described by Mary and
Chisato kitagawa (see "New
Publicatio is") write solely
with the teacher in the lower
grades, but in group journals
in the upper grades.
Previous articles in Dialogue
have described personal
written interactions via
electronic mail or local area
computer networks.

Perhaps it is time to
officially expand the focus of
this newsletter to include a
wider range of uses or
formats for "interactive
writing" than just "dialogue
journals" alone. Teresa Dalle,
at Memphis State University,
for example, has written to us
describing many different
configurations for student-
student written dialogues
between ESL students and
American studenta from
elementary grades to under-
graduate and graduate college
level classes. She finds that
this writing does not have to
replace student-teacher
dialogue, but can have the

Dialogue, Vol. V, No. 1, Apri1 1988
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additional benefit of giving
American students an oppor-
tunity for cross-cultural
communication, and ESL
students the sometimes rare
opportunity to communicate
at length with an American
of similar age.

Nigel Hall has also written
to us from England to suggest
that we expand our focus.

I cannot help thinking that
Dialogue would be of more
interest to me and many
others if it was about aa those
types of writing which
involve dialogue. I am think-
ing particularly of letter
writing (that is letter writing
that involves correspondence
across time, not one-off
letters). l am doing quite a lot

of work with letter writing
and find the similarities to,
and differehces from,
dialogue journals very
interesting. I do find them
both valid, which is why I
cannot help feeling that
Dialogue ought to extend its
scope. You will probably te1,I

me now that there is already
a journal about letter writing
- if there is, do let me know. §

We don't know of one, and

we are eager to embrace
other interactive writing
approaches. At the same
time, we are determined to
maintain the original and
crucial characteristics that
make the traditional dialogue
journal a rich and valuable
writing experience, lest a

dynamic and generative
practice be changed and
watered down beyond recog-
nition or usefulness. But
Hall's challenge has pushed
us to think, what are the
essential features of the
dialogue journal that must
characterize what we might
now call "interactive
writing"?

First, the dialogue must take

place regularly and over
time. A single or sporadic
exchange of writing is not
really a dialogue.. Second, the
writing must be open-ended.
This does not mean that a
focus cannot be chosen, such
as the academic content of a
course or one's experience as
an emerging teacher in a
teacher training course. But
within such broad guidelines,
both writers in the dialogue
must be free to reflect on and
explore topics as their minds,
interests, and circumstances
lead them. Assigned topics
for writing or types of
writing to be done seem to
prevent genuine thought and
dialogue from ever develop-
ing. Third, both participants
in the dialogue must share
the responsibility for its cre-

ation. True dialogue involves
both parties, who are openly
expressing genuine ideas and
showing genuine interest in

the other. If one person
takes an overly authoritative
or evaluative rather than a

participant role, the
"dialogue" can turn into an
interview or a performance.

As Camus states in our new
masthead, the world needs
dialogue, and we would be the
last to want to restrict it.

With the above qualifications
in mind, we are eager to see
what 'new configurations
wise! §§ 1KP
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Dialogue Journal Writing with a Language Associate
Diane Poole

Summer Institute of Linguistics

Diane Poole and her
colleague, Judi Lynn
Anderson, are linguists
working with the Summer
Institute of Linguiztics in
Tucson, Arizona. They work
closely with a "language
associate," a native speaker of
Chinantec, a language spoken
in Oaraca. Mexico, to learn to
speak Chinantec, develop
written texts in Chinantec,
and translate the Bible into
Chinantec. Much of their
work has been done in their
associate's villtzge, Comal-
tepec. Because they are
currently able to work there
only infrequently, he comes
to Tucson to work with them.

When I read about the use
of dialogue journp! writing
for promoting language
acquisition and literacy
development (Peyton, 1986), I

decided that it was an excel-
lent approach for my co-
worker and I to use with our
language associate (LA).
Although we had acquired
considerable oral proficiency
in Chinantec, we needed to
improve our written
proficiency. We also wanted
our LA to grow in his ability
to express himself naturally
and fluently by writing in
his own language. Because
he spends several months at a
time working with us in
Tucson, where the Mexico
branch of SIL is currently
located, he is away from his
village where he is immersed
in his language. He tends to
lose the sharp edge of
naturalness and begins to
adapt his speech to our far
from natural style.

Our experiment with
dialogue journal writing in
the native language of our
language associate lasted over
a five-week period during
one of his stay, in Tucson. At
the stan of each day's work
we each wrote in our journals
for about half an hour or leaf,
about any topic we chose. in
Chinantec. Then we came
together and read our entries
aloud to one another. Our LA
read his first, and we made
comments about the topic or

We linguists were
lear ning to speak and
write in our second or
third language. Our
LA, who was in fact
the " teacher," was
also improving his
ability to write in his
mother tongue.

asked questions about the
meanings of words and how
these words were used in the
given context. Then we read
aloud what we had written.
Our LA, now in the role of a
teacher, asked us questions.
usually for clarification
because our MOTs made the
meaning unclear. He then
corrected our writing,
reading, or pronunciation.
Topics included our first trip
to our LA's village, our
appreciation that our LA had
come to join us in Tucson to
continue working with us,
his journey out of the village
to travel to the U.S., fiestas in
his village, etc. We also wrote
about difficulties we were all
having adjusting to life in

Tucson. Below are an entry
written by Judi Lynn (with
partial English translation),
and the tranalav on of an
entry ,veitten by our L .
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Judi Lynn (translation):
During the night oUr (kg,
RieUS, barked. I don't know
why. And the coyotes were
howling in the mountains. I
like it when they howl. And
when It got light Rufus
barked again.

LA: Now in Comallepec the
fiesta of Mii Madsee is
approaching on the 20
November. And many people
go to that fiesta and take the
opportunity to pick oranges
because it is the season for
them. And the young men
iiJso go to play basketball
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because there Ls a tourna-
men, and many people from
other places also go to play.
And sometimes they give
excellent prises for the first
three places. They have
given a bull or a pig or a
turkey. So many people get
excited about goMg and think
kow tkey.can whs. And (f
there are many teams, they
play for two days, and if only
a few then only fo- a day and
a hair.

In deciding to use journal
writing with our LA, we were
facing a different situation
than that experienced by
teachers in the United States
teaching English as a second
language. Whereas those
teachers write in their native
language while their students
write in their second or third
language, we, the linguists,
were not the teachers. All
three of us became learners
ia a sense, working at
different levels. We linguists
were learning to speak and
write in our second or third
language. Our LA, who was in

fact the "teacher" in this
situ:ion, was also improving
his ability to ,Tite in his
mother tong

Ws experieaccd a number
of benefits from this
experience. Because of the
daily practice of writing
freely in his own language,
our LA gained greater
fluency and naturalness in
writing, even though he had
been writing in his own
language for several years.
When he was away from his
home environment for long
periods of time to work with
us, he had no opportunity to
use his language with anyone
except us, whose proficiency
is very limited. The routine
of daily journal writing gave
him the rare opportunity for
extended natural use of his
anguage. As a result, his

translation of the texts we
were working on improved.
He was also affirmed u a
speaker and writer of his
mother tongue, since what he
wrote was important enough
for us to ask questions about
and express interest in.

By ,writing daily in
Chinantec and having our LA
ask questions about and
comment on our journal
entries, we learned a
tremendous amount about
Chinantec and improved in
our control of it in both
speaking and writing. Our
incorrect language use and
thought processes became
apparent and were slowly
replaced with correct
expressions and ideas. When

we found, through our oral
reading of our entries and
discussions of them, that we
did not control an aspect of
the language, we focused on
that area in our subsequent
writing and in our daily
language use.

We found that the quality of
our relationship with our LA
also improved. He was able to
express some of his feelings
without fear or embarrass-
ment, because we had
developed a relationship of
trust. Possibly because of the

journal writing, he shared
with us some of his struggles
for the first time in the four
years we have been working
with him. I personally was
able to share more feelings
and concerns in my journal
writing than I had done
before, and I found that this
seemed to help our LA to do
the same. For example, after I

had written about the culture
stress I experienced living in
Tucson (I am from England),
he shared some of the culture
stress he was experiencing;
he expressed some home-
sickness when he wrote at
length and in some detail

about current village events,
ar .t bewilderment about
never .knowing what lan-
guage he would be addressed
in--English, Spanish, or his
own. Because of the journal
writing, we were all willing

to share with one another in

an atmosphere of interest and
acceptance, and the quality of
our relationship deepened.

I highly recommend
journal writing as an
effective tool for developing
language and literacy skills,
both for linguists learning a
language and for the native
speakers of that language.
Linguists working with a
language associate can write
in a dialogue journal as soon
aa a writing system is
developed for the language,
whether they are in the
beginning stages or honing
more advanced language
abilities. The journal can also

serve to increase the natural-
ness and fluency of the LA's
writing skills, so that his or
her translation into the lan-
guage is more natural. Any
opportunity that an LA has to
write freely and regularly in

the native language is going
to lead to more natural writ-
ten language use. Journal
writing and sharing allows
writing to occur in the
context of a relationship
rather than in isolation. It is

also beneficial for building a
relationship between the LA
and the linguist and, if done
with the 0.,,ht atmosphere,
can lead to a level of sharing
between two parties that
might not otherwise be
reached. §i

Reference:
Peyton, J.K. (1986). Literacy

through written interaction.
Passage: A journal for
refugee ed:y.ation,2(1),
24-29.
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A Slack South African Perspective on Dialogue Journals
in a Mother Tongue Language

P. J. Nomathemha Seme

Ms. Seme is currently
completing doctoral studies at
Harvard University Graduate
School of Education, and has
been a high schocl teacher in
Black South African schools.

Dialogue journals in the
school context are the vehicle
through which the individual
student expresses feelings, at-
titudes, experiences, etc. The
student shares all this with
the teacher who constantly
gives feedback, thereby
helping the child to clarify
thoughts about certain issues
or expand ideas. In this type
of writing the student is
continuously engaged in
learning. This process is
special because it is not
imposed, but arises from the
students' main concerns,
which can be integrated with
learning across a wide spec-
trum of student interests. It
is this freedom and genuine
give and take that is the cor.
nerstone for the successful
and effective use of the
dialogue journal in general.

As a black South African. I
am particularly interested in
the use of the dialogue
journal in a mother tongue.
Dialogue journals can provide
the opportunity for the child
to express thoughts in a free
flowing manner. If children
want to test their understand-
ing on some issues and con-
cerns, they can more easily
articulate and express them
in their mother tongue as
they sec fit. I realize that
coneucive learning environ-
ments are crucial for all lear-
ning. Freedom of expression

and good rapport between
students and teachers form
the basis for the effective use
of a dialogue journal.

Having used the dialogue
journal with some professors
in an American university, I

can highly acknowledge its
usefuitiess. The problem
arises when I imagine
implementing it in my own
classroom in South Africa,
particularly with my high
school students. I can foresee
some serious problems and
ba7rit rs inherent in its
impitmentation, particularly
in our Black schools. Given
that the dialogue journal is
founded on free expression,
what can that mean in a South
African context whe:, there
is none? Can it be that
children should only write
about some experiences and
not others because of fear of
censorship and what may
likely happen to them later?
Even I, as a teacher do not
know where this ji..arnal may
eventually land. How rnuch
freedom will I have to re-
spond to the students con-
cerns and issues?

In a genuine dialogue
journal exchange, it is the
children's choice to impose
limits on what they want to
pursue. There should be no
ex'.zrnal fears that control the
child's personal choices, but
in South Africa some lava of
the countri directly and indi-
rectly dictate whi t we can say
or write. Even in friendly
letters between black South
Africans, one may not safely
write explicitly about some of
the sensitive issues and

events taking place at the
moment. Since that is the
case, how can dialogue
journals give students and
teachers the power, courai$e
and motivation to pursue
their implementation?

Both the child and the
teacher already have fears
about their personal engage-
ment concerning sensitive
political issues. As a teacher,
I know very well that when a
child takes this journal home
or back to school, it may be
lost on the way or that any
child may now be picked up
by police. Children as young
as ten years are now being
detained for reasons they
way not even understand.

In our black South African
schools, there is an imposed
syllabus and many controls
on the materials we are issued
to use. All the children's
work is supposed to be
accessible at all times to all
people connected with the
schoot: for example, other
teactiers, the principal, and
inspectors will come in to see
everything the children
have written. So again, even
in the classroom, the teacher
cannot maintain and protect
the essential privacy of thtse
written conversations.

If a child and a tewher
have engaged in a genuine
and free expression, it is
possible that a dialoguc .
journal can become a
cumulative document of
evidence to be misused to
incriminate both the teacher
and the child.

As a teacher, I have my
own fears and frustrations
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when children share their
feelings with me, because I
cannot offer any tanzible
solution to their problems.
What is it that I can do to -
ensure that the information
they share with me is secured
and confidential? Can .they
trust me enough to be free in
expressing their views if
they already have reason to
fear that these views may
cause problems for them in
thefuture? Can I be confi-
dent enough to give the best
of my responses to their
concerns? Subtle fears of
betrayal from both sides
contribute to these barriers.
Havbg learned of their
feelings and experiences, I

have a moral obligation to
attend to some of their con-
cerns. Suppose students
share their dissatisfaction
about the kind of education
they are getting, or about the
problem that nex year they
will leave school because a
father lost his job or even got

detained. These are possible
concerns the child may need
to share, and the teacher will
have to give some kind of
response. If after hearing
about the child's plight, I still
cannot give any tangible
solution, or soothe their
feelings. I begin to askwhat
is the use of the dialogue
journal in this situation if it
can only help generate
feelings and reflections about
the problems I know f cannot
single-handedly solve?
While the children learn
through writing, they must
grow and enjoy it; therefore
for s dialogue journal to be
used effectively, it must be
both enjoyable and helpful.

To say that black students
can engage in this written
conversation freely in South
Africa .oday is to delude

myself because I know very
well that this is not true.
Students know as well u I do
that the system offers no real
freedom so then what?
Reality is such that our black
youth today are tired of
theorizing about their

1

To say that Black
students can engage in

this written conversa-
tion freely in South
Africa today is to
delude myself because
I know very well that
this is not true.

problems, experiences and
feelings. They want tangible
solutions to problems,
particularly the older
children. How can I best
persuade them and engage
them in this activity in such
a way that they fully enjoy
it? The use of the dialogue
journal must be a productive
engagement for both a
teacher and a child.

Lindfors' article on her use
of dialogue journals with
high school students in a
black South African school
seemed to me to be a good
illustration of the extent to
which ch!ldren are careful
about what ihey write. She

remarks:
Just as surely as some of
the students' topics did not
engage me, some of my
topics did not engage them;
e.g. my questions about
womeu's issues or about the
characteristics of good
teachers or about how Zulu
affixes work. However
fascinating these topics
were to me, they were of
little interest to students.
(Language Arts, February
1988, p. 13e)
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It is. hard to tell if her topics
were really of little interest to
the students or whether they
were simply avoided because
the children were concerned
that they might be asked to
say more, which they may not
be prepared to do even if the
teacher encourages them.
The fact that they slid little
about their families, personal
lives (except for talking about
movies and birds) and even
how they were enjoying
school, suggests to me that
they were playing the
survival game by carefully
sifting the issues. The type of
rapport between the teacher
and the students is crucial in
dialogue journal use. The
slant these children took in
their writing could have been
different if they were wilting
to their own teacher, but even
then they would have to be
very cautious.

The typical illustration of
what any black South African
writer faces is best demon-
strated in the example given
by Nadine Gordimer. She cites
the instance of the banning
of the book, Two Dogs and
Freedom, written by black
children who were attending
a weekend alternative school
run by blacks. In this
alternative-education center,
the children:

were asked to draw or write
a little piece about South
Africa in the future. This
one little kid, about 9 years
old, drew a lovely little
house and all the dream
things that he'd like to have
and he said, "When I grow
up, i'd like to be married
and have a son and a daugh-
ter, two dogs and freedom'
a wonderful title for the
book. (U.S. News & World

_Report May 25, 1987)



Because of the book's title it
created suspicions on the part
of the government; aS
consequence, it was at fast
banned. To paraphrase
Gordimer, the reason for
banning the book was that
children had drawn soldiers
and guns instead of happy
families; others had written
about the pony:men tear-
gassing the classrooms in the
township. This point illumi-
nates some of the problems
both teachers and students
may face when they encour-
age and engage in any
expressive writing, including
dialogue journals.

The questions I posed in the
above discussion about
whether dialogue journals
can be used effectively, or
even safely, demonstrate the
web in which both teachers
and student! ere. caught. For
teachers to decide if they
want to implement the dia-
logue journal in their class-
rooms, I see different options
available. First, as a teacher,
I could always pretend that
students are free to choose
the things they want to write
about, since the dialogue
journal's objective is not to
instigate and probe children
to write about particular
issues and concerns. I regard
this as a personal defense
mechanism, aimed at denying
the existence of the problem.
As a teacher. I would be
shifting the responsibility to
the child by arguing that I

will only respond to what the
child has chosen to write
about. If I take this option. I
would be assuming, wrongly,
that the students do have
freedom to choose. I would
call this a "mini-freedom"
because besides their own
personal choices, there is
another subtle choice coming
from external forces that will
dictate the kind of choice the

student decides to take.
The second option is to face

reality by actually acknow-
ledging that there is no free-
dom of expression or privacy
for Blacks in South Africa
and that the dialogue journal
is therefore limited here.
These and other options that
one can come up with may
depend on bow individual
teachers view the situation
and what kind of rapport
they aspire to keep with their
students when they engage
them in learning.

The above discussion
demonstrates that in the

current Black South African
achool situation, dialogue
journal use in general and
even in mother tongue has
limitations. If one uses it,
both students and teacher can
deal with only non-contro-
versial topics This is a
challenge to both teachers
and students. These
constraints on the effective
use of the dialogue journal
are hard to overcome because
they are embedded in the
whole school system. For its
complete success, drastic
changes in the system itself
are required. §§

Great Moments in Dialogue Journal History!
The existence of dialogue journals may be a re..ent pheno-

menon in their prnent form, but it appears that human
Leings, when given access to writing, may have always been
prone to carry on direct, lively, uncensored conversations.
This new feature. Great Moments in Dialogue Journal History,
will bring to our readers treasured written exchanges from
history. (CONTRIBUTIONS NEEDED!)

The papyrus manuscript shown below was found in the
depths of the great Bodleian Library at Oxford. It is an Egyp-
tian boy's letter to his frther, in Greek, from the 2nd or 3rd
Century, A.D. Fortunately, the Bodleian prnvidf:d a transla-
tion for those of us who do not read classical Greek. The use
of direct threats seems not to have changed much from 200

A.D. to Les lee Reed's sixth grade class!

...It was a fint thing of you not to take me with you to town.
If you won't take me with you to Alexandria I won't write you
a letter or speak to you or greet you.... Mother said to
Archelaus, "He upsets me. Take him away." ...So send for me,
I impore you. If you don't. I won't eat, I won't drink; so
there!
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Dialogue Journal Writing in the Peace Corps: Enabling the Older Learner

Karen Wil letts
Center for Applied Linguistics

As the average age of Peace
Corps volunteers increases,
the difficulties of older adult
language learners has
become a major concern. At a
recen: Training of Language
Trainers Workshop at the
Peace Corps Training Center
in Bukavu, Zaire, I introduced
the use of dialogue journal
writing and discussed it as a
particularly helpful tech-
nique in this rather unique
language learning situation.

At the Bukavu training
center, intensive language
learning courses generally
last for 6 weeks at 6 hours per
day, and aim to bring the
language learner from no or
little competence (novice
level) to functional compe-
tence (intermediate) in the
foreign language. After
training in French (a new
language for most volunteers,
who are recruited for their
technical knowledge), trai-
ning in one of the African
languages begins, and
technical training (animal
husbandrj, fish raising) is
given concurrently in
English. The African langua-
ges at the Bukavu center
include Swahili, Lingala,
Chi tuba, Kikongo, and Sango.

The overall purpose of the
workshop was to introduce a
competency-based language
instruction approach
designed to improve language
learning by the older
learner. Joan Whitney (Lan-
guage Training Specialist in
the Peace Corps Office of
Training and Support) and I

worked with thirty language
trainers from Zaire, Gabon
and Central African Republic,

most of whom had 5-10 years
Peace Corps training
experience and were
prafessors at the Institut
Suptrieur Pidagogique in

Bukavu.
The real issue for the

workshop was how to make
intensive language learning
work better for the older
volunteer with little or no
previous foreign language
learning experience. In

The emphasis can be
shifted from tiring
oral drills which tax
the older adult's
short-term memory to
this type of more
long-term memory
activity, organized
around functional
cognitive schemes.

general. the trainers at the
Bukavu workshop outlined
the following difficulties for
the older learner.
1. Short-term memory is more

limited.
2. Tiredness and fatigue occur

more often.
3. Discouragement occurs

when they "fail behind"
the others.

4. Social isolation can occur
because of age differences
with younger trainers and
other younger volunteers.

As in.:. of the workshop, I
discussed at length the
benefits of having trainers
and older trainees engage in
written dialogue in the target
language (French or

African). Adult learners
often need and want written
reinforcement which is not
traditionally provided in
language learning settings.
except through feedback on
limited grammatical
exercises. Since the writing
in dialogue journals is not
done under pressure or the
thne constraints of the
classroom, older learners may

feel more successful when
speed is not a factor working
against them. Writing and
trying to be creative with the
new language in chunks of
written discourse (rather
than sentence-level drills,
etc.) st!ould also give the
older adult a sense of
accomplishment. The
emphasis thus can be shifted
from tiring oral drills which
tax the older adult's short
tl.rm memory to this type of
more long-term memory
activity, organized around
functional cognitive
schemes. Adults can use the
strengths they have by
integuting new concepts and

material into their existing
cognitive structures rather
than relying on rote
memorization. The written
dialogue also gives the adult
the chance to use the
language for meaningful
language activity.

Many adults enjoy and need
the individualized attention
dialogue journals provide,
and since the trainer-to-
trainee ratio in Peace Corps is
very small (average class size
around 5), the teaching/
learning setting is ideal for

this technique.
(continued on p. 9)
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(Peace Corps, cons. from p. 8)
Reading the trainer's

responses can provide posi-
tive feedback and additional
language reinforcement.
When error correction is
handled indirectly through
modeling (rather than
having red marks for every
mistake), older learners can
gain confidence in ftnding
their own mistakes. More
important, the dialogue
between the younger trainer
and the older trainee can
provide the basis for estab-
lish. a better rapport and
mutual understanding. If
used effectively by the
trainer, dialogue journals
may help to draw out a "with-
drawn" trainee experiencing
language and/or culture
shock. Older learners may
more easily vent their frus-

trations and better express
themselves through the
informal written medium.
Trainers can then better
individualize or tailor their
training to learners' specific
needs and can easily spot
problem areas. Important
sociolinguistic and cultural
information can also be
imparted in the dialogue.

Trainers at the Bukavu
Peace Corps workshop
expressed interest in using
dialogue journals with their
trainees. Some of the ideas
we came up with for actual
implementation of the
technique included the
suggestion that the adults
select the trainer with whom
they wish to dialogue (since
each trainee will have up to 5
trainers at any one time), and
that the principle of

confidentiality be stressed
and maintained, since
trainers have frequent
meetings to discuss trainees'
problems. In order to
maintain trust and mutual
confidence, the dialogue
journals must not be shared
with others. Peace Corps
trainers who decide to
implement the use of dialogue
journals with the trainees
will find that this is a
pleasurable and successful
language learning
experience, especially for
older adults, and that it will
indeed increase language
acquisition by this group
whose success depends so
critically on acquiring a

functional competence in the
language. §§

DIALOGUE JOURNALS IN TEACHER TRAINING (FALL, 1988)

A growing number of people are using dialogue journals in pre-service and in-service

teacher training. Teachers and teachers-to-be have the rare opportunity to take time and
reflect on what they are reading and what they are learning about the classroom, their
students and themselves, with someone who has had different experiences with teaching and
can provide a new perspective. Teachers who have used dialogue journals are especially ready

to begin a dialogue with their students when they finish their training. A lot of you have had
some excellent results. Let us hear from you!

Please send articles of 2 to 3 double spaced pages to Joy Peyton at CAL by August 1, 1988).

DIALOGUE JOURNALS IN BILINGUAL EDUCATION (WINTER 1988)

Although dialogue journals in bilingual education programs are no doubt similar in many

ways to those used with limited English proficient students in many other settings, they may
have some special characteristics and involve some special issues. We want to explore these in
the winter issue. Articles may cover topics such as the following, but feel free to write about
other topics as well.

Special attributes of dialogue journals when used in bilingual/transitional programs

The development of literacy in the bilingual classroom
Code switching in dialogue journal writing (the use of both the Ll and English)
Bilingual special education populations

Please send articles of 2 to 3 double spaced pages to Shelley Outstein, 1910 N. Calvert, #301,
Arlington, VA 22201 (Phone * 703-524-6484), by October 31, 1988.
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Dialogue Journal Entries as ProblemPosing Codes

Laura !Cos
Spanish Educational Development Center

The problem-posing
approach to second language
teaching, used with adult
learners in ESL classes at the
Spanish Educational Develop-
ment (SED) Center in
Washington, D.C., is inspired
by the work of Brazilian
educator Paulo Freire. Freirc,
who believes that education
should be participatory and
liberating, advocates
discussing social problems in
the classroom, with the goal
of helping learners to think
critically about situations in

their own lives. Freire be-
lieves that dialogue is central
to the learning process, for
"true dialogue cannot exist
unless it involves critical
thinking, thinking which
sees reality as a process, in
transformation, thinking
which does not separate itself
from action but constantly
involves itself in the real
struggle without fear of the
risks involved" (Paulo Freire,
Pedagogy of the Oppressed,
1970, p. 62).

Problem-posing activities
are one approach advocated
by Freire to elicit such mean-
ingful dialogue among adult
learners. These activities
revolve around the use of
"codes"--problem situations
that are directly relevant to
the learners' lives. A code
can take the form of a
dialogue, a story, a picture, or
whatever the instructor
chooses, as long as the prob-
lem presented in the code is
familiar to the participants.
The use of codes provides a
curriculum based on material
from students' own lives,
enabling them to react to and

analyze issues that are
relevant to them. The codes
often elicit strong feelings,
and students are less inclined
to focus on language form,
because they are intent on
getting an important message
across. Students are put in a
position of control, as they
identify courses of action
which may be solutions to the
problem.

Dialogue journals can
be an ideal source for
codes, because they
are often about
important issues in

students' lives.

There ar...1 five basic steps
students use for responding
to a code.
1. Describe the code pre-

sented (e.g., What is
happening?);

2.Identify the specific
problem involved;

3.Discuss whether the
problem presented is
relevant to their or their
friends' lives, and express
any feelings they might
have about the conflict;

4.Identify the possible causes
of the problem;

5.Suggest any individual or
group actions that might
alleviate the problem.

Rather than talking through
all of the steps, it is better to
vary them with activities
such as role-playing, writing
compositions, discussing in

small groups, etc.
The SED Center curriculum

provides a multitude of
prepared codes related to

male/female roles, daily
routines, health, immigra-
tion, etc., but the instructors
are encouraged to create
suitable codes as well. During

one six-week session I used
entries from my students'
dialogue journals as codes for
class discussion. Dialogue
journals can be an ideal
source for codes, because
they are often about impor-
tant issues in students' lives.
I sought the students' per-
mission before using any
entry in class and promised
complete confidentiality. To
avoid any kind of embarrass-
ment on the student's part. I

sometimes changed specific
information in the entry that

could possibly reveal the
writer's identity, or concocted
a related situation based on a
student entry. This way, the
code was still based on the
original entry, but the
student's identity was well

protected.
The following is an example

of a dialogue journal entry
used in my class as a
problem-posing code.

I think confusion in my
life. Sometime I'm very very
boring. I think a live alon all
the time. My husband not
have time for me. He is only
think and work in your ltfe I
have differen idea because he
is too much years too me.

Everyone was given a copy of
the entry and we corrected it
together on the board,
identifying specific errors in

grammar, spelling, and
ppnctuation. We then divided
iato two discussion groups for
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the first three steps of
problem posing. The situ-
ation seemed to be a familiar
one to most of the students,
and several interpretations of
the problem were sugsested.
Both males and females
discussed experient?s that
they described as "domineer-
ing Hispanic husbands." For
the fourth step, the students
individually wrote essays
speculating on the cause of
the problem, and then came
back together for a CittU
discussion of what they had
written. The fifth step
involved proposing and
evaluating solutions in
groups. Suggested solutions
ranged from getting a
divorce to having a baby, but
almost everyone finally
agreed that the couple needed
to improve their communi-
cation by discussing the
problem outright.

My six-week experience
with using selected dialogue
journal texts for problem-
posing activities indicated to
me that they can be an excel-
lent source for codes that
come directly from the
learners' lives. For anyone
else wishing to do the same, a
few points should be kept in
mind. First, a code chosen
from dialogue journals should
represent a situation that
could be relevant to everyone
in the class, and not a specific
personal problem of only one
student; otherwise, class
discussion can turn into a
group therapy session. The
problem should be focused on
one conflict, since several
conflicts presented in one
situation can be overwhel-
ming.

Second, the instructor must
decide if an entry will be used
as a code in the class of the
person who wrote it. If
students realize that their
writing might be used for

class discussion, they may
become inhibitel about writ-
ing in their journals. On the
other hand, if a class is very
close and students are open,
they sometimes enjoy discus-
sing their journal writing
with each other. Whether or
not the codes come from the
writing of students in a given
class, their permission muse
be given and their identity
strictly protected.

One problem that I encoun-
tered was finding enough
suitable entries for class use.
Building a collection of
entries from several classes

solves this problem and
eliminates the risk of embar-
rassing students by using
their entries when they are
present in class.

Dialogue journal entries
provide real-life data for
problem-posing codes, and
fulfill Freire's stated purpose
of education: to liberate
people, by allowing them to
discuss problems that are
relevant to them and helping
them to realize that they are
sources of creative, critical
thinking and capable of
action in the face of
conflict. §

Share Dialogue with a Friend!

D tatogus began life as a four-page newsletter in 1982,

sent free to people around the country who were interested
in the use of dialogue journals. It has grown over the years
into a more substantial publication, helped greatly by our
receiving a multi-year project grant under the Center for
Language Educarion and Research (CLEAR) in 1985. With

this support, Ditlogue has become a lively forum for
discussing both the practice of interactive written

conversations, And the underlying theories of human
dialogue and language which inform the practice.

During the past three years, we have rrn sought to
increase the subscription base to Dialogue beyond the
current level of about 500. However, our CLEAR-supported
project, and therefore much of the support for the
newsletter, will end in June, 1988. With support from the
Center for Applied Linguistics, we will continue to produce
the newsletter, but in order to keep it in its present form, we
will need to expand substantially our subscription base and
increase the price for new subscribers with our September
1988 issue (the price for renewals will increase with the
January 1989 issue).

Since many of you are in teacher education or in
administration in school systems and universities, we know
that our potential readership is much larger than those
actually on our mailing list. If you know of friends and
colleagues who might be interested in subscribing to the
newsletter, we hope that you will share a copy with them
now, and encourage them to subscribe. By increasing our
subscriptions, we can ensure that you will continue to
receive YOUR copies at an affordable price.
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...Children need to
spend an uninter-
rupted chunk of
time ... communi-
cating their ideas,
thoughts, and
feelings through
writing. 11

NEINIMMININVIMINININIMINI MMINI01011111111111111NOM

U.S. Bound Refugee Children Use Dialogue Journals

Kathleen Corey, Elsie Hamayan, and Margo Pfleger

Tong: Soon I will be in
America, so I will tell you
about my grandmother who
still lived in VN. Now she is
about 60 years old. She lived
in the island. She had a big
garden, mango trees and
bamboo trees. She had many
things. We had a boat so we
could sailed to that island to
visit her. When I went there
I was very happy because the
house was nice and the island
was beautiful. I loved my
grandmother too nutch. She
loved me, too. But when I
escaped to Thailand I didn't
say goodbye to her. Now
maybe she is old and old. I
think that she will miss me to

much but I don't know when
will I come back to see her
again.

How about you what do you
do when you see your
grandmother or
grancVather? Are you happy
when you see them? Do you
love them?

Teacher: It's really nice to
know that in a far away
country (your very own
country) somebody loves you
so dearly. Though you can't
see your grandmother,
continue to love her and to
treasure her in your heart.
Just pray that you'll see her
someday. Maybe you can
sponsor her. What do you
think?

As for me, I miss my family
so much. My grandparent
are already old but they're
still strong. I would be very
happy to see all of my loved
ones. I'm sure you would too,
right?

So reads a typical dialogue
journal excerpt from a PREP
class in the Philipine Refu-
gee Processing Center. PREP,
which stands for Preparing
Refugees for Elementary
Programs, prepares Cambo-
dian, Lao, and Vietnamese
refugee children between the
ages of 6 and 11 for school in
the U.S. by helping them
develop the linguistic,
academic, and interpersonal
skills needed for successful

entry into elementary
classrooms. In addition to ESL
instruction, the program
devotes 30 minutes of each
school day to reading activi-
ties and 30 minutes to writing
activities. This focus is based
on the., belief that children
need to spend an uninter-
rupted chunk of time reading
chile-en's literature and
communicating their ideas,
thoughts, and feelings
through writing. These 30-
minute periods are dedicated
to celebrating the joy of
reading and writing.

Literacy development is an
important element of PREP.
Since many of the students
come from families who are
non-literate in their own
language, they do not have

the benefit of seeing their
parents enjoying reading or
of sharing reading experi-
ences with them. Lacking
the model of a parent who
obviously values reading and
the experience of sharing a
storytime with a loved one,
children of non-literate
parents may learn only
belatedly to value reading as
an enjoyable and rewarding
experience.

PREP uses non-traditional
literacy methods such as the
Whole Language Approach to
teach reading and writing.
Instruction takes Lilo
account the whole learner,
building on his or her total
array of skills and abilities.
The focus is on meaning
rather than on the mechan-
ics or grammar of language.
Thus, activities revolve
around specific content in a

real communicative situation.
or examnle, the children

write letters to real people, an
activity that has an authentic
communicative function,
rather than copying words or
tracing letters.

Three methods of develop-
ing writing skills are used
within the Whole Language
Approach in PREP: dictated
stories, creative writing, and
diAlogue journals. Although
all three methods have
proven successful, using
dialogue journals has been
the favorite of many PREP
teachers. Thc children write
to the teacher for 5 to 10
minutes a day in a bound
notebook about a topic of
their choice, and the teacher
writes back. Many of the
ntries expand significantly
by the end of the PREP pro-
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Using Dialogue Journals in Japan
Madeleine Adkins

University of California at Berkeley

Madeleine became interesied
in dialogue journals when
she was working for Joy
Kreeft Peyton as an intern a
CAL, and used them in most of
the classes she taught during
a two and a haY year stay in
Japan (1984-1987). She
writes, "1 used them with
junior college English
majors, white collar workers,
housewives, steel workers,
high school graduates who
wanted to study abroad, and
teenagers who ,had lived
abroad. I also gave some
workshops in Western Japan
for teachers' groups."

Japan is an exciting place
to use eialogue journals,
because they can be adapted
for use 'with students of all
ages and experiences, in all
walks of life. English
language learning programs
vary, from the businessmen's
summer intensive course to

the toddlers' class. Teaching
situations vary greatly as
well. There are highly
structured, formal settings
like the university classroom
as well as less traditional
settings like the after-work
classes at students' places of
work.

The study of English is,
and has been for many years,
a popular and economically
necessary part of life for
many Japanese. Since World
War II, English study has
been pan of the mandatory
education zystem for students
in the seventh through
twelfth grades, as well as for
most college students. In
addition, private
conversation schools (which
offer English and sometimes
other foreign languages as
well) exist in every corner of
the archipelago, run by
companies from Berlitz to
Sony and everything in

(Refugee, cont. from p. 12)
gram. This result has been a
surprise to many of the
Philippine teachers, who
have been traditionally
trained to correct all errors
and to require many hours of
copying practicz before
allowing students to write
independently.

Teachers report that one of
the main reasons that they
enjoy using dialogue journals
is the strong bond that is
created between them and the
children. Through this
method, PREP teache:s have
been able to help their young
students better understand
the difficult experience of

being a refugee. Many of the
dialogue entries describe the
family's flight from their
home country or the difficul-
ties of camp life. The chil-
dren also write about the
excitement and fear of going
to an unknown place; their
journak, are full of questions
about the U.S.

Dialogue journals have
become an important part of
PREP. Through the journal,
refugee children are able to
"talk" privately to their
teacher, who not only helps
them develop literacy skills,
but also counsels them and
becomes a trusted friend. §§

between. In any major
metroplitan area, there are
literally hundreds (if not
thousands) of such schools to
feed what amounts to an
almost obsessive interest
among the Japanese people in

studying English.
The usefulness of dialogue

journals becomes plain when
a teacher wants to know why
her students are in a
particular English class.
Students' goals in any given
class vary, depending on
their situations and on their
personalities. Because of the
emphasis, economically,
academically and socially, on
the study of English. there is
no way to predict students'
motives for learning English.
It could be something that
parents or employers are
demanding of them; it might
be "in" with their peer group
to study English; or it could be
that they have a genuine
interest in and love for the
English language. Asking
aloud in class for students'
opinions or feelings or
beliefs is usually a fruitless
effort, because Japanese
people tend to be reluctant to
voice their opinions for fear
of creating an awkward
situation or any kind of open
expression of conflict.
Therefore, a direct question
in class calling for the
expression of personal
opinions will be met with
silence; a similar question
posed in a journal can elicit
an honest and thoughtful
response. Students can feel
free to say why they are in
tbe class or how they feel
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about the class, or to "speak
up" about personal problems
which may be interfering
with their performance.
without having to speak in
front of everyone. This
Information can be crocial
for the teacher in evaluating
the students' performance,
especially in company
courses, where a teacher's
negative evaluation can have
serious repercussions for the
student/worker's career. I

found dialogue journals a
useful tool for dealing with a
number of these difficult
situations.

One interesting aspect of
teaching English in Japan is
that with very few excep-
tions, the students, no matter
how basic, already know some
English. The only possible
exceptions to this rule would
be children who haven't yet
entered the seventh grade,
and 'adults whose schooling
took place before World War
II. Therefore, the tescher
can walk into a beginners'
class the first day confident
that her students will already
know quite a few words of
English, not to mention quite
a bit of grammar. However,
most English study in Japan-
ese schools has traditionally
featured rote memorization of
vocabulary and grammar
rules. Spoken English (to say
nothing of honest-to-
goodness conversational
English) is something that is
not normally attempted in the
classroom. Pan of the reason
for this is the enormous
emphasis placed on testing in
Japanese education. English
is one of a number of subjects
on the college entrance
written exam on which
students have to score well if
they are to get into the right
university. Because of this,
even many academically
stellar students have

developed little or no ability
to converse in English, and
may be extremely reluctant to
actually speak out loud.

Dialogue journals, of
course, will not directly aid
students who wish to improve
their pronunciation or their
impromptu speaking skills.
For this reason, some of my
students in conversation
classes, especially those who
have reached the upper
intermediate level, did not
find them particularly
interesting or relevant. But
most students, especially
those in "beginning" classes,
find that dialogue journals
are an exciting way for them
to enter the world of English
conversation. They can use
their already existing
knowledge of English
grammar, vocabulary and
spelling to produce (usually)
comprehensible entries from
the first day of class. Because
they may be terrified of
having to actually speak
English, the journal is for
them a low-pressure envi-
ronment out of the public eye
in which to attempt to
produce English for the
purpose of communicating.

The fact that most students
have already studied English
before means that it is
difficult to generalize about
the actual English profi-
ciency levels in any one
class; this is especially true
of beginners. A student may
he enrolled in the lowest
level class for any number of
reasons: she may have been
out of school for many years
and forgotten what she had
!earned; she may hav .
flunked her English courses
all the way through school;
she may be that rare student
with no knowledge of
English; or she may he
enrolled in the same begin-
ners' course that all first year

university (or private
language school) students are
enrolled in, despite the fact
that she had spent a month in
the U.S. on a homestay study-
vacation. In other words, the
teacher must be prepared for
a very broad range of English
abilities in a given class.
Because the dialogue journal
offers an opportunity to
individualize communication,
it is especially beneficial for
the student whose level is
way above or below that of
the rest of the class. Here is a
chance to give support (both
pedagogical and psycholog-
ical) to the student who feels
that she is falling behind,
and to the student who finds
the class to be too easy.

One constraint on dialogue
journal use in Japanese
public schools is that English
classes, especially at the high
schools and universities, tend
to be extremely large and to
meet only once or twice a
week. Therefore, there is
rarely enough time to give
students enough practice or
individualized attention. A
teacher who has five or six
different classes, each with
an average enrollment of
thirty to fifty students, will
find that it is not humanly
possible to have dialogue
journals with that many
students. This is a sad reality,
but the teacher can write
with one class of that size, or
more profitably with any
smaller classes that he or she

teaches. Private language
schools and company
language programs, which
typically keep conversation
class enrollments down to
reasonable numbers and try
to meet at least twice a week,
are therefore more satisfying
environments for using
dialogue journals.

I found the major benefits
of using dialogue (cont. p. 15)
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Dialogue Journals with Deaf Students in Germany
John Alberani

National Technical Institute for the Deaf, Rochester, New York

In the Federal Republic 'of
Germany, as in the United
States, a central issue in the
education of deaf students is
effective communication:
how best to teach deaf
students to communicate in
German. and how best to
communicate with students in

the classroom. Believing that
German students and their
teachers could profit from
the systematic use er dialogue
journals, I proposed a one-
year research project where-
in I would 1) introduce the
method to German teachers
and 2) correspond in dialogue
journals with their students.
Supported by a Y.'ulbright
Research grant and with the
help of colleagues at the
Research Center for Applied
Linguistics for the Rehabili-
tation of the Disabled at
Heidelberg, I have been
consulting with teachers and
writing to their students
since August, 1987.

Eighteen primary and
secondary teachers and one
school psychologist at four
different schools in south-

(Japan, cont. from p. 14)
journals in Japan to be
twofold. For my students, it
was their first oportunity to
use English as a medium for
expressing ideas, concerns or
questions; for many it was
their only experience with
using English for genuine
communication. For me, it
was a chance to concentrate
on students individual needs,
and the best way to get past
the deferential silence that is
so commonly displayed by
students in Japan. §§

west Germany are parti.ipa-
ting in the project. Through
periodic woikshops, I have
presented dialogue journals
as a means of improving
student-teacher communica-
tion, giving students a
functional context in which
to practice writing, and
documenting the students'
acquisition of German. In
questionnaires and inter-
views, I have documented the

...those who use
writing in their own
lives tend to be the
most enthusiastic
about the use of
dialogue journals...

teachers' experiences with
dialogue journals and their
reactions to them. At first,
teacher reactions to the idea
ranged from cautious-but-
willing-to-try to very
enthusiastic. A few teachers
opted not to participate in the
project because they believed
that spontaneous writing,
with misspelled words and
grammatical errors, might be
detrimental to their students.
Others started and then
stopped, because they were
not satisfied with the quality
of communication that was
occurring in the journals.
However, the majority of
teachers who used the
journals for the bulk of the
year feel that the contart
they have established with
their students and the
information they have gotten
from them are more impor-
tant than the presence or

absence of grammatical
errors. Even though classes
tend to be small (fewer than
10 students) and thertfore
allow a considerable a,nount
of individualized teut-r-
student communication, most
teachers feel that they have
gotten to know their students
even better through the use
of dialogue journals. They
generally find them to be an
interesting and important
variation to traditional forms
of school writing (dictations
and compositions), where
great emphasis is placed on
mechanical accuracy. In the
interviews, I tried among
other things to ascertain the
teachers' attitudes towards
writing and found that those
who use writing in their own
lives tend to be the most
enthusiastic about the use of
dialogue journals with their
students.

I asked the students in two
of the schools involved if
they would be willing and
able to correspond with me
weekly. The reason 1 gave
them for this correspondence
was that I wanted to tell my
American deaf students about
the experiences of deaf
students in Germany. I told
them that writing to me was
entirely voluntary and in no
way connected to their school
work. I soon found myself
writing to some 70 students,
ranging in age from 8 to 18;
about 50 continued to
correspond regularly up
until the Christmas break. I

think there were three
things that sparked their
interest in writing to me:
ttiey were curious about
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America and American Deaf
education ("Is it really like it

is in Children of a Lesser
Cod?"): I arn also learning
German, so they feel on an
almost equal footing with me
("Your grammar's not
perfect, but 1 can understand
you"); and they are eager to
write about their experiences
as deaf people in Germany
("You know, these are stories
from my soul").

In one high school, I began
the journals by asking
questions about the students'
memories of learning Ger-
man and learning to write.
From the first, these students
Lave written candidly and at
length about their parents'
and teachers' patience while
teaching them to speak; about
the strain of lipreading for
an entire school day; about
the relationships between
hard-of-hearing and deaf
classmates and between deaf
and hearing people. They
have written about their
families, vacations, goals and
friends. For some, the
writing has taken on a life of
its own, apart from A MMTCP.

pondence with me. One 18
year old, for example, along
with questions about the U.S.
and requests for career
advice, is writing his version
of "War of the Planets," with
accompanying pen-and-ink
illustrations. After the Easter
break, I hope to take the
writing with these students
one step further by asking
them if they would be willing
to select a piece from their
journals, work on it, and
publish it in the student
newspaper.

At the end of the school
year I will be analyzing my
data on teacher reactions and
student writing. My findings
will appear in future
reports. §I

NEW PUBLICATIONS
These publications describe dialogue Journal use in

England, Japan, and Sou:h Africa

Nigel Hall & Rose Duffy.
1987. Every child has a
story to tell. Language
Arts, Vol. 64, No. 5, pp.
523-829, September 1987.

Nigel Hall and Rose Duffy
report on their study of the
dialogue journals that Duffy
wrote with her five-year-old
students in England. The
journal writing grew out of
Rose's desire to move the
children away from the
"cloned" basal reader type
writing they had been
producing in the classroom.
This writing did nrn reflect
the children's highly indi-
vidual personalities and
expressive styles, so their
teacher, Duffy, resolved to
experiment with a new type
of writing, dialogue journals.
The journals were presented
to the students in a way that
piqued their curiosity and
sparked enthusiasm for the
new task. At the beginning,
the children borrowed exten-
sively from each other for
spellings, but later grew less
dependent on this strategy.
The teacher engaged in

various writing strategies
designed to elicit writing
from the students. After some
experimentation, she found
that making statements
rather than simply asking
questions (her original
strategy) resulted in much
more genuine writing by the
students.

In analyzing the journals,
Hall and Duffy found that
over time the children's
writing became more
individualized and varied in

the journals. Children whose
previous classroom writing
had been uninteresting
produced lively, meaningful
texts. The children quickly
developed a clear sense of
audience, and gained
confidence in their ability to
spell new words. They also
took great pride in their
writing and in their ability to

share it with an interested
reader.

Mary M. Kitsgawa &

Chisato Kitagawa. 1987.
Journal writing. In
Making connections with
writing: An xpressive
writing me adel in
Japanese schools, pp. 53-
66. Portsmouth, NH:
Heinemann.

In this book, Mary and
Chisato Kitagawa describe
seikauu tsuzurikata. or "life
experience composition." a
writing movement that has
been practiced in various
parts of Japan for around
sixty years. Dialogue journal
writing is one part of this
whole language program. In

the chapter on journal
writing, they describe how
teacher-student dialogue
journals are used from the
first grade all the way
through high school. Young
children start out with
picture journals, explaining
what their picture said orally
or in writing. This example
comes from one such journal.

The child wrote:
This morning on the way to

school on the train a stranger
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stepped on my foot. I did the
same thing back to her and
then she glared right as my
face. I was embarrassed. She

had glasses on. I was scared.

The teacher responded:
I guess the person who

stepped on your foot did not
say, l'as som," did she,
Kaori? I wonder what I would
have done. I'd probably have
ended up just taking it.

Copies of interesting entries
am made for the whole class
and used as the basis for an
entire lesson.

The teachers have worked
out some helpful ways for
handling issues that all of us
have faced. For example.
students are required to turn
in the journal, whether or
not they have written in it.
Therefore, reluctant writers,
who turn in a blank journal,
get a response from the
teacher anyway, one that
addresses some important
thing in the child's life. "Few
children can resist writing a
line or two after reading
about three of these
messages" (p. 63). Some
teachers regularly (around
once a week) write hints on

the board to help stumped
writers, like: "Today in
school, what were the times
you volunteered to speak? At
those times how did other
students react to what you

'said?" A variation on the
teacher-student journal that
takes some of the burden of
writing from the teacher in
the upper grades is the
"revolving journal," which is
pused among a smali group
of students and the teacher.

As the students move to
higher grades, they begin to
explore their own thinking
about controversial societal
problems and issues. "Their
early training of writing
their own reactions assures
that their voice will be
present even when the
subject matter moves from
primary to secondary
involvement with the topic"
(P. 64).

Judith Wells Lindfors.
1988. From "talking
together" to "being
together in talk".
Language Arts, Vol. 65,
No. 2, February 1988, pp.
135-141.

Judith Lindfors provides
another view on dialogue
journal use in a Third World
setting. She was working
with teachers of English in
Zulu schools in South Africa,
dirough the University of
Natal, and decided that
engaging some Zulu students
in dialogue through dialogue
journals would "teach me
what I needed to learn."

What is most impressive
and significant about
Lindfors' account is that she
captures the first difficult
moments of a dialogue. in
which a teacher often must
"actively search in my head
for a relevant bit to place in
my entry," and feels the

strain of being "consciously
polite" in discussing student
topics .in which the teacher
simply has no interest (in
her CAM extensive
discussions of American TV
and movie stars).

Lindfors' examples
demonstrate clearly the
difference between "talking
together" and "being
together in talk." Even in the
polite stage uf "talking
together," Lindfors points out
that the students and she
were learning about one
another and building a
relationship, keeping the
interaction going, and that
students were writing for a
variety of purposes which
they did not do in their
classrooms: teaching,
inquiring, joking, informing,
scolding, offering,
requesting, seeking
clarification, complimenting,
apologizing, explaining,
expressing opinions, etc.

But it was when the writing
went beyond talking
together, and student and
teacher discovered a mutual
topic which both cared about.
that the dialogue ceased to be
work, and became a means of
personal encounter. Not
surprisingly, topics from
family life, .such as the death
of a father, provided bridges
to the kind of mutuality or
"co-membership" which is
the hallmark of being
together in talk. §§
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ERIC: A Valuable Source of Information About Dialogue Journals
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What is ERIC? 1-75 pp. $1.91

The ERIC ClearinghouseZon 76-150 pp. 2.37

Languages and Linguistics 151-225 pp. 2.78

(ERIC/CLL), operated by the 226-300 pp. 3.20

Center for Applied 301-375 pp. 3.54

Linguistics, is one of a
nationwide network of 16

clearinghouses that
constitute ERIC (Educational
Resources Information
Center). ERIC': objective is to
make current developments
in educational research,
instructional methodology,
and teacher/administrator
training readily accessible to
the public.

Dialogue Journals are now a
descriptor in the ERIC Index-
es. Listed here are papers
about dialogue journals not
published elsewhere or
published only in hard-to-
find journals. (The bibliog-
raphy in both volumes of
back issues of Dialogue lists

dialogue journal materials
readily found in books and
journals.) These documents
may be read on microfiche at
your local ERIC collection-
usually in university librar-
ies-or they may be ordered
from the ERIC Document
Reproduction Service at the
following address:

EDRS
3900 Wheeler Avenue
Alexandria, VA 22304
1-800-227-3742
The price per document is

based on the number of pages
and is subject to change. At
the time of this printing, it is
$1.94 for each 25 pagea of
paper copy, plus postage.
When ordering, specify the
number If pages for each
article and the ED number,
given at the end of each
entry. United Parcel rates are
as follows.
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We just want you to know

that we love to receive
your letters, but there's an
easier way to contact us.
You can send messages to
Jana and/or Joy at
CAL@GUVAX. Let us know
your Bitnet address and
we'll write back. If you
don't have access to a
Bitnet account, you might
check with a local
university to see if you
can use theirs.

Notes from the Field

ENGLAND

"The extensive use of
dialogue journals in England
seems relatively recent. I'm
sure that there have always
been teachers here who did
something like dialogue
journals, but it was always
very idiosyncratic and
unusual. Rose Duffy and I
worked on the study reported
in Language Arts (see Article
Review) about four years ago.
I got the idea from Language
Arts, so there was poetic
justice in having it published
there. Rose presented it at
the Manchester Literacy
Conference (an annual
conference that I run to
introduce teachers to new
ideas and interesting people
in the field of literacy) and so
many people found the idea
appealing that it was soon
being incorporated into
classrooms up and down the
country. Some of these
people were from our
National Writing Project and
dialogue journals are now
used in many of the regional
branches of that project. The
National Writing project was
set up in England about three
years ago specifically to
involve teachers in
examining their practices in
the teaching of writing.
Dialogue journals are being
used particularly frequently
in the content areas of the
curriculum."

Nigel Hall
School of Education
Manchester Polytechnic
799 Wilmslow Road
Didsbury, Manchester
M20 8RR GREAT BRITAIN

SECOND LANGUAGE
LITERACY IN CANADA

" In the Early French
Immersion program in
Ontario Canada, the
instruction in Senior
Kindergarten and Grade One
is done entirely in French.
When entering grade one,
the children still speak
mainly English. The
teacher-researcher in one
grade one class provided the
children with a wt 'e
language progra. From the
first day of school, these five-
and six-year-old anglophone
children wrote in French in
their dialogue journals. The
researcher wanted to find out
if children who were at a
stage of beginning literacy
in a second language would
write in that language as do
children their age writing in

the first language.
And write they did! Going

through the stages of
drawing. copying words and
invented spelling, they
started to create meaningful
texts. During the entire
school year they were
self-motivated writers who
wrote with verve about their
personal experiences. In the
process of writing, these
beginning writers developed
their Second Language
Literacy."

Hella M. Gruter
270 Lennox Street
Ottawa, Ontario
KIG 0K4, CANADA
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The world needs teat dialogue. The only possibLe
diatogue is the Lind bitumen people

who remain what they are and
speak. their minds.

Albert Camas

au2JO9140
The Newsletter about Dialogue Journals

Vol. V No. 2, September1988

INTERACTIVE WRITING IN TEACHER EDUCATION

As Suzanne Irujo points out
in her article in this issue, it
is very difficult to find
educational activities that are
meaningful for teachers a&

well as the students they will
teach. But dialogue journal
writing is one such activity.

In this issue, we present
the explorations of a number
of teacher educators in the
use of dialogue journals with
prospective and practicing
teachers. One common use is
between prospective teachers
and their professors or su-
pervisors in teacher training
courses or practice teaching
situations. Besides the obvi-
ous benefit of giving new
teachers direct experience
with a technique they can
use later with their students,
there are others extended,
individualized contact
between a new teacher just
entering the field and one
who has had considerable
experience in it (if the dia-
logue is with the professor or
supervisor) or with others
having similar experiences
(if the dialogue is among
fellow students, as in Jessie
Roderick's article). New
teachers have opportunities
to reflect at length and in
private about classroom expe-

riences, concerns, successes,
or failures; discuss relation-
ships between educational
theory and teaching situa-
tions; and "tly out" new
vocabulary and concepts
presented in course readings
and class discussions to make
them their own. The super-
visor can follow the new
teachers' developing percep-
tions of their teaching situa-
tions and of themselves as
teachers, and participate in
that development. Finally, in
many teacher education
courses, the focus of discus-
sion is on "critical incidents"
that occur in the practicing
teacher's classroom. The
journal provides a good place
for recording such incidents,
and therefore a valuable
resource for class discussion.

While there are many
benefits, a word of caution is
in order. As with any effec-
tive practice, the success of
dialogue journals in teacher
education depends on the con-
text in which they are used
and the participants' percep-
tion of their purpose (see
Courtney Cazden's article).

A second major use of
dialogue journals is between
students in a teacher educa-
tion class and students who

are similar to those they will
eventually teach. This
approach has been used espe-
cially in TESOL programs, in
which prospective teachers
are paired with students
learning ESL. The new teach-
ers gain direct experience
with beginning and main-
taining a written dialogue
with students, but in a super-
vised situation in which they
can seek help and discuss
problems they may have,
with the course professor and
other students in the class.
The journals provide a real
situation for applying
language acquisition and
learning theory, as teachers
in training observe, analyze,
and form hypotheses emut
the language acquisition pro-
cesses of their writing part-
ners. At the same time, the
ESL students have the oppor-
tunity to interact in writing
with a native English speaker
other than their teacher.

With this issue we are also
beginning a new feature of
the newsletter a "center-
fold," that addresses specific
issues related to practice and
problems in maintaining
interaction. This time. the
focus is the question of
questions. § JKP & JS
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WHY USE DIALOGUE JOURNALS IN TEACHER TRAINING?

Suzanne Irujo
Boston University

A s a teacher trainer, I im
constantly looking for tech-
niques I can use in my classes
and training sessions that
demonstrate the approaches I

would like my teachers-in-
training to use in their own
classes. However, it is very
difficult to find activities that
work as well with adults as
they do with children or ado-
lescents. Pre-service and in-

service teachers are usually
very good about participating
in activities which are really
designed for their students,
but the full benefits of expe-
riential learning are not rea-
lized unless the activity also
works with adults. This is one
of the reasons I find dialogue
journals such a useful tool in
teacher training.

I have used dialogue
journals in several different
teacher training situations,
and in each case there was
one aspect of their use which
proved to be particularly
beneficial. In an undergrad-
uate student teaching
seminar they were a source
of "critical incidents" to be
discussed during class. In a
large graduate level in-
service course with students
from varied backgrounds,
they became a means of
individualizing instruction.
With a student doing a direc:
ted study, they provided a way
of maintaining contact when
we didn't meet every week.
In each case, both the
teachers-in-training and I

were overwhelmingly enthu-
siastic about the process of
dialogue journal writing and
the benefits which we
derived from the journals.

Perhaps one of the greatest
advantages of using dialogue
journals with prospective
teachers is the way the con-
sistent feedback provided in
the responses motivates the
writer to keep a journal.
Journal writing is widely
used as a way of getting stu-
dent teachers to reflect on
what is happening in their
classrooms, and also as a
source of critical incidents
for discussion during student
teaching seminars. However,
there is often wide-spread
resistance on the part of
student teachers to writing
journals. When I was using
traditional "monologue" jour-
nals with my bilingual and
English as a second language
student teachers, most of
them wrote their journal
entries during the last five
minutes before class started.
Whatever had been "critical"
about an incident was
forgotten in the rush to get
something anything
down on paper, and true
reflection about classroom
interactions was superseded
by a frantic combing of the
memory in order to satisfy
the requirement. The change
which took place when the
journals became a dialogue
was dramatic. Resistance dis-
appeared. both the quantity
and quality of the entries
increased, and there was
never a shortage of critical
incidents for discussion
during the seminar.

The benefits of using
dialogue journals with a large
class of in-service teachers
were also great, in a different
way. These were bilingual
and ESL teachers with vary-

ing degrees of experience.
who were being trained in

new methodologies. Much of
their journal writing consis-
ted of describing and com-
menting on their implemen-
tation of these methodologies.
They used their journals to
record successes and failures
and to ask questions and
request futher information
about specific techniques.
The journals allowed me to
individualize my instruction
to a much greater degree
than I could have done other-
wise, because of the size of
the class and the wide variety
in teaching backgrounds. I

got to know students better,
got their feedback on the
content and conduct of the
course, and had a sense of
how well they were assimi-
lating the readings and
discussions. However, the
ability to help all of the
teachers apply what they
were learning to their own
classrooms on an individu-
alized basis was the major
advantage of using dialogue
journals in this situation.

In a dire6ted study
situation, the dialogue
journal met a different need.
I had been reluctant to accept
the request of a pre-service
teacher to do a methodology
course as a directed study. I

would not be able to meet
with him on a regular basis,
and I feared that it would be
difficult to ensure any carry-
over of theory into practice.
We agreed, however, to com-
bine readings, observations,
materials evaluations, and
lesson and unit planning
with a weekly dialogue jour-
nal. In this journal he would

2
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comment on thc readings and
other assignments in light of
his previous experience as a
student teacher of English
and his future ambition to
teach English as a second Jan-
guage. I was able to monitor
his reading and his under-
standing of what he read, as
well as ensure that he was
making connections among
the read- ings, his student
teaching experience, the
classrooms he was observing.
and his own view of the
teaching/learning process.
In addition. it was a reward-
ing experience for both of us.
Our apprentice-mentor
relationshp grew into one of
friendship as the semester
progressed, and we hope to
continue the journal through
his first year of teaching.

I think that the key to the
success of dialogue journals
in all of these situafions is the
feedback they provide. As
human beings, we all have a
need to be listened to and
understood on a one-to-one
basis, and dialogue journals
allow that in a way which few
other techniques do. The
anticipation of seeing how
the other person responds to
your entry is a powerful
mo-tivational force. To the
teacher-in-training, the use
of dialogue journals says,
"This professor is listening to
all my little worries and real-
ly cares about how I do in the
classroom." To the teacher
trainer, dialogue journals
say, "I'm getting through to
this teacher, and what we're
doing is going to make a real
difference in the classroom."
That's what teacher training
is all about.

And of course there is the
added advantage of having
teachers-in-training actually
experience a technique
which will be invaluable to
them in their own teaching. §

FOLLOWIWSTLIDENTS PROGRESS IN AN
EARLY FIELD PLACEMENT PROGRAM

Janet Clarke Richards
University of New Orleans/Lakefront

D ialogue journals are an
important component of our
early field placement
program for public school
teachers. In this semester-
long, cooperative venture,
junior-year education majors
report to an inner city
elementary school two mor-
nings a week. They attend
reading/language arts
demonstration lessons and
lectures and teach small
groups of children.

Each week the prospective
teachers write in their
journals their thoughts and
feelings concerning their
classroom experiences. Two
university supervisors in
charge of the program read
the journals and write com-
ments intended to encourage
them to reflect further about
their work ("Why do you
think your lesson went so
smoothly today and you had
such a rough time last
week?"). Responding to the
supervisors' journal com-
ments stimulates the future
teachers to address conscious-
ly their pedagogical successes
and failures and to consider
alternative instructional
strategies. They gradually
learn to extend their reflec-
tions to broader educational
issues ("Why do all fourth
grade children have to read
out of fourth grade texts?
Who decides this?").

In addition to reflecting
about pedagogical actions and
concerns, the field placement
participants send and receive
private and personal messa-
ges through the journals.
They are free to write their
questions ("Tell me please!

How do I handle her?"), com-
plaints ("Get a school nearer
the university"), and prob-
lems ("My mother doesn't talk
to me"), and the supervisors
respond ("You can handle
that little girl. Be fair, firm
and consistent"; "We travel to
this school because we want
you to develop expertise in
teaching inner-city
children''; "It's sad about you
and your mother. Let's talk").

ICarefully read journals
can help supervisors
understand whether
particular placements
are conducive to their
growth.

We have discovered that
carefully -read journals can
help supervisors understand
how teachers arc reacting to
their fleld placements, and
determine whether particu-
lar placements are conducive
to their growth. In a study
utilizing a "Constant Compar-
ative" method of analysis
(Glaser & Strauss, 1975),
Richards & Gipe (1987) identi-
fied and classified four levels
of concerns in prospective
teachers' journals and plotted
the change in .their concerns
over the course of one
semester. We found that:

1. Erst week_ congerna
tended to focus on feelings of
inadequacy. ("Somehow I am
afraid, I was awake every
hour on the hour. What do
we teach these kids?")
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2. lecondIthird week
concerns focused on feelings
of satisfaction. ("This is easier
than I thought. I hope my
first job goes like this!")

3. Mitt-semester concer4s
involved blaming others.
("These kids are like mon-
sters. My first grade class is
horrible.")

4. Stmlaus:Laagl_sanarams
were more outwardly focused,
on their students and the
teaching profession. ("It was
my fault they didn't under-
stand."; "I now know that
teachers are special people.")

Teachers who showed
the most improvement
in their ability ratings
had written the largest
number of reflections.

In a second study (Richards
& Gipe. 1988), we compared
novice teachers' ability
ratings early and late in the
semester with the number of
reflective statements they
made in their journals. Those
teachers who showed the
least improvement in their
ability ratings had written
the smallest number of
reflections (4-20). Many of
these statements had a nega-
tive tone ("Spare the rod and
spoil the child with these
kids!"). Those teachers who
showed the most improve-
ment in their ability ratings
had written the largest num-
ber of reflections (34-42).
Those teachers unanimously
rated "superior" in teaching
abilities (both early and late
in the semester) wrote a
mid-range number of
reflections (16-25).

These results suggest that
the journal reflections of
novice teachers can help

their supervisors determine
whether their classroom
experiences provided the
right conditions for growth
(Maslow, 1968). Apparently,
the teachers who made little
improvement in teaching
abilities were overwhelmed
by the responsibilities of the

field placement. Rather than
reflect on their experiences,
their foremost concern was

simply surviving in the

situation. These teachers may
need a less challenging sec-
ond field placement, in which

they feel more comfortable
and can grow (Maslow, 1968,
points out that there is a
relationship between
feelings of safety and
growth). The teachers who
improved considerably in

teaching abilities found the
field placement to be a chal-
lenge which they could meet,
and they were able to work
through their pedagogical
dilemmas through reflective
thinking and writing. The
teachers who were unani-
mously rated "superior" in
teaching abilities even at the

beginning of their training
did not feel compelled to
reflect about teaching, since
they apparently had few
teaching problems. A second.
more rigorous field place-
ment, which would provide
some ambiguity and chal-
lenge may influence them to
reflect about their work in
order to succeed. This reflec-
tion may pull them into new
levels of professional growth.

Dialogue journals will
continue to be an important
component of our early field
placement program. Journal
writing encourages prospec-
tive teachers to reflect about
their work and facilitates
communication on a personal
level iween them and their
field ipervisors. At the same
time, it helps the supervisors

understand their students'
concerns aur' questions more
fully, and provide field
experiences that will promote
reflection and growth. §§
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GAINING INtIGHTS INTO THE PERCEPTIONS OF NOVICE TEACHERS

Donna Brinton, University of California at Los Angeles

Christine Holten, California Lutheran University

R ecent research has
reported the benefits of using
dialogue journals as a tool for
teacher training in method-
ology and field practicum
courses.. Porter et al. (1987),
and Irujo (1987) report in
anecdotal form on the use of
dialogue journals in training
ESL and bilingual teachers.
In a more quantitative study.
Roderick (1986) categorized
the dialogue journal exchan-
ges between a methodology
professor and pre-service
elementary teachers, compa-
ring category frequencies in
the first and last entries.

This study, like that repor-
ted by Roderick, reports on
the use of dialogue journals
as an interchange between
the supervisor and novice
ESL teachers enrolled in a
field practicum, quantifying
the types of student com-
ments made in the journals
and tracking the changing
nature of this commentary
over time. The ten-week field
practicurn, ESL 380K, waS a
required component of the
MATESL program offered at
the University of California,
Los Angeles. Student partici-
pants attended weekly semi-
nar meetings, spent 40 hours
in an adult education setting
under the scpervision of a
master teacher, taught a
minimum of eight practice
lessons in the field, were
observed and videotaped on
site, and reflected on the
practicum in the form of
discussions with the super-
visor and in their dialogue
journal entries.

The decision to implement
dialogue journal exchange as
part of the course require-

meat grew out of the desire to
establish better ongoing con-
tact between the supervisor
and course participants.
Participants were asked to
comment freely on any issues
of interest related to the
practicum experience, and to
submit their entries to the
supervisor on a weekly basis.
The supervisor, in turn,
responded to the entries,
giving opinions where elici-
ted. At the end of the term,
students and supervisors
agreed to allow their dialogue
journals to be analyzed for
the purpose of this study.

The journal entries them-
selves formed the main data
bank, and were supplemented
by a retrospective question-
naire asking participants to
rate the value of each course
component including the dia-
logue journal exchange. The
researchers coded the journal
entries for comments falling
into each of nine thematic
categories: 1) student popula-
tion, 2) instructional setting,
3) curriculum and methodol-
ogy, 4) methods and activities.
5) techniques, 6) materials, 7)
role of the teacher, 8) lesson
organization, and 9) aware-
ness of self.

The frequencies of com-
ments in these categories
were noted and examined for
change over time. Comments
concerning methods and
activities, techniques, and
lesson organization formed
the most productive categor-
ies, and the number of com-
ments in these categories
increased over time. Com-
ments about mater tis were
slightly less frequ; .t; in
contrast, comments in the

less productive category
concerning the student popu-
lation decreased over time.

Overall, the above trends
indicate that student aware-
ness of crucial aspects of
teaching deepened as their
experience in the classroom
increased. Students did not
comment frequently on the
issues of curriculum or meth-
odology. However, attention
to ..tese issues would require
looking beyond the individ-
ual classroom to a macro-
level context a task which
was not feasible in a ten-
week practicum.

In conclusion, the study
was effective in establishing
categories that concern the
teaching act and context.
Further, the students' retro-
spective high evaluation of
the dialogue journal compo-
nent of the course indicates
the perceived value of the
technique applied to teacher
training. Specifically, the
study points to the dimension
dialogue journals add to a
field practicum by providing
a channel for systematic
communication between the
two parties and allowing the
supervisor, in a limited way,
to be present in the class-
rooms of all novice teachers.

An additional benefit of the
journals is that they provide
a form of scaffolding for
novice teachers since the
supervisor, by virtue of her
experience, can help partici-
pants make sense of both the
negative and positive experi-
ences of the practicum and
can transform the field
praticum into a collaborative
effort. Finally, dialogue
journals (continued p. 6)
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MAKING WRITING REAL IN TEACHER IN-SERVICE WORKSHOPS

Ruthellen Crews
University of Florida

aramarmar
D ialogue journals are a -

powerful tool for generating
writing in my language arts
methods courses for elemen-
tary teachers, but I had not
used them in in-service
workshops until three years
ago. When I was working
with a group of teachers over
several months to help them
implement process writing in

their classrooms, T initiated
journal writing by telling
them that I wanted to get to
know them personally, and I

was eager to hear about their
results from using process
writing with their students. I

handed out brightly colored
file folders in which I had
stapled a dozen pages of lined

(Gaining, cont. from p. 5)
journals promote reflective
writing about the novice
teachers' talents and tech-
niques, and provide affir-
mation of their emerging
craft as teachers.
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paper and said, "Think of this
as a written conversation that
you and I are carrying on
throughout this period of in-
service. We can tell each
other and ask each other
anything we wish."

The teachers' initial reac-
tions were disconcerting.
Most seemed surprised, even
threatened, by my invitation
to write dialogue. It took
coaxing to get Fame of them to
write a first entry. In fact,
one teacher wrote, "If I had
known I would have to do

this, I wouldn't have taken
this workshop. I've never
been able to write! I'm

PETRIFIED!"
Before we finished the

workshop, most of the teach-
ers wrote more fluently than
in the beginning, even the
"petrified" une. One male
teacher wrote at the conclu-
sion of his final entry, "I've
written more to you than I've
ever written to anybody
even my wife."

Prior to initiating dialogue
journals with my next
in-service group, I presented
material from Shuy (1988)
and Peyton (1988) on the
importaime of dialogue
writing as a bridge from oral
to written language. In addi-
tion. I included information
from Britton and associates
(1975) who reported that only
about 4% of the required
writing in the classrooms
they observed was expressive
writing. I elaborated on the
importance of expressive
writing in the elementary
grades and praised the dia-
logue journal as an excellent
type of expressive writing.
Finally, I explained that they

would learn how to use dia-
logue journals in their own
classes by writing with me
during the workshop. Then, I
handed out the journals and
repeated what I had said to
the previous group. Present-
ing this activity as a learning
experience that could be
carried over to the classroom
was met with enthusiasm
from the participants.

The success I have had with
dialogue journals in these
workshops has been gratify-
ing; I enjoy dialogue writing
and so do the teachers. Gen-
erally, the topics that appear
in the journals fall into the
following categories:

1) Writing as misery. Many

of the teachers tell me how
difficult it is for them to write

anything! One teacher said,
"I've always hesitated to ask
children to write (I mean
creative writing) because
I've never felt successful
about anything I've written,
and I've certainly never
enjoyed it!" One wonders how
a teacher who has never
associated pleasure with
writing can -be successful at

teaching writing.
2) Writing as therapy.

Quite a number of teachers
air their feelings about a
variety of things that are
bothering them. For
example, a teacher in my last
workshop told me in her
initial entry that she did not
expect to get touch from the
workshop because she was
going through a nasty di-
vorce and her mind was not
on learning anything new.
At the end of the two and a
half weeks, she told me that
atter one of our sessions she
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went home and wrote for
over an hour about this
divorte and the pros and cons
of her marriage. "Journal
writing." she said. "flu made
it possible for me to think
logically about my marline
and my divorce. This has
made a big difference in my
life. I'm much better able to
deal with it now."

3) Writing as a process.
Many of the journal entries
describe teachers' reflections
on how they go about
writing. If they are really
buying into the philc, ,ophy
of writing as a process, they
comment on how unfair
teachers are to expect chil-
dren to complete a piece of
writing in one sitting and to
turn it in for "correction."
They raise many thought-

provoking questions about
how to teach children to view
writing as a process.

4) Writing to share
personal information. The
bulk of the comments and
questions are about families,
human interests, or everyday
events at home and at work.
A value of the journals is that
they establish a sense of mu-
tuality between the workshop
leader and the participant.
The informality encourages
ease in communicating ideas
and feelings, and participants
are able to talk directly about
their thoughts and concerns.

Do I believe in dialogue
journals? YES, and I intend to
continue using them in my
classes and workshops! §§
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Dialogue Journals Popular Topic at Conference in Israel

Dialogue journal writing is a new concept to most English teachers in Israel, and

it was a very popular topic at the 2nd International Conference on Teaching

English to Speakers of Other Languages held in Jerusalem, Israel, on July 17-20,

1988. Two papers at the conference generated a tremendous amount of

enthusiasm.

Margaret Porat and Helen Raik, local Israeli teachers, gave a presentation in

which they introduced the technique of using dialogue journals in the classroom

and discussed their experience with a class of Israeli high school students

learning English. They were particularly interested in the effect that the teacher's

input had on the students' output.

Christine Meloni, assistant professor of EFL at George Washington University in

Washington, DC, presented a paper entitled "Expressing Personal Concerns in

Dialogue Journals." Christine presented an analysis of 22 journals written by
foreign students in GW's English for International Students Program, focusing on

the students' use of dialogue journals to communicate personal problems. She

made comparisons between male and female students and between students from

five different geographic areas (Africa, Asia, Europe, the Middle East, and South

America).
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MATCHING PURPOSE AND PRACTICE:

DIALOGUE JOURNALS IN GRADUATE SCHOOL

Courtney B. Cazden

Harvard Graduate School of Education

I've used dialogue journals
in graduate courses for two
years used them well in two
different courses at Harvard
and poorly in one course at
the (summer) Bread Loaf
School of English. The moral
of my experience is, once
again, that no form of expres-
sion and communication is
good in and of itself; value
depends on flt to purpose in

context.
The two Harvard courses

are a proseminar required of
and limited to beginning doc-
toral students in the program
in "teaching, curriculum and
learning environments," and
a course on "classroom dis-
course" open to any students
in the school and even from
other schools at Harvard (e.g..
the Divinity School from
which several women came
last spring).

The students in the prosem-
inar are all experienced
practitioners being asked to

transform themselves, at least
for the duration of their
graduate school careers,
more theoretical thinkers.
Class sessions and writing
assignments require begin-
ning attempts to relate prac-
tice to theory, spontaneous to

scientific concepts. in
Vygotsky's terms. I orches-
trate the course, with
colleagues as frequent guests,
and as chair of the depart-
ment also try to monitor
how the first semester is
generally going. Frequent
individual conferences with
all the students are impos-
sible, and dialogue journals
are the perfect alternative. I

encourage three kinds of

into

topics: reactions to the sub-
stance of this course, tryouts
of ideas for the three short
assigned papers, and ques-
tions or comments about any
aspect of their developing
program of study. Half the
group hands in their journals
each week, so each student
gets about six chances for
such conversations, and I can
find time to respond at some
length to each.

In "classroom discourse,"
the students-are more diverse;
most have been teachers, but
some come straight from a BA
and others are experienced in

research. Here the purpose
of using dialogue journals is
to reflect on connections
between our shared course
content (readings, small peer
group conferences, oral read-
ing of transcriptions as play
scripts, etc.), and personal
experience 2S A current
student in this course and
other courses here at Harvard
(but preserving anonymity
of both faculty and other
students), as a past student in
school and college, in the
teaching role, or in any non-
family educational setting.
The frequent result is narra-
tives of personal experiences
with varying degrees of ana-
lysis, that seem to be useful to
the students, that are always
interesting to me, and that
would be impossible to incor-
porate into our limited class
time. Sometimes pieces of the
journal become seeds for a
final paper for example, a
speech and language thera-
pist brought together the
implications of new ideas for
her clinical work with

8 Dialogue,

children, and her consulting
role with teachers. As with
the proseminar, half the class

hands in their dialogue
journals each week.

In both these Harvard
courses, dialogue journals
functioned ss an alternative,
and complementary, medium
of teacher/student communi-
cation. In contrast, at Bread-
loaf this was not the case.
Here the students are mostly

high school English teachers,
plus a few from elementary
school and college and a few
non-teachers here to work on
their own writing. My course
always focuses on relation-
ships among talking, think-
ing anti writing. Each
summ.-, I've asked students to
keep journals about connec-
tions between course content
and their experiences as
either teachers or writers,
but journals for themselves
alone. Because of student
self-selection (into English
teaching in the first place
and then to the Bread loaf
program) and the isolated
Vermont mountain campus
that encourages self-reflec-
tion in everyone, dialogue is

not needed to keep people
writing. And, because I teach
only one course and have no
other responsibil- Wes, time
for f;equent oral conferen-
ces i4 not a problem.

This summer I taught the
second half of a course begun
by someone else, and she had
started a form of dialogue
journals. I inherited her tra-
dition and continued it. But
there seemed to be no non-
redundant purpose to these
dialogues, and the existence
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of an audience (me) dimin-
ished the journal's value as
unmonitored expression by
and for the writer. In this
admittedly special context, I
wouldn't use dialogue jour-
nals again. But this expeii-
ence has made me realize
anew the importance of
thinking hard about their
purpose in each particular
course.

I have also realized even
more the importance of being
honest with students about
how the dialogue relates to
the work for which they win
be evaluated. I never explic-
itly evaluate their dialogue
(though their contents inevi-
tably color my perceptions of

the writer). That meta is
clear. What was less clear in
the course on classroom dis-
course to the students or to
me, was the difference in my
expectations about student
writing in the journal vs.
research projects or the
take-home exam.

For example, after a heated
discussion of gender influen-
ces on classroom talk, one
student mentioned in her
journal some consciousness-
raising workshops she had
led. I asked her to say more.
She did, not in the journal but
in response to one alternative
("Ask and answer your own
question") on the take-home
exam, In that context (the

exam), I was disappointed that
she "simply" retold a past
experience without providing
evidence of any new think-
ing about it as a result of the
course. Yet her response
would have been appropriate
in .our written dialogue had it
occurred there. She was per-
ceptive and forthright in
explaining to me how she had
been misled. And I learned
that opening up a more au-
thentic channel of classroom
communication creates new
ambiguity about the tradi-
tional channels, and can
increase students' vulnerabi-
lity if the new mix of role
relationships is not openly
acknowledged. §§

NEXT :SSUIES
INTERACTIVE WRITING IN BILINGUAL EDUCATION (WINTER 1988)

Although dialogue journals (and other forms of interactive writing) in bilingual

education programs arc no doubt similar in many ways to those used with limited English

proficient students in many other settings, they may have some special characteristics and

involve some special issues. We want to explore these in the winter issue. Articles may cover

topics such as the following, but feel free to write about other topics as well.
Special attributes of dialogue journals when used in bilingual/transitional programs

The development of literacy in the bilingual classroom
Code switching in dialogue journal writing (the use of both the LI and English)
Bilingual special education populations

Please send articles of 2 to 3 double spaced pages to Shelley Gutstein, 1910 N. Calvery, #301.

Arlington, VA 22201 (Phone # 703-524-6484), by November 15, 1988.

INTERACTIVE WRITING IN EARLY ELEMENTARY EDUCATION (SPRING 1989)
Researchers have recently made tremendous gains in understanding the processes and

development of beginning writers, but there is a great deal more to be learned. In this issue,

we seek articles focusing especially on this population, and we hope that the students studied

will include native English speakers, students learning English as a second language or some

foreign language, "special students" (learning disabled, gifted and talented, etc.), and

students at very beginning stages of literacy development. Issues addressed might include

things like the following.
flow to begin a program of interactive writing with these students
What special factors must be taken into consideration with this population
What early writing patterns look like
What patterns of development occur over a given period of time (like a year)
What role technology might play in interactive writing with beginning readers and

writers
In what content areas (math, science, foreign language, etc.) dialogue journals might

be used.
Please send articles of 2 to 3 double spaced pages to Joy Peyton at CAL by March 1, 1989.
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.-t-sensoireimmor

PRE-SERVICE TEACHERS OF MAINSTREAMED SPECIAL EDUCATION

STUDENTS WRITE THEIR WAY INTO A NEW DISCIPLINE

John H. Hoover, University of South Dakota

Clark & Jack W. Farley, Murray State University
Beth

The Special Education
Department at Murray State
University advocates the use
of dialogue journals with
exceptional students because
of the beneficial aspects of
interactive writing with this
population: the opportunity
for literacy practice in a

functional context; the ability
to communicate with a specif-
ic audience, which is impor-
tant when learning to write;
and the individualized feed-
back students receive.

Although pre-service
special education teachers at

Murray State University
regularly receive training in

using dialogue journals, the
Special Education Department
has only recently initiated
their use with pre-service
regular teachers who have
mainstreamed special educa-
tion students in their classes.
Elementary and secondary
teachers taking a main-
streaming course are now
encouraged to keep dialogue
journals with their professor,
who was previously a special
education teacher. A rich
sample of written interaction
is now available for research
purposes, and several trends
regarding dialogue journals
in mainstreaming courses
have become evident.

I) Experiences working
directly with handicapped
students during their prac-
ticum profoundly affected
many of these prospective
teachers, and they wrote
extensively about this in
their journals. Although we
cannryt document that this
writing always resulted in

positive feelings on the part
of the teachers toward their
experiences with the handi-
capped. it did allow for ongo-
ing communication between
the professor and the preser-
vice education students about
this issue.

2) An initial impression of
the participant observer/
professor is that students in-
creasingly discussed topics
pertaining to special educa-
tion. and in some noteworthy
cases, adopted the technical
vocabulary introduced in the
course. In one sense, the
purpose of studying a disci-
pline (Special Education) is
not solely to learn the con-
cepts of that discipline, but
also to encourage the use of
the professional vocabulary
from that field. Dialogue
journals allow the professor
and students to use discipline-
specific vocabulary in a
professionally relevant
conversation.

3) The participant
observer/professor systemat-
ically tended to "speak" in the
journals in styles similar to
those of individual students.
In addition, topics discussed
and styles of expression ten-
ded to be related to the age.
sex, and interests of students.
For example, the professr,r
wrote extensively about foot-
ball when a male student was
a football player and about
marriage and family rela-
tions with several adult,
female students. §1

The authors will present
findings rtgarding their
exchange of dialogue
journals with both
preservice teachers and
mildly, moderately handi-
capped writers at the Third
Annual Miami University
Conference on the Teach-
Mg of Writing, 04ord, OH,
Oct. 21-23, 1988.

Notes from the Field....

I teach English and social
studies for Denver Public
Schools, at M. L. King Middle
School. I have often rngret-
ted that there is so little time
in the course of a school day
to simply talk to and get to
know students. So, when I
was introduced to the idea of
dialogue joumals, by my
aunt, Cyndy Shelton (who
teacher for Los Angeles
Unified Schools and has used
dialogue journals for years). I

became quite enthusiastic.
I will begin using dialogue

journals this fall with my
sixth graders. I see many
potential benefits, as well as a
few pitfalls. I believe I am
the only teacher doing
anything like this in my
school, if not in my district or
even my state. In order to
feel less alone in my
endeavor, I would like to
receive your newsletter.

Chrisanne La Hue-Johnson
109 West Cannon Street
Lafayette, CO 80026
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Special Pullout Section: QUESTIONS QUESTIONS QUESTIONS !

Jana Staton

" My students won't answer my questions -- and
I'm getting frustrated. -They just go on to other
topics, and ignore whorl write.*

- a f ourth grade classroom teacher.

After 4 weeks of using dialogue journals with
my adult ESL learners, we've fallen into a
question-answer routine: I ask a lot of questions.
and they give me short one-word answers. How

can I get them to write more?
An experienced ESL teacher 'at the

Community Cadge levet.

What does it mean when students don't respond
to questions, or else give just minimal responses
and don't really "answer". Is it arrogance, lack
of comprehension, a sign of failure of the
dialogue itself? Puzzlement and frustration
over questions is a consistent thread in
teacher's discussions of dialogue journal use.

I first encountered this phenomenon with
college teachers of deaf students at Gallaudet
University, in 1982-83, when teachers first
started using dialogue journals in various
English classes. 2-3 weeks into the term, I

began getting one phone call after another
from the teachers complaining that the
dialogue journals "weren't working".

Students simply weren't answering their
questions, no matter how often, or how many
they asked. The teachers were feeling anxious
and out of control. For several weeks, my
colleagues and I pursued various explanations,
such as °inability to read". But that seemed --

,
and proved to be -- ludicrous.

Only gradually did the teachers and I learn,
together, that questions do not work the same
way when they are embedded in the complex,
multi-topic text of a written conversation, as
they do in oral exchanges. In fact, questions by
themselves are not always particularly useful
in these dialogues.

Quite correctly, most teachers view questions as
the way to "get students to think" and to "force
them to write more, to tell me more." These
expectations are based on long experience in
the classroom, and familiarity with the
obligatory nature of questions in classroom
teaching, as in most other oral interactions. But

Dialogue, Vol. V, No. 2,
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these expectations don't always hold up in
written interactions. In other words, the
intention behind asking a lot of questions may
be good, but the linguistic form for
accomplishing the intention sometimes gets in

the way.

Examining the assumptions behind our
expectations and intentions in using questions
is useful as way to begin developing more
effective strategies for accomplishing the same
goals: active, thoughtful involvement and
responsive interactions on the part of students.
Let's look first at what research has shown
about questions in these written conversations,
and then examine what language strategies do
seem to work in this context.

WHAT RESEARCH TELLS US ABOUT QUESTIONS

Questions in oral interaction have an
obligatory force -- they reouirq an answer. A
lack of any response is considered a strong
message of defiance or perhaps even lack of
comprehension. Whether or not they realize it,
teachers use questions in the classroom.as a
primary means of establishing and maintaining
power. By asking questions, teachers actually
assert their right to dominate. Researchers
who observe classroom interactions call these
"control questions" (Goody, 1978; Peyton, 1988).

On the other hand, in dialogue journals, there
is no need to struggle for control; if control
becomes an issue, the dialogue usually ends.
Questions posed only to make the student
"think" may be perceived as control strategies,
and therefore ignored. Even what seems like a
sincere and gentle request (from the teacher's
point of view as the asker) in the dialogue
journal may be experienced as a interrogation
by a student.

Several studies have analyzed what happens
when a teacher and student get caught in 3
pattern of question-asking out of the teacher's
need to "make" the dialogue $0 a certain way.
Morroy cites one inoident in which the teacher
"urged a student SeN era! times during the
course of their interaction to answer her
questions. Instead or attending to the teacher's
questions, however, this student (who had
previously been qu:te prolific) dramatically
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decreased in his writing, to a point where he
almost stopped altogether.* (Morroy, 1985)

Hall and Duffy (1987) have studied five-year-
olds in beginning dialogues wjth their teacher.
They observe that when the teacher *was
following the way that teachers often talk to
children in classrooms...doing all the asking of
questions...the children were simply
replying...and not actually entering into the
dialogue.* (p. 526). Later, when the same
teacher began to make statements on topics in a
natural, conversational way we would say, to
elaborate-- the children began *branching out
on their own and engaging in meaningful
written conversations."( p. 527).

What many teachers participating in these
written dialogues for the first time need is
some relevant standard of comparison for what
can be expected-in an effective written
exchange. Our study of one teacher's successful
practice with both native and second-language
students Les lee Reed may provide some
help. Her use still stands as a model of highly
effective dialogue journal use, with lots of
mutual thinking together, and with students
introducing and elab,rating on topics.

What we found is that the response rate of
lisab, students and teacher to questions in these
journals is around 75% or less. In a fall sample
of sixth-grade students (all native English
speakers), students answered only 47% of her
questions, in the spring, 67%. Mrs. Reed
answered 67% of all student questions in the
fall, 76% in the spring (Peyton, 1988), with no
apparent hindrance on the flow of
conversation. With a sample of her ESL
students, who were chosen from among the
least English language proficient of the class,
the average response rate of students moved
from 42% in the fall sample to 53% in the
spring. Mrs. Reed's response rate to student
questions was about the same for these ESL
students as for her native English speakers. We
also found that she asked few *display" or
information questions, and her total questions,
as a percent of all her language functions, was
between 10 and 15% -- which may be a good
average(Shuy, 1984). About half of her
questions to students were requests for their
opinions.

In another study of the effectiveness of
teacher strategies, Peyton and Seyoum found

12 Dialogue, Vol. V,

that Reed's questions elicited more elaborative
responses when they were embedded in
elaborative contributions especially for more
language proficient students (in press). But
overriding all variation due to teacher
strategies was simply the power of an
interesting topic to write about:

The studies support the argument that
effective, interesting dialogues in writing do
not require a 100% response to,questions on the

part of either participant. Both teacher and
student are free not to respond to questions
without incurring any direct sanctions, ip a
way impossible in ordinary face-to-face
conversations.

t-
"But how ran I get students to respond and write
more if they don't answer my questions?

This, as it turns out, is the real concern many
teachers have, and it's a good one: it lays bare
the potential of dialogue joui aals to encourage
students to become full-conversational partners
in a mutual dialogue. To do this, teachers
eventually find their way to more sophisticated
strategies than just Q & A routines.

WHAT RESEARCH TELLS US ABOUT ALTERNATIVES

Some help can be found in recent work
by J.T. Dillon on the use, and effectiveness of
questions ia classroom settings. Dillon has
examined numerous Classroom discussions, and
found that even in the face-to-face settings in
which responses are obligatory, questions do
not lead to the higher-order thinking claimed
for them (1983). He suggests that teachers
instead use questions only when genuinely
perplexed -- that is, restore questions to their
original function of seeki--, new information
unknown to the requestor, eliminating their use
as indirect commands to "display knowledge".

Among the alternatives to questions which
Dillon found most effective in actually
stimulating students to think and elaborate arc:
openly stating one's own opinions or ideas,
declaring one's own perplexity about the
student's meaning and giving the student a
chance to rephrase, and inviting the student to
elaborate more. Our own extensive text analysis
of dialogue journals supports this: students at
all ages seem to respend readily to a direct and
open invitation to elaborate on a point.
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In addition, I want to mention a new study by
Lindfors which underlines the crucial
importance of context and topic in making
questions work. In a study of questioning
strategies in dialogue journals she kept with
Zulu students during a visit to South Africa
(see also Diajostue, Spring, 1988 for a review of
an earlier article), she stresses that in the
context of having a strange new teacher,
"Students were very eager to find out about
American life, as eager as I was to find out
about Zulu life. We had reasoDs, real ones, for
finding out about each other." (emphasis
added).

Because there were natural reasons in these
dialogues for questions about differences
between American and Zulu life -- a shared
puzzlement and curiosity -- both Lindfors'
questions and those of the students became
genuine and functional.

Lindf or's work points to an underlying goal of
the dialogue: to create opportunities for
students to ask questions, not teachers. Most of
us have forgotten that in the much-idealized
locratic dialogues described by Plato, each
discussion actually began with Socrates'
disciplies asking him questions, not the other
way around.

To summarize, research has shown that in a
good written dialogue, all questions are not
answered, that too many questions tend to
stymie rather than encourage student response,
and that alternatives to questions are more
effective in achieving elaboration, "thinking
together", and student questions.

So, in our dialogues, the goal is to find and
encourage topics which lead to stud nt
questioning, not to perpetual reliance on
teachers as questioners. How to do this?
Here's a summary of the most workable
strategies teachers have reported using in
dialogue journals, which empower students and
move them toward taking a more active,
questioning role. We'd be interested in others
which have worked for you.

Strategies for Some Common
Problems

Problem: My students aren't writing much,
and aren't even answering my questions !

Dialogue,

Strategies.,

o Reduce your question frequency and use
questions only when y_ou don't know the
answer, or are genuinely puzzled.

o Invite student comments and opinions
directly - Questions are often indirect requests
for elaboration, opinions; make what you want
clear in a polite way using invitations and
directives: "Please tell me more about..." or "I'd
like to know your opinion about...".

o Elaborate on topics: say something
interesting about a topic the student has
brought up, which will invite questions and
more writing, by giving the student something
new to write about.

o Be patient -- most of these problems happen
in the first few weeks of a written dialogue,
and it may take students several weeks
(especially if you aren't writing daily) to get
the idea, and to find interesting topics.
Research with older (college-age) students at
Gallaudet found that about 10 exchanges was
necessary before student and teacher found
interesting topics they both wanted to write
about (Staton, I984).

Problem: The Di has turned into an inter-
view. I'm doing all the work,and
my ESL students like it that way !

tra t egies:

o Create new patterns for variation: New
language users often fall into patterns, which
do help them use language more fluently. So we
suggest creating more patterns for them, to
break their dependency on Q & A routines.
You might try telling stories or jokes, and
inviting them to do the same in response.

o Make your own entries more interesting.
Some tet,ehers call this "sprinkling juicy
tidbits" along the way, so that students arc
bound to ask yea a question. (An in-class
practice might be helpful here, to ensure that
they know they are equals and allowed to ask
questions.

o introduce a more controversial topic, and
invite their opinions. It's easy to fall into a
bland, noncomtnittal response writing which is
devoid of content, contrast or spark.
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Appropriate topics will vary, from cafeteria
food or strange American sports at the primary

level, to lifestyle issues and cultural conflicts

for older students. Controversial topics are
already part of your students' lives and
thinking, and make for powerful conversation.

Probjem: I have first grade .;:u4ents who
aren't tuned in to rly questions
OR my comments. !What can I do?

Stratezies:

o Start by reading aloud their entries and
yours. Young beginning writers do seem *ft fit

the Piagetian pattern of egocentric spec. at

first, they aren't going to understand that this
journal is a dialogue. If you enact it with them,

as a mini-reading lesson, they'll catch on.

o Talk with the class about what makes a good

entry. It's OK to model what you expect, and

ask studcnts to suggest how the dialogues could

be more "connected." They already know how

to talk on the phone this isn't that different.
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Suggestions from Leslee Reed

[These comments from a forthcoming book
(Sutton and Reed ) on dialogue journal use focus
on strategies for getting students to take on more
responsibility and interact effectively in the
dialogue without overusing questions.1

I try to always let the student initiate the
topic, and then build on that topic, maybe by
supplying information, or asking a question
that is a genuine one-- one that I don't know
the answer to. It often helps to ask them to be

a little more specific about some aspect of a
topic that they have introduced.

For children that you want to get a little more
involved, you can ask questions about
experiences that you know are of interest to
them. "Did you prefer this or that?" so that
they have a choice to make. When they have
given their opinion, then you can go further in
etploring with them why they liked it better. I
tend not to ask information questions; I'm
more interested in their opinions about things:

Another general approach I use is to ask their
advice. "We have some extra time on Friday:
what do you think we should do?" You can
lake them into your confidence about your
thinking and your problems: "I need to get the

14
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class more involved in choosing their own
books for sustained silent reading. Do you have
any suggestions about what would work?" it's
so flattering when anyone asks us for an
opinion. I love to do it when I'm starting a
bulletin board. I'll appoint a committee and
then in the journals, I will ask each one for
suggestions. Often, they are dumbfounded that
I'm not just telling them what to do, but asking
them to think and to give me ideas. Students
are very important people but we very seldom
give students the opportunity to show their
worth. "Your group seems to be having trouble.
Is there some way to improve it, make it more
worth while?"

Even comparing lessons is a good topic: if we
worked on fractions yesterday and today. I
might ask if they understood it better today
than yesterday. I always tell my students that I
am trying to be a good teacher, but that I have
a lot to learn, and they can help me by telling
me in their journals about my lessons, about
what worked for them and where they had
difficulty. Were they good, or bad, or boring?
If a lesson was boring, why? I use the journals
to help the students become part of the
teaching team.-I don't want to teach them
something they already know.

2, September 1988



PEER DIALOGUE COMMUNITIES: RECREATING THE CURRICULUM
Jessie Roderick

College of Education, University of Maryland

"I found that my partner -
could see profoundly
different meanings in my
statements from what I had
intended! (Do I question my
writing ability or praise our
different ways of looking at
things?)"

"For me, the dialogue jorunal
has been therapeutic. Some-
times, class discussions move
so quickly that I have to
abandon an idea which inter-
ests me in order to keep up
with the talk. With a dialogue
journal, I can follow through
on an idea, work out the
knots, and get some feedback.
Some ideas which might
never have been thoroughly
examined andlor developed
are allowed to grow."

T hese reflections on what
it meant to participate in

peer-peer dialogue writing
were written by students in a
course I taught on design and
evaluation in curriculum
specialties such as English
and science. Although the
class members varied in age,
academic background, and
life experiences, they all held
at least a bachelor's degree
and were working toward a
master's degree in education.
At the end of their program
which focused on research,
repertoire (teaching), and
reflection, they satisfied ele-
mentary or secondary school
certification requirements.

This time I asked the stu-
dents to engage in dialogue
writing with another class
member instead of with me.
Each week, partners wrote an
entry on their own time in
which they commented on

the main course text. Then,
during the first 15 to 20
minutes of the class student
partners exchanged journals.
read their partners' entries,
and wrote a response. Al-
though for years I have asked
my students to do dialogue
writing, prior to teaching
this course I had always been
one of the dialogue partners.
Now I was an outsider. I did
not participate nor did I see
their entries. and I was curi-
ous. So I asked the group to
write a brief essay at the end
of the semester on what it
meant for them to participate
in this form of interaction
The themes which emerged as
I studied the essays are dis-
cussed in the remainder of
this article. It is important to
note that in this particular
class the dialogue communi-
ties were formed by my pair-
ing students in the order in
which their names appeared
on the alphabetized class list.

Themes Derived from
Student Reflections

Initiating the dialogue or
conversation was a persistent
theme. Dialogue partners de-
scribe their interactions as
beginning with intellectual
comments that focused on
public knowleuge in this
case the course text and
moving to more personal and
emotional concerns such as
"getting to know my part-
ner's feelings and values."
This progression was not sur-
prising since with one excep-
tion respondents described
their partners either as per-
sons with whom they had not
had an opportunity to talk
with more than casually or

had had no propensity to do
so.

Even though more intellec-
tual concerns marked early
interactions, the care with
which they were planned and
initiated revealed a deep
interest in the significant
other in this shared context.
Preparing to enter the con-
vesation meant "organizing
thoughts coherently before
writing," "making entries
intelligible and interesting."
and "articulating clearly and
interestingly, and formula-
ting ideas concisely, logical-
ly. and coherently." Accom-
panying this careful pre-
paration was the desire for a
response, as evidenced in one
participant's resolve to
"create statements that invite
response." Planning initia-
tions and seeking immediate
thoughtful response sugges-
ted that these dialogue part-
ners were context-sensitive
(Ricoeur, 1981) to a signifi-
cant other and to the multiple
meanings that can be created
in interpretive communities
(Fish, 1980. )

Since these students were
preparing to be teachers,
they naturally looked for
pedagogical applications of
their cnurce experiences.
The dialogue writing was no
exception. In fact, 90% of the
respondents commented on
this area, with one student
speaking exclusively to it.
Some saw peer-peer writing
with older students as a fea-
sible alternative to teacher-
student journaling that could
be used in any subject, "even
math." Dialogue writing was
also perceived as a tool that
sOuld enhance writing and
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thinking processes across the
curriculum.

Suggestions for Teacher
Education

My students' reflections on
peer dialogue writing con':
firmed my belief in persons
as co-learners and co-crea-
tors of knowledge. Even
though a teacher who is more
experienced or expert is often
seen as a necessary partner
in a learning-teaching expe-
rience (Vygotsky, 1962), the
adult interpretive commu-
nities in this class attested to
having learned with, from,
and of each other. Perhaps
this peer-peer dialogue is one
way of freeing adult students
from dependence on the
teacher and of achieving
what Scudder and Mickunas
(1985, p. 43) perceive to be
the goal of education "to

transfer authority from the
teacher to the student."

Furthermore, the values my
students saw in peer dialogue
writing support efforts to
create communities in which

students encounter newness
in persons, meanings, and
knowledge social contexts
in which persons can "main-
tain, establish knowledge,
challenge, and change it"
(Bruffee, 1984, p. 650). These
dialogue communities also
provided time and space to
discuss personal items that
did not fit class time; to re-
flect on life experiences; to
see links between concepts
from readings and life expe-
riences"; and to "unleash
frustration." Several students
who perceived themselves as
timid about speaking in a
large group appreciated the
opportunity to express ideas
in a less hurried setting.
Commenting on this, one
student offered, "Communi-
cating with a partner is less
intimidating than in class. I

felt like a contributing
participant not an onlooker."

As a teacher who creates
contexts designed to prepare
persons to teach, I am called
to respond to my students'
reflections on the particular
context I created for them. I

cannot ignore the comfort
they felt in having opportu-
nities for more intimate
conversation (even with
someone they didn't know
well), more control over the
pacing of an activity, and in
more freedom to express
personal meanings. For it is

observations and perceptions
such as these that I use to test
my assumptions about per-
sons, knowledge, and learn-
ing, and to monitor the cur-
ricular orientations which
guide my teaching.

For me, peer-peer dialogue
writing parallels the recon-
ceptualist (Pinar, 1975) and
personal relevance (Eisner,
1985) orientations to curric-
ulum which provide opportu-
nities to seek personal rele-
vance, to create meaning, and
in general to understand the
human experience of educa-
tion individually and in
shared relationships.
Dialogue writing might also
be viewed as an example of
interactive curriculum devel-
opment in which partners
confront public knowledge
and their responses to it. In

this conversation the every-
day worlds of the two
partners the world of the
program they are complet-
ing, the world they have left
behind, and the world they
anticipate are brought
together in personally mean-
ingful ways with the world as
perceived by the authors of
their assigned readings. This
dialogue becomes part of
their personal curriculum
giving credence to the
proposal that "all life's

or curricular quality"
(Schubert, 1986, p. 423). §§
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TESOL TEACHERS IN TRAININU DIALOGUE WITH ESL STUDENTS
Marguerite G. MacDonald
Wright State University
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A t Wright State Univerlity
we have a training program
for teachers of speaker; of
other languages (TESOL) and
a program in English as a
second language (ESL), for
international students learn-
ing English. One of the goals
of our TESOL program is to
provide the students with an
understanding of their role
as teachers in tie second
language acquisition process.
including an understanding
of the nature of the English
produced by nonnative
speakers. One goal of the ESL
program is to expose the
students to native English
used in meaningful contexts.
Dialogue journals meet both
these goals.

Early in the TESOL program,
students take a course in
second language acquisition.
As part of that course they
are required to maintain a
dialogue journal with one or
more students in the ESL pro-
gram. For the ESL writing
courses, written journals are
passed back md forth. For
the spoken English class, the
students maintain oral dia-
logue journals, exchanging
audio cassette tapes. The
TESOL students take home the
journals, read or listen to
them, respond, and return
them to their instructor in
their next class period. The
journals are then passed on to
their partners in the ESL
courses by way of the course
instructors.

Partners are given some
general guidelines for main-
taining the journals. They
are told to write from one to
two pages or to record for two
to three minutes. They begin

as they would in any new
friendship, introducing
themselves and giving infor-
mation about their families
and interests. Front there the
dialogue moves in whatever
direction the partners wish to
go. Although the ESL
students often ask their
partners to correct ::aglish
mistakes for them, the TESOL
students are instructed not to
make direct corrections, but
instead to model the e'correct
forms in their responses.

The TESOL students serve
as mentors and begin to prac-
tice the skills they will need
as teachers. They provide a
native language model on
which the ESL students can
build, give feedback to help
them, modify their language
production, and encourage
them to express ideas by
asking questions.

The TESOL students also
analyze their partner's
language production in the
journals, thereby gaining
insights into the variety of
language spoken by that
person. They are required to
maintain a separate journal
in which they record obser-
vations regarding the variant
linguistic forms found in the
dialogue journals. This lan-
guage production is analyzed
in light of the content cov-
ered in the second language
acquisition course, that is, in
relation to contrastive analy-
sis, error analysis, inter-
language patterns, language
universals, and learning
theory. Afterwards, the
TESOL students share these
observation journals, which
focus essentially on language
form, with their classmates,

Unlike face-to-face contact.
the permanent nature of the
journal allows the linguistic
observations to be kept sepa-
rate from the communicative
process. Only after the stu-
dents have read or listened
and responded to the content
do they go back and analyze
the form in detail. This also
allows the personal nature of
the journal to be preserved,
while permitting the entire
class to benefit from the lin-
guistic knowledge obtained
from the dialogue journals.

In addition ro linguistic
information. Ihe dialogue
journals also convey cultural
material. While the TESOL
students learn about cultures
different from their own,
they also share information
about American culture with
the ESL students. This know-
ledge becomes particularly
meaningful because of the
personal involvement that
develops in the journals.

Dialogue journals, there-
fore, serve to prepare the
TESOL students for their
careers. While these future
teachers are learning about
the second language acqui-
sition process in class, they
are actively involved in
teaching with second lan-
guage learners and analyzing
their language production.
At the same time, the ESL
students are engaged in
meaningful communication
with a native English speak-
er, who is gaining expertise
in helping non-native
speakers to become more
fluent in English. §§
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MEW

APPLYING THEORY TO PRACTICE IN ESL DIALOGUES

Ann M. Johns
San Diego State University

L ike many teacher traipers

in this country, I am respon-
sible for a basic course in ESL
methods, a class which is de-
signed to introduce students
to current theory and prac-
tice and to provide them with
opportunities to apply their
knowledge to real situations.
The biggest stumbling blocks
I face in these undergraduate
classes are the students' lack
of teaching experience and
their unfamiliarity with the
basics of English grammar.

A year ago, I began to
search for some assistance
for what the majority of my
students needed: a communi-
cative teaching/learning
experience which also pro-
vides opportunities for
becoming more aware of and
analyzing English usage. At

the same time, several teach-
ers at San Diego State's inten-

sive English program, The

American Language Institute
(ALI), were exploring oppor-
tunities for increased con-
tacts between their students
and Americans. Fortunately,
the ALI teachers and I found
each other and began a
dialogue journal exchange
which has benefited both
their students and mine.

This is how our exchange
works. The ESL students from

two ALI writing class levels
begin the exchange through
introducing themselves to the
students in my theory and
practice classes in informal
letters. These first letters
in addition to succeeding ones

are delivered weekly to my
class by two of the ALI

students, at which time they
have an opportunity for some
face-to-face interaction with

American teacher trainees.
During this initial period, I

ask the trainees to read sev-
eral articles on the purposes
of dialogue journals (e.g..
Staton, 1981; Sadow & Spack,
1983; Kreeft, 1984) and some
papers by my ex-students on
the value of this tool in the

classroom. Thus prepared,
they begin their weekly
dialogues with the four to six
ALI students to whom they
have been assigned.

The primary benefit is
exposure to an impor-
tant and versatile
technique firsthand
which, in some cases,
rids the students of
their earlier distaste
for the commonly-
assigned personal
journal.

Throughout the semester,
my trainees examine a peda-
gogical grammar and read
analyses of causes of errors
(Celce-Murcia & Hawkins,
1985) and indirect methods
for dealing with them
(Hendrickson, 1986). They
are discouraged from
correcting student errors in

the journals; however, since
some ALI students insist upon
correction, a few trainees
have relented. At the
semester's end, after eight
dialogue exchanges, my
trainees prepare a paper,
described in my syllabus in

the following manner.

The purpose of this paper is
to discuss the experience of
dialoging with ESL students.

The report should be a solid
one, with special emphasis
upon what you attempted,
upon the kinds of errors stu-
dents made in :heir writing,
suggested reasons for these
errors, and the benefits and
pitfalls of the dialoging tech-
nique. The report should
have three parts: a brief
introduction to dialogue
journals; a discussion of your
goals for each of your stu-
dents and efforts to attain
these goals through the jour-
nals; and your classification
and analysis of student lexi-
cal, grammatical, mechanical
and orthographic errors.

Establishing this kind of
dialogue exchange can be

difficult administratively:
cooperating teachers must be
found; methods for organiz-
ing and exchanging papers
must be developed and per-
fected; and alternatives for
students who drop out must be
established. However, the
benefits to my teacher train-

ees far outweigh any admini-

strative difficulties we have
encountered.

The primary benefit is

exposure to an important and

versatile technique firsthand
which, in some cases, rids the
students of their earlier dis-
taste for the commonly-
assigned personal journal.
Here is Michael's comment.

In order to clear my
conscience, I must confess at
the outset that my initial
response to the dialogue
journal assignment was far
from favorable. The very
word "journal" triggered
nightmares about the daily
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diaries that I, like other
college freshmen, was forced
to keep for my English class.
I spent hours composing in
that diary, only to receive a
check mark in the grade book
for each entry...How quictly
my ignorance and precon-
ceived misconceptions were
transformed. This was obvi-
ously my first exposure to
dialogue journals and to their
uniqueness and underlying
purpose...

In addition, the trainees
assessed their attempts to
attaiv the goals discussed in
the literature on written
dialogues. According to Sue,
one such goal was "to elicit as
much production as possible."
The sympathetic trainees
were able to encourage most
ALI students to produce in-
creasingly fluent, varied and
personal prose, but they were
also exposed to adult students
who refused to cooperate. Sue
speaks of Masashi, an English
language teacher from Japan,
who fell into the latter
category:

In two letters with almost
no errors, he repeated and
repeated the importance of
knowing grammar. But he
was so possessed with
grammatical correc:4ess that
he couldn't find anything to
say. He was the epitome of
the ALM student who makes
correct sentences but doesn't
communicate.

The trainees were deter-
mined to elicit discussion of a
variety of issues. The ALI
students often began by
discussing the predictable
topics raised in their classes
such as hobbies and employ-
ment, but later they wrote
more personally about their
homesickness, their culture
shock and their disappoint-

men: in what they perceived
as a lack of progress in ac-
quiring English proficiency.

In addition to providing an
opportunity to experience
some of the benefits and dif-
ficulties of dialogue journals,
this project enabled the
trainees to integrate some of
the theory, methods and tech-
niques, not directly related to
journals, to which they had
been exposed in my class.
Pam noted that "...the
(dialogue) writing
experience was valuable
because it was compatible
with the Natural Approach
and Communicative Language
Teaching that seek to develop
language learning and its
functions through real com-
munication situations for the
students." John took a related
tack.

I believe that the dialogue
experience went very well
because the students them-
selves generated a variety of
language registers and rita-
als. In their letter-dialogues,
they were creative, fresh,
and always questioning their
environment and social
interactions with Americans.
They used these social regis-
ters and rituals in a natural
way.

As the trainees discussed
their strategies, their know-
ledge of Communicative Lan-
guage Teaching often came to
their assistance. John spoke
of some of the writing func-
tions he was able to elicit
from his correspondents:

I was able to encourage
invitations to events. invita-
tion refusal, leave-taking,
apologies, asking for perso-
nal information and asking
for academic information.

For Cedric and several other

students, them mere personal
benifits tu bPing exposed to
students from other cultures.
He said, "We dialogued for
eight weeks, during which
time I felt that I acquired five
new friends."

It is important for my
teacher trainees to under-
stand and appreciate the dia-
logue journal and to integrate
this understanding with
teaching theory. However, it

is also crucial for future
teachers to recognize,
classify and discuss student
errors. Though they were
discouraged from directly
identifying ALI students'
errors while dialoging, the
trainees were required to
xerox each ESL paper and, at
the end of the semester, to
discuss errors in these papers
in their reports. This error
classification did not inter-
fere with the communicative
purposes of their letter ex-
changes; instead, it provided
an excellent opportunity for
the trainees to identify errors
in context and to hypothesize
about their causes (e.g.,
student fatigue, negative
interference, overgenerali-
zation). It also encouraged
speculation about how errors
should be ranked in impor-
tance (e.g., as global or local)
and how they could be
approached in the classroom.

This experience with
dialogue exchange has been
an excellent one for all
concerned, as responses by
ALI students and increased
trainee sophistication indi-
cate. I highly recommend all
of its features, including the
grammar emphasis, for
teacher training classes. §§
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Great Moments in Dialogue Journal
(Pre-) History

...uncensored written exchanges from the past

Well, everyone has to start somewhere...

perhaps even kings-to-be could
dialogue journals!

benefit from

[A letter from King George V (of England)

when a child to Sir Henry Acland, his father's

honorary physician]
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TESOLTESL DIALOGUES:- SOME CHALLENGING FINDINGS

Marjorie Champion & Teresa Da lle
Memphis State University

0 ne requirement of a
graduate course in ESL
teaching methods at Memphis
State University was that the
students (referred to here as
TESOL students) correspond
through a dialogue journal
with students learning
English as a second language
(ESL students). Originally
designed 25 a means of pro-
viding experience in cross-
cultural communication for
the TESOL students, the
project resulted in some
interesting findings which
may provide interesting
areas for further research.

The TESOL students, who
initiated the correspondence,
were given only very
general guidelines for their
writing (some techniques for
questioning, modeling
correct English. and asking
for clarification). They were
reminded that the ESL
teacher must develop and
experiment with different
strategies to facilitate effec-
tive communication, and that
the success of their written
correspondence would
depend at least in part on
their skills in doing so.

One of the obvious benefits
of such a pairing was that
TESOL students were exposed
to the English of nonnative
speakers, to means of expres-
sion that may be unusual or
awkward, and to different
cultural views. Since many
of the TESOL students were
elementary and secondary
teachers with little or no
experience with ESL students,
the dialogue journal was
especially challenging and
beneficial. Of course, the
benefit for the ESL students

was the opportunity to
communicate with a native
English speaker in a non-
intimidating environment.

One result of the project
was that the TESOL students
became aware of some of the
grammatical patterns in the
writing of nonnative English
speakers. In informal discus-
sions with each other, they
began to comment on such
things as the misuse or ab-
sence of articles ("I did live
in the Flotida;" "I have been
in USA alone"), the lack of
inflectional endings ("I fell
so bad on Monday:" "I went to
the firework downtown"),
and problems with preposi-
tions ("And I moved here at
May 30, 1988). More signifi-
C2 it, however, was that they
began forming hypotheses
about the sources of the er-
rors interference with the
ESL students or overgenerali-
zations of English grammar
rules (e.g.. regularizing an
irregular verb). The TESOL
students were discovering
predictable interlanguage;
problems, an important
aspect of teaching ESL.

Another result of the
correspondence was that the
TESOL students developed
empathy and concern for the
ESL students, particularly
those who were refugees.

ESL Student: I really miss
my country and my lovely
city [Saigon), but I can not go
back there. That is so sad to
me.

TESOL Student: / can tell
that you are sad, but I think it
is good to talk or write to
others about your sadness.

ESL Student: I felt glad
every time I read your letter

This is the first time I wrote
lots about myself to an
American.

One of the most interesting
findings, one that warrants
further research, is the dis-
covery that certain kinds of
journal entries written by
the TESOL students seemed to
elicit better msponses from
the ESL students. We have
noticed that some ESL
students' responses, like the
one below, were short, with
relatively simple syntax and
vocabulary.

TESOL Student: What
country are you from? What
are you studying at Memphis
State? What do you like best
about the United States?

ESL Student: / come from
the Taiwan, Republic of China
and I have been here for five
months. My major is Accoun-
ting. This is my first time to
come to the United States, so I
feel everything in the USA
anative me a lot."

Others, like the one below,
were longer, with more
complex structures and a
varied vocabulary.

TESOL Student: What
tropical fruits do you eat? I
eat Kiwi fruit and mangoes,
which are now in season and
so we, or rather I, buy them
at the fruit market.

ESL Student: Well, there
are a lot of tropical fruits in
our country, like durians,
rambutans, mangos, bananas,
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ex. I like durian very much.
Durian has a very strong
smell. I think you should
have heard about this fruit,
don't you? Bananas is
available throughout the
year, but durian, rambutabs
and mangos is only available
during its season. This season
is in July and December.

It appears that two factors
were influencing the quality
of the ESL students' writing.
The first is topic and the se-
cond is the use of questions.
When the interaction in-
volved one participant asking
the other questions about his
or her personal life, the writ-
ing seemed superficial and
simple, and topics were not
developed over time. There
seemed to be little motivation
to write. However, when both
commented (rather than
simply asking questions) on
more general topics (cultural
points, holidays, plants, vege-
tables, foods), the motivation
seemed higher and more
writing was generated. We

intend to investigate this
observation more systemat-
ically in the future.

At the conclusion of the
project the TESOL students
hosted a reception in which
they met their corresondents
from the ESL class. Many
exchanged addresses, and a
follow-up revealed that some
TESOL students had invited
the ESL students to their
homes to continue the cross-
cultural exchange.

The original purpose of the
dialogue project was deemed
successful communication
and cultural sharing. At the
same time, the findings, par-
ticularly those that suggest a
difference in students' writ-
ing under different condi-
tions, invite further
analysis.

NOTES FROM THE FIELD

Reading Dialogue
Journals: Billions of

Benefits

Dorothy Taylor &
Maryam Koupaie

Baker Elementary School
Bmokline, MA

A promising use of dialogue
journals is to focus on course
content. Dorothy Taylor and
Maryam Koupaie, one of her
8th grade ESL students, senz
these thoughts about dialrgue
journals :ha: focus on texts
the students have regd.

W hat is a reading dialogue

journal? It'i a place where
two or more people write
down their thoughts about
what they've been reading. A

great many areas of thought
are covered in my students'
reading journals, including
what they liked or didn't like
about the author's style,
theme, or characters, and

why. Sometimes they write
about why they selected a
book or story since readings
are self-selected, or they
might recommend a book to
me or someone else. I re .
spond by sharing similar
thoughts about what I've
been reading and by asking
questions to clarify and to
stimulate their thinking. As

we write back and forth, a
dialogue is formed a
literary discussion of sorts,
only on paper.

The students that I'm hold-
ing these literary discussions
with are 4th through 8th
grade ESL students whose
language level is intermedi-
ate to advanced. They are
required to read for 112 hour
each night, and write in their
journal twice a week. I also
respond twice a week.

After we'd been doing them
for awhile, I asked each of my
students what they had

Published Articles about Dialogue Journals
in Teacher Education

Most of these are cited in the articles in this issue. We have

compiled them. here for easy reference, and added those not

mentioned elsewhere.

Bahruth, Robert & Howell, Amy. (1987). Helping student

teachers and students with adverse attitudes. Dialogue.
4(2), 3

Irujo, Suzanne. (1987). Using dialogue journals in teacher
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Roderick, Jessie A. (1986). Dialogue writing: Context for
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learned isvrw'mtheir reading
dialogue journals. Some of
their responses follow.

I ihink I've learned to see
what l like from the authors

to see what I don't like
what kind of book I i'ke
reading the most and why I
like it. (Ruben Toquero, 7th
grade)

You can read every day.
(Steven Tseng, Sth grade)

learned how to describe
the book. (Punam Mannan,
8th grade)

How to put things down
from my head and that has
been hard for me to do.
(Jackson Tseng, 4th grade)

I learned spelling, names,
or words. (Omid Pakseresht,
8th grade)

Benefits of the reading
journal have been many and
varied. Maryam Koupaie, one
of my 8th grade students,
writes more fully about what
she has gained from her
reading journal.

"I believe there are many
benefits to the reading jour-
nal. One of the things I find
helpful about writing in the
journal is that I pay more
attention to what I'm reading.
I need to understand the book
better. What I mean is, I can't
zoom through the book and
finish it. For example, if
don't understand something
in the book I can't just pass it
because when I write in the
reading journ4 and say that I

didn't understand something
the person's going to ask
what I didn't understand. I'll
have to read it again!! Once
when I wu reading a book. I

realized that I didn't

understand the ending. I

wrote that in the reading
journal and Ms. Taylor asked
me what I didn't understand.
I had to read that part over
again, and what I noticed
later on was that I had read
too fast and that was the
reason I hadn't understood
that part.

"Another benefit of the
reading jouimal is when
people comment on my
writing about the book, it's
often helpful. In my case
some of the questions asked
help me with my writing too.
For example, once a question
was asked about the begin-
ning of a book. Ms. Taylor
asked me if I had ever started
any of my stories like
another aucilor might have.
Since I had never paid much
attention to how an author
starts their beginnings. I

started paying more attention
to them and I think paying
attention to beginnings
really taught me different
ways to start my stories.

"A way to improve this
reading journal would be to
add another person to it. In
that way you could hear a
third person's comments or
ideas.

In conclusion, the journal
has helped us in many ways,
and we hope it will help us
even more in the future. §§
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The world needs real dialogue. The onEtj possible
&a/ague is the kind between people

who remain what the9 are and
speak their minds.

Albert Camusiato9ue
The Newsletter about Dialogue Journah

Vol. V No. 3, December 1988

INTERACTIVE WRITING IN BILINGUAL EDUCATION

The goal of this issue is to
document the special charac-
teristics and uses of dialogue
journal writing in bilingual
contexts. Clearly, there are
many similarities between
dialogue journals in other
contexts and those in bilin-
gual or multilingual situa-
tions. The articles in this
issue demonstrate an addition-
al benefit with bilingual
children and adults: they can
develop literacy skills in both
languages.

For developing the litera-
cy skills of young bilingual
children, the availability of
two languages in the writing
provides language options
topics may be written about in
either language and literacy
skills developed in both.
Three authors describe case
studies of children's literacy
develop- ment in both the
first and second languages,
highlight- ing the positive
effects of writing with a
supportive, non-judgmental
adult Ian- guage partner.

Flores and Hernandez
studied kindergarten and first
grade children's acquisition
of literacy and biliteracy
skills. To the amazement of
their teachers, the children
developed competency in
writing, implemented their

knowledge of writing con-
ventions, and over time, could
communicate effectively in
writing with their teachers.

Garcia and Garcia high-
light the role of journal
writing in validating stu-
dents' language and sociocul-
tural experiences. This vali-
dation forms the underpin-
nings of their acquisition of
literacy skills. The teacher
supports children's efforts in
the native language and the
second language (English) by
providing a linguistic envi-
ronment which builds on
their experience, while
nurturing native and second
language development.

Flores, Rueda and Hidalgo
describe a situation in which
a learning disabled child
learns how to write because
his teacher organized experi-
ences in her classroom that
allowed the children to use
language to construct mean-
ing in social contexts.

Dialogue journals serve to
promote improved communi-
cation among bilingual adults
as effectively as they do with
children. Dale Vigil wrote
dialogue journals in Spanish
with his staff, to share
thoughts and school con-
cerns. He found that the jour-
nals provided an added forum

for the resolution of school
problems and concerns and
for the building of solidarity
between an administrator and
his staff.

George Blanco discusses
the dialogue journals he used
with teacher trainees to im-
prove their Spanish language
skills. He notes that his stu-
dents' language skills did im-
prove, along with their self-
confidence in using Spanish.

Finally, Martha Dolly com-
pares repair strategies in the
dialogue journals of adult nat-
ive English speakers learning
Spanish with those of adult
nonnative speakers learning
English. She found that non-
native speakers employed a

wider variety of repairs than
the native speakers, who
relied on the language they
shared with the teacher to
clarify misunderstandings.
She suggests that writing to
promote second language
acquisition might be more
effective if the partneri do
not share a native language.

As has been ttue in many
discussions of dialogue jour-
nal writing, the development
of language and literacy skills
may be a compelling factor,
but equally important seems
ao be the opportunity to share
tultures and views. §§ S.G.
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A BILINGUAL KINDERGARTNER'S SOCIOPSYCHOGENES7

OF LITERACY AND BILITERACY

Barbara M. Flores, California State University, San Bernadino

Eddie Hernandez, Calexico, California

In 1985 Dool Elementary
primary teachers in Calexico,
California. began to trans-
form their beliefs, theories,
and practices related to emer-
gent Meru}, and biliteracy.
They had traditionally
believed that kindergarteners
and first graders coOd not
and should not write until at
least the month of January
during their first grade. In

kindergarten, the teachers
only expected the children to
learn how to write the alpha-
bet and their names. First
grade children were expected
only to perfectly copy senten-
ces from the blackboard.
Bilingual children, especially
those from very poor families,
were not expected to do any-
thing more than know the
alphabet, their name, how to
copy from the board, and how

to decode syllabically in
Spanish if that was their
dominattt language.

The teachers taught letter
names and some phonics in
kindergarten. Phonics were
always taught in isolation,
using worksheets and Basal
readers. In first grade the
children were grouped by

reading ability. Bilingual
teachers grouped their child-
ren into six groups: high,
middle, and low in English
and high, middle, and low in
Spanish. Copying was consid-
ered writing. Not many bilin-
gual children learned to read
and write proficiently in spite

of the teachers' dedication.
In 1985, the teachers

began to shift their focus
from a skill-based approach to
a whole language approach.
They had agreed, as pan of

2

their staff development
efforts, to colluborate with us
in action research, teaching
and learning using the new
praxis (theory-in-action and

action-guided-by-theory)
about literacy teaming and
teaching in two languages.
We also agreed to a three-year
commiunent to monthly staff
development that focussed on
the critical pedagogy of
coming to know.

Dialogue journal writing
was the first social context
that we organized for the
teaching and learning of
written language. The pro-
gram we set up was based on
an earlier study (Flores &
Garcfa, 1984). On the first day
of school, the children, the
majority of whom were bilin-
gual and from low socioeco-
nomic families, were asked to
draw and write in their jour-
nals on a daily basis. They
were asked to write "their
way." Many children said
they could not write, but
when we told them it was okay
to pretend to write, to write
their way, or to write like five
and six year olds, they did.
The teachers were absolutely
incredulous because they had
assumed that the children did
not know anything about
written language.

The following is a case
study of one kindergartner's
cognitive and linguistic evo-
lution of knowledge about
writing. Jestis comes from a
bilingual family that speaks
both Spanish and English. His
acquisition of literacy in both
languages is a living testi-
mony that we cannot con-
tinue to underestimate the

cognitive and linguistic
potential of our language
minority (soon to be majority)
children.

His first journal entry

(See Figure 1) demonstrates
that Jesus had knowledge
about left-to-right direction-
ality, letter formation, linear-
ity. and the arbitrariness of
letter/symbols, and an
adequate repetoire of letters.

-11,111r1

Or'

Figure 1.

His October entry (Figure
2) shows more sophisticated
letter formations, refinement.
and better control of the pen-
cil. He was using a presyl-

labic conceptual interpreta-
tion (Ferreiro & Teberosky,
1982) of our alphabetic
writing systems in Spanish
and English. His teacher, Mr.
Hernandez, genuinely
responded to Jesus' rendition
of having spiders at home.
Even though Mr. Hernandez
cpuld not read what Jesus had
written, he encouraged the
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children to write "their way.*
Each child orally read his
message and therefore media-
ted meaning (Vygotsky, 1978)
with an alternate sign system.
Since the children could not
read Mr. Hernandez' writttn
message either, he also media-
ted his meaning by orally
reading it as he wrote it with
each child watching him as
he wrote.

It
mo Mar.1...

...

411e-k"AihiltitKittetilak:

Figure /

Mr. Hernandez and the
children were engaged in
more than just dialogue
journal writing. They were
engaged in a meaningful
exchange of personal and
academic cultural knowledge.
As Jestis wrote, he shared his
evolving knowledge about
written language. As his
teacher wrote and mediated
his writing, he shared the
adult cultural expectation of
written language in this par-
ticular context. He also dem-
onstrated how all the cueing
systems (pragmatic, semantic,
syntactic, graphophonemic,
and orthographic) (Goodman.
1982) are simultanemisly used
to represent meaning in
writing. Finally, he deliber-
ately organized a zone of
proximal development

(Aryginski, 1978) each time be
wrote to Jesus.

By the erd of the year
Jesus was a balanced bilin-
gual, writing alphabetically
in both Spanish and English.
His invented spellings, both
in English and in Spanish,
approximated our adult
expectancy. In Spanish he
wrote: "LA CHAKA TBO 1
GATO" (Oaks had one cat).
His teacher responded
authentically: "Tu abuelita
me difo que la chaca estaba
muy triste y no querta comer"
(Your grandma told me that
Chaca was really sad and
didn't want to eat.) (Figure 3).

on..

Figure 3.

In English he wrote: "Al HAV
A WALE AV RABO." (I have a
wallet of Rambo;) His teacher
responded authentically:
"Cesar htzs a wallet too. So do
1, but it's not of Rambo."
(Figure 4).

From his teacher's daily
transactions within the com-
municative context of dia-
logue journals, Jesus learned
to read and write alphabeti-
cally in both Spanish and
English. Both his teacher and
parents were amazed. Yes, it
is amazing what children can
learn if we teachers know
how to socially organize the
learning and teaching. It is
important for us to learn

more about how children
learn language, oral or
written, first or second, so
that we can not only organize,
but deliberately facilitate,
monitor, and document our
children's sociopsychogenesis
of literacy and biliteracy.

,m owe a+ ....,
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JOURNALS IN SUPPORT OF BILITERACY
Eugene E. Garcia, University of California, Santa Cruz

Erminda H. Garcia, Kiaro 'Valley School District
CI

In recent years, the use: of
dialogue journal communica-
tion has served as an instruc-
tional technique to enhance
biliteracy development in
language minority students
(Flores and Garcia, 1984;
Urn la, 1987; Garcia, 1988).
Flores and Garcia (1984)
particularly emphasized the
benefits of this form of
student-teacher interaction
in bilingual education class-
rooms, where students can use
their native language to com-
municate. The journal pro-
vides another communicative
context for the student and
teacher, but the communica-
tion is primarily under the
"control" of the student. Such

written interaction has been
reported as significant in the
development of complex
writing skills (Edelsky, 1986).

Researchers have also
examined the development of
written language in native
Spanish speaking children
enrolled in classrooms where
first language literacy is
emphasized prior to imple-
menting an integrated
Spanish/English curriculum
(Hudelson, 1988). Findings
from this research suggest
that complex literacy skills
acquired through journal
interactions in the native
language are directly related
to the emergence of complex
writing skills in English.

We believe that two factors
are of particular importance
in the development of writing
skills: sociocultural variables
in the commmunicative
context and the type of
written response produced by

the teacher. The following
brief discussion expands on

4

these two points.
In an ongoing study by

the authors, of writing in a
first grade bilingual class-
room, all of the children write
daily in their dialogue jour-
nals about a self-selected
topic. Most of the entries are
written in the students' native
language. These entries
reflect experiences embedded
in that native language and

the corresponding sociocul-
tural milieu. In essence, the
students arc invited to bring
their background knowledge
to the classroom and the
teaching-learning enter-
prise. This approach directly
acknowledges the signifi-
cance of each student's exper-
iences. Moreover, the journal
context is supported by the
understanding that meaning
is being transacted between
the student and the teacher.
If entries are to be understood
by the teacher, the child must
use knowledge about a writ-
ing system, risk acceptance of
his/her sociocultural experi-
ences. and anticipate a mutual
response from the teacher.
In turn, the teacher models
complex written expression,
obtains information from the
child, and anticipates a
mutual response from the
student. By supporting stu-
dents in this enterprise, their
language and sociocultural
experiences are validated as
the bond of teacher/child
communication is built. The
interactive journal process
thus builds on the under-
standing that learning is
enhanced when it occurs in
contexts that are both socio-
culturally and linguistically
meaningful to the learner.

In an instructional con-

text, interactive journals not
only incorporate the students'
prior sociocultural and
language experiences but also
nurture the acquisition of
communicative competencies
in English. Some of the
children in this first grade
bilingual classroom choose
topics that they may have

experienced in English and
then write their entry in that

language. In these entries
the students demonstrate
linguistic flexibility through
knowledge gained from their
own prior entries and
responses modeled by the
teacher. An example of this

linguistic flexibility is
demonstrated by Nellie who

uses her knowledge of
Spanish spelling and syntax
to risk communicating hcr
ideas about a mouse in

English.
-1* tpi./

.f8A

S

("The mouse likes cheese.")

The types of responses
provided by the teacher arc
highly significant. If the
student's entry is in the
native langu &e, the teacher's
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native language response
reaffirms the importance of

In summary, dialogue
journals can play a key role
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on the child's own experien-
ces, nurture native language
development, and expand
complex English competen-
cies. However, this is only
possible if the teacher is
aware of the sociocultural
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entries. Such recognition
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EVERYONE BELONGS WHEN USING DIALOGUE JOURNALS:

A STORY ABOUT LITERACY DEVELOPMENT

Barbara M. Flores, California State University, San Bernadino

Robert Rueda, University of Southern California

Gloria Hidalgo, Phoenix, Arizona

Said was a fourth grade
student, but he was excep-
tional because he could not
write. According to the
Special Education teacher, he
had a learning disability and
needed direct inqniction in

discrete skills. However, his
classroom tehcher, Mrs.
Hidalgo, har'h a different
assessment of his "problem."
Apparently in his four years
of schooling, Said had not
learned to read and write like
his fourth grade counter-
parts, and he did not want any
of his classmates to know it.
Mrs. Hidalgo believed that all
students could learn, and that
the teacher should build on
each child's strength. She
also had knowledge and expe-
rience about how children
learn written language,
which she ha garnered from
various theoretical frame-
works such as sociopsycholin-
guistics (Goodman, 1970, 1982:
Halliday, 1978; Smith, 1971),

sociocultural perspectives
(Vygotsky, 1962; Diaz, Moll &
Mehan. 1984), psychogenetics
(Ferreiro & Teberosky, 1982;
Flores, Amabisca, & Castro, in
press). and critical pedagogy
(Freire & Macedo. 1987; Shor &
Freire, 1987).

She deliberately organized
the learning and teaching
contexts in her whole lan-
guage bilingual classroom so
that the children could genu-
inely engage in the social
construction of knowledge
(Vygotsky. 1962) by using
language as their tool. She
did not group them by
reading/writing ability.
Instead, she organized the
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learning/teaching situations
so that all children participa-
ted and had equal opportuni-
ties to engage in meaningful
and critical dialogue (Freire.
1970). Dialogue journal
writing represented just one
of these opportunities.

Said participated, reluc-
tantly at first, but gradually
came to understand the pur-
pose of dialogue journals as a
place to share ideas, fears,
dreams, and thoughts, and as a
place to learn. His first entry
(see Figure 1) did not bother
his teacher because she knew
that this was his way of
representing meaning. How-

ever. she also knew that she
could not read his writing nor
he hers. So they mediated
(Vygotsky, 1978) each other's
writing by reading it aloud.
Mrs. Hidalgo knew that Said's
conceptual interpretation of
the alphabetic writing system
was still at a presyllabic level
(Ferreira & Teberosky, 1982).
With daily transactions, she
would be demonstrating the
alphabetic and conventional
use of writing, and Said would

eventually learn to write
English conventionally so
everyone could understand it.
Patience and the belief that
Said's cognitive development
would progress allowed Mrs.
Hidalgo and Said the chance to
continue their written com-
munications on a daily basis.

The following journal
entries tell the story of Said's
literacy development. His
first entry (Figure 1) demon-
strates that he had knowledge
of letters and conventions
such as segmentation and

punctuation, but his message
could not be understood
unless it was read aloud. Mrs.

Hidalgo did not demean his
attempt to communicate, but
instead requested that he
orally read his entry because
she was "really interested in
what he had to say." Said's
attempt was valued and his
knowledge about written
language was accepted.

For three and one half
months. Said's entries looked
like his first one in Septem-
ber. Not until January, 1986

did his writing become more
alphabetic. He wrote:

I like Mr. hansen he was
happy with us we all
intoed (enjoyed) hime I
hope so he will be back
one of this days I no he
will I hat tadol tails
(tattletales) do you if
we tel on my sister if she
do someing My mom will
hit us.
He had come a long way

since September. He was
using an alphabetic writing
system that could be under-
stood, and he had begun to
write freely about his
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concerns and opinions and to
share cultural knowledge
with his teacher. His working
understanding of written lan-
guage was accepted, and he
had learned that he could use
writing to share experientes.

Cultural knowledge is
coshared, co-created, and
colearned. Freire (1970) says
that a learner is empowered
when he/she realizes that
knowledge can be re-created
and co-created with another
person. Said learned to read
and write because his teacher
organized the learning and
teaching so that he belonged;
his cultural knowledge was
valued; they mutually media-
ted each others' written
meaning with oral language;
and his literacy development
in his second language was
always a shared goal.
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The WRITE Administrative Style
Dale W. Vigil

Denver Public Schools

In the Denver Public
Schools, one of our main goals
is that all students, especially
the limited English proficient
students, will join the
"literacy club." We would also
like to see all participating
Anglo, Black and Hispanic
pupils in bilingual education
join the "biliteracy club."

One way of preparing our
students to attain this goal is
to ensure that they have
ample opportunities to com-
municate in two languages.
One strategy that has proven
to be effective has been
dialogue journal writing.
Students learn to read and
write by reading and writing
in a natural and meaningful
interaction, expressing their
ideas, thoughts, and feelings
in an open-ended fashion
with their teachers.

Dialogue journals also
have had a place in public
education outside of the class-
room. In the Denver Public
School's Department of
Bilingual/ESOL Education, I

have used them in two ways.
Both ways have allowed me to

communicate more effec-
tively as an administrator.

The first way dialogue
journals have helped me has
been with management. Last
year I needed to communicate
individually with eleven col-
leagues in the department. A

number of them were housed
in another building and those
that shared an office complex
with me were often out in the
schools, interacting with
teachers, students and prin-
cipals. Time constraints on
our staff meetings did not
permit us to communicate in
detail on certain issues or
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ivents. After I began
dialogue journals with these
colleagues, two things became
apparent. First, we were able
to share information regard-
ing our activities. Details
could be elaborated without
the fear of taking up too
much time at staff meetings.
At times, closure on certain
issues required several en-
tries. That was fine with me
because we were able to sup-
port each other on actions
that dealt with improvement
of instruction or areas which
needed clarification. We
sometimes shared personal
feelings, which allowed us to
understand and support each
other in many situations.

Second. some of the staff
and I had the opportunity to
refine our writing skills in

Spanish. I asked my col-
leagues who were bilingual in
English and Spanish if they
would be comfortable with me
writing to them in Spanish
only. All of them agreed, and
chose to respond to me in
Spanish as well. It gave us a
natural context in which to
fine tune our Spanish literacy
skills. We communicate
orally in Spanish very often
and stay quite proficient.
However, writing opportuni-
ties come less frequently.

The second way that
dialogue journals have helped
me as an administrator has
been in understanding how
this process works in the
classroom with students. I

decided to write a dialogue
journal with a bilingual sixth
grade elementary school
student. She had received her
instruction exclusively in
English, even though she

came from a Spanish
speaking home. When I met
"Elvis," her oral skills in
English and Spanish were
quite good, but she had not yet
acquired Spanish literacy
skills. After establishing rap-
port with her, I asked Elvia
(in Spanish) if she would
mind interacting entirely in

Spanish in our journal, and
she was very cordial in accep-
ting this request. She was
comfortable with the activity,
but expressed concern that
she had never written in

Spanish before. I assured her
that I was not interested in
her spelling but rather in her
ideas, thoughts and feelings
about what she did every day.

In the four months that we
had our dialogue journal, I

observed four things: 1) It

was clear to me that Elvia was
comfortable using Spanish in
the journal. 2) Her spelling
improved as she wrote her
own and read my entries. My
modeling appeared to help
her see how certain words
were spelled. 3) Throughout
her journal entries, Elvia did
minimal code switching into

English. 4) Most of her writ-

ing employed Spanish syntax.
My experiences with Elvia

and with my colleagues have
been beneficial. I was able to
lower my own anxiety about
the sharing of information
with colleagues, and I experi-
enced how teachers can use

dialogue journals to encour-
age literacy.

This year I plan to use a
dialogue journal with another
student to see what else I can
learn from him/her through
our writing. I can't wait. §§
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SPANISH FOR BILINGUAL EDUCATION TEACHER3i'"4"4.
THE ROLE OF DIALOGUE JOURNALS

George M. Blanco
The University of Texas at Austin

Using dialogue journals in
my teaching has been late in

coming. Now I use them with
a vengeance! I had read about
their use and had heard
speakers at conferences
provide detailed descriptions
about journals, but dismisIed
them as too gimmicky for my
purposes. and did not take
them seriously until I began
working on a project on the
teaching of Spanish to the
native Spanish speaker. This
project was initiated by the
Texas Education Agency
(Texas State Department of
Education), and funded by
Title II, Education for
Economic Security Act. The
general purpose of the pro-
ject was to upgrade the state
program on teaching Spanish
to native speakers at the sec-
ondary school level. Part of
the project was the develop-
ment of a state curriculum
guide. Espanol para el
hispanohablanse: Función y
nocidn.*

This guide was pilot tested
by secondary school Spanish
teachers principally in the
San Antonio area, and by its
three other authors. It was
not until the guide was pub-
lished, however, that I had
the opportunity to implement
in my own teaching some of
the instructional strategies it
recommended, including
dialogue journals. The section
entitled "El diario interactivo"
was written by Robert
Bahruth, a doctoral student in
bilingual education at The
University of Texas at Austin.
According to Bahruth, dia-
logue journal writing builds
on students' prior knowledge

and writing skills in English.
It is not necessary to postpone
dialogue journal writing until
the class has been introduced
to all of the writing conven-
tions and grammatical rules
of the Spanish language,
because students can transfer
their existing literacy skills
in English to Spanish.

As a result of this
introduction, I began to use
dialogue journals in my own
classes. My approach was in
keeping with my philosophy
for engaging future bilingual
education teachers in Spanish
language expansion. The
purpose of my course.
Spanish for Bilingual
Teachers, is to:

Provide students with
opportunities to learn and
apply to teaching situations
the technical language neces-
sary to teach in such areas as
social studies, science,
arithmetic, etc.

Develop in the students
confidence in using instruc-
tional materials written in
Spanish.

Help the students learn
to express themselves orally
and in writing on topics com-
mon to the elementary
classroom.

Dialogue journals have
become central to this course.
Since one of my main goals is
to instill in students confi-
dence in the use of oral and
written Spanish, I feel it is
important to provide them
with many opportunities to
express themselves orally and
in writing and to ensure that
these opportunities emphasize
the message rather than the
form of commtmication.

It is unfortunate that
many of my native Spanish
spt:lking students have had
poor experiences in their
high school and university
Spanish courses. In many of
these courses, there is a pre-
occupation with correction of
spelling, grammar and vocab-
ulary, so these students have
developed a fear of expressing
themselves in Spanish. They
have also developed the
erroneous notion that they do
not know as much Spanish as
they thought prior to enrol-
ling in the Spanish course.

The idea of being able to
commit their thoughts to
writing without the fear of
my correcting them has been
refreshing and even mind-
Soggling to the students. Not
until the first or second time
that I return their journals do
some of them really believe
that I am not going to take my
red pen to what they have
written.

When I began using
dialogue journals, I wrote my
responses in longhand. This
proved too time consuming,
and some students had diffi-
culty deciphering my hand-
writing. I now use a micro-
computer for all my responses
to their handwritten entries.
This has been both a time-
szver for me and a bonus for
thc students, because they
find it much easier tO read
printed rather than hand-
written entries Each week I
respond to all the journals. I

identify each entry with the
individual student's name and
date. I print all the responses
on one continuous sheet,
Which I then cut and tape to
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the individual journals.
The following selections

from actual dialogue journals
show the nature of my
responses and the way that I
attempt to model correct spel-

ling, grammar, and vocabs
ulary. The sentences in

italics represent the student
entries and those in regular
print are my responses.

Spelling
La miisica me farina. Yo

cantaba en el coro de la
escuela .

A inf tambiin me fascina la
mtisica, pero no taco ningtin

instrumento.

E usado la bicicleta de
ejercicio, pero no es lo mismo.

Pues, yo no ju participado en
cse tipo de concurso a carrera.
porque . . .

Grammar
Durante la programa, dos
serlores tocaron la guitarra.

i.,De qui clase de rmisica
tocaron en d programa?

Llevanws a los nirios al
parque y se divertieron
=oho . . .

Seguramente, los nifios se
dixirtieron. ya que no estaban
en la escuela.

El director de la escuela no
quiere que salimos antes de
las cuatro.

Por buena suerte, aquf en la
universidad no les importa
que s al g a mo s antes de ciertas
horas, con tal de que no
faltemos a las clases.

Vocabulary
El nos invitd a un show esa
noche y nos divertimos
mucho.

1 0

i,De qui tipo de t.ipecf..frislo
fue?

Esta semana, tuve conference
con mi principal, porque . . .

Las eonferenciiks con el
director, a veces son diffciles .

My purpose in under-
lining is to call attention to
certain items. I do not, nor
cannot possibly. address all of
the students' mistakes in my
responses. I simply select
those that either recur fre-
quently or that I feel are
especially critical. Since I

strive to make my responses
as natural as possible, there
are occasions when I would
like to call the student's atten-
tion to a particular construc-
tion or word. but I cannot do
so without making my
response seem contrived. If I

feel that the item is suffi-
ciently significant or that
other members of the class
will profit from my talking
about it, I spend a few minutes
of class time addressing the
issue without identifying the
student who had the problem.

In the course evaluations
for Spring 198b, the dialogue
journals were a frequent
source of comment. The stu-
dents expressed considerable
appreciation for this activity.
Although some were far from
writing with complete accu-
racy, their attitude toward
Spanish had changed notice-
ably, and they mentioned that
they no longer feared writing
in Spanish. Although their
writing skills in English were
still superior to those in
Spanish. at least they learned
that there was nothing wrong
with consulting a dictionary
for help in spelling words and
in identifying synonyms, etc.
At the beginning of the
course, there were some who
would rather !lave taken a

chance on w:-'*.ing a word
wrong than admit that they
were unsure of its spelling.

I feel the use of dialogue
journals has helped my
students to express themselves
more confidently and accu-
rately. As future bilingual
education teachers, they have
developed a positive attitude
which will encourage them to
continue to perfect their
literacy skills in Spanish. §§

Blanco, G. M.. et al. Espaiwl
para el hispanohablante
funclon y nocton. Austin, TX:
Texas Education Agency
Publication No. 56690502.

NOW AVAILABLE!!!

ERIC Minibib on Dialogue
Journal Writing

This 2-page. annotated
bibliography of published
articles and documents in

ERIC's Languages and
Linguistics data base is
available free of charge.
Contact:

Bill Code
ERIC/CLL, CAL
1118 22nd St., N.W.
Washington, DC 20037
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NEGOTIATION OF MEAN/NG-IN WRITING: THE LI FACTOR

Martha R. Dolly
Frostburg State University

One key factor influen:
cing the nature of dialogue
journal interaction in second
language settings is whether
or not partners share their
first language. Students in
bilingual programs in the U.S.
may or may not be taught by
someone fluent in their
native language, whereas for-
eign language students and
their teachers nearly always
share fluency in English. My

experience wail American
foreign language and ESL stu-
dents suggests that dialogue
journal interactions of part-
ners who do not have a com-
mon LI differ greatly from
that of partners who do. I

would argue that interations
between those who don't
share an Ll may be more
effective for promoting lan-
guage acquisition, because of
the greater amount of lan-
guage "repair" or "negotia-
tion of meaning" that occurs.

Michael Long's (1983a,b)
extensive research of oral
conversation between native
and nonnative speakers indi-
cates that negotiation of
meaning (modifying conver-
sational structure to prevent
or resolve communication
breakdowns) is essential to
second language (L2) acquisi-
tion. In dialogue journal
writing, as in oral interac-
tion, the negotiation of
meaning may be initiated by
either partner and is accom-
plished through various
repair tactics, including con-
firmation requests, compre-
hension checks, and clarin-
cation requests. Repairs
modify the structure of the
conversation, forcing the
nonnative speaker to grapple

with understanding his inter-
locutor or making himself
understood in the L2 in order
to prevent communication
breakdowns.

Resolving communication
problems in dialogue writing
may be less difficult than in
oral conversation because a
confused writer has time to
ponder the partner's mean-
ing. Still, my ESL. students and
I negotiated meaning quite
frequently. For example, I

was afraid I had not fully
understood Hung Hwa's
"agony" regarding the mar-
riage her mother wanted to
arrange for her and so initi-
ated a confirsn: ln request:
"Let me summa e what you
told me, and tf I've misunder-
stood something, maybe you
can explain it to me." Hung
Hwa confirmed my summary
in her next entry: "/ think
you have understood
everything very well."

A related strategy, the
comprehension check, allows
the speaker/writer to verify
that his message is being
understood. Esteban fre-
quently used checks such as
"I don't know V you can
understand me. I know that I
am not very clear."

The third meaning-
negotiation strategy, the
clarification request, asks the
partner for elaboration.
Rajiv explained to me that a
statement I had not under-
stood was an Urdu idiom
meaning "before the things
go out of your control."

In all three cases, these
students ultimately succeeded
in communicating with a
partner who could not com-
prehend them unless they

could make themselves under-
stood in the target language.

Students who share a first
language with the teacher but
are communicating in the
second language may find the

conversation less challeng-
ing, and may therefore take
fewer opportunities to negoti-
ate meaning. Both partners
arc aware that their conver-
sation is somewhat artificial,
that their ideas could be more
quickly and clearly communi-
cated in their Ll. Though
shared culture and language
help clarify meaning (I was
usually able to understand my
American students regardless
of how garbled their Spanish
was), participants sometimes
simply resort to their LI to
clear up problems. I confess
that I sometimes provide my
American students with
parenthetical explanations of
my writing in English.

The most common student
tactic is to insert a word or
phrase from English in their
Spanish ("Favor de decirme lo

que Ud. meant by 'Kaypro").
A riskier but still successful
strategy is to translate an id-
iom literally, as did a student
who wrote of a sister who had
greatly improved her gym-
nastics skill, "Mi hermana ha
venido una larga distancia"
(My sister has come a long
distance). As a native speaker
of English, I recognized this
as an American idiom in
Spanish dress and easily made
sense of it, but a native
speaker of Spanish might
have had to initiate repair.

The gap between artificial
and authentic communication
is further illustrated by my
students who volunteered to
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verbalize and tape record
"whatever goes through your
mind" while writing their
entries. The Americans sup-
plemented and clarified their
Spanish texts with commen-
tary in English ("1 meant
here that I had spring fever.

didn't know exactly how to
say it, so I thought this was a
pretty creative way just to
make it up"). They sensed a
need to negotiate meaning,
but avoided using the L2
exclusively. ESL students, in
contrast, made only a few
brief extra-textual comments,
always in the L2 ("With this
short report I shall close for
today"). All negotiation of
meaning was carried out in

their texts.
If we accept Long's con-

clusion that the negotiation of
meaning is critical to lan-
guage acquisition, we may
want to encourage all L2 dia-
logue journal writers to work
through communication
problems in the L2 rather
than allowing major problems
to pass unresolved or relying
on LI shortcuts. Successful
oral communication is a com-
plex task for nonnative
speakers, and refining nego-
tiation strategies through
dialogue journal discourse
may ultimately help them
manage their oral interac-
tions more skillfully also. §§
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Related Research on

Bilingual Education

Editor's Note: As a number of
articies in this issue point out,
one use of dialogue journals
may be to develop/maintain
first language literary. The

following research supports
the importance of first
language literacy for school
SUCCESS.

A recent study of 2.000
limited English speaking
students in Fairfax County,
Virginia concluded that cer-
tain groups of children might
acquire English for academic
purposes more rapidly if they
received at least two years of
instruction in their native
tongue. The students were
those who entered American
schools with grade-level skills
but no exposure to English
prior to schooling here.

The study found clear
differences in the MSC with
which pupils learned English,
and were therefore on grade
level in English on standar-
dized tests in reading and
other subjects. Children who
began school in Fairfax at
ages 507 scored poorly in all
subjects four years later, com-
pared with those who started

school and an ESL program at
ages 8-11. By tlic 71de,
these older &rivals were out-
performing younger arrivals
who had been in the United
States two to three years long-
er. "The only known variable
that differentiated" these two
groups was the lack of school-
ing in their mother tongue
for the younger-age students.

The stuudy noted that
these findings are consistent
with Jim Cummins' hypothesis
that at least two years of liter-
acy development in the first
language is the necessary
"threshhold" for the transfer
of literacy and other cogni-
tive skills to the second lan-
guage. The 8 to 11 year olds
were quicker to achieve cog-
nitive proficiency because
they had gotten a head start
in their native language. The
cognitive base in first lan-
guage seems to help them sig-
nificantly with their second-
language schooling.

This six-year study,
"Acquisition of Cognitive
Academic Second Language
Proficiency," conducted by
Virginia Collier and Wayne
Thomas of George Mason
University, Fairfax, Virginia,
was begun in 1981 and re-
leased in 1988.

Notes from the
Field....

HW hen other teachers learn
what I'm doing I usually
encounter shock and horror."

I have been using dia-
logue journals for several
weehs now, and I know I will
never teach without them
again. I learn things about
my students that I never
could otherwise, and vice
versa.

The hour I spend with the

journals is one of the best
parts of my day. They are
especially useful v...th sixth
graders, as they give me vital
information that I need to
make their learning experi-
ences relevant to their daily
lives. They tell me how they

play outside, the significant
role their pets play in their
lives, and all about their toys.
For some of my students I am
the only, or one of few, adul's
who take any time to treat
them as equals, to converse
with them, and respond to
their ideas as valuable.
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Everything7; involving the
journals and the students has
been wonderful. However,
what is both interesting and
perplexing is the reaction of
other teachers. Usually I en-
counter shock and horror:
They cannot believe a) that I

"waste" so much time on such
a project, and b) that I think
my students are important or
interesting enough to write to
everyday. Some teachers act
as though I am super-human
or amazing for using the
journals. When I tell them
teachers all over the country
are doing this, most don't
believe me.

I do not think I am a fool

or an amazing person. I get
back everything I put into
the journals, ten times over.
My question is: Am I in a par-
ticularly negative building?
Are these typical reactions?
Not one teacher has ever said,
"Maybe I will try that," even
in a modified way. No one
wants to learn more about the
value or benefits. Don't
teachers typically turn to
each other to leant about our
art? All teachers work hard;
why does the perception that
I am working hard shock my
fellow teachers? This is the
oddest thing I have encoun-
tered involving my use of
dialogue journals. Nny

feedback would be most
welcome. What do you think?

Several weeks later Chrisanne
sent this success story.

"The special education
teacher I work with has sud-
denly come out with some
highly positive and interested
comments about dialogue
journals. She has observed
first hand some of the values,
and we have discussed them.
She hasn't said anything yet
about starting them herself,

Chrisanne LaRue-Johnson
109 West Cannon St.
L4ayene, CO 80026

1§11B37 OZZOCEZ

INTERACTIVE WRITING IN EARLY ELEMENTARY EDUCATION (SPRING 1989)

Researchers have recently made tremendous gains in understanding the processes and

development of beginning writers, but there is a great deal more to be learned. In this issue,

we seek articles focusing especially on this population, and we hope that the students studied

will include native English speakers, students learning English as a second language or some
foreign language, "special students" (learning disabled, gifted and talented, etc.), and students
at very beginning stages of literacy development. Issues addressed might include things like

the following.
How to begin a program of interactive writing with these students
What special factors must be taken into consideration with this population

What early writing patterns look like
What patterns of development occur over a given period of time (like a year)
What role technology might play in interactive writing with beginning readers and

writers
In what content areas (math, science, foreign language. etc.) dialogue jdurnals might be

used
Please send articles of 2 to 3 double spaced pages to Joy Peyton at CAL by March 15, 1989.

INTERACTIVE WRITING IN CONTENT AREAS (FALL 1989)
In the past couple of years. one of the central concerns of teachers and researchers has been

the integration of reading and writing with acadenvi4 content areas. In this issue, we will focus
on the role of interactive writing for exploring, reflecting on, and learning content. We

welcome articles giving A rationale for using interactive writing in content courses, describing
specific programs or approaches, or summarizing research. Areas of interest might include
science, math, social studies, literature, or foreign languages, at all ages and grade levels.

Please send articles of 2 to 3 double spaced typed pages, or notes of any length, to Joy Peyton at

CAL by July 15, 1989.

If you type your article using MacWrite, Ready-Set-Go, or Micros 3ft Word,

you can send your articles on 3.25" floppy disks. Please send along a hard copy
also. Thanks! I
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NEW ARTICLES ABOUT DIALOGUE JOURNALS

"We Cannot Effectively Teach
Children We Do Not Know"

EDITOR'S NOTE: This excerpt'.
from James Britton's chapter in a
forthcoming book edited by Anne

Haas Dyson. Writing and Reading:
Collaboration in the Classroom,
provides a helpful and welcome
discussion of dialogue journal use
as written conversation. We are

particularly pleased that Britton
describes a teacher Ilan a

dialogue-like journal in a class-

room in Ontario in 1978, just
about the time our own research

with Lester Reed was beginning,

further evidence that dialogue

journals are truly a teacher-
developed practice, aided but not
created by research.

CONyERSATIONg ON PAPER
When teaching and learn-

ing are seen as genuinely in-
teractive behaviors we dis-
cover that we cannot effec-
tively teach children we don't
know. Getting to know the
children in a new group, say

at the beginning of a new
year, is therefore a first pri-
ority. Of course, teachers and
children get to know each
other primarily in face-to-
face situations and the talk
these promote or permit. But
days are short and classes may
be large and there is no
doubt that written exchange
conducted in the right way
can greatly assist us in get-
ting to know the children we
teach. Moreover something
we cannot underestimate
writing to this end is, for both
child and teacher, writing
andreading to a genuine

social purpose.
The journal as "written

conversation" between child
and teacher was something I

first appreciated in 1978 in
Dundas School, Toronto . . . A

14

Grade 3/Grade 4 class at
Dundas in 1978 was taught by
Mrs. Irwin, and one of the
things the children did for
her was to keep a journal,
which she would read and
write in as she moved around
in the classroom. It was clear
that journal entries were
made only when you had
something to say to Mrs.

Irwin and that made them
interesting to read. ... I quote
one or two of the entries made
by Linda, a Chinese 9-year-old
(the teacher's comments are
shown in italics).

Friday January 20th 1918. After

my rough copy of my project I am
going to rearange my project

arouht. I am going to put growing

up first page. What monkeys do to
est in second page. Why do
monkeys make faces page three.

Sounds interestiq.

Wednesday Jan 25. It was
interesting. Did you think it is

very interesting or interesting or
just a little interesting? Mrs. I., I

'm sorry your husband wouldn't
let you have another dog but
anyway: someone already took the
dog. How's Malcom? I hope he
isn't sick or anything. Malcolm is
fine thald you he cries when I
leave in the morning and gets very

excited when I come home! ...

Tuesday Feb 14th. The last time I
wrote I told you that I was school
sick and you asked me why. Well

nOw I will tell you why, because I
like to learn, I also like you, I like
to do work and when I was sway I
miss the class. Today I am glad to
be here because I wouldn't like to
miss the Val- entine party. Mrs. I.
can you give me a few suggests for
the party. What 1 mean is to give

me a few suggests what to bring for
the party. (1) a sharp knife to cut
apples (2) serviettes (3) little

bags to take goodies home in.
* * * * * * *

As pedagogues I think we
too easily lose sight of the re-
alistic judgment that writing
that does what we meant it to
do must be good writing!
Linda, like others in her class,
enjoyed writing her journal
because it made her feel good
about the way "Mrs. I." felt

about her. I talked to Linda
about her journal and she
said, "Yes, we kinds
communicate."

I think at this early stage
in a writer/reader's progress
the journal serves the pur-
pose of establishing and
maintaining relations be-

tween pupil and teacher. At

later stages we shall demand a
double purpose for the jour-
nal (as I have done in my
MIMS for adults) and use it
both to further interpersonal
relationships and to encour-
age relaxed exploration of the
material of the course in the
context of the writer's own
experience. For either pur-
pose, the teacher's response
even where it may be brief
is responsible for maintain-
ing the tone, and thereby the
purpose, of the exchange.

A movement to promote
such uses of the journal has
come in recent years from the
Center for Applied Linguistics
in Washington. The journal,
in essentially the terms in
which I have described it
above, has been christened
the "Dialogue Journal." Stress
has rightly been put on the
importance of teacher and
pupil thinking together in

the written exchanges of the
journal. ... [Taken from
Technical Report No. 8, "Writing

and Reading,, in the Classroom."
-Nimes Britton, August 1987.
Center for the Study of Writing.)
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D itaiog lig is the newsletter about the uses, benefits, and theory of dialogue journals

and other forms of communicating in writing about topics of mutual interest

through continuous,. functional conversations between (usually) learners and

teachers. This newsletter provides an informal means of sharing ittformation, ideas

and concerns among those who are using dialogue journals and other interactive

writing and studying their uses in the United States and in other countries. I: is an

outgrowth of two National Institute of Education research grants to study dialogue

journal writing with netive and non-native English speakers. The newsletter is now

produced with partial support from the Center for Language Education and Research

(CLEAR), which is funded by the Office of 4acational Research and Improvement of

the Department of Education. For inform: 4 about dialogue journal research and

practical applications or the work of CLEAR, write:
DIALOGUE, CAL
1118 22nd St., N.W. Washington, DC 20037.

Dialogue appears approximately three times a year. at a cost of $10.00 to cover dupli.
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for $5.00. Make checks payable to Handbook Press.
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The world needs rear dialogue. The onLy possibre
dialogue is the kitisi between pea*

who remain what they are atter
speak their mitters.

Albert Camustaloque
The Newsletter about ialogue .F)urnals

Vol. VI No. 1, April 1989

INTERACTIVE WRITING IN ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

Donald Graves has said that
"Children want to write. They
want to write the first day
they attend school" (1983,
Writing: Teachers and
children at work. p. 3). It is
humbling to think that this
has come as a revelation to
many of us. We thought we
had to teach children to wane
to write and how to write. But
as we have discovered and
created new opportunities for
children to write to
communicate and have let
them teach us, we have been
continually amazed at how
much and how early they can
and want to write when we
don't "teach" them. In fact,
learning about children and
ourselves as we have watched
them write and written with
them has been one of the most
eye-opening and exciting
ihings that some of us have
experienced in the past few
years. This sense of discovery
and excitement as teachers
Ind researchers watch and
-cite with children, described
explicitly in Judith Lindfors'
opening article, pervades all
of the articles in this issue.

The focus of the issue, a
logical and noble one, was to

be elementary-level students'
learning. It turns out instead
to be about teachers', parents',
and researchers' learning as
they have watched, written
with, and written about
students. In looking over her
questions in dialogue journal
interactions, Lindfors discov-
ered that she and other teach-
ers have a tremendous desire
to learn about their students'
worlds, a desire that is often
buried under the effort of
"teaching." But there is tre-
mendous value in taking the
opportunity in the privacy of
written interaction to learn
about the "stuff" of students'
lives. Hall and his colleagues
were surprised to learn that
very young children actually
wanted to and could sustain a
longterm written dialogue
(they are still writing with
those students, at the students'
initiation, long after the
planned end of their project).
Wilson shared a rich relation-
ship in writing with a second
grader who simply had not
communicated with her orally
for a couple of years. The
parents and teachers that
McNamee worked with
learned together about their

children, as they observed
them and wrote together
about them. Dillard and her
collaborating teachers
learned from their first
graders how to use "lit logs"
successfully, and Bintz, a
researcher working with
them, learned some valuable
things about how to study
interactive writing, an issue
that has not been easy for any
of us. Now that she has
learned what older elemen-
tary deaf and hard of hearing
students can do in written
interaction, Lieberth is ready
to work with younger, begin-
ning writers, a new frontier
in deaf education.

Teaching can be very hard
work, and has become
discouraging in various ways
for many of us. But most of us
are teachers. or researchers.
because we have always loved
to learn. If we can truly
become learners again,
learning from our students
and allowing them to see us
learning, we can recapture
and maintain the energy and
excitement that led us into the
classroom in the first place. §-
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THE TEACHER AS LEARNER IN DIALOGUE JOURNAL WRITINC

Judith Wells Lindfors

The University of Texas at Austin

1 am intrigued with tie
opportunities that interactive
writing offers for elementary
students to come to know their
teacher in the role of learner.
Teachers tend to pay lip
service to the importance of
teacher-as-learner, yet in the

classrooms I visit. I rarely see
teachers who are in the
ongoing classroom context,
out in the open where
students can see LEARNERS,

people actually engaging in
increasing their knowledge
or skills. Though learning is

supposedly what schooling is

about, learning is the one
activity our students rarely
see us carry out. And so it is
interesting, perhaps, to re-

flect on an ongoing classroom
event tit which we teachers
are learners not just
pretend, but for real and

our students are our teachers.
After doing daily dialogue

journal writing for a month
with a group of Zulu sixth
graders in South Africa, I
analyzed the writing in 25 of
the journals (761 entries).
These students ranged in age
from 12 to 16, and had had
English as their medium of
instruction for approximately
three years. One aspect of the

writing that I analyzed was
the students' questioning
their information-seeking
(not necessarily in interro-
gative form). But as I did so. I

began to be aware of my own
questioning in the journals. I

was stunned to discover that,
out of the 701 questions that I

had asked, there was not a
single instance of the
"teacher question:" i.e., the

known-answer question.

At first 1 thought. "Well, of

course. I was an outsider to

the culture these students
were from, so naturally I
would ask them about aspects
of their culture that were
unfamiliar to me." And
indeed, some of my questions

were culturally-related:
What do children play

here in South Africa? Do
little boys and girls play with
different kinds of toys? Do

many women in yout country
choose this career [social
work]? Woti ld you explain the
grading system you have
here? [In your country] does

a woman take her husband's
surname when she marries?
At what age do girls in your
country get married? I don't
know anything about Stimela
at all. How many att in the

group? What kind of music do

they play and sing? Does

everyone have to learn
Afrikaans in your school?
What do the teachers here do
to help the pupils learn? Why

do you call your garden
"jabula" garden? What does
"jabula" mean?

But a close exarnination
revealed that most of my
question were not culture-
specific. The vast majority
asked about the "stufr that
daily life is made of in any
culture: about families and

friends; about movies, books,
magazines, TV programs;
about playing sports, going to
panics, taking trips, being ill,

going shopping, celebrating
holidays, participating in

competitions, preparing food,

going to church....
My graduate and under-

graduate stulents at the
University of Texas find that

as they participate in inter-
active writing with elemen-
tary school students as part of
their student teaching or to
collect data for research
projects, they too ask their
students genuine questions,
questions that they really
want to know the answers to.
In these inter- actions, they
become active learners and
their students become their
teachers.

I have read many articles
about the importance of
teacher questioning. These

articles tell me how teachers
"should" question in order to
enhance students' learning:
"The teacher should ask
higher level cognitive ques-
tions:" "The teacher should
ask open-ended questions;"
"The teacher should balance
her questions and the
students', asking approxi-
mately the same number of
questions that the students
ask." But few people mention
that it might be valuable for
the teacher to ask real
questions, sincere questions:

Valuable, I think, for

ourselves, the aduli partners,
so that we may better under-
stand the "stuff" our students'
daily lives are made of (the
"stufr of our teaching when
we are at our best);

And valuable for our
students, so that they may
watch us actively engage in
the very learning processes
we are so quick to say we
value. Hteractive writing
offers opportunities for

us to sincere questioners
and t real learners. §§
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LETTER WRITING WITH YOUNG CHILDREN
Nigel Hall & Anne Robinson

Manchester Polytechnic, England
a n d

Leslie Crawford
Moorhead State University, Minnesota

Although dialogue journal
writing seems to have
captured the educational
headlines, written dialogue is
not to be found only in
dialogue journals. Indeed,
dialogue journals appear to be

a relatively recent pheno-
menon in education; ittter-
writing has a much greater
provenance. However, there
have been very few studies of
young children's letter-
writing, and most of those
concern what might be called
"one-off" letters, that don't
continue as a regular
dialogue.

Two years ago, the three of
us decided to see whether
very young children could
handle the problems of sus-
taining an ongoing letter-
writing dialogue with adults
whom they did not know.
Anne was teaching a class of
five and a half year old child-
ren, Nigel was a lecturer
working in teacher education.
and Les was an American
visiting professor working
with Nip/. We decided that
Les and Nigel would write, on
an individual basis, to the
children in Anne's class.

Our first task was to decide
how to get started with this
group of children who were,
to Les and Nigel, totally
unknown. In an attempt to
clarify what the quality of
these exchanges was going to
be, we identified three impor-
tant properties of written
dialogue, and determined that
they would govern all of our
correspondence.

I. It was only significant
if it extended over time. We
were not interested in "one-
off" letters. Such letters are,
of course, important but we
felt that real exploration with
written language between
correspondents had to develop
across real time. Participants
had to have the chance to get
to know each other, to develop
a style of exchange, and to
understand the different
obligations of sustained
communication.

2. The dialogue had to be
an authentic one between two
friendly people with equal
rights. Although as mature
writers Les and Nigel clearly
had competencies much
greater than those of the
children, this did not entitle
them to use that competence
in a didactic way. It was not
their function to control the
dialogue.

3. As the dialogue was
between two people acting in

friendship, it was the mean-
ings which were to be signifi-
cant rather than the form of
those meanings. Friends do
not normally correct, mark,
or grade each other's letters.
They write because they have
important or interesting
things to say to each other,
they want to know about each
other's lives. Each accepts the
other's letters as they arc.
Friends do not seek to embar-
rass or humiliate each other.

To get started, Les and
Nigel visited Anne's class and
tried to simply have fun with
the children, working and

playing with them during the
day. At one point during the
day, each of the children
received a letter either from
Nigel or Les. The letter invi-
ted the child to write back.

The visit had been a
success in terms of the imme-
diate objectives. But once
Nigel and Les had left the
classroom would the enthusi-
asm continue? Would the
children actually write any
letters? We had agrred that
there was to be no compulsion
to ',Ice part; no one had to
reply if they did not want to.
Anne was prepared to remind
the children if necessary, but
no pressure was to be put on
them to respond. As it turned
out, encouragement was not
needed. Every single one of
the children wanted to write
and none of them asked for
ideas or information. The
completed letters were
bundled up and sent to Les
and Nigel.

The three of us had decided
that there should be very few
concessions to the children's
age or experience. Les and
Nigel would try to write
neatly but wo,:ld use, as far as
possible, the expressions and
language that they would use
with adult correspondents.
We decided that the letters
should be kept relatively
short at first, but that the
length would subsequently be
a function of each individual
exchange.

Within two weeks all the
children had written to either
L'es or Nigel, and (cont. p. 4)
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within another week they all

received individual replies.
The letter writing exchange
had well and truly begun. If
we are honest, though, none
of us expected it to continue
for very long. We were well
aware of the volatility in

young children's interests,
and the exchange was not a
compulsory activity. Would it
last a few weeks, a few
months, a year...? Two years
later we are still wondering!
An interview with the child-
ren after two years revealed
that they still enjoy writing
and receiving the letters, and
that they want to continue
and have no particular end in
sight. Les and Nigel now
anticipate writing for many
years to come.

Changes have inevitably
taken place during the pro-
ject. Some children have left

the school. Some reorganiza-
tion of classes has led to a
very small number of child-
ren stopping writing. And.
after six months. Les returned
to the United States and had to
continue his correspondence
long distance. Although these
changes have necessitated
some "making-do" and have
influenced the course of the
exchanges, we do not see them
in a negative way. The signi-
ficant point is that the letters
still go back and forth. Just as
any correspondents go
through changes in circum-
stances in their lives and
situations, so our changes and
difficulties have to be
accepted as part of normal
life.

After two years of the
exchange Les visited England
again, and we took the
opportunity to spend a lot of
time analysing the exchanges
and writing a book about the
project and what we have
learned from it. The most
important thing is that these

4

young children, from the

beginning, functioned totally
efficiently and appropriately
as correspondents. From
their first replies they
revealed an ability to handle
dialogue, and the relation-
ships implicit in the dialogue,
in a strategic way. They were
able to accommodate to the
social and spatial distance of
exchanging letters with
adults. In the first letters
they demonstrated that they
knew they could tell other
people about themselves and
ask other people about
themselves, that referring to
shared experience was a good
way to start a written rela-
tionship, and that it was nice
to express friendship in an
explicit way.

As the exchanges pro-
gressed the children showed
that they could generate
novel topics, sustain topics
and, when appropriate, close
topics. They did so in ways
that were always friendly...
well, almost. On one occasion.
when Nigel had been a bit
slow in replying to the
children, a letter arrived.

Dear Nigel
Will you please get a move

on with your letter. I have
been waiting ages and ages
for you to write me a letter. I
wish you would hurry up. If
you don't write soon I will
never write to you again.
What is holding you up?

Love David

Needless I say the letter had

its desired effect, and within
one day Nigel had written
back. That six-year-old knew
how to elicit a response from

an adult.
A more gentle. almost

philosophic response came
one day from Helen:

Dear Nigel
Thank you for all the

letters you have written to
me. I will keep on writing to
you and I hope you will keep
on writing to me and I like
writing letters to you. I like
writing to you because you
can draw pictures and find
things out.

Love Helen

After two years. our overall
feeling about the project is
amazement at the degree of
commitment and control of
the children. Although they
were young, they had the
capacity to write with feeling.
with intensity, with humor,
and with considerable power.
They readily agreed to write
to Les and Nigel and they
regularly keep them inter-
ested and amused. They put
up with our meanderings, our
interruptions and our occa-
sional visits to talk to them.
Watching them grow as
people and authors has been a
quite extraordinary experi-
ence. One of the children
wrote in a letter: "And I'll
always be your friend." That
is how we now feel towards all
the children with whom we
correspond. §§

WRITING CAN CHANGE

THINGS TRY IT! 0

Dear Teacher...
get Dear Diary...

Dear John...1)
Dear Mr. Gorbachev...

7ADEA1 SANTA...trElts drb

To whom it may
concern....
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INTERACTIVE WRITING: THE KEY TO UNLOCKING A SHY SECOND GRADER

Sharon Wilson
St. Andrews Episcopal School, Austin, Texas

=mgr.
As a new convert to the

joys of teaching early read-
ing. I planned to use interac-
tive writing with my second
grade students to explore some
intriguing connections
between reading and writing
ability. The initial motivation
for my setting up an interac-
tive writing project centered
on an assumption that profi-
cient readers arc likely to be
proficient writers and strug-
gling readers are likely to be
less skilled writers. I was
curious to see if this was true
of my students. However, this
initial goal quickly became
obscured by the wealth of
communications that soon
flourished between the stu-
dents and me. Exposure to the
children's authentic language
richly broadened my
perspectives.

Near the beginning of the
school year I decided that an
easy and enjoyable way to
introduce interactive writing
would be through the idea of
letter writing. I held a discus-
sion with my students about
mail. Through their enthusi-
astic response, it was
immediately apparent that
they unanimously loved to
receive letters, cards and so
forth through the mail. Many
students conceded that in
order to receive letters, one
must occasionally write
letters. This was my opportu-
nity to suggest that the
students write letters to me,
and in return I wculd write
back to them

The follo,,,ing day. I placed
two small mailboxes in the two
classrooms in wh;rh I teach.
These mailboxes were made
out of cardboard shoe boxes

with arched lids to suggest a
mailbox shape. They were
covered with blue and white
paper and personalized for
each classroom. The schedule
for mail collection and
delivery was as follows: in
classroom A I collected mail
on Monday and Wednesday
afternoons and delivered mail
on Tuesday and Thursday
mornings; in classroom B mail
collection was Tuesday and
Thursday afternoons and
delivery on Wednesday and
Friday mornings. The
students were encouraged to
write letters whenever they
had a few spare minutes and
to feel free to put the letters
in the mailboxes at anytime.
There was, however, no
obligation to write. If the
number of letters was light in
one class, I would often pick
up mail from the other class
too and deliver it all the next
day, so our schedules were
fairly flexible.

Within the first six weeks
of our interactive writing. I

gained many insights. First,
this project demonstrated that
the children had the desire to
communicate. During this
time, 73% of the children in
classroom A and 82% of the
children in classroom B chose
to write letters to me on their
own time, with no require-
ment to do so. Additionally.
this exchange of letters en-
couraged a growth of intima-
cy between the students and
me. I also developed a clearer
understanding of the various
purposes for communication
expressed by these children
through their letters they
sought to persuade. entertain,
gain clarification, etc.

Lindfors (1987) states that
writing is a way for children
to organize their thoughts for
the purpose of reflection and
consideration. I discovered
the truth of this with my
students also. The children's
need to reflect and consider,
thiough the medium of wri-
ting. provided me with a
heart-warming and unexpec-
ted bonus from this interac-
tive writing project. A little
girl, whom I will call Lisa, was
at the center of this wonder-
ful experience.

Although I had already
taught Lisa in first grade for
another subject and was now
teaching her reading in
second grade, she conversed
with me mainly in monosyl-
lables, despite my sincere
encouragement of a richer
exchange. Our interactive
writing was soon to change
all this. At the beginning of
the second week of letter
writing, I received the follow-
ing letter from Lisa:
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Prni-r4-11 -

"Dear Miss Wilson, This is-my
first letter. My school habit
I always get my name on the
board by sucking my fingers.
What should I do? Oh, and
please don't say put a string. I
almost sucked it down my
throat."

Figure 1.

I wrote back immediately,
expressing my enjoyment at

her amusing portrayal of her
problem, and I suggested a
solution I thought might help.
She came up to ine a few days
later and volunteered that my
suggestion was working. She
spoke several sentences to me,
and we even laughed
together.

Several weeks went by
before I received another
letter. However, now we
seemed to have forged a
slender bond between us
based on our shared know-
ledge of a problem. Although
she did not initiate any con-
versation, she w4s responsive
to all my attempts. Three
weeks later I received
another letter.

ef. -4* iebt

nErd- pro

."-121.9
120111jvq-- raw,

- 4e6eigez-

"Dear Miss Wilson. I Just
learned to ride my bike. It
took a lot of practice. It wok a
week to learn to turn and get
my balance. Now I can go
faster and now I can go with
my friend to bike ride."

Figure 2.

I wrote back praising her
persistence with a difficult
task, and shared an anecdote
about my childhood.

As the weeks passed. Lisa
would occasionally strike up
conversations and appeared
more comfortable and relued
when conversing with me.
During the following months
she continued to write letters
to me periodically, but they
began to take on new forms.
Now she included poems,
stories, pictures with no text.
and later a sweet valentine.

As I reflect back over this
interactiv,z, writing experi-
ence. many revelations come
to mind. Quite clearly there
has been a significant grnwth
in the students and me as
effective communicators. The
development of rapport I felt
with these second graders
after just a few months of
interactive writing was
extremely gratifying. Finally
and undeniably, interactive
writing enabled a shy child to

overcome sorne communica-
tion barriers by providing a
medium from which her
thoughts and feelings could
flow. §§
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IPSIEBIT OZOtilfl
INTERACTIVE WRITING
IN CONTENT AREAS
(FALL 1989)

In the past couple of
years. one of the central
concerns of teachers and
researchers has been the
integration of reading and
writing with academic con-
tent Areas. In this issue, we
will focus on the rolc of
interactive writing for
exploring, reflecting on,
and learning content. We
welcome articles giving a
rationale for using inter-
active writing in content
courses, describing specific
programs or approaches, or
summarizing research.
Areas of interest might in-
clude sciencc, math, social
studies, literature, or for-
eign languages, at all ages
and grade levels.

Please send articles of 2 to 3

double spaced typed pages.
or notes of any length. to
Joy Peyton at CAL by July 15,
1989.

If you type your article
using MacWrite, Ready-
Set-Go, or Microsoft
Word, you can send your
articles on 3.5" floppy
disks. Please send along
a paper copy also.
Thanks!
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DO DIALOGUE JOURNALS MAKE A DIFFERENCE FOR FIRSTGRADERS?
Barbara Bode

University of South Florida at Tampa

Students in kindergarten
and first grade are introduced
to the connection of oral lan-
guage to print in many ways.
Reading stories orally, having
someone write down a child's
dictated story or dialogue, and
using the language experi-
ence approach are now well-
established methods used to
provide a link between oral
and written language. Each
of these methods integrates
listening, speaking, and
reading.

Dialogue journal writing
can provide a necessary addi-
tional approach to promote
literacy development by
integrating listening, speak-
ing, reading, and writing.
Donald Graves (1983) has

suggested that students can
begin writing with invented
spelling with a knowledge of
six letters and their sounds.
As children use this know-
ledge to begin to communicate
messages, their awareness of
print is enhanced, and the act
of encoding messages forces
them to make, test, and revise
hypotheses about writing
(Ferreira & Teberosky, 1982).
Language modeling in a
written response can
enhance this process.

Dialogue journal writing is
one way in which these
processes for early literacy
development can take place.
Students use whatever
resources they have available
to communicate a message in
writing, and the teacher's
response provides them .t I-
opportunity to read and a
language model.

A recent study of dialogue
journal writing with first
graders in Pasco County.

Florida (Bode, 1988) showed
that dialogue jounial writing
with teachers or parents had
a powerful effect on the
students' overall achieve-
ment. During the 1987-88
school year. 204 first grade
children were involved in a
dialogue journal writing
research project. Three
schools comparable in SES
level, achievement, and
curricula were chosen by the
county. In one school, the
parents wrote to the chidren
three times a week for five
months in "written conversa-
tion books." In the second
school, the teachers vrote to
the children in their class-
room with the same frequen-
cy and for the same period of
time. A third school, which
served 15 a comparison
school, did not use dialogue
journals.

The children usually wrote
the first entry (although
teachers of students of lower
literacy development reported
it was easier if they initiated
the first entry) and read it as
necessary to the parent or
teacher, who wrote back
using conventional spelling
for any, invented spelling.
The children were encour-
aged to draw, but this only
occurred in the teacher-
student dialogues (see Figure
1). If necessary, the adults
read their entries aloud to the
children. Many times the
children incorporated in sub-
sequent entries conventional
spelling that was modeled (as
in Figure 2). The adults were
encouraged to match the
children's entries in length
and to ask open-ended
questions.
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(The child's writing and
researcher's model are
marked here, for illustration.)

Figure 2.
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In April the 204 students
were given the Stanford
Achievement Test, which
measures word reading, read-

ing comprehension, word
study skills, spelling achieve-
ment, vocabulary, and Iiiten-
ing comprehension; the
Metropolitan Achievement
Writing Test, which measures
holistic evaluation, sentence
formation, word usage, con-

tent development, and writing
mechanics; and the Schonell
Spelling Test, which has a
dictated spelling format.
When these tests were
grouped to form a new
"super-variable" the scores of
the parent (wc.039) and
teacher (2.000) groups both
singly and together (42.< . 004 )

were significantly higher
than those of the comparison
school. The holistic writing
evaluation and reading com-
prehension scores accounted
for most of the difference
between the groups.

The comparison group of
students was not significantly
higher than either of the
dialogue journal groups on

any variable. The parent
(Ac.01) and teacher (12.< .05 )
groups both scored signifi-
cantly higher than the com-
parison group on the holistic
writing evaluation. The
parent group scored signifi-
cantly higher than the
teacher and comparison
groups on several variables:
reading comprehension
(parent vs. comparison. p.<. 01 ;

parent vs. teacher, 12:<.05);
dictated spelling (parent vs.
comparison, 12..05; parent vs.

teacher, 114.01); listening
comprehension (parent vs.
comparison, 12(.01), stntence
formation (parent vs.
comparison, ja..01), word study
skills (parent vs. teacher,
2<.01) and spelling (parent vs.
teacher, 2.<.01).

An addl"nnal hypothesis
tested was that a mor4 inte-
grated approach to language
arts would result in higher
intercorrelations among the
specific outcome variables
studied. Analysis of intercor-
relations among the depen-
dent variables across Ihe

groups showed that intercor-
relations of reading, writing,
and spelling measures were
more frequent and higher for
those students using dialogue
journals.

In summary, achievement
on standardized tests was
higher for students using
dialogue journal writing, and

the interrelatedness of the
language arts outcome meas-
ures increased with the use of
the integrative dialogue
journal approach. Dialogue
journal writing with first
graders, using invented
spelling naturally facilitates
the development of literacy,
building on its oral language
base. It is possible that dia-
logue journal writing can be
used by parents, teachers,
volunteers, or older students
in cross-age tutoring situa-
.tions with children begin-
ning formal literacy instruc-
tion. In time, it may prove to
be a powerful, essential ap-

proach to beginning literacy
instruction. §§
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Editor's Note:
This report of new

research by Bode brings up
some important issues. We

thought it important to share
the author's summary of her
work with our readers, and
our own comments and
questions. IS

Did the comparison school
have the same orientation
toward literacy, invented
spelling, etc. as the two
dialogue journal treatment
schools? We have often found
that schools and teachers who
use dialogue journals success-
fully are more oriented
toward a "whole language"
approach than others. If
there were some emerging
philosophical differences
between the srhools, the sig-
nificant differences in out-
comes Bode found may reflect
more than just the dialogue
journal treatment, even
though schools were compa-
rable objectively. Even so,
such differences are worth
pursuing. We have never
argued for dialogue journals
as a method of instruction,
per se, and find that their
effective use depends greatly
on their context.

The parent involvement
project opens new dimensions
for dialogue journal use. We

have been looking for effec-
tive models involving parents
and children in written dia-
logue. We plan to describe
more of how Bode developed
and maintained the parents'
involvement in a future issue.

Barbara has published
another article in the April
1989 issue of The Reading
Teac,.er, giving more infor-
mation about this interesting
rdsearch.
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BRINGING HOME AND SCHOOL TOGETHER:
WRITTEN DIALOGUE BETWEEN TEACHERS AND PARENTS

Gillian Dow ley McNamee
Erikson Institute, Chicago, IL

Teachers in a Head Start
program in a black inner city
community on Chicago's west
side were looking for ways to
improve the education of the
children, particularly in the
area of literacy development.
One way they decided to
accomplish this was through
more effective communica-
tion between the school staff
and the children's parents by
letting the parents know what
the children were learning,
reading, writing, and enjoy-
ing in school. Some of this
sharing took place in parent
meetings, but a unique
teacher-parent dialogue in
writing was developed as well.

The teachers had a small
notebook for each child, and
every week they wrote one or
two sentences in it about the
child and sent it home with
the child for the parents to
read. The parents were asked
to do the same and send the
notebook back to school. The
long-term goal of these writ-
ten dialogues was to build a
partnership between the
home and school that would
support the children's devel-
opment by building a shared
understanding of what they
were doing, and what helped
them grow and learn. The
more the parents and teacher
knew about what the children
were like at home and school,
the more connections and
bridges could be made for
them as they moved between
the two settings.

All comments in the
notebooks had to be positive;
if there was a problem or
difficulty, it had to be handled
in person or over the phone.

The teacher and parents used
this opportunity to highlight
and mention some small yet
pleasurable moment in the
child's week. The children
knew that their teacher and
parents were writing about
them in the notebook, and
they loved hearing the
entries read, sometimes over
and over again.

Initially, much work went
into helping both staff and
parents overcome self-con-
scious feelings about their
literacy skills and reminding
them of the purpose of the
dialogue. However, once
initial hesitations were
overcome, they both entered
into the dialogue enthusiasti-
cally. The teachers were
motivated to write in order to
slowly reinforce ane empha-
size the educational goals of
their programs and reassure
parents that their children
were learning in develop-
mentally appropriate activi-
ties. The parents readily
responded to the good feelings
about their children embodied
in the dialogue. These dyna-
mics can be seen in the
journal entries below, which
come from the dialogues
between one of the teachers
and the parents of two diffe-
rent children. The entries
are presented here exactly as

they were written.

Dear Parent
Today Natalie was rhe leader

during our large motor
activity, with her the
children had a lovely time.

Ms. Stevens

Natalie made a car ow of
a box for me two days it was
very pretty with her real car
in it

sign Carla

Dear Parents
Natalie played a game
showit.g her favorite letter
from a chart, and saying the
letter.

Ms. Stevens

Natalie went and played in the
snow with her girl friend
after school and make little
snow man.

Dear Parents
Natalie played a new game
with her friends.

Thank you
Ms. Stevens

Natalie played with her girl
friend and help make cake
with me and Joyce little girl

Dear Parents:
Natalie was very helpful
today. She straighten the
puzzle's in the puzzle rack.

Thank you
Ms. Stevens

Natalie went outside and
played with friend and played
game

Dear Parent,.
Natalie drew a beaunful
picture of a tree with
blueberries on it at the easel.

Ms. Stevens

Natalie played with her friend
out door all day with her doll

(continued on page 10)
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Dear Parents:
Natalie sung a beautiful song

to her teacher that she made

up I love you
Ms. Stevens

Natalie went to the store 13,,ith

me and had low of fun
playing on the bus and
singing

This parent-teacher
dialogue reflects several im-

portant messages and shared
understandings being built.
First, both teacher and parent
comments are full of affection
for the child; Natalie's
achievements are cherished
at home and at school.
Helping others, taking good
care of belongings, and
contributing to the group
be it family or classmates
are importani values in both
settings. Appreciation of
teaming in the context of
play is strong for both adults.

In a dialogue between Ms.
Stevens and a second parent,
we can see that the teacher
communicates and elicits
from the parents good will,
confidence, and respect for

their child, which then
become strong parts of the
context of learning for the
child at home and at school.

Dear Parents
Arthur share with the
classroom what he had- for
Christmas Arthur was very

happy today.
Ms. Stevens

Dear teachers.
Arthur was Very Good this

Week at Home. Arthur Helped
Make his Bed and take out the

Trash.
Ms Abbott

Dear Parents
At the animal show Arthur
felt the skin of a real snake.

Ms. Stevens
Dear Teachers.

Arthur has been very
good. He made angels in the
snow. He also is trying to

make a square, circle,
triangle and a cross.

Ms. Abbott

Dear Parents:
Arthur was very helpful
today he ask if he could help
tidy the classroom up.

Thank you
Ms. Stevens

Arthur is doing very good
this week. He knows how to
make the letters B, D, G. He is
also trying to write his name.

Ms. Abbott

Dear Parent:
Arthur enjoy tZig with his
friends and teachers. He was
very happy today.

Ms. Stevens

Dear Teachers:
Arthur enjoyed going to the
museum. Very much and all
the animal

Ms. Abbott

It was surprising how
simple and yet how powerful
and satisfying this written
exchange of comments was

for all involved. For the
adults in the community to
feel that they could begin to
write and read in this more
public sort of way, even

though their skills might
need improving, was an
important step in their own
ongoing literacy develop-
ment, as well as their child-
ren's. Meanwhile, Head Start
children watched the impor-
tant adults in their lives talk

about their growing up in
positive and playful ways, and
saw that a good deal of this
important communication
could be done through
writing and reading. §§

Coming Up! A Day of Interactive Writing, NCTE Annual Convention

Tuesday, November 21, 1989, Baltimore, Maryland
"Interactive writing with ESL students: Building confidence and language fluency and

developing literacy"
This day-long workshop will:

Outline the theoretical basis for and benefits and essential qualities of interactive writing

for promoting students' language acquisition and writing development

Review various ways that interactive writing (in letters, dialogue journals, electronic

mail, local area computer networks) can be used with students from early elementary to

college levels
Give opportunities to write interactively on a local arca computer network and in dialogue

journals
Resource manuals, bibliographies, and articles will be available.

The workshop leaders have extensive experience using and studying iactive writing at

different grade levels, from early elementary to college: Joy Kreeft jn, Jana Staton, JoAnn

Mackinson, and Diane Thompson. For registration information write to. NCTE Convention, 1111

Kenyon Road, Urbana, IL 61801. ,Ii
1 0
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SPECIAL PULLOUT SECTION: THE TOPIC OF TOPICS

Jana Staton

"1 like to write a lot I dont know why maybe
cause I got something to write." Laura. age 11

One major way in which dialogue journals are
distinguished from assigned classroom writing
[and from many instances of assigned journal
keeping] are that both student and teacher are
relatively free to introduce and discuss almost
any topic of interest. There is no guarantee, of
course, that the other participant will find
your topic interesting, but the freedom is there.

But some teachers arc uncomfortable about the
value of allowing students to choose their own
topics, and thus uncomfortable with dialogue
journal writing itself. This discomfort may
come from the belief that topics have some
inherent power to "make good writing happen."
Somewhere there is a set of "good topics" which
every child will eagerly write about, even
though we would never apply this same rule to
conversation. And students encourage this
belief by coming up and saying " I don't know
what to write" -- probably is a translation of "I
don't know what ysa want rae to write about."

WHERE DO TOPICS COME FROM?

A topic is what any given discourse or text is
"about". Tgojc is thus a relative concept,
defined by in relation to its particulas. context.
Linguistics, which studies and describes
language scientifically, has admitted difficulty
in defining "topic" beyond the notion of
"aboutness". The difficulty comes from the
fact that topics exist at the deepest levels of
communication, as the underlying propositions
to which surface linguistic forms refer. A
topic has no single structural feature to
identify it, unlike nouns and verbs or other
language forms (Keenan and Schieffelin, 1978).

Topics are subject to certain conventions of
cooperation (called maxims) including
relevance and inf ormativeness. Topics are
characterized as relevant to the entire flow of
discourse, and writers or speakers cooperate
with each other by providing enough, but not
too much information about the topic in a
clear and unambiguous manner.

Providing sufficient, relevant information is
made more difficult by the fact that in both

thought and speaking, the "topic" changes
continually, depending on what has gone
before and on each participant's agenda for the
conversation. It is this active process of
construction which dialogue journals can best
encourage and amplif y, and in so doing,
provide a bridge from thinking and speaking to
effective writing.

Dialogue journal conversations, like naturally
occurring oral conversations, take advantage of
and build on the fluid, internally generated
nature of topics in human language. In an
ongoing dialogue, topics emerge, develop,
dissolve or merge into other topics, and are
dropped without external control or planning.
It can be unnerving at first, but this kind of
topic flow is close to thinking -- a thinking
together or mutual co-construction of ideas.
For that very reason, dialogue journal writing
is not like the precise, logical progression of a
finished essay. Nor should it be, anymore than
a deep conversation with friends about an
important topic is (in form] like the finished
speech one might give about the same topic.

In dialogue journals there tan be opportunity
after opportunity for students to go through
the complete mental process of choosing a topic
focus, and constructing an initial comment on
that focus. It is this mental activity which is
so crucial, and is in fact the adult or mature
thinking process at which children need to
become more proficient. In real life, we are
always confronted with the need to focus on
and define the problem to be solved, to ask
good questions. Only in school, doing school
tasks, is there much call for being able to
answer questions and solve already constructed
problems. While we do not ask young children
to think on this level unaided, the natural
scaffolding provided in a dialogue enables
them to gain access to and practice the
strategics involved in focusing and developing
a topic, with no penalties for failure.

Learning to provide sufficient, relevant
information about a topic in writing is one of
the major problems for beginning writers, and
for anyone with little exposure to written
literacy. Whenever teachers "assign" a topic,
they are doing all the mental work of deciding
for the studenn what is relevant and
informative about an experience r event.
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Such topics then take on the characteristic of a

test question, eliciting what can be called a test
response. This short-circuits the necessarily
complex thought processes that we want our
students to develop on their own.

-

One confirmation of this argiament is our
impression that we have discovered relatively
few dialogue journal entries, in which the
topics lacked coherence and internal logic
(although many elementary students do not at

first mark topic shifts with paragraphs).
Initially, we expected to find many examples
of the "topic associating" style described by

Michaels (1985). After analyzing entries for
coherence and organization, we gave up this

line of inquiry. Only much later did we look

again at the essays of these same students
writing on assigned topics, and found in these

examples ample evidence of implicit topics and

sudden, unmarked topic shifts. Clearly, it
seems that new research efforts might explore

the relationship between the process of
focusing and developing topics required in
interactive written dialogues (in journals or on
computer networks) and the resulting topic

focus and coherence of the writing that results,

in comparison to traditional classroom practice.

WHAT HAPPENS IF STUDENTS CHOOSE
THEIR OWN TOPICS?

Specific topics always occur within the context
of a frame or background, a larger space of

knowledge, experience, etc. To say that
dialogue journals work best when students are
free to chose their own topics does not mean
the teachers do not have an important task.

The task, however, is one of defining and
suggesting a broader frame or context order to
get the conversation going, and to establish
some limits for reasons of privacy.

At the elementary level, dialogue journals seem
to work best when this 'topic f rame' or context
is very broad, encompassing everything that
impinges on the school day -- recess, lunch, the

school bus as well as the classroom and its

members. Permitting students to choose their

own topics allows them to integrate their own
lives with school concerns.

In contrast, at high school or adult levels, a
more carefully defined f rame can sometimes be
helpful. Such a "frame" is usually related to
the class or shared context, within which

students are still free to bring up whatever
topics concern or interest them, and also to
depart into more social or personal concerns
when necessary.

In the upper elementary level class we studied
where students were free to write about
whatever topics they wished, aceelemic topics
were still addressed in over half the entries
throughout the year (Staton and Peyton, 1988).

The incidence of personal concerns and topics

did increase as students and teacher got to
know one another better. It appears that if
there are interesting things going on in the

classroom, and genuinely difficult projects to
accomplish, students will want and need to
write about those topics as much as they do
about more personal concerns, without having
to be eassigned." Then their comments come
out of real thinking and puzzlement.

At college, mutually engaging, substantive
topics, which we call "hot topics*, emerged
from the general background of chit chat,
space fillers, and question-answer exchanges
after 9 or 10 turns (Staton, 1984). What was
most interesting about this finding was that it
was the Dumber of exchanges, not the Chrono-

logical length of time, which determined when
a student and teacher would find an interest-
ing topic to carry them beyond desultory
chatter. That is, if a teacher chose to have
students write only once a week, "hot" topics
would emerge after about 9-10 weeks (9 turns).
In contrast, if a teacher chose to have students
turn in their journals 2-3 times a week, "hot"
topics emerged on the average after 3-4 weeks,
again about 9 turns.

The value of these continuing conversations we
call dialogues is that they offer students
opportunities to acquire the strategies for
focusing and elaborating on a topic, and of
making their comments relevant, coherent and
interesting for the other person.
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Suggestions from Lesiee Reed

[These comments by Les lee Reed in response to
common questions asked by teachers using
dialogue journals provide one experienced
teacher's perspective on making dialogue journals
work effectively in the classroom.]

WHAT DO I TELL MY STUDENTS TO WRITE
ABOUT?

The best thing about the dialogue is that the
students decide what to write to me. I am not
responsible for telling my students what to
write about! They generate their own topic
even on the f:rst day of school. That first oay
I usually suggest some starters, such as "I am a
student in Room Ir. My suggestions are so dull,
that most students immediately reject them in
favor of what% on their mind, and after that, I
never have to suggest ideas. Some days there
isn't much to write about, and the students
know that's OK, too.

Jan. 15
Laura:Yes. I will work more. Yes 1 read at home.

Mrs. Reed Adrien he sey bad word to Mrs. L
and sametains to me.

On other days, when there is an important
event or topic, the same child will write
expansively. [Laura has just moved to the
United States from Europe, and is learning
English in a regular classroom.)

Jan. 16
Laura: Yes 1 like the film 1 fel sorry for all the

people they, did not ave work but now they
ave everything. Martin Luther King was very
nice.

I like to pleay tennes is good sports for
me and for every bety. Mrs. Reed you can
go too, for you it is good sports. You know 1
sa lot of people like 75 yers old they are very
very very old for pleay tennes. des way is
good for every bety.

Mrs. Reed I owp [hope] e.)ery bety be in
life [alive] cause lot of old people ded. My
grand father and my grand Mother are ded.
I sa my grand father ded he was very good
man and good grand father but now is pes
[passed] 1 yers. today 1 like to write a lot 1
danth know way rneaybe cas I got
samenithing to write.

Every child has different interests and
concerns; in one day, even though they have all

DLa(opes, Vol. VI, No.

sat through the same lessons and done the same
work, they have different perspectives on what
happened, and how they felt about it. 1 always
suggest that rry students tell me what they
liked and didn't like 31.out the work we are
doing--that gives them a wide latitude. Here
are some brief excerpts which show just how
creative and different students' topics are in
just one day, in the same classroom [March 10,

1980, in this case.]

Sam: I didn't think our presentation was well put
across. We wrote a diferent one and I liked is
a lot because I wrote it myself, [but] it was
a waste of time.

Joan: Today was Ok. You have to talk to Tai
Li: for me. I liked the speeches we did on
Arbor day.

Lorie: I liked doing that speech today because it
got done. The art was messy. I could have
done without it.

Willie: Today I enjoyed the lesson on looking at
the plants. Perhaps I kept the magnifying
glass to long but when you took it I wasn't
half th-ough. Tai still started calling me
names and when Joan heard Tai. she called
me the same name

Some students are into sports, and will want to
talk about that; girls at sixth grade are very
interested in fashion and clothes, so I will ask
them what they think of high boots, and
whether they think I would enjoy wearing
boots like that!

We also read a lot in my classroom, and they
will often comment about a book they have
just finished reading. So I might ask them if I

would enjoy reading that book. So they have to
evaluate their own reactions, and how mine
might differ. I have students say "No, I don't
think you would like it!" which always makes
me a bit curious about the book.

I think the dialogue journal is one of the best
strategies to get student to think. They are so
used to being told what to do, what to think,
what to say and what to write. When they get
into junior high and high school, they will
suddenly be asked to start thinking for
themselves, and we have to prepare them for
autonomy. Tht more we ask them to let us
know what what they are thinking, and wait
I, April 1989 13



for an answer, the more we cause them to
think for themselves.

I get this so much : "I really understood math
today,"or I'm still having trouble with this-- I

know you helped me, but I'm-still having
trouble." It isn't just getting -your kids to do
dialogue journals, but getting them into a
different way of thinking --reflecting a bit
more on what they arc doing, whatever it is.

Gordon: Today wasn't one of my best days. It
was my very worst. I can't believe this. From

now on I am staying in at recess and at
lunch. Because I cannot really have a good
day when I am out there.

Mrs. Reed: Such a lot of good thinking! It is
your choice to stay in and you know it is ok

svii,! me.

In the classroom, we cannot always wait for an
answer, and students become so well-trained
that they don't want to give an answer unless
it's the right one. But the dialogue journal is a
private space, and they have time to reflect
and discuss their own ideas. That's why it's so
important not to give students a list of
suggested journal topics If you visited a young
friend, you wouldn't begin the conversation by
telling hcr the topics she might talk about!

THE TEACHER'S TOPICS: WHAT DO I
WRITE ABOUT?

I try to always let the student initiate the
topic, and then build on that topic, maybe by
supplying information, or asking a question
that is a genuine one-- one that I don't know
the answer to. It often helps to ask them to be
a little more specific about some aspect of a
topic that they have introduced.

For children that you want to get a little more
involved, you can ask their opinion about
experiences that you know arc of interest to
them. "Did you prefer this or that?" so that
they have a choice to make. When they have
given their opinion, then you can go further in
exploring with them why they liked it better. I
tend not to ask information questions; I'm more
interested in their opiniins about things:

Another general approach I use is to ask their
advice. "We have some extra time on Friday:

what do you thin:. we should do?" You can
take them into your confidence about your
thinking and your problems: "I need to get the
class more involved in choosing their own
books for sustained silent reading. Do you have

any suggestions about what would work?" It's

so flattering when anyone asks us for an
opinion. I love to do it when I'm-starting a
bulletin board. I'll appoint a coMmittee and
then in the journals, I will ask each one for
suggestions. Often, they are dumbfounded that
I'm not just telling them what to do, but asking

them to think and to give me ideas. Students

are very important people but we very seldom

give them the opportunity to show their worth.

Comparing lessons is even a good topic: if we
worked on fractions yesterday and today, I
might ask if they understood it better today
than yesterday. I always tell my students that
I am trying to be a good teacher, but that I

have a lot to learn, and they can help me by
telling me in their journals about my lessons,
about what worked for them and where they
had difficulty. Were they good, or bad, or
boring?. If a lesson was boring, why? I use
the journals to help the students become part
of the teaching team, I don't want to teach
them something they already know.

HOW MUCH SHOULD I WRITE ABOUT A
TOPIC? WHAT'S A GOOD RESPONSE?

One of the few rules I set for myself--and it's
obviously flexible-- is not to write more than
the student writes. If I get a brief entry from
a child, I try to respond briefly. A long entry
allows me to elaborate more, as I am sure that
the child has done a lot or thinking about that
topic, and will want to read more about it.
With my students, writing about as much as
they do in response has always worked well--
and it's a good discipline for me as a writer,
not to allow myself to go on and on but to gel
right to the point.

Teachers have to make their responses interest-
ing and worth reading, just as in a good con-
versation. You can't keep echoing what some-
one else has said. You have to bring up a new

topic, or think of a variation on the other
person's topic. It's easy to just make a pleasant
comment and move on, but that is a kind of
laziness. I find that I learn so much from what
my students write to me: after so many years, I

still can't wait to read what they write.
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LEARNING FROM FIRST GRADERS HOW TO USE DIALOGUE JOURNALS:

A TEACHER'S PERSPECTIVE
Jill Dillard

Summit Elementary, Cincinnati, Ohio

My teaching is often a'
rough draft. I set out with
good plans, organized
thoughts, and sound ideas, but
once in the midst of things, I

find myself reflecting-in-
action (Schen, 1983), improvi-
sing, and revising. It
happened again when I

introduced dialogue journals
in a first grade classroom.

On Wednesday, October 1,
1986, I stepped into Room 106,
introduced myself as the
reading teacher, and presen-
ted the students with the idea
of "lit logs" dialogue jour-
nals for book talks. "Mrs.
Baum and I came to school
very early this morning and
made lit logs for you. 'Lit' is a
nickname for a longer word.
How many of you have a nick-
name?..." Neither the teacher
(a long-term substitute) nor I

knew exactly how to go about
the activity, so we decided to
plunge right in and learn by
doing. Teaming together, we
used Nancie Atwell's ideas
(1985) as resources and de-
signed our approach with her
ideas in mind. We thought
students could choose to write
to either of us and we would
be able to respond back with-
in the half-hour time frame
we had set for the activity.
We used this approach Once a
week and had a routine going
by the time the first grade
teacher returned frc mater-
nity leave.

Thrilled by the students'
responses. I renegotiated the
activity and began a teaching
partnership with Mrs. Maull.
We continued using the same
procedure, but it wasn't long
before the initial way started

to falter. Doing lit logs re-
quired on-the-spot thinking,
rushing about the classroom,
reading aloud, and talking.
The immediacy of the situa-
tion, the unpredictable nature
of first graders, and the ordi-
nary demands of everyday
teaching caught up with us.
The number of students
writing each teacher became
uneven and we wanted our
teaming effort to be equal. In
addition, the first graders
were becoming readers and
writers themselves and were
writing longer notes. The
project was now taking 45
minutes rather than 30 to
complete in an already curri-
culum-crowded day. These
issues made us uncomfortable
with this interactive writing
experience.

To combat the first of these
dilemmas, we divided the class
and suggested that one half
write each of us. alternating
teachers every week. Our
solution for the other prob-
lem was to respond to each
student only once during
classtime, and then make a
second response later in the
school day, away from
students or at home.

With the task managed to
our satisfaction, we were
more at east. Since we were
no longer tied up in our
teacher concerns, we began
picking up vibrations from
the students, and we became
even better at knowing how
to do lit logs.

Lexie wanted to know if
she had to write about a diffe-
rent book each week. We
listened when she told us
about a book's staying power

and immediately gave the
class the okay to continue
topics from previous weeks.

Janelle wasn't answering
our questions, while others'
responses were simply
cloning them (Figure 1). We
realized students had their
own ideas about books and
needed freedom from our
directives so they could
express what mattered to
them. Instead of asking so
many questions in our letters.
we began to make meaningful
statements about reading,
authors, and books (Figure 2).
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When Matt wrote that he
wanted something different to

read (we brought in stacks of
books), books were traded, and
lit log conversations natur-
ally began to reflect these
exchanges (Figures 3 & 4).
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Some students found it
either more satisfying or less
complicated to write the same
teacher each week. Over time,
we saw this too. It didn't
matter to us anymore if our
teaching responsibilities
were even. We felt the force
of the activity and sensed we
were becoming more than
"book buddies" with some
students.

Robert's note suggested
Monday wasn't the best day
for lit logs (Figure 5). Stu-
dents were usually beginning
new books and didn't have
much to write about them.
Scheduling lit logs the same
day as oral book chats worked
better. Students were able to
rehearse some of their ideas
in writing before the discus-
sion groups met (Figure 6).

Nancy wanted her
teacher's responses to be

shorter. The act of reading a
lengthy letter bogged her
down when she wanted to get
on with her writing. Stacey,
on the other hand, required
longer notes. She wrote them,
so it seemed only fair to write
them back. During the
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months, we learned what
mattered wasn't tti' number
of words we wrote, but the
simple fact that interaction
was happening.

Figure b
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Not everything went
perfectly when I tried lit logs

in this first grade classroom,
put rarely is my first draft the
final. Things get (cont. p. 17)
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.11 &Notes from the Field ari

Abdul lah Mizhir, from the
Irbid Directorate of Education,
Irbid, Jordan, learned about
dialogue journals during a
recent visit to the Center for
Applied Linguistics, in
Washington. DC. He returned
to Jordan. eager to get the
teachers he works with
started. He writes the
following:

1 am glad to say that three
of the high school teachers in
lrbid City, where 1 supervise
the teaching of English as a
foreign language, have
started keeping journals with
their classes; each with a class
of 30-40 students in grades 9,
10, or 11. Students write three
times a week (every other
day) and their teachers write
back every time. First
reactions from both teachers
and students are very
encouraging. Both parties
show enthusiasm and interest.
Two teachers are planning to
start soon. 1 keep visiting
the:,e teachers to encourage
and help.
0000000000000000000

'Even an 'older' graduate
student likes personal
communication."

I am finishing up my Ed.D.
degree at New York
University; I expect my orals
will be spring semester, 1989.
I was in a graduate-level
seminar recently (not at NYU)
with a very famous professor
and his younger partner.
They asked for "free
responses" to the discussions
and readings, and promised
written comments on these
informal weekly papers. I

was pleased, of course, at the
prospect of a personal
dialogue with them. Even an
older graduate student likes
personal communication. But
I was disappointed, finally, at
the tardiness and paucity of
their responses. I'm sure the
same thing happens to junior
and senior high students and
their overworked teachers.
Any thoughts on this?

Doris Armstrong
286 North Maple Ave.
Ridgewood, NJ 07450

SEND US A NOTE!

The next issue of Dialogue
will focus on interactive
writing in content area
instruction. You may not be
able to write a whole article,
but you may have a thought,
an idea, a practice or some
research in process, or know
about a good article about the
subject. Send us a letter or
brief note and we will publish
it here!

(Learning, cont. from p. 16)
better with sensitivity, risk
taking, and time. I had to face
uncertainty just as I do each
time I pull out a blank piece
of paper. Being alert to possi-
bilities helped me discover
some of what to do. Much of
the rest, like some of a
writer's good stuff, came as a
surprise. By getting in sync
with the students and the
situation (Yinger, 1988), I
enabled myself to get inside
the activity (Dillard. 1987).
Then I could work with it,
learn from it, and design and

invent as I went. Finding the
way, like finding the words,
was part of the process of
learning how to do lit logs. §§
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LEARNING HOW TO STUDY DIALOGUE JOURNALS:

A RESEARCHER'S PERSPECTIVE
William P. Bintz

Indiana University

I believe that the
following adage is very help-

ful in conducting educational
research: "If you don't know
where you're going, you'll
never get lost." Over the past
year, this adage has been
particularly helpful as I

collaborated with a teacher
and a teacher-researcher on a
research project exploring
the use of dialogue journals in
a first grade classroom.
During this time I often felt,
but was reluctant to admit,

that I didn't know where I was
going with this research. I

had access to 25 dialogue jour-
nals collected over a period of
one year and believed that
these journals could teach me
alot. Unfortunately, I really
didn't know what to do with
them. I knew I couldn't get
any more lost than I already
was, so I just persevered.

My interest in this project
initially grcw out of curiosity;
my eventual involvement
came by way of invitation.
Jill Dillard, the teacher-
researcher in this project, is a

colleague of mine. She and I
have long shared an interest
in literature-based reading
programs, connections
between reading and writing,
influences of social context
on learning, and reader-
response theory. We have
been curious, however, about
how to link these interests to
a practical strategy teachers
could use everyday in their
classrooms.

One day Jill started talking
to me about how she and a
fellow teacher were using
dialogue journals in a first
grade classroom. The !lore

she talked, the more I became
interested. Jill was particu-
larly excited about both the
quantity and quality of wri-
ting the first graders were
producing in class. She was
less enthusiastic, however,
about some of the unexpected
problems she and the teacher
had encountered trying to
implement dialogue journals:
i.e., trying to respond daily to
25 different students. We

brainstormed about possible
alternatives and modifications
to the traditional notion of
dialogue journals.

For example, wc figured
that instead of the traditional
notion of "written conversa-
tions about self-generated
topics." dialogue journals
could be used to explore how
children respond to literature
they are reading. I suggested
substituting "Literature
Response Journals" for
dialogue journals and using
them as a means to explore
not only how first grade
children respond to litera-
ture, but also how teachers as
dialogue partners respond to

children. We agreed that
exploring this use of dialogue
journals would make an
interesting action-research
project, that Jill would collect
the data. and I would supPort
her in data analysis.

At the beginning of the
school year, Jill and the
teacher made a journal book-
let for each student. Then,
once a week during a 30-
minute block of scheduled
reading time, students were
invited to write to them about
whatever book(s) they were
reading at the time, and they

would wri back. The books
the :itildren wrote about were
self-selected pieces of litera-
ture chosen from home, class,
or school libraries.

At the end of the year I

decided to analyze 6 of the 25
response journals. Although
arbitrary, I felt this number
would be manageable, allow
an equal number of boys and
girls, and provide enough
opportunities to see some con-

trasts. My first problem was,
"Now that I have 6 journals to
analyze, how do I go about it?"
I started by simply asking
myself questions about what I
wanted to know, that the data
might be able to tell me.
Throughout this project I had

assumed that response jour-
nals offered students a variety
of learning opportunities.
One important opportunity
was to learn how to write by
actually writing. Therefore, I

decided to ask, "Does the
amount of student and teacher
writing in literature response
journals increase, decrease.
or remain stable over time?"
I soon found out that it essen-
tially did neither.

For starters, I did a word
count. All six students com-
bined wrote a total of 2939
words across 125 entries (an
average of 23.5 words per
entry). The teacher mean-
while wrote a total of 3224
words (Avg. 26.0) across the

same number of entries.
Moreover, the amount of
individual student writing
ranged from a low of 407 total
words (Avg. 18.5) to a high of
660 total words (Avg. 30.00).
The amount of teacher
writing ranged from a low of
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228 total words (Avg. 10.4) to a
high of 697 (Avg. 31.7).

Although the length of
student and teacher writing
did increase slightly over
time, both were erratic, un-
predictable, and characterized
by peaks and valleys. For
example, in one entry a
student's response was I word,

"No!". In another entry his
response consisted of 108
words. This pattern was
characteristic of teacher
writing as well (Low = 7
words: High = 90).

Two important observa-
tions emerged from these
word counts. First, students
who wrote the least were also
the ones least written to by
the teacher; students who
wrote the most were also the
ones most written to by the
teacher. Second, the type of
response the teacher made
influenced the length of the
response the student wrote.
For example. students wrote
little in response to teacher
writing that was introduced
by a personal fact and
followed by a closed-ended
question; i.e., "I like your
story. Which one is the
funniest character?"
Conversely, students wrote
extensively to teacher writing
that was introduced by a
personal fact and followed by

an open-ended question; i.e.,
"I love book chats. Tell me
something about your book."

I wanted, of course, to go
beyond word counts as an
instrument for analysis. So.
following Shuy's (1988) ana-
lysis of language functions, I

looked at student and teacher
writing in terms of the
"response functions" they
reflected. Overall, students
used more, as well as a greater
variety of, "response func-
tions" than did the teacher.
This was probably due to the
fact that much of the teacher

writing, especially at the
beginning of the year, con-
sisted of asking questions.
Student writing served to
report general facts (32%);
describe personal experiences
(17%); answer teacher ques-
tions (22%); make personal
reactions and comments
(13%); and issue evaluative
comments (9%). Teacher
writing served to ask ques-
tions (40%); make evaluative
comments (12%); encourage,
invite, and support student
efforts (11%); react and
comment (13%); and affirm
and confirm student
responses (7%).

Interestingly, the 3 girls
seemed more personally
involved in this activity than
were the 3 boys. For example,
the girls included more perso-
nal facts (44%) than general
facts (38%) in their entries
compared with the boys, who
included more general (61%)
than personal facts (14%).

So far I have only
analyzed the 6 journals in
terms of word counts and
response functions. Now, I
want to start re-examining
tLem to try to discover
developmental patterns and
categories. I have already
taken a sneak preview. That
preview has indicated that at
the beginning of the year
students were primarily text-
bound; that is, they responded
to literature in terms of iden-
tifying and understanding
single, isolated units, such as
the title, the main character,
the reason(s) for choosing a
book and so on. As the year
progressed, however, student
responses reflected a sense of
going beyond the book they
were reading. They started
making connectiois between
characters and actions from
previous books; making
evaluations of books, book
titles, and specific characters;

making predictions and
referring to specific
prediction strategies: and
making recommendations and
invitations about specific
books to other students.

One caveat about my
approach to the research is in

order. Analyzing the journals
strictly from a researcher's
perspective, as opposed to a
teacher's or teacher-
researcher's perspective, has
been frustrating. Throughout
this project I have been an
outsider to the context in
which these dialogue journals
were written. Consequently,
my view is a decontextualized
one, and therefore limited.
What is important now is for
Jill, the teacher. and I to
conduct an analysis together.
It is imperative that these
dialogue journals, which were
written in a context, be
analyzed in a context. I look
forward to that opportunity.

For now, though, I feel
safe in knowing several new
things about dialogue jour-
nals. I know, for instance,
that they support children in
learning how to better read
and write. I know that they
facilitate low-risk environ-
ments, and allow for peaks
and plateaus in learninP
And, I know that they invite
social learning and collabora-
tion. But, most importantly
perhaps, is that I know dia-
logue journals offer teachers
a potential for dramatically
changing how they see their
students as well as how they
see Coemselves as life-long
learners.

What I don't feel safe in
knowing, however, is
whether students would
dialogue in the same manner
with other students about
literature, how dialogue
journals support teachers and
students in creating a
community of readers and
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continue,i from p 19)
writers, how teachers and
researchers collaborate on

research projects, and even
why teachers and researchers
should collaborate. To answer
these questions. I guess it's

time to get lost with my colla-
borators in these dialogue
journals. §§
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DIALOGUES BETWEEN DEAF AND DEAF EDUCATION STUDENTS
Ann K. Lieberth

Texas Christian University

Recently, there has bun
heightened awareness in "the
United States of the need to
develop basic literacy skills.
The development of func-
tional reading and writing
skills has always been a
challenge to educators of the
deaf and hard of hearing
(subsequently referred to as
"dear), whose students have
traditionally experienced
problems and delays in read-
ing and writing. However,
while instruction for the deaf
has concentrated on develop-
ing spoken or signed lan-
guage and reading in addition
to academic subjects, writing
skills have received little for-
mal instructional time. This is
unfortunate, since the ability
to communicate in writing
may be the most effective or
the only way to communicate
with hearing people.

In an attempt to assist in
developing the writing skills
of deaf children, as well as to
prepare teachers-in-training
to teach writing to these
students, the following coop-
erative project was designed
and initiated. Nine 10-12 year
old deaf students, enrolled in a
school for the deaf, were
randomly paired with nine
college undergraduate stu-
dents majoring in deaf educa-
tion to interact in dialogue
journals for a twelve-week
period. The participants did
not meet each other until the
completion of the project, so
all their communication
occurred in writing. At the
beginning of the project, the
deaf students were asked to
watch and write about an
episode of the "Ghostbusters"
cartoon show, which provided

a written language sample
that the undergraduates
analyzed using the Myklebust
Picture Story Test (Myklebust,
1965). After analyzing the
language samples, the under-
graduates targeted areas of
language use needing remedi-
ation or development. During
the twelve weeks of writing,
they were aware of the
language needs they had
identified and made a specific
attempt to model those aspects
of their writing in entries,
along with a correct model of
any other incorrect language
usage that was evident.

Examination of the
journals throughout the
twelve-week period indicated
that both groups of students
worked at communicating,
and showed increased confi-
dence and ability to communi-
cate in writing. At the end of
the twelve weeks, the deaf
students were asked to view
and Mite a SUMIllary of
another episode of "Ghost-
busters," and the language
samples were again formally
analyzed. A comparison of
the samples before and after
the project indicated reduced
frequency of grammatical
and spelling errors, increased
use of correct punctuation.
increased sentence length,
and increased intelligibility.
Improvements in writing
were noted by the classroom
teacher in the children's
other work as well. In
addition, the undergraduates
demonstrated the ability to
identify errors on a language
sample, target aspects of writ-
ten language for modeling,
and plan and implement
strategies for informally

teaching writing.
The results of this study

have shown that dialogue
journal writing between
paired deaf elementary
students and undergraduate
students majoring in deaf
education can provide bene-
fits for both groups of parti-
cipants, as well as the class-
room teacher. The deaf
students' reading and writing
skills developed as they
worked to make themselves
understood and to clarify
what their partner did not
understand. The undergrad-
uate studems had the oppor-
tunity to practice "teaching"
writing. They had to fmd
ways to promote more writing
than yes/no answers, but at
the same time stay within the
language capabilities of the
children. They had to model
correct language usage with-
out disrupting the dialogue.
The classroom teacher was
freed from spending time
writing to each student, and
could document their
progress by reviewing the
dialogue entries.

This project is being con-
tinued at the request of both
groups of participants. In
addition, a similar project is

being initiated with younger
deaf and hard of hearing
children who are beginning
writers, to assess the effects of
dialogue journal writing on
the development of their
language skills. §§

REFERENCE
Myklebust. H. (1965).
Development and disorders of
written language: Picture
story language test. New

Grune & Stratton.
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NEW PUBLICATIONS
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Writing with reason: The
emergence of authorship
in young children. Nigel
Hall (Ed.). London:
Hodder & Stoughton.
1989.

This brand new book about
very young children's (as
young as 3 and 4 years old, in
a nursery class) development
as authors in literacy-rich
classrooms is delightful and
provocative. The chapters are
all written by classroom
teachers who provided oppor-
tunities for children to write
authentically, for real
audiences and real purposes.
They studied their children's
writing development as they
carried out their normal
teaching duties, and present
here case studies of various
aspects of these young child-
ren's emerging authorship.

Three of the chapters are
about interactive writing, in
dialogue journals and letters.
In aim chapter ("The ladybird
letters"), a nursery school
teacher shows that although
3- and 4-year-old children
lack many conventional lite-
racy skills, they do not need to
be prevented from engaging
in the serious production of
print. Given the opportunity
to engage in a written dia-
logue with a ladybird they
had read about, the children
entered in enthusiastically
and corresponded for 6 weeks,
using a combination of draw-
ing and writing.

The other two chapters
("Young letter writers as
authors" and "Dear Mrs.
Duffy") show children who
are a little older (around 5
years old) working eagerly
and effectively to make their
meanings in writing clear,
becoming equal participants
with their teacher in the

dialogue, and gradually
finding their own voices in
their wrIting.

The many examples of
children's writing provided
in each of the chapters are
not only entertaining and
illustrative, but allow readers
to do their own analysis and
draw their own conclusions
about the writing.

000000000 0000430 000

Dialogue journal writing
with first graders.

Margaret Maguire has just
finished a 6-month study of
the dialogue journal writing
of 18 first grade children
(both native and nonnative
English speakers) and their
teacher in a Montreal inner
city school. Her research
report is entitled simply "An
analysis of dialogue journal
writing." The analysis
focuses on language func-
tions and cohesive ties, and
there are plenty of examples
of the children's writing.

Some of the findings of the
study were:

By the end of the project,
writing had become a natural
form of communication for
these children. All had posi-
tive attitudes toward writing
at the end of the study and
believed that they could write.

The children whose native
language is not English per-
formed as well in the journals
as mose children who were
native English speakers.

The overall approach to
the writing and the teacher's
response style influenced the
complexity and coherence of
the language produced by the
children. There was an
increase in entries, lanpage
functions, and cohesive ties
when the children generated
their own topics. There was a

decrease in entries, language
functions and cohesive ties
during one period of the
study, when a substitute
teacher responded to the dia-
logue journals by correcting
the written texts. When the
most frequent mode of
response used by the teacher
was asking questions, the
most frequent language
function expressed by the
children was responding to

those questions.
The dialogue journal can

play a major facilitative role
in children's written lan-
guage development, which
includes reading and writing.
First grade children, as
demonstrated by those in this
inner city school, can begin
to write independently much
earlier than has been tradi-
tionally assumed.

To get a copy of the report,
send $12 (U.S,) to:

Conseil scolaire de rile de
Montreal, Montreal, CANADA

Where Do I Get It?

In our last issue we
reviewed a book chapter by

James Britton that includes
a section about dialogue
journal writing and we
inadvertently neglected to
give adequate information
for obtaining it.

"WritiNg and reading in
the classroom," will appear
in Writing and reading:
Collaboration in the
classroom. Anne Haas Dyson
(Ed.). to be published by the
National Council of
Teachers of English in 1989.
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ler 'The world needs real dialogue. The pay possible
dialogue is the land between people.

who remain what they are and
swi& their minds.

Albeit Catnust air09 Ulg
The Newsletter about Dialogue Journals

Vol. V! No. 2, September 1989

DIALOGUE IN CONTENT AREA INSTRUCTION: PROMISE AND PRACTICE

Dialogue journals are ac-
cepted and praised for the
personal communication
they provide teacher and
student and for the function-
al language experience they
provide, but many teachers
are uncertain about their
potential for the mutual con-
struction of knowledge in
content areas. At the ele-
mentary level, dialogue jour-
nals easily provide rich op-
portunities for discussions of
classroom topics. But in sub-
ject classes at secondary lev-
els, or wherever students
and teachers meet only a few
hours a week, many teachers
have been concerned about
whether dialogue journals
would contribute to learning
as well as to student-teacher
understanding.

This issue examines the
use of dialogue journals in
various areas of instruction:
science, social studies, math,
linguistics, and foreign lan-
guages. It reflects a search
for ways to engage every
student in active discussion
of the concepts and skills be-
ing learned.

The contributors to this
issue describe the promise
and benefits of dialogue
journals in content area
classes, especially math and
science, and focus on the
practical problems of using
them. Kessler and Rose both

suggest combining the tradi-
tional open-topic approach
with a more directive for-
mat. Little and Seidenstein
found that the dialogue jour-
nals enhanced and focused
their teaching of elemen-
tary math and high school
physics. respectively. Based
on her research on dialogue
journal use in a high school
math class, Andrews pro-
vides valuable suggestions
for increasing the effective-
ness of dialogue journals at
the secondary level.

Steffensen/Lin and Steer
stress the value of dialogue
journals for interesting stu-
dents in courses which are
"difficult" and "boring."
Steer says her students' dia-
logue journals become "the
seedbed from which other,
more public writing will
emerge." Dolly questions
how to ensure that most stu-
dents do discuss course topics
and concepts, without mak-
ing the dialogues repetitive
and boring to read.

Martin demonstrates how
dialogue journals adapt to
foreign language students'
widely varying proficiency
levels. Maguire shows how
dialogue journals can bring
even severely learning dis-
abled students int3 the world
of knowledge.

One unresolved issue is
how dialogues call retain a

271

mixture of the personal top-
ics of interest to individual
students, and the more gen-
eral concerns and issues
which teachers need and
want to discuss. We remind
teachers again that dialogue
journals work best when
both partners bring up top-
ics of interest, so even in less
directive formats teachers
can and should use the op-
portunity to discuss the con-
tent area topics. As we see it,
dialogues in specific subject
areas art not just a "nice
thing to do if there's time."
but an essential part of the
process of acquiring knowl-
edge. Without such dialogues
in some form oral or writ-
ten, students cannot become
active participants in con-
structing knowledge which
is truly theirs.

One could argue that the
goal of education is to help
individuals integrate per-
sonal and trans-personal or
"objective" knowledge. In
this integration, one's direct
experience gains increas-
ingly powerful and far-
reaching meanings, and the
knowledge one acquires
about the world and its tasks
is increasingly made person-
al and one's own. Dialogue
journals in content area
daises have the potential for
engaging students directly
in this integration, /S.



INTERACTIVE WRITING IN CONTENT AREAS:

A PROMISING PRACTICE FOR ALL LEARNERS
Carolyn Kessler

University of Texas at San Antonio

2

In an entry in her dia-
logue journal. Irma. a third
grader acquiring English as

a second language. wrote:
I like dialogue jurnals be-

cuse it is fun. It is useful be-
cause I get to tell what
things that I don't want oth-
er people to know. And to
talk but on paper. We can
also express felings and
thoughts. Dialogue jurnaies
are also importined for in-
formation. It helps ;is so:ve
problems that we miyt have.

Dialogue jurnals are very

useful.

Irma had a good understand-
ing of the value of interac-
tive writing with her teach.
er in a dialoguejournal (DJ).
She knew that partnerships
can be formed as each par-
ticipates in the development
of the dialogue. She came to
know and trust her teacher
on a personal level, forming
that special rapport which
allows for the expression of
feelings and thoughts. But
Irma also saw the dialogue
journal as a medium for
learning new things and for
clarifying concepts she
didn't understand well. She
pointed this out in her ob-
servation that the DJs are
important for information
and problem-solving. In a

later entry, Irma wrote:
...I would like to be learn-

ing about the world and how
people cm iP befor we did and
what kink animals there
was on ear.a. Also I would

like to learn about dinsourse.

To this entry, Irma's teacher
responded:

The history of man is fas-
cinating. You'll be learning
more about that in middle
school and high school.
Whe t I can do in class is
bring a timeline that shows

hat has happened since
man has been on earth.
...We talked about dinosaurs
in Science, remember? I
have some material on other
dinosaurs that we can do.
Thanks for your ideas, Irma!

For second language lear-
ners of English the dual task
of acquiring a new language
and learning new concepts
in content areas is. to say the

least, formidable. Neverthe-
less. ESL teachers are now
recognizing that interactive
writing can help the simul-
taneous acquisition of Eng-
lish and content-area con-
cepts.

What has become clear in
my experience with interac-
tive writing in dialogue
journals is that students en-
joy the chance not only to
interact privately with their
teacher but also to use this
medium to learn school con-
tent. Close examination of
numerous Dis in which stu-
dents can select their own
topics reveals that they fre-
quently select topics from
content areas everything
from asking about adverbs
and predicates to the history

of the human race. The in-
teractive writing afforded by
the DJ can be a very useful
source of information and of
solutions to problems. just as
Irma observed. The forms
that interactive writing in
content areas can take are as
open as the imagination and
creativitiy of the teacher.

One form of interactive
content-area writing is what
we call a Think and Write
Journal (TWJ). A fifth-grade
team of ESL and content area
teachers are exploring its

use with heterogeneous
classes of native and non-
native speakers of English,
in addition to the regular
open-ended DJ. These two
types of interactive journals
serve complementary pur-
poses. The free-flowing, in-

formal, non-evaluated DJ al-
lows for student topic
selection and serves to estab-
lish and maintain those spe-
cial relationships between
teacher and student that
keep the affective filter
down and facilitate learning
processes. The TWJ, which is
also written dialogue, focuses
on a specific content area.
With this particular teacher
team, students keep TWJs in
science and social studies.
Topics for the TWls are
finely tuned to units of study
just completed. Giving a very
specific topic with a speci-
fied format eventually
enables learners to generate
an essay of at least three
paragraphs without access to
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the textbook or other re-
sources. The format asks for
a summary in the first para-
graph to indicate overall un-
derstanding of the topic. The
second paragraph requi,res
reflection on what more the
learner would like to know
about the topic or what part
was best-liked. The third
asks for specification of the
least understood pan of the
topic.

Implementing the TW.I
takes time. The cognitive, re-
flective thinking needed for
effective "think and write"
develops gradually. Learners
deal not only with compre-
hension of a topic, but with
analysis, synthesis and eval-
uation challenging tasks
for all lezniers. An early en-
try about the American Rev-
olution in the social studies
TWI of ESL student Anita
illustrates some of the diffi-
culties she had getting
started.

I learned waht the Revol-
wan was about. and how the
cottin gin was working.

The pan I liked the best
was whene we had the revol-
wan and went free and had
freedom and livertv even if
I don't undersand it.

I didn't undersand why
we brock away from grait
brente.

Responding to Anita's com-
ments, the teacher wrote:

The United States broke
away from Great Britain so
that we could be free and in-
dependent. We didn't want
Great Britain to tell us what
to do.

This interaction gave Anita
the opportunity to write
about her studies, even
though her proficiency in
English was very limited. At

the same time, she received
information about the "why"
of the American Revolution,
and the correct spelling of
Great Britain. She was
learning concepts about U.S.
history at the same time that
she was learning to express
herself in English.

Unlike the open-ended di-
alogue journals, the TV/Js are
evaluated for completeness
and accuracy in dealing
with concepts, using a sim-
ple NI+ for outstanding, l for
satisfactory, and V- for in-
complete or incorrect. This
serves to correct any serious
misconceptions about the
content, but does not affect
the course grade. Students
look forward to this feed-
back, and typically those
with other than V+ want to
read and discuss the top en-
tries. This kind of coopera-
tive interaction gradually
leads to better writing from
all learners. The evaluation
of Anita's first attempt,
above, was V. Clearly, she
was not yet able to use writ-
ing easily to express her un-
derstanding of the topic nor
to reflect on what more she
would like to know about the
American Revolution. But
she had started the process.

In the following TA/I
science entry after a unit on
electricity, later in the year,
the effects of interacting
with others and helping one
another learn are evident in
the writing of bilingual
Diana:

I have learned that you use
electricity in many ways.
You use electricity at home
and in school. Also in facter-
les. You use electricity in
many different places. To be
useful, electricity must be
changed to oth:r kinds of
energy. ElectricLy is also an

important source of light
and heat. ...Each day amounts
of energy or electrical ener-
gy are used in homes,
schools, and offices. You use
a certain amount of electric-
ity when you watch televi-
sion for an hour. You use a
different amount when you
read for 2 hours by the light
of a lamp....

I liked the best part when
we get to do expiernment's
from the book. I liked it be-
cause you get more fun and
could rememember and
learn something.

I didn't understand when
the battery had the nail and
the nail got hot and it
couldn't pick up the paper
clip. We did that again, then
it worked. But how come it
got hot and why is the nail
picking up the paperclip the
second time and not the first
time I did that?

This entry demonstrates con-
siderable writing fluency
and accuracy as well as a
good grasp of concepts about
electricity. And with ease
Diana can ask her teacher
about something she didn't
understand, knowing she
will receive an answer. For
the teacher. TWJs provide a
means for discovering gaps
in student knowledge and for
responding with clarifica-
tions in a non-threatening
form.

A variation of the TWJ is
to integrate it with a cooper-
ative learning model, using
peer-peer interaction in ei-
ther spoken or written form,
before the journal is given
to the teacher. This variation
taps many of the factors that
facilitate second language
acquisition: genuine dis-
course, meaningful contexts,
student-student interaction,
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Coming up! A Day of Interactive Writing, NCTE Annual Convention

Tuesday, November 21, 1989, Baltimore, Maryland

"Interactive writing with ESL students: Building confidence and language fluency and devel-

oping literacy"
This day-long workshop -will.

Outline the theoretical basis for and benefits and essential qualities of interactive

writing for promoting students' language acquisition and writing development

Review various ways that interactive writing (in letters, dialogue journals, electronic

mail, local area computer networks) can be used with students from early elementary

to college levels
Give opportunities to write interactively on a local area computer network and in

dialogue journals
Resource manuals, bibliographies, and articles will be available.

The workshop leaders have extensive experience using and studying interactive writing at

different grade levels, from early elementary to college: Joy Kreeft Peyton. Jana Staton,

Jo Ann Mackinson, and Diane Thompson. For registration information write to: NCTE Conven-

tion. 1111 Kenyon Road, Urbana, IL 61801.

(Interactive, con:. from p.
affective encouragement,
self-confidence, risk-taking,
development of higher cog-
nitive levels, integration of
oral and written modalities.
student control of learning,
and student generation of
knowledge factors which,
in fact, help all learners.

A content-area journal in

math for a third-grade ESL
learner shows interaction of

these factors when Francisco
writes:

Today I learn that a cube
has flat face. an a cube has
12 straight eges. an a cube
has eight corner, dove a
cube have a curbed?

And the teacher responds.
Francisco, I can tell that

you already know a lot about
cubes. I am very pleased.
Let's look at our cube and
find out if it is curved or no:.
(Response includes a

graphic of a cube.)
After working with a model
of a cube. Francisco writes
in his journal:

Today we did a model of a
cube it was fun. An a cude
does not have curved.

A writer's creation of a
text draws on the interaction
of conceptual and linguistic
knowledge as well as affec-
tive responses. For Francis-
co, as for other learners at
all levels of English lan-
guage proficiency, native
and non-native speakers,
these factors interplay to

foster language and cogni-
tive development when
learners engage in writing
for an audience.

Interactive writing
genuine, meaningful writ-
ten discourse is a powerful
way to integrate content
areas and second language
acquisition. From the litera-

ture on writing across the
curriculum, process writing,
and a whole language ap-
proach for naLive speakers
of English we have strong
evidence that writing is a

means of learning. We can
expect the same principles to

hold for ESL learners. Em-
powering learners for aca-

demic success necessarily
brings together content are-

as and genuine writing, for

they are intrinsically con-

nected. §§

[I would like to express my
gratitude to Valerie Car1.q1i

and Rita Garcia, the teach-

er team at Southwest Inde-
peldent School District, San
Antonio, Texas, who piloted
the TW.I with their fifth
graders as well as ESL and
content area teachers Anita
Herrera and Brigitte Deyle of
the Northside Independent
School District, San Antonio].
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A ROLE FOR INTERACTIVE WRITING IN ALL CLASSES?
FACING UP TO SOME PROBLEMS

Martha R. Dolly
Frostburg State University

As each new semester
draws near. I ponder how to
incorporate dialogue journal
writing into my classes, or
whether to use it at all. Re-
search (Markman. 1983) and
personal experience con-
vince me of its vabe in im-
proving students' attitudes
toward writing, if not their
writing itself, yet I have en-
countered several discourag-
ing problems. Each time I
try a new strategy to solve
one problem. a new one
crops up. I suspect that simi-
lar problems occur in using
dialogue journals in content
area classes as well, and per-
haps thc ).T. arc ways of ad-
dressing them that I have so
f- overlooked.

Of the six semesters I have
used dialogue journal writ-
ing in freshman composi-
tion. the first was the most
successful. The students' en-
'ries, which were to deal pri-
marily with concerns about
writing, revealed some of
their fears and misconcep-
tions tLat I probably could
not have discovered any
other way. One young lady's
it.ther had instilled in her a
deep fear that her essays in
co:lege were likely to fail be-
cause they were too short.
Ancther student asked me in
the journal to help him with
his need for perfection,
which was blocking his fur-
ther writing. ("In answer to
your comment..., I do fed
that I need to have a great
Intro to go 6. with my pa-

per. What can I do to pre-
vent this feeling, or get
around it?") I wondered if
this misconception might ex-
plain why Mike's essays
tended to "fizzle out." With-
out the journal. it might
have taken me much longer
to discover that he was wor-
rying over his introductions
to the point of being unable
to develop his essays. The di-
alogue journal thus gives
student.s an opportunity to
record conceins as they
arise and guarantees them a
response to issues that they
may never have the occasion
to bring up in class or even
in their regular writing
conferences with me.

I'm so co:winced of
its ualue for helping
students reitube
worries and miscon-
ceptions about writ-
ing that I'm loath to
oiscard it, yet I'm
not ready to return
to the original, tra-
ditional dialogue
Journal format.

The problem that first
semester was that so many
students brought up the
same issues that I found my-
self trotting out the same
principles, suggestions, and
reassurances over and over.

Diatogug, Vol . VI , No .

At least half a dozen students
lamented their lack of confi-
dence it, their writing, even
more requested advice on
overcoming writer's block.
and a dozen or more wanted
to know how they could bet-
ter express their thoughts in
writing. Even though no two
responses are ever identical.
making the same points time
after time can become tire-
some. I found after the first
month or so that I was not
enjoying these exchanges
the way I had those with my
ESL students, whose entries
were not limited to writing
concerns and covered every-
thing from marketing chop-
sticks to avoiding arranged
marriages. Covering the
most common problems and
concerns in composition
class rather than responding
to them in the students' jour-
nals was not the answer.
Students benefit more from
discussing an issue at the
time it is introduced rather
than waiting.

I experimented with hav-
ing students bring their
journals to each writing
conference, beginning the
session by discussing orally
a concern with writing the
student had identified in the
journal. In theory this
should work well, because
the teacher immediately re-
sponds to the student's
(Role, continued front p. 5)
concern and seeks clarifica-
tion and elaboration where

necessary. The oral inter-

2 , September 19 8 9
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MINIMMIllb,

DIALOGUE jOU:MAA R IN MATHEMATICS COURSES

Barbara Rose
Roberts Wesleyan College

Rochester, NY

Using dialogue journals to
support the learning of
mathematics can benefit the
student as writer, the teach-
er as reader, and the student-
teacher interaction in the

classroom. Because of the
highly symbolic nature of
mathematics, many students
strive to memorize, plug new
numbers in old formulas,
and negotiate the "product"
without internalizing the
process. In addition. the af-
fective aspects of mathemat-
ics learning are often over-
looked in this discipline that
many erroneously regard as

objective yet mysterious.
An exciting entrie to an

internalized, personalized,
making-of-meaning ap-
prnach to learning mathe-
matics is through dialogue
journals. Consider the fol-
lowing scenario I have used
in a variety of college

mathematics courses.
After I distribute spiral-

bound notebooks to the stu-
dents on the first day of
class, along with a sheet ex-
plaining the rationale and
procedures for journals, I .

discuss the two kinds of writ-
ing to be done in them. On

the right-hand pages, the
students are to write. sponta-
neous entries outside of
class. This..writing is left
unstructured: I encourage
students to write about how
they feel about mathematics,
the class, the teacher, the
textbook, tests, or about spe-
cific concepts covered. They

can also summarize, write
definitions in their own
words, ask questions, or take

a problem they can't solve
and write about it, show
what they have done so far,
and try to talk their way
through the problem. Since

students often complain
about not having anything
to say, I provide an optional
list of topics. In addition, I
suggest that students write
entries before and after each
test, responding to their
preparation for and feelings
about each test and errors
they have made.

The left-hand pages are
reserved for freewriting ex-
ercises in class. These fo-
cused writing activities are
in response to a question or
topic that I pose, and gener-
ally relate to the particular
mathematics content being
studied. At the beginning of
class, I might ask students to
write for several minutes on
topics such as: What still
bothers me about solving re-
lated rates; What was my
biggest problem with the
homework?: Summarize the
process of finding the

action makes up for the lack
of a written record of the
teacher's comments, and dis-
cussing a problem such as
"getting started" six or eight
times is less tedious than
writing about it. However,
my students wrote shorter
and less significant entries
in these "conference jour-
nals" than they had when
the interaction was carried
on entirely in writing. i
suspect that they saw no rea-
son to write what they could
say when they arrived for
the conference. If I wasn't
going to write to them, why

6 Dialogue,

should they write to me?
I'm left wondering, as a

new term approaches, how
to use dialogue writing this
time, or whether to use it at

all. I'm so convinced of its
value for helping students
resolve worries and miscon-
ceptions about writing that
I'm loath to discard it, yet I'm
not quite ready to return to
the original, traditional dia-
logue journal format. Per-
haps, since no single ap-
proach is ideal for all
learners, I'll offer students
the option of receiving oral
or written responses from

me. I don't expect to discover
any magic formula, but I

trust that others' accounts of
using dialogue journals in

ontent areas will help me
modify and refine my use of
interactive writing in teach-
ing composition. §§

REFERENCE
Markman, M. C. (1983).
Teacher-student dialogue
writing in a college composi-
tion course: Effects upon
writing performance and
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(Dialogue. cont. from p. 6)
maximum value of a continu-
ous function on a closed in-
terval; What is statistics?
(Before starting this unit)
How do I feel about the test I
took yesterday? What does

mean?
When students end a class

with a short freewrite, they
can respond to question,
such as: What was the main
idea of today's lesson?; What
is the muddiest issue in this
unit on solving linear equa-
tions?; What is the process
of integration by parts?:
What questions do I have
from this lesson?

Freewriting during class
can refocus students on the
material or allow them to ex-
press frustrations or ask
questions. It can also be used
before an exam to clear stu-
dents' minds, or at any point
during class for responses to
questions.

I collect the journals reg-
ularly and respond to both
types of writing. As I re-
searched students engaging
in various journal writing
tasks. I determined that
there are benefits to the stu-
dent as writer, the teacher as
reader, and the classroom
due to the student-teacher
interaction in dialogue jour-
nal writifig about mathemat-
ics (Rose, 1989).

BENEFITS TO THE
STUDENT AS WRITER

Affect - The writing has
a clarifying and empower-
ing effect on students
through the expressiln of
and reflection on their feel-
ings about the course, math-
ematics, and schooling.

Content Knowledge - It
increases the students' tech-
nical knowledge of mathe-
matics, by providing better

understanding of the maw.
rial covered in the course
and the stimulus for person-
al inquiry into the subject
matter.

Procesaes - It improves
students' learning skills in
mathematics through reflec-
tion on the process of doing
mathematics.

Conception - It devel-
ops students' beliefs about
the nature of mathematics
and the goals of learning
mathematics.

Writing Skills - It in-
creases the comfort and
competence students feel
with writing.

BENEFITS TO THE
TEACHER AS READER

The writing provides
teachers with a gjagngstic
Laol, by which to become
aware of individual needs of
their students and be able to
respond to them both indi-
vidually and corporately.

It produces a record of
student development, which
can help the teacher evalu-
ate the growth which occurs
as a result of the course.

It supplies feedback on
the course which can lead to
both short-term adjustments
in thc course and long-term
pedagogical improvement.

BENEFITS DUE TO THE
READER-WR1TER INTER-
ACTION

Ouality and_ Quantity of
Communication - The private
and ongoing dialogue be-
tween the teacher and each
student builds a more posi-
tive relationship between
students and teacher indi-
vidually and results in en-
hanced classroom communi-
cation.

Persoulizel atmos-
phere - Studente and teacher

Diatogue, Vol . VI, No

grow more accountable to
each other and build mutual
trust as they come to know
each other in a more hu-
manistic way.

classroom_ramaa - As
communication and person-
alization occur, the resulting
positive rapport created in

the classroom can enhance
both personal and academic
growth as students and
teachers work in a coopera-
tive and caring climate,
rather than an impersonal
or adversarial one.

Whatever the grade level
or content area, writing
about the content can work
because with every item stu-
dents write, they construct
personal meaning with their
language. This is what
learning is all about, and it
can happen in a niathem.1-
ics course using dialogue
journals. §§
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FIRST-TIME USE OF DIALOGUE JOURNALS 1N

MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE CLASSES

Cathy Little, Lewisville Independent School District (Texas)

Bennett Seidenstein, Anne Arundel County Schools (Maryland)

Roslynir Seidenstein, California State Polytechnic University

John Madison, State University of New York at Plattsburgh

8

After using and promot-
ing dialogue journals for
many years in our under-
graduate and graduate
methods courses in teacher
education. we (3. Madison
and R. Seidenstein) have

been interested in getting
feedback about them from
those we have taught. The
feedback has been over-
whelmingly positive, and we
have been pleased with the
growing interest in and ped-
agogical credibility of inter-
active writing. However,
since writing is perceived as
social/language behavior,
most of the feedback has
been focused on aspects of
communication and writing.
Since .we believe that inter-
active writing can be effec-
tive for an classroom teach-
ers, we were particularly
interested in responses of
teachers using dialogue
journals in the areas of
mathematics and science.
Cathy Little, a fourth grade
teacher and Ben Seidenstein,
a high school science teach-
er, provided us with some in-
teresting and useful insights
about their first-time experi-
ences with "dialoguing" in
these subject areas.

DIALOGUE JOURNALS IN
ELEMENTARY MATHE.
MAT1CS

Cathy Little was intro-
duced to dialogue journals in
Roslynn Scidenstein's grad-

uate mathematics methods
courses and had journaled
with her students in an un-
dergraduate mathematics
methods course. In her
fourth grade classroom.
Little found that when stu-
dents wrote about mathemat-
ics, their entries expressed
personal likes and dislikes
regarding math as well as
their (mis)understandings
about the subject. In Little's
opinion, dialogue journals
provide a vital link among
the teacher, the students,
and the content area. The
following excerpts are from

her fourth graders.

Dear Mrs. Little
1 feel great about math. It

let's you brain work hard.
les fun. 1 like it alot. (Ann)

Yo Mrs. Little
I still think math stuped

and i still don't like Because
laugh at me. Nor with me.
Because I use my fingers and
I make a lot of eighties and
seventies and the tangrames
a pretty cool and your real
nice. (Kevin)

Mrs. Little
I have finally got what

mult. is two factors that
equal a product. And I think
division is two numbers that
equal a quotient and they
sometimes have a remainder.
Me and my mom studied

these. (Note: I did not look

these up.) (Terri)

Dear Mrs. Little,
Yes, it is that we are

working on the base ten
blocks and writing on paper
as the same time. Now do you
understand what 1 mean. I
understand division and I
understand base ten blocks
too. But when they get to-
gether I don': understand
them. And that is what I
mean. Your student, Terri

Little found the use of dia-
logue journal writing to be
her most effective tool in the
mathematics classroom for
assessing student perfor-
mance, understanding of
content and concepts, and
getting feedback on her
teaching.

DIALOGUE JOURNALS IN

SECONDARY SCIENCE
After many discussions

with his sister, Bennett Sei-
denstein became interested
in the possibility of using di-
alogue journals in his "hard-
to-teach" high school physi-
cal science classes. Many of
the students were enrolled in

these courses to fulfill a re-
quirement or because it was
perceived as an easy course.

Upon examining the jour-
nal entries, Scidenstein
found that they fell into
three general categories.
The above-average students
stemed to understand the
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purpose for the journal
used the opportunity to do
reflective writing and to co-
municate personally with
Ben about course material.
The average students sttug-
sled both with the concepts
and material of the course
and with the idea of journal
writing. Their entries dem-
onstrated attempts to write
reflectively, but many were
superficial. The below-
average and unmotivated
students wrote very brief
statements regarding course
content and rarely made
comments on the personal
level.

At the end of October, Sei-
denstein asked his students
the following questions:

I. How has the journal
helped/not helped so far in
this course?

2. Are you using tt. jour-
nal to its fullest pote.,aal?

3. What question(s) do
you have about what we are

studying now?

The following are some
samples of responses to these
questions.

Jackie (below average
group):

Well about this journal I
could care less what we do. I
will do it, because I need a
good grade in your class and
all the rest so I can get my li-
cense and a car.... How could
you possibly make use of
atomic theory to explain
something in the future. I
dont really know what your
talking about. I was absent
that day.

Verna (above-average
group):

The journal helped my
grade alot because I really
didn't do well on the last test,

use the journal by annver-
ing the questions as best I
can and hopefully that's
what you mean by this ques-
tion. (Later) How did scien-
tists come up with naming
three types of radiation?
Why are the elements over
82 all radioactive? What's
the difference between fis-
sion and fusion?

Jason (moved from below-
average to above-average
group):

thought the sodium and
water experiment was really
cool! I hope we do more ex-
periments like this.... I think
I'm possibly a little more
aware of substances in my
environment, like in house-
hold items and stuff. I did
enjoy hearing about acids
and bases though. We should
do more experiments with
arid. (Still later) It's (the
journal) helped me let you
know how I feel about this
class and its activities. Its
helped me to understand
some things, too!

Despite mixed results in
the writing and student re-
actions, Seidenstein believes
that interacting with his
students in the journals af-
forded him more opportuni-
ties to build self-image and
develop world views than he
otherwise would have had.
Many students demonstrated
deeper thinking in their
journals than in their other
classwork. Even the below-
average student in the exam-
ple shown responded with
an intelligent, challenging
question. Others took risks
in writing and communicat-
ed a new belief in their abil-
ity to succeed. Students who
had never engaged in per-
sonal interactions with a

high school teacher devel-
oped close personal relation-
ships for the first time.
Those who were frequently
disruptive ceased their nega-
tive behavior, and "disci-
pline" improved.

CONCLUSION
As first-time users of dia-

logue journals, Little and
Seidenstein found that their
teaching was enhanced and
more focused. Students in
their classrooms "discov-
ered" that their teachers
were concerned with more
than content, skills and low-
level facts. Both the teach-
ers and the students reported
that writing was a valuable
addition to these subject
areas. §§
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DIALOGUE JOURNALS IN HIGH SCHOOL FRESHMAN ALGEBRA

SI an E. Andrews

Education Department, Augustana College
Sioux Falls, South Dakota

Both math achievement
and attitudes toward mathe-
matics on the part of Ameri-
can students have recently
received renewed attention
by national educaticn groups
and the press. Based upon
the assumption that writing
about math content can pro-
mote learning, I have been
studying the use of dialogue
journals in a high school
freshman algebra classroom.

I was interested in deter-
mining if writing in dia-
logue journals would affect
the students' learning of
content or affect their atti-
tudes toward mathematics.
My interest in using dia-
logue journals in math class-
es clearly stems from my
own experience teaching
high school algebra.

After gaining the coopera-
tin of a high school mathe-
matics teacher, I selected two
Algebra I classes as experi-
mental and control groups. I

met with both classes to ex-
plain the project and answer
questions, then initiated dia-
logues with one class after
the Christmas break. Al-
though I wasn't in the class-
room every day, our dia-
logues continued for over
three months, exchanging
journals twice a week.

Unlike most studies, in
which the dialogue partner
has been the classroom
teacher, I chose to become
the dialogue participant in
order to keep the journal ex-
perience from influencing

1 0

instruction in the experi-
mental classroom through
teacher bias.

The two groups received
identical instruction from
the same teacher, homework
assignments, quizzes, tests
and classroom activities
were kept the same for both
groups throughout the
study. Students could not be

randomly assigned. howev-
er.

The dialogue journals
were kept in the classroom
in a portable crate. Students
wrote in thei i. journals dur-
ing class time, usually at the
end of the period, and I
picked up and returned the
journals at the end of the
regular school day.

I encouraged students ^.o

write about the course con-
tent through my questions
and comments, but in keep-
ing with the dialogue jour-
nal approach, I conversed
with them on a wide variety
of other topics as well. I

haven't completed the topic
analysis of the dialogues, but
it was clear that most stu-
dents did not write much
about their math class per-
haps because the class size
was small (16 students) and
access to the teacher was
physically and psychologi-
cally available. Most stu-
dents did not express much
difficulty with math in their
journals.

As outcome measures, I

developed a criterion-
referenced test (CRT) based

on the three chapters in the
students' text that were to be
covered during the period of
the dialogue and used a
Mathematics Attitudes
Inventory (Sandman, 1979),
which uses a 4-point Liken
scale to assess students' atti-
tudes toward mathematics.
The MAI measures percep-
tion of the mathematics
teacher, anxiety toward
mathematics, value of math-
ematics in society, sel f-

concept in mathematics, en-
joyment of mathematics, and
motivation in mathematics.
Both classes were pretested
using the CRT and MAI in
January and post-tested in

May. I also asked the stu-
dents in the experimental
class to complete an opinion
questionnaire about their
reactions toward using the
dialogue journals in this
content area.

The class in which the di-
alogue journals were kept
gained almost twice as much

on their criterion-refe-
renced test scores as the con-
trol group. The gains did not
quite approach statistical
significance. but the trend
was very strong. No differ-
ences in attitude were de-
tected; however, both classes
were at or above the norms
for the MAI on the pre-test.
and much change would not
be predicted.

One clear finding is that
having an "outsider" initiate
and maintain dialogue jour-
nals with high school stu-
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dents worked very well. I

had planned to do the dia-
logues for only 9 weeks, but
the students' interest and
willingness to continue even
though they didn't know. me
except through our dialogues
was great. and I was able to
continue until May.

Conclusions and Recom-
mendations

This study is one of the
first to look at dialogue jour-
nals as a learning tool in a
content-area classroom.
More needs to be done to in-
vestigate their potential to
function as a learning/
teaching strategy. I can
make some recommendations
for future research using di-
alogue journals in high
school content areas.

1. Such studies need to be
conducted on a full semester
or year-long basis. The pro-
cess of building up rapport
takes time. The rapport be-
tween myself and the stu-
dents was building quite
nicely and most students had
just begun to feel free to
question me when the pro-
ject concluded.

2. If the researcher,
rather than the classroom
teacher is the writing part-
ner, the researcher should
be present in the classroom
in some teaching function,
enabling more awareness of
the content area and issues.
The researcher could then
structure entries to corre-
spond to content-area con-
cerns and encourage the ex-
change to take on a more
academic nature. If the re-
searcher were in tile class-
room, be/she would be able
to have more control over
the length and frequency of
the time given to the dia-
logue writing, which in my

study sometimes got short-
changed due to many other
pressures.

3. A possible solution to
the problem of getting stu-
dents to write about content-
area concerns without de-
stroying the essence of the
dialogue journal would be to
create a hybrid between tra-
ditional and dialogue jour-
nals. Teachers could specify
that certain entries relate to
academic concerns, while at
other times the dialogue
could be left open to either
academic or personal con-
cerns.

As a former higb school
teacher, I would have wel-
comed this opportunity to
get to know my students bet-
ter and to offer them arl ave-
nue to express themselves to
me in private. The time I
spent responding to students
varied. but I never spent
more than an hour complet-
ing the task, and it was an
activity I looked forward to
and enjoyed. I believe there
lies a great potential witbian
the dialogue ioumal to func-
tion as a let naiang strategy
for students. By its very na-
ture the dialogue journal is a
comfortable, natural form of
comLnication and its flexible
characteristics make it
adaptable by any teacher in
any subject area. §§

Andrews, Sharon E. I. Dia-
logue Journals as a Learning
Tool in High School Fresh-
man Algebra. Doctoral dis-
sertation, University of
South Dakota, Vermilion, SD ,

1989.

[Editor's note: Because An-
drews separated the effects
of an interactive written di-
alogue from its possible in-
fluences on the teacher as

participant, her study con-
tributes toward understand-
ing the relationship between
dialogue journal use and im-
provements in student
achievement or attitudes
clearly a major issue for
content area studies. It is
possible that the effect of di-
alogue journals on student
petformance (measured as a
group) occurs largely
through enhanced feedback
to the teacher about the ef-
fectiveness of instructional
strategies and about individ-
ual student differences and
needs, rather than being a
function of engagement in
interactive writing itself.
Another study might be
done, in which an outside re-
searcher would be the dia-
logue partner for one class,
and the classroom teacher
the partner for a second
class in the same content
area, to explore more care-
fully the role of the teacher
as a mediating factor in the
dynamics of the dialogue
journal process.]
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"SPEAKING OF FIREBALLS": THE PLAYING FIELDS OF THE MIND

Jana Staton
Center for Applied Linguistics

The mind is a theatre of
simultaneous possibilities, a

wise man once said. By 10 or
11 years of age, children
have minds of awesome pow-
er. Not yet absorbed by the
emotional and social com-
plexities of adolescence or
the harsher realities of
adulthood, minds at this age
are unfettered, able to race
through the stars and find
connections for the first
time. It is an ideal time for
speculating, asking ques-
tions. predicting - all those
cognitive functions whiach
are crucial to mastering
world knowledge.

Ben was a tall, quiet boy
of 12 in 1981 in Les lee Reed's
classroom, originally from
the Philippines. Even
though he had acquired a
good command of English in
his three years of American
schooling, he never volun-
teered to speak in class. If
asked a direct question, he
answered with one word.
Even in an individual inter-
view, he became speechless
and had to leave. Face-to-
face encounters were simply
too painful for him, perhaps
because of ingrained shy-
ness, or perhaps he thought.
like many other bright chil-
dren, that the torrent of
thoughts in his head would
not come out right if he
spoke, or that his lengthy,
excited monologues would
not fit into the casual back-
and-forth of conversation
and classroom interactions.

He often spent his morning
recess in the classroom.
avoiding an overcrowded
playground and playing in-

stead with ideas in his mind.
What Ben needed - what

everyone needs at some time
in life - was the opportunity
for his mind to roam freely,
yet be heard and have some-
one listen to him and share
his ideas and enthusiasm. A

private dialogue, with the
opportunity to write as much

as he wanted about the
thoughts spinning in his
head, was ideal for him.

MAKING CONNECTIONS
Ben's earliest entries in

the fall of 1980 were focused
on his personal world - fam-
ily, weekend visits to his un-
cle's and grandmother's
homes, his family's musical
talents. At the same time, he

was trying to find out as
much as possible about Mrs.
Reed, comparing her life to
his own.

October 3, 1980
Ben: How long have you ben
here in California, Mrs.
Reed? I've been here two
years and 11 moaths. My
mother, my sister and me
need only 28 days. So
when it's already Hallowine,
we'll be here 3 whole years.
Have a good weekend, Mrs.

Reed.

Mrs. Reed: I'm glad you are
in California so I can be
your teacher! I came to Cali-

fornia in 1941. How long ago
is that?

October 6, 1980
Ben: So you've been here 39
years. My dad has been here

for eight years. He left in
the Philippines when I was 4
or 5. How was your week
ends? Mine was dull.

This personal focus estab-
lished a first level of friend-
ship and the rights to discuss
topics of personal interest.
For many students in this
class, this level was enough,
and the rest of the year's dia-
logue continued as a discus-
sion of more personal mat-
ters. But for Ben, whose
mind had already begun
making connections be-
tween the "here and now"
world of family, school and

friends and the larger world
"out there." the ongoing dia-
logue became an opportunity
to explore and strengthen
the conections between him-
self and the world, to find
the personal bridge to be-
coming part of that world.

Thus, there were entries
in the fall about the movie
"Chariots of the Gods," some
lizard eggs he found, the
birth of kittens to his cat,
fires in the mountains
around Los Angeles, and thc
outcome of the presidential
election.

PLAYING WITH IDEAS
Unlike some other stu-

dents in this class, Ben need-
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ed and wanted to discuss the
issues and ideas that came
out of the teacher's lessons.
One topic out of many in his
journal illustrates the oppor-
tunities the dialogue provid-
ed for developing his inter-
est in and knowledge of a
content area. In February,
Ben became fascinated with
news stories speculating
about a "Nemesis" metc.orite
which may have struck
Earth in prehistoric times,
causing a sudden, prolonged
tempetature dropleading to
the extinction of dinosaurs.
Mrs. Reed may have stimu-
lated his interest by men-
tioning the newly-publicized
theory as part of their study
of geography and its rela-
tionship to animal adaptation
and survival, but Ben was
also getting information
from TV or newspapers. His
mind now crammed full of
questions and possibilities,
he needed a partner, some-
one equally interested in
earth's history and fate. He
also needed to find a way to
bting up the topic for dis-
cussion, and in this entry,
manages to introduce his in-
terest and attract a response.

February 17, 1981
Ben: .That five days vaca-
tions was fast! It seems like
yesterday we had the first
day off of the five days vaca-
tion. It feels like a fire ball
passing.

Speaking of fire balls. Did
you listened to the news
about a meteor about Earth's
size might collide with
Earth? They might have fig-
ured out about the dinosaurs.
They think that a meteor

might have elided with Earth
a long, long time ago during
the dinosaurs time. They
think that's going to happen

again. But they already
know what to do. There go-
ing to send a remote control
rocket right into the meteor
so it wouldil. colide with
earth. They I think there
going to send the powerful
rocket in the whole wide
countries or world.

Mrs. Reed: Yes, I heard
abou' the meteor theory be-
ing a good way of explaining
what happened to all of the
dinosaurs. I'm not worried
about getting hit with an-
other meteor!

By initiating dialogue jour-
nals in the first place, Mrs.
Reed announced her avail.:
bility as a dialogue partner,
not just for a social conver-
sation, but also as 2 cognitive
and emotional partner. In

her first response, above,
she shares Ben's interest and
enthusiasm about this otpie,
but lets him take the lead.
Shc adds more information
of her own only later in this
next exchange, when the
topic of the scientific explo-
ration of space is firmly es..
tablished.

February 18, 1981
Ben: / know. There's noth-
ing to worry about. Th:y
will think of using rocket.
There's a lot of way to de-
stroy those meteor that
comes near and skid near
Earth. 1 wonder how many
planets did they explored be.
side Venus and that planet
that has a ring Saturn. it
was amazing when they dis-
covered that Venus has a
ring ust like Saturn. Our
Scientist today is getting bet-
ter and better all the time.
Pretty soon there going to be
all famous and explore plan-
ets that never had been ex-

plored before in life....
Mrs. Reed: ...Some of our sci-
entists will become famous
because they are learning
more and more about space.
Saturn has 52 rings - not just
One. They've also discovered
that some of the rings are
braided like a chain!

Ben: And it also has two
moons traveling at the same
time around Saturn. Isn't
that right? But there's more
than two moons that I now.
It's really, really amaz
how they discover thing:
like that with modern ma-
chines and all. Another
planet has a ring too! I for-
got what was the name but 1
know there's one more plan-
et that has ring. What was
that name of the planet
again, Mrs. Reed? I think
the 1. lanes is Venus. Bus I'm
not ave. Imagine that. All
the time those rings has
been around Venus for
many, many thousands of
years and no one narked it
until 1979 (1 think).

Mrs. Reed: We need a rew
reference book on ar;rono-
my so we can see which
planets have the rings and
the moons. All of our old
books den': have all of the
new information, do tht:y?

Ben is becoming a scientist
in these discussions, trying
out the role of one whose in-
teliigence and knowledge
may be all that stands be-
tween Earth and destruction:
"Our Scientis today is get-
ting better and tietter all the
time. Pretty soon there
[they're] going to be all fa-

mous and explore planets
that never had been ex-
plored before in life." Mrs.
Reed's responses seem to be
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carefully constructed not to
overwhelm him with her
own knowledge and wisdom.
She adapts her discussions to
his level, so that he contin-
ues to feel he is knowledgea-
ble and "ahead" of her. -

In effect, knowledge pio-
vided without invitation,
without being in response to

a genuine question or inter-
est, can shut off inquiry,
even as it fills the mind.

Mrs. Reed often let stu-
dents tell her of their
new-found learning and
acclaimed it in response.
With a bright student like
Ben, whose mind ran to pre-
dictions and speculation
about what might be as well
as what is, she tried to en-
large the field for his mind
to roam, through her class-
room lessons. speciai assign-
ments. and in their private
diaLgues. This leading on"
of the student's mind is
marked ;,y her quiet ques-
tions: "By the way. what did
you think of the polls?" and
by her offering more acc i-
rate information to supple
ment his sketchy knowledge:

"Saturn has fifty-two rings,
not just one. They've also
discovered...."

Once Ben had a general
framewnrk and had ex-
pressed his own ideas and
knowledge, she would often
"fill in" his gaps in factual
knowledge in an unmarked,
cor versational way. The
seaningly nondirective con-
versational style aliowed him
to request new information
without being exposed as not
knowing it before: "What
was the name oi that planet
again, Mrs. Reed?"

THE COGNITIVE DEMANDS
OF THE DIALOGUE

The combination in inter-

14

active writing of purposeful,
heuristic writing and dialog-
ic, responsive structure
create cognitive demands on
the student to elaborate his/
her own thinking, and to be-
come involved in examining
the situation from the per-
spective of another person.

Dialogic writing goes be-
yond the rather narrow
view that language only "re-
flects" prior thought and
thus does not actively con-
tribute to the development of
knowledge and reasoning.
Meaningful writing about
self-selected topics in an in-

teractive context contributes
directly to a student's self-
knowledge and formation of
concepts and principles for
understanding the world,
because it is an active pro-
cess of searching for, shar-
ing and incorporating
meaning within a functional
framework.

Currently, students of hu-
man learning are becoming
fascinated with the actual

mechanisms by which chil-
dren acquire adtiN ;mow!.
edge and thinking abilities.
In these mutual interactions
between students and teach-
ers, we can observe how
children can engage an
adult (or a more competent
peer or older child) in a dia-
logic process in order to ex-
tend their abilities and ac-
quire new ones.

The perspective of neo-
Vygotskian or socio-cultural
theory would describe these
dialogues as occurring in the
child's zone of proximal de-
velopment - that range of
behaviors which the child
can produce only in imerac-
tion with the assistance of
someone more competent.
Real learning, it is suggest-
ed, can occur only in this
zone, based on abilities and
strategies and interests the
child already has. The
teacher assists the child to
use already developed abili-
ties in order to organize or
connect them into new pat-
terns. §§

Literacy from the Inside Out

t), Rachel Martin

A record of one teacher's progress toward
making her classroom practice align %kith

her goals. Tnoughts on what's working.
what isn't. and the questions that remain.
Which together provide a curriculum desel-
opment tool for other literacy workers im-
mersed in the same process.

Iii incluchni: p()414r,
Itathri

311: Arhnpors Streti
Watelme n, 112 1":
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TIME FOR A CHANGE

Frequently, good friends ot Dialogut have suggested that this newsletter needed to "grow up" and

become a journal, building on the increasing intetest in all forms of interactive writring. Until

now we have not taken -this well-meant advice, cherishing the informality and freedom of a

newsletter, and wanting to keep to our original purpose of sharing practical information and

research about dialogue journal use. But our own desire for thematic issues, and the increasing

quality and length of the articles you send us, obviously moved ID itatog ue well lx-yond a newslet-

ter in content and size. So it seems that a change is in order.

We haven't given up on the idea of a journal as a "next step" for Mats:vac [to be called THE DIA-

LOGUE JOURNAL, of course), but that will take some time. In the meantime, we believe that the

need for information about dialogue journal use in diverse st ttings can best be met by a series o

monographs. Here is our current thinking about what these might look like.

Thematic issues focused on specific areas of use (adult education, family literacy, special

education are our first three candidates)

Open to contributions from readers, much as we have done in inc.Co gue

An initial monograph is already planned on the use of dialogue journals in literacy education

for non-native English speaking adults and out-of-school youth. It will be published through

CAL in February of 1990, with funding support from CAL's new National Clearinghouse on Liter-

acy Education (an Adjunct ERIC Clearinghouse). We will send out a notice early in 1990 about the

monograph's availability to all our current and past subscribers, with information about the en-

tire series.

PLEASE WRITE TO US BY NOVEMBER 15, 1989 IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO CONTRIBUTE DESCRIPTIONS OF

DIALOGUE JOURNAL PRACTICE, ISSUES OR PROBLEMS WITH THIS POPULATION.

TO ORDER DIALOGUE AND OTHER PUBLICATIONS
In order to move to this next stage, and to locate support for a possible journal, this will be the

last issue of the 13 tato g u e newsletter in its current form. Because of its length [and

sterling quality], this issue constitutes issues 2 and 3 of Volume VI, completing our sixth volume.

We will not accept new subscriptions or renewals for 1990.

The National Clearinghouse on Literacy Education at the Center for Applied Linguistics will take

on the task of disseminating available information about dialogue journals. The following mate,

rials arc available now, free or at cost. Please check those items you wish to order, and send with

your name, address and a check PAYABLE TO HANDBOOK PRESS to DIALOGUE, Center for Applied

Linguistics, 1118 22nd St., NW, Washington, DC 20037.

FREE:_ Q&A on Dialogue Journals
Q&A: Dialogue Journal Writing with Limited-English-Proficient Students

ERIC MiniBib of ERIC documents & articles on Dialogue Journals

AT COST: Make checks payable to HANDBOOK PRESS for these items
Current Bibliography of published books and articles (S1.00) about Dialogue Journals

A Workshop Packet for Teachers: Dialogue Journal Writing with Limited English

Proficient Students (Peyton & Staton) ($15.00)
Cumulative Dick Issues of DIALOGUE (1232:19 [Vols. I & plus research

history, bibliography, and abstracts of dissertations through 1989 (S25.00)
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A RATIONALE FOR STARTING AND MANAGING DI .LLOGUE JOURNAL

WRITING IN THE FOREIGN LANGUAGE CLASS

Carol Ann Peso la, Concordia College

Helena Curtain, Milwaukee Public Schools

Many teachers and re-
searchers in English as a

Second Language (ESL), bi-
lingual educa.ion, and Eng-
lish language arts have re-

ported positive results from
the regular use of dialogue
journals in the classroom.
These experiences suggest
that dialogue journals may
also have great potential for

the foreign language class-
room at all levels, from ele-
mentary school through col-

lege and university
programs.

Essentially, the dialogue
journal can be started and
maintained in the foreign
language classroom the same
way it is in other typcs of
classes, and it can be begun
very early in the language
learning process. However,
there are a couple of special
considera, ,ns that are
worth r ntioning.

First. Inc communicative
classroom provides the best

context for dialogue journal
writing because most of the
elements for authentic com-
munication are already in

place. When students have
regular experiences in talk-
ing about their world and
their interests in the foreign
language, they arc develop-
ing the tools they need to ex-
press these ideas in written
form. If they don't have
these opportunities in speak-
ing, it will be very difficult
for them to begin communi-
cating freely in writing.

16

Unlike students in the

United States learning ESL.
students learning a foreign
language arc usually not im-
mersed in that language out-
side of class. The teacher
can help to make up for this
lack by providing a class-
room rich in environmental
print and written reinforae-
ment of class activitits. For

example, the teacher might
develop "feelings" vocabu-
lary through a variety of
classroom activities, and
then post the expressions on
a chart for easy reference.

A

Maintaining conver-
sations on paper
with over a hundred
students may seem
to be overwhelming.
One way to manage

this is to involve a
student teacher In

the writing as well.

If all the objects in the room
are labeled in the target lan-
guage, students have a ready
vocabulary reference point
when they need it. Phrases
that the students might want
to use (and that they sug-
gest) such as "When arc we
going to ?" can be posted
and clearly visible. Other
language-rich classroom
displays include a daily
schedule on the chalkboard.

posted classroom rules, ex-
perience charts, helper
charts, and class-developed
graphs and charts. When
the teacher introduces thc
idea of the dialogue journal.
she or he can model use of
the classroom environment
as a source of written lan-
guage.

Maintaining conversa-
tions on paper with over a
hundred students (many for-

eign language teachers have
that many students) may
seem to be an overwhelming
task, even though the bene-
fits described by teachers
who use dialogue journals
are very compelling. One
way to manage this is to in-
volve a student teacher in
the writing as well. Student
teachers may be in an ideal
position to use dialogue jour-
nals, because they usually
have less time to get to know
each class, and they begin
their teaching experience
with less of a bond with thc
class than is usually enjoyed
by the classroom teacher.

Alternative journaling
partners may also be used.
For example. advanced lan-

guage stt ents might benefit
greatly fit,m dialoguing with
foreign students who speak
the target language. The ex-
perience would be culturally
useful for the foreign stu-
dent as well. Students might
dialogue with native speak-
ers of the target language in
the comunity, especially re-

cent immigrants or senior
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SOME PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS FOR DIALOGUE JOURNALS

IN THE FOREIGN LANGUAGE CLASSROOM

Jill Martin
. Malabar High School, Mansfield, Ohio

Dialogue journals have
been a part of my French II,
French I, and Spanish I
classes for four years. They
provide students with oppor-
tunities to use the target lan-
guage that are not easily or
readily pravided in daily
classroom activities.

In many foreign lan-
guage classes, students do not
have the opportunity to use
the target language without
being monitored by other
students or the teacher for
correctness of grammar,
pronunciation, word choice,
etc. Dialogue journal writ-
ing provides them with this
opportumity as well as with a
model of appropriate lan-
guage usage in the teacher's
writing.

Foreign language stu-
dents often learn primarily
the content of their books,
edited and supplemented by
their teacher. They have
little opportunity to select
what they will learn or to
use the language freely at
their own level of profi-

ciency. Since my students
can choose their own topics
for their journal writing,
they can focus their learn-
ing on areas in which they
are interested. Their 'Ise of
the target language is not di-
rected by the unit currently
being studied or by the pace
of the rest of the class, but
by their own choice of topic
and individual pace. Of
course, this may present a

cl.allenge for the teacher,
since she may have little
background knowledge of
the topic chosen and may be
unfamiliar with the appro-
priate vocabulary and ex-
pressions in the ...rget lan-
guage (a problem when the
teacher is not a native
speaker of the target Ian.
gauge).

There is great individual
variation in the amount of
language that students in-
ternalize from c..assroom -

tivities and the way they use
the language. In the dia.
logue journal this variation
is demonstrated very clearly,

as shown in the following
two journal entries from
French students.

Clare Madame.
Je rentre de Tennessee a

3h du matin sur lundi. A ly-
cee, j'itais fres fatigue! Je
vais a Tennessee avec ma fa-
mille et une amie. II est dif-
ficile aller en vacances
parce que nous sommes oc-
curd dans 4-H. Mais j'aime
vacances! Est-ce que tu aime
musique? Ev-ce que tu
icoutes Ia musique ameri-
ciane? Taime Phil Collins et
Wham. Et toi? Est-ce que ru
regardes la till souvent?
J'aime "Moonlighting,"
"Three's Company," "Days of
Our Lives." Et toi? Est-ce quc
tu as une bonne fois a Chica-
go? Est-ce que tu fais des
achats? Trop de questions?
Jacqueline
[Translation: / got home
from Tennessee at 3:00 in the
mbrning on Monday. At
school I was very tired! I

went to Tennessee with my
family and a friend. It's dif-

(Rationale, cont. from p. 16)
citizens in retirement cen-
ters. Senior students might
dialogue with freshmen;
high school students might
dialogue with elementary
school children. In these
eases younger students form
an important bond with
older role models, and tne
bond is linked with learning
the foreign language. Older
students often take this re-

sponsibility very seriously
and become more attentive
to the quality of the lan-
guage they use in their jour-
nal responses.

The short but impressive
history of di tlogue journal
writing in fii st and second
language classrooms pro-
vides foreign language
teachers with ample infor-
mation to draw from as they
develop their own adapta-

tions of this open-ended,
communicative activity. As
the approach is bei ag devel-
oped, it will be important to
share these experiences so
the dialogue journal can be-
come an important and val-
ued tool in the communica-
tion-based, proficiency-
orienteu foreign language
classroom. §§
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ficult to go un vacation be-
cause we're busy in 4-H. But

1 like vacations' Do you like
music? Do you listen to
American music? 1 like Phil
Collins and Wham. And you?
Do you watch 7V often? t
like "Moonlighting,"
"Three's Company,' and
"Days of Our Lives." And
you? Did you have a good
time in Chicago? Did you go
shopping? Too many ques-
tions? Jacqueline )

Je ricel moi liscinse sur
vendredi! Je aussi voiture
sur le weekend. Pendent les
vacances je were d théti:re,
et passé avec moi copines. le
aussi allee le bol avec Pierre
et autres copines. Comment.

Chicago. Antoinette
[Translation: 1 received my
license on Friday! I drove
the car over the weekend,
too. During vacation, I went
to the theater with my girl-
friends. I also went bowling
with Pierre and some other
girlfriends. How was Chica-
go? Antoinette )

Jacqueline, a first-year
student, was making excep-
tional progress while
Antoinette. a second-year
student, had not yet interna-
lized the material taught in

the first year. The dialogue
journal allows the teacher to
adjust to differences as great
as these and to vary lan-
guage usage based on the
level of the student, not the

class.
Dialogue journals provide

those students who may be
reluctant to use the target
language orally in front of
their peers with an oportu-
nity to practice in written
form. I have frequently
been surprised when a quiet
student has written very

18

long entries. Sabina, a
Spanish I student, rarely
talked unless called on, but
she did use the Spanish she
knew in our journal.

Querida Senorita Martin,
Mi ma.dre y padre dan mi

dinero. A veces yo hago
diferente trabajo. Yo sego el
cisped y ayudo con los platos
y limpieza.

4: Como estan tu rodilla?
IDoes it todavia duele? En
Colorado mi hermano esqui y
chocar contra o con un ar-
be!. El Ileva isn refuereo mu-
cho tiempo. Sabina
[Translation: Dear Miss Mar-
tin, My mother and father
give me money. Sometimes
do different chores. I cut
the grass and help with the
dishes and the cleaning.
How is your knee? Does it
still hurt? In Colorado, my
brother was skiing and hit a
tree. It rook him a long time

to get better. Sabina j

People use many differ-
ent strategies when they are
learning a foreign lan-
guage. but their choice of
strategies isn't usually ap-
parent from the results of
traditional tests. However,
the informal writings of the
dialogue journal can often
give t'.e teacher insight into
students' strategies. For ex-
ample. Jacqueline. shown
earlier, used over and over
variations of certain struc-
tures she was learning. Sa-

bina substituted an English
word when she didn't kno w
the Spanish. Elisa. a Spanish
I student, below, looked up
every word in a dictionary,
and the result was some

rather strange Spanish that

was not understandable at

times. With an understand-
ing of what students' strate-

gies arc, the teacher can
guide those using ineffective
strategies toward more effec-
tive ones.

Como estas? Voluntad ru
classify. MI escuela trabajar
es filen exceptuar espanol!
Lo es duro para algo de rim:-
on. Sabre mi vacaciones yo
wasn't apurar casi miedo del
cancero. Es Estoy probar por
Cheerleading. Nosotros uni-
co "siert' semanas quedar!?
Escribe mi pronto. Tu ami-
ga, Elisa
[Translation: Hello, how are
you? [unclear] My school
work is going well, except
for Spanish! It's difficult for
some reason. During my va-
cation I wasn't qfraid of get-
ting cancer (we had been
writing about sunbathing
and skin cancer). I am going
to try out for cheerleading.
We have only seven weeks

left! Write soon. Your

friend, Elisa

I have experienced some
difficulties in my use of dia-
logue journals. and I assume
that other foreign langaugc
teachers will face similar
ones. Since students are free

to write about whatever they
choose, some students may
use the one-to-one corre-
spondence to discuss serious
problems. Entries like these
place the teacher in a very
difficult situation. They
should bc confidential so
that students feel comforta-
ble writing to the teacher,
but the problem may be one
that should be discussed with
parents or another pro fe-
sional, such as a counselor or
nurse. For v.ample, a first,

year Sonish student wrote
the following entries.
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Querida Miss Martin,
yo prefiere vivir tn Co-

lumbus. Yo never leer Aga-
tha Christie. mi papa es al-
colholico. yo ir Columbus
Sabado, visitor mi madre.-
Hasta manana
(Translation: Dear Miss Mar-
tin, I prefer !o live in Colum-
bus. I never read Agatha
Christie. My father is an al-
coholic. I am going to Co-
Iwnbus Saturday, so vi,rit my
mother. See you tomorrew.

Querida Miss Martin,
Mi hermana es home visi-

tar. Ella de Vista. California.
Near San Diego. Mayo ocho
nosotros ir ver David Copper-
field. Tu mucno magico. Yo

macho magico. Yo deseo mi
padre desaparecer. Hasta
lune:
[Translation: Dear Miss Mar-
tin, My sister is home to visit.
She lives in Vista, California,
near San Diego. May 8 we
are going to go to David Cop-
perfield. Do you like magic?
I like magic a lot. I wish my
father would disappear. See
you Monday.

There is really no single
right answer to this dilem-
ma, and I think decisions
need to be made on a case-
by-case basis. I do make a
policy, though, to never act
on an entry like this without
first discussing my reactions
and plans with the student.

In a high school situation,
deciding who to write with.
how often to write, and how
students will receive credit
for thcir writing can be dif-
ficult. First, because of the
large size of most high
school foreign language
classes, a high school teach-
er cannot write to all stu-
dents at the same time. One
way to solve this is to write to

only some students. For ex-
ample, if a teacher has sev-
eral levels of classes, the
higher-level students may
be required to write regular-
ly, and the lower level stu-
dents allowed to write only if
they choose to. If a teacher
has only one language level,
he may write with one or
two groups of students for a
grading period and switch to
another one or two groups
the next grading period.

Getting grades and re-
ceiving credit for assign-
ments are very important to
high school students. There-
fore, giving credit for jour-
nal writing without evaluat-
ing the quality of the
language seems to be essen-
tial. Teachers may require
students to write a minimum
number of entries, of a min-
imum length, during a grad-
ing period with no evalua-
tion of content, and assign a
grade as the student com-
plies with the requirement.
However, some students will
write just the minimum,
sometimes using the same
sentences again and again
without reading the teach-
er's response. They do not
become involved in commu-
nication or secm to benefit
much from the writing.

An alternative to forcing
reluctant students to write is
to have those students who
wish to write journals for
extra credit. This allows
them to choose whether or
not to write and reduces the
number of students in-
volved. However, some stu-
dents who might ultimately
come to enjoy and benefit
from the activity may never
begin.

The teacher's level of
proficiency in the target
language may also present a

problem, as some foreign
language teachers may not
have had the opponunity to
develop or maintain a high
level of fluency. They may
feel somewhat reluctant to
engage in an activity as un-
structured as dialogue jour-
nal writing. However, jour-
nal writing can also provide
teachers with a language
learning experience that al-
lows them to further develop
his communicative abilities
in the target language.

Journal writing benefits
those students who learn
languages faster and easier
than others by providing
them with opportunities to
stretch their abilities. Ali-
cia, who was in hcr fourth
year of French, was not re-
quired to do many exercises
that focused on grammar
drill, provided she wrote
regularly in our journal.

It is more difficult w tell
what impact journsl writing
has on students who are
struggling, but those who
become nvolved in writing
often establish a better rap-
port with the teacher than
they would without the per-
sonal comunication of jour-
nal wthing. A Spanish I stu-
dent, Ledn, had a great deal
of difficulty during his first
year. I believe that writing
in the journal motivated him
to work harder and to con-
tinue his study of Spanish
beyond the first year.

Although journal writing
does take a lot of time, the
students benefit from it and I

find that I truly enjoy read-
ing what my students have
written to me in Spanish or
French and writing back to
them. For me, the time spent
reading and writing dialogue
journals is time well and eas-
ily spent. §§
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LINGUISTICS MADE EASY WYTH THE DIALOGUE JOURNAL

Margaret S. Steffensen and Zhihua Lin

Illinois State University

MII11111

Arnow

So far, dialogue journal
writing has been used pri-
marily as a way of improv-
ing fluency and the com-
mand of English grammar of
native and non-native Eng-
lish speakers. Another ap-
plication of considerable im -

portance is content area
teaching. Because students
interact with their instruc-
tor on a one-on-one basis.

they can specify not only
what concepts are confus-
ing, but also what informa-
tion they find interesting.
Once an area of interest is
identified, the instructor
can advance the student's
knowledge by discussing
what is most likely to keep
the student "tuned in." Thus.

the dialogue journal is effec-

tive for sparking students'
interests in certain aspects
of a course and for promot-
ing their understanding of
content.

Using dialogue journal
writing in an undergraduate
applied English linguistics
course allowed us to keep
students involved in the top-
ic and to gain greater in-
sight into some of their con-
ceptual problems. Most of
the students were education
majors who were taking the
course be:cause it is mandated
by the state. They dreaded
yet another semester of Eng-

lish grammar, which they
had studied under such ru-
brics as "language arts" with

varying degrees of success
(or failure) for twelve years.

2 0

They found the study of
grammar boring, and they

believed they would never
be able to master its intrica-
cies. Thus we were address-
ing a captive audience with
a strong negative bias
against our subject. We told
the students that they could
discuss in their journals any
topic bearing on the course.
This included a wide range
of subjects - anything that
had to do with language, lin-

guistics. communication or

education. The first day, to
get them started, the in-
structor suggested they try
to define language. In sub-
sequent sessions, the topics
were usually chosen by the
students.

Row did this writing
help to make lingu-
istics the subject
usually considered
by students to be
difficult and boring

comparatluely
easy and interest-
ing?

In this article, we will
discuss two journals which
:cmonstrate how students
with widely different inter-

ests and ability levels be-
came engaged in the course
topic. Sam, a theater educa-
:ion major, was one of the

best students in the class. He

was interested in communi-
cation and participated in
class discussions with enthu-

siasm. His considerable in-

sight into language evolved
rapidly over the semester as
well as his interest in the di-
alogue journal as a teaching

method. Kathryn, on the
other hand, was a poor stu-
dent. Unlike Sam, she did not
contribute to class discus-
sions and was very con-
cerned about her own
speech patterns. Although
ix English major, she re-
ceived one of the lower
grades in the class. IN spite
of these limitations, she be-
came much more objective
about language and usage
over the course of the semes-
ter.

In her first entry, Kath-
ryn raised the issue of usage
and proposed that there are
"good" and "bad" varieties of
English:

I do ... understand all): of
the basic principles. They

seem to be what was taught
from the beginning of my
schooling, so my mind
picked up on these. It seems
to be frustrating because so
much of what is acceptable
to the common person isn't
always the "correct" way of
speaking or writing.

When the instructor
asked about the source of
these ideas, Kathryn wrote:

I actually don't believe
that my English is totally in-
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correct but I do feel I have
errors in some of the things

say or in my writog. No
one actually told me that ex-
cept for some instructors I
may have had in rny former
English classes. I've always
had a picture in my mind of
the correct or proper way of
speaking or addressing
someone. I probaoie got this
from all the old movies I
watch. I am a Katharine
Hepburn fan and I adore old
Black & White movies, 20's,
30's, 40's, any one of them.

The instructor used the
student's concern about her
own usage as a way of main-
taining interest and expand-
ing her concept of language.

First, the instructor asked
her to reconsider her nega-
tive self-judgments with
such questions as "Why do
you think there is something
wrong with your English?"
and "You might speak a dif-
ferent social dialect. Is that
the case?" Then the instruc-
tor pointed out a distinction
between speaking and writ-
ing, suggesting that writing
is "something we learn,
while speaking is something
we acquire."

When she was asked to
consider whether or not
nonstandard dialects are ade-
quate. Kathryn replied:

In regards to accents. 1 do
believe that they are "better"
or "worse" only because of
the people who feel that way.

Even though she recog-
nized that "adequacy" is gen-
erally confounded with so-
cial acceptability, she
continued:

With regards to non-
standard dialects, I don't be-
lieve they are totally inade-
quate. I do believe the peo-
ple can say everything :hey
may need to, however in cer-

rain cases these non- =

standard dialects will not be
adequate. The person who
speaks the dialect may not be

able to get across their real
feelings or ideas. In other
words lower class people
who speak in the same man-
ner have trouble .communi-
eating with a higher class.

In Kathryn's final defini-
tion of language, we find the
effect of this long exchange.

Although far from 'complete
and scientific, her definition
shows a great leap in under-
standing, from a subjective
criticism of her own lan-
guage to a more objçctive
understanding of language
variety.

Language is a diverse sys-
tem including many dialects.
Many times a language
changes with the tkasing of
time. All languages are
filled by rules.

Sam approached the jour-
nal with verve and enthu-
siasm. His first discussion of
language showed a high lev-
el of interest in the subject
and commiunent to the task
at hand:

How would 1 have defined
language before this class?
I think my answer would
have been extremely linear
- "language is the communi-
cation of ideas." However, as
I sit in class and watch lan-
guage unfolding and repre-
senting many dime,:sions of
human history, socialization
and personalities, 1 have dis-
covered it to be much more
than this. Language seems
to be a direct relationship
(or result of) the advance-
ment of civilization. As
ideas, technology, and time
changes, so does language.
With these added dimensions,
1 can no longer cheat Ian-

guage by simply calling it
"the communication of ide-
as." As of yet, I don't have a
definition - I'm waiting to
sce what else I discover
about its relationship to soci-
ety before I develop or con-
struct a definition.

In his second definition
the following week, he pro-
posed:

Language, in my words, is
the communication of a state
of mind. Language not only
serves to bridge thoughts be-
tween people but indicate an
emotional state, feelings.

The instructor discussed
how this definition failed
and noted, "You see. to define
language, you are going to
have to get into the nitty-
gritty of how we put words
together to form sentences."
Over the course of the semes-
ter, Sam returned several
times to his definition. In

his concluding entry, he
said:

Language. Language.
Language. It is something
far more complex than I
ever thought. My definition
of language, now, includes
the very scientific founda-
tion from which it stems.
Language is a sytematic, in-
tertwined, and very struc-
tured process. It contains
elements tha; work together
in order to convey ideas and
messages. Like a jigsaw
puzzle, everyone must use
and understand these pieces
alike so that the same picture
can be seen. That is why
language is scientific - it
contains rules and proce-
dures that must be utilized in
order to function. Like any
profession, similar knowl-
edge and conceptual under-
standing is imperative for
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workers in that profession to
function as a team. So,
though languages through-
out the world differ, they all
contain their similar, rela-
tive foundations. So. all in
all, language is a systematic
process by which people
communicate ideas. What
I've learned in this class is
how it is systematic.

By the end of the semes-
ter, both Kathryn and Sam
displayed a heightened in-
terest in the linguistics
course and had achieved a
better understanding of the
content. "Now that this
course is completed." Kath-
ryn said in her summing-up
entry. "I feel that I have a
better understanding of
transformational gram-
mars." Comparing what she
had learned with traditional
school grammar, she con-
cluded that "transformation-
al is the better way to go."
She was inclined to "teach
transformational to elemen-
tary child or at least use a
combination of the two" be-
cause "it would seem to be a
very good way to teach
grammar and have it be un-
derstood." She also pointed to
the fact that, due to the dia-
logue, the study of "transfor-
mational became easier" al-
though it was "after a lot of
time."

Sam summed up his
achievements in the course
and stressed once again that
he enjoyed the class:

I have learned a great
deal in this class - I'm sure
you can detect this through
my journal entries. If has
been a well traveled road in
this class for me - I went
from a very abstract, emo-
tional view of language at
the beginning of the course

22

to a strict, analytical sense
in the middle. Now, I really
believe I have come to a bal-
ance of the two.... Also, my
view of grammar classes as
boring or seemingly unim-
portant has changed. Trans-
formational grammar has
made me realize the signifl-
cance of studying linguistics
and grammar and is also a
very interesting theory. It
will be, with more research,
what I hope to teach gram-
matically.

Here a question arises:
Ho w did this writing help to
make linguistics - the sub-
ject usually considered by
students to be difficult and
boring - comparatively easy
and interesting? The ques-
tion can be answered both
cognitively and affectively.
On the cognitive side, the re-
peated 'discussion of the
problem that an individual
student is concerned about
makes the feared task a
meaningful learning exper-
ience. In the long
change, conceptual errors
arc corrected and students
arc guided to build and re-
build the appropriate sche-
mata by associatiang what
they have just learned with
what they learned in the
previous journal entries.

On the affective side, the
one-to-one talk through the
journal serves not only fis a
means of informative com-
munication, but also as a
means of bridging the affec-
tive gap between student and
instructor. The instructor's
position of academic superi-
ority is transcended, and the
student experiences a new
freedom and self-confidence
in the educational process.
The results are impressive;
Sam said, °This journal has

Diatogue, Vol. VI, No.

freed me up with you and,
therefo; e, I find myself
more open in the classroom,
willing to ask questions,
and anxious to solve prob-
lems." §§
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DIALOGUE JOURNALS AND THE RESEARCH WRITING CLASS

Jocelyn Steer
San Diego State University

Teaching the research
paper to advanced ESL writ-
ers can be a difficult and of-
ten frustrating task for
teacher and student alike.
Some very basic problems
make it so. Procrastination
heads the list (what writer
doesn't face that?), followed
quickly by the ESL teacher's
sense of inadequacy in eval-
uating what can be at times
very "discipline-specific"
writing (Spack. 1988:703).
The final problem is a peda-
gogical one. Research writ-
ing classes have a sneaky
way of turning into lecture
classes, violating the princi-
ples of good interacthe lan-
guage learning.

What then can the re-
search writing teacher do to
overcome these problems?
One technique which has
proved helpful is using the
dialogue journal to explore a
student's research topic.
Students submit one entry a
week a minimum of one-half
page long. I then respond to
each entry individually. The
student entries are necessar-
ily more focused than one
might find in a more generic
writing class, so at the be-
ginning of the semester, I
offer the following ideas for
how the writing might be
approached:

1. Respond to source
material. I encourage stu-
dents to select, summarize
and respond to research
sources which they find
particularly provocative.

2. Ask questions about
vocabulary or content
of the source material.
This allows students to fully
understand a passage they
are working with. Often the
questions refer to cultural
concepts, which I clarify in
my response.

3. Respond to the in-
structor's questions. M y

questions range from the
personal ("What do you
think?") to the more techni-
cal ("What is Operation Re-
search?").

4. Discuss their topic
and the development of
the paper. Some very
goal-oriented students never
forget that their research is
for the sole purpose of writ-
ing a aper. Such students
use the journals to "think
out" the organization of
their paper.

The opportunity for a
teacher and student to work
through a topic together is
clearly one important ad-
vantage of this type of writ-
ing. In addition to refining
selected topics, students de-
velop ideas based on teacher
questions and comments in
the journals. In this way,
the student is forced to clari-
fy complex ideas by writing
them down. Or, he or she
must find the words or
means to relay discipline-
spec ific information. The
journals thus provide a trial
run in a non-threatening
format before the student

commits anything to a final
grade-bearing paper. This
process also approxim-les
the type of practice or expo-
sure to terms and concepts a
student might have in a real
content classroom setting,
where those terms and con-
cepts are used freely and
frequently. providing ade-
quate input for appropriate
future use.

In this way, journals are
the "seedbeds" from which
other, more public writing
will emerge. They permit
what Shih has called "an in-
cubation period" for the
germs of ideas to develop, al-
lowing more input from out-
side sources before attempt-
ing formal writing. The
writing facilitates thought,
as Taylor says:

The art of writing, in ad-
dition to reflecting thought,
can itself serve as a facilita-
tor of thought and may in
fact even help the writer in
the process of writing to
shape and refine ideas
which are not yet fully
formed. (Taylor, 1981:6).

The beauty of the journals
uscd in this way is that stu-
dents write while they re-
search, and they process that
information on paper. With-
out the journals, they might
go for weeks without commi-
tiang pen to paper. The
journal forces them to stan
their research early and
keep up with it through the
teacher-student
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NEW DIALOGUE JOURNAL PUBLICATIONS

MacDonald. Marguerite. 1989. Oral dialogue journals: Spoken language in a communicative con-

text. TESL Reporter. 22(2', 27-31.

In much the same way at written dialogue journals can help students develop writing skills, oral

dialogue journals can bridge the gap between the security of written language and the spontan-

eity of oral language. In this article. MacDonald discusses her, use of oral dialogue journals dur-

ing a short-term non-intensive ESL program for Japanese students.

The oral dialogue journals consisted of an audio-tape exchange between American students in an

introductory linguistics course and the Japanese ESL students. The Americans recorded first,

preparing a two- to five-minute message. The Japanese students listened to the tape, took notes,

and taped. a reply.

The Japanese students initial difficulties in un.,:erstanding the American students on tape dimi-

nished with each exchange. Brief, set speeches that did not respond to the American students'

questions gave way to more spontaneous talk. The American students also modified their lan-

guage by simplifying their vocabulary and sentence structures to accommodate the comprehen-

sion levels of their partners.

The project proved beneficial and enjoyable for the Japanese students and their American coun-

terpans. MacDonald reports that due to the success of the project, oral dialogue journals have

become part of the ESL spoken language curriculum at Wright State University.

Nigel Hall's new book. Writing with reason: The emergence of authorship in young children

(reviewed in the April 1989 issue of D Lao g tae). is now available from Heinemann Educational

Books, USA.

(Dialogue, cow, from p. 23)
interchanges in the
journals.

The final advantage con-
cerns the teacher. Reading
and responding to a student's
chosen topic over a period of
weeks can relieve some, al-
though certainly not all, of
the difficulties an instructor
faces in evaluating disci-
pline-specific writing. The
journals allow the instructor
to gain familiarity with the
chosen topic, and to get clar-
ification on technical points
or content areas which may
fall substantially outside of
the instructor's competenca.

2 4

Based on my personal ex-
perience with the dialogue
journal wri ting process in

the research . writing class, I

have found that students
procrastinate less and ex-
plore their topics more thor-

oughly. They enjoy the pro-
cess. and the personal
investment produces a more
meaningful final research
paper. §§
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DIALOGUE JOURNALS WITH LEARNING DISABLED STUDENTS:
SOME SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Joy Maguire
Belle View Elementary, Fairfax, Virginia

For over three years I have
developed, utd continue to
refine, a holistic approach to
language arts in my fi fth
and sixth grade classroom of
learning disabled students.
and dialogue journal writing
is an important part of my
approach. When I intro-
duced dialogue journal writ-
ing to my students. I ex-
plained their use u a special
writing activity similar to
letter writing or talking on
the phone, and, using an
overhead projector, showed
examples of dialogue journal
interactions. Through the
examples. the students ob-
served that they were free to
discuss or ask abou; whatev-
er they wished, and I would
answer their questions, dis-
cuss their topics, and possi-
bly ask them questions. We
then brainstormed a list of
possible topics they might
want to discuss, the list was
posted in the classroom, and
the children wrote *heir
first entry.

In most ways, the clialogue
journal writing of my stu-
dents is similar to that of all
students: privacy is impor-
tant to them, and many pro-
tectively guard their jour-
nals while they write; they
often use their journals to
discuss personal concerns
about their families and
friends; several students
have had situations occur,
like separation of parents,
death, or family illness,
which they were unable to

discuss verbally, but wrote
about in their journals.

At the sante time, there are
special factors to be consid-
ered when using dialogue
journal writing with learn-
ing disabled students. First,
it has been my experience
that these students have had
many negative experiences
with writing. Some are un-
willing to take risks, and it
takes time before they feel
comfortable with the writ-
ing This is particularly true
if they have not had experi-
ence with process writing.
They are uncomfortable us-
ing invented spelling and
writing about whatever they
choose, and they have trou-
ble believing that their
writing will not be graded.
However, with patience I
have been able to overcome
these obstacles so that my
students begin to see them-
selves as successful writers.

Second, time and patience
are extremely important
when using dialogue journal
writing wi.h these students.
It takes time for them to be-
lieve that they can say some-
thing in writing, that what
they have to say is impor-
tant, and that their writing
can be understood. I explain
to my students many times
that if they do not under-
stand something I've writ-
ten, they should ask me; and
if I don't understand some-
thing they've written, I will
ask them.

Many elementary age stu-

dents learn to adopt their
teacher's spelling, grammar
and style after a short while.
My students do this as well,
but for them it can some-
times take much longer.
Even though my students are
fifth and sixth graders, some
of them begin the year with
very limited ability to ex-
press their ideas in writing.
Marty, for example, began
his dialogue journal by just
drawing pictures and label-
ing them. I would write to
him about what he had
drawn. Gradually, he began
to respond to me in writing,
while still drawing a picture.

GAO $ C.
'
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Now, a year later (my stu-

dents stay with me for two

years). he is beginning to

initiate topics in writing and

ask questions.
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Likewise, Michael began

this year writing only very

minimally.
He was self-

conscious
about his spelling

and had trouble expressing

himself (figure below). As

the year has progressed. he

is less concerned with his

spelling and more concerned

about what he wants to say.
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Not only my students', but

my own style of dialogue

journal writing has changed

this year. I am now much

more cautious about asking
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questions, a strategy that has

been successful with several

of my students. For exsmple,

last year David simply an-

swered my questions. This

year, in response to my

statements about myself, he

shows interest in what I

wkite and writes much more

himself.
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I think the tendency with

learning disabled students is

to look at the limited writing

they produce and assume

they "can't do it." My exper-

ience in the past three years

has been that they can. Next

year, I am looking forward

to initiating this type of

writing with primary

aged learning disabled stu-

dents. if
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NOTES FROM THE
F ELD

Reading Recovery
Next year I will be train-

ing a group of Reading Re-

covery waders from Port-

land Public Schools. I will

use dialogue journals as a

means of keeping in touch

with them and answering

their questions. By doing

this, I hope to document

their conceptual growth

throughout the year and

keep track of their under-

standing of the program

procedures as they imple-

ment the program in their

schools. I should have a re-

port by August 1990 and will

let you know what happens.

Colin Dunkeld
Professor of Education

Portland State University

ESL Research Questions

I am in the process of

writing a preliminary pros-

pectus for my thesis which I

want to do on some aspect of

the dialogue journal. I used

them when I taught Level 4

Writing at the BYU English

Language Center last semes-

ter and found that they

played a significant role in

the success of my class. Now

I want to prove their value

when looking at the im-

provement of fluency, the

building of confidence, and

also the enjoyment of writ-

ing. However, these aspects

seem to be quite evasive

when I think of proving

even one of them with em-

pirical research. I am re-
ceptive to any suggestions.

Beverly Arbon
915 E. 1600 S.

Mapleton, UT 84664
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NOTES FROM THE FIELD the cinquain form.

Teaching Content in
Context

Language arts classes
present a unique opportuni-
ty for the professor and stu-
dent to experiment with us-
ing the various literate
genres student teachers will
someday teach.

Dialogue journals were
used in a class of preservice
elementary teachers to en-
courage written expression
between preservice teachers
and their professc-. On
many occasions, students ex-
pressed Pracy through
various lierary genres
within the context of their
written dialogue. The fol-
lowing journal entry in-
cludes a poem with the stu-
dent's rationale for writing
poetry.

Joan 3-89
For the first few months

that we lived in Palma, I was
lonely and depressed. I
wrote some poems during
that time. Here's one of them.

Let me know what you think
about it.

The Hills of Missouri are a
sight to see

They stir something deep
in the heart of me.

I look at their beauty to
behold

And long once again to
live within their fold...

The same student. loan,
was taught the value of "cin-
twain writing." Cinquain
writing is an especially ap-
propriate form of poetry to
teach young children be-
cause the cinquain is easy to
follow and reproduce. In a
later journal entry. Joan
uses the dialogue to try out

I plan to use them with
my students. I've never
written one before, so I
thought I'd try here's one
written for you and about
you.

Teacher
Professional, pretty
Teaching, caring,

sharing
Giving attention to

students
Gail

It is evident dialogue
journals contain personally
relevant written dialogue
shared between two inter-
acting partners; however, in
addition, this written dia-
logue may contain poetry,
drama, and other written
genres. When dialogue jour-
nals are used within a uni-
versity classroom to prepare
future educators to teach
language arts, these journals
demonstrate not only the
utility of intlractive writ-
ing, but also the process of
composing a wide variety of
written forms. Since lan-
guage arts teachers must be
well versed in all forms of
writing, the dialogue journal
presents an additional op-
portunity for teaching con-
tent (written formats) in
context (by writing).

Beth Clark (IL Jack Farley
Murray State University

Diatogue, Vol.. VI, No.
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A RECENT AISTORY OF DIALOGUE JOURNALS

Jana Staton and Joy Kreeft Peyton
-

This briccf history of the use of "dialogue journals"--as
distinguished from their monologue cousin, the personal journal--
describes how the idea began, and focuses on the relationship of
the various research projects which have been largely responsible

for disseminating the idea. It has often been said that "nothing

is as powerful as an idea whose time has come." Dialogue

journals represent not a theoretically generated idea, but a

teacher-developed classroom practice which came to the attention

of other teachers, researchers, and teacher educators at a time

when the broader ideas of interactional participation in learning

and the power of natural conversational discourse were becoming

widespread. Dialogue journals have spread quickly by word of

mouth because they are an instance of concepts which have not yet

found practical expression in terms of concrete educational

practices.

Dialogue journals began as a classroom practice rather than

as a research idea or theory-derived technique. We do not Imow

exactly when or where some teacher first made personal writtv.:.

dialogues a consistent means of communication with students.
Perhaps for many years there have been teachers who have written
informal responses either to their students' entries in personal
journals or to other written work, and a continuing conversation

ensued. Teachers in many parts of the country, after hearing

about the research on dialogue journals, have told us that they
have already been doing this kind of written exchange with their

students. The practice of interactive written conversations may
go back as far as the beginning of writing itself. There is a

long history of note passing among family members, fellow workers
and students, but the beginning of a more permanent, cumulative
notebook for such exchanges is unrecorded. However extensive the
pre-history of dialogue journals, the recorded history of the
research on dialogue journals in classroom settings is rather
brief, beginning sometime in 1979.

Ttle Classroom Practige

The particular history of dialogue journals as the focus of
research and eventual dissemination began with one teacher in Los
Angeles, Leslee Reed, who had been dialoguing with her sixth
grade students since 1964. Her particular practice began when a

principal asked teachers to make sure their students left school

each day remembering something they had learned or done (so that
they would not announce at the dinner table that they had learned

"nothing"). Leslee Reed decided that asking students each

afternoon to write down something they had learned would be

This article is published as part of 2i1120.1_12=.1.1
've

by Staten, Shuy, Peyton and Reed, Norwood, NJ: .Ablex. 1988.
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the best way to reinforce their memory. As she collected these

slips of paper) she grew fascinated with the different responses

to the same class lessons, and began writing back when a

student's comment seemed to need an answer.

Since the daily collection of slips of paper soon became

unmanageable, the use of bound composition books became a

practicall way to keep track of these daily dialogues. As the

journals grew into year-long conversations, she found that the

private discussions allowed students to auk questions, complain,

request help in solving personal as well as academic problems,

and to share feelings--in fact, the journals soon became the core

of her instruction.

Because Reed found that the prlvacy of these conversations

was the key to their success, she kept their existence rather

quiet, letting parents and the principal know only that a

personal journal was part of her instructional program, but not

advertising the fact that she spent an hour a night responding to

her students. Leslee Reed, like many excellent teachers

committed to the art and science of teaching and to her students,

saw nothing too remarkable in her practice of carrying on 26

private written conversations each day. Without some rather

chance crossing of paths (see below), her use of dialogue

journals would have escaped the notice of others, and perhaps

many more years would have passed before any effort or study

would have focused on this practice.

The 2tart qf the Dialogue Journal Reseuch Project

In 1979, Jana Staton, then studying counseling psychology at

UCLA, was searching for instances of writing being used in school

as a kind of informal or "preventive" intervention to help

adolescents solve personal and academic problems. Staton heard

about Reed's journals from a friend whose children had been in

her class. Getting in touch with Mrs. Reed turned out to be

easy, as they belonged to the same church in West Los Angeles.

During the spring of 1979, Reed and Staton discussed her use of

journals as a means of personal communication with each student.

The obvious differences between traditional monologue journals

(which students are asked to keep and turn in periodically, as a

form of process writing and "self-reflection") and these ongoing

conversations quickly became apparent, and the name "dialogue

journal" suggested itself as a way to distinguish them from their

more common and well-known cousins.

Staton decided that the dialogue journal practice would

become the focus of her dissertation, and gained the cooperLtion

of Reed and the school's principal, Mrs. Winifred Fischer, to

visit the classroom, to meet with parents to secure initial

consent, and then to spend time getting to know.each student.

1979-80 became the year of collecting the first-full-year corpus

3 i
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of dialogue journals, from 26 sixth graders in a Los Angeles

public school 4,thich'served a middle-class neighborhood. In what

is now thought of as the "early days," Staton was sustained in

her work largely by an intuition that these written dialogues

were a new and unknown world, best reflected in the lines of a

Santayana poem:

0 World, thou choosert not the better part;
It is not wisdom to be only wise,
And on the inner vision close the eyes,
But it is wisdom to believe the heart.
Columbus found a world and had no chart,
Save that which faith deciphered in the skies.
'Twas all his science and his only art.

Because of the complexity of this natural language

discourse, and its lack of resemblance to anything in the

research literature on writing or composition, Staton asked Roger

Shuy, a sociolinguist at Georgetown University, for help in

developing methods for analynis. Discourse analysis and
conversational analysis methods were becoming more widely known

in the field of linguistics in 1979, and Shuy had just completed

a major study of children's (oral) functional language at the

Center for Applied Linguistics. Shuy was able to suggest a wealth

of ideas and provide guidance to the growing new fields of

discourse and conversational analysis. Bud Mehan at UCSD and Pat

Greenfield of UCLA also contributed initially in formulating how

research could be done on interactive written texts.

In the middle of this 1979-80 year of data collection,

Staton submitted a proposal to the National Institute of
Education (NIE) to study in detail the 26 dialogue journal texts

and describe the nature of the journals as a writing event. At

that time, the Writing Team at NIE, headed by Dr. Marci:a
(Whiteman) Farr, was encouraging more ethnographically and
qualitatively oriented studies, and NIE funded the study, to be

conducted at the Center for Applied Linguistics.

With the funding of this first study, "Analysis of Dialogue

Journal Writing as a Communicative Event," in July, 1980, Staton

moved to Washington to conduct the analysis, forming a team with

Roger Shuy and, very shortly, Joy Kreeft, who had just come to

Georgetown University to study sociolinguistics. Thus, the

original study was stretched (with a lot of volunteered time)

into a three-person effort in Washington, with a fourth member,

Reed, in Los Angeles carefully reading everything that was
written, and continually deepening our understanding of the

dialogue journal practice. The final report, which vas completed

in February of 1982 and disseminated by the Center for Applied

Linguistics, demonstrates the rich and varied language and
thought which evolve as two people interact about mutually
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interesting and important events and topics over an extended

period of time.

In the fall of 1980, Reed was unexpectedly transferred to a

new school in the middle of Los Angeles, one with students who

had migrated to the United States from all over the world. This

unplanned event provided a wonderful opportunity to observe

dialogue journal use with nonnative English speakers. The

students in her sixth grade class came from 14 different

countries and 9 different language backgrounds, and some of them

knew little or no English when the year began. Any thought that

the dialogue journals would be less successful with students not

yet proficient in English was quickly dispelled as Reed began to

report on the value of the dialogue in helping her students

acquire a second language. With Reed's encouragement,

arrangements were made to ask student and parent consent to copy

a second year of journals, and to make a videotaped record of

this classroom.

This opportunity to study dialogue journal use with a group

of nonnative English speakers lad to a second dissertation, and

the second NIE grant growing out of Mrs. Reed's classroom.

Kreeft began her dissertation research in 1982, visiting Mrs.

Reed's classroom to observe the dialogue journal practice and

interview Read and her students. Kreeft received her first NIE

grant in 1983 through the Center for Applied Linguistics to

support the analysis of dialogues written by nonnative speakers.

Staton, Shuy and Kreeft collaborated on this study, and Robby

Morroy, another sociolinguistics student at Georgetown

University, joined the research team. The 1ZIE report, "Dialogue

Writing: Analysis of Student-Teacher Interactive Writing in the

Learning of English as a Second Language," completed in 1984,

explores in uepth the many aspects of the journal interaction

that support and promote second language acquisition. The report

is greatly enhanced by a practitioner-oriented chapter written by

Leslee Reed. It is available through the Educational Resources

I.:formation Center (ERIC) (see ED 252 097).

Through a second grant from the Department of Education,

this time the Office of Educational Research and Improvement

(OERI), to the Center for Language Education and Research, Kreeft

(now Peyton) contin ad the study of dialogue journal writinç with

nonnative English speakers, now working with teachers in

Arlington County, Virginia, in grades 1 through high school.

This work has resulted in a teacher handbook (Dialogue Journffil

Writing with LimiteAEnglish Proficient Stuslents: A Handbook for

Tvachers, published by Teachers of English to Speakers of Other

Languages (TESOL], in Washington, D.C.); a workshop packet fwr

teacher training (available from the Center forApplied

Linguistics); and several published research and educational
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articles. Through close collaborative work with Ruth Sedei, a

first grade teacher in Arlington, we were able to follow the

emerging liteeacy of beginning writers in dialogue journals.

The Dialogue Journal Proiect at Gallaudet University.

In 1982, as the first dialogue jou:nal study was being

completed, Dr. William Stokoe invited Staton to begin working

with him as a consultant at Gallaudet University (the federally

supported four-year university in Washington, D.C. for hearing-

impaired students). An initial project, funded by the Gallaudet

Research Institute, encouraged college faculty to adapt dialogue

journals for use in communicating with deaf students at the
college level, and began documenting the effects on both deaf

students and their teachers of sustained written interaction in a

conversational format. The Gallaudet campus also im.ludes model

elementary and secondary schools, and soon teachers at all
levels--from kindergartnn through graduate school--were involved
in using dialogue journals.

The research focus of the Gallaudet project was to document

the practical benefits of dialogue journals from the teacher's

perspective and identify strategies for achieving optimal
effectiveness within actual classroom settings. Teachers at the

college and pre-college level, especially Cindy Puthoff, Jean
Slobodzian and Margaret Walworth, have become involved in the
analysis of their students' texts, and have conducted workshops
around the country for other teachers of deaf students and
published papers growing out of research on the project. Two

primary grade teachers, Susan Searls and Jean Slobodzian,
pioneered the use of dialogue journals with young deaf students
and, along with Puthoff and Staton, have completed a handbook for
elementary and secondary teachers on the use of dialogue
journals, focusing particularly on their use and benefits with
deaf students (It's Your Turn Now!, 1986, available from outreach

Programs, Gallaudet University). A handbook on college-level
uses, with articles from the university faculty, is also being
published by Gallaudet.

Sareading the Ford

When this research began, there was no formal plan to
disseminate information about the dialogue journal practice to

other teachers. Dialogue, journals were seen as a unique
expression of this particular teacher's concepts and style of
teaching, and it seemed unlikely that many other teachers would
pick up the idea without training and perhaps some kind of

incentive. Thus, the major presentations and papers from the

first project were intended primarily for researchers. However,

because the dialogue journals represented a concrete instance of

such concepts as interactional scaffolding, mutual knowledge
construction, and natural language acquisition,.a number of those
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researchers had both the theoretical
framework and a commitment

to practice to enable them to begin disseminating the idea as

soon as they heard about it. These folks--Courtney Cazden, Dixie

Goswami, Bambi Schieffelin, Jessie Roderick, Angela Jagger,

Dorothy Strickland, Vic Rental, Yetta and Ken Goodman, Shirley

Brice Heath, Fred Erickson, Susan Florio, Chris Clark, Fran Davis

and Sarah Huddleson, among others--heard about the dialogue

journals, went home, and either began using them in college

courses or encouraged classroom teachers they worked with to use

them.

Thus, the early research reports and word of mouth led to an

increasing number of teachers implementing dialogue journals

effectively, well before any written descriptions were available.

It is now apparent that a sizeable number of teachers from

kindergarten through college share the same basic educational

precepts as Leslee Reed, and upon hearing a brief description of

dialogue journals understand exactly how to fit the practice into

their teaching.

Even during this research phase, two very active

practitioner-oriented
dissemination efforts began. In Los

Angeles, Leslee Reed was asked in 1981 to join the UCLA Writing

Project as a consultant, and has given workshops for teachers

throughout the greater Los Angeles area ever since, as well as

presented at the Chancellor's Conference on Composition at UCLA.

On the East Coast, during the years from 1981 to 1984, several

Georgetown University Ph.D. candidates, including Shelley

Gutstein and Joy Kreeft Peyton, began using dialogue journals

with English as a second language (ESL) students in classes they

were teaching. Gutstein and Kreeft collaborated with other ESL

teachers--Christine
Meloni (George Washington University), Carol

Harmatz (Georgetown University), and Henry Batterman (Lewis and

Clark College) --to present a number of workshops in 1982, 1983

and 1984, including presentations at the TESOL annual meetings

and WATESCL (Washington Area TESOL) meetings in the Washington,

D.C. area. These workshops and presentations, based on these

teachers' own use as well as the data beginning to emerge from

the study of nonnative speakers, provided a practitioner-oriented

focus. A network began to form of ESL and foreign language

teachers using dialogue journals around the country.

Our brief attempt to describe how the use of dialogue

journalS has spread from teacher to teacher and from researcher-

educator to teacher points out that most people who actually try

out dialogue journals not only find them invaluable, but become

dissemination centers for everyone around them.

The DIALOGUE newsletter began in April, 1982 as an informal

means of getting in touch with the growing body of people who had

attended workshops or research presentations =who had written

for the NIE report. As both our information base and our
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readership grew, the newsletter changed from a free mimeographed

document into.an 8 to 12-pago newsletter with a paid subscription

list. The neWlaletter discusses specific issues and topics which

the dialogue journals illuminate, and provides a channel of

interaction with many people involved or interested in dialogue

journal use in a wide variety of settings. The list of around

500 represents a mix of researchers, classroom teachers, teacher

trainers, and educators of the deaf throughout the United States,

Canada and overseas. Fortunately, the Center for Applied

Linguistics has been unfailingly supportive of the production and

dissemination of the newsletter, allowing it to grow into a more

professional product on a budget which covers only printing and

postage.

Dissertations and Other Research Reports

Along with the NIE grant, Staton continued to develop her

concepts for a dissertation in the field of counseling practice,

which finally emerged in 1984 as "Acquiring Practical Reasoning

through Teacher-Student Interaction in Dialogue Journals,"
Graduate School of Education, UCLA. It extended her research for

the NIE grant within the framework of informal, preventive

counseling in the classroom, analyzing the teacher's intuitive

use of interactional scaffolding in thinking through social

problems with students in early adolescence.

Xreeft's dissertation at Georgetown University, also
developed in tandem with her NIE research, focused on the

emerging grammatical competence of the beginning ESL learners,

describing their patterns of use of English morphology in this

written medium, and change over ten months' time in their use of

certain morphemes.

Morroy's dissertation, also at Georgetown, examined more
closely the strategies Leslee Reed uses to respond and establish
understanding with students learning English as a second

language. As more doctoral candidates began adapting dialogue
journals to their own teaching situations, dissertations on the

use of interactive written conversations with other students have

appeared. Barbara Bode (University of South Florida) studied the

effect of dialogue journal writing, with parents and teachers, on

first grade students' beginning literacy development; Deborah
Braig (University of Pennsylvania), second-graders' developing
"audience awareness" as manifested in their dialogue journal
texts; Martha Dolly (Indiana University of Pennsylvania), like
Robby Morroy, the role of various teachers in maintaining
dialogue journal conversations, but here with adults; Jack Farley
(University of Cincinnati), the dialogue journal texts of mildly

retarded vocational rehabilitation students; Shelley Gutstein
(Georgetown Univer.4 y), topic development in the dialogue

journals of Japanes university students learning English; Rich

Harrington (University of Pennsylvania), high school students'
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use of metalanguage in oral events and dialogue journal writing;

and Marsha Markman .(University of Maryland), the effects of

dialogue journil use on attitudes and writing skills in upper

division composition classes. These are the dissertations that

have been completed at the time of this writing. Many more are

under way.

Other major research reports have also pushed our knowledge

and thinking beyond one teacher with two groups of students.

Robert Rueda (University of California, Santa Barbara) studied

dialogue journal writing on computers with handicapped students;

Paul Jones (School of International Training, Brattleboro,

Vermont) has done a very careful descript4on of the benefits and

limits of dialogue journals in adult ESL instruction; and Mary

Maguire, in Montreal, Canada, has studied the functional aspects

and cohesive quality of native and nonnative English-speaking

first-graders in Canada.

The _Future

Our work is far from complete. We neither invented the

practice of dialogue journals nor the theory and concepts

underlying them, and we have tried to emphasize in this account

the growing number of people who have participated in some way in

this work. As teachers and researchers around the world

recognize the power of extended written dialogues for students in

many different learning situations and seek to integrate the use

of dialogue journals into their programs, they, along with us,

continue to seek to understand how the basic concept of

functional, contextualized written interaction can fit into and

even influence other kinds of communication in the classroom

(oral, signed, written), and how teachers can effectively utilize

the dialogue journal text to conduct research on their students'

needs and progress and their own educational practices, We feel

that the inner vision that guided our early work has indeed led

us into a complex and exciting new world, and we are eager to

continue in this collaborative exploration with other teachers

and researchers.

April 1989
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DIALOGUE JOURNAL WRITING AS A COMMUNICATIVE EVENT1

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This study analyzed the text of 26 student-teacher dialogue journals from a

sixth-grade classroom, as a developmental link between students' natural compe-

tence in oral conversation and their developing competence in writing language.

Dialogue journal writing is interactive, functional writing, which occurs between

students and their teacher on a daily basis, about self-generated topics of

interest to each writer. The practice was developed by teachers and has been used

by the teacher in this study for seventeen years in a Los Angeles classroom.

Dialogue journals were selected for study because they constitute a purpose-

ful use of writing in the school environment, one which has meaning and benefits

for both student and teacher. They also serve as a bridge between natural spoken

conversation with its participants and "turns" and the traditional classroom task

of essay uriting. The study finds that students and teacher share power in this

communicative event: Students are responsible for initiating the topics of dis-

cussion, both writers have equal turns, and both writers respond as an interested

audience, asking questions, offering elaborative comments, giving opinions, etc.

The teacher is a full participant in the written conversation and does not correct

or grade the writing. Students learn to be more elaborative and to introduce new,

interesting information in their writing in order to continue a topic tiiscussion,

just as in mutual conversations between friends. The journal's functional nature

brings out students' abilities to make persuasive arguments and to offer evidence

to support their complaints or explanations. The journals provide opportunities

to internalize an audience perspective, a major difficulty for all writers,

hecause the teacher actively responds with questions, comments, and elaborations,

thus modeling how an audience may think and react to written messages.

The year-long sets of dialogue journals were collected from an "average"

sixth grade class in Los Angeles during 1979-80, through an ethnographic data

collection effort which included extensive interviews with the teacher and stu-

dents, and classroom observation. The goal of the analysis was to analyze the

language itself in order to describe the interactional structure of these cumula-

tive dialogues and the strategies for jointly initiating, developing, and main-

ta:ning the dialogues. The corpus includes 4,600 pages of text or about 170 pages

for each student-teacher journal. The analysis used a variety of discourse

methods, including topic analysis, analysis of language functions, conversational

strategies, and structures of reasoning. Other goals of this first study were to

adapt and validate methods for analysis of longitudinal, interactive discourse and

to raise questions and implications for further study.

Among the findings of the study are:

Competence in Writing
Writing can be a natural form of communication for young writers when it

originates in a real-life, communicative context.

Dialogue journal writing builds directly on the communicative competence

of students in oral language and allows them to use the entire range of

language strategies already mastered in oral conversation.

1 This study was funded by the National Institute of Educatioa, Writing Research

Program, NIE G-No-80-0122, Jana Staton, Principal Investigator with Roger Shuy and

Joy Kreeft, Center for Applied Linguistics, Washington, DC 1980-1982. It is now

available from the ERIC Document Reproduction Service (Nos. ED 214 196; ED 214 197).
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Topics
Students and teacher write about a wide variety of topics--academic,

interpersonal, and personal. Over the year, there is a definite shift

toward personal topics, as writers come to know each other better, but

academic, school-related concerns remain important.

Student-initlated topics are recycled and develop into coherent, year-long

themes in each student's journal.
The teacher plays a major role in

focusing the student's attention on developmental tasks of personal

significance--such as making friends, building up physical ability, or

doing better at math--by her comments and reflective questions.

Functional Language
Across the year, students change in the direction of using a wider range

of specific language functions--expressing more personal opinions, report-

ing personal facts, evaluating, and complaining more. A study of com-

plaints in student writing found an increase in "felicitous" complaining

over the year; that is, making explicit the injustice of giving specific

evidence.

The teacher uses questions to encourage and develop students' awareness and

reflective thinking. Reflective questions effectively focus the student on

considering alternative ways of handling the situation.

Over time, students show more proficiency in organizing their writing, and

their surface difficulties with spelling, syntactical constructions, and

punctuation are reduced, even though their journal writing is not corrected

by the teacher. A focus on functional communicati,n appears to enhance

awareness of the conventions of written language k;.ormal mechanics).

Mutual Interaction/Interactive Discourse

Dialogue journal writing, even for students with learning disabilities or

limited English
proficiency, is coherent, organized, topic-focused writing,

in part because of the interactional support provided by the teacher

through comments and questions. Students with greater
difficulty in using

written language in regular class assignments generally perform at higher

levels of competence in their dialogue journal.

Dialogue journal writing reduces the normal status and power asymmetry of

student and teacher and allows students to engage in mutually constructed,

continued conversations indicating comembership
status with the teacher

based on shared interests.

Writing as Thinking
The dialogue journals actively demand, and provide students with oppor-

tunities for, higher order relational thinking. The teacher's strategy of

commenting on studeut topics by adding new information and introducing more

general principles or meaning provides students with a model for more ela-

borated, relational thinking in written discourse.

The dialogue journals are also a significant reading event in which the

student must use critical thinking skills to compare given and new infor-

mation, integrating the teacher's response with his/her earlier comment.

Benefits to the Teacher
The success of the dialogue journal is highly dependent on the teacher's

direct participation and involvement. It requires that teachers use all of

their skills, knowledge, and valurs in reaching, assisting, and teaching

students. The benefits to the teacher appear to be as great as to the stu-

dent, creating a supportive, open classroom environment
based on trust and

mutual understanding, and allowing the teacher to personalize instruction

and get daily feedback on student attitudes and perceptions.
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DIALOGUE JOUkNALS AS A RESEARCH AND PEDAGOGICAL TOOL

WITH LIMITED ENGLISH PROFICIENT STUDENT3

Dialogue journals, a regularly occurring written conversation between stu-

dents and a teacher,.have proven extremely successful in a wide variety of

educational settings&-at early elementary levels, with teenagers, and with

adults; in both adult basic education and university classes; for early literacy

development as well as for discussion of advanced literary texts; in language

arts and content classes; with native English speakers, as well as students

learning English or some other language as a second language.

Practitioners using dialogue journals have attested to the tremendous bene-

fits, both to teachers and students, gained from their use. Teachers can,

possibly for the first time, communicate openly, honestly, and individually with

students; learn about their interests and backgrounds; and plan lessons accord-

ingly. Students have a wonderful means for expressing themselves in private,

without the embarrassment or censure that spoken conversation often entails for

anyone learning a second language.

The Dialogue Journal Study is both a research and professional development

project. The purpose of the project is to better understand how dialogue

journals can best promote the academic success of limited English proficient

students in grades K-12.

Project activities include:

o analysis of dialogue journal data already collected from a sixth

grade classroom in Los Angeles;

o collaborative research with teachers of limited English proficient

students, grades K- 12, in the Washington, D.C. area, to document

their writing practices in the classroom (which will include dia-

logue journal writing) and the writing development of their

students over one year's time;

o analysis of writing samples, background, and ethnographic data

collected during the period spent in the project classrooms.

Products will be:

o a question-answer sheet about dialogue journals;

o a practitioner handbook for using dialogue journals with limited

English proficient students;

o a workshop packet (which will include the handbook) for use by prac-

titioners to train other practitioners;

o a series of research reports of the results of the data analysis;

o a series of practitioner-oriented reports;

o itEloaa, a newsletter about dialogue journal research and use,

distributed to researchers and practitioners three times a year.
emnw "

This study is being conducted by the Center for Language Education and Research

(CLEAR), funded by the Office of Educational Research and Improvement (DEAL),

Department of Education. Project director is Joy Kreeft Peyton, Center for

Applied Linguistics, 1118 22nd Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20037,

(202) 429-9292.
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languageb, in the process of meaningful interaction. A third study focuses

specifically on the teacher's questions, and finds questioning patterns in the

journals that are quite different from those typically found in classroom

discourse. Questions in the journals serve not to check student knowledge, but

to support and advance the student's contribution, and thus promote critical

thinking and writing development. A fourth study examines the lanapage func-

tions used by the-teacher and the students in these journals, aa compares

patterns of function use found in those data to those found in the dialogue

journals of native English speakers (from Staton, et al., 1982). This study

identifies clear patterns in the teacher's use of language functions, as she

adapts her language to the English proficiency level of the student, and also

guides the students in the uSe of particular functions.

Section III documents the students' use of selected English grammatical

morphemes in the journals. Chapter Eight, a cross-sectional, quantitative

study, compares patterns of morpheme use among the individual students and with

patterns found in previous studies of morphology in ESL, and finds a great deal

of uniformity in these patterns. Chapter Nine, a more qualitative, longitudinal

study, analyzes change over the ten months ol writing in the use of each

morpheme. This study also examines in more detail the linguistic factors that

influence use of the morphemes and the importance of individual learner strate-

gies afid language background in patterns of morpheme use, and discusses impor-

tant analytical issues that arise in the anelysis of morphemes in dialogue

journal text.

Among the findings of the study are:

o ESL students can read and write in a dialogue before they have mastered

the forms and structures of English. Their writing over time reflects aspects

of their language development.

o Although all students demonstrate development in their ability co write

in English during a year's time, patterns of development are by no means uniform

among students, nor do they occur at the same rate for individual students.

o For ESL students, dialogue journals can serve social and cultural as

well as language acquisition purposes.

o Teacher strategies in the dialogue journal that seem co be effective for

eliciting student writing include a general one of allowing students to select

topics to be discussed and more specific ones such as asking information and

opinion questions, elaborating and adding information, and making generaliza-

tions from specific statements made by the students.

.o In her dialogue journal writing, the teacher is sensitive to the

linguistic ability of each student and modifies the interactional, functional,

and syntactic features of her writing accordingly.

o The range of student language function use is clearly related to their

level of proficiency in English.

o Over time students' writing becomes more
interactive--they answer more

questions, ask more questions, and continue more topics for longer periods of

time.

o There is considerable development over time in certain morphological

features of the students' writing: irregular past tense, progressive be and

-11g, and definite and indefinite articles. Others show very little change over

time: regular past, possessive, third singular, and plural -s.

3 1
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DIALOGUE WRITING: ANALYSIS OF STUDENT-TEACHER
INTERACTIVE WRITING IN THE

LEARNING OF ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE1

DESCRI2TIVE SUMMARY

This study presents dialogue journal writing as an effective practice with

students learning English as a second language (ESL) and analyzes the dialogue

journal interaction of six sixth grade students who are beginning ESL learners

and their teacher. A dialogue journal is a written conversation that occurs

frequently (daily, in this study) throughout the school year. Students write as

much as they wish and about anything they wish, and the teacher responds to each

student entry--not correcting or evaluating, but as a co-participant in the con-

versation. The kinds of writing that occur can be as diverse as the students.

They describe their activities, feelings and attitudes, ask questions, seek

advice, argue their points, and even complain. Their topics cover personal and

academic concerns.

The data base for the study is the daily dialogue journal writing for a

ten--month period (from September to June) of the six atudents and their teacher

in a classroom in Los Angeles. The students are in a classroom of 27 students

from 12 countries and 10 language backgrounds. The first languages of the stu-

dents chosen for the study are: Korean (3), Vietnamese/Chinese (1), Burmese

(1), and Italian (1). These students had been in the United States for less

than one year when they began writing in dialogue journals, and theriore can all

te considered beginning English learners. One student, from Vietnam, was not

literate in his own language when he began writing in English. Four students

are male, two female. Data collected during classroom observations and inter-

views with the teacher and each student complement the dialogue journal text.

The study is divided into three sections. Section I places the dialogue

journal interaction within the classroom context. In one chapter the teacher,

Leslee Reed, gives the teacher's perspective, explaining the importance of the

dialogue journal as a classroom management tool in this multilingual, multi-

cultural classroom. For her, dialogue journals serve as: an aid to lesson

planning; a way to individualize instruction; a source of information about

students' culture, activities, and needs; a means for students to express them-

selves freely; a private channel for honest communication; and a means for

resolving difficult classroom situations. A second chapter gives a detailed

profile of each student, describes the student's progress during the year, and

makes available substantial portions of the written text.

Section II consists of studies of the dialogue journal text, focusing on

various aspects of the discourse. In one study strategies that the teacher

employs, to promote student participation in the journals and to support student

writing are identified and discussed, and a method for determining the effec-

tiveness of each strategy in this type of interaction is outlined. A second

study examines characteristics of the _g_l_kea,2zslanut that individual students

receive in the teacher's dialogue journal entries, and argues that the acquisi-

tional processes that take place in the dialogue journal interaction resemble in

many ways the process of oral language acquisition. We can conclude, therefore,

that reading and writing can be naturally acquired, in both first aud second

1 This study was funded by the National Institute of-Education,

NIE-G-83-0030, Joy Kreeft and Roger W. Shuy Principal Investigators, with Jana

Staton, Leslee Reed and Robby Morroy, Center for Applied Linguistics, Washing-

ton, D.C., 1983 - 1984. It ia now available from the ERIC Document Reproduction

Service (ED 252 097).
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Dialogue Journals as a Learning Tool in High School Freshman Algebra

Sharon Elizabeth Johnson Andrews

the University of South Dakota
August, 1989

AMMO'

This study, involving twenty-five male and female

Algebra I students, looked t the influence writing in

dialogue journals had upon students' academic performance

and attitude toward athematics. During the spring semester,

students in the experimental group dialogued with the

researcher approximately two to three times per week in

addition to their regular classroom routine. Students in

the control group functioned as normal. Students were ore-

end posttested on two instruments, a Criterion-Referenced

test (CRT) and the Mathematics Attitude Inventory (MAI). No

significant differences
between the two groups were found on

either instrument. However, results of statistical analysis

on the CRT approached significance, signifying a trend that

say be attributed to the treatment.



ABSTRACT

A TEACHER REFLECTS ON A HIGH SCHOOL ENGLISH CLASS:
THE DIALOGUE JOURNAL'S CONTRIBUTION TO LEARNING

AND TO INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS

Doris B. Armstrong, unpublished dissertation
New York University, 1989

0 Doris B. Armstrong, 1989

This teacher/researcher case study describes

small llth grade suburban high school English class,

and focuses on four of its nine students. Dialogue

journals were used for six months, during which

students wrote about classroom matters and received

written marginal replies. Neither corrections nor

credit were given. The students wrote free responses

to literature, answers to guidu questions, early

drafts of compositions, opinions about orades,

complaints about and support of each other, and

evaluations of learning activities.

Because of communications in the journals the

teacher/researcher was able to counsel students on

interpersonal relations, and also to modify lesson

plans in response to students expressed needs. The

students were thereby enabled to have some power over

class plans, to rethink responses to literature, to

make further drafts of compositionsAand to change

1
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tneir attitudes toward each other and toward the

teacher/researcher's
practices.

The four focus students used the dialogue

journal in differing ways. The number of pages

written ranged from 19 to 109; writing in response to

curriculum topics ranged from 68% of entries to 100%

of entries; and writing on interpersonal matters,

from 9!, of entries to 28% of entries.

This inquiry exposes, within the context of a

conventional high school, barriers to learnin,..: caused

by the school as an organization:

teache7/researcher's work load, students' work loads,

conflict between goals stated in the school

curriculum and those of the teacher, fragmentation of

time, lack of time for individual conferences, and

emphasis on grades and credentials to the detriment

of learning and thinking.

The dialogue journal experience, nevertheless,

revealed thinking about literature, composition, and

interpersonal relations. The study suggests ::hat the

increase in communication with self and between

teacher and student empowered learning in some of the

students and was a factor in the partial resolution

of conflicts.

2



The Effect of Using Dialogue Journal Writing With First

Graders and Their Parents or Teachers as an Approach

to Beginning Literacy Instruction
by Barbara A. Bode

University of South Florida
December, 1988

The purpose of this research was to investigate an

instructional approach for enhancing the development of

beginning literacy using integrated reading and writing

instruction. The effect on language arts achievement of

dialogue Journal writing between either parents or teachers

and first grade students who were allowrd to use invented

spelling was studied. The three methods of developing

language arts performance were: dialogue Journal writing

with parents, dl.alogue journal writing with teachers, and a

traditional, county-adopted reading/language arts program.

The dependent variables were the six language arts subtests

of the Stanford Achievement Test; written expression as

measured by the Metropolitan Achievement Test- Writing Test

subtests: holistic writing, sentence formation, word usage

and writing mechanics; and dictated spelling measured by the

Schonell Spelling Test. This investigation was comprised of

two parts: the evaluative research using a

guasi-experimental design and a case study approach.

A total of 204 subjects in three schools completed the

five month program. The MANOVA Omnibus test was significant

(RA.000). Post hoc comparisons showed the following

significant differences among treatment gi..oups: The parent

(2A.039) and the teacher (g<.0(M) groups, both singly and
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together (W.004) were significantly higher than the control

group. A.stepdown analysis showed that holistic writing and

reading comprehension accounted for most of the variance

between groups.

Univariate F-test comparisons were computed for each

dependent variable. These comparisons showed that both the

parent (<.01) and the teacher (a<.05) groups were

significantly higher than the control group on the holistic

writing evaluation. The parent group scored significantly

higher than the control group on reading comprehension

(a<.01), dictated spelling (<.05), listening comprehension

(a<.01), and sentence formation (g<.Ol). The parent group

scored significantly higher than the teacher group on

holistic writing evaluation (g<.05), reading comprehension

(g.<.01), dictated spelling test (<.01), word study skills

(g<.01), and spelling (W.05).

Case studies were completed on four subjects using the

dialogue journal. Growth in syntactical maturity as

measured by the T-Unit, spelling development and usage of

completed sentence, capitalization of sentences, and ending

punctuation was evident across most cases.



ABSTRACT

- SIX AUTHORS IN SEARCH OF AN AUDIENCE:

DIALOGUE JOURNAL WRITING
OF SECOND GRADERS

DEBORAH E. BRAIG

DR. HANSI SCHIEFFELIN, CHAIRPERSON

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA

This study examined the audience awareness characteristics in the

dialogue journal writing of children ages six, seven, and eight.

A total of seventeen children and one teacher/researcher partici-

pated in this ethnographic study over a period of nine months. The data

were collecLed during the usual language arts sessions in an elementary

school. What the children wrote in their journals, what they said about

the writing process in taped interviews, and the researcher field notes

constituted the data base.

The findings of the research suggested:

1. Young writers demonstrated in their dialogue journal writing

that they considered the needs of their intended audience on communicative,

affective, and reflective levels in both spontaneous and solicited contexts.

2. The young children's 'talk about writing' in interviews supported

the fact that they intended to meet the needs of their audience on dif-

ferent levels.

3. Dialogue journals played a facilitating role in the development

of the children's written language competence.

The dialogue journal was selected for this research as a specific

context for exploring the concept of audience awareness in writing.
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Within this journal context the young writers demonstrated the ability

to respond in diverse ways to a known audience over time. Their 'talk

about writing' supplied support for the fact that the children intended

to meet the needs of their audience. The dialogue journal format seemed

to facilitate the children's writing development and their ability to talk

about writing with respect to audience. Journals provided topic choice

and feedback, major characteristics of oral language, which encouraged

and supported the children's diverse uses of written language. In the

procesi of attending to their audience the young writers learned the

personal functions that writing could serve for them. Six authors had

searched for and had found an audience in the written exchanges of dialogue

journals.

3 : )
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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION

A STUDY OF SOLICIT AND GIVE MOVES

IN THE MANAGEMENT OF DIALOGUE JOURNAL CONVERSATION

BY ADULT ESL STUDENTS

Martha R. Dolly
Indiana University of Pennsylvania

December 1'787

Recent second language acquisition research has shown that

language learners must interact with more competent speakers

in order to learn to manage conversational interaction and to

use language effectively and appropriately in social contexts.

Specifically, they must interact by participating in negotiation

of meaning, the mutual collaboration of conversation partners

to advance the conversation and repair communication breakdowns.

Such interaction is rare in second language classrooms, but

dialogue journal writing -- written interaction which shares

some of the features of oral conversation -- allows for

conversational collaboration and encourages the learner to

take substantial responsibility for conversation management.

This study analyzed the amount of responsibility ESL

students actually assume for advancing and repairing the

written conversation. An analytic procedure based on

previous research in conversational analysis and dialogue

journal discourse was developed to analyze the patterns of

give and solicit moves in the data, which consisted of 260

dialogue journal entriescomposed by twelve adult.ESL students
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and their native-speaking conversation partner, the researcher.

Percentages of each move type were calculated in order to

determine partners' levels of "reciprocity" (that is, sharing of

responsibility for each move type) in conversation advancement

and repair. This quantitative analysis was supplemented by a

qualitative interpretation of the journals of four students of

similar linguistic proficiency.

The quantitative analysis showed that the teacher's

interaction with students was quite consistent (for example,

the teacher always made frequent use of extending solicits),

whereas students' interactional patterns varied greatly.

Some students actively advanced and repaired the conversation,

achieving reciprocity in a number of the ten move categories;

other students, including some of the more linguistically

proficient ones, played a more passive role (for example,

never initiating repair and doing far more responding than

soliciting or reacting). The findings suggest that the most

active participants are those who make moderate use of each

move type; more passive participants use one or two moves to

excess, virtually ignoring others. The qualitative analysis

sought to explain the great variation in level of conversational

responsibility (ranging from least to most reciprocal) shown by

four students of high linguistic proficiency.



ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

A DESCRI7fIVE ANALYSIS OF THE JOURNAL WRITING ABILITIES OF

A GROUP OF EDUCABLE MENTALLY RETARDED'YOUNG ADULTS

BY

Jack W. Farley, Jr.
University of Cincinnati, 1984

This study examined written communication between six educable mentally

netarded students who were between the chronological ages of 17.2 and 19.5 years

old and me, their teacher. The primary purpose of this research was to describe

the types and frequency of topics and language functions expressed by the stu-

dents in dialogue journals. A secondary focus was the syntactic structures, the

spelling and the punctuation used in these journals. The data base for the

study was a daily dialogue journal entry by each student and a response by me,

for a 40-day period.

The six students were enrolled in a vocational center which served han-

dicapped students exclusively. All were enrolled in the same language arts

class at the vocational center. The six students represent all of the.students

in the class who were capable of maintaining a dialogue journal independently

and from whom permission to copy and analyze the journals was obtained, from

them and their parents. Four of the students were male and two were female,

four were white and two were black. Three of the students lived in an urban

setting. One lived in a suburban setting, one lived in a rural setting, and one

lived in a small town.

The forty daily entries of each student resulted in 7,263 student-produced

words, an average of 30.3 words written daily by each student, with the most

words in any jourmal being 2,290 and the least, 580. A total of 791 language

functions were expressed in all the journals with an average of 3.3 functions
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per student entry. The highest number of student-produced functions in one

journal was 180, an4 the lowest, 89. All six students repeatedly reported

opinions, personal facts, and general facts; responded to questions; made

;_edictions; and made evaluative comments. At least one student also wrote

complaints and apologies; gave directives; asked questions; and offered thank you

statements. All the students produced functionally relevant, interactive writ-

ten communication.

Despite the marked discrepancy between the average chronological age of the

group (18.1 years) and the average mental age of the group (10.0 years), the

topics discussed in the journals tended to be more appropriate to the chronolo-

gical age of the student or more appropriate to a generic age grouping than to

the mental age of the student. For example, "driving" ano "marriage," both

topics of discussion, require a minimum of sixteen chronological years to

legally experience. Graduation, another topic of discussion, generally occurs

at around eighteen years of age. Discussion of high school course work was com-

mon, as was discussion of employment--both typically concerns
of older rather

than younger students. Discussion of family and entertainment, especially

sports, was common and tended to reflect the interests of a generic age grouping

rather than of a younger or older grouping.

Analysis of aapects of the structural features of the students' writing--

ability to produce cohesive syntax, correct spelling, and appropriately applied

punctuation --indicated a marked variability among individuals. Although there

was considerable variability in the students' performance in the production of

correct linguistic structures, all students demonstrated the acquisition of

mature topic maintenance and production of functionally relevant, interactive

written communication.

2
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TOWARD THE A%SESSMENT OF COMMUNICATIVE COMPETENCE IN WRITING:
%N ANALYSIS OF THE DIALOGUE JOURNAL WRITING OF JAPANESE ADULT

ESL STUDENTS

ABSTRACT

Shelley P. Gutstein

This study provides a methodology for the assessment of

communicative competence (CC) in dialogue journal writing,

oni instance of functional written language use. A dialogue

journal is a written conversation in which two interlocutors

communicate regularly over an extended period of time.

The dialogue journals from 18 adult Japanese students

enrolled in a university ESL class provided the texts for

aral!sis, development and validation of a methodology for the

assessment of CC in writing. In dialogue journals students

use language for functional, communicative purposes;

therefore dialogue journals are a valid source of data for

the analysis of CC.

In this study, three independent measures are used to

assess communicative competence. The measures employed are:

holistic assessments of communicative competence based on

the students' dialogue journal writing, student grade point

averages from all ESL classes taken during an intensive

summer program, and an analysis of discourse topic features.

The discourse topic analysis included: topic initiation,
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topic continuation, topic recycling, topic content, and

quantity of text as measured by a sentences per topic ratio.

Students were rated on each of the three measures and

stratified into high, middle and low groups of equal size.

Correlations between the measures were then determined. The

holistic rankings and the GPAs correlated very highly (0.86),

supporting the hypothesis that the GPAs assess students'

communicative ability in addition to their proficiency in the

traditional skill areas. There were also high correlations

between all five discourse topic measures and the holistic

scores and GPAs. These correlations suggest that discourse

topic analysis is also a valid indicator of student

communicative ability.

These findings provide baseline information about for

discourse topic management skills of these students in

dialogue journal writing. Further, the study demonstrates

that the three measures, used in combination, provide a valid

assessment of student communicative ability in interactive

writing.

Implications of these results for three areas are

discussed. First, the impact on communicative competence

theory is reviewed. Second, implications of the findings for

the assessment of communicative competence in writing are

discussed. Last, applications of the results for classroom

practice are suggested.



ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

Metalinguistic Activities in Spcken and Written

Communicative Events

by

Richard A. Harrington

Dr. Dell Hymes. Supervisor
University of Pennsylvania, Graduate School of Education, 1988

This study deals with students acquisition of a metalanguage for

writing through the constant interplay of conversational processes, thus

achieving a starting point for evaluative authority over their awn

written communication. Forty-seven representative eleventh and twelfth

grade students, ranging from honors to remedial levels, participated In a

writing center elective designed to engage students in metalinguistic

activities In spoken and written communicative events. Students'

written dialogue with the teacher &bout strategies used to compose and

revise their written texts provides the principal data for the study.

The analysis of dialogic communication reveals students' potential

for monitoring language processes that are at work in their writing and

provides insight about how students acquire metalinguistic awareness.

The term metalinguistic borrows from the wider linguistic field and has

generally been used to mean language about language. Messages acquire

metalinguistic character when some aspect of the language itself becomes

the obJect or focus of thought. This process begins with, and stems

from, Interspeaker processes on the social dimension before they become

realized as intraspeaker variations by the individual speaker/writer.
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This study focuses on emercezt, givnamic aspects of metalinguistic

awareness. From linguistic theory (Jakobson, 1960) and sociolinguistic

theory (Hymn, 1972), a provisional scheme of linguistic variables was

compiled and applied to seven case studies. Five metalinguistic

activities forming a descriptive typology suggest how students may begin

to attend to their writing through a shared metalanguage. The activities

include (1) poetic - monitoring the creative play of language, (2) ggy -

monitoring voice, the spirit of self as writer, (3) auglence - monitoring

the initiative or responsive attention to the perceptions of an

interlocutor, (4) evajuation - monitoring the specific att:ibutions of

language, focusing on the properties of the text, and (5) getting -

monitoring the social and situational aspects of the speaking/writing

event.

The study indicates that teachers can provide a context for

metalinguistic awareness to enhance each stage of the writing process by

using a social model for writing. This study suggests that a writer's

evaluative autonomy first proceeds through interactive modes of

communication before it can be realized intra-actively by the writer as

an individual communicator.

1.



ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

DIALOGUE JOURNAL WRITING AND THE ACQUISITION OF GRAMMATICAL

MORPHOLOGY IN ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE

By

Joy Elaine Kreeft
Georgetown University, Washington, D.C.

October, 1984

This study investigated the acquisition of grammatical morphology in

English as a second language as manifested in beginning ESL learners' dialogue

journal writing. Dialogue journals are bound notebooks in which students and a

teacher interact negularly in a written, informal "conversation."

Research questions nelated to the following issues: the degree of pro-

ficiency reached over ten months' time with the use of the morphemes studied;

the uniformity of acquisition patterns among individual students and across the

three sample periods; similarities between the findings of this study and pre-

vious studies of morpheme acquisition in ESL; linguistic factors constraining

morpheme production in this written mode and the relationship between morphene

production in speech and writing.

The data for the study were the daily dialogue journal writing of five

sixth grade students and their teacher over a period of ten months. The stu-

dents were nonnative English speakers, who had been in the United States for

less than one year when they began writing in the dialogue journals. Their

first languages were Korean (2), Korean/Portuguese (1), Burmese WI and Italian

(1). Each student's dialogue journal consisted of around 100-150 interactions

(one student entry amd one teacher response equals one interaction). Three
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samples of twenty interactions each were chosen for analysis. Both cross--

sectional and longitudinal analyses were performed.

The cross-sectional
analysis of rank orders for suppliance of the

morphemes in obligatory contexts found a group rank order simaiar to that

established in previous studies, with some variation among individual students.

The longitudinal
analysis of factors influencing the production of each of the

morphemes found a great deal of individual variation. The patterns for acquisi-

tion of grammatical
morphology in a second language are seen therefore to result

from an interaction of several factors: universal cognitive processes, features

of the second language input, first language background, and strategies

employed by individual learners. Factors involved in acquisition of forms in

writing are seen to be similar to those involved in speech.

Implications for research on second language acquisition, educational

practice, and particularly the use of dialogue journal writing to promote

acquisition of the written forms of a second language were discussed.

4



ABSTRACT

Title of Dissertation: Teacher-Student Dialogue Writing in

a College Composition Course: Effects

Upon Writing Performance and Attitudes.

Marsha Carow Markman, Doctor of Philosophy, 1983.

Dissertation directed by: Dr. John C. Carr, Professor
Department of Curriculum and

Instruction
University of Maryland, College Park.

This study was designed to investigate the effects of

the dialogue journal on the writing performance and atti-

tudes of college composition students, and to analyze ways

in which dialogue writing is used to fulfill individual

student needs and course requirements. Its further purpose

was to measure student and teacher attitudes toward this

activity.

Each of five teachers taught two sections of a required

professional writing course for students of junior standing

at the University of Maryland, College Park. These ten

classes provided treatment and control groups totaling 161

students.

All of the students in the sample responded to a

writing attitude questionnaire at the beginning and at the

end of the semester; and students in the treatment group

along with their teachers, responded to dialogue journal

attitude questionnaires at the end of the semester. In

addition, pretest and posttest writing samples were composed

by students in both groups and were scored using the

Diede;ich scale (Modified). Throughout the'semester, the
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treatment group participated weekly in a written dialogue

with their teachers as a means for attending to course

objectives and students' individual writing needs.

The results of the study revealed no statistically

significant iii.provement in writing skills amng students in

the treatment group, within the limitations of the study's

design. There was, however, observable improvement in the

mean scores of one teacher's treatment class, which was

significant in relation to results from the dialogue journal

attitude questionnaires and the content analysis.

Analysis of the pretest and posttest writing attitude

questionnaire revealed significant
improvement (at an .08

level of significance) in attitudes about writing among

students in the treatment group. In addition, the dialogue

journal attitude questionnaires exhibited positive attitudes

toward journal writing by students and teachers in the

study.

A content analysis of a random sample of dialogue

journals indicated the frequency to which teachers and

students attended to writing process/performance and

attitudes in their entries. A correlation of teacher-

student comments within these categories, provides clues

which link the dialogue journal with writing attitudes and

performance.



Teacher Strategies: Linguistic Devices

for Sustaining Interaction in Dialogue Journal Writing

Robby 14orroy

This study describes teacher strategies as they are employed

in dialogue journal writing and measures their relative effectiveness

to achieve some of the goals of the interaction. Dialogue journals are

notebooks in which students and their teacher engage in a daily,

dyadic, written, informal, conversation throughout the school year.

Research issues included the strategies that can be

identified in the dialogue journals; the students' response behavior;

the linguistic characteristics of the students' responses at the

syntactic, semantic and discourse levels; and the variation of these

characteristics over ten months' time.

Although writing in the journals is only semi-voluntary,

actual commtmicatico is completely voluntary. Getting students to

write in their journals every day is definitely no guarantee for actual

conmunication. The strategies that the teacher employs are seen as

necessary tools to prcaote oommanication.
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The journals of ten six-grade students formed the data base

for the studV; The students were a group of six nonnative English

speakers who had been in the U.S.A. for less than one year at the start

of the school year, and a group of four nonnative English speakers who

had spent at least five years in U.S. schools when they started to

write their journals. Three samples of twenty turn-exchanges each were

selected for detailed analysis. The analyses carried out shed light on

the effectiveness of strategies to achieve the goals the teacher aims

at in the journals.

Three effectiveness categories were identified: HIGH, MEDIUM

and LOW effective strategies. The majority of strategies, however,

were found to be variably effective at the syntactic, semantic and

discourse levels. Consistently HIGH effective strategies were polite-

ness strategies, foreigner talk discourse strategies, and conversation

techniques. The established turn-taking system in the dialogue

journals had no effect on the effectiveness of strategies. An implicit

theory for effective strategy use which determines the teacher's

initial distribution of strategies was suggested. This theory was

consequently adapted as a result of the actual effectiveness of

strategies: strategies at or below average effectiveness were used

below average frequency, while strategies above average effectiveness

were used with frequency.

Implications of the findings for a theory of discourse

strategies, for educational practice, and for linguistic knowledge in

general were discussed.



USING EXPRESSIVE WRITING TO SUPPORT THE LEARNING OF MATHEMATICS

Barbara J. Rose
University of Rochester

1989

1,1

ABSTRACT

This studu explores, through both conceptual and empirical

components, the role of exploratory or personal writing to support the

learning of mathematics. Known as "expressive' writing, this mode of

writing encourages students to think on paper rather than communicate

information or persuade an audience. as is the case with most classroom

iJriting.

A review of the literature on expressive writing and writinq in

mathematics and a conceptual analavsis based on a preliminary study are

combined to identif.:, (a) complenentaru ways in which exoressi,Je LJ.iting

can te employed in mathematics instruction. and Qo) a theorsticai

framework of potential benefits for the classroom along the three

dimensions cf student as writer, teacher as reader and the stdent-

t=.achg. intaractIon.

Me setting for the empirical component was a cal.-u'

tuElnES5 majors at a small private college. s the author tz.:ht ti
.p.urse, she ,..sed aut,:biographical nsrratlues. in-class focused

ipor,tansous diaio.pue journals and monit:ed t'7em caref,J11

.Dualitative research methods were used on :oth ..4hat the E.miti.7,tE,

and what they said asbout the writin3 experience to ascert n t`le e,tent

to .-hich students took advantage of the l'opothesipe,n eCuc..tional

opportunities offered bv expressiue writing acti 'ties. LArote s.::ording

to the categories proposed in ts., theoretical frarfewor'w. B7i7.1

the benefits suggested :n the conceptualization. -he results wPre

BEST COPY MAME
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reported through three in-depth case studies and a global analysis

across the entire class.

The conceptual framework of potential benefits to the student as

writer, teacher as reader, and student-teacher interaction was supported

and elaborations made, as themes about individual differences and

variables affecting the writing experience emerged from a triangulation

of the data. Students wrote most often about their feelings about

mathematics and the course, and less often about subject matter, their

ways of doing mathematics, and their conception of mathematics. As the

teacher attempted to provide various sources of support for the wr ing

experiences and as the students grew into both their individual "need"

and "style of writing, however, students wrote about a wider range of

topics and reported numerous ways in winich the ,,Iriting benefited their

learning of mathematics.



ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATIcti

Acquiring Practical Reasoning Through Teacher-student

Interactions in Dialogue Journals

Jana Jo Staton

Doctor of Philosophy in Lducation

University of California, Los Angeles

Los Angeles, California

This study address the problem of how a teacher can help students

acquire those concepts, beliefs, strategies and knowledge of themselves,

other persons and the wo : on which rational deliberation and choices

about action are based. Such practical reasoning is the heuristic, non-

syllogistic lationality which characterizes human action. The thesis of

this study is that practical reasoning is gradually acquired through

extended interpersonal interactions with adults durirg which the child

learns to observe and practice the relevant concepts and strategies for

understanding and acting on the world. With many such opportunities,

children are prepared for autonomy as adults.

The data for the analysis consist of the complete texts of 2b dialogue

journals from a sixth grade class written during the 1979-19S0 school

year. Dialogue journals are private written conversations which occur

daily in this class between each student and their teacher. The

dialogue journal texts provide a unique record of the daily, spontaneous

thinking of children about the important events of their lives. Methods
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from discourse analysis and pragmatics were adapted and applied to the

texts in order to describe and render intelligible the dialogic struc-

ture ot these interactions. The dialogue journals are first described

in their social context, as communicative events meeting a wide variety

of student and teacher needs in the classroom. Then cross-sectional

studies of specific features or the interactions across all journals,

and longitudinal studies of individual student-teacher
dialogues across

the school year are presented.

The cross-sectional studies of elaboration and attributional reasoning

demonstrate how the teacher's strategies tor discussing everyday

experiences differ
systematically from those of her students. The stu-

dents often do not elaborate or provide explicit details in their

accounts of events, and so the teacher
demonstrates and encourages them

in this essential first step of describing and trying to explain in a

more specific way what is happening. The teacher also confronts and

challenges common misattributions students maxe. She provides the stu-

dents with a useful, rational model of attributional beliefs, con-

tinually asserting the need for personal responsibility and effort.

The longitudinal studies each follow one major topic in a students'

journal across the nine-month school year. These dialogues are

instances of extended "interactional scaffolding" in which the teacher

assists the student to re-examine problems from a ditferent perspective,

consider alternative actions, and incorporate new information and con-

cepts helpful in that particular context.
The tirst study, of one

student's strategies ("Tai"), for discussing her interpersonal problems,



describes how she acquires better strategies for expressing feelings,

describing what happened, and reflecting on and evaluating her own

actions. Me second study, of a student's ("Gordon") understanding of

the connection between his own actions and achievement in math, traces

the students's changes in beliefs in response to the teacher's active

intervention in guiding his perceptions and reasoning through the dialo-

gue. These two intensive studies provide an empirical picture of the

actual acquisition of more socially mature and effective reasoning capa-

cities.

The journal demonstrates how students are first involved in playing the

teacher's game of how to think about what happens, why things happen,

and what their own actions or responses might be. Even if they do not

always make the right choices, they are continuously involved in the

structure of reasoning about choices and alternatives which the teacher

creates. Implications for counseling practice and research, and for

educational practice are considered throughout.
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